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BINARY FAMILIES IN A TRIPLY CONNECTED REGION WITH ESPECIAL

REFERENCE TO HYPERGEOMETRIC FAMILIES. i

are

INTRODUCTION.

It was Riemann who, in his celebrated paper on hypergeometric functions,2
first

emphasized the importance of the group of substitutions which such a function under-
goes when continued along all possible paths which do not pass through a singular
point. Again, in another paper,3 he discusses from this same point of view families
composed of the solutions of homogeneous linear differential equations with algebraic
coefficients. In the present memoir his methods are applied, and extended, where
necessary, to the study of the properties of Unary families (a term to be explained
presently), particularly those whose members are analytic in a triply connected region.
In Part I the properties of the most general families of this sort are discussed, while
Part II is devoted to the special case of binary families whose only singularities

three regular singular points, i. e. hypergeometric families.

Since the solutions of a homogeneous linear differential equation of the second
order with single valued coefficients constitute a binary family, it would, from
point of view, have been most natural to make this discussion a chapter in the theory
of such equations ; but we have preferred to follow the methods of Riemann. It is

important, however, to note that all our work may be stated in terms of the differ-

ential equation
; in particular the classification of binary families in a triply connected

region given in the last half of Part I may be regarded as a classification of the
sub-groups of differential equations of the above kind, obtained from the general group
of the equation by so introducing cross-cuts in the region of definition of the
coefficients as to make it triply connected.

« This paper was accepted in June, 1903, by the Faculty of Arte and Sciences of Harvard University in
satisfaction of the requirement of a thesis for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

one

Werke, p. 67.
(18

p. 379.

8 Zwei allgemeine Siitze iiber lineare Differentialgleichungen mit algebraischen Coefficienten. (1857). Werke,
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The methods employed in this classification are believed to be entirely new, though

on * of hyper-
forming a natural development of Riemann's work
geometric families without apparently singular points, whicli

Ritter's classificat

Part 1 r, D, we g
a corollary of our more general results, and which he obtained by a method totally
different from ours, also furnished valuable suggestions. The case he treated is the
most general for which such classification has hitherto been attempted

Math. Ann., vol. 48.
Nebenpunkt. (1896)



PART I.

TTIE GENERAL CASE.

While this memoir refers primarily to families belonging to a triply connected

region, there are many ideas concerned which apply equally well to regions of higher

connectivity. We will develop these more general ideas in a subdivision A, following

this with a subdivision B, devoted to the more special properties true for the triply

connected region alone.

A. BINARY FAMILIES IN AN tt-TUPLY CONNECTED REGION.

§ 1. THE REGIONS Tn AND S.

Let a, 6, c, . . ., I be n simply connected perfect 1 regions on the complex sphere, no
two of which have a point in common. The remainder of the sphere constitutes the

w-tuply connected region Tn with holes a,b,c,...,L These holes may be continuous

open line-segments, or even points, as well as two-dimensional regions. By n — 1

cross-cuts joining a to b, b to c, etc., we can convert Tn into a simply connected region

which we shall refer to as the region S.

§ 2. DEFINITION OF A BINARY FAMILY.

In the region Tn we are to consider a family of functions which we shall call a

binary family, defined as follows :

(1) Every member is single valued and analytic throughout S, and can be con-

tinued over the cross-cuts, the branches thus obtained being again members of theo "~o

family ; i. e. we have to do with a family of function-branches analytic in Tn .

(2) There are two linearly independent branches, yu y2 , such that every member
can be expressed in the form Cj y v + c2 y2 , where c\ and c^ are constants ; and, con-

versely, if we give to c^ and c2 any values whatever, the function cx yx + c2 y2 belongs

to the family.

We shall call the pair (yl9 yt) a basis of the family. Any pair of linearly inde-

pendent branches is readily seen to constitute a basis.

1 By a perfect region is understood a region which includes all of its limiting points.
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§ 3. THE GROUP OF A BINARY FAMILY.

Starting from any given point of S, let us continue simultaneously a chosen basis

(yx , y2) along a closed path which may, if we please, intersect one or more of the

cross-cuts, but must lie within Tn . After making this circuit, y x
and y2 have become

branches yx
and y2 , linearly independent, and still members of the family. Defini-

tion (2) of the preceding section gives us the equations

where a, ft y, 8 are constants, and aS — fiy £ 0. The basis Q/lf t/2 ) has undergone

the linear substitution

A

symbolically

($vW = (" sjbtv ya) A <*n 3/2)

If we had continued our basis along some other closed path in Tn9 (y { , y2 ) would

have undergone, in general, another linear substitution

*-J ?
If we continue (yl9 y2) along the first path, and then along the second, it underg
the linear substitution

AB =(**' + &*/ a? + 08'

\va'+ ay 7 £' + 88'

For a closer treatment of this subject, one may consult Klein's Hypergeometrische
Functioned The points of chief importance are these : Corresponding to the fact

that all closed paths in Tn may be regarded as obtained by combination and repe-

of n closed fundamental paths, namely single circuits about each hole alone
have the theorem that all the substitutions which a basis (yb y2) can undergo are
combinations and repetitions of n generating substitutions, each of which corresponds

a single circuit about one, and only one, of the holes a, b, e, . . ., *, respectively.
At this point, however, we should note a matter to which Riemann alone of the

iters on this subject seems to have given especial attention. This is the fact that
the above definition of a fundamental path, and hence of a generating substitution,

1 Lithographed lectures 1893-94, pp. 98-101. We
I

to it.
use
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we still need to specify how such a path is to be taken relatively to the cross-cuts

which change Tn into S; this is a matter of convention, but unless we add sucli a-

specification, inconsistencies will arise in the computations which follow. The con-

vention we here adopt is practically Riemann's.1— Given a point P from which a

fundamental path about hole i is to start and to which it is to return. We divide S
into two regions by joining I to a by a cross-cut such that that part of S in which P
is lies to the left of a point which traces out its boundary so that it meets the holes

in the order I, . . ., c,b, a. A fundamental path about i is to have the hole i, but no

other hole, interior to it, and is to be deformable into a path which crosses the cross-

cuts at only two points. A generating substitution corresponds to such a path

traversed positively, its inverse to that path traversed negatively.

With this convention we see that a path formed of n fundamental paths about

l
f . . ., c, b, a, successively, each taken positively, is equivalent to a path enclosing

no hole. If the n generating substitutions for a given basis are Sa , Sbi Sc , . . . , S„ this

gives the relation

(1) Si . . . Sc St, Sa = 1,

where 1 stands for the identical substitution.

A different convention would have changed the order of the product in (1).

The totality of substitutions which a basis undergoes when continued along all possible

closed paths in T„ constitutes a group whose n generating substitutions correspond to

single circuits about each of the holes.

This group, which we call the group of the binary family, is discontinuous, and,

in general, infinite. If we had used instead of (yx , y2) any other basis (?//, ?//), we

should have obtained a new group simply isomorphic with the old, and therefore, as

an abstract group, indistinguishable from it. In so far we are justified in speaking of

the group of the family as we have done; if there is need of a more specific expression,

we shall speak of the group corresponding to a basis.

§4. THE DOUBLY CONNECTED REGION.

There are certain well-known facts for the case where the number of holes of Tn is

two which we will deduce as briefly as possible in this section. If, in this case, we

continue a basis (y„ y2 ) of a binary family along a fundamental path about the hole

a in the positive direction, we shall have the generating substitution

<* • »•> - (»' «') <*>
'
**

1 " Beitrage," etc. VVerke, pp. 70-71.
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where, in general, none of the coefficients vanish. But we can always choose bases

which have a simpler generating substitution. Consider the characteristic equation

(2)
m

1
— p n

i

™
2

w
2
- p

This equation is readily shown to be invariant under any linear substitution that

may be performed upon (y l9 y2 ), so that it is the same for every basis, and its prop-

erties are therefore characteristic of the family. Designate by p</, pa", the roots

of (2); these we call the multipliers of the family for the hole a, the i .son for this

terminology appearing presently.- Neither of these multipliers can u.ish, since
mxn% — m.^! ± 0.

Two cases present themselves

:

!• Pa * pa". This we designate the ordinary case
Let

(3)

ft"'=«*& + (Pa" -«i)ya ,

N

it being understood that if either n
x or m, vanishes, we take *' = m,, Pn

» = «, With
this convention it is easily seen that ya>, y» form a basis. It may be readily verified
for this basis that its generating substitution for the hole a is

to/. *">«(*' °

Thus
P

substZ^ T
e We

.

haV
!
^^ " '"* fr« *") *W<* undergoes a MA****suosmution when continued alnno- a f,,^ i - i

term mnlfmU. f
° ,,

S * fundamen^ P»th about a; hence the use of theterm multipliers for n ' o " Tf z.' z." „

nndero-op,L •* ' '
are any constants * 0, the bask (/ V, *Vundergoes the same generating substitution.

li/ ^This, however, is true of no other bases

variant.te W h il tt
fr°m the &Ct that the ^racteristic eqnation (2) is to-

the Me « andt h ^ f
°f *" f°rm *•'• ^JteJLrf trlL foruue llole a

>
and a basis formed frnm ti>„m s ,

II p ' = " H -7 MdamenM basil.

ently
' (3) rivet" tat niT "T* % d<> "^^ Vanish

>
a case to be «te«d pr

-J^lf!" ^ °ne branCh and its ™Wp'es * which unde,-,n tta «Jisubstitution for the hoi
hich undergo the generating

t „.t

This branch
y = Pa y

about

multiple of y

designate by y/, and by ya
" we win denote anj branch not a

ien a basis (ya', y ») undergoes the generating substitution

(ft', ft") = (
^ 0>

j (V t v ffS
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From the invariance of equation (2), it follows that n = pa'. m, however, will either

assume any given value except zero, according to our choice of a basis, or else vanish

for all bases. If m ^ 0, we shall speak of the hole a hx logarithmic for the family;

if m = 0, a will be called semisingular} (yd, yd') is again called a fundamental basi-.

but we should note that by this definition this term is, in the case before us, to be

applied to any basis whatever in which the first member is a branch undergoing a

multiplicative generating substitution about a. In case a is semisingular, all members

of the family have the generating substitution about a,

V = Pa y,

so that every basis is fundamental ; but in the logarithmic case, a particular branch

ya
' and its constant multiples are the only members undergoing such a substitution

about a.

If m? = ?h = 0, (3) is invalid, but we have evidently the semisingular case.

If a and a" are any quantities that satisfy the relations

e — pa , e — pa ,

while ax is some point of the hole a, we shall have, provided at
is not the point infinity,

(4)
yd = (x-a

i Y' <pa
'
(*),

Oa
yd' = (*- «i)°" <l>d' (*) + 2^. yd log (x - a,),

where <j>d (x) and <pd' (x) are single valued and analytic in T2 . If a x
is the point

infinity, x — ax is to be replaced by - in (4). Formula (4) will represent a fundamental

basis in all cases; for the ordinary and semisingular cases Ca = 0, while for the

logarithmic case Ca i1 0.

In particular, the hole a may be a single point. In this case we have Laurent's

developments for </>d and </»a
" in a properly chosen circle about a, and these develop-

ments may have, for certain families, only a finite number of terms with negative

exponents (positive exponents if a is the point infinity), a is then said to be a regular

singular point of the family.

§ 5. FUNDAMENTAL BASES FOR AN n-TUPLY CONNECTED REGION.

CONNECTING FORMULAE.

Passing now to the general case of n holes, we see that if we join together by

n — 2 cross-cuts all the holes except t, leaving that hole free, we have a doubly con-

nected region, so that from § 4 we deduce the existence of fundamental bases (y/9 y")

1 These terms are used by Klein, as well as lengthier ones which are less convenient

)
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and the pair of multipliers p?9 p". Proceeding in the same way for each hole, we

have for a, b, e, . . ., I, fundamental bases (y/, ya"), (yb% y6"), (y/, yc"), . . ., (y/, y,"),

and corresponding pairs of multipliers pa
f

, pa
"

; pb', pb

"
; p/, pc

" ; . . . ; p{, p{'. A
given hole may be ordinary, logarithmic, or semisbujidar ; in each case there are

certain degrees of freedom in the choice of a fundamental basis, as noted in § 4.

Every fundamental basis for a can be put into the form (4), where
<f>a

' (x) and
<f>a"(x)

are single valued and analytic in any doubly connected region we may form from

Tn by suitable cross-cuts which do not meet the boundary of a. Similarly for each of

the other holes, with an appropriate change of notation in (4).

Let us note here an important relation between the multipliers of a family. From

equation (1) we deduce at once the equation

Det Sa • Det Sb
• Det Sc . . . Det Si = 1,

where Det S stands for the determinant of the substitution S. But from the invari-

ance of (2) it follows that for every generating substitution about a we have

Det Sa = PJ Pa'\

and analogously for Det Sb , Det Sc , . . . , Det 8t . Hence we have the relation

(
5 > Pa' Pa" Pb' Pb" Pa' Pe" . • • *>' ' » 1.

By definition (2) of § 2, any set of fundamental bases is connected by a relation

r „, ' , a „. »

(6)
». = » li + » it = «, ,.' + £, y« = . . . = „„_, „/ + ff ,,»
I. =m'+« it = 7, li + «,*."=...= y^ y', + S„_

2 y«.

This we will call a connecting formula} Obviously, from the degree of arbitrariness
that enters into the choice of fundamental bases, some of the coefficients in a con-
necting formula will be more or less at our disposal. One of the chief questions
wh.ch will concern us is the determination of the remaining coefficients after those

disposal have been fixed by of bases in (6). As a matter of
fact we shall see later that the pre-assigning of the multipliers will, in general, though
not in all special cases, determine these remaining coefficients when « = 3. It i

known that m general for » > 3 additional conditions are needed
The importance of the connecting formula is evident from the following theorem,

which is at once seen to be true

:

The group of a famihj is completely determined in case we know its multiplier,, the
coeffivents of a connecting formula, and the constants C , Cb C
•»to the generating suhstitutions of the oases in that connecting'),

&. which

1 Klein: Zusammenhangsformel.
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§ 6. KINDRED FAMILIES.

There are two views which we may take of the group of a family; we may look

upon it as an abstract group in which the members are any collection of elements

obeying certain formal laws, or as a concrete group whose members arc linear substi-

tutions which a given basis undergoes, these substitutions having coefficients which

are uniquely determined when the path of continuation is given. It is from this

latter point of view that we proceed to study the ^roup. We shall suppose the holes

a, b, c, . . ., I always given, and limit our discussion to families having the tme holes.

It is entirely conceivable that we may have two binary families with 1 lie same

group; hypergeometric families, which we shall study in Part II, readily furnish u

with examples of this. But first,— exactly what is meant byfamilies with the same

group? To answer this briefly,— two binary families belonging to T„ are said to have

the same group if it is possible to choose from, the one family a basis (y', y"), and from

the other a basis (y', y"),
1 sucn îai whni continual together over the same path

what path in Tn that may be, the latter basis undergoes always the same swbsti

u the former. Such families we shall call kindred families ; (//', y") and (Tf, if

responding bases. No matter what values we give to the constants m„ n
x , mz, %

provided mx n^ — m? nx ^ 0, the bases

m
2

«
2
) (/, y") = S (y\ y"),

and 8 (y', y") correspond. Hence

:

I. If two binary families are kindred, to every basis of the one corresponds a basis

of the other, i. e., a necessary as well as sufficient condition thai two binary families be

kindred is that for every basis of the one there exist a corresponding basis of the other.

We should note the vagueness of the word u corresponding
M

as used here. Ob-

viously the same group may belong to an infinite number of bases of the same family

(for example, the constant multiples of a given basis), so that this correspondence is

not of a finite number of bases to a finite number.

A second theorem of great importance, whose truth is immediately obvious, is the

following

:

II. A necessary and sufficient condition that a basis of one binary family corre-

spond to a basis of another such family is that the two bases have the same generating

substitutions.

1 This is not to be confused with a notation used in §§ 3 and 4
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From the theorem stated at the end of § 5, we see that Theorem II can be given

in terms of the connecting formula ; in fact, as we shall proceed to prove, the follow-

ing gives us a criterion that two families be kindred :

III. In order that two binary families belonging to Tn be I Ired, it is both necessary

and sufficient that the families have the same multipliers, and connecting formulae in

which the corresponding coefficients and the associated constants Cm , Cb , Cc , . . . , C if
are

the same.

From the preceding theorems the sufficiency of this condition is obvious. To show

its necessity, we first note the fact that if a fundamental basis for a given hole with

multipliers p, p", has at that hole the generating substitution f
p
, (y „ ), a corresponding

basis of the other family must, by definition, have the same generating substitution

that hole. Forming the characteristic equation (2), we see that the multipliers of

the second family at the given hole are also p', p" , as was to be proved. M

the possession of the generating substitution (

°
n „ ) about a hole for which the

multipliers are p, p", characterizes a fundamental basis at that hole. We have thus

proved that if (/, y") is a basis of the one family fundamental for a given hole, every

corresponding basis of the other family must be fundamental for the same hole, and

must besides have the same associated constant C as (//, y
Let (Va, yd') and (ya

f

, ya") be corresponding bases of the two families; a connectin

formula of the first family is

(7) <*' ^«") = B W> *") - C <jr/, ye") = . . . = L (*', y!').

Denoting by B~x
the inverse of B, we have

B-* (y.', ya") = (yb\ yb»),

°~l
(y.'. y.") = (ye\ y.")>

L~x

Ofa', ym") = fo', yiy

Since the basis B * (iJa
'

} ya") must correspond to the basis B~* (ya
'

9 ym"), it follows
from what we have just seen that B~* &', ya») is a basis «; j*r,

fundamental at b
and having the same associated constant Cb as (y/, y>"). Proceeding similarly, we
ha\

c-1

«/, ya") = (#, $J%

(y.'» y.") = (#, y,">

so that for the second family we have a connecting formula
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(8) «/. Va") = B fa', fr") = (,y/, #,") • • & w, #"),

which the same as (6), includin the

Our proof is thus completed.

A generalization of this result which we shall need

proof is readily supplied from the proof of Theorem 1 1

1

i ted constants Ca, C••' ^s*% • • • • Oi

(1

1V
- Jf(y',y")and(y,y any two corresponding loses of tiro kindred binary

families, and if(f, y") is related to fundamental bases of itsfamily by thef

V'?) = A'W,9.")'**W9 9?)m. . . v te'. v!'\

then (f, y") is also related to properly chosen fundamental bases of its family by the

formula

<f. V") = A' UJ, y») = B> (&', &") = . . . = L <

{§
f

t^
the associated constants Ca, Cb, C
in both formulae.

cy Cb as well as the coefficients, being the same

§ 7. RELATIONS BETWEEN KINDRED BINARY FUNCTIONS.

Before proceed

d (y\ V') are .

be convenient to introduce a few

pond ba f two kindred binary f

if V, y
ft

we will

peak of y' and y', and also of y" and y ponding branches

We will call functions whose branches are members of a binary family, binary func-
tions ; and by two kindred binary functions, we mean functions two of whose branches
are corresponding branches of two kindred binary families.

We proceed now to develop certain relations between corresponding branches be-

longing to kindred binary families; but by the principle of the permanence of func-

tional the equations developed will be in f between the kindred
binary functions to which those branches belon

Let (/, y") and (If, y") be corresponding bases of two kindred families

ition of Theorem IV, § 6, we have

gth

f y
y" y"

Det A' .
ya

y«
a

ya

ya
" Det B'.

yb" y»"
DetZ'.l^' #

W' yi"

From these equations it follows that the determinant

y' y'

y" y"

defines a function undergoing only multiplicat

for, using the notation of (4), we have

substitutions for every path T.
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yd

Va
!l

yd

yd'

"iY 4>d (*)

c
a
x
y' $*'(*)

af"M'{x)+^(x-a{)*<l>a
f (x)log(z-aJ (x-a.rfd'ixj+^x-a^d^logix-a,)

(x

(X

*lY 4>d (X)

atf" <f>d' (x)

<hf fd ('•

)

a
xY" <£a" (x)

But since the multipliers of kindred families are the same, a

both be integers, so that we may write

a and a a" must

yd yd
V " V " a

x
y+«"$a {x\

where <f>Jx) is single valued and anal)

holes. Hence we have the equation

about a ; similarly for the other

(9)
y' y'

f f «i)
a'+i" (x btf'+fi" .{x-LY+*'4>(z)i

where <j> (x) is single valued and analytic everywhere in Tn , except possibly at the point

infinity, which, in (9), is supposed not to be an isolated singular point. If it is, it is

easy to see how this discussion is to be modified. Equation (5) gives the relation

a' + a" + P + &' + . . . + X' + %a an integer,

that
(f>

(x) has at most a pole in the point infinity, and must be single valued there,

In particular, since the ponents concerned may be ed or diminish'?d by any

we may so choose them that <j> (x) will be analytic in the point infinity

Between any three kindred functions there ich may

Veasily deduce. Let (/, y"), (y, y"), y
binary families, and let y, y, yt

be any three

families.

have

be corresponding bases- of three kindred

iponding branches of

The bases chosen may always be so taken if y y' + /%
rr

pecti

fa

y ay' + /3y», § = a$' + /3$".

Having so chosen the bases that these relations hold, we obtain the equation

y y y
y' y' ¥ = y
y" y" f

y' y
f y" y

y' J
v'l, =y y

y" y"\
+ y y" y"

The coefficients of y, y, % here have a form analogous to (9), so that, since
pliers of kindred families are the same, we have only to divide through by

the multi-

suitable

powers of
«i), (x *i) ), to obtain the

1 The notation here is readily understood by comparison with that used for the hole a.

»•
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(10) y <J> (x) + y ^ (x) + y<P (x) = 0,

where 4>, <t>, <l> are single valued and analytic throughout Tn . Hence we may state

the theorem

:

I. Any three kindred binary functions are connected by a linear and homoaaieauB

relation whose coefficients are functions of the independent variable single valued and

analytic throughout Tn.

In case all the holes are regular singular points (as defined in § 4), <1>, <]>, <P
y
may

be taken polynomials; 1
it will be sufficient here to refer to the more explicit formulae

of Part II for the case n = 3, from which it is easy to see how to pass to the general

case n > 3.

As a particular application of Theorem I we may note that any binary function

and any derivative of that function are kindred, as can easily be verified from Theorem

III of § 6. Hence from Theorem I alone we can deduce the differential equation

(ii) »£!+*£+**=*dx> '
ri dx

in which the coefficients are single valued and analytic throughout Tn . If all the holes

are regular singular points, these coefficients will be rational, and hence can he taken

polynomials. Equation (11) is satisfied by every member of the binary family to

which the function y belongs. Conversely, we know from the theory of differential

equations that all the solutions of such an equation constitute a binary family. Hence

we have the theorem

:

II. A binary family consists of all the solutions of a differential equation (11);

and every equation (11) defines a binary family.

B. CLASSIFICATION OF BINARY FAMILIES FOR THE CASE n = 3.

§ 1. THE PROBLEM.

The question — when are two binary families kindred?— lias been answered in

§ 6 of Part I, A, by Theorem III, and it is to be noted that this answer has two parts.

The first requirement is that the two families have the same multipliers, the xxmd

that they have a common connecting formula. To be sure we shall find cases where

the satisfying of the first condition entails as a necessary consequence the satisfying of

the second, but this is by no means always true.

Can we so classify binary families for the case n ~ 3 that two families belonging

to the same class will have the same group when their multipliers are the same, but

1 See Werke, p. 379.

2
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will always liave different groups when they belong to different classes ? This is the

question which will now occupy us, and which will be answered affirmatively by the

actual construction of such a classification.

It is instructive to observe how this may be done for the c;i e n = 2. Here fami-

lies with the same multipliers are kindred unless the two multipliers of a hole a are

equal to each other; in this case both holes may be logarithmic for some families, and

semisingular for others. It will readily be seen that the following is a classification of

kind desired

Type I.
. PJ * Pa".

Type II o'-o"S Classl - °n = °>lype Pa _ Pa
j ciass ^ ^ ^

§2. THE FOUR TYPES.

Obviously the study of connecting formula will be most essential to our work
but it is important to notice that we need concern ourselves only with the } trt

(12)
yd = a yh

> + yb
".

V« =vyb
f + S y6

",

since the relation Sc Sb Sa = 1, noted on page 9, shows that the generating substitution
for c 1S expressible in terms of those for a and b. But this relation Sc Sb Si = 1 gives,
besides the equation

(13)
Pa Pa" Pb'

Pb" pj p» = 1,

already glven for the general case on page 12, an additional equation in terms of

"'
,

7f
'

b
'
and the multiPliers>

which is most important for our subsequent
work. We obtain this as follows

: If we turn back to § 4 of Part I, A, we
p. and Pc are roots of the invariant characteristic equation
(14)

that

m
x
— p n

l

2 n2—P
o,

WhereU £)
is the generating substitution of any basis about c ; if the inverse of

such a generating substitution, the roots are 1 1 r, , • , , ^ • m\,
u« roots are 0n tlus latter hypothesis (14)

The first

1_
Pc' Pc" w

2 n
but this is readily seen to be (13) in another form.* The other invariant is

2
1*1 *a - wi

a nx is in fact the Drodurt TW c r* 4. <* ^ ^product Det Sa . Det Sb . But Det Sa = 9<
>
p », and Defc sb = pf pb

».
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(i;>)

Pe'
+

Pc"
W'l + "

2 ,

and this equation will be found most essential for the classification we wish to make

To obtain the values of m
x
and n» let us use t lie relation

&
i in

in

i

2

Sb Sm

From formula (12) we can easily compute Sb Sa for the basis (yd, ?/,/'), and in this way
we find

m
\ = Pa Pb [8 CaP]

a

A r.- pi^

.

w
2 = [>«' P*" ( 7 + Ca a) + pa'pb

' Cb (8 Cm /5)]| + &>.'Va *V<W]|.

where A stands for the con-vanishing determinant aS If \v pb
sides of (15) by A, and perform a few simple transformations, we obtain the equation

(16) a S -TT-1—7—1) (Pa P ' Pc
Pa Pb Pc Pc

1 ) (Pa Pb' Pc
"

1) Ca a/3pn'(Pl; pi.

)

+ 7 f, <W P<! pJ
Pc

1 ) (pa
' p,!' pJ - 1) + Cb /3 8 pi! (Pa

' - Pa") + ca cb & Pa
'

Pl: o

The presence of products of multipliers pa'p h
'p

c', pa'p,'p r
", etc., in this equation givi

us a hint that an important principle of classification is introduced when we state, for

a given family, whether such a product i or is not, equal to unity; such knowled e

is, in fact, essential for the discussion of (16). That this has a deeper signili nice will

be manifest when we have observed subsequently that whenever such a product is

equal to unity, there exists a member of the family which undergoes only multiplica-

tive substitutions when continued along any clo d path in 1\. Accordingly, we divide

all binary families having the same three holes into four typt ..characterized as follows:

Type
U

tt

u

I.

n.

III.

Pa! pb pc

Pa' pb Pc

Pa Pb Pc'

IV. Pa'pb'pc
'

*1,
1,

1,

1,

Pa" Pb' Pc'

Pa" Pb Pc'

Pa" Pb' Pc'

Pa" Pb' Pc'

*1,
*1,

1-

1,

p.: p^ pJ

P„'Pb"Pc'

Pa Pb" Pc'

Pa'pb'Pc'

*1,
*1,
*1,

1,

Pa' P b' Pc"

Pa Pb Pc"

Pa P ' Pc"

Pa Pb Pc"

*1.
*1.

* 1.

1.

Tn each„type the behavior of the remaining four products of multipliers is deter-

mined by (13). It might seem at first glance that there should be another type

characterized by the relations
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.

Pa'po'pc'^h Pa"Pt>'Pc' = h />«W = 1
> Po'Pb'pe"*U

m

but these four equations are inconsistent, since from the first three follows

Pa Pb pc" = 1.

By a proper choice of notation every binary family in T3 can l>e brouyfd under one, and

but one, of the abovefour types.

§ 3. CLASSIFICATION OF FAMILIES UNDER EACH TYPE.

The types have been determined by means of characteristic relations among the

multipliers. In classifying under the types we make use also of the second condition

that two families be kindred, namely, the requirement that they have a common con-

necting formula. As we have already remarked, we need use only the part (12) in

this discussion. We proceed as follows

:

Suppose we are given a formula (12) for a given family; and suppose als

given a second family with the same multipliers, and belonging to it a formula

(17)
YJ = aYb

' + /3 IV',

Jr«" = 7l7 + SF6";

then, according to our criterion, the two families are kindred token and only token, by

chowe offundamental bases in the second family, (17) may be changed to

(18) U = ay h
' + /3 y b'\

ya" = 7 y*' + « hn*

ivliere the associated constants C, as well as the coefficients, have the same value as in (12).

If this can be done, the two families, which are of the same type since they kave the same

multipliers, will belong to the same class ; if not, to different classes. Here, then, is given

the basis of our further classification. Let us observe that this is a classification of

families by means of their groups, but it affords a classification of the groups as well.

To see how a formula (17) may be changed, let us recollect the degree of arbitrari-

ness which enters into our choice of fundamental bases; we may multiply each member
of a fundamental basis by any constant * 0, and still have a fundamental basis ; more-

if the hole is ordinary, this is the only way in which we can pass from one such

basis

We may illustrate our course of procedure by considering the case where both

and b are ordinary, while none of the coefficients in (12) and (17) vanish. We a
here write, instead of (17), the new formula
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(P ?**)

(9 Ta") 11 {r iv) + ^ <. fa

We can always choose the constants^;, q, r> s, so as to satisfy the equations

ap
r

a
Bp
8

A
E <2

9
s,

and we .shall then have

7

r

Sa_0

Our new formula which we now substitute for (17) is

Va

y<*

a y,! + yb",

VT^y* +By'"
bap

where (ya% yj% (y/, ?/„"), stand for the fundamental bases (p Ta', q Y"), (r IV, s r6"),

respectively. Obviously a necessary and sufficient condition that the two families

(which have the same multipliers, and for both of which Ca = Cb 0) be kindred

-Bafi
7 7

And to find out whether this is true, we need only make use of equation (16) ; but this

we defer for the present.

The work in this case has been given at some length in order to make the plan of

procedure clear. If a hole is semisinuular, we must remember that any basis whatever

is fundamental at that hole; if logarithmic, we may

basis to another by taking any multiple of the

change from one fundamental

first member of the old for the fi

member of the new, the second member of the new basis being any linearly independent

member of the family ; but the associated constant C willjn general suffer a change.

So much, by way of generalities, will suffice. The method of classification will

become clearer as we proceed, case by case, in the following pages. The general pro-

cedure is to observe for each type the possible forms of (12), for families with the

same multipliers, which cannot be carried over into each other by a change of funda-

mental bases; to each.such form will belong a class of families. Such a plan of classi-

fication is evidently of the sort we wish ; for families with the same multipliers will

be kindred when, and only when, they belong to the same class.

We now proceed to an examination of each type.
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Type I. pa
'

pb
' pj * 1, pa

" Pb
'
pa' ± 1, pa' Rb" pd * h pd Pb Pc" * 1 •

We observe first that the coefficient /? in 712) cannot vanish for this type; for if

, all the terms of (16) vanish except the first, which cannot vanish, since no

product of multipliers in it = 1, and aS — j3y ^ 0, so that aS ^ 0. As a consequence,

we see that neither a nor b can be semisingular, for any ba-is is fundamental for a semi-

singular hole, so that if a or & were semisingular we could write yd = yd, and this

would be the first line of a possible formula (12) ; but here ft
— 0, and this we have

seen to be impossible. Whether we use b or c in this work is only a matter of notation,

so that it is true for this type that no hole is semisingular. Three possibilities now

present themselves.

If the two holes a and b are ordinary, we have Ca = Cb
= 0, and, using the two

facts that aS - fiy & 0, and that no product of multipliers = 1, we may easily assure

ourselves, from (16), that a, /3, y, 8 can none of them vanish. On page 2L we have

that a, p, § can be taken at pleasure, but * ; (16) then uniquely determines y.

o multipliers have a common formula

*

'O

Fixing yd, we can choose yd' so that Ca has

Hence in this case all families ha

(12), and hence are kindred

If a is logarithmic, while b is ordinary, we have pd = pa", Ca * 0, Cb
= 0. Us

the fact that aS - /Sy * 0, so that if a were to vanish y could not, we ded
from (16) that a cannot vanish. We see here, as on page 21, that a and /3 are at

choice, except

any ^reassigned value * 0. Form now a new y.», by adding to the old sue!, a multiple

of y.' that in the new formula 8 = 0; ft remains unaltered. In lids new formula,
then, ft, a, and £ are arbitrary, while 8 = 0; y is uniquely determined by (16).

Hence all families here have a common formula (12), providing they have the same
multipliers.

J

If both a and b are logarithmic, we may proceed as follows : Choose bases (yj, ?.").

ly.
,
y. ),

so that ft and ft have any preassigned values * 0. Take a new ?/„", by
adding to the old such a multiple of y< that a = ; take as a new „.' and y„" such a
multiple of the old pair that

fi will take on an arbitrary yalue * 0,'
ft and ft retain-

V
l
1UeS

"
Finally

'
for a last y"> add t0 l|m former such a multiple of

» that the new 8 = 0. These changes leave ft and ft still unaltered. Then y, for

o

H

W ^ miqUely detemillecl ^ ^- A^» ^ have, for this case, a
formula possessed by every family with the sameJ^
one and „ 7

'a
?
u,Mtod a11 ca^ !

a family with given multipliers belongs under
and only one of these cases, under each of which families with the same multipliers

mg their former
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are always kindred. Hence Type I furnishes but one class. -Stated in other words

under Type I the group Is alw< is completely det* rmined by the multipliers.

Type 1 1. pa' pb
'

pc
' = 1, pa" pi! pj * 1, Pa' Pb" Pc * 1, Pa Pb Pc" ± 1 •

Every hole is here ordinary ; if, for instance, prt

' = p/', we should have pa"p>'pc' = 1,

contrary to hypothesis. Equation (16) reduces to /3y = 0. We have, then, the

following three cases:
1. /3 = 0, 7*0.
2. £ * 0, 7 = 0.

3. yg = 0, 7 = 0.

In all these cases neither a nor 8 can vanish, since aS — fiy -A 0. In each case

the coefficients of (12) that do not vanish can take on any value * hy an appropriate

choice of fundamental bases, but it is impossible to prevent the specified coefficients

from vanishing, or to make any others vanish. Every connecting formula can be

reduced to one of three special ones, marked by the respective cases, but these three

cannot be carried over into each other. Families of Type II, with the same multi-

pliers, may fall under any one of these three cases, so that we have here three classes

;

these we will designate Classes 1, 2, 3, respectively.

Type III. Pa' Pb' PJ = 1, p rl
"
Pb' Pc' = 1, Pa Pb" Pc' * 1, Pa Pb' Pc" * 1.

rr

Here pj = pB", but pb
' * pb", pj * p"; hence Cb vanishes, and (10) reduces to

Ca a ft = 0. Since a and /3 cannot both vanish, on account of the relation a 8 — /?y ^ 0,

and since when Ca = we can always take J3 = 0, on account of the fact that (yb', y b

is then fundamental at a, we have only the following three cases to consider

:

1. Ca * 0, a * 0. Here /3 always vanishes, from (16), while 8 never vanishes

since a 8 — $y i=- 0. Given a formula (12), we may first so change it by a new

of yb and y" that a and 8 have any values ^ that we please. The '->

formula we can again change by using as a new ya
" the old ya

" (which we can suppose

to have been so chosen that Ca has any value we please ^ 0), plus any multiple we please

of ya
'. This leaves Ca, a, 8 unchanged, but we can make the new y anything we

please, including zero. Hence the formulas (12) of all families with the same multi-

pliers under this case can be taken the same (including (7a ).

2. Ca & 0, a = 0. The discussion here is much the same as for the previous case.

/3 can never vanish we can take /3, y, Ca anything we please except zero,

while to 8 we can give any value including zero, so that the formulas (12) of all

families under this case can be taken the same.
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3. Ca — 0. Since every basis is fundamental at a, we can here ah ivs take for (12)

ya" m |>»

A family of Type III, with given multipliers, may belong to any one of these three

cases, and the formulae of different cases (including the values of Ca) can obviously not

be carried over into each other. Hence we have here three classes which we number

in correspondence with the above three cases.

Type IV. Pa
'

P
'

Pc
' = 1, Pa

»
Pb

>

Pc
> = l, pa

'

Pb
"
Pc

< m l, pj pb
<

pr
« = l.

We may deduce from the relations characterizing this type the equations pa
' = pa

",

i it i n
Pb = pb , pc = pc • Equation (16) reduces to Ca Cb 8 =

It will be convenient, though not necessary, to make use of Cc here ; we may then

consider the following five cases

:

1. Ca = 0, Cb ±0, Cc ±0.
2. Ca * 0, Cb = 0, Ce * 0.

3. Ca * 0, Cb ,t 0, Cc = 0.

4. Ca = y Cb = 0, CC = Q.

o. Ca * 0, Cb ± 0, Cc ± 0.

These exhaust all possible cases, for if two holes are Bemisingular, it is obvious that the

third will also be semisingular. The groups corresponding to each case are evidently

different. In all cases we may take for (12)

(19) Va = yh\

for in cases 1, 2, 4 every basis is fundamental either at a or 6, while in cases 3 and 5

equation (16) gives = 0, and since b is logarithmic and 8 * 0, a * (on account of

Py * 0), we are at liberty to rename ayb andyy/ 4- $y", which are

fundamental bases for b, yb\ and yb
" respectively. To find whether there is but one

class under each case, we must see whether in (19) Ca and Cb can be given the same
set of values for every family under each case.

1. CB == 0. Cb can always be given any value we please * 0, since *»" is at our
choice. There is but one class here.

2, 3 There can obviously be but one class in each of these cases, from their resem-
blance to Case 1.

t w
=

1

C
r,°'j

alWayS
' ^ tWs °aSe

-
There is but one c1^ here.

0. We shall find an infinite number of classes under this case, for wnen we have
chosen our bases ln (19) so that one of the two quantities n. ft is fixed, the other is

aj ^b
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not at our disposal. To show this, let us introduce in place of the old bases (ya% yd'),

W> V"), new bases (Ya% Ya"), (Yb', 27'), satisfying the equations

Y

'

* a

Y"-1 a

Yb\

Yb",

associated constants C having the values Ca, ^b' We must have

YJ
Ya"

Yb
'

Yb
"

\ yd,

h yd + v
x
jr.",

\yb\

H yb + v
2 yb

"-

By comparing with (19) we easily deduce the equations

*i — \, /*i /*a»
v
\ = V

2 ; \ jt 0, r^ 0;

Ca V
1 ai>

\
i

cb ^2

giving the equation,

Ca
ab

Ca
a

K
b

Hence no matter what basis we use in ( 1 9

)

the same n

same group

t of a family belonging to this c?

pliers, and for which k is the same, and only such families

the same for a given family ; i. e.

Accordingly all families here with

have the

But pable of taking on an infinite number of for famil

with the same multipl We can at least see no restrictions on its value he

pt that we are to avoid cases 1, 2, 3, 4), and in the last subdivision of Part II

shall give an example where k can assume an infinite number of

of k, then, g We get cases 1, 2, 3, by putting 0,oo,

5. Each value

1, respectively.

In Case 4, k has no meaning. Cases 1, 2, 3, 4 give each a class, which we number
correspondingly, and we have besides these an infinite number of classes corresponding

each to a different value of k.

§4. TABULATION OF CLASSES.

It is for many purposes useful to know the characteristics of the complete con-

necting formula

(20)
yd
ya

1/

ayb
' + fi yb

" = a, !fc
> + £ yc

»,

Vyb'+S yb
" = 7l yj + B, y",
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for each class. We have already discussed the determination of Cai Cb9 a, ft y, 8. To

find Cc9 al9 ft, yl9 81? or rather those which depend upon the others after we have

given particular values to those at our choice, we use the four equations furnished by

Sc 65 *Sa = 1,

which we shall give in the next section. At present it i- <nough for our purposes to

find which of the coefficients in the complete connecting formula of a family vanish,

and this can easily be done with the aid of the results of the preceding section ; either

the symmetry of conditions at b and c, or else the relations characterizing the type,

will tell us which of the coefficients a1? ft, yl9 ht must vanish, and w oich may be made

to vanish by a proper choice of bases in (20). We already know that it must be pos-

sible to reduce all complete formulae (20) of families of the same class with the same

multipliers to one and the same formula (see Theorem III of Part I, A, § G). In the

following table we briefly characterize each class.

Type I. Pa>pb'pc > * 1, pa»pb
'

Po
' * 1, Pa'pb

"
Pc * 1, pa

'

Pb
'

Pc
" * 1.

There is but one class under this type. It is always possible to take a formula. (20)

which no coefficients vanish. No &«*-"• VV^I.-Using the term ev (wh

fundamental branch to designate a member of a binary family which undergoes multi

plicative substitutions only for all paths in T8, we deduce from the behavior of tin

connecting formulae the fact that there can be no everywhere fundamental branch©
belonging to families of this type.

Type II. pa'pb
'

Pc
> = l, pa

»
Pi 1

In every family under this and the two remaining types there is an everywhere
fundamental branch. For this type all holes are ordinary

Class 1. p _ ft = 0, while the other coefficients in (20) can never vanish
Only a branch ya', and its constant multiples, is everywhere fundamental, it:

multipliers being Ra% pb
'

y Rc\

^
Class 2. y = 7l = ; no other coefficients in (20) can vanish. Only a branch

2/^,
and its constant multiples, is everywhere fundamental, its multipliers being

Pa > pb f
p"-

Class 3. p = ft == y = yi = . no other coefficient m (2Q) ^ v . mjs]u 0nly
two linearly independent branches, ya

> and y»
9 and their constant multiples,

ywhere fundamental, their multipliers being p/, Pb% p/f and «.", p/', p.",
respectively

1 Equivalent to only three besides (13).
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Type III. pj

p

b' pj = 1, pa"

p

b> pj = 1, pa
>

pb
» p< -t 1, pa

>

pb>
p» * 1.

Here pa
' = prt

", but b and c are ordinary.

Class 1. ft and ft must vanish, and y can always be made to vanish, in which

case none of the other coefficients in (20) = 0. a is logarithmic. There is but

one branch ya', and its constant multiples, everywhere fundamental, its multipliers

being pa', pb} p \

Class 2. a and aj must vanish, and 8 can always be made to vanish, in which

case none of the other coefficients in (20) = 0. a is logarithmic. Only a branch

ya% and its constant multiples, is everywhere fundamental, its multipliers being
/ it it

Pay pb t pc •

Class 3. We may take none of coefficients in (20) zero, or as many as four;

for instance ft ft, y, yx
. a is semisingular. Only two linearly independent

branches, ya
' and ya

"
9 and their constant multiples, are everywhere fundamental,

their multipliers being pa', pb

'

y pc% and pa
'

y pb

"
', p/', respectively.

Type IV. pj Pb
>

Pc
' = l, Pa

"
Pb

'

Pc
> = 1, Pa

'

Pb
" pj = % Pa

>

Pb
<

Po
» = 1

No holes are ordinary. Every family under this type has a formula

yd = yb = yc\

yd' = yb" = yc
"

This type has its classes characterized by the invariant

a
K

put it as an equation in homogeneous form, the invariant equation

(21) k> Ca - k" Cb = 0,

k" / rc'\
where k and k" are never both zero. Each value of — ( or — 1 gives a class, if we

except the possibility of Ca and Cb both vanishing, which gives an additional class.

There are an infinite number of classes under this type.

Class 1. *" = 0. a is semisingular, b and c logarithmic. In this class, as

well as in all other classes under this type except Cla s 4, there is but one branch,

and its constant multiples, everywhere fundamental.

Class 2. k = 0. & is semisingular, a and c logarithmic.

Class 3. k + k" = 0. c is semisingular, a and b logarithmic.

Class 4. (21) is identically satisfied. All holes are semisingular. All

members are everywhere fundamental.
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The remaining classes are infinite in number, each corresponding to a value

of -r other than 0, oo , — 1. In all of them all holes are logarithmic.

In conclusion, we deduce from this table the following theorems

:

I. The condition that some product pa pb pc
— 1 is sufficient, as well as necessary, that a

family have an everywhere fundamental branch.

II. A necessary, but obviously not a sufficient condition that a hole he semisingular is

that at least four products pa pb pc
= \. Theorem I shows that a family which has a

semisingular hole must have an everywhere fundamental branch.

III. The classes of Types II and III are completely characterized by the multipliers be-

longing to their everywherefundamental branches. With Type IV this is no longer true.

§ RELATION >VS6 Sa =l.

Let Sc Sb Sa = f J M. Then the equation Sc Sb Sa - 1 is readily seen to be in
to. n

2

reality equivalent to the four

m
x
= 1, Wj = 0, m

2
= 0, w„ = 1.

The constants m
x ,
nl9 m?, n2 , may be obtained directly in terms of the coefficients of a

connecting formula, the associated constants C, and the multipliers, by performing the

substitutions indicated. We are thus led to four equations connecting these latter

quantities, which will be found equivalent to three such equations besides the relation
' " ' ff t n

Pbpb PcPc = 1. Other methods more convenient than using the substitution

product 8C Sb Sa suggest themselves ; for instance, to use the equation in the form
St Sa = S71

. Without going into the details of this computation, we here append, under
four cases, the system of equations sought for, giving them in as simple and symmet-
rical form as possible. With the first set it will be interesting to compare the equations
given by Riemann for the class of hypergeometric families which he considers.

1

!• Pa * Pa", Pb
f * p6", pJ * pc

".

(Pa' Pb' Pc' ~ 1) a, B = (pa
»
pb

>

pc'-l)fi yv
(Pa' Pb" PJ - 1) a

x 7 = (pa
»
pb

" pj -\)a yv
(Pa' Pb' Pc" - 1) ft 8 = (Pa» pb

'

pc
» -1)0$!,

(Pa' Pb" Pc" ~ 1) ft 7 = (/>„» Pb
"
Pc

" - 1) a Bv
2 - Pa = Pa", pb' * pb'\ pJ * p

n

(P^PbPc'- 1) K 8 - /3 7l) = Oa a x £ Pa'pb>pc>,

{Pa Pb Pc ~ 1) (a, 7 - a 7l) =Ca aia pa >

pb
»
pc\

(Pa Pb'pc"- 1) (ft « - y = Qa ft $ Pa
r

Pb
>

9
»

(Pa Pb pc" - 1) (ft 7 - a SJ = <7a a ft pa
>

pb
"
pc

'

1 Werke, p. 73.
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3.

4.

Pa
r

Pa", Pb' * pb", pc'

(Pa Pb pJ — 1) (<*i
$

(Pa'pb'pc -1) K7
(Pa'Pb'Po'-l)^
(pj Pb" pJ - 1) (ft 7

Pc

fill)

«7i)

a 8.)

Pa
I

Pa", Pb' Pb", Pc' P
II

(pa'pb' Pc' — 1) OiS
(Pa Pb pc - 1) («i 7

(Pa' Pb Pc' ~ 1) (ft a

(p«V»V-iK£i7

a
07,)

7i)

£*,)

/>• /»V [^ (£«, - ft S) + Ca (a
x + (7C ft)],

Pa'pb"Pc' [ Oc (a 8, - ft 7) 4- a Ca (oj + C\ft)],

Pa' />»' P</ Ca ft ft

Pa pb" pc Oa a ft.

Pa'Pb'pJ [Oe ifiB1
- ft B) + /3Ca (ai + C,ft)],

/>a'/>*'/>c' [Cc (aS1 -ft 7)+aC1

a (a1
+ C'c ft)] + ^(a, S - 7l ),

Pa' P.' Pc' Oa ft ft

Pa' Pb' Pc' Oa a ft + <?6 (ftS 0*,)-



PART II.

HYPERGEOMETRIC FAMILIES.

A. DEFINING PROPERTIES.

§ 1. REGULAR SINGULAR POINTS FOR BINARY FAMILIES. EXPONENTS.

In Part I, A, § 4, we have shown that if the hole a is a point, a basis {ya',ya") nas

i properly chosen circle about a, the Laurent's developments

v zr -f co

Ca

yj = (x - a)a'2 9J (* - «)",

(22) l=+l

provided « is finite; if a is the point infinity, we need only substitute - for (x-a) in

(22), and this remark will apply throughout the subsequent work where we explicitly

consider only the case where a is finite

In the above-mentioned section, wf have called a a regular singular point wl

developments in (22) contain only a finite number of terms with negative values of v\

this is readily seen to be equivalent to the definition : A finite regular singular point a

of a Unary family is an isolated singular point such thai, if (y', y") is some basis of the

family, there exists a constant a for which the equations

lim (x — a)a y' - 0,
x = a

lim (x — a)a y" = 0,
x= a

are always satisfied. These equations will then be true for every basis. We now
examine in detail the fundamental bases of binary families for a regular singular
point a.

If a is ordinary, a fundamental basis for that point always has the developments

-f-co

(23)
V« =(*- <*Y2 9J (* - ay, g > * 0,

v=
-{-co

ya" = (x ~ «)«»2 gv
" {x - a)*, g " * 0.

i>=0
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Since pa
' = e

2 ""',
pa
" = e

2 " 1 *", the difference k - k" cannot be an integer or BOO, from

our definition of the term ordinary.

If a is semisingular, formula (23) still holds for a fundamental basis (?/,/, y").

Here we have k — k" = an integer or zero, but evidently, since every basis is here

fundamental for a, we can choose a basis for which k ^ k".

If a is logarithmic we have

+ 00

(24) ga' = (*- ay ^ gj (x - «)', gj ±
o

+ »

ya
" = {x- aY'^gJ' {x - a Y + 3- gj log {x - a).

v=0

Here k — k" = an integer or zero, but we must note the possibility of all the coeffi-

cients g" vanishing, in which case k" has no meaning. Provided there is sonic g? *

we suppose the notation so chosen in (2 i) that g9
" * 0.

In all these cases we may observe a property of the branches in a fundamental

basis which is most important, namely that expressed by the equation

Urn (* - a)~k [log (x - a)]~k y = g , g * 0,

a

a notation which covers all cases, if k is either or 1. When such an equation is

satisfied, y is said to have the exponent X at a.
1

In the ordinary case, gj and ya
" have the exponents *' and *" respectively at a.

These we rename X' and X". For a semisingular point a, gj and ya
" again have the

exponents k and k". When yn
' and ya

" are so chosen that *' - k" > 0, we rename

these exponents X' and X", respectively. When a is logarithmic, the exponent of //„' at

a is k ; if k - k" > 0, the exponent of yj' is k", if / - k" < 0, the exponent of ya
" is

K . Again we rename the exponents X' and X", X' being Hie exponent of ya
f and

n

the exponent of y". In all cases the general member of the family, c
x ya + c2 y

have for its exponent at a but one of the two quantities X' and X". It will be

peak of X' and X" as the exponents of the family at a. Let

case of the following : A function <£

exponent X at the point a, if there exists some positive integer k (including k

approaches a, being confined, however, to the neighborhood of a, we always have

0), such that no matter how x

lim (x - a)~x [log (x - a)]~k <p (r) = M,
x= a

M is some constant * 0. This seemingly arbitrary definition is nevertheless one which applies to all

solution^ of homogeneous linear differential equations of any order at a regular point. Student* of that subj t

will readily satisfy themselves that X is one of the exponents of a in the sense in which that term is used for such

differential equations.
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when a is semisingular, our notation is so chosen that \' — \" > 0, while, for a log-

arithmic, X' — X" > 0. Equal exponents, then, occur only when a is logarithmic.

A new notation will be found useful to indicate a basis fundamental at a with

exponents X', X"; such a basis we designate by (y
(A
'\ y

{k,)
). This coincides with the

notation (ya
f

, y") except in the case of a semisingular point. We have, then, the

formula applicable to all cases

-{-co

(25)

tfV) = (x- af'^ gj (x - a)%
v=o

tn =(*- «riV(* - ay + J*.. />•) log (x - «),
v-0 2>rri

where g ' * 0; g
" * when X' * X", but we may have gQ

" = when X' = X", in

which case a is logarithmic and Ca * 0.

It also true that a binary family has two exponents at every point in T
t

olved are of

family being analytic at such points, these exponents must be positive

The cases where the holes for a family are regular singular point

number, are of comparatively little interest, for the functions there ii

very elementary form. We shall be concerned hereafter with the special class of

binary families whose holes are all regular singular points, three in number. Such
families we call Hypergeometric Families} At the three regular singular points a, b, c,

such a family will have exponents X', X"; /, pr l
„', „", respectiv ly, and formula*

analogous to (25) will exist for each point.

§ 2. THE EXPONENT

The exponents are a first essential in the definition of a hypergeometric family

;

they are, however, not entirely independent of each other, since they are subject to
relation

V + X" + fj + f + v> +v» = &n integer

The positions of the regular singular points «, b, c are, from one point of non-
they can be carried over by a linear transformation into any otherany

must remember that we have then
three without changing the exponents, but
new independent variable. In particular „ h , « u •

i
• n 1

resrwt
- v , ..

particular, a, b, c can be carried over into 0, co , 1
respectively, by the transformation

(26)
x

We Jf£SJ«
"S-«!f

^nctione„ - which he ultimate]y extcndg to^ cases here considered.-~
Vm ^, s ^ xtlat aU niemuer f

, . -c^tj cAii^iius iu an cases ueieuuuoiuoiv-.
hypergeometric series.

** tamilles are expressible in terms of elementary functions and

/
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We have seen that the exponent sum must be an integer; we may go further and

state that this integer must be 1, 0, or negative. This result is obtain- 1 from a. study

of the functional determinant

D
y
n

dy<_

d x

dx

If we compute
dyW
dx

and
dy(

from (25), we ha\

d_y^

dx
dy

(x
A'-l

foo'
*' + 0i'

(*' + *) (*-«) + -"L
(A")

dx
(* <O

x"_1W *>" + 9x O" + !)(•-«)+...-]

+
C.

2tt/

I

./ ay-1 2 ^' (*
v=

«r

As we have already remarked, p. 17. a binary function and its derivative are always

kindred. Accordingly we have, using the relation of page 15,

I) T)<$tA

y
(*')

y
(A")

dyM
dx
dy
dx

(A")

<* «)
x '+*"-, W^o r'(^-^+^,(* a) + . . . }

Detvl •

+
Ca

2irt
j(* «)

2X'~1W + ft (* a) + , . .

}

H Z) can have no logarithmic terms. If a is not logarithmic, C
(

and

r _ //

f/o £7o

^/

) ^ 0, so that we have the development about

+ •

(27) D (x a)A'+A"-l S^-c* a/, <7 *
o

If a is logarithmic, and X

If A'

so that (2

then g
'
g

rf ft

holds. In all

X", the same formula holds, since X'

*
0, but g

'2
C7./2 vi*0, while 2 X

cases, therefore, (27) gives the

X

1

rr
teg

\' + X
//

1

development of D
about a when a is finite. If a is the point infinity, the reader may easily verify the

development

(28) D

In the preceding paragraph we have discussed only of a regular

point, but obviously analogous developments must hold at non-singular points ; in fact

i See Klein, p. 222 et seq , where only ordinary singular points are considered.

3
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if t denotes such a point, with exponents t, t" (which must be positive integ

zero, and unequal), we have about t the developments analogous to (27)
v = 4*°°

<29> 2>-(.-U"K-i 2* <*-<)% <7o*<>
-o

If t is the point infinity, we have about it a development analogous to (28).
Let us now take our regular singular points at 0, oo , 1, as we may always do by

means of transformation (26). We have the equation

i

I

(30) D ^'+*"-»(a:-lr'^'-'0(7 ),

where the function
<f>

(x) has obviously no singularities in the finite region of the plane,
since the only singular points of D are 0, oo , 1, at winch developments (27) and
28) hold. At the point oo

, <£(*) has the exponent of D in that point increased b~
(X + \ - 1) + („' + /' - 1); i. e . the exponent

(V + V - 1) + {fA
> + f + X) + („' + * _ i).

Since the exponent sum X' + X" + J + ^ + „<
f „" j, al an m we 8ee that

* <*) can have at most a pole in the point infinity. Hence * (*) must be a poly-
norma and * degree is obviously the negative of its exponent at infinity ; i ,, it is

1 - (V + X" + M' + „» + j + ^
-ZS^:e

l

mUS
* ^ a """ ***« « zero. Hence tke e^onent sun,can have only the following values

:

+ 1, 0, -1, - 2, . .

.

In particular + » «c—^^^^ ^^^^ .

+ ^ ^
Families whose exponent sum is + 1 shall call P families, usingwhich Riemann adopted in W. «U V/ /«es, using

1-ted to familieltr^Ttlf T' v
^^^ **" 1S

om is 1 - *, we will J™t ^ \ ° f f
°rdlna^ A family whose exponent

Riemann. 'w^Jllill'^* "** * « bei»*
Functions belonging to these famil

used by

/«»rfiom respectively We

°
« ,

designate P /„„ctfons and £
namely those of aJ' " * ** P'^' regard P famili<* as special families,namely those of order

can be

The distinction between P anH n ^ t
ktmdl o/ a P«w *W,» ,

Can be Siven in another way : iVi

We shonld observe here that <h z'

absurdity for , and r are linearlyitd^^^f" J"
- W°UM make *> ™ish ^"tically,

In the paper: Ueber die *£» Jl T. .

See § 4 of the first-mentioned mnpr «f PS*™,--

Werke
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oo , 1, when these are the regular singular points. In ollior words, every non-singular

point of a P family has the exponents 0, 1. Every Q family (of order > has at

least one branch which vanishes to an order higher than the first in some non-angular

point This we may show by an examination of the polynomial </> (x), win h

(30). We have

(31) *(*) k(x °i »2)
T
« . . . (r o

where k is a constant * 0, and eacli of the exponents cr is a positive integer, their sum,

the degree of <f> (x), being n for a family of order n. The points t„ s2, . . . , s, are here

all different from 0, oo , lj each is a vanishing point of D, and in fact these are t lie

only such points other than 0, co, 1. We will call them apparently singular p< tints '

(Poincare); in particular, referring to (31), we shall call 4 a (refold apparently sin-

gular point. From (29) we see that t is an apparently singular point when, and only

when, t' + t" > 1, i. e. when at least one exponent of t is greater than 1. Hence, an

apparently singular point is one at which some branch of the family vanishes to an order

higher than 1. Since <j> (x) is a constant for P families, they can have no apparently

gular points.

Let us designate the exponents of

(29) we may then say:

integral exponents cr/ and

To
tr

cr

1, 2, . . . , #c) by

crrfold apparently singular pc

hose siim is a,< + 1.

cr/'. Referring \

belong two positi

Each point s{
introduces parameter into the family; it will turn out that

only the groups of P families are in all cases completely determined by the exponent

and the regular singular points.
2

It will be useful to introduce here a notation analogous to that used by Rieman

for P functions. Accordingly we will designate by the symbol

(32) Q ft

b

f

ff

V

1/

any Q family with the regular singular points and exponents indicated. If we wish to

specialize still further by indicating the apparently singular points and their ex-

ponents, we will use the symbol
b

(33) Q
1/

1/

h h

1

a

a

1

l

1

a
2

n a

t

11

2 :3 •)

1 Cf. Klein's term " Nebenpunkte," p. 225.

gular points

carry these into any other three

e. and we can make no direct c<

poi

sxpressed assume throughout this paper
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As it is merely a matter of terchange arbitrarily amongst each

other in this symbol the -columns to the right of the vertical bars, and those to the

left. To the right, the exponents cr/, tr" are interchangeable ; to the left, a similar

remark holds when a, h, c are ordinary, but is no longer true for a semisingular or

logarithmic point (except, of course, in the case of equal exponents), since, by the nota-

tion already adopted in such a case, the upper exponent in the symbol must be the

larger.

Let us note here an extension of a property observed by Riemann for P functions:

If Q is a family with the symbol (32), then

is a Q family with the symbol

x — b
Q

a b

(\' +8 p' -a i/

Further, Q will evidently have the same apparently singular points with the same
ponents as Q. But a Q family is by no means completely defined, in general, even by

33), so that we must still calculate the relations between the remaining constants
required to define Q and Q ; this we will carry out at the end of the next section for a
very general class of Q families. In particular we have the relation

oo 1

1 .J

(34) *(*-iyQ(\ * ^=§rMt! *-•-
*:.
+

oo 1

x" yP *-y~ v \x»+a • -«-• •' +

pparently
8 and € being any numbers we please ; and Q will have the
points with the same exponents as Q.

^

We need not here repeat this work for the apparently singular points, ™
is of especial interest. If both cr/ and er/' are different from zero, and o,' > "

but

o\ , we
obtain, by dinding every member by (* - ,,)V, from our Q family with its regula

pomto at 0, co, 1, , new one in which ^ exponent3 of ^^ ^ _^ 0>-~ being changed in its symbol (33) except the exponents of the point
nothing

inhnity. I„ „ subsequent work, therefore, we shall discuss only families all of

I uh TT? T^ P°intS haTC ZW0 fOT °ne 1— A .-fold apparently

Z t 3
17"?^^ POh,t3

'^ °f Which » *»P'«> *• * - exponents 2, 0.

5nj r^T?Zr.^V°
11Wing "* <* * »* 227), the theorem =

««*.
'

' % W e2"fl/ fo * numher "f *s simple apparently singular
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§3. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION. ACCESSORY PARAMETERS.

To complete the data necessary to determine a Q family, we turn to the differential

quation of the family W have Part I, A, § 7, that if (/, y
ft any ba

of binary family, every member of that family satisli differential equation of

the form
<P y
dxz + P

dy
dx + 9!/ 0:

and from the work given in that section we easily obtain the equations

P

d_

dx
D

9
D i

ir

d

dx
log A

where D denotes the functional determinant

and jy the determinant

..,

dx

dy'
y dx

f
dy"
dx

dy' d?y'

dx dx*

dy" d*y"

dx2
I

For a Q family of order n whose symbol is

o 00

35) Q

1

v'

v"

»i **

a! 4- 1 <r2 + 1 •

we have, using the notation of the preceding section

(36)
1 X' \rr

V x
+

1 v
f

v'
t

cr

<r* + l
x

i
a
2

a

x 1 x 8 X 8
2

X 8

The calculation of q for such a family is, perhaps, best performed as follows

:

Obviously the deri\ ol the members of the family whose syml

themselves constitute a Q family 1 fo hich u th functional determinant

(35)

jy

» We must note one exception, namely where one branch of the family whose symbol is (35) is a constant.

dQ.
Here the family -s~ is not a binary family, but q 0, a result which agrees with our subsequent formulae
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has, then, no logarithmic terms. Further, it is easy to see that the exponent of D' at

is equal to or greater than X' + X" - 3 ; similarly, at oo , its exponent is as large as

yj + p? + 3
f
and at 1, as large as v + v" - 3. By a course of reasoning analogous

to that used for the determinant D, we conclude that If is of the form

2,*'+A"-3 (X - l)*'+""-3
(f>' (X),

where <j>' (x), which may have roots at and 1, is a polynomial whose degree we

denote by m ; the exponent of If at oo is therefore

(\' + x" - 3 + v' + p" - 3 + m).

But we have seen that this exponent is as large as // + //' + 3, so that we have

m < n + 2.

We have, therefore, for q the value

1

9
4>'(*)

X (X - 1) [JCX (X - 1) (X- *!)*! (X - S
2 Y* ... (X — 8K )

°K

But, if a-i > 1, we may easily show that $ (x) has a factor (x - stf where r > o-<

by differentiating twice the branches

X *iYi+1 [l + •{ (*-%) + ..
.],

1 + ej" (x - s,) + • •
•

»

i substituting the results in If. Hence we may

9
1 ^r (x)

x{x~l) lx (x -l)(x~ *!> (as - «
2 )

• • • (X - *„)

where V («) is a polynomial of degree < « + 2. This, again, may be put into the
form

a?C*-l)Ls x-1 x-b
x x-8* x-s

where Ml9 M2,
Mz ,

A l9 A2, . . . , A K are constant with respect to z, but are as yet
undetermined functions of the exponents and apparently singular points.

We may at once find M
x by substituting a branch Q* in the differential equati

of the family, thus obtaining a set of equations which must be satisfied. The first
of these is Mx = - X' X". By similarly substituting Q* and Q">, respectively, we
obtain the equations

M% = ft' fi», m
z
= v' v".
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The differential equation of every Q family whose symbol is (35) is, therefore,

(38)
dx*

"*"
V
x
£+i v' Vft

X 1 dx

+
i

? 4
a: *

tJ^(i? i)

where the accessory parameters x A
t must satisfy a system of k equations which we

obtain from the conditions that (38) be satisfied by the k branches

1 -f c™ (x - s
t) + c

2
(•)

(* *,)
a +..., (1 = 1,2,...,*).

butThese equations we will not here develop for the general case,

selves with deducing them for families all of whose apparently singular po

content our-

simple where cri i( 1.2 K The differe quati of such

family, its regular singular points being at 0, oo, 1, may be

(39)
dx2

"*"
Xi

x
£+! V Vtt * = n

X 1

1

t= l
X s

dQ
d x

+
x

+ /*' /*" +
p'p"

x 1
+
S*-«.J

*

Q
x(x 1)

0.

This is to be satisfied by a branch whose development about s^ is

(40) 1 + a, (x — *,) + a
2
(x s

t ) + . . .

;

substituting this in (39) we obtain a system of equations to be satisfied the

coefficients of (40). Of these, however, only the following impose any condition

the accessory parameters A
*<(««

a
l 0,

2a
2 2 a,

+

a
x
A

t
A<

*i(*i

+

8,(8,

1

1) \8t
8
t

1

1
+

1 X'-V 1
+ —

1/

».
.

8 1 i= i * ~~ 8
jJ

*<(*<

—— + /*V + -—= + 2, rrIT o,

*=»
where the symbol 2' indicates a sum in which j is to assume all integral values from

1 to n inclusi\>

j=i
pt the These equati pose one condition on the

accessory parameters A. Giving

have the n equations

ly, the values 1, 2 we

(41) 2 At 8, (

\' + \II

+
i/W
*t 1

« 1 1

^•-1 *," */J

+ A <« - 1)
[

V j

l
+ 2—1 0.

1 A term used by Klein in his lectures since 1890,
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When the accessory parameters are given a set of values satisfying (41), the solutions of

(39) constitute a Q family which is completely determined and whose symbol is

00 1 8m 8, n

/\'
fi' v> 2 2 ... 2 \

£b*A se£ of solutions of (41) efc/foes a Q /awi'fy u«M tffo? symbol (42). Hence P families

only are in all cases completely determined by the exponents and the regular singular

points.

A Qfamily of order n > 1 is completely determined when, and only when, we know

in addition to its symbol (35) the values of its accessory parameters.

We are now in a position between the accessory parameters of

the families Q and Q in (34) (see p. 36). This we may easily do by remembering that

to obtain the differential equation of Q we have only to substitute in (38) for Q the

expression

•(*-!)- §.

If A x , A,,. . .,A K are the accessory parameters of Q, the accessory parameters

Ah A», . . . , A K of Q are*" given by the equations

(43) 4 = ^, + <r4[S(*-l) '+€«,] (1= 1,2,...,*).

- We have given at some length the work of deducing the differential equation when
the regular singular points are at 0, co

, 1 ; if they are at a, b, c, we may either use

transformation (26) or proceed directly as in the previous case. We give here only

the result; the equation is

<44) ~: +
d* Q ,

fl - V - X" . 1-n'- ul' . \- v'- v" •— ^ -\ d Q
dx1 x — a x — b x — c ^ x — s»J d x

(

r\'\"(a-b)(a-c) p' ,,{' (b- a) (b - c) v'v" (c-a)(c-b) %K B
%
1 Q

x ~ a
'

x ~ h
+ x-c + .-Z XJSi](x-a)(x-b)(x

*
_0

'

the accessory parameters being designated by B
t (i = 1, 2, . . . , K).

In this section is the answer to Klein's 1
question as to the appearance of the differ-

ential equation of a Q family. Besides showing the complete data necessary to deter-
mine a Q family, the differential equations here developed afford an existence proof for
families of arbitrary order n, with an exponent scheme arbitrarily given (subject to the
condition that the exponent sum is 1 - »). We shall also make use of this section in
discussing the classification of Q families according to the scheme of Part I B

1 P. 234. y
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B. CRITERIA FOR THE CLASSES OF PART I, B.

§ 1. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR EACH CLASS IN TERMS OF THE
EXPONENTS ALONE. 1

In Part I, B, we first divided all possible binary families in a triply connected region
four types by means of multipliers. Remem

bering the connection between multipliers and exponents, we may
for Q families of any order, as follows

:

Type I. V + /i' + v\ X" + y! + „', \> + tf + ^ Xf + fi' + A are none of them integers.
" II. X' + u! + v' is an integer : X" 4- u! 4- J. V _l „" _i_ J \' _i_ ../ i ,.n „„„ „„*. :..,.

u

t;

III.

IV.

/v -r ^ -r ^, /v f /* -t- v, a' -t- /i" + z/, a/ + /x' + */'

X' + /*' + i/ is an integer ; V + /*' + j/, X' + ^t" + 1/

X' + /*' + */, X" + /*' + i/', are integers ; X' + /*" + j/,

X' + ^' + ^ X" + /*' + •, X' + fi" + i/f V + n' + ^

V + fi' +
+ *>", are all of

v'\ are not integers.

We hardly need repeat here what we have already noted for the more general case,

that by a proper choice of notation every Q family will come under one, and but one,

of these types. The conditions given are sufficient as well as necessary for each type.

We have seen in Part I, B, § 4, that in every class other than the one of Type I

each family has an everywhere fundamental branch. Let us now examine the form of

such a branch with exponents X, /*, v, corresponding to multipliers pa, p6 , pe, for a Q
family of order n whose regular singular points we take at 0, co , 1. Such a funda-

mental branch has, in fact, the form

#*> = xk (x-lya (a),(45)

where X stands for either X' or X", vfor either v or v", and O (x) is a polynomial. For

Gr (x) is single valued, and is analytic, except in the point co , where it lias the exponent

X + fi + p
9 which must be an integer, since co is not a branch point. Hence the only

singularity of O (x) is a possible pole at infinity, and G (x) must therefore be a poly-

nomial whose degree, the negative of its exponent at co , is — (X + /* + v). We have,

then, the necessary relation

X + n -f- v = either zero or a negative integer.

From this result, combined with the table of Part I, B, § 4, which gives us the mul-

tipliers of the everywhere fundamental branches, and hence their exponents, we are

enabled to give certain relations among the exponents of the regular singular points

which must hold for the families of each class. We proceed to take these up in order.

Type I. There is but one class here, characterized in terms of the exponents

above.

1 Compare Ritter's classification of P families in §2 of his paper already cited. His numbering of classes

differs from our scheme, though his types are the same. His criteria are easily reduced to ours.
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Type II. X' + // + v an integer.

Class 1. The everywhere fundamental branch is

«*' (x - ly' G (x),

where G (x), as in the remainder of this section, stands for some polynom

Here A gative integer, its negative being the degree of

G
Class 2. The everywhere fundamental branch is

**" (x - ly" a (x).

X + fx + v is zero or a negative integer, its negative being the degree of

G (x). Since

we have here

X' + x" + fi' + p» + v< + v» = i _ nt

V + jx' + v' > n.

Class 3. The two everywhere fundamental branches are

zA ' (x - \y G' (
X),

**" (x - iy" G" (x)
t

where the degrees of Gr

(*), G" (x) are - (X' y! + p% - (X" + f + v'% respec-
tively. We have here

> V + / + v> < w.

Type III. X' + p* + „', X" + / + v' are integers ; X' - X" is a positive integer
or zero.

Class 1. The everywhere fundamental branch is

a*' (x - 1)*' a (x).

G (x) is of degree - (X' + ^ + /), We have here

V + fi' + v' < 0.

Class 2. The everywhere fundamental branch is

**' (x - 1)"" G (x).

G (x) is of degree - (V + /*" + */')• We have

which is equivalent to

X' + ,*'' + „" < o,

x + ^ + if > V - V w
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Class 3. The two everywhere fundamental branches are

43

xK° (x - I)"" G" (x)

,

for this notation obviously includes the cases where the exponent of either branch
at the point is X', when G' (*), or G" (*), has a factor &-*\ A similar remark
applies in the first four classes of Type IV. The degrees of G' (z) and G" (x) are

+ ft + v) and - (X" + ^ + v") respectively. We have here

X" + »> + v> < o, \" + M" + v"<0.

These two conditions are equivalent to

x' - X" > X' + fi' + V > n.

Type IV. All exponent sums X 4- ^ + v are integers. X' - X", // - //', /
are all positive integers or zero, so that we have always

V

X' + / +V> *

Class 1. The everywhere fundamental branch is

xK" (x - ly G (x\
f

where G (x) is of degree - (X" + // + v). We have

which is equivalent to

X" + y! + v' < 0,

X' - X" > V + y' + i/.

This carries as a necessary consequence the relation

\f + p' + i/ > n
f — p" + v' — v" — n.

Class 2. The everywhere fundamental branch is

x*'(x-iy'G(x),
»

where G (x) is of degree - (X' + //' + v'). Hence we have

which is equivalent to

X' + /*" + i/ < 0,

A4
' - /' > X' + / + •.

This necessitates the relation

V + / + •> x' - x" + •-*"- *
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Class 3. The everywhere fundamental branch is

a*' (x - 1)"" G (a),

where G (x) is of degree — (X' + f/ + v"). Hence we have

\'+p'+v"< 0,

which is equivalent to

i/ - v" > V + uf + i/.

This necessitates the relation

X' + ff + • > V - X" + M' - ^' - w.

Class 4. Every branch is here everywhere fundamental. We have

&V = a? (x - 1)*" G (x),

where G(x) is of degree < - (X' + p" + /'). Similarly considering QW and #("'>,

we have

\< + M" -f- v" < 0, X" + fi! + *" < 0, V + /' + i/ < 0.

These conditions are equivalent to

X' - X" - «,

V + fi' + v' > \u> "
v' - v" - n.

Remaining Classes. The everywhere fundamental branch is

«*' (x - iy G {x\

where G (x) is of degree - (X' + / + v). Hence we have

X' + ^' + y' < o.

These necessary conditions we now give in the following condensed form

Type II. Class 1. X' + /*' + i/ < 0.

" 2. V + /*' + ,/> n.
u

TO.

to.

3. >X' + ft'+j/ >
Type III. Class 1. X' + /*' + v' < 0.

- 2. X' + p' + p^x'-X"
3. X'-X">X'+ M' + ,/ >

Type IV. Class 1. X' - X" > X' + ^ + v> (> /_,,»+,/_ „>'

- 2. Ai'-/*">V+^+ • (> V - X" + 1/ _ ,/'

It

u Q .j

u

3. • -^>V+y + ^(>V-.X" + //-M"-«)
X' - X" - n,

4. V + fx' + v' > Iff,' _ ^" _ w
v' -v"

Remaining classes

to.

0.
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§2. SUFFICIENT AS WELL

In the case of P families (where n = 0), the necessary conditions of the preceding

section are also sufficient that a family be of the designated class, but this is no long*

true when n > 0. To be sure we can in many cases give sufficient conditions; thus, in

Type II, the exponent sums determine the class of a family, if X' + // + v does not

lie between and 1 - n inclusive ; in Type III, the same is true, if X' + // + v do.

not lie between X' — X" and 1 — n inclusive ; and we miirht also name cases where

the class is determined by the exponent sums in Type IV. The cases where thtv

means for determining the class of a family fail, we may conveniently refer to as

the doubtful cases. In these doubtful cases we must refer to the differential equation

terms ofof the family for sufficient conditions for the classes in

define a family,

—

i.e., the exponents, the apparently singular points, and the acces-

sory parameters.

It will be useful in this connection to obtain a general expression for a basis in

Types II, III, IV. Let an everywhere fundamental branch (there must always be

least one for families of these types) be

(46) Q'=-.x*(x-iy G{x\

where G(x) is of degree - (X + fi + v). We have

<r
d*

D dx

Q»
dQ11

^'+a"-i
(x _ iy+*"-i $ (Z),

dx

where <f>(x) has the value given by (31). This gives for <?" the expression

(47)
.

<r-*[/ffp'' +
\l

Types II and III have their classes characterized by the everywhere fundamental

branches which have been given in the preceding section for each class. We get a

necessary and sufficient condition that a family have an everywhere fundamental

branch (46), with exponents X, ^ v, by substituting (46), the coefficients of G(x) being

undetermined, in the differential equation (38) of the family. In addition to equa-

tions determining the coefficients of G (x), we shall in this way also obtain a system
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of relations between the exponents of the regular and apparently singular points,

these points themselves, and the accessory parameters, which will give necessary and

sufUcient conditions that (46) satisfy (38),— i.e. that the family have a branch (46).

The mcessary and sufficient condition that the family have a second everywhere

him unciital branch not a constant multiple of the first can be obtained in the same

way, or, having found the coefficients of G(x), we may find this condition from the

ex pro -ion (47). We will satisfy with merely indicating the plan of

at ick
; in subdivision E we will carry the work through for families of order 1.

The above-indicated method fails in Type IV, since the classes here cannot always be

distinguished by means of the everywhere fundamental branches, except Class 4, which
is the only one with two such branches linearly independent. But in every class there

is an everywhere fundamental branch

g = **w (x - ty a1
(x).

Remembering that X' - X", ^ - p.", p' - v" are all integers, we see that the integrand
of (47) is here a rational function, so that we obtain Q" by a mere quadrature of a
simple kind. Since 0, co , 1 are the only regular singular points of our family
easy to see that we must have

(48) Q" = &" {x _ i),» (p {x) + q, ry/ log x + K , log {x __
1)]?

where £" (x) is of degree not greater than - (X" + f + „"), and *', K" are not
functions of x. These numbers, k' and k", can be used, as we have seen in Part I, B,

§ 4, to characterize by their ratio each class.
1

Substituting in (38) the form of (48)
which characterizes each class, we shall come out with the conditions we desire.

C. RELATIONS BETWEEN KINDRED Q FUNCTIONS.

§ 1. GENERAL FORM OF RELATIONS.2

We have already noted, in that section, that the relations of Part I A S 7 take
parat.vely simple form for families having only regular singular points. Wenow proceed to examine these relations in detail for hypergeometric families ; and we

.hall here not hm.t our eonsiderations to families all of whose apparently singular
points have 2ero for one exponent; our remarks apply equally to eases where the
exponents of the apparently singular points are any pairs of (unequal) positive integers.

ftrt

.„ fact we h« «, chose, m aotation that
*

his precisely fte mean
.

ng here thaj |t has on^ ^ ^

«>« S 6
°'

RiemaM'

S ™" IV
'
'OT "* "-*«* °« •«. object fa the classes of P ba£am tw
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We shall find a slight complication of our results possible for families having a
semisingular point; accordingly we will at first confine ourselves to families of the
classes where a semisingular point is impossible. Here we have §

(V) = Qa
' Q K")

Let (Q', Q"), (Q\ Q"), denote any pair of corresponding bases of any two kindred

Q families which belong to one of the classes above indicated. Let the two families

have the notation schemes

oo 1 oo 1

Q U" • »»
* j

and 5
(x" ? ;»

*

and let Q be of order n, Q of order w. Corresponding exponents of the two fami

(and these are to be the ones similarly situated in the two symbols) differ by inn _

since corresponding multipliers must be equal (see Theorem III, Part I, A, § 6). If

designate by X + X, the smaller in real part of the two sums, X' + X" and X' + X", o

a similar notation with the other pairs of exponents, we obtain, by a process so cl

in details to the work of page 16 of Part I that the result can easily be written at o;

by comparison with equation (9), the relation

:

6

(480 T?
Of Q
Qu

a^+A (x - !)"+*<£ («),

<l>
(x) being single valued and analytic everywhere except in the point oo , where it has

a pole of order

(49) (\+\ + P + fi + v+v),

and is therefore a polynomial of degree given by (49).

If we write, using the ordinary notation for the absolute value of a number

AX = |(X'-X")-(X'-X")|,

A/* = |(/*'-/*")-(A?-?')|.

we have the equations

Av = |(j/ - v")-^(v' - v")

AX X' + X" + X' + X"
(X + X) = -5

22

A/z /*' + /' + ?+ ?
0* + /») = -o 2

2

Ar i/ + y" + v' + V

»

(" + *) = -o- 2
»

so that the degree of <£ (%) is

(50)
AX + A/i + Ay+w + yl^-,

2
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ILace if Q, Q, Q are any three kindred Q functions with regular singular points

0, co , 1, none of which are semisingular, relation (10) is, for these functions
,

(51) Q 4> (x) + Q®(x) + QQ>(x) = 0,

where, after all common factors are divided out, <l> (x), ® (x), cj> (x), are polynomials of
degrees not higher than the numbers given by formula, analogous to (50).

In classes where semisingular points occur, every basis is fundamental at such a

point, so that although two kindred families have the same connecting formulae, it is

possible in some cases that they may have no common connecting formula in which the

fundamental bases have exponents X', X
j //, jx" ; i/, v" ; respectively. The only new

possibility here is that in such a case we must substitute in (48) and (49), if a 'is semi-

singular, X" + X" for X -f- X, and similarly if other points are semisingular. This merely
increases the number given by (49) and (50) by an integer. The form of (51) is un-
changed in that the coefficients are still polynomials, but the degrees of one or more of

these polynomials may be larger than the limit (50) would give. But even this excep-
tion to the general rule can occur only in a comparatively limited' range of cases under
the classes where semisingular points enter, namely, where two of the three families
to which the functions in (51) belong have no common connecting formula in which
bases having exponents \', X", u', u", /, v" enter.

i

§ 2. EXPRESSION OF Q FUNCTIONS IN TERMS OF KINDRED P FUNCTIONS.

We may apply the results of the preceding section in many ways. Thus, the differ-
ential equations (38) and (39) are special cases of relation (51). Again Riemann in
his paper, "Ueber die Flache vom kleinsten Inhalt, etc.,'" has given a formula con-
necting a special Q function of order 2 with a kindred P function and its derivative
Jiut an especmlly important application is the expression of Q functions in terms ofP t.mctions and rational functions only. We shall find that no P family can be 'of
Class 3 of Type I, and that the classes of Type IV, other than 1, 2, 3, 4, are likewise
nnposs >.e or P families, but that in all other classes there are P families kindred to

Z 7, °1 7 Fr°m (51) We haVe^ the0rem : A Q *»*" «*>»

rlt rr;
g,

r t%
two* tems

' but each °f th- * -*—*in terms ot other P functions by means of similar formulce
We may note that in the case3^^ ^.^

posed of elementary functions. Thus in Type I, Class 3, the family is

com

1 Werke, p. 324.
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*

Cl a* (a? - 1)"' G> (x) + c
2
aF (g - 1)"" tf" {x) .

in the classes of Type IV, other than 1, 2, 3, 4, the family is

Cl a? (x - 1)"' & (x) + c
2
{^" (x - 1)"" G" (x) + X* (x - 1)"' Q> (x) [*» log z + */ log (* - 1)]}

;

where, in both cases, 67' (a), G" (x\ are polynomials, while k" and / are non-vanish-

ing constants. 1 It is a familiar fact that P functions are expressible in terms of

elementary functions and hypergeometric series, so that we have established the result

mentioned in the footnote to page 32 : All members of hypergeometric families are expres-

sible in terms of elementary functions and hypergeometric series.

The question naturally arises as to how simply a Q function can be expressed in

terms of P functions. Thus Klein,2 after showing that we can form a Q function of

any order k by taking a linear combination of suitable P functions, says :
" Um eine

Q Function in allgemeinster Weise zu bilden, bei der k irgend einen vorgeschriebenen

Wert hat, muss ich k — 1 verwandte P Functionen . . . mit Hiilfe constanter CoetH-

cienten linear zusammensetzen." Whether this means that every Q function of order

k is so expressible is not clear. We must certainly except functions belonging to

classes impossible for P families. From relation (50) we have no clue to this result;

as we proceed step by step from a Q function to its expression in terms of the P func-

tions indicated, the degrees of the coefficients would seem to increase, but common

factors may, of course, occur. Looking at the question from another point of view,

we have at our disposal the k ratios of the undetermined coefficients of the expression

Klein mentions, with which we may hope to form a Q function with the desired appar-

ently singular points j but can we also so determine the Q function we have formed

that it will have any of the possible sets of accessory parameters ? This question

the writer has not been able to answer, in general ; in the case of Q functions of

order 1, we shall see that, with the exceptions noted, the answer to the above question

is affirmative.

D. P FAMILIES.

We are now in a position to develop the properties of P families as a corollary of

the more general results of the preceding sections. Riemann, in his celebrated paper,

confined himself to the case where the difference of no exponent pair is an integer

;

we shall here be able to extend his results to all cases.

1 In a footnote on pages 30 and 31 of Ritter's paper (Math. Ann., Vol. 48, 1896), Schilling has shown how we

may pass from a Q function expressed in terms of P functions of Type I, Class 2 to
,

.,Q func »»^ CJ"^^
of order 1, by allowing coefficients to approach certain limits, and it seems likely that this process can be used

other cases.

a Page 229.
4

) 1912
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§ 1. CRITERIA FOR EACH CLASS OF P FAMILIES.

Riemann's definition of a P function includes Type II as well as part of Type I,

but h<: seems to have overlooked the former in discussing the group. Miss Winston,1

following out a suggestion of Klein's,2
first supplied this deficiency by noting from the

development in series of the fundamental branches the difference between families of

('lasses 1 and 2 of Type II. Ritter 3 and Schilling 4 have since obtained essentially

the criteria which follow for all classes, the latter by geometrical methods, the former

analytically, but starting from an artificial definition of kindred functions which he
has not shown to be equivalent to the requirement that they have the same group.

Our method has its chief claim to interest from the fact that it is a natural extension

of Riemann's.

The criteria for the types are given on page 41. For the classes under them the
necessary relations of page 44, when we put n = 0, become

:

Type II. Class 1. X' + /*' + j/ < 0.

« 2. X' + y! + v1 > 0.

U
3. Impossible.

Type IIL Class 1. V + fi
f + j/ < 0.

u 2. X' + fi' + v' > X' _ X".

" 3. X'-V'^X'+^'+^O.
Type IV. Class 1. X' - X" > V + p' + „' (> ^ _ ^ + J _^

" 2. /i'-/*">X' + /i ' + "'(>X'-X"+ *'-*")'

X' - X",
41

4. X' + fi' + v> > \fx> - ^
p* - v"

t

n,e necessary relation X' +/+•>-
jj
make3 it impossible, iu Type lY>^ v +

IV be equal to or less than zero, so that the remaining classes are impossible
I"" <1-" relation, b..-l,da all possible values „f V + j +. „% ;lml in^ t t ,

tually cxc Hence, the above relations are, for each class of anyT *
?#^ "**** *" a/aw* * **^ **»9 to that class

typ

and 4 ofTv

J

h

TV
P°int

,

"
'8 Semi

f
!nSUlar " CIaSS 8 °f T

'Vpe ln
'
and in Masses 1 ana , 01Type IV, and m no other classes. By combining the criteria for these classes weobum a necessary and sufficient condition that . be semisingula, This condZ I.either X' 4- u! + / or \' + »' 4- > i?i^er 0/ ZAe sequence 1, 2 ... X' — X".5

1 Math. Ann., Vol. 46, p. I", 1895. . r,, . , .

.

" Pages 413-41 .\ ™ § 2 of h^ paper. Math. Ann., Vol. 48, 1896.

Schw

4 Math. Ann., Vol. 46, p. 538, 1895.

Reihe eine algebraische Function ihres

292-335
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Since our criteria, both for types and classes, are entirely in terms of the exponents,

P families with the same exponents at the same points are kindred. So much we

conclude from this section : in the next section we show that a

determined by its exponents

F family is in f;iet

§ 2. THE P FAMILY DETERMINED BY ITS EXPONENTS.

From the differential equation of the P family, we could infer that its only para-

meters are the exponents, but it will be interesting to follow Riemann here. We
wish to prove that but one P family, with given singular points, can have a given

set of exponents.

We shall need here the following lemma, which is true for P families but not for

all Q families

:

If two P families are kindred, they have a common connecting formula [including th

r rr

associated constants C) in which the fundamental bases have exponents X , X ; ^ , fi ;

r rr
v , v , respectively.

This follows, as a matter of course, from Theorem III of Part I, A, § 6, when a, b

are none of them semisingular. But when, for instance, a is semisingular, every ba$

is fundamental at a, and hence the two branches of a basis may both have exponents A

We proceed, therefore, to show the truth of our lemma for each class where sen

singular points enter.

Type III, Class 3. We have, from Part I, B, § 4,

Pa> =aPb
r = a

x
iV,

Pa" = 8Pb
" = B, Pc

".

The exponents of Pa
' and Pa

" must both be X", since the fact that the sum of the th

exponents of an everywhere fundamental branch must be less than or equal to ion

readily seen to bar out any other possibilities. Hence we have

P(a') = a POO + £ pb") = a
x
P^ + & &>t

Here none of the coefficients can vanish, and in any two families of this da I we can

take a, /3, 8 the same; then if one family has the above formula, any kindred family

must have the same formula, since a basis (/**>, /*?) of the first faunly wneepoode

to a basis (i**>, JPWJ) of the kindred family; for connecting formulae involving these

bases must exist which are the same for the two families ;
and to complete our proot
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we need only observe that Pb
', P" have exponents // and //', respectively, and

P/
t
Pc

", exponents /, v"

.

Type IV, Class 1. We easily see that the connecting formulas can always be

taken

P*> = £ /**"> = & P('">,

P*") = 7 /KMO _ y ^(O.

Having chosen P^ and P<"">, so that <7» has any preassigned value * 0, we may, by
our choice of P(^, P<*">, give fi and r any values we please * 0. We complete our
proof here as for Class 3 of Type III. Classes 2 and 3 may be discussed in the same
way

Type I V, Class 4. We have

PJ = aPb
' = a, PJ,

Pa» = 8Pb
"= B

x
P».

Every basis is here fundamental at every hole. Taking Pa
' and Pa

" as P*> and P<A">,

respectively, we may easily assure ourselves that the only possible exponents for
Pb> Pc, are p", v"

9
and that we have always a formula

Pi^") = y POO =
7i

J*W) + ^ jxy^

where none of the coefficients vanish, but are otherwise arbitrary.
The proof of our lemma being thus completed, we now proceed to the proof of the

theorem :

On!,, one Pfamily with given singular points can ham a given set of exponents
Take the given singular points at 0, «,, 1 by means of transformation (26) and let

the g,ve„ set of exponents be X', X", j, f, „', v» for a family p Let (pM> pM)

fD ,

(iV>
'

PW) ^ fundamental bases °f «* family, with the exponents indi-
cated and suppose we are given a connecting formula in which all of them enter.Then by our lemma, smce families with the same exponents and singular points are

IX: i

("vr
di

:
s *ction)

' a second famn
* *^^ --«^ «*

L».! ,,. ZJ. ' T '' 1S the P°mt 0n which Mann's «-»
proo may now be easdy applied to our more general problem. In fact we

work

only to follow the work of Part I A * 1 * *v f7 ^
«J. m .1 T '

A
' § 7

>
t0 see that here

>
as well as in theRiemann considers, the determinant

is equal to the function

**'+*" (x - l)"'+v" f (*),
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where <£ (x) is everywhere on the sphere a single valued analytic function, and hence is

a constant. Further, since the exponent at oo of <j> (x) is

V + X" + fit + ft" + v' + v" 1,

</> (x) vanishes at oo, and therefore is identically zero. From this result, and the com-

mon connecting formula of the two families, we deduce, with Riemann, the equations

(52)
p(0 p(A")

W7
)

poo

poo

poo

poo

p(o .

Now p^jr is clearly single valued in the neighborhood of the point 0, and similarly

for
p(M') p{v>)

9pUO' i>(0
?: ? in the neighborhood of oo, 1, respectively. Hence from equations (52)

P<o .

we see that —^ is single valued and analytic on the entire sphere, provided that i**

and P(A"> do not both vanish at any point other than 0, go, 1. To prove that this is the

case, we need only remember that the functional determinant

D
poo

p(K")

dPM
dx

dP^
d x

is equal to ic
v+x"-1

(x - iy'+""-i
<f>(

x
)
(see page 34), <£ (x) being for P families a constant,

and as observed in the footnote to page 34,
<f)

(x) 0. From this it is obvious that i**
,

-P(A,,)

cannot vanish together in any point other than 0, oo, 1.

It is evident, therefore, that
p(x

m*i • being sing. valued and aly over

the entire sphere, must be a constant. In consequence, the families

Cj P^ + c
2
P^ and 5, P^ + HPK'\

must be identical, and this establishes our theorem

Note that this proof fails for Q families of order > ; in fact the theorem itself

is not true.

§

We may take our formula here bodily from Part II, C, § 1- We have

P P
pn pi

£*+* (X iy+v'4> (*)
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and here (j> (x) is always of degree

i,
2

on account of the lemma of the preceding section. Formula (51) we can use with

merely a change of notation.

4. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION.

The differential equation of a P family is easily written down from the more

general equations of Part II, A, § 3. Putting n = 0, we have from (39), if the regular

singular points of our family are 0, oo, 1,

<PP

dx*

rl-V-X" l-v'-v'HdP
t

T X'X" , „, i>'v"l P
ft

x(x

and from (44) we obtain for the case where the singular points are a, b, c the equation

first given by Papperitz,1

(53)
^P

+ ri-X'-V'
+
l-M'-V'

+
l-*'-*'H

da? |_ x — a x—b x — c J dx

(

\'X"(a-5)(a-c) ^ fi" (b - a)(b - c) v' v" (c - a) (c - b)~\ P
x — a x — b x — c J {x — a) (x — b) (x

The differential equation (53) affords an existence proof for a P family ivith any

three singular joints and any exponents whose sum is 1. It therefore gives an

page 50

proof for all the classes we have characterized in terms of the expon

E. Q FAMILIES OF ORDER 1.

§ 1. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION. THE FAMILIES Q AND Q.

In the first three sections of the paper of Ritter which we have so often cited, are
given a discussion of the differential equation of the general Q family of order 1,

applications to a classification of P families according to their groups, and an example
of the expression of a Q function linearly in terms of P functions. For many points
of mterest the reader may refer to that paper; here we shall only treat the problem of
classifying Q families of order 1, and add a few remarks about the expression of Q
tactions of order 1 in terms of P functions. For our purposes, it is sufficient to take
the regular smgular points at 0, oo, 1. The apparently singular point . (which must
be simple

)
is not to coincide with any of these.

1 &*<*> Ami., Vol. 25, 1885.
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The differential equation may be read off directly from (39) ; it is

(54) *g + ri-v-vy-«'-»" » n-'ff
dx2 x x — 1 x — 8 \dx

+ + A* A4 + T +
a; x — 1 x — xJ r (./

and is thus given on page 6 of Ritter's paper. From (41 ) we see that A must be a solu-

tion of the equation,

(55) ^ 2 - 4«(. - 1) (^—7— + T=t) + •(« - !) ^~— + **<< + j^J - 0.

If Q denotes a family which satisfies (54), having one of the solutions, A u of (55)

for its accessory parameter, the results noted in sections 2 and 3 of Part 11, A, show us

that the family

(56) X*(x-1)<Q,

consists of the solutions of the differential equation

/on &Q .
fl-\'-\"-28 ,

l -z/-„"-2e 1 "Uj?
(5T) j^" +

L 5 " ^1 *-*_]<**

+ [_
(V + *) (x» + a)

+ (fi
,_ s_ e) (/,_ a_ e) +O^^M +M^zMl!]^ . 0.

We shall find this result of considerable use in the problem of characterizing our cl. ~i-

fication of Q families of order 1.

§ 2. CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA IN THE DOUBTFUL CASES.

In § 2 of Part II, B, we have seen that the relations in terms of the exponents

alone, there given, completely determine the class of a family except in cases which we

have termed doubtful. These we now investigate.

Type I. No doubtful case, as there is only

Type II. The only doubtful cases are for families whose exponents satisfy tli

0. In this case the fact that the exponent sum X' + X
//

relation X

+/ + y!' + v' + v" is zero gives us also X" + f «+ v" = 0. For these cases we will

deduce relations between the parameters of the family which we first show to be

necessary for each class, and then to be sufficient.

The two roots of (55) will be found to be - X'-/ • and - X" - f% in these doubt-

ful ases.

Class 1. One member of the family must beW( - 1)'
,

where * is a eon

stant. (See page 42. The degree of O (*) is - (X' + / + *'), wMoh is here zero

Similarly refer to the work of pages 42-44 throughout the rest of tins sect.on.
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(58)

Hence if we put 8 = - X', e = - /, a constant must satisfy (57). This gives the

condition, necessary and sufficient, that h x? (x — 1)"' be a member of the family,

A = V (8 - 1) + V'S = - \' - fl' 8.

Class 2. Proceeding similarly, we see that a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion that k xx" (x — 1)"" be a member of the family is

(59) A = \"(S - 1) + V"S = - \" - fl"s

/

(60)

Class 3. Here A must have both values (58) and (59) since both h

and k xx" (x — l)
v" are members of the family. A necessary result is

_ y _ \n

fl' - fi"

But if (60) is satisfied, our family must be of Class 3 ; for the only solutions of

(55) in the doubtful cases are, as we have noted, either (58) or (59); but (60)

combined with either gives the other, so that if (60) is satisfied, our family must in

fact have two members kxx
' (x - 1)"' and kxK"

(x - 1)"", and must therefore be of

Class 3.

From the foregoing we easily see that the following relations are necessary and

sufficient, for each class, that a family under the doubtful cases belong to the class

designated: OtoW— V-** •*

" 2. A = -\"-fi"s, s iz

" 3. 8
V - \"

fi' — u

V - X"

X' - X"

It

Type III. The doubtful cases here belong under two headings characterized
the relations *' + / + •- 0, and X' + / + • - X' - X", respectively.

When X' + fi! + „' = 0, the two roots of (55) are - X' - /*' 8 and - X" - p" s.

As noted in the discussion for Type II, the relation A = - X' - / * is a necessary and
sufficient condition that k #' (x - If be a member of the family, and A - - X" - //' 8
is a necessary and sufficient condition that kx>" (x - 1)*" be a member of the family.
These two are, then, the only possible everywhere fundamental branches ; if a family
is of Class 1, it has the former branch ; if of Class 2, the latter ; if of Class 3, the
latter. The necessary and sufficient conditions for each class are

:

Class 1. A = -x'-fi' 8, w- v -*".
fi' — fi"

« 2. A = - x" - fi" ,, v = X".

" 3. ^rr-V'-p"*, X'*X».
Since

. * 0, oo
, 1, we omit for Class 2 the condition . * -

J±2j,
Similarly hereafter.
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If X' X

and

that k

kof (a

A fx" S.

X
y
i.e., X" + fi + v = 0, the two i >ta of

( X
//

For a given family here, A
/

X
"

n

\)
v

' be a member, while A

Vf" be a member. Of these

in ary and sufli

X
n

ar

necessary Mid suflic

be only possible c\>
3 r<

fundamental branches, families of Class 1 have the former, those of Clan X the latter

and those of Class 3 the f We may, then, characterize the cla *es as f

Class 1. A

" 2. A

<t
3. 4

X"

V

X"

/*'«,

/*"«,

/t'«,

X'

8 *

X".

X'

/*
/

X' * X".

X"

/*
/f

Type IV. The doubtful cases come under four beads, namely: (a) X' + /a' + y'

(6)- X' + fi' + i/ X' X" * 0, X' + fx' + v' /*' M" 0, (,/) *' + /+•
z^ V

// * 0. These we take up in order.

(a) X' + ll' + v' 0. Here X" + /*" + *" 0, and since A' X
, ^ M

//

,• j'
//

are positive integers or zero, they must ill this case all be zero. Tin' three regular sin-
m

gular points are each logarithmic, so that we have to do here with only the cla other

than 1. 2. 3. 4 d only X
/*

is such siblc. We h

fundamental branches

x*' (x

xK
' (x 1)

v'[k" lOg X + K'\0g(x 1ft

(see page 46), where k # 0, k" ± 0, and k' + k" * 0. Each class here is charao

k"
terized by the ratio —

.

fC

This ratio we can find in terms of 8 by substituting branches

1 and #e"log#+#c
/
log(a:-l) in the functional determinant of the family a: *'{x

thus obtaining the identity

<?,

i

ku log x + k! log (x

II

i) =: + _•
a; a:

r

1
£ XA'+A»-2A^_1 (^ _ 1 )r'+,"-*'-l (s *

X

#(.£

f

')

Hence we have

#n S

K t s 1

Each value of s (
other than 0, 1, oo

)
gwes a class For all these classes the a€ces§ory

parameter A has the value V V*
s. We see here that ctatf* actually exist corre-

sponding to every value of
K n

Kr
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(*) If \' + // + */ = X'- A" *0, i.e., X" + // + *' = °> X' +/ + /* 0, the two roots

of (55) are - X" - / s and - X' - fT * We hardly need give here the details of a

discussion which will be so similar to that given for Type III. The criteria are :

X' - X"
Class 1. A = - X" - fi' *, s £ -

-r,

" 2. A=-U
« 3. A = - X'

..
4. 4 = -X f

*"*, ^ */*", „' = v".

ix"s, ^ = A*", v' * v".

/*"* ^ *A*'
r
, v' * v".

No other classes possible.

X' + ftf + v' *» /* - fi" * 0. The two roots of (55) are - X" - ft' * and

X' _ n" s. The criteria are

:

Class 1. A = - X" -V «> *' * *"> ** = ""•

« . i
X'-X"

" 3. A = - X" - p' s, X' = X", v' * v".

'" 4. 4 = -X"-/*'a, X'^X", v'^tv".

(d) X' + / 4- v = */ - i>" * 0. The two roots of (55) are - X' - // 5 and

X" — /x" s. The criteria are

:

it

n

Class 1. A=-X" - fi" 8, X' * X", ja' = p
" 2. A=--k l'-p»8, X' = X", /*'*/*

" 4. ^ = - X" - ft" «, X' * X", /x' ,6 ,*"

§ 3. EXPRESSION OF A Q FUNCTION OF ORDER 1 AS A SUM OF TWO KINDRED
P FUNCTIONS.

The exponent scheme of a Q family of order 1 beir.o

00 1

(61) «
1 ?.

:

' v' \
" v»

X
)

Ritter states that a function belonging to this family is in general expressible linearly

in terms of two kindred P functions chosen from one of the following triples of P
families

:
In the first triple, the three families have the same notation scheme for the

exponents as Q, except that the first family has X'' + 1 in place of X', the second // + 1

in place of //, and the third v' + 1 in place of •; in the second triple, there are similar

changes in the second row of exponents in (61). This representation he does not

I
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prove to hold for all cases, but merely gives an example for a family all of whose
points are ordinary. Our formula? of Part II, C, show that this expres>iuU is valid,

provided (1) that we can choose two such P families kindred to Q, and (2) that the

two P families chosen, and Q, have a common connecting formula (including the asso-

ciated constants 0) hi which no two members of any basis hare the same cpo, it (vac pt in

the case of equal exponents). The reason for this last condition is obvious from the

remarks of page 48.

The first condition is violated by Q functions of Type II, Claw 3, and of the cla> -

of Type IV other than 1, 2, 3, 4, since P families cannot belong to those classes.

Both conditions are always satisfied for Type I; and an inspection of each cla--» for

which P families are possible under Types II, II I, IV will show that the first con-

dition can always be satisfied for a Q family of any of those classes. Formula (5<

shows that the degrees of the coefficients in (51) taken for functions of the Q family

and two kindred P families chosen as above indicated, must be zero, provided the

second condition above is satisfied. The reader may assure himself by an examination

of each class that this second condition is also satisfied except in the doubtful em s

noted in the preceding section; and that here the only violation is in Class 3 of Type

III, and Class 4 of Type IV, when the two values of A coincide, the family being then

completely determined by its exponent scheme and apparently singular point. Hen

the formulae of Part II, C, fail to give the desired representation, which ne vert he]

exists. In fact if P' and P" be two functions chosen as above indicated, it is easy to

show that constants a and /3 always exist such that the function

which evidently has the desired exponent scheme, has also the characteristic apparently

singular point.

A Q, function of order 1 of any class possible for P families can alvaifs he e^nssed

linearly in terms of kindred P functions.

We have thus illustrated some of the difficulties that arise in a first generalization

from P families. Our methods are sufficient for the discussion of further cases, but

conditions become so complicated that a similar treatment of Q families of order 2, or

of higher order, will not be attempted here.

%
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BRYGOS.— HIS CHARACTERISTICS. i

Until within a comparatively few years archaeologists have been content to treat

Greek vase paintings from the point of view mainly of mythology. Only the signed

vases were recognized as belonging to different artists. Now, however, it has become

evident that each artist possesses individual stylistic qualities, by the recognition of

which even his unsigned works can be gathered together. Every artist, by dint of

long practice and the dexterity resulting therefrom, is bound to develop certain idio-

syncrasies that will recur again and again on his works. It is for these peculiarities,

these personal touches, that the student of ceramics looks to-day in order to differen-

tiate the works of one artist from those of others of the same period and— one might

even say— of the same school.

Hartwig has followed this line of investigation in his Meistersclialen, and among

the Athenian artists of the red-figured period treated by him is Brygos. Hartwig's

results, however, are indefinite ; for while one is led to assent to the characteristics

pointed out as our author passes from one vase to another, there is a feeling at

the conclusion that nothing tangible has been given by which one can identify our

artist. To say that such and such a characteristic, as for instance the custom of

covering the reclining figures up to the waist with an himation,2
is very common with

Brygos is of little value to a student taking up the study of that artist, if he finds that

the same characteristic is as common with other contemporary artists. There must

be something peculiar to Brygos, as there is to other artists, by which lie can be dis-

tinguished from others. If this were not so, the great number of unsigned vases and

fragments which, wrongly or rightly, have been classed as his could not have been

1 A portion of this monograph was submitted in competition for the Charles Eliot Norton Fellowship of

Harvard University. Completed it was offered for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at Harvard, as also in ful-

filment of the requirements imposed upon the holder of the Norton Fellowship.

'resa

for permission to use two plates (Plates I and II)

Vol. VI, 1902.
2 Meisterschalen. d. 350.

5
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associated with him. Inasmuch as Hartwig is in most cases correct in his assignment

of vases (I have found instances, I think, where he is wrong), I have been led

believe that it is rather his wide experience and intimate knowledge of ceramics that

has enabled him to collect the works of Brygos, than the characteristics that he has

enumerated in his treatment of the works of that artist.

It will, then, be my purpose to endeavor to discover, first, the characteristics that

are peculiar to Brygos alone. The identification of these will be by a process of elimi-

nation. For it is evident that any trait occurring as well in the works of other artists

as in those of Brygos cannot be used as a sure means of identification, and for that

reason must be discarded from our list of personal peculiarities. My treatment of

these peculiarities, furthermore tself at first only with the vases signed

by Brygos, because manifestly only the characteristics that are found on these can be

vouched for as belonging to Brygos ; and it is only by the recognition of these charac-

teristics on unsigned vases that we are able with certainty to assemble such vases as

products of our artist.
2 These individual peculiarities of style established, I next

propose to determine groups of characteristics which, while they may, or may not, be
individually peculiar to Brygos, yet may be considered, when found together on a vase,

as an index that the vase possessing them should find a place in our category. I
wish, then, to consider the relation of Brygos to other contemporary artists ; to discuss
his possible copartnership with any other artist; to consider the probable chrono-
logical sequence of his works ; and, finally, to discover, if possible, his native country.

Let us begin by looking for characteristics which occur on vases signed by Brygos,
no other artist. By using these characteristics we shall be able

to move with safety from the signed to the unsigned vases 3
of our artist, and, by

enlarging the circle, to construct groups of characteristics which, while they are not
infallible, are fairly safe means of identification. In the chapter of his Meisterschalen
that is devoted to Brygos, Hartwig gives thirty-eight characteristics by which he
maintains it is possible to recognize the style of our artist. Some of these, as will
be seen later he admits are present on the vases of other artists ; but others, if we
are to judge from the omission of parallel instances, he gives as belonging to Brygos

but on the works of

2 It'if u^ers
2

!] Tcofrse

'

IP " aSSig°ed ^ ***** t0 APoIlodo™-
teristics, has been identifie'dTa wol'bv Rrvlt^fT^ ^^ °n an UDSigned Vase that

'
b? these old charaC"

« On p. 364 of his Meistemhalen Hart
' 1 aCCepted as a new characteristic belonging to Brygos.

to Brygos; and Robert (Pau]y Wissowa Pi T** v ^ "^ than f°rty Vas6S that haVe bee" assiSned

or less certainty, have been attributed to him r" «
P

*
923) ^ **"* there are fifty vases that

'
with m°r6

sidered as one), and not counting five donhTf, i .f
Vases and f™gments as well (related fragments con-

this monograph.
8 ooubttul cases, I have collected seventy-six vases in the list appended to
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alone. I have already shown how valueless, for

are peculiarities that can be duplicated elsewhere.

far the characteristics, as given by Hartwig

this I shall show in each

me wishing to do accurate work

Our first duty is to ascertain how

peculiar to our artist. In doing

first, whether the characteristic under consid i

is to be found on the signed works of Brygos, and, secondly, whether it aj>] n on

the vases of other artists. In many cases I shall be able to employ llartwig's own

book, the Meisterschalen, as proof against himself.

The characteristics assigned by Hartwig to Brygos are these

:

1. Hie meander is the double, interlocking variety. For an illustration of it, see

Hartwig's Meisterschalen, pi. XXXIII. This meander (Fig. 1) does not occur on the

signed

The meanders, and other borders, that do appear on the signed va- « of Brygos

vases.

are

a (Fig. 2). One in which the

meanders are interrupted at inter-

vals of two or three by crossed

squares. A variation (Fig. 3) ap-

pears on the same vase with it.

For illustration see Wiener Vorlegebl.

VIII, 2.

b (Fig. 4). One in which the

meanders are in groups of three.

For this see Wiener Vorlegebl, VIII, 3.
1

i HPT 4

2 BBIMIBIIIEB 6.

OiK lEjii^in
7.

5. MHHHH_ r

FlGURKS 1-8. Designs

(Fig. 5). One in which the meanders are interrupted at irregul

This is illustrated in the Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 5

d (Fig. 7). One in which the ders pted at intervals of th

more This meander is given in the Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 4

(Fig. 8). One which is found on a vase given in the Wiener Vorlegebl VIII. 6

A palmette scroll.

Wiener Vorlegebl. C, VII.

This occurs on one of the fragments illustrated in the

In many the
Thus

styles of meanders (a-f) are to be found elsewhere,

the one given in the Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 2 (a of our list), occurs on two vases illus-

trated in Vases of the AshnoUan Museum, pis. 10 and 11. All these meanders appear

as well on a number of vases illustrated in the Mewterschalen, pis. VIII. XI, XII, XIII,

1 A variety of this occurs on a kylix (p. 114) in the Mi

tioned by Hartwig. The meander is that shown in Fig. 6.

Arts I; is not men
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XIV, XV, XVI, XLIV, 2 ; XLV ; and XLVI. The bands are interrupted, however, so

exist only in the matter of the meandersthat the similarity is to be understood to exist 01

themselves. A meander border with both the meanders and th terrupting squa

13.

like those shown under d of our list, appears on a vase by Duris, illustrated in the

Ma'stersehalm, pi. LXV. Here the square occurs after every second meander, instead

of every third or fourth one, as on the works of

Brygos. The meander shown as the second

example, under a of our list, is to be seen on

vases done by Duris, illustrated op. cit., pis.

XIX, XX, and XXII, 2 ; and that given

under b
(
Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 3) occurs on a

vase illustrated in Gerhard's Aus. Vasenb. pi.

CCXCVII, 3. The meander scheme that is

shown under e of our list is duplicated on vases

illustrated in Murray's Designsfrom Greek Vases,

etc., pis. XIV, 56, and XV, 59. Of the squares

that interrupt the meanders, the one given as

the first under a (which is in fact but a simpler

10. 14

II.

15.

form of that shown under finds a parallel

12.
16.

on a vase given in the Catalogue of the Vases in

the Ashmolean Museum, pi. 11; those described

under c and d are duplicated on vases engraved

in the Meisterschalen, pis. LXV, LXVII, 1, 2, 4

Figures 9-16 Illustrations Showing
Characteristic Treatment of Figures
and Drapery.

9. Man. d. [Mt. Villi, 46; 10. Heydemann,
Meiste

(these are by Duris) ; XLII, 1 and 2 (by the

called " Master with the Bald Head 5>
d

LXXII, LXXIII, and LXXIV (by the so-called

The same varietyMaster with the Twig »\ 1

pi XXXIV; 14. id. pi. xxxiV; is. Furt- °f square
Reichhold

appears on these vases is seen

Mon also on others llustrated in Gerhard A
Vasenb. pi. CCXCVII, 3, in the Catalogue of Vase.

the Ashmolean Museum, pi. X) and in Designs from. Greek Vases in the British Museum, pi
XIV. 56 The palmette that takes the place of the meander border on the vase g.
under / is hke that on a vase by Duris, illustrated in the Meisterschalen, pi. XXII, 1

The only noteworthy feature, then, of the meander border » ^ „, „
that the mdmdual groups of meanders which go to make it are interrupted at

used by Bryg

This
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intervals (commonly after the third or fourth meander) by squares with various o:

mentations. This peculiarity, however, is not the sole property of Brygos, but app
as we have seen, on vases by the "Master with 'the Bald Head" and the -Ma

Twig 3J

2. The satyrs are lively, and have small heads and short noses. According to II art wig,

atyrs of this type are very characteristic of Brygos. But on the only signed vase

hat has a picture showing satyrs, illustrated in the Wiener VorlegeU. VI 11, 6, the heads

small. They are perhap of the satyrs done by Euphro

nios, but, as compared with the Hieronic satyr heads, they could not be described

as small. Hartwig is inaccurate, moreover, in calling the noses of the satyrs ihort.

The shape of them is rather such as would be obtained by placing a finger under the

end of the nose and pressing it upward. The characteristic satyr nose 1 on the Brygos

vase appears in Fig. 9. The lively satyr is not peculiar to Brygos. Micron and

Euphronios both represent their satyr figures with considerable action. Tl

characteristic that can truly be said to belong to the Brygos satyrs, and to no other.'-

is the turned-up nose.

3. A black stripe, with dots along one edge, serving as a border for garment* (Fig. 1 0)

This, as Hartwig notes, is very common. It occurs nine times oi

in the Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 4, three times on the one illustn

trated

ted id. VIII, 5

three times on the one illustrated on VIII, 6. It is not confined to Brygos, however,

for Duris, Hieron, and Onesimos have it (Meisterschalcn, pis. XXVIII, L1V, and LX\
),

and it is found on a vase illustrated on Gerhard's Aus. Vasenb. pi. CCXXXIX. The

decoration was passed on to the fine red-figured style (see Millingen, Pchdurce

antiques de Vases Grecs, pi. XI)

4 (Fig. 11). Tlie garments are ornamented with dots. Hartwig remarks that this

form of decoration occurs also on works of Euphronios.. Of the signed vases of

Brygos, it is found on those given in the Wiener Vorlegebl pis. VIII, 2, 3, 4, •
>

It shown on pi. VIII, 2 VIII, 3, fon

times on that illustrated on VIII, 4, ten times on that on VIII, 5, and twice on the

vase shown on VIII, 6. The same decoration is found also on a vase by Onesimos,

Meistersehalen, LXII, 2; on an amphora of the severe red-figured style by Duris (?),

Gerhard, Aus. Vasenb. pi. CCLXXXIII (this also has the dotted stripe)
;
on a vase

given on pi. XVIII, op. cU., and, finally, on another illustrated in the Arch. ZeU.

1883, pi. 4. This ornament was possibly borrowed from the black-figured style, for it

occurs on vases of that period. For illustration, see Gerhard, Aus. Vasenb. pi. CXXX.

i
Cf. All the satyrs but Styon on No. 8 of the list of signed vases (p. 104).
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5. The head is often thrown far hack. This is given by Hartwig as a favorite mo-

tive of our artist, and is illustratedJdv him in his Meisterschalen, pi. XXXIII (Fig. 13).

This feature occurs on three of the signed- vases, namely, those shown in the Vorlegehl

VIII, 3, 4, and 5. Duris, however, uses it (Meisterschalen, pi. XIX, interior picture), as

well as Euphronios (id. pis. XLIV, 1, and XI), the " Master with the Bald Head " (id.

pi. XLIII, A), and the " Master with the Twig " (id. pi. LXXIII, A). Among th

artists of the earlier period Epiktetos makes use of it (Designs from Greek Vases, pi.

22VI,

6. The body is often tilted backward. It is to be associated, says Hartwig, with the

thrown-back head. This motive occurs twice on the vase given in the Wiener Vor-

legehl. VIII, 6, and five times on that shown on id. VIII, 5, but it appears on none of the

other signed vases. Hartwig is correct in noting that Hieron uses it, as will be seen

i

from pi. XXIX of the Meisterschalen. But it is to be found as well on a vase by the

"Master with the Bald Head " (id. pi. XLIII), on one by Euphronios (id. pi. XLVII),

on one by Oltos (Meisterschalen, pi. VI, B), on two by Onesimos (id. pis. LVII, B, and

LX), and on one by the " Master with the Twig " (id. pi LXXIII).

7. The ears of the satyrs occur in various positions. As we have already seen, only

one of the signed vases has a satyr picture, and on this there is hardly any difference

in the positions of the various ears. This motive does occur, however, on a vase by

Duris (Meisterschalen, pi. XXIII), where the greatest variety is introduced. The
"Master with the Twig" (id. pis. LXXIII and LXXIV, the Boston kylix) also uses

this motive. In the last mentioned vase the artist has gone even to the extent of

bending the ears so that they hang like the flapping ears of a dog. The appearance of

these ears is somewhat like Fig. 14

8. Maenads dancing with their arms covered by sleeves in imitation of wings. This mo-
tive, asserts Hartwig, is common with Brygos. It occurs, as a fact, on none of his

signed works. It appears twice on a vase, illustrated on pi. XXXII of the Meister-

schalen, which, though unsigned, undoubtedly belongs to Brygos. The " Master with
the Bald Head" has this feature five times on a vase given by Hartwig on pi. XLIII
of his Meisterschalen.

9. The thyrsoi have dots about the heads. This distinguishes them, says Hartwig
from those of Hieron. No thyrsoi occur on the signed vases of Brygos. If we tad
such dotted thyrsoi on Brygos' works, they could well serve as a means of identifica-
tion, for they do not appear on the vases of any other artists.

10. An intense expression in the face. This is quite the opposite of the expression

» Hartwig, Meisterschalen, pi. LXXIV. I gee also Furtwangler and Reichhold, Pl. 40.

5
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found in the Hieronic faces, maintains Hartwig, and is only paralleled in th works of

Euphronios, and in the best heads of Doris. This expression appears on the faoet

shown in the Wiener Vorlegcbl VIII, pis. 2, 4, 5, and 6, and /. C, pi. 7, and is duo not

so much to the parted lips, as Hartwig believes, or the beady eyes as to the extremely

delicate nostril. To make this clear,—a vase by Peithinos (MeixUr hakn, pi. XX V
I)

has figures with narrow, beady eyes, but with no intensity of exprr lion ; while Another

vase, from the hand of Euphronios (id. pi. XI, B, first figure at the right), .shows a

figure with a beady eye and parted lips, but still lacking the Brygos intensity. In

the latter example the mouth does not give the impression of drawing in the breath

as do those of the figures done by Brygos. The vase by the " Master with the Twig"

(now in Boston) exhibits the narrow eye in the third figure from the right on side B.

But the lips are not parted, nor the nostril dilated, so that here, too, the Brygos inten-

sity of expression is absent. Two faces that bear a very clo resemblance to the Bry-

gos type are to be found on a kylix by Onesimos (id. pi. LI V), and on another vise,

given in Gerhard, Aus. Vasenb. pi. XCLVI. In the latter vase the interior picture

bearded man with a very narrow eye, parted lips, and a ii A

pie is to be seen in the Arch. Zeit, 1883, pi. 4, where the figure at the left

side A, has the narrow eye and the fine nostril. The faces of these fi

lack intensity, owing, as I said above, to the fact that the nostril is not dilated. Thi

peculiar intensity is due almost entirely to the manner of drawing the nostril. The

line from the tip of the nose to the lip curves downward, and then upward to meet the

the nostril, which is a double curve, crosses the point of meeting.
lip, and the line of

The nose thus drawn appears somewhat as in Fig. 12.
1

It is to be noted, finally,

that the corner of the mouth never turns upward. This fact, combined with the

narrow eyes, and particularly the dilated nostril, give to the Brygos faces their

peculiar intensity. This is best seen, on the signed works, in the face of the lig

named Chrysippos, on the vase illustrated in the Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 6

11. The bodies of the satyrs are hairy. None of

2

given in the

Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 6, present this peculiarity. Such a feature does appear, how

by the " Master with the Bald Head " (MeisterscMcn, pi. XLIII
ever, on a vase

side A). Here the satyr has a hairy chest and abdomen. This treatment appears

also in the case of the second satyr from the left on side B. The « Master with

the Twig " uses the same motive on a kylix in the Vatican (id. pi. LXXIII).

12. The figures have small heads. This criterion is hardly more trustworthy h

the case of the satyr heads (N Thus, on the vase illustrated in the

, I, * • ^r, i i n\ XXXW » See Fig. 25 (p. 80)
1 Hartwig, Meisterschalen, pi. aaaIV.
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Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 3, Apollo lias a large head, as well as Andromache -on the

vase shown in the Vorlegebl. VIII, 4, and the third figure from the left on side B of

the vase given in the Vorlegebl. VIII, 5. The fragment, No. 2 b, of the vase given in

the Vorlegebl. C, 7, shows a large head. These are all on the signed vases. But to

show that, where small heads do occur, the feature is not peculiar to Brygos, it is only

necessary to cite a vase by Hieron (Meistersehalen, pi. XXX, 2) the interior figure of S

o
which, Dionysos, has a small head, to mention a vase of the " Master with the Tw
(Boston), which has many small heads, and, finally, a kylix by Duris, which I have

described in the Annual Report for 1900 of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

13. Food baskets hang in the field. This motive is found on none of the signed vases.

It does occur on two kylikes by Euphronios, and on one by Duris (Meistersehalen, pis.

XV, XLV1II, 2, and XX, side B). A third example of this characteristic is seen on
illustrated in Millingen, Peintures antiques de Vases Grecs, pi. VIII.

The arrangement and the decoration of the pillows. By these characteristics I take
14

Flartwig to mean, in the former case, the placing of the pillow on the couch so that

part of it projects over the end, and, in the latter, the decoration of the pillow by
stripes. These two features do not occur on the signed works of Brygos, but they
are found on the vases given by Hartwig in his Meistersehalen. The pillow so placed

projects beyond the end of by the " Master with

o

signed vases of Brygos. A kylix by Apollodoros (Meistersehalen, pi. LXIX) d
however, exhibit this peculiarity. Hence, had we found it even on a siened vase of
Brygos, it would have been impossible to assert it to be peculiar to Br>

16. Representation of adolescent female flgum. This is well shown" on the vase
illustrated in the Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 5, where, on side A, the girl who plays the
flute 13 represented as about fifteen years old. In the interior picture appears a girl
of the same age. Both wear short hair, and this, along with the care which Brygos
takes to represent immature development mato. >„, «„. -i • j iL
, : .

<= "c.upmeiii, maKes the figures easily recognized as those
of young girls. But this care to show youthfulness in girls is not exercised only by
Brygos. H.eron as well, on a vase signed by him (Designs from Greek Vases, pi. X
40), has a girl, dancin • -

J
' ^

music, d„ - e ~, ^.ug w music, drawn with as much care to show her youth as
Brygos shows in his youthful figures.

the favorite Lysis " (id. pi. LXX, 2), while an instance of the striped pillow is to be
found in Millingen, Peintures antiques de Vases Grecs, pi. VIII, and in the Arch. Zeit.

1883, pi. 4, in the interior picture.

15. Disproportionately long legs and arms of figures reclining on couches. As an illus-

tration, Hartwig cites pi. XXXV of his Meistersehalen, where, as a fact, this manner
of drawing the figures is to be seen. But no such lack of proportion occurs on the
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17. The figures have a less strongly marked chin than do those of Hieron. This

hold : for in many cases the chins of the figures drawn by Brygos are fully as

strong as those by Hieron. For proof of this, we have the seated figure, at the loft,

on side A of the vase illustrated in the Wiener Vorlegebl. VI II, 2, and the third from

the left on B. Other figures showing the same characteristics are the girl on the

interior of the vase given in the Vorlegebl. VIII, 5, Orsimenes on the lliupersis kylix

(id. VIII, 4), Hera on the vase given in the Vorlegebl. VIII, 6, and Iris on a vase

illustrated in Series VIII, 6, of trje same publication. If the chins of the figures on

the vases just cited are compared with those on a vase by Hieron (31 terschthn, pi.

XXIX), the difference will appear to be not so much in the chin itself as in the less

hanging lip. In certain cases, the chins of the figures done by Brygos are shorter

;

but these are exceptions.

18. Variety in the garments of women. On the vase given in the Wientf VorlrgM,

VIII, 4, three out of the four women have their garments arranged differently. The

figures on the vase given in the Vorlegebl. VIII, 6, also differ in the arrangement of

drapery, and on the Vorlegebl. VIII, 3, five out of the

vary, while on the vase illustrated in the Vorlegebl VIII, 2, four out of seven show

variation. The flute-player on the exterior of the vase given in the Vorlegebl. VIII, 5,

is clad the same as the girl of the interior picture. It will be seen that the female

costumes on the vases of Brygos do show a great variety of treatment. As great a

difference is to be seen, however, on a vase by Hieron (Mci*terschalen, pi. XXXI.

side A), where four out of five vary in the matter of dress, while on another vase

of his (id. pi. XXIX), the two women are differently draped.

19. The eyes are narrow. This characteristic is connected by Hartwig with No. 20.

The combination gives a cunning expression most peculiar to Brygos ;
the expression,

however, is due not to the snub nose but to the narrow eye. We have considered

this latter feature to some extent under No. 10— "the tense expression." We have

now to treat it more closely, and to see to what extent it appears on the signed works

of Brygos, and then whether it is common with other artists of the same period. That

common on the signed vases of Brygos is clear from the following

the Weiner Vorlegebl. VIII, 2, eight of the fifteen fig

In the

given in the Vorlegebl. VIII, 3, one out of thirteen (showing that it does not alway;

predominate), on that given in the Vorlegebl. VIII, 4, six out of twelve, on that givei

in the Vorlegbel. VIII, 5, eight out of fifteen, on that given in the Vorlegebl. VIII, 6

two out of fourteen, and on that shown in the Vorlegebl C, 7, none have it. By ;

reference to No. 10 of our list it will be seen that the narrow eye is present also oi
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the vases of Peithinos, Euphronios, the "Master with. the Twig," the "Master with

the favorite Lysis," Apollodoros, Duris, and Onesimos.

In the case of boys and girls, the characteristic of the narrow eye is correctly

stated by Hartwig to be peculiar to Brygos, if we understand him to mean that the

eye is very long, as well as exceedingly narrow. Unless these two peculiarities are

combined, the characteristic is of no use, inasmuch as the narrow eye occurs, as we

have seen, on vases by other artists.

20. The bogs and the girls are characterized by small, snub noses. This, we have seen,

Hartwig associates with the narrow eye. The small nose is not necessarily a

companion of the narrow eye, as will be clear from the instances cited under

No. 19. It is well illustrated in the figure of Astyanax on the Iliupersis kylix

(
Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 4). It occurs also on a figure on a vase by the " Master with

the Twig" (Meisterschalen, pi. LXXII, 1, the winged boy), on a vase by Peithinos

(id. pi. XXVI, A, the second and third figures from the right), and on a vase by

Duris (id. pi. XXII, 1). The small snub nose is seen also on two other vases, one

of which is signed by Duris, the other done in his style (Designs from Greek Vases,

pis. VI, 24, and IX, 35).

21. llie lyre is long and slender. For an example, Hartwig cites pi. XXXIV
of his Meisterschalen. On the signed vases of Brygos there is but one instance of

the lyre (Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 5, side B), and here the form is not slend

The slender lyre appears, however, on a vase by Hieron (Meisterschden, pi. XXIX,
B, the second from the right), on one by Duris (id. XIX, 2), and finally on
a fragment of a vase by Phintias,1 where the form is almost identical with that

given by Hartwig.

22. Figures reclining on couches are covered to the tvaist ivith the himation. Hart-
wig illustrates this by pi. XXXV of his Meisterschalen. No instance of this feature
occurs on the signed vases. It appears on the interior of a kylix by the " Master
with the favorite Lysis " (id. pi. LXX, 2), on fragments of a kylix by Apollodoros
(id. LXIX, fragments 2 c and d\ and on a work of Duris (id. LXVII, 4)

A nude bog as a wine-pourer. For Hartwig's example, see pi. XXXIV of his
Meisterschalen. No such figure occurs on the signed vases of Brygos, nor are there, to
my knowledge, any on the works of other artists. But a figure standing in the same~*v, ^CWXVAXW^
attitude, except that the right hand clasps the column, instead of resting against
to be seen m Gerhard's Am. Vusenb. pi. CCXCI, 2. The figure differs from the
shown by Hartwig on pi. XXXIV in that it is clad in an himation.

1 Hartwig, Meisterschalen, pi. XVII, 2.

one
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Some of the fig are ^presented with blond hair No treatment oc-

curs on the signed vases. It appears on a vase by the "Master with the Twig
M

(Meisterschalen, pi. LXXIII, interior, and all satyrs on B), and on another by the

same artist (the Boston kylix), where all the figures bnt one on B have blond hair.

25. A flute player looks back, playing the flutes, as he nines forward. 1 Ilartwig's

example is found on pi. XXXII, B, of his Meisterschalen. This pose appears on side B

of the vase illustrated in the Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 5. Hartwig is right in designat-

ing this motive as the property of Brygos alone, for it does not occur on the works of

b

Figure 17.— Characteristic Poses of Figures by Brygos

any other The idea Bryg seems to have been that of representing h

flute-player as turning around to encourage those who follow The

Master with the Bald Head " {Meisterschalen, pi. XLIII) and Oltos (id. pi. VI
m

B), were have their musician so absorbed in his playing to move

ght ahead, paying no attention to those that followed

26. One of the shoulders of the female flute-players is left bare, so that the breast

i also
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exposed. This motive appears on none of the signed vases of Brygos, nor, to my
knowledge, on any vase of any other artist (Fig. 17).

l

27. A staff, with a robe draped on it, leans against some object. Hartwig illus-

trates this with pi. XXXVI, 2, of his Meisterschalen. It is not to be found on the

signed vases of Brygos. Hartwig notes that it appears on works of Peithinos, a fact

which emphasizes the need of excluding it from the characteristics peculiar to Brygos.

28. A girl playing a flute stands before a couch on which reclines a man. This motive

is common to Brygos, says Hartwig, wh by pi. XXXIV of his Meister

schalm. The signed works give no example of such a figure. It is not on works of

other

29. Details are introduced to show locality. For illustration of this, Hartwig refe

pis. XXXIV and XXXVI, 3, of his Meisterschalen. as well as to Gerhard, Trinksch

u. Gef. pi. VIII. On the vase given in the Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 2, a column and its

architrave are introduced to suggest a house, and the same motive is found on VIII, 3.

On side B of the last vase, which shows the « Judgment of Paris/' is a tree to indicate
that the scene is out of doors. The use of such details, however, is not an original
idea with Brygos, as will be seen from what follows. In the interior of a kyl
(Meisterschalen, pi. Ill), Charchrylion shows an altar to be in the open air by the
introduction of a tree. The same detail is used by the « Master with the Bald
Head " (Boston). On the exterior of a kylix in the British Museum (id. pi. XLI)
shown canopies, as Hartwig rightly says, to suggest the tent of Achilles from which
Bnseis is being led away. In the interior of a kylix, also in the British Museum
(id. pi. XLII, 2), is drawn a door Euphronios uses a tree for a detail

and

in the St. Petersburg kylix (id. pl. XLIX), and introduces a column and a post
where boys are nding horses - possibly to suggest a hippodrome (id. pi. LII). Onesi-
mos, as well, uses the column on the exterior of a kylix in the Louvre (id. pi. LIII),

T vt
,™ an°ther

°f the Castellani collection (id. pi. LIV). On a fragment (id. pi.
L 111) he introduces a tree. The « Master with the favorite Lysis "

(id. pi. LXX, 3 b)
uses a column as a detail to suggest a palaestra. The same feature is present on
V

Z "r;" ** Zelt 1878
'
Pl 2

>
and in the •"> <*• Arch. Inst. 1889, p. 29.

30 Afcrf^ ar repmenUd m columm hj/ meam Qf^^ Tii
.

s feature doeg

mZ
WZ% vmflTT:^ °0,umns

' name,y' those illustrated in the
if in, A and 6. It does not occur on the works of other artists.

b, Lecuglr ColiTt ^ ^ UDSlgned ™* hj Bryg0S
' *» FiS- 17. Figure a, Meisterschalen, pl. XXXVI ;

Figure
3 See Fig. 17, both figures.
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31. TJie sceptres are ivound with a filet This decoration, which is applied in tie

manner that a stripe is painted about a barber's pole, occurs on four of th.j signed

vases of Brygos. They are illustrated in the Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 2, 3, 4, and 6.

It is found also on a vase given in Gerhard, Aus. Vasenb. pi. CCXCIL :;.

The following seven character,«_. .istics which are given by Hartwig deal onlv

treatment of the hair. They are :

32). The hair is rolled at the back of the licad. Hartwig moni ions this as common

with Brygos, and to illustrate it cites pi. XXXIII, 2, of his }[cistcrschalen. This styl<

of dressing the hair appears on none of the signed vises, and on only two given by

Hartwig on pis. XXXII and XXXIII, 2. The same manner of treating the hair

is employed by Peithinos on a vase in Berlin (id. pi. XXVI [, side A). Hire the roll is

a trifle more elaborate. It appears on another kylix of IN itbinos in Berlin (id. pi.

XXIV, 1) and is used by Duris on the youth on the interior of the Boston

(id. pi. XXI).

}3). The liair is gathered in a single roll at the neck. This is .shown on pi. XXXIII. 2,

of the Meisterschalen. The figure at the extreme left of side B of the vase gi\ n in the

Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 4, has his hair done up in this way. Peithinos uses this mode

of doing the hair (Meisterschalen, pi. XXVII), and Duris uses the same feature on a

kylix of the Louvre (id. pi. LXV). This also appears on a stamnos of the severe, red-

figured style, illustrated in Gerhard, Aus. Vasenb. pi. XLIV, 2. See our Plati- I. II

54). The hair is arranged in a series of egg-shaped rolls. This mode of dressing the

hair * (Fig. 15, p. 8) appears on the Iliupersis kylix, on the figure that has fallen before

Orsimenes. The characteristic is not confined to Brygos, but is used by the 4 Master

with the Twig " (Meisterschalen, pi. LXXV) on all the six figures on side A, and on the

first and the fourth from the left on side B.

4 (35). Thehairhangs in a knot tied once or twiccon the neck.' This feature appears on

none of the signed vases, nor on the plates given by Hartwig in his Mmfcrsehalm to

show the style of Brygos. Hieron, howev Baltimore kylix ( I pi

Here the girl in the interior picture has the hair done up in a cue, and tied

with one knot. The " Master with the Twig" also employs this scheme for the hair

of the girl at the right on side B (id. pi. LXXV).

5 (36). The hair is drawn as a double row of egg-shaped rolh on the neck.

trated on a kylix, probably by Brygos, that is given in Gerhard, Aus. Vasenb.
}

CCLXXVIII and CCLXXIX, 3. It occurs on no signed vase of Brygos, an

This

d

other artist uses this method of drawing the hair.

1 No. 4 of list of sigmed vases (p. 102).
See
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n

6 (37). The hetairae are represented with short hair.
1 The flute-player on side A, and the

on the interior of the vase illustrated in the Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 5, have the hair

drawn in this way. This is not the invariable manner of drawing the hair of hetairae

as is shown by the fact that Nikophile on the kylix rightly assigned by Hartwig to

Brygos, and illustrated in the Meisierschalen, pi. XXIV, has long hair. No other

artist makes use of short hair in representing the hetairae class.

7 (38). By the use of dilute glaze Brygos loosened the hair of his figures more than did his

contemporaries. This can hardly be of use in identifying the works of Brygos, inas-

much as the same means is employed to a greater or a less extent by other artists.

In the matter of identifying a new vase, or a fragment, it would do no good to know
that diluted glaze was more freely employed by Brygos than by his brother artists.

The fact that they used it at all would make it possible— other proof beino- absent
to assign the newly found vase to another artist as well as to Brygos. The use of
diluted glaze in the treatment of the hair is, as a matter of fact, found on a vase by
Peithinos (Meisterschalen, pi. XXVII, interior), on a kylix by the "Master with the Twig"
(id, LXXII), where all the ten heads seem to illustrate this practice, and, finally, on the
Boston kylix by the same artist. Here the satyr in the centre of the interior picture
and all the figures on side A, and figures 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 on side B, have hair
drawn with dilute glaze.

These then are the thirty-eight characteristics associated by Hartwig, more or less
closely, with Brygos. But in the study of a vase-painter his signed works alone can
be wed as the starting-point for the determination of his style, and only the character-
istics that appear on these vases, and on the works of no other artists, can strictly be
called the characteristics of that artist. It is only by such features of style as are unique
•" that we can safely identify his works. Now, in assigning vases to Brygos,
Har w,g and those who were before him, must have bad some infallible peculiarities
of style that appear in the works of Brygos by which his unsigned vases „... _
from tune to time rightly or wrongly identified. Manifestly, the thirty-eight character-
ises enumerated by Hartwig, and occurring to a greater or a less degree on the works
of other contemporary artists, would not have yielded accurate results. If we are to
ho d to the s.gned vases as the safest ground for ascertaining the peculiarities of Bry-

-W * ",one TH

,iSt "T**'^ * =***- * "" t0"^
tlst al0»e- These are, first, the turned-up nose of the satyrs

(
given under

fle: n /"rTn̂
deSCribed ^ Hartwi=> ; SeCond

'
the ""tense expression"

( given under No. 10 ) ;
third, the narrow eye of the boys and girls (only, however,

1 See Fig. 17 (p. 75).

with him

have been

that
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when the eyes

flute-player tui

g as well as narrow, in No. 10); fourth motive of

g to k back as he moves forward (in No, 25); and, final lj u

representation of the hetairae with short hair (in N 3 / if in the last instance

understand that long-haired hetairae may also appear on th s

I can add five new hich vases of Brygos may he

f Hrygot

dtmlilifd.

None

They

of far as my knowledge extends, occur on the works of other artists.

are

A peculiar form of fillet that appears on the head of Apoll

picture of the vase illustrated in the Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 3. It consists of a broad

band, ornamented with vertical bars, that

passes around the head, and ends in two

string-ends, which themselves terminate

in two, three-stranded tassels. It looks

is.

much like that in Fig. 16. Hieron ein- 19 a, b.

ploys a somewhat similar one (Meister-

schalen, pi. XXX, 3), but in the Hieronic

fillet the loose ends are absent.

2 (40). A fillet looped behind, and

having in place of the simple, three-

stranded ends, three strings starting from

a ball and ending each in a ball. The

appearance is much like that of three

cherries in a cluster. This fillet is found

on the vase given in the Wiener Vorlegebl.

VIII, 6. It looks like that in Fig. 18.

20.

19 c.

21. 22. -.

3 (41). A type of kerykeion that CCXxvi.
occurs in three varieties. These are

24.

Fiourks 18-24.— Characteristic* Off BstOOT.

Meisterschalen, pi. I.VIII; 24. Aus. Vasenb. pi

shown the vase illustrated in the Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 5, 6, and C, 7. They are

given in Fig. 19.

The " Master with the Bald Head " has one somewhat like

top is closed. For this, see the Meisterschalen, pi. XLI

a, except that the

A still closer example is used

by Pamph iliustrated in Gerhard, Aus. Vasenb. pi. CCXXI, but this varies in lack

ing the circle, that appears on

in our Fig. 20.

the junction of head with staff This is show

4 (42). The sceptre has for a head leaf-like objects springing from the base of

a knob. For this form, see Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 2 and 3
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A band tied about the ankles of warriors, and looped behind, just below the

greaves. The object is to prevent the metal greave from chafing the flesh. An ex-

ample is given in the Wiener Vorlegebl VIII, 6 (Fig. 21). Other artists employ the

band about the ankle. Thus it occurs on a vase by Onesimos (Meisterschalen, pi. LVIII,

'onios (Gerhard, Aus. Vasenb. pi. CCXXVI, ourFig. 22), and on a vase by Euph

Fig. 23 and pi. CXXIV, our Fig. 24 ). But in none of these instances is the band looped

behind, as is the case on the vases by Brygos.

We have now, by a process of elimination, obtained a list of characteristics ivhich

occur on the works of'Brygos; and on those of no other artists. These characteristics are as

follows :

1. The characteristic satyr nose on the vases of Brygos is such as would be obtained

by placing a finger under the end of the

2*.

25.

26.

27 6.

nose and pressing upward (see Fig. 9 J.

1

2. The eyes of boys and girls are long

and narrow.

3. An intense expression due to the

delicate nostril, and the drooping of the

corners of the mouth (Fig. 25).

4. A flute-player looks back, playing

the (double) flute as he moves forward.

5. The hetairae are shown with short

hair.

6. A fillet consisting of a broad band,

ornamented with vertical bars, that passes

around the head and ends in two string-

27 a.

Figures 25-28. — Types of Heads.

25. Furtwangler and Reichhold, Griech. Vasenm, pi. 47
26. Meisierschalen

, pi. LXIX, 1 ; 27 b. id. pi. XXXII.
28. Furtwangler and Reichhold, Griech. Vasenm, pi. 14

ends, which themselves end in a three-

stranded tassel (see Fig. 16).
2

7. A fillet, looped behind, ending in a

ball from which start three strings also

ending in a ball (Fig. 18)
3

knob 5

A type of kerykeion that occurs in three varieties 4
(Fig. 19)

The sceptre has for a head two leaf-like objects spring from the base of a

i

3

Mm. d. Inst. Villi, 46.

Man. d. Inst. 1856, pi. XIV. Gerhard, Trinksch. u. Gef.
Wiener VorleaehL VTTT ft

J

* Id. VIII, 3, 6 ; C, 7

6 Id. VIII, 6.
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10. A band tied about the ankles of warriors, and looped behind just below the

greaves (Fig. 21).
1

Since these ten 2 peculiarities of style appear on the works signed by Brygos, and on

none of the vases by other artists, they afford an absolutely sure means of recognizing

vases which, though unsigned, belong to our artist. The unsigned vases (below, pp.

105-106), which exhibit one or more of these stylistic peculiarities are the following:*

No. 1. The Brygos peculiarities on this vase are the snub noses of the satyrs, and

the motive of the flute-player moving forward, but turning around to blow. This time

the player is a satyr, showing that the turning motive is applied to other than sympo-

sium figures.

wor

Beside these two motives, occur other characteristics which appear at times c

•ks of other artists. They are the black stripe, dotted on one edge, used

border for himatia ; dots used as ornaments for garments; 4 the thrown-hack head;

the body tilted backward; satyrs with ears in various positions; Maenads dancing

with sleeves held like wings ; thyrsoi with dots around the heads ;
and the hair rolled

at the back of the head. The dotted thyrsoi do not occur on the works of other

artists. So another means of identification is added.

No. 4. It is possible to bring this vase into the group of vases assigned to Brygos

by the appearance on it of the girl playing a flute and standing before a couch on

which reclines a man. This characteristic appears on a vase by our artist,— No. 19

of the appended list (p. 109).

Another characteristic (not the sole property of Brygos) is that of the thrown-back

head. A variant of a characteristic is the representation of men with hairy bodies.

No. 5. It is by the means of the new characteristic found on vase No. 1, namely,

the dotted thyrsos, that this vase is added to the works of Brygos
;
for three Maenads

appear on it bearing in their hands thyrsoi with dots distributed about the b ,1s.

It is to be noted that the eye of the interior figure is represented as very narrow

and beady. This we have seen (when considering the "narrow eye") was not the

sole property of Brygos, and could not be used as an unmistakable earmark of his

style. But it is so frequent an occurrence in his work that it is worth while to men-

tion it here. Another feature present on this vase is the loosened hair. This, too, is

not the sole property of our artist. One might also mention the dotted robe (three

instances), the hairy satyr-body, the delicate nostril, and the parted lips.

Wie
2 For eleven additional groups of characteristics, see p. 95.

» The numbers used are those of the list appended to this monograph (pp. *)

appears

6
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No 6. The distinguishing feature of this vase is the "intense expression
a

o""-' o

appearing in the faces of the extreme figures at the left and the right on th

side A.

Locality is designated by the tree on the exterior, side A, and the rock on side B.

No. 7. A characteristic not found on the works of other artists, but belonging

to solely Brygos, is the representation of the hetairae with short hair. Anoth

Brygos peculiarity, not found on his signed vases,
1
is the use of dilute g

shadows on columns.

Seven figures show the stripe with dots on one edge, used as a border for gar-

3

ments ; the thrown-back head occurs

;

2 food-baskets hang on the wall ; a girl on the

exterior is drawn with a youthful figure, and has blond hair ; there is a staff draped

with a garment, and leaning against something ; and a column is introduced to locate

the scene. A characteristic not found on other artists' works is the drawing of a

female flute-player with one shoulder left bare, so that the breast is exposed

No. 8. On this vase four out of the ten figures show the " intense expression."

Four out of a possible eight have the garments ornamented with dots. Other character-

istics occurring are the body tilted backward, and the use of details to show locality.

Examples of the latter characteristic are a rabbit, aryballoi, javelins, implements hang-

ing on the wall, and columns to designate a building. The narrow eye makes its

appearance on one figure.

No. 10. The figure of Selene in the interior picture of this kylix shows the "in-

tense expression " ; and the use of the looped band about the ankles of warriors

appears in both exterior pictures.

The garments are dotted, and here we may see that these dots may be of two
sorts

:
the first variety rather large,— either solid or circles ; the second evidently to

imitate stitching. The parallel rows. Details are used to indicate

locality. Thus, on the exterior appears a column ; while, more realistically, in the

interior picture the moon and the waves are shown. The figure of Zeus shows the

hair done in a series of egg-shaped rolls. The eyes of Athena and her opponent are

narrow.

No. 11. In the centre of side A stands a female, with short hair, blowing a flute.

The short hair marks her as a type belonging to Brygos alone. Her hair is blond.
No. 12. The fillet ornamented with bars, and ending in three-stringed tassels

(characteristic No. 6, p. 80, of list of Brygos' characteristics)' mark this vase as a work

" See vase No. 19 (p. ]09). , Bearded figureg of^^^^ (P- 75)
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The only detail introduced to show the place of action is the chest,1 from which

Thoas, or Kypselos, emerges. The grain of the wood of the chest is shown by dilute

glaze.

No. 13. Eight figures have the intense expression. Another Brygos characteristic

is the looped band tied around the ankles of warriors. It appears on the youth «'< rul-

ing in the interior picture. Three figures have garment! with the dotted border, and

four have the garments sprinkled with dots. One figure leans back— in this ca 5 to

lift a large round shield. One of the boys has the snub nose. Details are used to

indicate the locality. Thus the bags hang on the wall; and a helmet rests on a

bracket secured to the wall. A stool shows the scene to be indoors. The u narrow

eye " occurs once.

No. 15. The figure of Apollo, as lie appears on exterior B, has the "interne

expression."

Beside this characteristic appear the " pearled " border for garments, the dott< 1

garments (which appear in both the possible boyish ev

of details to indicate locality.
3 It may be noted that, while here there is no

opportunity for variety dress, Apollo appears differently clad

sides of the vase. The sceptre that Apollo bears on side B is striped.

No. 16. By means of two characteristics one recognizes this vase to be a work by

Brygos. Thus one figure possesses the " intense expression," while the girl on the

has the narrow, beady ey

The other characteristics appearing are the dotted - four

stances of this motive out of a possible five), food-baskets hanging on the wall, the

representation of an adolescent female figure, the portrayal of the girl's nose as snub,

the covering of a reclining figure to the waist, the introduction of a staff, with a rob.

draped on it, leaning against some object, and the indication of the locality by

of various objects

means

No. 17. This vase is shown to be a work by Brygos by the of the

motive of the " intense expression
T>

Other characteristics
5 appearing are as follows :

The "pearled-edge" border (occurring thirteen times out of sixteen); the dotted

garments (five instances) ; three male figures, not satyrs, have hairy bodies
;
the repre-

1 For other instances of the introduction of a chest, cf. vases Nos.

2 Hermes, in the cradle.

8 On exterior B, appears a tree; on exterior A, Hermes in his cr

visible, to show the entrance to the cave.

* By means of couches, baskets, flute-cases, and a vase.

6 These characteristics are not the sole property of Brygos.

half

i
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sentation of an adolescent female figure (interior picture) ; the narrow eye ; the intro-

duction of details to show locality
;

1 the hair done in a single roll at the back of neck

(four instances) ; the hair done in a series of egg-shaped rolls ; and the hair done in a

double row of egg-shaped rolls. This last motive, not appearing on the works of other

artists, is to be added as a new Brygos characteristic.

No. 18. On this vase appear the " intense expression " (both interior figures), the

narrow, beady eye (both girls and the two boys), and the short-haired hetairae.

In addition to these motives are to be noted 2 the " pearled-edge " border j the dotted

garments ; food-baskets hanging on the wall
;
pillows striped and hanging over the

edge
; disproportionately long legs and arms of reclining figures (figure of interior pic-

ture)
j variety in women's dresses ; small snub noses on boys and girls ; the lyre, drawn

also occurs) ; figures reclining on couchesand slender (the short stubby variety

are covered to waist with himatia ; some figures are represented with blond hair
j

details are introduced to show place ; the hair is represented as loose (five instances)

;

nude boy appears as a wine-pourer
; a girl playing a flute stands before a couch

which reclines a man
; and shadows are shown on columns by dilute glaze. The last

characteristics appear on the works of no other vase painters, and so are to be
classed as the property of Bryg

No. 19. On this vase occurs the " intense expression," 3 and the narrow, boyish ey

Other characteristics that occur are the thrown-back head ; the tilted-back body

4

the short snub nose on boys
; and the introduction of details to indicate locality.

Three of the men are represented with hairy bodies. This is a variant of the hairy
satyr-bodies.

No. 20. Three Brygos characteristics appear on this vase. They are the « intense
expression " (seen in the youth at the right of the interior picture) ; the narrow, beady,
boyish eye (in the boy of the interior'picture)

; and the nude boy as a wine-pourer.
Beside these peculiarities are those of the dotted garments (here both varieties of

dots, namely, the - stitches," and the large ones) ; the striped pillows hung over the
edge

;
the snub nose on the boys and girls (here a boy) ; the draping of reclining

figures up to the waist with himatia ; and the use of details to show locality
No. 2 1 . Th

u
is marked as the work of our artist by the presence of the

expression " (in the trainer of the interior picture), and the beady eye in the
boy with boxing thong

1 Athena and altar on A.

• S: Z£ul!" Wt „°: A a"f breaSt>- * COmm°D "**» Wi"> "**» from the hairy satyr-body

4 At right end, each side of vase.

*
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In addition to these peculiarities are those of the " pearled-edge " border for pir-

ments ; the snub nose of the boy with the boxing thong; and the introduction of <le-

tails to indicate locality. The narrow eye also appears in the figure of the trainer on

the exterior of the vase.

No. 22. The "intense expression" appears in the figure on each side of this

rhyton.

Other characteristics present are the long, slender lyre (side A), and the draping

of both reclining figures to the waist with himatia. The narrow eye is pre.* nt in both

figures.

No. 23. The motive of de boy as wine-pourer 1 marks this ns a P»rv

Other characteristics on the vase are the thrown-back head
;

a food-bash ets on th

wall; striped pillows; the long, slender lyre; the draping of reclining figur< I to th

himatia ; and the use of details to indicate the pi
3

No. 25. These fragments are identified by the snub nose of the satvr on the frag

it given by Hartwig, Meisterschalen, LXIX, I.
4

No. 26. On this vase are two instances of the narrow boyish ej

Both of the boys show the snub A column is introduced

No. 28. On th appear the "intense expression"; 5 the youthful

beady eye
;

6 and the hair drawn as a double row of egg-shaped

The other peculiarities appearing are the g borde dots on one edg

the dotted d on the garments; 9 the youthful, snub nose;
in and the use of

details to show locality. Three men have hairy bodies, and

eye. Brygos' love of is well show the

h

dog on the exterior

side B, which jumps up against a boy, who holds out his hand

1 Exterior, side B.

2 End figure, exterior, side A.

8 Vases, etc., below the exterior pictures.

persoi confined to the illustration given by Hart wig

on pi. LXIX, 1, of his Meuterschalen. Here, because of the signature, it is given to AjKulodorus. I his does not

preclude its being classed among the works of Brygos, - if the style warranto it. And to judge from the r-

head, such seems to be the case. The break in the fragment has left the head as appears in Fig. 26, and even in

this state the nose and mouth seem to me those of the Brygos satyr. If. however, the face ,s completed, the type

is strongly that of our artist. See Fig. 27. (The lower half of a is completed from a tracing of a Brygos satyr-

bead, Hartwig, op. cit. pi. XXXII, which is reproduced as Fig. 27 6). It will be rem.mb-ro.l that the>m

head of our fragment appeared as a shield device represented in relief. The same motive appears o ..,«• by

t. ., . . ,f , , ... tt 1,^1 m YVWITT (Vic 281. For another instance, «ee J. //• .V 18.»-/<J
CLXXX\

(Vol. XTTI), p. 117.

6 Three instances.

• Boy of interior picture.

7 Youth of interior picture.

8 Ten out of fifteen have it.

» Seven ar* solid dots; five are the "stitch*."

10 Four instance!*.
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No. 29. This fragment is shown to be a work of Brygos by the " intense expres-

sion " exhibited by the youth at the right.

United with this peculiarity are two more general ones, namely, the narrow eye,

and the representation of the hair as blond. At the left of the fragment is a female

hand with a spindle. The motive of the spinning woman seems to have been a

favorite one with Brygos, for it appears on two other vases of his.
1

No. 30. The Brygos peculiarities presenting themselves on this vase are the

" intense expression " (shown by the figure at the right, on side A), and the youthful,

narrow, beady eye (present in the boy at the left, on side B).

Other characteristics shown by the vase are as follows : the thrown-back head (the

figure on the exterior, side B) ; food-baskets hung on the wall ; striped pillows hang-

ing over the edge ; figures, with disproportionately long legs, reclining on couches

(man of the interior picture) ; the long slender lyre (but along with it are short

stubby ones) ; figures, reclining on couches, covered to the waist with himatia ; and

details introduced to indicate the locality. As recurring variants of general 2 Brygos

characteristics are to be noted the representation of one man, on side A, with a hany

body, and the drawing of the narrow eye on the youth, and the man at the right on

side A, and the man at the right on side B.

No. 31. The distinguishing marks appearing here are the youthful, narrow, beady

eye (boy of interior picture), and the use of dilute glaze to show shadows on columns

(seen on exterior, side A).

The " pearled-edge " border appears only once out of nine possibilities. The boy of

the interior picture has a snub nose. A building is designated by the use of columns.

The motive of the spinning woman, noted in the consideration of vase No. 29,

reappears on this vase.
3

No. 32. This vase is shown to be a work of Brygos by the presence of the

" intense expression " (figure at right on side A) ; the youthful, narrow, beady eye (on

boy of interior picture) ; the motive of the girl standing and playing a flute before

a couch on which reclines a man ; and the representation of hetairae with short hair

The other peculiarities making their appearance are the stripe ornamented on one

edge with dots, and used as a border for garments (" pearled-edge " border) ; dispro-

portionately long legs and arms of figures reclining on couches (man of interior

1 Vases Nos. 31 and 54.

By "general " I mean such characteristics as are not the sole property of our artist.
* Exterior, side A.

* The character and pose of the hetaira of this vase is identical (except that the one here is undraped) with
one on vase ?so. 7. See Fig. 17 (p. 75).

I
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picture); the long, slender lyre; and the covering of figures, reclining on couches,

with himatia draped as high as the waist.

No. 33. The thyrsos with dots around the head, which appears on this fragment,

marks it as a work of Brygos.

It is to be noted that, in addition to this feature of our artist's st vie, there appears

the motive of bending the satyr-ear out of the usual position (here it turns forward),

and the representation of the hair in a loose mass.

No. 34. The Brygos characteristic appearing here is that of the " intense expres-

sion," which manifests itself in the face of Nereus.

That the episode takes place in the palace of Nereus is shown by the overturned

chairs and vases. These are the details to indicate the place of action.

No. 35. The distinguishing characteristics appearing on this vase are the " intents

expression " (seen in the bearded figure on side B),
1 and the narrow eye shown on the

girl of the interior picture. The looped ankle-band appears on side A.

Other general characteristics present are the dotted stripe for the border of g

ments (tM« nnnmra t.wiftfl on exterior, side B, and of

dotted ornament for garments (twice on exterior, side B, and twice in the interior)
j

the representation of adolescent female figures (the girl of the interior picture)
;
variety

in the garments of women ; the representation of some figures with blond hair (the

youth on exterior, side B); the use of details to indicate locality ;

2 the drawing of the

hair in a series of egg-shaped rolls ; and the loosening of the hair (shown on the female

figure of the interior and the youth on exterior, side B).

No. 36. The earmarks of the work of our artist appearing on this vase are the

u intense expression," and beady, boyish eye. The first characteristic

present in six out of the eight possible instances, and the second occurs on the boy of

the interior picture.

Other characteristics, of a more general nature,
3 are the thrown-back head (seen

on the figure on side A playing the lyre); the body tilted backward (figure with lyre,

on side A) ; the drawing of the boy's nose as snub ; the long slender lyre
;
and details

introduced to indicate locality. A variant of the hairy satyr-body appears in the case

of two men who have hairy bodies.

No. 38. The interior picture of this vase shows a boy whose face has the intense

expression
"

The eye is narrow and beady, and the nose is snub.

» It is not so strongly marked here as on other worksrf^V
. fihield and 8WOril huIlg on the wall.

* Column and architrave on exterior, side A ; column la the interior pictu.e,

• That is, not confined to Brygos.
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No. 39. The " intense expression " appears on the figure on this vase.

The dotted decoration for garments is used here, and details are introduced that

should designate the place. But inasmuch as here the picture shows a nude woman
placing her himation on a stool, the showing of a strigil and an aryballos on the wall

seems to have been a bit of carelessness, or indifference, on the part of Brygos ; for

one would hardly look for a nude woman in a palaestra,— if such the implements

are to be taken to signify. It may be, however, that they simply represent these

objects as hung in a room of a house. The woman has a narrow eye.

No. 40. On side A of the exterior is drawn a girl playing a flute and looking back

as she moves forward. This attitude we saw to be the sole property of Brygos. The
girl who dances in the interior picture is represented with short hair. The short-

haired hetaira is also a peculiarity of our artist.

On the exterior, side B, appears a youth leaning backward as he dances. In the

interior picture appears a basket and a flute-case, pointing to a house scene.

No. 41. These fragments are shown to belong to a vase by Brygos through the

occurrence of a nude boy wine-pourer'on one of them.

Other characteristics are the snub nose, and the reclining figures draped to the waist.

No. 42. On the only figure preserved on this phiale the " intense expression "
is

exhibited.

The eye of the figure is narrow, and the body hairy.

No. 43. The " intense expression " makes its appearance in the figure of Priam,
on side A, and particularly in the figure which is second from the left on side B.
Another Brygos

wine-pourer.
o here is the introduction of a nude boy

Along with these peculiarities come less personal ones. They are the representa-
tion of figures, reclining on couches, as having disproportionately long legs (figure
at the left on side A); the drawing of some figures with blond hair (Achilles on
side A)

;
the introduction of details to locate the scene ; the doing of the hair in a

single roll at the back of the neck (the fourth figure from the left on side A) ; the
doing of the hair in a series of egg-shaped rolls (the second figure from the left on
side B); the loosening of the hair; the use of the stripe with dots on one side as a
border for garments (five cases out of twelve) ; and the use of dots as decorations for
garments. One male figure (fourth from the left on side B) is shown with a hairy
body. The use of stripes to decorate pillows appears on this vase.
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No. 47. The figure of Hermes and the bearded figure of the interior picture ex-

hibit the "intense expression," and Menelaus wears about his ankles, below his

greaves, the looped band already mentioned.

Other characteristics are the stripe, with dots along one edge, as a bonier for gar-

ments (one instance); variety in garments of women; the portrayal of boyish fan*

with snub noses (Eros of the Ariadne picture); and the introduction of details to indi-

cate locality.
1 The female, and the bearded, figures of the interior picture show thu

narrow eye.

No. 49. The head on fragment No. 5 shows the intense expression.

Fragments Nos. 4 and 5 show the motive of the dotted garments. Variant! of

characteristics appear in the representation of the pillows as striped, and the use of

dilute glaze on the end of the tree on fragment No. 2.

No. 50. This vase is characterized as a work of Brygos by the "intense exP .

sion " exhibited by the bearded head on fragment 1 b.

No. 51. The « intense expression " of the boy marks this as a work of Brygos.

The boy is also represented with a snub nose, and both he and the girl have the

narrow, beady eye. The lips of the boy are parted.

No. 52. Two Brygos characteristics appearing on this vase are the « intense ex-

pression
" shown by the figure at the right on the exterior, side A, and the intro-

duction of the nude boy as a wine-pourer. As an exception in this case two such

boys as wine-pourers appear on side A, exterior.

Other characteristics are as follows: food-

baskets hung on the wall (two in each exterior

\o

picture) ; the representation of reclining figures

with very long legs and arms (the figure at

the right on side A); the drawing of the boys' Fia

noses as snub; the draping of reclining figures

to the waist with himatia (both interior fig- ^ ^^
to Beyckh.

30. Lecuyer, E 5.

ures, two on side A, and three on side B) ;
the showing

..... , 1 ..l!i.„2

hair; and the use of details to show locality.
h

It will be noticed by consulting the vase that the end figur * «
This

exterior, side B, is so posed that one of his legs hangs over th<
>

en

^
is iUostrated in Fig. 2, This pose is ahnost^ ™^re *ext to the gir>

of the list appended to this monograph (p. ol). it appears

, , rtjj Tti thp interior the rock on

- Co,„ra „, archive, and edge of reef on A, and the aHar before the bn„d„,g.

In

which Ariadne sleeps, and a tree.

* Couches, tables, skyphos on the floor, baskets on the wall.
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on side A. The position of the other leg is different ; but this easy attitude is the

same in both cases. It appears as given in Fig. 30.

No. 53. This vase, which is a fine example of the style of Brygos, shows the

" intense expression " in every one of the four figures. As proof that the drawing of

the eye is not the sole cause of it, but merely a contribution, it is to be noted that

the female figure on side B shows this expression in spite of the fact that the upper

part of the face is destroyed by a break.

Other characteristics occurring are the stripe, with dots on one edge, used as a

border for garments ; * the dotted ornamentation for garments

;

2 the drawing of the

hair as blond

;

3 the introduction of details to show locality

;

4 the striped sceptre

;

5

and the hair done in a single roll at the back of neck.6 As variants it may be well

to note that the body of Zeus in each picture is represented as hairy, and that the hair

of the woman on side B is done in a knot low on the neck.7

No. 54. There is but one figure on this vase, and the face shows the " intense

expression," peculiar to Brygos, arising from the delicately drawn nostril and the

drooping corner of the mouth. The narrow eye also contributes to it. The motive of

the spinning woman appeared on the vases numbered 29 and 31 of the appended

list.
8 The use of the dotted stripe for a border, and the dotted ornamentation

(here fine dots) make their appearance on this vase.

No. 55. The appearance of the " intense expression," and the motive of the female

flute-player standing before reclining men mark this as a vase by Brygos. The youth-

ful wine-pourer, making his appearance as a nude boy, is also present. But in this

case he does not hold a jug, kyathos, or strainer, but is busy with a large amphora

which rests on the ground.

Other motives occurring are the thrown-back head ; the food-baskets hanging on the

wall
;
the drawing of reclining figures with disproportionately long legs and arms

;

the long slender lyre ; the draping of reclining figures to the waist with himatia

;

and the introduction of details to show the place. The pillows are striped, but they

do not hang over the edge,— for the reason that the figures recline on the ground.

1 On the himation of Zeus on side A.
2 As heavy dots on the himation of Zeus on side A, and that of the female on side B ; as "stitches " on hima-

tion of hoy on A, and on that of Zeus on B.
* Female on side B.

On side B an altar and a palm-tree.
6 Held by Zeus on side A.
• On the figure of Zeus on each side.
T See p. 77, characteristic No. 4.

» M
f;

Cecil Smith notes, in describing this vase (B. M. D 13), that » the type of face is very similar to that
of Hera on vase No. 8 of our list of signed vases.
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No. 56. This vase is proved to be a work of our artist by the "intense expres-

sion " conspicuous in the figure of the maker of the chest.

The characteristic of the hair done in a series of egg-sliaped rolls is present in the

figure of Perseus.

No. 57. Although only the end of the nose, with the nostril, and the lips of the

figure of Achilles are preserved, yet the expression is so "intense" that there seems

to be no question that this vase is a work of Brygos.

Other characteristics appearing the use of dots

of details to indicate the locality . i

its for garments 1

(1 the drawing <>f
(this time as circles) ; the use

the hair in a series of egg-shaped rolls.
3 The meander around the interior pietur

appears on No. 1 of The eye of Hekabe seems to have be- n

row, but the vase has been so badly weathered that it is impossible to be

No. 58. This vase is identified by the "intense exprei ion," and narr eve of

the boy.

Another appearing is the

No. 60. The vase is shown to have been done by Brygos by the dotted thyrsos

that the Maenad

The satyr that pursues the Maenad has a hairy bod\ The motive of th

back head appears on the figures of both saty The spirit of the composition is very

ely The scene finds a y
analogy in the London

the satyrs attack Hera and Iris

close

where

The

racing, and the crouching satyr both

appear there as here The Maenad

and the pursuing satyr, on our vase have

the parted lips, which is a favorite trait

of Brygos' figures.

By means of this vase I am able to attribute FlGUKE 31.— Vask ji.m-trat. t> i* the Comp;. I ndn
%

to Brygos a vase which, to my knowledge, baa

not yet been assigned to him. It is illns-

1881 (TnufAG- ).

not yet Deen assigned to mm. n ^ •»««' . . . . „„„,. oa *h af

traJin the Co^e-Bendu, 1881 (titiepage): See Fig. 3.. The form of the vase ,, *"-"<£
of No. 61 (in Bosl), both being rh,U in the torn, of horses' (or nrnlc,', <sds. A r„„, ,.~^
two shows striking likenesses in the matter of deeoration. Thns both hav, the same strap,•£*-£
the muzzle of the horse, and seenred to a ring from which another strap ,s earned h k along th.

On the figure of Hekabe.

The walls of Troy, with the gates, are shown, and by one gate

» To be seen in the figures of Priam, Hekabe, and Empedion.

, tree— showing the Skaean <iate (?)
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of the head. The strap that comes from underneath the head overlaps this first strap in the same

manner on both vases. Furthermore, both horses have a foretop, and there is a tongue-pattern around

the lip of both vases. The picture decoration of the St Petersburg vase, like that of the Boston

rhyton, is on the bell mouth growing out of the horse's head. The subject is a symposium scene.

A bearded man, holding a straw in his right hand, vomits into a basin which rests on the ground be-

fore him, while a beardless youth (nude) kneels, playing a flute, and another nude youth dances, bal-

ancing a skyphos on his foot. On both vases the handle and the horse's ears divide the picture into

three sections. The kneeling youth has the narrow beady eye, and the delicate nostril. The eye of

the other youth is not so markedly narrow. Behind the fluting boy is a leaning staff from which hangs

a basket. There is a strong resemblance between the basin with its tripodic support and that on the

i. d. Inst. VIII, pi. XXVII. However, until I may see the vase itself, or

an accurate photograph of it, I hesitate to list it with the other vases by Brygos.

Mo

No. 62. The " intense expression " and the narrow beady eye of the girl of the

interior picture mark this vase as a work by Brygos.

On three other vases by Brygos (Nos. 16, 58, and 62) appear kettles with handles

and bails similar to the one on this vase.

No. 62. This vase is to be assigned to Brygos by means of the characteristic of

the short hair.

Other characteristics appearing on the vase are the beady eye, the fine nostril,

and the somewhat adolescent appearance of the figure. It is interesting to note that

the motive of the nude woman about to lay down her clothes appears on vase No. 39,

and that the pail with the peculiar form of bail is found on vases 16, 58, and 61. A
basin somewhat like that on this vase occurs on the rhyton illustrated in Fig. 30.

By means of the ten characteristics " found on the works signed by Brygos, but on
those of no other artist, and by the use of new Brygos peculiarities, discovered on
some of the vases assembled, through the original ten means of identification, fifty-two
vases have been added to the list of Brygos' works. It now remains to gather together
into groups motives which, individually, not the sole property of our artist, bv
frequent repetition as groups form as it were new characteristics.

The motive of the figure shown with loosened hair appeared, as we have seen, on
the vases numbered 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8 of the signed vases, and on 18, 24, 33, 35, 43,
and 48 of the unsigned vases

; the representation of the hair in a series of egg-shaped
rolls appeared on vases numbered 10, 17, 43, 48, 56, and 57; the hair drawn as a
single roll at the back of the neck occurred on vases numbered 1 and 53. The nar-
row eye, mcludmg its occurrence on mature as well as youthful figures, manifested
itself as a motive on thirty-five vases attributed to Brygos. The combination of the
three motives of the loosened hair, the hair shown in a series of egg-shaped rolls, and

1 Pp. 80, 81.
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tlie narrow eye is to be found on No. 35 of the list of vases. Now tli last men-

tioned characteristics are all present on v <q No. 2. Tl)e fact that one of them,

namely, the loosened hair appeared on thirteen of Brygos' vases, the hair in <

shaped rolls on four, and the hair in a single roll on the neck on two vases, poim

strongly to Brygos as the maker of the vase. The combination of the motive* ol the

narrow eye, the hair in a series of egg-shaped rolls, and the loosened hair occurred,

as we saw, on vases Nos. 2 and 35. So we may consider this group at constituting

one of the means of identifying vases to be classed as those of Brygos.

Next to the characteristic of the narrow eye, Brygos showed hi- love for the

"intense expression," and the introduction of details to designate locality. The

former of these characteristics appears on thirty-four of his vases, the latter on thirty-

five vases attributed to him. The motive of the head thrown far back, and the I pre-

sentation of the hair as blond recur many times,— the former being found on nine

vases, the latter on eleven vases assigned to our artist. The combin n of the mo-

tives of the head thrown far back, the representation of the hair as blond, and the ufle

of details to show locality makes its appearance on va 3 No. 7; that of the throwti-

back head, and the blond hair on vases numbered 5 in the list of signed work-, and

on 7 and 19 of the unsigned ; that of the blond hair, and the use of details to show

locality on Nos. 8 (signed vases); and 7, 19, 34, 35, 46 of the unsigned. The group of

the motives of the blond hair, the thrown-back head, and the use of details to show

locality all occur on vase No. 3 of the list. The fact that the ime group appears

on vase No. 7, and that the individual members of the group appear on to many vases

of our artist would point to this group as another means of recognizing a vase by our

artist.

Vase numbered 44 of the list shows a large number of characteristics app iring on

various vases of Brygos. These characteristics are the use of dots to ornament gar-

ments; the motive of the head bent far back; the hanging of food-baskets on the i ill
;

the drawing of the pillows as striped and hanging over the edge; (he draping of

reclining figures to the waist with himatia; and the use of details to indicate the

locality. Of these the group made up of the first, fourth, fifth, and sixth character-

istics occurs on vases numbered 18, and 20; the group made up of the second.

third, fourth, fifth, and sixth on Nos. 30 and 55. We have seen that the second,

namely, the motive of the thrown-back head, occurred on eleven va » by our artist;

the use of details to indicate locality on thirty-five vases. The nee of dots as an

ornament for garments appears on twenty-two vases; the food-baskets hanging on the

wall on seven ; the striped pillows on five, and the covering of reclining figur. • to the
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waist with himatia on eight. The presence on the vase No. 44 of characteristics which
appear individually on many vases of Brygos, and as groups on six works war

n groups as means of identifying Bry

The combination of the narrow e\ youthful), the introduction
of details showing locality, and the representation of the hair as loosened, appears
Nos. 4, 5, and 8 of the signed vases, and on 18 and 35 of the unsigned. The same
group appears on vase No. 46, and on the strength of its presence on vases ascertained
to be by Brygos, this vase, too, is to be assigned to him.

Vase No. 48 shows, for characteristics, the dotted stripe as a border for g
.i

the dotted ornament for garments
;

2
the use of details to indicate locality

;

3 the
sceptre wound with a fillet

j

4
the hair done in a series of egg-shaped rolls

;

5 and the
motive of the loosened hair.6 The combination of the first, second, and fifth of these
characteristics appears on vases Nos. 17 and 35; the second and fifth on vases Nos. 10
and 57

;
the first, second, and fourth on Nos. 4 and 8 of the signed vases, and No. 53

of the unsigned
;
the second and fourth on Nos. 1, 3, 4, and 8 of the signed vases, and

No. 53 of the unsigned.

The group of motives made up of the head thrown far back, the long slender lyre,
and the use of details to indicate locality, appears on vases Nos. 30, 36, and 55. The
repet.tion of this group on vases known to be Brygos' justifies the assignment of this

Vase No. 59 shows the characteristics of the stripe with dots on one edge as a
border for garments

;
variety in women's garments ; of details to indicate locality

;

and the sceptre bound with a fillet.

All of these peculiarities appear on No. 4 of the signed vases, and Nos. 15 and 48 of

die
heuns.gned. The combination of variety in women's garments, detail, » „.,..,
locahty, and the sceptre with a fillet bound around it, occurs on No. 1 of the signed
and No 35 of the unsigned

;
that of the border dotted on one edge, variety in women',

garments, and the sceptre bound with a fillet, on No. 1 8 ; that of the dotted border

Z3ISZTtZ7LZ 1TV indicate loca]ity
'
on No - 47

o, No. 8 of the signed vas^l^lZ^^t "" "^
1 On girl of interior picture

• Cot^^S^'/"4 tW° "*» « '"e exterior, aide B.
•

' Tw. on exterio"Z°a ' ^ °" "**"• *" K
6 Youth on exterior, side B
• Two %ures o„ side A , two on B> Md fema|e of tafarior_

£
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To summarize, then: the groups of additional characteristics > far . >tal>!Mie<l, h\

which five new vases have been added to the list of Brygos' works, arc as follows i

l

1. The hair is drawn in a series of egg-shaped rolls, the eye is narrow, and the

hair is loosened.

2. The head is thrown far back, the hair is blond, and details show th§ plaoe

represented.

3. The head is thrown far back, and the hair is blond.3

4. The hair is blond, and details show the place represent I.

5. The garments are ornamented with dots, pillows are striped and hang over the

edo-e, figures reclining on couches are draped to the waist with liimatia, and detailf

] til low

show the place represented.

6. The head is thrown far back, food-baskets hang on the v ill, the

striped and hang over the edge, figures reclining on couches are draped to tl, waist

with liimatia, and details show the place represented.

7. The eye is narrow, the hair is loosened, and details show the pla< repre; nted

8. The stripe dotted along one edge is used as a border for garments, the garments

are decorated with dots, and the hair is drawn in a series of egg-shaped roll

9. The garments are dotted and the hair is drawn in a series of egg-shaped rolls.

10. The stripe dotted along one edge is used as a border for garments, the garments

are decorated with dots, and the sceptres are wound with a fillet.

11. The head is thrown far back, the lyre is long and slender, and details show the

place represented.

investigation of the characteristics of Brygos it must have Income
DkA.LXLM.^ UHVy **»VWr»Q

evident that the artist was bound to his contemporaries by many stylist.c ,,,culi.,r,.,<is.

Dummler (Bauer Stnd. p. 70) notes the connection of Bryff with Huron, ami

... i •
i ~a * f^ infinity thenoifible combination? of chara<

. It TOuld be pebble, of course, to go on muUiplvin, almost *^»£

V

^^ „„
teristics that might be compiled from the list of peculiarities assigned U

>

»>*"
on^ '

101). H j,

of combinations -which does not by any means pretend to be compiet

.

8>

T ,

,

not claimed that ,he groups of*-f*H^^h«^«*^S?i!2lIt
may not. be so; for in order to v

be the neceeei
may not, be so; for in order to verify each group there wouia ue «»«—

^

-
That

all the vase painters contemporary with Brygos, to see if it appeal on the^wo*. <* an3rtf th* ^ ^
wnnlH m^n f.hp ^.deration of each artist as carefully as Brygos has been treate

.
• ,«;„»-» nfwould mean the consideration of each artist as careiuuy as D.jgu.

handbook of all the painters of

present monograph would be not a treatise on the style of Brygos but a n nute ^book P
^

L period, whih'is beyond the plan laid out here. I have, f^«^^. T££* no ££5«al

characteristics of his.
ases known to have been

artist. They do not, to my knowledge, appear on the works of other artists.

* This is a variant of No. 2. It is to be understood that while made uj

appears on vases that the larger group Xo. 2 does not fit.
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Wernicke, in his Griechische Vasen mit Lieblingsnamen
, p. 15, recognizing the resemblance

between the styles of these artists gives our vase, No. 19 to Hieron. It is likewise noted

by Reisch in the Fiihrer offentl Samml. Horn, p. 231, that Hieron, Duris, Euphronios, and

Brygos are intimately related in matters of style. This same opinion is to be found

in Harrison andMacCall, Greek Vase Paintings, p. 23. But in none of these instances

is the relation extended to the " Master with the Twig " and the " Master with the
_

Bald Head " as our investigation warrants.

These associations would fix the approximate date of Brygos between 500 b. a,

the probable earlier date of Euphronios, and 480 B. c. That Brygos was active

before the latter date is proved by the discovery of fragments of his vases in the

debris of the Acropolis occasioned by the Persians when they pillaged Athens. The
fragments are those given by Winter 1

in the Jb. d. Arch. Inst. 1887, pp. 230 and 231
and the so-called Ross fragment (Ross, Archaol. Aufs. pi. X).2

It is possible to date

Brygos even more closely, if we associate the name Orsimenes, which appears on the
Iliupersis kylix, with the one occurring on a vase by Euthymides (Munich, No.

374, Klein, Mcistcrsig. p. 195, 3, and Hoppin, Euthymides, pi. 2). Kretschmer (Die
Grieehischen Vaseninsehriften, p. 180), in considering this name as it appears on the Iliu-

persis kylix, leaves the choice open. It may be, he says, either 'O^SaH 'O^M>^],
or 'Opa-ifiilvr),]. The second name does not appear in literature (Urlichs, Beitrage zur
Kunstgeschichte, p. 65). The first, which is the name of the brother of Akamas,
might stand. But the letters, as they appear on the vase, point to the third reading,
and inasmuch as this name does occur on a vase by Euthymides, it seems reasonable
to choose this reading. Klein accepts this form of the word in his Meistersignaturen,
V- 175. Hoppin places the date of the florescence of the style of Euthymides at
500

y

If then we look on the name Orsimenes as a k<A6, name, and accept
period covered by the KaXos name, Brygos would be dated

neighborhood of 490 b. c.- probably between 490 and 485 b. c. His more developed
style won d demand that he should be placed somewhat later than Euthymides, and
so we set him at the outer limit of the period covered by the -love name"

lhe question now arises whether Brygos worked enti
with

invariably

It is to be noted that on all of his

ely

gned vases his «.5

eTTOivcrep,— as is now the tendency

If now we are to distinguish between the words iypaxjjev and

would mean that Bryg
was a maker a potter, and not a painter. If this is so , we might expect the name of
-worker to appear on some of his vases. Such a signature does appear on a frag-

ung
{op. cit. p. 229)
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ment done in the style which we recognize as that of Brygos. The fragment is noi

in Ashby Castle, England. It is cited in the Arch. Zcii. 1846, p. 342, and the inscrij

tion, which is incomplete, reads oSa>/>os eypa^o-cf. Klein describes the fragment in his

Meistersignaturen, pp. 218 and 219, where he gives the signature as shown in our Fig.

32, and suggests the restoration of the name as Theodoros. I'urtwanirler, in discuss-

ing it in the Arch. Zeit. 1881, pp. 302 and 303,
. . 82. • •• AOPO* EAPAWEN'

asserts that the style of the drawing is most closely

allied to that of Brygos. His reading is given in 83. Y)D>OPO* ^APAGXf N

34. nilinOJ KAWWTO
Fig. 33. Were it not that the style of Apollodoros

differs from that which we know as the style of

Brygos, there would be a temptation to restore 86. fl 1 1 ^ KAICM

the name as Apollodoros, the vase painter of the

severe red-figured style.
1

80. AEMOMXOJ

Attempts have been made to arrange the signed 87. APlfTOK P AT£ f

works of Brygos chronologically. Klein {op. cit. pp. ^ N||<orm £ k ALE
175-184) places the Wurzburg kylix 2 (given in the

Werner Vorlcgehl VIII, 5) as the earliest of his 39. &| fl ItO 4 KM O

vases, and the London kylix 3 (Mon. d. Inst. VIII, ^ ... vMOf
pi. XLVI) as the latest. In the former, says Klein,

the wavy outline of the hair goes back to the wavy,

incised outline of the black-figured style. Such a ^ feARAKXOS
means for distinguishing the earlier from the later

works will not do, for on other vases signed by 43. oH I n E

41.

Brygos the later method of outlining the hair by ^ a V M A X f

dots occurs on the same vase with the wavy outline.

The use of the four-barred sigma would tend, as <* &AvROM A + E

Klein well says, to put the vase late in the list of f,gi-res 32-:>;». — Insckipti.-xs (

ks of Brygos. The great freedom in the
Vases

of gold would seem to point toward the height of his mastercraftmanship. The employ-

ment of gold is less conspicuous on the Iliupersis kylix,4 and the fewer number of

four-barred sigmas coupled with this fact, while placing the vase toward the end of

his career, would date it somewhat before the London kylix. The four-barred sigma

1 Meisterschalen, pi. LXIX, assembles this fragment with others that he assigns to Apollodo

the style is different. If they are works of the same artis

2 Our list No. 5 (signed).

* Our list No. 8 (signed).

4 No. 4 of the signed vases. 7

tes
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does not occur on monuments much earlier than 460 b. c. But this would militate little

against its frequency in handwriting and in such inscriptions as appear on vases. Its

occurrence on the Uiupersis kylix would have a tendency, of course, to draw it away
from 490 b. c.

Of the signed vases, five have the signature on the handle, two are signed on the
edge of the foot, and in one case the place of signature is uncertain. In the early part
of this century the spelling of the name of our artist troubled archaeologists. Thus
in the Arch. Zeti. 1843, p. 141, the name is read as Prylos, and in the Bull, d. List, for
thoyear 1843, on p. 71, we find a discussion of the Uiupersis wherein the name is

given as Brylos. The latter reading appears also in 1856 in an article by De Witte in
Ann. d. Inst. p. 81. Here, in treating of the kylix with the Judgment of Paris i

are
rai

{Man. d. Inst. 1856, pi. 14), he says that the vases with the signature of Bryl
i. In speaking of another vase, in the collection of the Due de Luynes, he suggests

the possibility of restoring the incomplete name on the handle as Bryaxis. On p. 86
of the Ann. d. Inst for 1856, De Witte rightly recognizes the name to be Brygos.2

From the name Brygos itself attempts have been made to locate the home of the
artist. Kretschmer (Gnech. Vaseninsch. p. 75) says that Brygos probably came of the
Thracian stock of the Brigoi. Strabo (XII, 550) gives Brygoi, Bryges, and Phryges as
equivalent one to the other,3 and Hesychius (s. Bp^) states that according. to some
the Bryges are the same as Phryges. The fact that the name Brygos is similar to
Bryges may point to a northern origin for our artist. But nothing more definite than
this can be drawn from the resemblance of the two names.

Not only from the spelling of the name does it appear that Brygos was not an
Athenian, but certain peculiarities also of orthography occurring on a vase,4 which,
hough unsigned, belongs to him, point to a non-Attic origin. The vase is of exquisite
technique, and belongs well in the best period of the career of Brygos. The decora-
tions are as follows

: On the interior is represented a girl dancing before a youth who
reclines on a couch. In the field is an inscription (Fig. 34. PiUpos should be retro-
grade).^ On the exterior, side A, are represented a bearded man and a youth, reclining

Before the man stands a girl playing a flute, and at the foot of the couch

1. tuT)
Slt

? !°man *
At ^ left near a C0lu™ stods - boy with a lyre. In

the field before the boy is an inscription (Fig. 35), over the youth is another (Fig, 36),and above the man is still another (Fig. 37). On side B is a similar scene with a nude

JNo. 18 of our list of unsigned vases.

couches
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boy as a wine-pourer at the left, instead of the boy with the lyre. He leans with his

right hand against a column. Over the woman on the couch of the youth is an

inscription (Fig. 38), over the bearded man is another (Fig. :>9), and before the pourer

yet another (Fig. 40).
1

A point of interest to us lies in the use of tt for <j> in the words Philippos, Philon,

Nikophile, and Diphilos. The lack of aspiration points to a non- Attic mode of speech.

Diimmler (Berlin Philol. Woch., 1888, p. 20) says that " this ijiika>TTJs is certainly not

an Athenian," and, because of the substitution of tt for
<f>

gives Macedonia as BiygOt'

native country. But in making this choice he is bound to account for the fact that

Brygos, being a Macedonian, used ir instead of j3; for Eustathius (on t/«> Odyssey, H, 18,

43) says that in Macedonia Oi'Wttos was written Bi'Xitttto?, and IIaXXip>iK&' occurred as

BaWyjuiKOP.2 Diimmler meets this difficulty by suggesting that Brygos, through hit

stay at Athens, came to recognize the Athenian practice of aspirating, but, being

unable to drop the plain Macedonian pronunciation with /3 in the place of
<f>,

tried to

compromise by using the midway letter «r. This is, of course, purely theoretical on

the part of Diimmler, and is recognized as such by Kretschmer on p. 81 of his Die

Griechischen Vaseninschriften.

Kretschmer ventures another solution which is as impossible as that of Diimmler

Brygos, he maintains, may have come from Crete, where, in want of a special

sound of <j> was expressed by w. This view that tt took the place of <j> is held

by G. Meyer (Grieehische Grammatik*, pp. 280-281), who says that in the Gortj

pt «• stands in place of the lacking <p. Ernst Herforth as well (Dc DM-ct;

Creiica, pp. 237-238) holds that tt filled the place of ^ in this inscription, Hid Caner

{Delectus Imcriptionum Graecarum, p. 68) agrees with him. An opposite stand is taken

by H. Helbig (De Dialecto Creiica QuaeAmis Graimmticae , p. 1 ),
who says, " Cretas

amantissimos fuisse aspirationis hand paucae voces e titulis non minus quam ex

Hesychi imprimis glossario sumendae edocent," and, on p. 16, he goes on to say that

istake to think that aspiration was lacking at the time of the Gortyn inscnp-

tion. For, says he, the letter occurs in the inscription, and, wh.le the form -p

absent, a form (Fig. 41) does occur which must be read as *, unless instead of <t>a™,

we wish to read Hmo-nat,,, which is wrong. Moreover, by the acceptance of this

he Arck. Zei, 1851, p. 367, Birch make, an attempt » associate some of the name, <^>™^
character, Acco„4 to him, Diph*. is to U connect,-,! wuhf^^^SSt, P N*

and Demonikos with another comic poet whose date is unknown U. .Jann i
, he poet

Abhandl. der Sachs. Geselhchafi, 1861) has shown the futility of such an attempt. The

Diphilos and the known date of Brygos make such an association of course impowi , ^
« Hoffmann, GrUchud* Dudetae, H, P- 508. "The name (The..) Dcp.««. A

jf,^
n «

historical

((ptpt = ssk. bhara)
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letter as <£, such words as dvcavdiievos and ch occur in the Gorty

scription, become intelligible in the forms dv<f>r}vdfjL€vo<; and dv(f>avTo<;. This view that

<j> was present in the Cretan dialect is upheld by M. Kleemann (Reliquiarum Dialecti

Creticae— Pars Prior ; Glossae Creticae), who quotes on p. 24, from Athenaeus (XI,

783 e) avd<f>aia' 7} OepiLOTroris irapd KprjGLV, on p. 25, dncxfaXdcrai ' po^dcrou' KpfJTes

kclL SdfXLOL, and on p. 44, <fyCkrJToip ' epaorqs. Even if we lacked this proof it would be

very unlikely that at so late a date as that of our vase, when the Greek dialects had

become nearly crystallized, the Cretan alphabet should lack the Ionic aspirate.

In the Bull. d. Inst. 1858, p. 180, 27, Conze gives an Attic grave inscription with

the spelling Eviropcrvvr), which Koscher {De Aspiratione Vulgari, p. 88) wrongly quotes as

Ev-rrpocrvvr). We might be tempted to use this as evidence that at Athens the letter ir

was sometimes substituted by an illiterate stone-cutter for the correct form
<f>.

Grant-

ing this, it would be easy to carry our argument a step further, and claim that the use

of n for
<f>
on the London kylix was due to ignorance on the part of Brygos. Such is

not likely the case, however, for the absence of misspelling (t. e., the wrong use of it

and <£, etc.) on other vases of Brygos precludes this possibility. 1
It is an instance of

misspelling that our artist clung to the orthography of his native tongue

instead of adopting that of Athens. That foreigners at Athens experienced difficulty

with the aspirates, and not only left them out, as we learn from Aristophanes,2 but

introduced them where they did not belong, is shown by Plato
(
Craiyliis, 406 a), who

has Socrates, in speaking of the character of Leto, say, to-o>s Se &>? ol &voi KaXovai

'

noWol yap hrjBo) Kakovcrw.

The solution of the question of the native country is yet to be discovered. It would
seem that Brygos was a foreigner, and that he came from some country that lacked the

aspirate. But barring the possibility that the form of his name may point to a
northern origin, it is impossible to name his country.3

» On the interior picture of No. 57 of our list occur the names Empedion and Phanas. Here, if anywhere, it
seems to me. wa. a oh*™» for Brygos to confuge the uge of ^^ ^

d of t for $, seems to have been the means employed by Aristophanes in designating
iballos (Birds, 1679) says Sovito, and the Scvthian in th« Th^mnnh^in^usnfi H001 and

<!>

any « barbarian." inus Triballos (Birds, 1679)
1007) uses alrplav and nvXatawi ) uses aiTpiav ana 7rvAa£.

fo* vmT N
°i

8 aPPea1* 8
f^ With the namS Babakchos

-
T^ reading of this name given in the Man. d.

wS II L VrU 1D

l-
S
: \ Had thlS beeU C°rrect

'
there miSht h™ b<*n «<>me reason for associating it

Z^Trf 1 I
* '

W
Du

Ch 1S Phrygian
-
™3 WOU,d have fitted nic<% with the name Brygos, which seems

7Z Cat It f
TJT T ST,

BU<> * t*™™1 Study °f the vase showed the first letter to ^e B (as the Brit.

ofThaf the wt^
an

?T 2
'

Th
;

S
!
eaves two P°ssible explanations

: first, that the spelling is due to dittography,
or that the word is to be associated with BaSA^c m^mh\ na „ •_**_ . , , . f. .* . •

fta(idKTT)s

But neither of these throw any light on the
birthnlirp nf IW™ V a ZL ^ .

*"*"*"** °PXWrr}s, etc.;. i5ut neither of these throw any light on ine

Pto ta SprStL,!r t,7, , """V*"^»— •» "» No. 58, for this use of . is not confined to one
piace, out spreads through all the nlaces nf Xc^Un ~» tw; i._i_

|:
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J

Some combinations of characteristics appearing on the works of Brytr<»s

:

!

Combination 4, 10, 19, 29. Vases 1, 4, 8 signed; 8, 13, 16, 17, 20, 28, 27, 28, 80, 35, 39
unsigned.

4, 10, 19. Vases 1, 4, 5, 8 signed ; 8, 13, 16, 17, 20, 26. 27. 35. 30 unsiirn.d.

u

u

u

tt

tt

it

it

U

t(

«t

i(

u

ii

10, 19, 20. Vase 5 signed; 8, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21, 27, 28, 36, 38, 47 unsigned

19, 20, 29. Vases 8, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21, 26, 27, 28, 36, 38, 17 unsigned.

3, 10, 19. Vases 4, 5 signed; 8, 13, 17, 27, 31, 35, 47 unsigned.

io, 20, 29. Vases 8, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21, 27, 28, 36, 47 unsigned.

3, io, 29. Vases 5, 8 signed; 13, 17, 21, 26, 27. 28, 31, 35, 47 unsigned.

4, 10, 20. Vase 5 signed ; 8, 13, 16, 20, 27, 31, 39 unsigned.

3, 4, io. Vases 4, 5, 8 signed; 13, 17, 26, 27, 28, 35 unsigned.

10, 19, 29. Vases 19, 21, 31, 34, 36, 38, 47 unsigned.

4, 10, 19, 20, 29. Vases 8, 13, 16, 20, 27, 28 unsigned.

«
3, 4,10,19,29. Vases 4, 8 signed; 13, 17, 27, 28, 35 unsigned.

10, 19, 24. Vases 5, 8 signed ; 19, 27, 29, 34, 35 unsigned.

3, 10, 20. Vase 5 signed ; 13, 21, 27, 28, 47 unsigned.

"
3, 20, 29. Vases 13, 21, 27, 28, 31, 47 unsigned.

"
19, 24, 29. Vase 8 signed ; 7, 19, 34, 35, 46 unsigned.

"
4, 10, 15, 19, 20, 29. Vases 8, 13, 16, 27 unsigned.

"
6, 10, 19, 20, 29. Vases 8, 13, 19, 28, 36 unsigned.

Vase 5 signed ; 17, 27, 35, 47 unsigned

3, 4, 10, 19, 29, 38. Vases

" 10, 24, 29. Vases 8 signed ; 19, 27, 34, 35 unsigned

"
4, 10, 24. Vases 5, 8 signed ; 27, 35 unsigned.

" 10, 16. 19. 20. Vase 5 signed; 16, 27, 47 unsigned.

Vases 4, 5 signed; 27, 35 nnsi

"
4, 10, 19, 24, 38. Vases 5, 8 signed ; 27, 35 unsigned

*'
4. 16. 19. 24. Vase 5 signed : 7, 27, 35 unsigned.

"
3, 4, 10, 20, 29. Vases 13, 17, 27, 28 unsigned

"
3, 4, 20. Vase 5 signed ; 13, 27, 28 unsigned.

" 19, 24, 37. Vase 5 signed ; 7, 27 unsigned.

VASES SIGNED BY BRYOOP.

1. Kylix: Stadel'sches Institut, Frankfort. From Vulci. Gerhard, THnkseh. u.

Gef. Pi- A, B; Urlichs, Beitrclge, p. 75; Wiener Vorlegebl. VIII, 2; Klein, Meiskrsig.

No. 1. Signed on the handle.

* For the sake of brevity, I have numbered the characteristics 1-31 (pp. 67-77), the wquent 1-7 (PP . 77-79)

that deal with the hair, and 1-5 (pp. 79-^80) the new characteristics, consecutively from 1-13.
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a

o

Subject: Interior. Poseidon, carrying a trident, pursues a woman (Aithra?) to rig

Exterior, A. The departure of Triptolemos. In the centre sits Triptolemos on

winged car, holding in his right hand a phiale, in his left a bunch of plants. From
a house, represented by two columns, two women approach him. The first carries a

flower; the second a torch. In the house a bearded man sits on a throne, holding in

his left hand a sceptre, in his right a phiale. Behind the car stands a woman who
reaches out a phiale to a winged female figure that carries a jug. Toward these turns

a woman with torches, who stands before a full-armed warrior with a phiale in his

it hand. Exterior, B. From the right, where a huge serpent emerges from a bush
(the tail of the serpent extends into side A), rush two girls with flowers in their

hands. From a house at the left comes a woman with outstretched arms to meet
them. Behind her sits a bearded man, and a youth. The latter holds a phiale in his

hand.

2. Kylix
;
Gerhard, Aus. Vasenb. p. 217. Klein, No. 2.

1 The place of signature is

uncertain, as the vase is known only from this mention of Gerhard.
Subject

:
Interior. An Amazon picture. Exterior, A. A scene from the Trip-

tolemos myth. Exterior, B. Menelaus and Helen.

3. Kylix
:
Louvre. Mon. d. Inst 1856, pi. 14

; De Witte, Annali, 1856, p. 81 ff.

;

Harrison and MacCall, Greek Vases, pi. XXVI ; Wiener Vorlegebl VIII, pi. 3 ; Klein,
Meistersig. No. 3. Signed on the handle.

Subject
:

Interior. Apollo, with a sceptre in his left hand, stands talking to Arte-
mis, who also stands with a bow and a quiver. Near Apollo stands a fawn. Exterior,
A. The Judgment of Paris. At the right upon a rock sits Paris, singing to his own
accompaniment upon the lyre. His staff leans against the rock. Near by is a palm-
tree. From the left Hermes, with his kerykeion, approaches Paris leading in this
order, Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite. Exterior, B.* Two youths with sceptres enter a
hall, suggested by a column, where they are welcomed by a woman. Behind her is a
bearded man, who points to the left to two women, one of whom is seated spinning,
while the other, just about to go away, has turned toward
gesture. At the right of this group is a column.

4. Kylix
:

Louvre. Heydemann, Ilhpersis, pi. 1; Urlichs, BeUrage, pp. 61-74;
Kretschmer, Vc^ernnsek,

p. 180; M d. Inst 1843, p. 71; Wiener Vorl9eK VIII,
4

;
Furtwangler and Reichhold, Griech. Vasenm. pi. 25. Klein, No 4.

beca"
RSut?^ is the same as No * L This cannot be

'

palace. ^^^^^^^^^^ the Sub
Ject on side » « the return of Paris to Priam's

the youths with
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Subject : Interior. Briseis stands with an oenochoe before ft seated, white-haired

man, who reaches out a phiale to her. Exterior, A. In the centre, a youthful v. irrior,

Orsimenes (Fig. 43), who wears a helmet, cuirass, and ft sword-sheath ornamented with

gold, is about to thrust his sword into a fallen, bleeding Trojan (Fig. 41), who wears

only a chlamys, and has dropped his sword. To his aid rushes Andromache (Fig. 45)

with a pestle raised over her head; while behind her Asty-

anax (Fig. 46), represented as a boy about thirteen years old,

rushes to right, looking back. Behind Orsimenes, a woman 47 . /v (

rushes to left, looking back over her shoulder and crying out,

Before her is a group of fighters similar to that in the centre.

Before the standing warrior, according to Klein, are the let- 40 . p p | A M O

46. MTVA/VA

48. /^EO

*o. AKAMAters shown in Fig. 47. These do not appear in Heydeinann's

plate (Iliupersis, pi. 1). Exterior, B. Neoptolemos (Fig. 48),

full-armed 1 (shield device a crouching lion), has seized a si. rOW+<EN£
boy 2 by the ankle and is about to dash him against Priam ^
(Fig. 49), who is represented as a white-haired man, seated

with outstretched hands on an altar. Behind the altar is a sa. B Pv

large tripod. At the left of this Akamas (Fig. 50) leads ^ x?vnPros
Polyxena (Fig. 51) away to the left. The latter looks back

66. 1 C

66. I

at Priam and Neoptolemos.

5. Kylix: Wurzburg. Cat. No. 346
;

3 Hartwig, Jtofcr-

schalen, p. 331 ; Harrison and MacCall, Greek Vases, pis. XXV,

XXVI; Wiener Vorlegebl VIII, 5; Furtwangler and Reich- w. uitoiW

hold, pi. 50 ; Klein, No. 5. Signed on the handle.
^ ^ ^

Subject : Interior. A youthful hetaira holds the head

of a youth who vomits. Exterior, A- A Komos. Between w. AIONIV<0<

a youth who strides forward, playing a lyre from which

hangs a basket, and a flute-player who turns about as he plays, dance two bearded

men. One of them sings. A bearded man, dancing and singing, and a youth, also

dancing, follow. Exterior, B. A dancing youth looks back at his companions

side A. Before him moves to right a bearded man, who has seized by the arm

an hetaira, who precedes him, and tries to take a kylix from her. In front of these

is a bearded man with a stick, who hastens to a female flute-player, who, in turn,

seized the robe of a bearded man who dances before her to the right.

i -i i. j * The boy
cuirass are two gold studs.

* I have not seen this catalogue.
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6. Kylix (obscene) : Florence.1 Heydemann, Dritte Hall. Winckelmannsprogramm,

p. 94, No. 43; Hartwig, Meisterschalen, p. 345; Klein, Meistersig. p. 182, No. 6.

Signed on the handle.

Subject : Interior. A woman, wearing a chiton and a mantle, moves to right

blowing a double flute. At her left side goes a bearded man who carries a knotted

staff in his left hand, and has thrown his right arm about the woman's neck. He

looks back at the woman. Exterior, A. An indecent picture containing eight men.

One of them strikes his "liebling" with a slipper. Exterior, B. A similar scene

between men and women.

7. Fragments of a kylix. Cabinet des Medailles, Paris. Urlichs, Beitrage, p. 61

;

Wiener Vorlegebl. C, 7 ; Klein, Meistersig. No. 7. Signed (Fig. 52) on the edge of

the foot.

Subject : Fragment 2 a. The head and shoulders of a bearded figure, profile to right

A trident is held in the right hand ; the left hand is raised. An himation is draped

over the shoulders. Fragment 2 b. A winged, female figure standing to left. The

figure ends at the waist. A palmette scroll appears as a border. Fragment 2 c. A
bearded head, profile to right, looking slightly downward. Fragment 2 d. A female

head, profile to left. Fragment 2 e. A stool with a cushion on it, and remains of feet

in front of the stool. A scroll pattern. Fragment 2/. The tip of a wing, and a

small, winged figure. Fragment 2 g. A foot. Fragment 2 h. An outstretched arm,

and, below it, a draped shoulder. In the field the fragmentary inscription e\. Frag-

ment 2 i. A scroll with the letter /3. Fragment 2 Jc. A kerykeion. Fragment 2 I

A fragment with the letters (Fig. 53).

8. Kylix : British Museum. Cat. E, 65 ; Murray, Designsfrom Greek Vases, XI, 43

;

Wiener Vorlegebl VIII, 6 ; Furtwangler and Reichhold, pi. 47 ; Annali, 1872, pp. 294-

308 ;
Mm. detf Inst, Villi, pi. XLVI ; Klein, No. 8. Signed on the foot.

Subject: Interior. At the left sits a warrior, Chrysippos (Fig. 54), profile to

right, holding a phiale out to a woman, Zeuxo (Fig. 55), who has taken his shield and
fills the phiale from a kyathos. Exterior, A. Two ithyphallic satyrs (Figs. 56 and

57) have attacked Iris (Fig. 58), who flees to right, trying to free herself ; one of these,

Echon, has leaped upon an altar which stands in the centre, and tries to draw her
to him. At the left of the altar stands Dionysos (Fig. 59), wearing an himation, a
chiton, and a nebris

; he watches the scene. He has a sceptre and a kantharos. A

that^ZXZIT aCC°rdinV Hai'tWig
'
n0t Publisha*>le, » the Museo Tarquiniese of Corneto ;

he also says^i^^^t^ti c
Bryg

T
in T

;
ieste- Three other ky,ikes^en by him are a frag-

For the lastfsi Hartwi*, MetZlZl^llZST* "* 00a *™™d * * drawin§ fa the BelUn MuSCUm -
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satyr (Fig. 60) rushes by him toward'the centre. Exterior, B. Four salvrs (Fig. 01)

wish to seize Hera (Fig. 62), but are prevented by Hermes (Fig. 63), who it.mdi n«-ar

the centre, profile to left, and Herakles (Fig. 64), who rushes from the right to protect

the goddess.

9. Handle of a kylix : Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Van Brantegehm Collection,

Sale Cat. No. 74. Hartwig, Masterschalen, p. 372.

VASES NOT SIGNED BY BRYGOS, BUT ASSIGNED TO II 1M OX

TECHNICAL GROUNDS.

1. Kylix: Cabinet des Medailles, Paris. Hartwig, Meisterschalcn, pis. XXXII,

XXXIII, 1.

Subject: Interior. Draped, bearded Dionysos, to right, playing a lyre. Two

dancing satyrs, one with a grape-vine and krotala, the other with krotala in ich

hand. Exterior, A. Dionysos walks to right beside a mule. Befor him is a satyr

holding up a panther by the tail,

following him is a satyr playing a '*' " nu,N,nx v

lyre, and a Maenad with a thyrsos ei. iTVQN A/VAPU fcJUAKXOt TFPrOAf

A<\1 H W^T/M I* KAIOS 8ft

and a serpent. Exterior, B. In the

centre a satyr has seized a Maenad

who holds a snake and a thyrsos. 63. J 3^ S3 H roES A *Ftl 7<

A satyr with a lyre, and a Maenad

precede ; a Maenad, and a satyr with

a flute follow.

2. Kylix: Cabinet des Medailles,

Paris. De Jjiiynes Vases, pis. XIX,1

84 HMkWH ^*om ""•

65. HOAX *K A 13A /VO/VO KMOS 72.

ee.HOr*' AEA*M 78.

XX ; Overbeck, Kunstmythologie, At- 67. MTAIV I U NMQ\ A I * KA
las, pi. V, 1 a, bf c.

71

FlGUKES 60-74. GOS,

Subject: Interior. Poseidon

tacks a fallen giant. Exterior, A. Dionysos and two youthful gods fighting th

g Exterior, B. Poseidon, Hephaistos, and a youthful god fighting with giants.

In interior (Fig. 65).

3. Skyphos : Louvre, No. 1061 ; Hartwig, Meisterschalen , p. 338.*

Subject: Symposium.

i The illustrations in this publication and in the Kumtmyth. are unsatisfactory.

a I have not seen this illustrated; my knowledge of it is derived from Hartwig's text
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4. Fragment of a kylix: Magazine of the Louvre. Hartwig, Meisterschalen,

o

p. 337.

Subject: Interior. Female flute-player stands before a man on a couch. The
man raises his hand over his head. Exterior, A. A man in an himation, holdii

kylix ; another man, and a female flute-player ; remains of a third man ; under the

handle a slim dog.

5. Kylix : Munich. 0. Jahn, Vasensammlung zu Miinchen, p. 98, No. 332 ; Thiersch,

Hell hem. Vasen, pi. 4;
1

Baumeister, Denk. fig. 28 (wrong colors); Athen. Mitth.

1881, p. 113, note; Harrison and MacCall, Greek Vases, pi. 15; Miiller (Oesterley),

Denkmdler der Kwist, II, 45, 573 ; Furtwangler and Reichhold, pi. 49.

Subject
:
Interior. Maenad holding panther by the leg with left hand, and holding

a thyrsos in the right. Exterior, A. Bearded Dionysos, wreathed and draped,

sits holding kantharos and vine. Behind him a Maenad, before him a satyr blowing
flutes, followed by a Maenad. Exterior, B. Three Maenads and an ithyphallic satyr.

In field (A and B) senseless inscriptions.

6. Kylix
:
Munich. 0. Jahn, Vasensammlung zu Miinchen, p. 132, No. 400. Gerhard,

Aus. Vasenb. pis. CCXXIX-CCXXX.
Subject

:
Interior. Two bearded men, one seated, in conversation. Exterior, A.

The building of the wooden horse. In the centre, Epeios and the horse; at right, a
bearded figure seated under a tree ; behind Epeios is Athena ; at the left, a standing,
bearded figure. Exterior, B. Conversation between men and youths. On side A is

the inscription, Fig. 66. On side B is the inscription, Fig. 67.

7. Kylix: Cardella. Museo Faina, p. 41 (No. 37); Korte, Annali, 1877, p. 142;
Hartwig, Meisterschalen, pi. XXXVI.

Subject
:

Interior. Nude, standing, bearded man singing to music of a flute

played by a girl. Table with kylix ; stick with basket on it. Exterior, A. Two
youths, and a bearded man singing and dancing to the bearded man's fluting.

Exterior, B. Incomplete. Two youths dancing to music of a standing girl who
plays a flute

;
lower part of a draped figure with a staff ; table, column, and basket

on wall.

8. Kylix: Copenhagen. Thorwaldsen Museum, No. 112

;

2 Gerhard, Aus. Vasenb.
' pi. CCLXXXI.

Subject
:

Interior. Draped, seated youth looking into a kylix ; standing, draped,
bearded man singing. Exterior, A. Palaestric. Seated youth with standing, bearded
man before him

;
behind him, two nude youths, one using strigil, the other putting on

* I have been unable to see this publication, , j have not seen this catalogue.
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his mantle. Exterior, B. Palaestric. Draped, bearded man dancing in presence of

two youths, and a bearded man.

9. Alabastron (white ground) : Berlin. Cat. No. 2258.

Subject: Youthful standing victor binding taenia on his bead. Before him is

Nike.

10. Kylix: Berlin. Cat. No. 2293; El. dram. II, pi. CXV1I. p. 388; Overbeck.

Kunstmythologie, Atlas, pi. IV, 12 a, b ; Daremberg et Saglio, Diet. <l. Ant., p. 1388,

Fig. 4651 ;* Duruy, Histoire des Grecs, Vol. I, p. 761.

Subject: Interior. Selene driving biga into sea. Exterior, A. Zens, in quadriga,

with thunderbolt, and Athena and a fallen giant. Exterior, B. Hephaislos, Poseidon,

and Hermes versus three giants. On side A is Fig. 68 ; on B is Fig. 69.

11. Kylix: Berlin. Cat. No. 2309 ; Hartwig, Meisterschtt/m . p. 872.

Subject: Interior. An old man vomiting with the help of a boy. Exterior, A.

In centre, a blond, short-haired hetaira blowing a flute. At the right dances a

bearded man to left, while behind him a bearded man lifts a pointed amphora. At

left are two youths and a huge krater. Exterior, B. Three groups (seven figures in

all) of bearded men and youths. Some dance. In the interior picture are small signs

(like letters), and the letter A twice. On B a senseless inscription occurs freqn ntlv.

12. Kylix: Berlin. Cat. No. 2300; Gerhard, Trinksch. u. Gef. IX, 5; Anwli,

1847, pi. M, p. 225

Subject: King Thoas, or Kypselos, appearing from a large chest, the cover of

which is hinged on the right side. In the field is a senseless inscription.

13. Kylix: Vatican. From Vulci. Diimmler, Bonner StmVmi, p. TO; L'.-isch,

Fuhrer bffentl. Samml. Rom. II, p. 286; Gerhard, Aus. Vascnh. pi. CCLXIX-CCLXX.

Subject: Interior. Youth arming before a bearded, white-haired man. Exterior,

A. Two bearded men and a youth arming in the presence of two youths and i boy.

Exterior, B. Three youths and a bearded man arming; two boys helping. On the

interior and exterior are senseless inscriptions.

14. Kylix : Museo Gregorumo, II, 80, 3 (?) ; Reisch, in Helbigs Fuhrer offenil

Samml. Rom. II, p. 289.

Subject: Interior picture cannot be made out; is on white ground. Exterior.

Men and boys in conversation.

15. Kylix: in the Vatican. Museo Gregoriaiw, II, LXXXIII, 1 (?); El. CSram.

Ill, 86 ; Diimmler, Bonner Stud. p. 73 ; Arch. Zeit. 1844, pp. 321 if. pi. 20.

Berlin

* Furtwangler (Berlin CaU 2300) says that it is probably in style of Dori* Hartwig,

says that it is an abbreviation of the scene of Danae and Akrisios on St. Petersburg krater

\St trschalen
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Subject :
* Exterior, A. Theft of Apollo's herd by Hermes. Interior of a cave, where

Hermes, wearing a petasos, is represented as a child in a cradle. Apollo stands in an

attitude of surprise. Cattle standing around ; one entering cave, and sniffing Hermes'

cradle. Exterior, B. Same subject. Apollo is represented driving away his herd.

16. Kylix: British Museum. Cat. E, 71; Murray, Designs from Greek Vases, pi.

XIII, 49 ; Arch. Zett. 1870, pi. 39, p. 106 (from a drawing found among Gerhard's

Collection : at that time the surface was much repainted and restored : since cleaned).

See Brit. Mus. Cat. Hartwig, Meisterschalen, pp. 238 and 327.

Subject : Interior. Youth dancing and playing flute. Exterior, A. Revelry. A
girl playing a flute; two youths, one on a couch. Exterior, B. Revelry. Three

youths, one playing flute, one dancing, and one on couch. In field is the inscription

shown in Fig. 71.
2

17. Kylix
:
British Museum. Cai. E, 69 ; Archaeologia, XXXII, pis. 8, 9, 11 ; Wiener

Vorlegebl VI, 2 ; Klein, Euphronios? p. 238, note ; Diimmler, Bonner Stud. p. 76 ; Rob-

ert, Bild und Lied, pp. 213, 214 ; Murray, Designsfrom Greek Vases, pi. XII, 47 ; Birch,

Ancient Pottery,2 p. 201, fig. 136 ; Annali, 1867, p. 153 ; Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p. 382

;

Hartwig, Meisterschalen, p. 359, fig. 49.

Subject
: Interior. A draped, bearded figure in chiton and himation, wearing petasos

and carrying spear, leads to right by the wrist a draped and veiled female. Exterior,

A. Ajax and Odysseus represented as quarrelling over the arms of Achilles. Exterior,

B. The Greeks voting concerning the arms of Achilles in the presence of Athena.
18. Kylix: British Museum.3

Cat. E, 68; Hartwig, Meisterschalen, pis. XXXIV,
XXXV

;
Diimmler, Bonner Stud. p. 74 ; Jahn, Dichter auf Vasenbilder, pp. 744-752

;

Arch. Zeii,. 1851, p. 367. Murray, Designs from Greek Vases, No. 46, and p. 16, fig. 9

;

Harrison and MacCall, Greek Vase Paintings, pi. XXXVII ; Klein, Lieblmgsinschriften,

p. 61
;
Wernicke, Lieblingsnamen, p. 15 ; Kretschmer, Griechische Vaseninsehriften, pp.

81, 154.

Subject
:

Interior. A girl dances before a youth who reclines on a couch. In the

field, an inscription (Fig. 34), with the first word retrograde. Exterior, A. Sym
posium. A bearded man, a youth, an hetaira, a flute-girl, and a boy' as a wine-
pourer (,). He holds a lyre. In the field are inscriptions (Fi*s. 35, 36, and 37)
Exterior, B. Similar scene with a nude boy at left as wine-pourer. In the field are

inscriptions (Figs. 38, 39, and 40).

a^^rtP^ 70
' ^^ "^^ y°[d](« «*» " *™ **"* *** herd." Exterior, B. Seemingly

* Other inscriptions on the vase are Fig. 72 and Kak6s.
* For other references see B. M. Cat.
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19. Kylix: Berlin (Inv. 3198). Jb. d. Arch. Inst. 1892, An/,, p. 101.

Subject: Interior. A bearded man relieving him If into a jug. In fi Id, an

inscription (Fig. 40). Exterior, A. Bearded man and two youths dancing, preceded

by a boy with basket, staff, and phiale (Kg. 40). Exterior, B. In centre aits a nude,

bearded man, on a wine-skin, fluting. Before him stands a bearded man staging. Be-

hind him, a figure similar to that on interior of vase (Fig. 40).

20. Kylix : British Museum. Cat. E, 70 ; Murray, Designs from (in k V« . pi. XII,

48 ; Hartwig, Meisterschalen, p. 330 ; Jahn, Philologus, Vol. XXVI, p. 228.

Subject: Interior. " Two youths on a couch, waited on by a boy. Exterior, A

and B. Eight youths, and two bearded men reclining on couches and drinking ;
below

these is a narrow band on which are painted pairs of boots, or vases in form of

boots, and various drinking vessels.

21. Kylix: British Museum. Cat E, 78; Numy, Designs from Gr<,k Vom, pi.

XIV, 55; Hartwig, Meisterschalen, p. 392.

Subject: 1 Interior. Youth binding on boxing thongs, in presence of i heard d,

draped trainer. Exterior, A. "Contest of pancratiasts, and a trainer.' Exterior, B.

" A runner in the armed foot-race, a trainer, and a jumper (?).

22. Rhyton : British Museum. Cat. E, 784.

Subject : Side A. A youth, draped to waist with liiinaiion

pillow or wine-skin, looking down and holding a lyre in his left hand. In gold, a bosket

and Fig. 74 (nah /caAo's). Side B. A bearded man, also draped about the legs m li

himation, reclines to right, looking down, and holding a skvphoa in his left hand.

Like the figure on A, he reclines on a wine-skin. In field, an insertion (Fi| 10).

23. Kylix: British Museum. Cat. E, 64; Hon. delV Inst II I, pi. 12. FfOfl Vttl L

Subject: Interior. Apollo pursuing a female to right. Exi ri r, A. Tin e

bearded men on couch; one singing, with head thrown back, one playing tint el

third with lyre. Exterior, B. Three bearded men on couch ;
nude boy U u ine-pourer.

Below the pictures, a band of shoes, etc.

24. Kylix : St. Petersburg, Museum of the Hermitage. Stephani. Die Y, mam,

lung der Kais. Ermttage, No. 1723 ;

2 Wieseler, Autike DenbmUr zur Gr ch. ( tifarfcta

pi. VI; Welcker, Alte Denhnaler, V, pi. 16; Overbeds, Kumtmytii&g*, Atlas, pi. \ I

2 ; Bull, deir Inst. 1845, p. 214 ff. ; Harrison and MacCall, Greek Vases, pi. XXXI\
,

1.

Subject : Danae, on a couch, receiving the shower of gold.
_

25. Fragments of a kylix in Ashby Castle, N rthampton, England Arch. Ze4.

1846, p. 342; 1881, pp. 302-303, No. 7; Klein, Meistersig. pp. 218-219, No. 8; Bruno,

senseless
teen this catalog!*
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Kunstlergeschichte, II, p. 743. Hartwig, Meisterschalen (given as Apollodoros' work)

pi. LXIX, 1.

Subject : Fragment 1. Bearded Dionysos sits with kantharos and vine. Ithy-

phallic satyr approaches with wine-skin ; a Maenad with snake (/aou). Behind Diony-

atyr playing flute, and remains of an ecstatic Maenad. Fragment 2 Upp

part of a youth (?), in Attic helmet, chiton, and mantle. On the outstretched arm, a

shield with satyr-head in relief. The figure rushes at a fallen opponent, the tip of

whose spear appears. In the field is an inscription (Fig. 33).

26. Kylix : Count Bruschi, Corneto. Meistersc/ialen, p. 343.

Subject: Interior. Bearded man on a stool ; boy at his knee with rabbit. Ex-

75. EIMI KolON M r/w i tt
82.

terior, A. Incomplete. Centre. Muffled youth seated on stool ; at right, standing,

muffled youth leaning on a staff;

at left, lower part of similar figure.

AKWIO* 83. Exterior, B. Muffled boy in chair

to right j before him, a bearded

man with tablet (?) ; behind boy, a

76. AOIT

77. HOTAI KMOt IWUfl (DANA* 84.

78. ymilAl/VOAIAlO £MrE/MOK 85. youth holding the back of chair.

79. t/VAOT01AAIMOriTOIv

so. HTO* VII

PRI-M 86.
27. Kylix: Bourguignon Col-

lection. Hartwig, Meisterschalen,

. ©EPfc- 87. pp. 256-257.

81. KYI BE 88
Subj Interior Ephebos

75-86. — Inscriptions on Vases by Brygos.
andstands holding a

and singing. In the field Fig. 75

Exterior (A and B). Remains of three, dancing, male figures, ivy-wreathed krater

and skyphos.

i

28. Kylix : Bassegio, Rome
Wiener Vorlegebl VI, 2 j Baumeister, Denk. fig. 765

Gerhard, Aus. Vasenb. pi. CCLXXVIII-CCLXXIX

Subject: Interior. Bearded man and boy standing face to face, each holdin

back a dog by a string. Exterior, A. Three bearded men, a youth, and three boy
conversation. One man holds rabbit, and a purse. Exterior, B. Simi

Hartwig

Four bearded men, and two youth

29. Fragment of a kylix
: Van Brantegehm Collection, Sale Cat. No. 75

Meisterschalen, pi. XXXVI, 5.

Subject: Head and part of body of youth leaning forward and talking to a

woman spinning. All that remains of woman is left forearm with spindle. Between
the figures, a wing

1 Hartwig suggests cfc or «y< K^^ ht ai,\2>v, or ai\oi
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30. Kylix: Van Brantegehm Collection, Sale Cat. No. TO, pis. 24-27. Hart wit

Meisterschcden, pp. 332-333.

Subject: Interior. Bearded man on coucli vomiting with help of a nude txn

In field, Fig. 76. Exterior, A. Four bearded men and a youth dancing and ringing

to music of a flute played by a youth, and of a lyre played by a bearded man. Kx te-

nor, B. Two youths, and two bearded men dancing and singing to music of a lyre

played by one of the bearded men.

31. Kylix : Van Brantegehm Collection, Sale Gal. No. 1 68. Hartwig, M< sicr&chalm,

p. 372 (white kylikes, No. 1), and pp. 373-374.

Subject : Interior. Draped youth and a boy in conver ition, with a dog between

them. Exterior, A. Seated woman spinning in the presence of three standing, draped,

male figures. Two columns in background. Exterior, B. Standing, draped female

in the presence of three standing, draped, male figures. Two columns. In interior

picture, and on the exterior, are senseless inscriptions.

32. Kylix: Lecuyer Collection, No. E 5. Arch. Anz. 1889, p. 149.

Subject: Interior. Man on couch blowing a flute, with nude boy before him.

Exterior, A. 1 Nude hetaira, playing flute, stands in presence of four bearded men on

couches. Exterior, B. Similar scene. One man vomits.

33. Small fragment of a kylix: Hauser. Hartwig, Afetstertchalm, p. 318.

Subject : Remains of a dancing satyr.
2

34. Fragment of a kylix. Meisterschalen, p. 360 ; Bull. d. Inst. 1862, p. 40 ; Annas
,

1878, pi. E, and pp. 38 ff.

Subject: 3 Herakles, profile to right, and beardless, threatens Nereus (white-haired)

with the trident which he has wrested from him. Nereus, extending his right hand,

rushes toward Herakles. Four overturned vases, and two overturned stools. In field,

6 ttcus Ka\6<s, 6 Trals ; on one vase, a senseless inscription ; on another, AcaXo?.

35. Kylix. Man. d. List. XI, 33 ;
Wiener VorUyebl. D, VIII; 1890-91, VIII, 2

Diimmler, Bonner Stud. p. 73.

Subject : Interior. Seated, white-haired man holding a phiale, into which a stand-

ing girl pours an oenochoe. Exterior, A. Contest of Achilles and Memnon in presence

of Thetis and Eos.4 Exterior, B. Departure of Meleager 5
(?). Youth in centre, with

i See p. 75, Fig. 17 b.

2 In the field is E.

Wissowa, V. pp. 922-925) says the scene represents

4 For same subject, see vase No. 49.

6 Engelmann (Arch. Zeit. 1884, p. 72, cf. Robert

departure of Neoptolemos from Skyros. In proof

Neoptolemos, and Deidameia. The only resemblance is that a youth takes leave of an older man.
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high boots and spear, embraced by a woman, while he extends hand to grasp that of a

standing, bearded man. At left stand two women gesturing. At right is Artemis (?)

or Atalante (?) ; at extreme right, a seated, white-haired man. Elaborate palmettes

under handles.

36. Kylix: in Leyden. Jb. d. Arch, Inst. 1889, p. 26 ; Hartwig, Meisterschalen

,

p. 372.

Subject : Interior. Nude boy stands before a seated youth who plays a flute.

Exterior, A. Three bearded men, dancing, one plays lyre. Exterior, B. Two men,

about to fight, separated by a third. Palmettes under handles.

37. Kylix : in Brussel. Meisterschalen, p. 373. 1

Subject : Interior. Ephebos leaning on stick. Exterior, A, B. Trainer and boxers.

38. Kylix : Hartwig, Meisterschalen, p. 373 ; Micali, Storia, pi. XCVII, 3 ; Panofka,

BUd. Antiken Lebens, XV, 5.

Subject : Interior. Boy holding before him a staff, from each end of which hangs

a basket. In field, strigil, aryballos, and staff. Figure 77.

39. Kylix : Berlin. Jb. d. Arch. Inst. 1893, Anz. p. 89, No. 36.

Subject : Nude woman, wearing sakkos, placing drapery, and boots on a stool. 6

40. Kylix; Berlin. Jb. d. Arch. Inst 1893, Anz. p. 89, No. 37.

Subject : Interior. Female playing flute and dancing before a table. Exterior, A.

Female playing a flute, and looking back as she hastens along. Exterior, B. An ec-

static youth. Interior, 6 ttols /caAos. Exterior, KaXd?.

41. Fragments of a kylix. Hartwig, Meisterschalen, pi. XXXV, 4, a, b. (Hartwig

gives but two fragments. There are more than a dozen.)

Subject
:
Interior. Man on couch with youthful wine-pourer before him. On the

exterior are fragments of men on couches.

42. Fragment of a phiale. Ross, Archaol Aufs. Vol. 1, pi: X ; Klein, Euphronios,

p. 52.

Subject
:
Interior. Remains of a bearded man, who leans backward, with right

hand behind head, supported by a staff which rests under his armpit.

43. Kotyle. Mon. d. Inst. VIII, pi. XXVII ; Ann. d. Inst. 1866, pp. 241 ff.

Subject
:
Ransom of Hektor. Side A. Priam and attendants with gifts visiting

Achilles in his tent. Hektor's body lies beneath the couch of Achilles. Side B. Con-

versation of six bearded, standing and seated men.

1 I have seen this vase neither in the original nor in illustration.
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44. Kylix: Athens. Athen. Mitth. 1884, pi. 1; Cat. drs V«se$ Pant* dn )/<&
National d'Athenes, Collignon et Couve, p. 358 (this gives bibliograpln ; Duruy,

Ilistoire des Grecs, Vol. I, p. 525.

Subject: Interior. Bearded man on a couch, singing, and playing with a nbbit

which is on the ground at his side. In field is Fig. 78. Cf Theognis, 1365, 18M.

co -rraidtop /caXXtcrre /cat 1/icpoearaTe ttolvtcov

GTrjd' aVTOV KOLl fLOV TTavp iTTOLKOVCTOV €7T7J

45. Kylix: Berlin. Wochcnschrif
%

lfur Klass. Phihlogie, 1884, p. 283. From Capua. 1

Subject: Interior. Man vomiting, while boy holds his head. Exterior. Ten

men fighting around a female flute-player.

46. Interior of a kylix. Arch. Zeit. 1854, pi. LXVI, 2.

Subject: Klytaimestra, armed with an axe, rushes toward a closed door. In field,

o 7rats /caXos.

47. Kylix. Mm. d. Inst. XI, pi. 20.

Subject : Interior. Bearded, draped man, earning spear, leads a girl by wrist.

6 7rcu? /caXo?. Exterior, A. Menelaus pursues Helen toward a house in which sits a

draped female. Exterior, B. Theseus deserts Ariadne, who sleeps on a rock unci r a

tree. Hermes hastens away in surprise. Eros flies with wreath to Ariadne.

48. Kylix : British Museum. Cat. E, 67 ; Gerhard, Trinksch. u. Gef. pi. D ; D< igm

from Greek Vases, pi. XII, 45; Ann. d. Inst. 1881, p. 171; Hartwig, MMmchalm,

p. 361.

Subject : Interior. Bearded figure seated with phiale into which a draped female,

moving away, turns to pour from an oenochoe. In background, a column and an

architrave. Exterior, A. Achilles and Memnon fight between Eos and Thetis.2 Ex-

terior, B. Five figures. At left, Zeus seated, waited on by Ganymedes (?) ;
at right,

Hera, waited on by Iris. In centre, an armed, bearded, male figure (Ares?). Under

handle behind Zeus, a panther.

49. Fragments of a kylix: Jb. d. Arch. Inst. 1887, pp. 230-231
;

3
J. II. &

1891, p. 335.

Subject: Fragment No. 1. Herakles, with a bow and quiver, hastens to left,

looking back at a draped female. In field, a senseless inscription. No. 2. Remains

of a male figure (Herakles ?). No. 3. One foot, and parts of two others. No. 4.

Two figures (one bearded) hastening to right. No. 5. Bearded head, and part of left

1 I have seen this vase neither in the original nor in illustration.

a For same subject, see vase No. 36. . • Assigned by Winter to Duns, he. *
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arm
; parts of two staffs. In field, a senseless inscription. No. 6. End of a club.

No. 7. Part of a couch-leg and pillow, with mattress j end of staff. No. 8. Nude
foot, and part of leg

;
part of staff and twigs.

50. Fragments of a kylix. Benndorf, Grieck w. Sicil Vasenb. pi. XXVIIII,. la, lb.

Subject
: Fragment 1 a. An outstretched hand holding; a kantharos. In field the

words in Fig. 79.
1 Fragment 1 b. A bearded head, to left, with shoulders and arm

stretched to left, with bowl in hand. A spear against the left shoulder. From the
mouth of figure proceeds Fig. 80.2 At the left of fragment is Fig. 82.3

51. Mug
:
Boston. Museum of Fine Arts. Annual Report, 1900, No. 13.

Subject: Genre scene. A nude youth dances to the music furnished by a draped girl.

52. Kylix : Boston. Museum of Fine Arts, No. 9023.

Subject
:

Interior. Bearded man, and a youth on a couch. The youth plays a
flute. In field, 6 irais KaXbs /caXo's. Exterior, A. Youth and a bearded man on
couches, with a nude boy as wine-pourer at the foot of each couch. In field, 6 irals

koAo's. Exterior, B. Bearded man, and two youths on couches. In field, 6 ttoTls koXo's.

There seems to be a A in the field at the left of basket.

53. Kantharos
:
Boston. Museum of Fine Arts, No. 6533, Annual Report, 1895,

No. 24, p. 20 ;

4
Tarbell,5 A Cantharus from the Factory of Brygos {The Decennial

Publications of the University of Chicago, 1902); Arch. Anz. 1896, p. 96, 24.
Subject

:

Side A. Zeus, with himation and sceptre, pursues a boy with himation,
hoop, and stick. Side B. Zeus, with himation and sceptre, pursues a draped female.

54. Oenochoe (white ground) : British Museum. Cat. D 13.6

Subject
:
A woman stands to left, holding a distaff before her while she spins.

In the field is rj vols /caXiJ.

55. Kylix: Vatican. Museo Gregoriano, II, pi. LXXXV, 1 ; Helbig, Fuhrer offentl
Samml. Rom. II, p. 291, No. 225.7

Subject
:

Interior. A man vomits with the help of a girl. Exterior, side A.
Ihree men on couches, one singing and playing lyre. Exterior, side B. Two men on
couches, a standing girl flute-player, and a boy with a large amphora. Under the
exterior pictures is a frieze of vases.

1
<T7r]eV8ft> tg> Baiftovi tw aya[6&.
Ztv cruTfp.

Xame noch nicht zu finden » Th* 1 V ^ der Vasenmaler «* f

* See Plates I, II

exPlanatl™ "em. * me to be KaX6s 6 ™.
(Fig. 81)

I
£{•

BerL Phil°l Woch
-
19°3> P- 916 (Korte)

dotted*™*™T^X^nlZ«i^ *""" to tha
* °' the Hwa °n the *»*» -P- E 65

-
The

' Cf. KMp, Bupkronio^ p. 31. , B*. * ft* 18M| p . 45 (Meier); Bonmr^ ^
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56. Kylix : Overbeck, Kwistmytholoffie, Atlas, pi. A' [, 3.

Subject: Danae with Perseus, Akrisios, and maker of the chest, around the chest

In the field Fig. 83 and 6 7rcus K-aXos.

57. Kylix: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, No. 7927.' lerior. (lorhanl, An*.

Vasenb.jA. CCIII (poorly given); and Overbeck, Galhm JLroischer B'dthv* ke, pi. ]'.>,

No. 1.

Subject : Interior. A youth (Fig. 84) seated on a rock. Facing him stands a

bearded man (Fig. 85)
2 armed with sword and spear. Exterior, side A. llektor pur-

sued by Achilles; only the lower part of Achilles, and a small part of his face, remain.

At either side ot picture, a gateway of the walls of Troy, in which stands a Scythian.

Exterior, side B. In the centre, a gateway, in front of which Priam (Fig. 86) advances

toward Athena (Fig. 87). Hekabe (Fig. 88) follows him.

58. Fragment of a kylix: 3 Berlin. Cat. No. 2297; I [artwig, Mmfcrschakn,

p. 325, Fig. 43, and pi. XXXV, 3.

Subject : Interior. Kemains of a picture showing a draped boy, to right, helping

a drunken man to rise. Exterior, side A. Two men and boy. Exterior, side l'>. A

youth, and remains of two other figures. On the exterior is incised a sensel<>

inscription.

59. Kylix : Overbeck, Kunstmythologie, Atlas, pi. VI, 4.

Subject : Interior. Episode of Danae myth. At the left of the chest stands the

youthful maker of it, opening it, while Akrisios stands at the left, to right, raising

his hand toward Danae, who stands behind the chest supplicating Akrisios. At

extreme right is nurse with Perseus in her arms.

60. Rhyton : Boston. Museum of Fine Arts.

Subject (the picture is confined to a broad band just below the lip)
:
On the front

kneels a satyr, to left, waiting to surprise a Maenad who rushes toward him, to right,

pursued by a satyr. The last two figures are separated by the handle of the vase. In

the field is a senseless inscription.
4 The vase is in the form of a horse's or mule's head.

61. Kylix: Univ. of Vienna. Jb. d. Kunsthist. Samml. d. alkrh. /u//.^M., 1889,p. 113.

Subject : Interior. A girl, clad in a deep, undergirdled chiton, stands to right,

looking to left, before a large amphora set in the ground, holding before her in her

i A tracing is in the Apparat of the Berlin Museum (see Kretschraer, Vaseninschriflen, p. 186, Note 2). Cf

Pollak, Zwei Vasen aus der Werkstatt Hierons, pp. 21 ff. and pi. VIII.

2 For the motive of the petasos tilted forward, cf. Hermes, on vase No. 46. ,.,,-.
« Hauser, Jb. d. Arch. Inst. 1895, pp, 161-101, unites the piece given by Htttwig with a fragment ,n Munich.

They evidently belong together. He says that the style of the drawing is that of I he •« Meister mit dem Liebhog

Lysis " or the " Meister mit dem Liebling Laches."
4 For the same inscription, cf. vases Nos. 31 and 49.
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left hand a kettle, in her right a coil of rope. In the field at the left of the girl is

6 n-at? ; on the kettle, kol\ ; on lip of amphora, remains of 6 7rcu?.

62. Kylix : Van Brantegehm Collection, Sale Cat, No. 77 (pi. 28).

Subject : Interior. A nude girl stands profile to right before, a basin, holding a pail

behind her in her right hand, and supporting a bundle of clothes on her left arm.

On the pail, KaXij ; in the field, rj ttous kciXo? (sic).

The following is a list of the vases which have been ascribed to Brygos, but of

eh I have been unable to learn the characteristics

:

1. Kylix : Munich. Cat. No. 596 j Hartwig, Meisterschalen, p. 372.

9 Kylix (unpublishable) : Brussels, Cat, No. 263 j Hartwig, Meisterschakn, p. 328.

3. Kylix : Berlin. Cat. No. 2295.

Subject: Interior. Standing hoplite, and kneeling bowman. Exterior, sides A
iand B. Hoplites and light-armed warriors. The latter on horseback.

The assignment to Brygos of the following vases seems to me open to argument.

1. Kylix
:
British Museum. Cat. E, 66 ; Murray, Designs from Greek Vases, No.

44

;

2 Hartwig, Meisterschakn, p. 443, Note 1 (says that the vase is by the " Master

with the Bald Head"); Furtwangler (Roscher, II, 2162 and 2217, and Berlin Phil.

Woch. 1894, p. 145) assigns it to Brygos. Robert (Pauly-Wissowa, V, 924) gives the

vase to Brygos. Furtwangler and Reichhold, pi. 47.

Subject
:
Interior. Standing, bearded, bald man. Exterior, side A. Dionysos and

Herakles, feasting, attended by satyrs. Exterior, side B. Dionysos reclining, while a

satyr dances to the flute-playing of another.

2. Kylix : Berlin. Cat. No. 2296 ; Arch. Zeit. 1880, pi. 15, p. 177 ff.

Subject
:

Interior. Oriental beside a horse. Exterior, sides A and B. Youths,
in chlamydes and petasoi, with horses.3

i Furtwangler says, « Der Styl ist im Ganzen wie in Detail der des Brygos."
* The exterior is given in a plate of the Brit. Mus. Cat. Vol. Ill, pi. IV. From this it seems unlike the work

of Brygos.

« But two of the characteristics occurring on Brygos' works appear here, - the garment border consisting of a

«^^ stripe with dots on one edge, and the introduction of details to show locality. The
c *"~^ high boots worn by the youth on exterior, side A, are similar to those of the satyr

on the vase given by Hartwig, Meisterschalen, pi. XXXII. But the same style occurs
on vases by Onesimos, Meisterschalen, pis. LIV (interior) and LIII (exterior). The
horse, however, on side A of our vase, resembles the mule on the vase already cited,

Meisterschalen, pi. XXXII (by Brygos). It is to be noted that on none of the vases

. , .
, •

y 0nesimos do the horses have the mane, or " foretop " cut in » bangs " on the fore-
head as is done on this vase. Besides this Onesimos, almost invariably, never brings the nostril of the horse
to the end of the nose. See Fiir. 8f).

a

Figure 89.—(Arch. Zeit.

A)

See Fig. 89.
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Note 1.— Through the kindness of the late Dr. A. S. Murray, who allowed me to have photographs mi le, personally

supervising their making, I am able to reject a vase that Hartwig assigned to Brygos. The vase is Brit. Mus. E, 1(H)

(Hartwig's E, 108), and is a kylix.

The decorations are as follows: Interior. Draped woman, wearing sakkos, stands to right holding a phiale o?tr an

altar partly visible at right. Exterior, A. Bearded man, and two youths, reclining. B, Three reclining youths. Below

A and B is a band of vases, shoes, etc.

The vase possesses none of the ten individual characteristics peculiar to Brygos, and only parts of the eleven groups

by which five vases were added to the list of his works. The drawing, moreover, is so hasty, notably in the Interior picture,

that there is little reason to consider the vase as one of Brygos'. There are, to be sure, certain echoes of his style, such as

the motive of the arm thrown over the head (side B), which appears on No. 44, and that of the flute-player (here reclining)

who turns to play. But these slight resemblances to Brygos' style do not warrant assigning the vase to him. < >ne need

but glance at the faces to be convinced of this.

Note 2.— Under Berlin Cat. No. 2326, Furtwangler describes an aryballos which he says is allied in style to Brygos.

It seems closer to the style of the " Master with the Bald Head." Thus the eyes are staring, and the figure of Achilles is

the same as on a vase by that master. Hartwig, Meisterschalen, pi. XLI.

Addendum.— A fragment of a kylix that should have been incorporated in the list

of the vases by Brygos is to be found illustrated in Hartwig, Mmkrschalen, pi

XXXVI, 4. See also Van Brantegehm Collection, Sale Cat. No. 75.

The frag parts of the torso, head and legs of a dr ped

woman, seated to right, holding in her hands an object (now gone) at which she looks

intently. The fragment is shown to be a work of Brygos by the " intense " expression

of her face.
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The references are to the numbers in the List of Vases, pp. 101-117.

NAMES (INSCRIBED).

Akama[s], 4, signed.

Akrisios, 56.

An[d]romache, 4, signed.

An[ti] machos (?), 4, signed.

Aristokrates, 18.

Astyanax, 4, signed.

Ath]ena[ia, 57.

Babakchos, 8, signed*

Chrysippos, 8, signed.

Demonichos, 18.

Dionysos, 8, signed.

Dromis, 8, signed.

Echon, 8, signed.

Empedion, 57.

Heka[be, 57.

Hera, 8, signed.

Herakles, 8, signed.

Hermes, 8, signed.

Iris, 8, signed.

Mai[nad] (?), 25.

Neoptoljemos, 4, signed

Nephsis, 8, signed.

Nydris, 8, signed.

Orsime[nes, 4, signed.

Phanas, 57.

Polyxone, 4, signed.

Pri[a]m, 4, siLMKMl ; ;>7

Styon, 8, signed.

Terpon, 8, signed.

Zeus Soter, 50.

Zeuxo, 8, signed.

Dipilos, KaXog.

Nikopile, KaXrj.

"LOVE" NAMES.

Pilipos, kolWloto

Pilon, fcaXd?.

WORDS, PHRASES, AND SENTENCES

yo[a]ci9 ayeXrjv (possibly), 15.

cTfJU or ct/xt Kw/xd^oyv V7r avXov OV a£A,a>v, 27

r/ 7rats, 10.

rj 7rcus KaXrjj 54.

KaXrj, 61.

KaXog, 10; 16; 34; 40.

KaAos 6 7rat9 (probably), 50.

6 7rat9, 6; 34; 61 (bis).

6 ww koXo9, 10; 18; 10 (three times); 22; 34;

39; 40; 46; 47; 52; 56.

O 7TCUS KaAos KaXo9
9
52.

6 7rats kczAos vaL\i9
38.

)

(TV

44

SUBJECTS REPRESENTED.

Arming or battle scenes

:

8, signed j 13, 25.

Daily life

:

6, 14, 26, 28, 29, 51, 54, 61.

Mythologic

:

1, 2, 3, 7, signed; 1, 2, 5, 10, 12, 15, 23, 24,

25, 33, 48, 53, 56, 59, 60.

Heroic:

34, 35, 47, 49, 57.

Palaestric

:

8, 9, 21, 37.

Satyr drama:

8, signed.

Symposium scenes

:

5, 6, signed; 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 16, 18, 19, 20,

22, 23, 27, 30, 32, 36, 40, 41. 42, 41, 45, 60, 52,

56, 59. Nos. 6, signed (see note for three more),

and 19 are obscene.

Trojan war cycle

:

2, 3, 4, signed; 6, 17, 35, 43, 46, 47, 48, 57.

i See p. 97.
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THE SPECTRUM OF HYDROGEN IN THE REGION OF EXTREMELY

SHORT WAVE-LENGTH.

INTEODUCTIOK

In a preliminary paper 1 the author has given the wave-length of more than one

idred and thirty lines in the region of the spectrum lying between the values 1850

and 1030 tenth metres It is the object of the present paper to compare the results

obtained by the author with those given by Schumann; to describe the apparatus

used in this research and to call attention to some new facts which have come to light

since the publication of the first notice. The description has been made with some

minuteness in the hope that an exact knowledge of the conditions necessary to success

may prove of value to investigators who work in this field. Some attention has also

been given to earlier and imperfect forms of the apparatus. For the author wishes,

by flagging the pits into which he has fallen, to prevent other investigators from

similar accidents.

The improvement over the method of Schumann which characterizes this research

consists in the introduction of a concave diffraction grating in place of fluorite prism

and lenses, thus permitting the measurement of wave-lengths. The object of continu-

ing the work has been to improve the accuracy of the measurements and to eliminate

from the radiation obtained from a hydrogen tube those frequencies which were due

to impurities.

As it is unsafe to rely upon a process of extrapolation even with a grating

ipectrum, the two-slit method described prev paper 2 ployed The

pectroscope has been altered in construction to permit of all the adjustments

quired for this method and finally the photog plate itself has been bent

to agree in curvature with the arc of the circle on which the spectrum is in

theory formed. Very considerable increase in accuracy has thus been gained

grating with which the work has been done possesses one extremely stron

1 Astrophysical Journal, Vol. XIX, No. 4, 1904.

9 Physical Review, Vol. XVI, No. 5, 1903.

g

The

first
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spectrum, in fact it is to its brilliancy that the success of the research is due. In

spite of the feebleness of the other spectra, however, it has been found possible to

obtain many of the stronger lines between X1550 and X1250 in the second spectrum.

Their measurement therefore forms a valuable check on the numbers obtained by

the two-slit method.

The elimination of the lines due to impurities from the spectrum of hydrogen

necessitates the study of the spectrum of air. As has been set forth in the earlier

paper it is found most convenient to fill the spectroscope itself with pure hydrogen
;

in fact if the lines of the shortest wave-length are to be obtained the light-path must

be entirely in this medium. No window between discharge tube and spectroscope is

permissible. When, however, the spectrum of a gas other than hydrogen is to be

studied a window of fluorite must separate the discharge tube from the spectroscope.

The extent of the spectrum is limited, therefore, by the transparency of colorless

lluorite and the absorption of this substance has formed a necessary part of this

research. As a matter of fact even fluorite of the best quality was found to absorb

all light below wave-length X 1200 ; the study of the spectra of gases other than

hydrogen therefore terminates with this value.

In view of the fact that Schumann made use of two fluorite lenses and a fluorite

prism it seemed extremely probable that his spectrum does not extend below wave-
length X 1200. To test the matter the plates published in the Smithsonian Contribu-
tions to Knowledge No. 1413, have been compared with the normal spectrum obtained
during this research, and it has been found possible to identify a great majority of

the hydrogen lines in this prism spectrum with lines measured by the author. Two
important results follow. First, a scale of wave-lengths has been attached to the
Schumann spectrum, as shown in the half-tone reproductions at the end of this
memoir. Second, as the line of lowest wave-length visible in Schumann's plat
the value X 1267, the present limit X1030 establishes a considerable
spectrum

of

Since the effect of change in the electrical conditions under which a spectrum is
produced is extremely important, the question of the existence of a secondary spectrum

trumf
0g6n m the regl°n °f Sh0rt wave-lenSths ha* ^en examined. No such spec-

X ^OOO^ndT1200

eX1St
; that

^
t0 Bay

' th6re ^ bUt °ne hydr°2en sPectrum between

para?ltl
l0Wing ****^^ * detailed accounfc of the work of which the foregoing

paragraphs may serve as an outline
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THE SPECTROSCOPE.

The apparatus consists of two parts, the spectroscope itself and the vacuum

receiver in which it is enclosed. The spectroscope is formed of a drawn brass lube

9.1 cm. in internal diameter, 96 cm. long, and 1.5 mm. thick, one end of which is pro-

vided with an arrangement for holding the grating while the other end carries the

plate-holder and slits. The grating mounting consists of a square bra-s plate pivoted

to turn about a vertical axis. The grating is held against this plate by springs, while

screws through the back of the plate permit of the necessary adjustment about a

horizontal axis. At the end not occupied by the grating a draw tube fits into the

large tube. Upon the end of this draw tube are mounted the slits and plate-holder in

a manner shown in Plate VI, figs. 1, 2, and 4, and which may be d scribed as follows

A circular brass disc closes the end of the draw tube and is pivoted about the points

A A, fig. 4. The motion of this disc is regulated by the screws X X. Upon the

disc are mounted the two slits S S. The width of the slits is controlled by the usual

screw adjustment. In order to be able to adjust the slits parallel to each other one

of them is mounted in a tube which turns in the disc ; the amount of this twist is

regulated by the lever L.

The plate-holder C is so constructed that several photographs may be taken with-

out withdrawing it from the apparatus. To this end the disc carries two ways D L> \n

which the plate-holder slides. The position of the holder in the ways is controlled b\

the lever E, pivoted about the point F. One end of this lever carries the pin G, while

the other end is provided with an iron armature // The pin G engages one of the

horizontal rods, i, and thus holds the plate-holder in position. To shift this position

it is only necessary to swing the lever about F by means of a magnet exterior to the

apparatus, the pin G then slips past one of the rods, /, and the plate-holder falls by

an amount corresponding to the distance between two rods. The plate-holder is

designed to Dermit the nlate to be bent to the arc of a circle of given curvature.
perm

To this end it is constructed in two parts, the outside case C and the movable

form M. The form (shown withdrawn from the case, fig. 3 ) carries two strips N'N,

whose under sides are cut to the desired curvature, the ends of these strips project

beyond the main body of the form. The plate P is slipped into t

b when unbent, to the curved strips at their middle point

ie form and

The form

drawn into the case by means of the screws 0, the ends of the plate come up

against the shoulders R R, and as the screws are tightened the plate is bent to coin-

cide with the strips N N.
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The apparatus is so constructed that the curve to which the plate is bent passes

li the slits. Light has access to the plate through a slot T cut in the disc,
o"- u"~ "— -~-o

which slot also serves as a diaphragm for the spectrum. A sleeve, U, shields the plate

from scattered light ; and to reduce the reflection from the walls of the tube a set of

circular diaphragms are provided. The whole system, draw tube and large tube, are

blackened inside by the usual process. In the early work it was proposed to enclose the

spectroscope as above described in a large glass tube, but owing to the difficulty of clos-

ing such a receiver air-tight, and owing to the great liability of tubes of this size to

break, the plan was abandoned. The receiver at present in use consists of a drawn

br; b tube 11.3 cm. in diameter, 110 cm. long, and 1.8 mm. thick. It is provided with

two flanges, one at each end, cut from sheet brass and soldered to the tube. The flange

at the end destined to be nearest the grating is closed by a circular brass plate, ground

true, some 17 cm. in diameter. Plates of two kinds have been used to close the other

end of the receiver. In the simpler form shown in Plate VII, fig. 2, a circular brass

disc was only pierced by the two holes destined to admit light to the slits of the spec-

troscope. In the more complex form, fig. 4, a hand hole is also provided through

which the plate-holder may be introduced. This hole is 6.2 cm. in diameter and
is closed air-tight by a conical plug. In order to give this plug a sufficient bearing,

a sleeve some 4.5 cm. high is attached to the face plate. An inlet tube inserted about
midway down the length of the receiver serves to exhaust the air; a wooden frame
holds the apparatus horizontal. To facilitate the handling and development of the dry
plates the end of the receiver is inserted in a small dark room. Plate VII, fig. 1, shows
the appearance of this arrangement. Into the receiver thus described the spectroscope
is slipped, small hard rubber-legs hold it in a central position. Plate VII, fig. 3, shows
the end of the apparatus with the face plate removed.

^

The concave grating with which the work has been done was ruled in 1903 on the
improved engine at Johns Hopkins University; The material is the usual speculum
metal, the radius 97 cm.

; there are 15,028 lines to the inch. The diamond point was
selected with the object of throwing as much of the light as possible into one spectrum,
lo the great success which attended this effort the results of the work are due, for the
instrument possesses one first spectrum of extreme brilliancy.

s the experiment is carried on in an atmosphere of hydrogen the preparation of
ie gas 18 nt factor> Zbc and hydrochlor

.

c add Qf ^^ _
EllTitr*"^ The *» is P-ed over potassium hydrate and

water. Leiore the gas is admitted to the spectroscope it is dried
cnlonde and phosphorous pentoxide. The drying tubes are protected at

greatest com-

lected over distilled
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each end by a stop-cock, thus the gas does not flow through the system directly but

stands over the material for some minutes before entering the spectre- :ope. The pei

feet dry of the gas is necessary for the success of All connections l>e

tween hydrogen apparatus, tubes, and spectroscope are of glass. The exhaustion is

effected by a " Geryk" oil pump driven by an electric motor, the pressure is read by a

McLeod gauge properly protected by drying tubes. Here again all connections arc of

glass. All air admitted to the spectroscope is passed through a separate set of drying

tubes. These precautions have been found necessary to prevent the appearance of ab>

sorption bands. The joint between the brass receiver and the system of glass tubing

is made by a glass sleeve sealed with De Kotenski cement. Though this form of joint

leaves something to be desired, nothing better has as yet been devised.

The use of a discharge tube separated from the receiver by a fluorite window neces-

sitates a separate pumping system, for the tube must be exhausted apart from the

receiver and filled with the gas to be studied. For this purpose a mercury pump by

Kiss of Buda-Pesth has been used. The hydrogen is made electrolytically from a solu-

tion of barium hydrate and is dried over phosphorous pentoxide.

The form of the discharge tube depends upon the manner of

making the experiment. If the tube is to communicate directh

with the receiver so that the whole apparatus is fdled from the

receiver with hydrogen, the usual form of capillary tube with

ring electrodes

were follow

is employed. The dimensions in a typical case

: Length of capillary 6.4 cm., internal diameter

2.5 mm., diameter of electrodes 1.6 distance of mouth of tube

to electrode 4.5 cm. This last dimension is of special importance,

since if it be made too small the discharge from the tube spreads

into the receiver and produces fog, and if it be made too large

intensity of illumination is sacrificed.

If the tube is to be separated from the receiver by a window and

is to be separately exhausted, a special form is used. (Fig. 1.) Here

the end of the internal capillary is brought as near the fluorite window as may be

without undue heating. A device of this type not only brings the ource of light near

to the slit of the spectroscope but reduces the absorption in the tube itself to a

Fig. 1-

min-

imum. The last advantage is a most important one in dealing with gases such as

air which absorb strongly. The electrodes in both forms of tube were usually of alu-

minum, but iron and copper have also been tried.

9
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ADJUSTMENT.

After the spectroscope is placed in the receiver the grating is turned until that

part of the first spectrum to be investigated falls on the photographic plate. The

arrangement of two slits serves a double purpose, as by it either the method of shifted

spectra or the second spectrum comparison method may be used, without altering the

position of the grating. For no matter which method is to be employed the grating

is so placed that light from the right hand slit gives the region of short wave-length

in the first spectrum, while by illuminating the left hand slit a shifted first spectrum is

obtained superposed upon a shifted second spectrum. The dimensions of the apparatus

are such that when the longest wave-length which falls on the plate from the right
o

hand slit lies in the region of 1900 Angstroms, the longest wave-length in the shifted

first spectrum has a value of about 3100 Angstroms. Observation of lines in the

shifted spectrum serves, therefore, as a simple test of the exact position of the grat-

ing. When this position has once been reached the erratinsr end of the receiver is&*""~o
closed, a very little vaseline being used in the joint, and the edge is looted with shel-

lac or De Kotenski cement of the softer kind. It next becomes necessary to prepare

face plate. If the shifted spectrum method is to be employed pi

consists in covering that hole which is to admit light to the left hand slit with a
quartz window and to seal the discharge tube over the right hand opening. This last

adjustment is a tedious one, for the mouth of the discharge tube must be ground at
such an angle that the capillary lies in the line determined by the slit and the grating
centre. This can only be done by trial. When the correct angle has been arrived at
the tube is fastened to the face plate with De Kotenski cement. To insure a stroi
joint the brass surface must be heated during the operation. The face plate with t]

tube thus attached is rubbed evenly with a little white vaseline and applied to the
flange of the receiver. Here great care must of course be used that the tube is in line

To facilitate this operation, tubes of both forms are made double ended,

o

the

they have a quartz window by means of which it is possibl
capillary to the slit and

look th 6

Once in position the pi
clamped and the edge looted with cement. Plate VII, fig. 4, illustrates the appe
~ of the more improved form of plate and discharge tube in position.
The fact that the end of i dark closet permits the plate-holde

fo? t!
1

",
, IT

°l the SPeCtrosc°Pe th™S» the hand-hole without danger of

jo:; aLtz,;r t*
by th

;
conicaI ph,g and around the edge of the

spread. The apparatus is now ready to exhaust. If no window
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is used between discharge tube aud spectroscope both parts of the apparatus are of

course exhausted together and both are filled with hydrogen together. If a window

separates the two, the tube must be exhausted by the mercury pump and filled from

the separate supply of hydrogen. In either case the most laborious part of the adjust-

ment lies still ahead, for the spectra from both slits must be in focus at the .same time

and the position of the plate-holder can only be

determined by trial. It is therefore necessary to

take a series of spectrographs, removing the face

plate after every trial in order to change the ad-

justment of the spectroscope, and replacing the plate

on each occasion air-tight in order to exhaust and

fill with hydrogen. As can be easily understood

from the figure, that the conditions of adjustment

should be fulfilled both slits must lie on the circle

whose diameter is the grating's radius of curvature

and the plate must form a part of the arc of this

circle. By construction, the curve to which the plate

is bent passes through the slits. There are then two degrees of freedom of adjustment

the draw tube can be run in and out and the disc can be turned about the axis A A

these two motions will suffice to bring the slits and plate into their correct theoreti

cal positions.

Tedious as is the method of trial above described it has seemed better to adopt i

Fig. 2.

•

complicate the apparatus by the introduction of de .-

focus from outside the receiver. Such devices might permit the focus to be changed

without admitting the air, but the author is not at present prepared to face the problem

of moving joints which must be maintained air-tight. Once the spectroscope i> in ad-

justment the face plate, if it is of the improved form, can remain permanently in place.

As regards pumping the apparatus, and as to the extent to which it is necessary

to wash with hvdroeen with a direct connected discharge tube, the following example

_ The receiver and drying tubes were first exhausted to .7 mm. of

The tubes were then shut off and filled with hydrogen ;
after the gas had

may be of

mercury.

stood over the drying material for two or three minutes it was admitted to the re-

ceiver. A second filling of hydrogen was let into the drying tubes and in turn run

into the receiver. The tubes are of such a capacity that two fillings raise the pressure

by about 15 cm. of mercury. The pump was then applied and the pressure reduced

to .45 mm. j hydrogen was admitted, the pump again applied until the pressure again
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reached about .45 mm. and an equal amount of hydrogen was for the third time

admitted. It was usual to repeat this process of washing at least four times before

a photograph was tried.

In making the exposure the end on tube was excited by the transformer described

in the previous paper. For the best results that pressure was chosen which gave a

brilliant discharge in the tube without being so low as to permit the glow to spread

from the tube into the spectroscope. The best value for the pressure under the condi-

tions was in the neighborhood of 1.5 mm. The receiver was generally pumped to

this pressure before the tube was excited.

I n a plate such as that previously published, where several spectra appear upon one

negative, it was usual to allow a fresh supply of hydrogen to enter the receiver be-

tween each exposure. Thus after the plate-holder has been lowered by the magnetic

device the receiver is repumped. It is just to suppose that the gas in the apparatus

is much purer during the last exposure than during the first. The effect of this in-

creased purity upon the nature of the spectra themselves has been noted in the former
article, unfortunately the reproduction did not show the effect at all well, though it

was extremely clear upon the original negative.

The process of washing, pumping, and rewashing is of necessity a tedious one and
generally occupied the better part of a day. Schumann has observed that the appear-
ance of the hydrogen spectrum in its visible part was no criterion of its purity as
observed in the region of short wave-length. It may be of interest to add, neverthe-
less, that the discharge tube when properly washed with hydrogen showed the many
line spectrum of that gas in a state of considerable purity. The appearance of air
lines was always a sure warning, if a discharge tube without a window was used, that
the spectrum on the photographic plate would be extremely feeble.

In work of this kind it is found almost impossible to make the receiver absolutely
air-tight. In fact some of the most successful of the early plates were obtained in the
presence of a slight leak. Under the circumstances the magnitude of this leak1—

s
of importance. For example, the plate of the previous article was obtained
surpnsmgly large leak of 0.2 mm. in an hour, showing that perfect tig

g with
of the apparatus was not necessary when prope

ofZmuof'

hrrT ""^ W" t0 be exhailsfced Wow .1 mm. the leak must

and wl las I I T^ ^ "" b "*"« the face plate secured this result

oeen said about the purity of the gas in the receiver and the
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amount of washing necessary to secure it remains of course true. To this is now-

added the trouble of pumping and filling the discharge tube with whatever gas may

be under examination. The gas in the discharge tube, however, may be used over a

considerable range of pressure, for the presence of the fluorite window prevents the

discharge from spreading into the spectroscope. In practice the pressures varied in

different experiments from 2 mm. to .5 mm. The pressure in the receiver was usually

reduced to 0.1 mm., though if the hydrogen be pure so low a pressure is not at all

necessary. The width of slit used varied from .09 mm. in the case of the crude plate

published in a former article to about .025 mm. in the case of the fine plates from

which measurements have been made.

The time of exposure for the hydrogen spectrum varies between five and thirty

minutes according to the width of slit and the sensitiveness of the plate.

DRY PLATES.

Little can be added to Schumann's description 3 of the manufacture of the spec

dry plates necessary in this work. The first part of the research was carried on wi

plates prepared from glass 1.5 to 2 mm. in thickness. When the form of the spect

scope was

special sheets of thin glass were required. In order that the emulsion may flow evenly

the plates must be very flat. This necessity of flatness together with the mech

improved and it became necessary to bend the plates to the arc of

difficulties of grinding put a limit of the sheets. In practice plat

I

8.8 x 13 cm. and between .4 and .5 mm. thick are flowed and when dry are i

small pieces 2.6 x 4.4 cm.

One slight departure from the method of Schumann has been found ad

each plate was separately supported on legs during the process of flowing.

way if the emulsion run over the edge of one plate, only that plate is spoiled
;

while

if all the plates are on one levelling table a disaster to one may result in the over-

flow of all.

In development the author has used ortol with good results. Here, as has been

remarked by Schumann, the strength of the developer must be regulated by the age

of the plate. The addition of ice is a very necessary part of the process. The follow-

•tions are suitable to plates six months to a year in age
:
Ortol A, 1 part,

B 2 parts, Water 2 parts, ice about 1 part.4

» Ann. der Physik. Vol. 5, p. 349. 1901.

4 A . Water 1000 cc B. Water . . 2000 cc.

Metabisulphate of Potash 7.5 gr. Pot. Carb. 120 grs.

Ortol ...... 15 gr- Sod. Sulphite g»
Hyp©. 1 to 20 20 cc.

ing propo
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ELECTRIC APPARATUS.

METHOD OF TESTING FLUORITE.

In order to provide a window of the greatest possible transparency for the dis-

charge tube, in those cases where the spectra of gases other than hydrogen were to be
examined, it was necessary to test various specimens of fluorite which the author had
at his disposal. The method was as follows : The piece under trial was attached to
the plate-holder at the end of an arm in such a way that it projected to the right of
the ways in which the holder moves. The length and shape of the arm was so ad-
justed that when the plate-holder was at its highest position the fluorite was just
above the right hand slit, but when the holder had been allowed to fall the fluorite
slab fell with it and came between the slit and the mouth of the discharge tube. The

and filled with hydrogen in the usual way, rather a wide slit
was used. A photograph was then taken with the plate-holder at its highest position,
thus the light path lay entirely iu hydrogen. Next, by means of the magnetic device,
the plate-holder was allowed to fall until the specimen of fluorite came in front of the
s it, the light from the tube now passed through the fluorite before reaching the slit.W comparing the two spectra, obtained one below the other on the same plate, the
point in the spectrum at which the specimen cut off the light could be easi
determined. &

exhausted

The electric apparatus used to excite the discharge tube has in almost all cases

consisted of a transformer run from the 60 cycle 110 volt alternating circuit and pro-

vided with a suitable rheostat in the primary. When such a transformer is used with

a discharge tube containing gas at pressures from 1 to .1 mm. the addition of capacity

across the terminals of the tube produces— with most gases— very little effect on

the nature of the discharge because the low resistance of the tube after the current

has once begun to pass does not permit the condensers to charge. If a spark gap be
j

introduced in series with the tube this difficulty is of course obviated. In all the

earlier work no gap was used so the spectra obtained were due to a discharge practi-

cally without capacity. The capacity when introduced consists of glass plates coated

with tin-foil and has a value of perhaps .005 microfarads. In some of the work a coil

with a mechanical break taking 12 volts and 5 amperes in the primary has been sub-

stituted for the transformer. In the case of the metallic spectra used for comparison
the spark has of course been brightened by the use of capacity.
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Six circular plates of white fiuorite 3 mm. thick and 2.5 cm. in diameter, and two

plates 2 mm. thick— all from Zeiss of Jena— have been tested, with the result that,

while none of them are absolutely opaque to light below \1G00, their transparency

varies very much. In no case, however, was any line of wave-length shorter than

X 1200 obtained, and of the eight pieces but two showed this transparency. Tl *

abrupt nature of the absorption at this point is well shown by spectra II and III in

Plate VIII. II was taken with the internal capillary discharge tube and fiuorite win-

dow, III with no window between tube and slit. The author is not of course prepar. 1

to say that no fiuorite does exist transparent to light below XI 200, he can only say

that of the best specimens obtainable up to the present, but two show even this

limited transparency. The discovery of some substance transparent to light of the

very shortest wave-length known to exist would be an important Step. For our

knowledge of the spectra of gases other than hydrogen is at present limited by the

transparency of fiuorite.

The effect of the thickness of the fiuorite window was tested by taking a series of

spectrographs through one of the two best specimens and then reducing the thickness

of the piece from 3 to 0.9 mm. A second series taken through this thinner window

showed no extension of the spectrum whatsoever. This is a result which might have

been expected from the work of Schumann and which confirms, for this region, that

slow increase of absorption with thickness which has been observed in other parts of

the spectrum.

ABSORPTION OF THE AIR.

The absorption of the air is the important factor in all investigations which have

do with radiations of short wave-length. Cornu was the first n

systematically, but Sch tly extended the work and has given

data on the relation of length of air path to the limit of the spectrum. His method

was to interpose a cell whose thickness could be varied between his source of light

and the slit of his spectroscope. This cell was filled with air at atmospheric

pressure.

There is not much to add. The method here employed was as follows
:

The

discharge tube was separated from the spectroscope by a fiuorite window and pectro-

air in the receiver. Thus the light from the discharge tube
graphs were taken with

sed a layer of fiuorite and then passed through air to the grating and back

the photographic plate-a distance of about 200 cm. By taking a series of spectro-

graphs at different pressures the variation of the absorption with pressure could be
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observed. At the very beginning of the investigation the author was confronted by a
puzzling and persistent phenomenon— the absorption of the air appeared to be

selective, not total. For a broad absorption band appeared between A 1790 and
\15")0 and remained undisturbed even when the pressure had been reduced to

.17 mm. At this point the air permitted the remainder of the spectrum to pass

nearly down to the limit of transparency of the fluorite window. It was only after

the receiver had been frequently washed with carefully dried air that the absorption
band disappeared. The phenomenon is therefore due to some impurity— possibly

something which comes from the brass of which the receiver is made, and which only
persistent pumping will remove.

It is not perfectly satisfactory to compare the values obtained by Schumann, which
are given in terms of the absorption of a column of air at atmospheric pressure, with

obtained by Tt may be of some interest to point out, however, th
if the lengths of two equivalent air paths are to each other inversely as their
corresponding pressures, the column of air in the receiver at .17 mm. pressure 200
cm. long is about equivalent to a column at atmospheric pressure 0.4 mm. in
length. Now, when the receiver was at this low pressure, light of wave-length
trifle below X1400 was recorded on the photographic plate. It appears, therefore,
that a column of air 0.4 mm. long will permit light of this short wave-length to
pass in sufficient intensity to affect a photographic plate under the conditions of
the experiment.

The expression of the absorption of the air in anything like an absolute system is
a very d.fflcnlt matter. The point of practical interest in this part of the research is
the advantage of an atmosphere of hydrogen in the receiver. It is not easy to

pparatus to a sufficient degree of transparency, but by successive wash-

largely eliminated

ydrogen the last traces of air can be removed and its absorpt •y

PURITY OF THE SPECTRUM.
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tube is pumped and repeatedly washed with hydrogen, certain characteristic bands

are bound to make their appearance to a greater or less degree. The nature of these

bands is unfortunately only too clearly seen in spectrum II of Plate VI 11. If. liowev r,

the tube communicates directly with the receiver and is filled with hydrogen along

with it, these bands maybe totally absent. Schumann has observed their presence

and ascribes them to carbon monoxide. On this point the author cannot yet be sure

;

certain it is, however, that they occur strongly in the spectrum of the air. (Compare

spectra I and II, plate VIII.)

The means used to produce the hydrogen for the discharge tube have been varied.

Zinc and hydrochloric acid, and electrolytic action in both dilute sulphuric acid and

on barium hydrate solution have served as sources for the gas. Various shapes of

discharge tube have been tried, both closed and communicating directly with the re-

ceiver. Aluminum, copper, and iron have been used as the material of the electrodes

which in turn have been of various dimensions. The comparison of the plat - taken

under the above conditions serves as an excellent test of the true source of the radia-

tions supposed to be due to hydrogen.

In addition, the spectra obtained by exciting the discharge tube when filled with

air at pressures between 2 and .5 mm. have been compared with the spectra obtained

when the same tube was filled with hydrogen. The lines found to be common to the

two spectra have been eliminated as due to the air itself or to some impurity. Such

a process may result in the loss of a few true hydrogen lines but what remain can be

safely attributed to that gas. Finally, this matter has been checked by a rtttdy of the

behavior of suspected lines as the purity of the hydrogen in the discharge tube is in-

creased. It must be remembered that the elimination of lines due to impurities by

comparison of the air and hydrogen spectra can only be applied to those rad

for which fluorite

table of wave-lengths given at the end of this paper

The results are to be found

The general appearance of the spectrum may be described as follows
:

Between

X2000 and X 1675 the author can find no trace of radiation due to hydrogen, but he

is not prepared to assert that a faint continuous spectrum may not exist. From

X1675, however, the spectrum consists of a multitude of very fine lines with a maxi-

mum of intensity near X 1600. Near X 1300 something very like an absorption band

occurs, due, perhaps, to some slight trace of impurity in the gas, but always present no

matter under what conditions the gas may be produced or examined. Lines are visibl

in this band but they are very feeble. The lines beyond the region limited by the

absorption of fluorite are some of them as strong as any in the spectrum. The low. t
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measured wave-length has the value X 1030.8 but beyond this there are some very

faint lines whose wave-length must be between X 1000 and X 1010. At present these

lines form the limit of the spectrum.

The nitrogen-like appearance of the spectrum of air shown in fig. 1, Plate VIII

deserves attention. The fluted bands are beautifully clear in the original negative

and their gen be seen in the reproduct

EFFECT OF CAPACITY ON THE SPECTEA.

The spectra both of air and hydrogen were obtained with no capacity in circuit

with the discharge tube beyond that afforded by the connections of the apparatus.

The effect of capacity on the spectrum of both gases in the visible is so striking, how-

ever, that it seemed worth while to study the phenomenon in this new region of short

wave-length. Moreover, the recent attempts which have been made to extract from

the change in spectrum with change in condition some evidence as to the nature of

the vibrating system of electrons, make such experiments doubly interesting. For in

on we are dealing with vibrations more than three times as rapid asthis new reg

V P

those studied in the visible spectrum. This difference in rapidity might well be

expected to differentiate the effect produced by a given change of condition on the

visible spectrum from the effect produced by the same change on the region between
X 2000 and X 1030. It is even possible to conceive that this differentiation might
throw some light on the vibrating system itself.

The research is unfortunately beset with mechanical difficulties. Reference has
already been made to the trouble experienced from the spreading of the discha
into the spectroscope and the resulting fog produced on the photographic plate. This
difficulty is increased a hundred fold if a disruptive discharge is sent through the tube,
for in this case the whole interior of the spectroscope seems to become luminous and
a total fogging of the plate results. With great care as to regulation of pressure some
spectrographs have been obtained, but they have never been perfectly satisfactory,
since even if but a single spectrograph is taken on a plate the time of exposure must
be short. When the investigator turns from the direct connected discharge tube to

dosed from the receiver by a fluorite plate he is confronted by a new difficulty.
The fog indeed is prevented, but after

disci large dep
of the disrupti

film on the fluorite window and renders it totally opaque
T us fita need be hardly visible by transmitted light and yet it will be thick ««,absorb all wave-lengths below X 1800. The material of the electrode exercises of cc
a pronounced mfluence, but even with aluminum, which shows the effect the least
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result is as above described. The annoyance of disconnecting the discharge tube from
*

its pump, removing the face plate from the receiver, detaching the dischar: tube from

the face plate and cleaning the window, followed by the same set of operations in the

inverse order, must be experienced to be thoroughly appreciated. When it is remem-

bered that with a disruptive discharge this process must be gone through after about

four exposures the difficulty of this part of the research will be understood.

In practice the discharge tube was filled with hydrogen and a spectrograph taken

without capacity, next a spark gap was introduced in series with the tube, and capacity

was put in parallel until the gas showed the four line spectrum clearly. The appear-

ance of the tube was constantly watched with a direct vision spectroscope.

A similar set of experiments were tried for air. In both cases the material of the

electrodes was altered in various experiments. It is important to observe that the

nature of the electrode does not seem to affect the nature of the phenomena.

The effect of the introduction of capacity with hydrogen is to introduce five sets of

new lines. These lines lie between X 1900 and X 1400 ; under favorable circumst anc<^

they are strong and characteristic. The appearance of the principal spectrum remains

unaltered, except for a very slight weakening.

The effect of capacity on the spectrum of air is very different. The band spec-

trum is weakened to such an extent as to be almost wholly destroyed and five sets of

new lines are introduced. These new or secondary lines are identical with those which

appear in hydrogen. Though some of these lines are always present both in hydrogen

and in air, with the disruptive discharge, they vary very much in intensity from ex-

periment to experiment. This variation with the condition of the research, add. d to

fact that the secondary lines appear both in hydrogen and 1 nake

certain that they owe their origin to some impurity common to both gases. The

nature of this impurity can only be decided after the spectra of the other principal

gases have been examined. At present it seems safe to state that (1) there i no second-

ary spectrum of hydrogen in the region below X2000; (2) that the introduction of

capacity almost totally destroys even the primary spectrum of air
; (3) that new an

characteristic lines do both air and hydrogen, and that

lines are probably due to some impurity. In weighing the evidence here presented it

must be remembered that these results have been checked by experiments performed

under very varying conditions. The pressure and purity of the gases, the shape and

character of the discharge tube, the material of the electrodes, and the time of ex-

posure are all factors which have undergone investigation.

v
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METHODS OF MEASUREMENT.

The methods used were two in number. The values of all the lines were first ob-

tained by the two-slit method and these values were then checked by obtaining the

stronger lines in the second spectrum and comparing their positions with known iron

lines in the first spectrum. For this last purpose the first and second spectra obtained

from the left hand slit were employed.

The two-slit method has been described elsewhere, but a brief account of its theory

d its limitations may not be out of place h If 8 and #', be placed

whose diameter is the grating's radius of curvature, the illumination of these

slits by white light will give rise to the images /

and /'. To each of these images a set of spectra

will correspond. For the present purpose suf-

Fig. 3.

ficient to concentrate the attention on the two first

spectra. It is evident that these two spectra will

be shifted with respect to each other by an amount

depending on the distance between the slits. If a

photographic plate be placed between S and S', and

if the height of these slits be properly adjusted, one

of these spectra will be superposed upon the other.

At a given point, P on the plate, the light brought

to focus f S will be of a sho wave-length

than that from S'. If the sources of light be so selected that the wave-lengths in both

spectra arriving at P have known values, then the shift of one spectrum with respect

may be determined by comparison of If the apparatus
adjustment both spectra are in focus upon the same circle and the amount by wh
one spectrum is shifted over the other is a constant quantity ; that is to say, if

shift is determined by comparing known lines at one end of

the same value at the other end.

method depends.

the plate, it must have

It is upon this property that success in the use of

It next becomes of importance to inquire

influence the
extent small

tancy of the shift

of adjust

Here the nature of the method upon

remembered

the observer must rely in determining the perfection of this adjustment must be
bered. I he onlv tipap.t.inn.l tao f ~^-;-*.. • ,i -, . . . , .

•

pectra

nly practical test consists in the sharpness of focus of the tw
It is the object then to so manage matters that both spectra shall be in per-

fect focus throughout the plate's length and The vital questior
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once suggests itself: Is this test sufficiently delicate for the present purpose? If very

accurate results are required the question must be answered in the negative. A little

consideration makes it obvious that the relative position of the images J and /', and

hence the shift, changes with the focus more rapidly than can usually be detected

the change in sharpness of the lines. In other words, if the shift were given, the proper

focus could be accurately determined, but if the sharpness of focus must be relied on,

then the true shift can only be approximately inferred. Or again, for practical pur-

poses, the apparent shift varies slightly more rapidly with variation in adjustment

than does the sharpness of the spectral lines. The foregoing is, of course, somewhat

dependent on the manner in which the adjustment is made. In the apparatus in

question the slits and the photographic plate are rigidly fixed on the arc of a circle.

This arc is capable of being thrust in or out parallel to itself along a line connecting

the centre of the grating and the centre of the photographic plate ;
it is also capable

of rotation about its middle point. By these two movements perfect adjustment can

be attained, but the test of this adjustment is not absolutely adequate.

The practical application of the method is as follows: The spectrum f

selected for comparison work. The grating was so turned that known lines in the

spectrum of aluminum fell upon one end of the plate when the right hand or direct

was illuminated by light from a spark between terminals of the metal. The shift

a

of the principal spectrum with respect to the comparison spectrum was then deL.

mined by comparing the positions of these lines in aluminum with known lines in the

spectrum of iron. In order to insure accuracy this shift determination was recorded

on the same plate as the spectrum of hydrogen whose lines were to be measured.

This was conveniently brought about by admitting the light from the aluminum spark

directly through the discharge tube, for which purpose the tube was fitted

window of quartz at the end not attached to the face plate. Upon the spectrum to

be measured was superposed the comparison spectrum of iron, and in this spectrum

fiducial lines were selected. The relative value of these lines was then obtain. I by

subtracting the shift from their real value, previously corrected ^ nflnn. These

relative values were then used as points of departure to deter igths of

the unknown gas spectrum. In practice ft was 1180 A

point in the iron spectrum falling on say X 1400 of the gas spectrum has

of 1400 + 1180 = 2580 Angstroms.

Owing to the dimensions of the plate only a region of about 760 tenth mc

be photographed at one time. Thus if the aluminum line 1935.29 falls upon

me of the plate the d corresponds to wave-length U175. I" order to
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investigate light of shorter wave-length than this value it is necessary to turn the grat-

ing, a process which necessitates a slight change in the adjustment of slits and plate.

To check the values obtained in the above manner lines of short wave-length

were obtained in the second spectrum. For this purpose the left hand slit was

covered by a discharge tube without a window and the whole apparatus was filled

with hydrogen exactly as usual. Owing to the feeble character of the second spec-

trum only the stronger lines between X1550 and X1200 could be photographed.

Their position was determined by comparison with first spectrum iron lines obtained

from light which had passed directly through the discharge tube. The average differ-

ence between the values obtained by the two methods is 0.3 Angstrom unit.

The plates have been measured on an engine made by Wolz of Bonn after the

design by Kayser. The screw has been calibrated and proves to be of an accuracy

far greater than this work demands. The intensities of the lines have been estimated,

first, by observations made under the reading microscope, and, second, by projecting

the spectrum on a screen. The latter method has the advantage that the whole

pectrum is before the observer at one time. The values were estimated from plates

aken without a fluorite window. The tables are divided into two parts. In the first

lmi

second

given 310 lines lying in that region from which it has been possible to

lines due to impurities. The error should not be greater than 0.3 Angstrom. In

beyond the transparency of fluorite ; their orig
not absolutely known, but they are probably due to hydrogen, since they were obtained
when the discharge tube was connected directly with the spectroscope, a condition
under which air lines rarely occur. The error in these values should not be greater
than one unit. The values of the iron lines are from the measurements of Exner and
Ilaschek as given in Watts' Tables ;* the correction to

The wave-lengths of the aluminum lines are from the measurements of Ed

vacuum came from the same

d Val

The agreement between the tables and the numbers given in the " Preliminary
Measurements" is well within the accuracy claimed for the earlier values.

SCHUMANN'S SPECTRUM.

In order to compare the prismatic spectrum obtained by Schumann with the values
ot the table the twelve plates published in the Smithsonian Memoir 7 were cut out and
pasted together. The resulting spectrum, some 127 cm. long was placed ,

6 Index of Spectra, W. M. Watts, Appendix J.
Bemftge zur Photochemie, p. 388.

7 Smithsonian Contributions, No. 1413.

pon
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movable stand and the grating spectrum was projected upon it by means of a lens.

By changing the magnification so as to keep step with the dispersion the strong lines

on the one spectrum were identified with those in the other from X 1074 to X1269

without the least difficulty. From the values thus obtained interpolation curves were

drawn for each one of the twelve plates separately and by means of these curves a

scale of Angstrom units was attached to each of the twelve illustrations. By the per-

mission of Dr. Schumann and through the kindness of Professor Langley of the Smith-

sonian Institution the half-tone reproductions which appear at the end of this memoir

were then made from these illustrations. They by no means do justice to the fine

originals, but considering the difficulty of the process they may be considered fairly

satisfactory.

The agreement between the author's measured values and the prismatic lines is

extremely gratifying. Of the two hundred and eighty-five lines given in the tobies

all but three or four are found in Schumann's plates. There are, however, a consider-

able number of fainter lines in the prismatic spectrum not visible in the plate

obtained with the grating. Moreover, owing to the fineness of the slit, and the great

dispersion used by Schumann some of the single lines of the table are seen by compari-

son with the prismatic spectrum, to consist of doublets

The excellent agreement betw pectra obtained under such differ

conditions makes the existence of any chance impurity very improbable.

The extreme line in Schumann's map has the value X 1266.9. That author has

stated that he obtained some lines too faint to reproduce ;
from the angles given it is

difficult to calculate their exact wave-length, but it seems improbable that they should

have a value much below X 1230. In this connection it is interesting to note that the

calculation of Martins • from the Kettler-Helmholtz formula for fluonte was not far

wrong.

LIMIT OF THE SPECTRUM.

It may well be asked,- to what is the present limit of the spectrum due ? There

ar? several causes which go to make up an answer to this question.

A much longer exposure might result in the discovery of new lines; unluckily

difficulties in the way of this seemingly simple step. For, as has been pre

viously stated, with a windowless tube there is a great tendency for the discharge to

spread into the receiver and cause fatal fogging of the plate. No plan has so far been

devised to obviate this difficulty and up to the present the length of exposure has

• Smithsonian Contributions, 1415, p. H.

I F. P. Martins Ann. der Physik, W01. Heft IL, p. BIS.
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been limited by it. Besides this mechanical difficulty several other possible agents

may exert an influence. Speculum metal may cease to reflect in the region near

X 1000 ; that it reflects so well down to this point is surprising. The Schumann

plates may cease to be sensitive. Small impurities in the hydrogen may exercise con-

siderable absorption. Only experiments on metallic reflection, on the manufacture of

plates and on the purification of gases can answer these questions. The author sees

no insurmountable difficulty, however, to the still further extension of the spectrum.

RESULTS.

The results arrived at in this memoir may be set forth as follows

:

I. The spectrum has been extended from the limit obtained by Schumann to the

value X 1030.

II. The lines in the spectrum of hydrogen have been measured accurately from

X 2000 to X 1228, and the values of the principal lines to X 1030 have been determined.

III. The nature of the spectrum of air has been investigated.

IV. The limit of transparency of certain specimens of white fluorite has been

obtained.

V. The effect of the disruptive discharge on the spectra of hydrogen and air lias

been studied, and the absence of a secondary spectrum of hydrogen established in the

O below X 2000

VI Wave-lengths have been attached to the spectrographs obtained by Schu

Much of this research has been carried on with the help of a grant from the Bache
Fund. The permission to reproduce the plates from the Smithsonian Contributions is

due to the kindness of the Secretary of that Institution.
It is impossible to conclude this memoir without some tribute to the man whose

name will be always associated with the region of short wave-lengths which he dis-

covered, and it is with the greatest pi

and inspiration he has received from the friendship of Dr. Victor Scl

author acknowledges the help

JEFFERSON PHYSICAL LABORATORY,
Harvard University, Dec. 27, 1905.
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SPECTRUM OF HYDROGEN.

Measured by a Diffraction Grating.
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SPECTRUM OF HYDROGEN. — Continued.
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Plate in

Reproduction of Schumann's hydrogen spectrum from the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge

No. 1413, with a scale of wave-lengths from the author's measurements.
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MOKUAWEOWEO AT NlGHT.

Compare with Figure 18 taken at about the same date.
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LUNAR AND HAWAIIAN PHYSICAL FEATURES COMIWKKI)
!

The lunar surface presents such a strong contrast to the more thickly populated

portions of the Earth, that little resemblance between them can be traced. It has

therefore naturally proved very difficult to explain the nature and origin of many of

the features of our satellite. Even those of our volcanic regions which have been

most extensively studied, show little analogy to the Moon. There are other regions,

however, notably in the Hawaiian Islands, where an entirely different class of volcanic

phenomena are exhibited. These it is now found bear a striking resemblance in some

respects to what we find upon our satellite. Although the Hawaiian craters are mostly

extinct, or at present inactive, yet they are the only ones known of this type exhibit-

ing any activity whatever.

In view of these facts the writer determined to visit the Hawaiian Islands in the

summer of 1905, and study their volcanic features with especial reference to those

found upon the Moon. In Hawaii a considerable number of the craters are of the

engulfment type, as distinguished from those of the explosive type, so well developed

in southern Europe. In the latter class a high truncated cone is built up by mild

eruptions of steam and cinders, sometimes alternating with lava. At long intervals

violent explosions occur, which sometimes blow away a large portion of the summit,

thus entirely changing the shape of the mountain. Such an explosion of steam

occurred in Vesuvius at the time of the destruction of Pompeii, and a still more violent

one in Krakatoa in 1883. Nothing whatever of this sort is found upon the Moon. In

volcanoes of the engulfment type on the other hand, comparatively little steam is

evolved, often there is no exterior cone, and the craters enlarge quietly by the crack-

ing off and falling in of their walls.

The Hawaiian structures, although similar to those of the Moon, are comparatively

on a very small scale, and their dimensions must often be multiplied by a factor of

from 100 in the case of the older craters, to 300 in the case of the more recent ones,

in order to equal the dimensions of the similar formations found upon our satellite.

This applies especially to horizontal distances,— vertically a factor of from 10 to

20 more nearly represents the proper proportion.
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The force of gravitation at the surface of the Moon is but one-sixth as great as it is

upon the Earth, and this difference is usually given as the cause of the great compara-

tive size of the lunar formations. On the old theory that the lunar craters were due

to explosions of steam, like our explosive volcanoes, it was evident that matter

expelled from a crater vent could be thrown six times as far as upon the Earth.

Although this theory is now practically abandoned, gravitation would still have an

influence on the relative size, since a cliff or pinnacle upon the Moon could be six

times the height of one upon the Earth, and yet exert no greater crushing force on

the material beneath it. Still it is very evident that this explanation alone is inade-

quate to account for the great difference in size actually observed.

The facts seem to be that we are really trying to compare objects formed under

entirely different conditions. The larger craters on the Moon came into existence

when the thin, solid crust covering the molten interior was, owing to the solidifica-

tion and contraction of the crust, much too small to contain the liquid material.

The craters were therefore formed by the lava bursting through the crust, and

so relieving the pressure.

Later, after this relief had been found, and the crust had thickened, the interior

regions by cooling shrank away from the solid shell which was now too large, and

being insufficiently supported caved in, permitting the great fissure eruptions which

produced the maria. These extensive outflows of lava dissolved the original solid

shell wherever they came in contact with it much as they do at the present day in

Hawaii. Had the Moon been much smaller, these extensive eruptions would not

have attained such relatively great size, or might even not have occurred at all. On
the other hand, had the Moon been larger, their relative size would have been greater,

since the volume of the sphere would have been larger in proportion to its surface and
would therefore have shrunk more in proportion. This was precisely what took place

upon the Earth in all probability : our original gigantic craters were destroyed by the

outflow of the earlier archaic rocks, which completely submerged and dissolved them.
Our present Hawaiian craters must therefore be compared, not with the primary
formations still left upon our Moon, but rather with the secondary ones formed
later upon the surface of its maria. Of these Bessel, twelve miles in diameter,
is a large and well known example. From this size down countless craterlets are
known.

Three craters are found upon the Earth measuring about fifteen miles in diameter.
They occur in Kamchatka, in Japan, and in the Philippines, but are all of the explo-
sive type, and therefore not comparable to those found on the Moon. It is possible
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that a large engulfment crater formerly existed upon Kauai, and another in southern

Hawaii, near the coast, south of Mauna Loa, hut the writer w s unable to examine

either of these regions during his recent visit. The latter crater must have been

about five miles in diameter, the former perhaps much larger. The largest engulf-

ment crater known is Crater Lake, Oregon, measuring five by six miles in diameter,

with a depth of about 3,000 feet. Next to it comes Haleakala in the Island of

Maui, Hawaii, measuring seven miles in length by two in width. It is about 2,000

feet deep.

The secondary craters found upon the lunar maria are so small that it is impos-

sible to study their interiors to advantage; we shall therefore content ourselves

with comparing the Hawaiian formations, as far as possible with the large pri-

mary formations of the Moon, without regard to the great discrepancy in thcii

relative size.

On the Hawaiian Islands with the exception of the three great craters of

Haleakala, Mokuaweoweo, and Kilauea, few of the crater pits exceed half a mile in

diameter, measured on their crater floors, or former free liquid lava surfaces, although

there are probably several hundred pits over 200 feet in diameter. In addition to

these are countless cinder cones, spiracles, etc. On the Earth at present the cooling

process always intervenes before great size is attained. Doubtless formerly the lava

was hotter when it first issued from the interior than it is now, also the solid crust

resting on the liquid mass was thinner, so that the channel communicating with the

interior was shorter and of greater diameter, thus offering a freer passage to the

liquid flow.

Terrestrial craters may be divided into three classes, according to the materials of

which they are composed. These are (a) tuff or tufa cones, which are made of

hardened volcanic mud, (b) cinder cones, made of scoria, lapilli, or sand, that is, lava

broken up into masses of varying size, by the action of steam, from stones several

inches or even feet in diameter to fine powder, and (c) lava craters, where the lava

occurs in unbroken masses. It is this third class, where less water is involved in the

eruption, which most resembles what we find upon the Moon. Representatives of all

three classes are to be found in Hawaii. Many volcanoes like Vesuvius eject both

cinders and lava.

The third class may again be divided into four subdivisions according to the shape

of the craters, namely : lava cones, lava pits, lava rings, and lava bowls. Although

sometimes of small size, the lava cones often emit vast volumes of lava, which taking

the form of broad streams may extend for many miles. The lava pits are by far the
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most numerous group, and most widely distributed throughout the islands. They

have no outer slopes whatever, consisting simply of a pit sunk in the ground. Their

walls are sometimes vertical, descending without talus to a flat floor ; sometimes the

talus is present, and may cover the whole floor, leaving the bottom as a conical pit.

Sometimes the walls are inclined, descending at a uniform slope to a flat floor. The

slope in this case is usually steep,— perhaps 45°. The crater rings are the rarest

type, and resemble the larger craters found upon the Moon. They have flat floors

and sloping inner and outer walls. The crater bowls differ from them in that the

bottom instead of presenting a well-defined flattened floor is concave, the curvature

being continuous with that of the walls. They are identical in appearance with

most of the smaller lunar craters. Section drawings illustrating these different forms
will be found on p. 171, and will be described when the various types are reached.

Photographs of many of them are also given at the end of this memoir.
In addition to the craters, there are found numerous other interesting formations,

such as lava caves, channels, cracks, spiracles, pinnacles, ridges, etc. A spiracle is

literally a blow hole, but in this paper, for lack of a better name, I have used the
word to indicate the solid formation surrounding the hole. In dealing with these

various objects it has been thought best to describe each class by itself, stating where
the best specimens of each may be seen.

The visitor to Hawaii, on entering the harbor of Honolulu, is at once struck with
two very conspicuous volcanic formations, known as Diamond Head and the Punch-
bowl. Other smaller and less conspicuous craters, of the same general type, will be
found in the immediate vicinity. The Punchbowl, a, p. 171, reaches an altitude of
498 feet, and is situated within the city limits. The crater is but slightly concave,
being filled nearly to the brim, and has a diameter of 2500 feet. The writer did
not have an opportunity to examine it carefully, but as it was evidently similar
to Diamond Head, 6, p. 171, which was larger, and apparently better preserved, this
was not greatly regretted.

From every direction Diamond Head, Figure 1, presents an appearance similar to
a unar crate, Its highest point reaches an altitnde of only 761 feet above the sea,
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a specimen containing a fossil shell, which was doubtless brought up from the ocean

bed by the erupted material when the crater was active. A branching system ofsv

cracks, none of them exceeding three inches in width, was found in one place.

The inner slopes of the crater range from 20° to 45°, the outer from 30° to 70".

Clearly the walls were formerly somewhat higher, and the interior and exterior of the

crater about on a level. The edge of the rim is extremely sharp in places. The

material is composed of a hardened volcanic mud or tuff, and while the crater some-

what resembles numerous of the smaller lunar craterlets, yet their interiors are always

at a lower level than the exterior plane on which they are situated, and their inner

slopes are steeper than their outer ones. The crater seems to offer little analogy

therefore to the formations upon the Moon.

Cinder cones, c p. 171, form the most numerous class of craters in Hawaii. They

are found scattered over the summit of Mauna Kea, in the valley between Mauna Kea

and Mauna Loa, in the interior of Haleakala, along the southern and northwestern

coasts of Hawaii, and in many other places. A group situated near the summit of

Mauna Kea is shown in Figure 2. They have all the characteristics of explosive vol-

canoes like Vesuvius, although their craters are larger in proportion to the height of

their cones. So far as is known they bear no analogy to anything found upon the

Moon.

The third class, or lava craters, on the other hand, present a close resemblance in

many respects to some of the lunar formations, and we shall therefore describe them

in detail. The first subdivision, the lava cones, are most strikingly represented by

Mauna Loa, by far the world's largest volcano. It and Mauna Kea are also our

highest mountains if we measure in every case from the mountain's base. For the

Hawaiian volcanoes the base lies 15,000 feet below the level of the sea. Nevertheless,

the summit crater of Mauna Loa is so large in proportion to its depth that it was

thought best to select a small lava cone in Haleakala as the typical example of this

form of crater. This cone is shown in the right foreground of Figure 3, and its sec-

tion at e on p. 171. The outer slopes of a lava cone are often covered by loose cinders,

as in the present case, and the inner slopes may be inclined like those of a cinder cone,

although they are generally much steeper, but if the inner walls are of lava its classi-

fication is assured. Lava sometimes issues from the summits of these cones, but some-

times it comes directly out of the ground, as in Kilauea Iki and at Huehue,— no trace

of a cone being found.

Lava has not been known within historic times to overflow the summit crater of

Mauna Loa, but it escapes from just below the summit, outside the crater walls, in
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enormous quantities, especially upon the northeastern side. The vast bulk of the

mountain seems to have been built up largely from these emissions, and the same is

true also of Mt. Etna in Sicily. It is characteristic of these mountains that their

slopes are much more gentle than those of cinder cones, and this is especially true

of Mauna Loa, Figure 4. The summit of this mountain is 13,675 feet in elevation.

The view was taken from the north, and represents the upper 7000 feet of the moun-

tain. The summit is very difficult of access on account of the exceedingly rough

nature of the ground, the total absence of water, and on account of its flatness of

distance of the summit from a base of supplies. It is probably best reached

from the Kona, or western side, by way of Kealakekua Bay.

The slopes of Etna are heavily buttressed by ridges, formed each of a separate

lava stream, which has flowed from the small lava cones upon the flanks of the

mountain. This structure is also well shown in the lunar crater Bullialdus, Figure 5.

The diameter of this crater is 38 miles. Since these streams sometimes cross one

another, leaving diamond-shaped hollows between them, it is obvious that the

formation cannot be due to the grooving of a smooth surface by erosion, but must
really be formed by projecting ridges. We shall refer again to this matter in con-

nection with Clavius and Kilauea Iki. We thus have indirect evidence of the exist-

ence of lava cones upon the Moon, as the source of these streams.

Until recently this was all the evidence we had. The tall volcanic cone with the

comparatively minute crater at its summit, so characteristic of the typical terrestrial

volcano, was supposed to be absent from the Moon. In the terrestrial volcano the
floor of the crater is always higher than its base ; on the Moon the reverse is true.

A recent examination of a lunar photograph taken at the Yerkes Observatory by
Professor Ritchey has shown, however, that the terrestrial type of volcano is not
wholly absent from the Moon. Craters of this type have not been found before,
merely because, like those on the Earth, they are very small. Figure 6 represents
the two craters Kies and Mercator. Between them is seen a comparatively small
cone with a minute crater upon its summit. It proves to be nine miles in diameter
at its base, and 2000 feet in height, while the crater itself measures half a mile in
diameter. For purposes of comparison we may say that the diameter of the base
of Vesuvius, including Monte Somma, is eight miles, and its height 4000 feet. The
diameter of its crater, which varies with every eruption, rarely exceeds one quarter of
a mile, and is sometimes but a few hundred feet. The mean angle of the slope of Vesu-
vius is 10.7, that of Etna 7.6, of Mauna Loa 5J, and of the lunar cone IS. Vesuvius
is partly a lava and partly a cinder cone, which accounts for its steepness. If it were
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purely a cinder cone its angle might rise to 20° or even 30°. Etna and Manna L>a

are both lava cones, the lava of the latter being more fusible. We may infer that the

lunar cone is composed of similar material. It is probable that other similar la\

cones exist upon the Moon, and one is suspected lying six-tenths way from Copernicus

to Kepler, and a little to the north.

Lunar photographs are usually oriented with south at the t<>p. The right hand

side is called east. Figures 14, 15, 31, and 35 were taken with a telescope of long

focus, using an aperture of six inches, at the Harvard Station in the Island ot

Jamaica. The remaining lunar photographs were copied from lantern slid s from

photographs made by Professor Ritchey at the Yerkes Observatory. In Figure 5, one

diameter to the south, and a little to the east of Bullialdus is a pair of coneless lava pits,

the southwestern one being much the larger of the two. A few other very minute pits

are shown upon the photograph, but all the larger ones have cones. In Figure 21), in

the upper left-hand corner, five small craters are Bhown in a line running north and south.

The northern one, which is also the sm One slightly larger

g

so coneless, is shown just above the centre of the picture, on the southern side of the

•eat rill. It measures five miles in diameter. These seem to be true engulfment cra-

rs, as distinguished from the expulsion craters hitherto described. Similar lava pits

are found to the west and northwest of Copernicus, and also upon the Oceanus Pro-

cellarum. In general they are very minute objects. No large crater pits are known.

In Figure 7 we have a small terrestrial crater of this type. It is known as

Kauhaku, and is found on the island of Molokai. It has no exterior cone whatever,

and is merely a hole in the ground. Even explosive craters start in this form, the

cone being formed immediately of materials ejected from the hole. Coneless engulf-

ment craters abound on the slopes of Hualalai. See k, I, m, and/?, p. 171. Many

are also found to the southeast and east of Kilauea, but the best known of all is

Halemaumau, on the floor of Kilauea itself, d, p. 171. Figure 8 is known as Kuuohi,

or more familiarly as the sixth crater, and is situated six miles to the southeast of

Kilauea. See also/, p. 171. The floor of the main crater pit measures about 6,000

feet in length by 2,000 in breadth. Its depth below the surrounding surface is 400

feet. At its eastern end a second crater pit has formed. This measures 2,000 feet

in diameter, and has an additional depth of 600 feet. It furnishes a vertical section,

150 feet in depth of the primary floor, below which the walls form an inverted trun-

cated cone to a small floor a few hundred feet in diameter. The lava of the upper

twenty-five feet of the vertical section has a horizontal stratification, and is clearly

distinguished from the portion below it.
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Of the three great Hawaiian representatives of the engulfment type, Mokuaweoweo,

the summit crater of Mauna Loa, Figure 9, and Kilauea, Figure 10, are coneless, while

Haleakala, Figure 3, has in places a well-defined outer slope. This might lead us to

suspect that it was of composite origin, an impression that is further confirmed by the

fact that both its inner and outer slopes are made up in part of lava, and in part

of scoria and sand. It seems to have originated partly by the engulfment process and

partly by explosions of steam.

No evidence of the great crater of Mokuaweoweo is to be seen until just before we
reach its rim. It measures 3.7 by 1.7 miles in diameter, and is 300 to 400 feet in

depth. It is composed of three confluent craters, of which the middle one is much
gest. A portion of the shown in the figure, the view

being taken in a direction nearly due south. The crater floor corresponds very
closely in its nature to a lunar mare.

Kilauea is much more accessible than Mokuaweoweo. Twenty-two miles in the

train from Hilo, and nine miles by stage brings us to the Volcano House, situated

upon its brink. Kilauea consists of a black lava plain measuring two mil

bounded on all sides by precipices, often vertical, ranging from 200 to 500 feet

in height. The view, Figure 10, was taken from its southeastern rim looking north.

It is a curious fact that the black lava usually shows in the photographs to be much
lighter colored than the gray cliffs surrounding it. Since the whole lava surface is

very irregular, the fact that it is shiny and therefore bright in spots, cannot be given
as an explanation of this fact. The surface is distinctly convex, d p. 171, as is the
case with the smooth crater floors upon the Moon, and is not unlike in shape and
curvature to the flattened summit of Mauna Loa, Figure 4. A in the section
indicates the location of the Volcano House. The line B is on a level with it. The
highest part of the floor is near Halemaumau, and in 1905 measured 230 feet above
the edge where the Volcano House trail strikes it. The edge is 410 feet below
the Volcano House at this point.

Halemaumau, « the house of eternal fire," is situated three-quarters way across the— from the Volcano House. It is at present a nearly circular pit, 2,000 feet in
d with practically vertical sides, and when the writer was there
August its depth was estimated at 500 feet. Its floor consisted of a comparatively
smooth lava surface, crossed here and there by narrow cracks, which at night showed
bright red. That it was liquid only a few inches below the surface was shown by an
occasional outbreak, when a flow of lava 5 to 10 feet broad by 20 to 50 feet in length
would sluggishly stretch itself across the floor, glow for a few minutes, and then cool
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and solidify. From a height of 500 feet the phenomenon presented little of interest

compared to what had been seen in the last century. The crater is gradually filling

up from a subterranean inlet. The depth of the pit in 1902 was estimated at 1,000

feet. The lower portion, which has now been filled was then conical in shape.

Turning now to the third subdivision of the lava craters, the crat

begin by a study of what is believed to be their internal structure,

-

internal structure, as exhibited in

Figure 11. This photograph represents a vertical section of a small ring crater formed

naturally in cooling iron slag. When the slag is drawn off from the furnace it is

allowed to solidify in conical moulds four or five feet in diameter, and about a foot in

depth at the centre. Unless interfered with, a crater three or four inches in diameter

is invariably formed as soon as the surface has fairly hardened. On breaking up the

slag considerable cavities are always found beneath the crater. These are well shown

in the figure, as are also the cracks connecting them with one another and with the

central peak, which it will be noted is also hollow. The large pear-shaped cavity

beneath the peak was in the present instance filled up from below with melted iron.

It will be noted that the inner walls are very steep, while the outer ones slope more

gradually. During the process of formation the crater sometimes fills to the brim

and overflows, building up the walls ; later the interior fluid withdraws, forming the

crater floor.

Besides these larger craters other ones are often formed, which, while retaining a

base of perhaps two inches in diameter, frequently build up to the height of several

inches, forming vertical tubes or spiracles. Sometimes these tubes are closed at the

top and sometimes they are left open. For these facts, and for the specimen from

which Figure 11 is taken, I am indebted to Mr. J. A. Brashear.

Halemaumau, known also as " the pit," is the centre of volcanic activity in Kilauea.

No eruption has ever been known to overflow the walls of the latter, although lava

has sometimes been emitted from cracks located high up on its sides. When the pit

of Halemaumau is emptied, it is always through some subterranean passage, occasion-

ally reaching the surface, but usually either filling some subterranean cavity, or else

discharging beneath the sea. These eruptions, though often accompanied by slight

earthquake shocks, have in only one instance caused serious damage and loss of life.

In this case it is thought that the active agency was really Mauna Loa, whose erup-

tion took place at the same time.

When Halemaumau is really active the sight is said to be grand beyond description,

especially at night. Lakes of liquid lava occur both within and without it. Numer-

ous fire fountains from ten to fifty feet in height play over the surface of these lakes.
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At times the surface solidifies, then suddenly a crack will run across it, and in a

hanging. A. J. S., XCVII, 96. In A. J. S., CXVIII, 227, it is stated that the

depth was 400 feet and that the distance across the bottom was one mile less one
hundred feet. It is also stated that the pit had formerly been filled up not only from
the bottom, but by lateral discharges from the walls.

A year later Halemaumau had filled to within 100 feet of the top, the level area
with „ glit small apertures within which the liquid lava could be
boiling fiercely 50 to 100 feet below the surface. A few months later the lava was
within 2o feet of the rim, and the diameter of the pit was said to have enlarged to
over a mile. A. J. S., XCIX, 393.

In 1870 the pit overflowed, the lava pouring down and partly filling the north-
eastern depression. At the time of an eruption such as this, the lava rises, overflows
and cools thus forming a raised rim or circular dam. Such a rim is shown on a
small sea e m the slag crater, Figure 11, and on a much larger scale in the photo-
graphs of Halemaumau, Figures 12 and 13, the cakes of lava there represented
appearing much like broken cakes of ice. In Figure 14 is shown a portion of the
Moon near the hmb, so as to present the craters obliquely. It will be noted that the

few minutes the whole solid material will break up into separate cakes which will

presently turn on edge and sink beneath the surface of the lake. This again solidifies,

and in a few hours the process is repeated. See report of the United States Geo-

logical Survey for 1883, p. 106, Major C. E. Dutton.

These lakes are especially interesting to the selenographer, since about them are

formed crater rings, which seem to be analogous in appearance to the larger crater

formations upon the Moon. During the past forty years, since the construction of the

hotel upon the rim of Kilauea, they have been very carefully observed, and it will

therefore be well in this place to deal with the subject, briefly, from the chronological

standpoint. All the earlier descriptions which follow are condensed from the writings

of the Rev. Titus Coan. The references given refer to the American Journal of

Science.

On April 2, 1868, a severe earthquake shook the southern coast of Hawaii, and
for the next five days a subterranean discharge of lava took place from Kilauea. As
a result of this discharge the central area to the northeast of Halemaumau sank about

300 feet, carrying with it the vegetation still growing on its surface. The walls of

this new pit were inclined from 30° to 60°. The lava also flowed out of Halemaumau,
leaving a circular pit 3000 feet in diameter at the top, 1500 feet at the bottom, and
500 feet deep. Its walls were in some places vertical, and in some slightly over-
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two large craters there represented, named Schickard and Phocylides, both present a

form similar to the crater rings of Halemanmau. The chief one, Schickard, measures

134 miles in diameter. All of the larger craters on the Moon are of this typo.

When seen towards the centre of the disc, however, their depth appears by an optical

illusion greatly exaggerated. Thus Clavius, the largest crater shown in Figure 1G

measures 143 miles in diameter, and judging by appearances only might he 15 to 20

miles in depth. Its depth actually measures two and a half mile.-, or a) tout the same

as the diameter of one of the most minute craterlets visible in its interior. The slope

of its eastern inner wall is about 10°.

There is another crater known as Wargentin, lying between Schickard and

Phocylides and the limb, Figure 14. It is not shown in the photograph because it is

a very difficult object. This is not on account of its size, since it measures fifty-four

miles in diameter, but because it has no interior depression. In this respect it has

heretofore been thought to be unique upon the Moon. That such is not the case,

however, an inspection of Figure 32 will show. Near the upper edge of the figure

a large low nameless crater is to be seen whose interior is obviously at a greater

elevation than its exterior, although the difference is not as great as in the case of

Wargentin. It measures about fifteen miles in diameter. In each of these case

the lava passage leading to the interior of the crater evidently became choked while

the crater was still brimful of molten matter, thus preventing the withdrawal of the

lava, and preserving the crater as a permanent illustration of the method by which

these formations are produced.

The outside height of the crater rings in Halemaumau rarely exceeds 15 to 25 feet.

The inside height is constantly varying with the fluctuating level of the surface

of the lava lake. When the outside height becomes too great to withstand the

•essure, the rim gives way, and the lava breaks through and floods the

rounding regions. By means of this successive building up and flooding, the whole
P

region around Halemaumau was elevated, until the walls became too high and too

thick for the floods to escape over or through them. The pit at this time measured a

mile by a mile and a half, and was 700 feet in depth. Since the lava could not

now overflow the rim, it escaped by subterranean passages, and thus flooded the

other portions of the floor of Kilauea. A. J. S., CII, 454.

It is doubtful if the walls of the pit were raised exclusively by the process thus

explained by Mr. Coan. It is probable that the whole of this portion of the floor

was also elevated as one piece by the pressure of the subterranean lava, as occurred

in the later eruptions.

n
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On the Moon the height of the outer wall is roughly proportional to the diameter

of the crater. For a crater whose diameter measures 30 to 40 miles, the height
-

of the outer wall is usually about one mile. For a crater a mile in diameter its

height would be 150 feet. Dividing this figure by 6, the correction for gravity

mentioned at the beginning of this paper, we find 25 feet to be the theoretical

height for a terrestrial crater a mile in diameter, thus agreeing with the figure

above given.

In April, 1879 a silent discharge from the crater occurred, the lava apparently

making its escape out at sea. A few months later activity was again resumed, the

crater becoming extremely active in 1880. A. J. S., CXVIII, 227 ; CXX, 72.

On March 6, 1886, Halemaumau was again emptied. It was a silent disch ©
like its predecessor. For several days the surrounding walls continued to fall into

the pit. A month deepest portion had the shape of an inverted cone

whose apex was 570 feet below the floor of Kilauea. Three months after an erect

cone was found formed of loose blocks, and measuring 150 feet in height. During

the next two years this cone gradually floated upwards, no additions being made
summit

beneath

This action seems to have been due to the pressure of the lava

The rate of elevation was about three inches per day. A. J. S., CXXXI,
397 ; CXXXVII, 48.

The next discharge of Halemaumau occurred on March 6, 1891. It was accom-

panied and followed by a series of light earthquake shocks, but otherwise it was a

quiet discharge. Prior to this date the pit contained a central cone with three lakes

surrounding it, one east, one west, and one south. The direction of the current on
the surface of these lakes in each case was away from the cone. The cone which con-

sisted in part of several peaks rose to a height of at least 200 feet above the lakes.

As-seen from the Volcano House about one-third of its height was above the western wall
of Kilauea. The structure of these peaks was loose, and sulphurous vapors escaped
from their whole surface. The fire fountains on the lakes sometimes played obliquely,
and without the emission of steam. On the evening of March 6, at 9:30, a light earth-
quake shock was felt, and the peaks settled slightly ; the next morning they were out
of sight. A month later in place of the peaks and lakes an empty pit was seen,
measuring half a mile in diameter. The walls were vertical and 500 feet in depth.
Soon after this the lava reappeared in the bottom of the pit, and by the end of April
a lava lake 100 to 200 feet in diameter had formed. A year later the diameter of
the lake was a little over 800 feet. It was then very active, as many as fifteen fire
fountains having been counted at one time. It was probably at about this time that
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the photographs shown in Figures 12 and 13 were taken. A. J. S., CXLI, 330, 507

;

CXLII, 77; CXLV, 241.

The next discharge was on July 11, 1894. In August, 1892, the edge of the pit

of Halemaumau was 282 feet below the level of the Volcano House. The surface of

the lake was 240 feet below the edge, 522 feet

in all. (See cut.) In March, 1894, the surface

of the lake was 75 feet below the Volcano

House, making a total rise of 447 feet in nine-

teen months, or about ten inches per day. In

1892 the lake was in the bottom of the pit.

In 1894 the pit was filled, and the lake was on the top of a flat hill covering the pit

and situated 207 feet above its former rim. The pit was filled partly by overflows from

the lake, and partly by a rise of the whole bottom of the pit. The lake now measured

800 by 1200 feet.

On March 21 an area measuring 400 by 800 feet, situated on the northern bank of

the lake, was suddenly elevated eighty feet above the other banks. The raised area

was much shattered. It subsequently sank gradually, until on July 11 it again

reached its former level. On that date the lava in the lake began rapidly to sink,

and the walls about the lake to crack off and fall into it. The lava sank at the rate

of twenty feet an hour until eight that evening. From noon till eight there was

scarcely a moment when the crash of the falling blocks was not heard. A number of

times a section 200 to 500 feet long, 100 to 200 feet high, and 20 to 30 feet thick

lava. Such a section would form

and s

Meanwl

nk

would drop with a tremendous roar into the boiling lava,

for a time a floating island in the lake, but would subsequently dissol

The grandeur and magnificence of the scene at night were indescribable,

the fountains in the lake continued to play as if nothing unusual were happening. Only

a few slight earthquakes accompanied this discharge. A. J. S., CXLVIII, 338.

• Since this time for an interval of over twelve years the volcanic forces in Kilauea have

been practically quiescent. There was a slight display of activity in 1896, and again in

1897, but the pit remained empty, and no activity whatever has been seen since then,

except for the gradual and uneventful filling of the pit which seems now to be taking

ace. No such protracted interval of quiet has been known heretofore, the longest pre-

period amounting to only a few months It is of interest to note that of the fiv

recorded discharges, four occurred during the rainy months of March and April

From these descript we can obtain an idea of how the lunar were

formed, and can also account for the flat-topped vertical cliffs that we find about
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some of the maria, as in the case of Sinus Iridum, Figure 15. The walls of Mokuaweo-

weo or of Kilauea, Figures 9 and 10, furnish excellent illustrations of these forma-

tions. Examples of the crater rings themselves, however, are rare. The best preserved

one that we were able to visit was found on Hualalai, at an elevation of 400 feet

below the summit of the mountain, and was reached a few minutes after passing the

so-called Bottomless Pit. It was located on the floor of a crater some 500 feet in

diameter by 100 feet in depth, g p. 171. The diameter of the crater ring was 120

feet, its internal depth was six feet and the height of its outside wall twelve to sixteen

feet. It is shown upon a larger scale at h p. 171. Near the centre of the outer crater,

and outside of the crater ring, was a low peak. What appeared to be another crater

ring was seen from the distance of a mile on the northern slopes of Mauna Loa, and

will be described later. A portion of one of the crater rings formed by Halemaumau

is still to be seen on the rim near the view-point where visitors look down into the

interior.

The o numerous upon the Moon and so rare

upon the Earth is apparently that the terrestrial generally permanent

Figure 16, or they contain one or more sm general not central, like

The smaller craters on the Moon do not take this form, and if some of them did exist

formerly they have since been destroyed. The reason of this is that when the lava

recedes into the bottom of the pit, the depth is so great in proportion to the diameter,

that the walls cave in, destroying the ring,— as usually happens at Halemaumau.
On the Moon no crater is known whose depth exceeds five miles, and two miles is the

usual depth for large craters. This distance compared to a diameter of twenty to

sixty miles is so slight that the ring remains uninjured. The outer walls of Haleakala
may in part be the remains of an old crater ring of very elliptical shape. They have
been breached and totally destroyed in two places.

The floors of the craters on the Moon are of three kinds, either they are furnished

with a central peak, like Tycho, the large crater in the lower left hand corner of

Clavius, in the same figure ; or they are without conspicuous detail, like Kies, Fig
6.

^

In the last two cases the floor is often of a later origin than the walls, as indicated
by its color and smoothness, the original floor having been melted by a flood of dark
colored lava from below, which dissolved all the lowermost portions of the solid crust
with which it came in contact. .This seems to be the case with Longomontanus, the
large crater northeast of Clavius. Its diameter is ninety-on* miles. Often, however,
the floor is bright, and not perfectly smooth, as in Tycho, showing it to be part of the
original formation. Central peaks are occasionally, but by no means universally,
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found upon these original floors. Indeed they rarely occur in craters of less than

four miles in diameter. Longomontanus and another crater known as Pitatus present

the very unusual phenomena of eccentric internal peaks. Equally striking is the fact

that in each case the peak is found in connection with a dark floor. The explanation

in both cases is probably that the lava, after dissolving the original floor, had begun

to dissolve the peaks, which were pushed by the lava currents to one side, where

© d solidification set in before the process was completed. In both

cases the peaks are unusually small in proportion to the size of the craters, a> would

naturally be the case if they had been floating partially submerged in the lava.

Central peaks are seldom found in the Hawaiian craters, probably because the

latter are so small. The best illustration seen was that of the small crater already

mentioned at the northern base of Mauna Loa, about eight miles west of the Humuula

sheep ranch, i p. 171. Unfortunately we could not get within a mile of it, but it

seemed to be .well defined. Its diameter was thought to be about 450 feet. The

walls were red, and the central peak dark brown. The height of the peak was the

same as that of the walls. Another small crater two or three hundred yards back

of Mr. Maguire's at Huehue in Kona showed a smooth central peak 15 feet in height.

It was completely grass grown. One or two of the small craters on Hualalai,

Jc p. 171, showed the same formation. The peaks were never pointed, but sandy and

rounded as in the slag crater shown in Figure 11. A crater containing a central

peak or craterlet is said to exist half a mile beyond the sixth crater near Kilauea.

Near the centre of Haleakala is found a straight, narrow ridge, 150 feet in height by

400 feet in length, along its crest. Its sides slope at an angle of about 30° and it is

composed apparently of gravel and scoria. At its eastern base is the cave where

parties sometimes pass the night. Although not especially conspicuous among the

crater cones which dot the floor, some of which are 500 feet in height (see Figure 3),

it seems to be unique in shape, running lengthwise of the crater. It is also almost

exactly central in position. In passing it may be stated that the maps of Haleakala

give a very erroneous impression of the shape of its floor. The floor at the Koolau

and Kaupo gaps falls off sharply, showing the outline of the true floor to be not

S-shaped, but elliptical, and extending nearly due east and west. It is an ellipse

of great eccentricity, the length of the floor being about four times its breadth.

Figure 18 represents a portion of the middle crater of Mokuaweoweo. Somewhat

nearer than the centre is shown an active cinder cone composed apparently of a

medium-sized crater and two or three smaller ones upon its rim. We were not able

to visit it. Like the craterlets found in Haleakala, it reminds us of those found in
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Clavius. The photograph was taken in 1903 by Mr. C W. Baldwin, and was

forwarded to me through the kindness of Professor W. D. Alexander.

One of the most interesting craters that we visited was Kilauea Iki, or little

Kilauea. It is situated about a mile from the Volcano House. The floor is level,

one-quarter of a mile in diameter and 750 feet below the rim. The walls are very

steep, but can be descended in certain places with care. Numerous small craterlets

are scattered irregularly over the floor. The most complete of these is shown in

Figure 19. Its height was 15 feet, and the diameter of the rim, which was composed

of lava of a somewhat ropy appearance, 25 feet. A stream of lava had poured from

the summit, but did not get far beyond the rim. There may have been as many as

fifty rudimentary craterlets scattered over the floor, in all stages of growth, from

a hardly noticeable elevation to the complete craterlet shown in the figure.

The process of construction was clearly shown, and was probably identical with

that which produced Halemaumau, and Kilauea itself in the first place. In Figure 20

the top of one of the other craterlets is represented in the foreground. It was taken

near at hand from the summit of the first one, and its development is clearly incom-

plete. The surface of the crater floor of Kilauea Iki seems to have solidified into

a layer six to ten inches in depth and distinct from the portions below it, much as in

the case of the sixth crater, Figure 8. A liquid core forced up from below raised

this surface layer locally, and shattered it into separate pieces like cakes of ice.

This core in the case of some of the smaller craterlets was sometimes only two or

three feet in diameter, and could be seen beneath the shattered surface. In one

instance its summit seemed to have an almost globular form, five feet in diameter.

If the volcanic forces beneath these craterlets had been more intense, it is probable

that the issuing lava would have completely destroyed them, forming a series of

crater pits, into which the lava would have subsequently retreated. In the south-

eastern part of the floor two such pits were found, perhaps 15 feet in depth by

30 in diameter, down into which a stream of lava had poured, but had solidified

without filling them up. One of these pits is shown in Figure 21. Figures 20

and 19 therefore illustrate the earliest stages of formation of a lunar crater. No
other example in Hawaii is known to the writer which shows as satisfactorily as this

the irregular distribution of craterlets over a crater floor.

A low ridge due to compression, caused by the sinking of the convex surface

crosses the eastern end of the crater floor. Similar ridges are seen on some of the lunar
maria, notably on Serenitatis, Figure 17. Two short, clearly marked ridges project

onto the southern side of the floor of Kilauea Iki, caused by lava streams which had
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descended from the crater wall. They resemble similarly located formations found

in the lunar crater Plato. In Clavius, Figure 16, similar ridges are seen projecting

from the outer slopes of the two chief craterlets upon the northern and southern

walls. Similar ridges, although much more complicated in structure on account

of their numbers, have already been described in Bullialdus, Figure 5.

Leaving the craterlets and ridges of Kilauea Iki, and proceeding along a defile

towards Kilauea itself, three successive lava dams were reached, each of which had

served to hold back a small lava lake. In construction they were similar to the

circular one represented in Figure 12, except that they were straight, and merely

stretched across the defile. The first lake measured 400 feet in length by 150 in

breadth. The second dam rose eight feet above its surface, and three feet above

that of the second lake. By the side of this lake a core of lava of the most brilliant

colors— red, yellow, brown, and purple— had escaped from the ground, and from it

a black lava stream had descended to the surface of Kilauea Iki, 200 feet below.

A similar core but without the colors was seen at Huehue. Both these flows occurred

during the last century. Both were small, and in neither case did a cone appear,

the lava issuing directly from the ground.

The fourth subdivision of the lava craters, described earlier as crater bowls, is

illustrated in Hawaii by what is known as Aloi, or the Third Crater, near Kilauea.

Other illustrations are found on the slopes of Hualalai. A crater near the summit,

j, p. 171, was estimated at 800 feet in diameter by 200 in depth. The sloping walls

were of lava, and the bottom of sand. The comparatively shelving outer walls

probably did not exceed 100 feet in height. A portion of the interior of this crater

is shown in Figure 22. A somewhat larger crater bowl with much steeper walls

is found on the summit. With favorable definition such a crater would be readily

seen upon the Moon, and could not be distinguished in any way from many others

found there.

The largest craters on Hualalai occurred near the summit, and shortly before

reaching the top we crossed a lava field strongly resembling a small lunar marc,

A far larger number of craters are found on this mountain than on any of the

thers, more perhap the others combined. The three types, of cind

cones, pits, and bowls, are each represented by numerous examples. One of the

craters that we passed after leaving the summit, k, p. 171, had sloping walls and a flat

floor with sand hills on the bottom. One of these was twenty feet in height. Near

the base of the walls was an inner terrace extending all around the crater. Thi

feature of a single, well marked, inner terrace is conspicuous in a considerable
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number of the lunar craters, such as Fabricius, Hercules, Manilius, Reinhold, and

Bullialdus (see Figure 5).

Some of the lava pits occur very near together, the intermediate wall being only

a few yards in thickness, but we saw none which actually intersected. When the

large summit crater was formed a smaller one near it was partially destroyed, and

filled by the erupted material from the larger crater.

We have no description of the method of formation of a crater bowl, but a study

of the various sections on p. 171 will show how they have probably been formed,

Starting with a crater ring such as is shown in Figure 19, and in section at h, p. 171,

when the lava retreats a crater pit will be formed within it. If the pit is very deep

relatively to the diameter of the ring, the latter will be destroyed, and we shall

have simply an ordinary pit, I If the pit is not so deep relatively to the diameter

of the rim the latter may be preserved, n. The floor of the pit may be flat, or it may
sink towards the centre, m. If the pit is on a large scale the sides are less liable

to be vertical, and moreover a talus will collect at their base, o. This will

gradually become rounded as at p, or if the crater ring is still left, as at /. The
flattened floors of the larger craters on the Moon are illustrated by g, while the

terrace and central peak are shown at Tc.

With the exception of the crater pits, nearly all the smaller depressions upon the

Moon are crater bowls, and they outnumbe times all the other depres

sions put together. The smallest crater rings are about five miles in diameter.

One of the largest and best situated crater bowls is Triesnecker, 14 miles in diameter.

It has an inconspicuous central peak. In the smaller bowls this feature seems to be

lacking. A well-graduated series of bowls is shown in the interior of Clavius,

Figure 16. The process which converts a pit I into a bowl^ upon the Earth is due
chiefly to the action of water. Upon the Moon, even in former times, water was
probably scarce, but owing to the extremely rarefied atmosphere the extremes of

temperature are excessive. A range of 300° C. or 540° F. occurs every fortnight,
and it seems likely that a considerable destruction of ridges and filling of hollows
would be due to this cause by itself.

Another explanation of crater bowls is given by Gilbert in his dissertation on
The Moon's Face," Philosophical Society of Washington, Bulletin XII, 251, where

^
ts that they may be due to a single explosion of steam, like the terrestrial

maars." This seems improbable, since volcanic features due to steam are notably
absent from the Moon. On Hualalai the crater bowls have smooth lava walls which
are not at all fragmentary, as would be the case were they due to an explosion.

he siiscu:
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In drawing the sections on p. 171, it was necessary to represent them on several

different scales. The smallest scale adopted was j-gfo-Q or a quarter of an inch to

1000 feet. The dimensions of all save a, b, and d are based only on estimates, but

these were made on the spot with all possible care, excepting c and e, where (lie

estimates were based on photographs, and o, for which I had to depend on my
memory. All the sketches were either made on the spot or were taken from

photographs. The craters on Hualalai are designated for lack of a better system of

nomenclature in the order in which we visited them from Iluehue. Number 8 is

the summit crater. In the description which follows, the length of 1000 feet is

given in each case in inches as measured on the section.

a Tuff cone. Punch Bowl, ] inch.

b Tuff cone. Diamond Head, \ inch,

c Cinder cone on Manna Kea, 1 inch.

d Lava pit. Kilauea, \ inch.

e Lava cone in Haleakala, 1 inch.

/ Lava pit. Kauohi or Sixth Crater near Kilauea, \ inch.

g Lava cone and ring. Crater number 10 on Hualalai, 2 inches.

h Lava ring. On floor of crater number 10 on Hualalai, 8 inches.

i Lava ring on Mauna Loa, 2 inches.

j Lava bowl. Crater number 9 on Hualalai, 1 inch.

Jc Lava pit. Crater number 11 on Hualalai, 2 inches.

I Lava pit. Crater number 3 on Hualalai, 2 inches,

ra Lava pit. Crater number 6 on Hualalai, 2 inches.

n Lava pit. Crater number 12 on Hualalai, 1 inch.

o Lava pit. Alealea or Fourth Crater near Kilauea, \ inch.

p Lava pit. Crater number 7 on Hualalai, 4 inches.

After the craters, among the most important features of the lava flows are the

elevated formations,— the spiracles, pinnacles, and ridges. When the gases work

their way up to the surface from a subterranean cavity they escape by little

apertures called blow holes. In so doing they often carry small quantities of

lava along with them. This lava quickly hardens on reaching the surface and

builds up a tube around the aperture which we have called a spiracle. Some-

times it is closed at the top by the last escaping lava, and sometimes it is left

open. These spiracles are found of all sizes, from one measuring three or four

inches in diameter, up to another measuring one hundred feet. The former, found

in Kilauea, was twelve inches in height, and contained a hole one inch in diameter

running its whole length, except where it was closed at the top. The latter was found

on Hualalai, and will be described presently.
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Figure 23 represents a spiracle fourteen feet in height by six feet in diameter at

its base, found in Kilauea near Halemaumau. It is built up of what may be described

as great drops of solidified lava. The interior tube is open at the top and measures

a foot in diameter. Another somewhat smaller spiracle is seen in the background.

Often several spiracles occur side by side with confluent bases, as in Figure 24. This

object is also located in Kilauea, near the corral where the horses are left. It closely

resembles the central peak or range of peaks so often found in the lunar craters, and

is doubtless due to the same cause. See Tycho and Longomontanus, Figure 16. It

is ten feet in height. Several of the spiracles forming it are open, and several are

closed. There are a number of large cavities in the interior, in some of which were

found some very slender lava stalactites. No lava flow had escaped from any of the

craters, but two outbursts had occurred upon the side, and may be seen about half

way down the slope, below the right-hand summit of the ridge.

Figure 25 shows a much larger row of spiracles found on Hualalai. They measure

about a thousand feet in height above their base. Midway between the two highest

summits are two smaller ones. The left hand of these is known as the Bottomless

Pit. The little cone measures one hundred feet in diameter at its base by sixty feet

in height. A narrow tube a few yards in diameter opens at the summit, and it is

said that it has been sounded for 1400 feet without reaching bottom. Whether
this figure is correct or not, doubtless the tube is very deep, and no bottom is

visible. These spiracles equal in height many of the central peaks found upon the

Moon.

Sometimes a row of small conical elevations, about equally spaced, occurs upon
the Moon. Such a row is found in the eastern part of the floor of Wilhelm I, the large

crater shown in the lower right-hand corner of Figure 16. The illustration is on too

small a scale to show them to advantage, however. A row of still larger cones is found
just outside and northeast of the crater. They seem like spiracles thrown up along
the course of a steam crack.

Sometimes the lava slabs pile up on one another in horizontal layers, as in

Figure 26, and sometimes much more irregular blocks occur, without any apparent
order. These form pinnacles with very steep sides and ends. Their origin seems to
be due to recent flows of lava which have transported and piled up the fragments
formed from the earlier flows, somewhat as the ice pack is transported by the winds
and currents in the far north. This object was found in Kilauea.

Another type of pinnacle consists of a single block of lava which may rise as high
as sixty feet above the surrounding plain. The sides are often precipitous, and there
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Sections of Craters
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is no summit crater. It is probably a solid block fallen from a neighboring cliff, that

had been undermined by the liquid flow, and after floating awhile and being trans-

ported, was now frozen in, in its present position. Such a block is shown in Figure

27. It is twenty-five feet in height, and was found upon the floor of Haleakala. A
second one is shown in the distance. Similar objects are of frequent occurrence upon

the various maria of the Moon. Doubtless they are often formed as above described,
*

but in many instances it is evident that they have been left in their original positions,

while the objects formerly surrounding them have been destroyed by the flood of

molten lava. Innumerable pinnacles are found upon the Mare Imbrium. A num-

ber of them are shown in Figure 28. The large crater in the photograph, near the

left-hand edge, is Euler. Its diameter is nineteen miles.

A curious feature in Hawaii is the very extensive series of caves that penetrate

the lava, especially the flows from Mauna Loa. Indeed, so many of them have been

found that it has been suggested that they make up an appreciable part of the bulk

of the mountain. A very accessible cave is situated a few miles above the town of

Hilo. It is said to extend two miles up and two miles down the mountain from the

entrance, which is a place where the roof happened to fall in, disclosing the cavity.

The breadth of the cave is about thirty feet. Its height varies in the portion that

we traversed from three to ten feet. Larger caves are found in other places, some-

times, according to Dutton, being as much as sixty or eighty feet in height, and wide

in proportion. Their origin is due to the fact that the surface of the lava hardens

first, and that the lower portions meanwhile flow away, leaving the cavity. Small

the formation seems to be d
o of gases under sufficient pressure

hold back the lava until it has had time to solidify. Sometimes lava channels form
without any roof. Some well marked channels and caves are found two or three

miles nortli of Huehue on the Kona coast. A lava channel was noted not far from
the summit of Hualalai, where the path crosses an open lava field. Another channel
was found in Kilauea near Halemaumau.

At first it was thought that these lava channels were analogous to the broad
grooves found upon the Moon, of which the valleys of the Alps and of Rheita are
the most conspicuous examples. The Valley of Rheita is shown in Figure 31.

190 miles long by 15 miles wide. Several parallel valleys similar to these are found
to the southwest of Pallas, and a less well marked series to the southeast of Sinus
Indum. The great range of the Altai Mountains in the southwestern quadrant of
the Moon seems to form one side of such a valley constructed upon a very large

It

the floors of Kilauea and Haleakala where, since the floors are level,
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&scale. If so, the other side must have been destroyed by a subsequent melt in

leaving an unusually smooth, light-colored surface in its place.

It was later concluded that these valleys were produced by a continuous faulting

along a line of volcanic weakness, and were therefore analogous to the craters, where

instead the faulting extends in all directions from a volcanic centre. The best

Hawaiian representative of the
(
se grooved valleys is therefore probably the great

crater of Haleakala (Figure 3), whose length measures seven miles and its breadth

two. These are about the relative proportions found in many of the valleys south-

west of Pallas,— nor are their dimensions so very different. The line of six small

craters found in the bottom of Haleakala corresponds to the similar line of small

craters found along the minute rill in the bottom of the Valley of the Alps.

The fact that often one and sometimes both ends of the lunar valleys are closed

by high walls, as is the case with Haleakala, strengthens the second explanation of

opposed Elongated craters for

step between the ordinary craters and the grooved valleys are of frequent occurrence

upon the Moon. The largest of these is Schiller, in the southeastern quadrant. A
nameless one is shown in the lower left-hand corner of Figure 31, and another in the

lower right-hand corner of Figure 29. Others are shown on the border of the mare

in the same figure.

The lunar rills may be divided into two classes,— rills and crater rills. The rills

proper are extremely numerous upon the Moon. About a thousand are already

known. The Ariadseus rill, shown in Figure 29, is the widest and most conspicuous

of them. It measures three miles in breadth by a little over half a mile in depth, as

determined by the shadows of the ridges that cross it in various places. Like all true

rills its course is approximately straight, or made up of curves of long radius. In its

bottom are several minute craterlets not shown in the photograph. Evidently like

our dikes and mineral veins it has been partially filled from below. Other narrower

rills, apparently bottomless, are found on the Moon. Two much smaller parallel rills

with a north and south direction are found upon the mure to the left. One of these

is faintly shown in the photograph. The general view that the rills are simply

cracks in the lunar surface is undoubtedly correct. They occur most frequently

in formations of the secondary period, that is in the dark surfaces, or if found in the

primary formations, it is where the surface has apparently been softened and par-

tially flattened out by the application of heat, as in the present instance. Rills

are frequently found at the edges of the mark and running parallel to them, as in

Serenitatis and Humorum.
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A large crack is found in Kilauea in precisely this position, Figure 30. It is from

6 to 8 feet wide and from 20 to 30 feet deep near the bridge. It is said to be

about a mile in length. A crack 5 to 20 feet in breadth, and 40 to 200 in depth,

by 16 miles in length is located southwest of the crater, and a similar one

parallel to it is found near by. Several cinder cones occur upon these cracks much

as crater pits do upon the Moon. The cracks themselves have been partly filled up,

but one said to be 1500 feet in depth and 5 to 15 in width is situated not far from

the Sixth Crater near Kilauea.

Keanakakoi is a small crater one and a half miles southwest of Kilauea Iki.

Its floor measures 500 feet in diameter and is 300 feet below the rim. It illustrates

the craters having smooth floors upon the Moon. The lava surface itself is wonder-

fully smooth, but a close inspection shows that it has a convex surface, rising from

10 to 15 feet higher at the centre than at the edges. In this respect it also

resembles what we find upon the Moon. The surface is slightly undulating, the

hillocks measuring perhaps two feet in height above the depressions, thus indicating

compression of the floor. The surface is also everywhere seamed with cracks, from

one to three inches in breadth, and running in all directions. This indicates subse-

quent contraction. As often occurs upon the Moon, a crack was found running

parallel to the edge of the floor, and not far from the walls. Seven prominent radial

cracks were counted. The arrangement strikingly resembled that of the rills in

Gassendi. A good map of this crater is given in " The Moon," by Neison, p. 337. In

no place did the cracks exceed eight inches in breadth. Ferns are beginning to

grow in these here and there.

A very different type of crack is sometimes produced where the surface is forced

open by a subterranean lava flow, and small craters and blow holes are formed
along its length. Such a one is found at Huehue, due to an eruption on the slopes

of Hualalai in 1801, Figure 33. A ridge 50 feet in height in some places, and
carrying on its summit a crack 30 feet wide by 40 feet deep, and extending for

perhaps a mile has been produced. It is very irregular in outline.
Such a crack is represented upon the Moon in Figure 32. It is a good illustration

of the crater rills so called, and is known as Bullialdus
<f>.

The straight portion
measures 40 miles in length by perhaps one and a half in breadth. Its edges are
elevated as in its Hawaiian representative, and are quite as irregular in outline in
proportion to its size. The distinction between these two types of rills is not sharply
drawn upon the Moon, and the same rill sometimes exhibits both types in different
portions of its length, as is the case with three small rills located on the northeastern
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and southeastern flanks of Copernicus, within one diameter of the crater rim. A
much larger and more conspicuous crater rill occurs one and a half diameters to the

northwest of Copernicus. The craterlets in this case are so distinct, however that

the rill-like character is not so well marked.

Another type of depression that is found upon the Moon is known as a river-bed

from its resemblance to its terrestrial analogue. Thirty-four of them

have been catalogued. They have been so fully described else-

where, Annals of the Harvard College Observatory, XXX II, 84, that

it is unnecessary to more than refer to them here. The figure

represents one of the larger ones. It is found on the slopes of Mt

Hadley. Its length in a straight line is 50 miles, and its maximum

breadth 2000 feet. It tapers uniformly from one end to the other.

In Figure 6 a marking is found closely resembling one of these river-

beds. It is situated due south of Kies and west of Mercator. Its

true character can only be ascertained by visual observations made under excep-

tionally favorable atmospheric conditions.

gument of those who deny that water ever existed upon the

that if such were the case, signs of erosion would be found
A fav

Moon is the statement

upon its surface

these signs are

In the case of the Earth, where vast bodies of water are prese

very pronounced in the eroded valleys of mountain regions, and the

alluvial plains of the more open country

the Moon no such signs are to be found

Wh ch detail upon

This makes it certain that large q

of water could

expect such to be the

have been found upon its surface, nor indeed should we

considering the small of the force of gravitation

existing there. If the Moon ever possessed any water at all, it must have been in

comparatively small quantities, and we should accordingly look among its finer detail

for any evidence of its former

Fig 34 presents Theophilus, a crater some 64 miles in diamete The

tral peaks rise 5000 to 6000 feet abo

numerous deep valleys, four being clearly shown in the photograph

the crater floor, and are indented by

It is believed

that these valleys are due to erosion, and are analogous to those shown in Figure 36.

presents a mountain ridge just back of Honolulu, and was taken from

Similar valleys occur on the central peak of Eratos-

of Copernicus they have cut so deeply that they have actually

This fig

another ridge called Tantalus

thenes In

divided the

have come

central mass into three distinct

from a general atmospheric cir

The precipi

but more likely from steam
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expelled from the openings of the spiracles in the central peaks themselves. The

valleys seem to be flat bottomed, which would imply the action of ice rather than

water. Indeed, at the present time the central peaks of Theophilus are of a dazzling

brilliancy as compared with their surroundings. This, it is believed, is due to ice.

The floors of both Theophilus and Copernicus show ridges that may be lateral

moraines.

What we ordinarily speak of as the lunar day is twenty-nine and a half terrestrial

days in length. From the standpoint of climate it may quite as properly be called

the lunar year. In the latter case sunrise corresponds to spring, and sunset to

autumn. The interval between them is very nearly fifteen of our days. Using the

terms in this sense, we find that there are numerous spots scattered over the surface

of the Moon which as the season progresses gradually darken. They reach their

maximum development about or soon after midsummer, and from thence on slowly

fade out and disappear with the approach of autumn. They are widely distributed

over the surface, excepting near the poles, but develop most rapidly in the equatorial

regions. It is believed that these variable dark spots are due to vegetation.

One of them is seen in the northern part of Julius Csesar, the large crater just

north of the Ariadaeus rill, Figure 29. Others are found to the north and east of it.

The summer temperature on the Moon is about that of our desert regions at midday.

The winter temperature approaches absolute zero, but since grain and other seeds

have been exposed without injury to the temperature of liquid air, it seems clear that

even terrestrial vegetation can stand a range of temperature quite comparable to that

found upon the Moon.

The central area of Figure 35 represents the crater Eratosthenes taken at the time

moon. On the photograph it measures an inch and a quarter in diameter, and
is on a scale of ^shs*, or thirty-two miles to the inch. The central peaks are pure
white, and cover an area about one quarter of an inch in diameter. Northeast and
northwest of them are two dark spots upon the floor, and southeast of the peaks is a
very dark area lying partly on the floor and partly on the inside wall. These spots
go through various interesting changes in density as the season progresses, at
times entirely disappearing. In one place a slow movement of progression at the
rate of four feet per hour has been noted. Outside of the crater, large dark areas
are seen, which do not, however, lend themselves so readily to measurement as do
those within it. Two dark lines lead away from each of the spots at the base of the
central peaks. These lines are believed to be anal,

of full

Mars
© the so-called canals of
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Drawings of the Moon and planets show much finer detail than it is possible t<

obtain by any photographs. Figure 37 is a drawing of Eratosthenes made thirty

ht hours later in the lunation than the photograph. Few changes have takeno

place in the meantime, and the three dark areas within the crater can be readily

recognized. It will be noticed that numerous fine canals not at all visible in the

photograph appear in the drawing. A much more detailed account of this crater will

be found in the Annals of Harvard College Observatory, LIII, 75.

Since different observers sometimes represent the same detail by different methods

of shading, and since to some eyes fine' markings, like canals, appear of much less

breadth than to others, it is very desirable where two drawings are to be compared,

that they should both be, if possible, by the same observer. The sketch of Mars,

Figure 38, was made by the writer when at the Lowell Observatory in Arizona. The

similarity in appearance of the canals in these two figures, together with their varia-

bility under similar conditions, leads one to believe that they are due to the ime

cause, namely, vegetation.

During the summer of 1904 the writer was able to spend eight weeks at the

Lowe Observatory in southern California. A considerable portion of his time was

devoted to a study of Eratosthenes. The interior was found to be seamed by
* _

numerous fine cracks. Watching some of these cracks soon after the sun rose upon

them, he was able to see them broaden out and change gradually into canals. It

is his belief that the cracks gave out water vapor, which fertilized the vegetation

along their sides and in their vicinity, and that it was the growth of this vegetation

that produced the appearance of a canal.

The canals of Mars are on a much larger scale than those of the Moon ; one of

them indeed reaches the enormous length of 3500 miles. If they are produced

naturally, the surface of the planet must be cracked in many places. It is generally

thought that terrestrial volcanoes lie along subterranean cracks that do not reach the

surface. The volcanoes of the great chain of the Andes lie along a straight crack

reaching from southern Peru to Terra del Fuego, 2500 miles in length. The vol-

canoes of the Aleutian Islands lie along a curved crack equally long. Since other

shorter lines of volcanoes are very numerous upon the Earth, and since countless

others existed in former times, the cracks in the Earth's crust must be exceed-

ingly numerous. Every dike and mineral vein indeed bears witness to this fact.

There is no reason why terrestrial cracks should not be as numerous as those upon

the Moon. In the case of the Earth they have usually been closed, sometimes by

liquid matter from below, and sometimes by surface denudation. There is one

12
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ack. however, which comes to the surface various p' eastern Asia and

western Africa, and stretching from the Dead Sea to Lake Nyassa, reaches the

enormous length of 3500 miles. The longest known crack upon the Moon, that

of Sirsalis, measures about 400 miles.

It does not sarily follow, however, even if both the Martian and 1

canals are due to vegetation, that the vegetation is watered the same manner

There is certainly an atmospheric circulation upon Mars, giving rise to clouds, that

might aid materially any subterranean forces. Annals of Harvard College Observa-

tory, LIII, 155. Whether these forces could be directed intelligently by assumed

intelligent inhabitants of the planet we do not know. The only argument in favor

of the existence of such inhabitants is the artificial appearance of the canals.

four canals radiating from the little lake just above the of Fig

The

37 will

appear to some minds quite as artificial in appearance as the four canals radiating

from the elongated lake to the right of the centre of Figure 38.

To the southeast and southwest of Kilauea lies a desert region crossed in places

by steam cracks. One of the first questions that I asked my guide on reaching the

Volcano House was if any of these cracks were still active. He assured me that

eh the and the next day we visited some that were near Keanakakoi.

The desert was found to be absolutely barren except for certain long, narrow strips

of vegetation. These consisted chiefly of ferns, some bushes, and a few trees. It

was found that they grew over the steam cracks, one of which is shown in Figure 39.

This particular crack was a yard in width, over two yards in depth, and about thirty

yards long. If the region could have been viewed from a slight elevation we should

have found a system of canals crossing the desert, these canals being due to vege-

tation, and differing in appearance from those found upon the Moon and Mars in no

respect save size.
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HIGH ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE

DESCRIPTION OF THE BATTER \'T

The appliances for research have greatly increased since the time of Faraday; but

It Is significant that the wealth of means has not contributed much to our knowledge

of the science of electricity. The advances have come from workers who have not had

at their command very powerful electrical currents, such as are used in commercial

applications ; and I am led to conclude that the best equipment of a physical labora-

tory resides in good minds and not in elaborate installations and large collections of

physical apparatus.

Nevertheless a step is made when the limits of application of the present power-

ful sources of electricity can be shown in such a subject, for instance, as Spectrum

Analysis.

Thirty years ago investigators depended upon voltaic batteries for their source of

electric currents. The limits of electromotive force were necessarily low, on account

of the expense involved in a plant of a large number of cells, and the labor of setting

up the cells was very great. In the literature of electricity and magnetism one finds

a full account of the large experimental battery of de la Rue and Miiller. This con-

sisted of 8040 elements of amalgamated zinc and chloride of silver in a salt or sal

ammoniac solution. Each cell consisted of a glass tube 15.23 cm. long and 1.9 cm. in

diameter. The tube was closed by a rubber stopper to avoid evaporation : the chlo-

ride of silver paste and a strip of silver constituted the positive pole of the cell. This

silver strip was carefully protected from the sulphur of the rubber stopper by suitable

insulation. The electromotive force of each element was 1.03 volts and the internal

resistance of each cell 38.5 ohms. The total electromotive force of the battery was

approximately 8281.2 volts. De la Rue and Miiller recommend such an installation

for use in spectrum analysis.

Before entering upon a more detailed account of a much larger installation I will

give here, for comparison, similar data in regard to this installation.

The cells of the battery in the Jefferson Physical Laboratory number 20,000
;
the

glass tubes of each cell are 14 cm. long, 1.9 cm. in diameter, -not differing therefore

much in size from the de la Rue and Miiller battery. The electromotive force of
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each cell is approximately 2 volts and the internal resistance 1.50 volts; the total elec-

tromotive force of the battery is 40,000 volts. It can produce in air an initial spark

of 3.5 cm. to 4 cm., and when the terminals are quickly drawn apart, a flaming dis-

charge of 60 cm.

This modern large installation has been made possible by the discovery of the Plante

accumulator, which enables one to utilize the powerful currents generated by the

dynamo machine to polarize lead plates and dispen Th
latter have entirely disappeared from physical laboratories except for minor purposes,

such as call bells; and the three or four hundred Bunsen or Grove cells which were

once used in lectures on physics have been thrown into the scrap heap.

I published in the Proceedings of the American Academy, Vol. XXXII, p. 253,

also Vol. XXXIII, p. 435, a description of this battery, which I had constructed for the

purpose of studying the spectra of hydrogen, especially f hyd

lines discovered by Professor E. C. Pickering in the spectrum of certain stars. It was

hoped that under conditions of high electromotive force and strong currents this new
series might be reproduced in a laboratory. Although this hope was found to be falla-

cious, the installation of such a large plant has proved extremely useful where a steady

electric field is necessary.1
It has shown that spectrum analysis of rarefied gases is

practically limited to comparatively small electromotive forces and weak currents. An
experience of twelve years in the use of the battery impels me to gather in a memoir
the results of my The life of the battery as it was originally constructed

has been ten years, and the improvements I shall describe in this memoir will, I believe,

greatly extend its life.

The form of cells which I adopted, consisting of test tubes enclosing strips of lead

formed by the Plante method, is undoubtedly the cheapest and most compact form
that can be selected. A less number of cells, of

might be

far more

o d of the pasted type

•- but they would occupy a much greater space and would be

The battery with which I have experimented requires a room 20 x 30 x 14 feet.

It is contained in eight cabinets or cases. The space occupied by the battery could

be lessened by a more compact arrangement of the trays which hold the cells.

Each of the unit trays consists of three compartments (Figure 1, Plate XXV), and
holds sixty cells. The supports of the test tubes are made of kiln-dried whitewood
soaked in paraffine. The tubes rest on a lower shelf, and are held upright in holes in

an upper shelf. The individual trays, comprising together what I have termed a unit,

1 II. L. Blackwell, Proc. Am. Acad., Vol. XLT, No. 32.
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are placed side by side with an air space between them, and are kept apart by lass or

porcelain tubes.

It is necessary that the cells of each tray should be connected with lead wire, and

wires and the switches, together with the eop-between these lead

per conductors of the far removed from the cells. "\\

the battery was first installed, these connecting had wires were led through glass

tubes in the wood partitions separating the trays. It was soon found, however, that

the sulphuric acid crept along the lead connecting wires, a distance of eight to ten

inches from the cells, covering the glass conduits and soaking into the wood parti-

tions, thus short-circuiting the cells. Accordingly the gla-s tubes were x moved and

the lead wires were led through airspaces. Thi disposition remedied the difficulty

My experience with various insulating material has taught me that dry air is the best

insulator that one can obtain at moderate expense; and next to it is kiln-dried wood

soaked in parafhne. The latter, however, must not he exposed to acid fumes.

The scheme of electrical switches for this experimental plant has been the tubject

of much thought. It was desirable that a range of voltage extending from the con-

tents of one of the unit trays— 60 cells, approximately 120 volts— through all the

multiples of this unit up to 40,000 volts, could be obtained. At first the cells were

charged in multiple with a current of 60 volts, the cells being arranged in multiple,

20 cells in each derived circuit, the charging current through each cell being one-

thirtieth of an ampere.

The switchboards are placed on the back of each of the unit cabinets, there being

eight of these cabinets. The switches are three point switches (Figure 2, Plate XX V).

When they are thrown to the right, the batteries are in multiple for charging; when

thrown to the left, the cells are in series. An entirely similar switchboard serves to

throw each cabinet into multiple or tandem.

It is evident that with a charging current of only 60 volts a large number of

switches are necessary. The following arrangement, suggested to me by Dr. II. W.

Blackwell, who has studied the disposition of the cells for use in his work on electric

double refraction, has greatly simplified the arrangement of switches, and lessened the

work of throwing the cells from multiple to series:

A f 500 volts is now used. The cells in each cabinet

d in multiple, 60 in each shelf, 3 420 volts. This change merely

equires throwing a one point switch on the switchboard, the cells remaining in 1

,nd being divided at a middle point, giving 210 cells in each deri\ d branch. ^

uitable transformer and a mercury rectifier it is evident that the number of sv
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and switchboards could be further reduced. The danger in using the batteries evi-

dently increases with the number of switches which must be manipulated. This

danger is very great, for 20,000 cells, even of the small test tube type, can yield for

a few seconds a current of eight amperes at 40,000 volts. In using the batteries one

is speedily convinced that a steady current of large amperage at voltages as low as

200 can be dangerous to life. The amperage is just as important a factor as elec-

tromotive force in considering this danger.o ™*~ —&
L

Figure 2, Plate XXV, shows the arrangement of connections and switches on the

back of each compartment of the battery. There are 48 compartments. In each

compartment there are 7 shelves, 60 cells to each shelf; thus 420 cells, or 820 volts,

to a compartment. These cells are connected to the line for charging or discharging

by the switches S. When these switches are thrown to the right hand of one facing

the switchboard, the cells of each shelf are connected in series up to switches S4 S4 . At

this point 3J shelves are put in multiple; that is, 210 cells, or 420 volts. The charg-

ing current of 500 volts thus has to overcome this difference of potential. All of the

switches S to S4 S4 are thrown to the right, both in charging and discharging. To dis-

charge it is only necessary to throw switch S5 to the left, thus putting all the cells

in series. The time necessary to throw the cells from charging to discharging is ten

minutes. From two to three hours of charging with a voltage of 500 and a current

of two amperes is generally necessary to bring the cells up to working voltage. As

in the case of all lead accumulators or storage batteries, a transient or pseudo voltage,

if the cells are not fully charged, is shown, which quickly disappears in connecting

the terminals of the cells.

One of the chief causes of the deterioration of an accumulator is the buckling of the

plates due to overdischarging. This buckling causes the positive and negative plates

circuit the cells. This buckling can readily happen unless

the plates are massive, or held apart rigidly. Massive plates add much to the weight

of the cells, and when a large number are needed for great electromotive force the

weight is prohibitive. The plates are 1.2 cm. broad, 14 cm. long, and are approxi-

mately 1 mm. thick, weighing approximately one-sixteenth of a pound. They are

roughened deeply by a suitable die.

At first I adopted the expedient of keeping the plates apart by means of rubber

bands. Experience, however, has shown that this is

touch, and thus to short

is shown that this is a very temporary expedient, for

the rubber disintegrates, and also becomes covered in time with the active material

which falls from the plates
; they then serve as conductors to short-circuit the cells.

In a new arrangement of the cells I have dispensed with the rubber separators and
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use wood separators; these wood separators are somewhat broader than the lead plates

and a centimeter longer. They reach to the hottorn of the glass containing tube, while

the lead plates are lifted from the bottom of these tubes about a centimeter. The

active material, therefore, which might fall to the bottom of the cells cannot sh it-

circuit the cells. The separators consist of strips of wood 1 mm. thick. When they are

saturated with the dilute acid, they do not oppose any appreciable r istanoe. The use

of wrood separators in storage cells was discovered by Mr. E. P. Usher in a remarkabii

installation at Milford, Mass., which served as the source of electric power for trolley

cars on the route between Milford and llopedale. Mr. D r w, i the first to show

I that they did not oppose any appreciable resistance, and that they prevented tin

trouble of buckling. With the employment of these wood separators the experimental

battery which I describe in this memoir can be short-circuit cd without danger to the

battery

Figure 1, Plate XXV, shows one tray of the battery with wood

ing to the bottom of the tubes. Lead f the cells to the

switches on the back of old the cells. Tl

from each row of cells to the switches connecting the rows of cells, a distance of

lead wires shouldproximately, 50 cm. It was found necessary that these

cally from the cells through a distance of 4 or 5 cm., in order that the acid

up the wire should drain b dripping

upm the wooden supports of the cells. These lead win- do not touch the wood*

any point, and do not rest upon any insulators save two porcelain insulators wh

are directly above the end cells on each shelf. It was found, as I have said, that if

they were led through glass tubes inserted in wood, the glai in time became covered

with an acid solution which was communicated to the wood in which the lass tubes

were inserted, and the wood thus became conducting. The liquid in the cell dilute

sulphuric acid, is covered with a thin layer of paraffine oil to prevent evaporation.

The acid solution is renewed about once in three months to replace the loss due to

ition. The lead plates in the course of two or three years become friable,

having become almost entirely converted into active material, and therefore need to

be replaced. This replacement, of course, depends upon the use of the battery.

Thicker plates would lengthen the life of the cells, but would also lead to greater

poi

weight.

An open construction of each compartment of the battery is desirable, in order that

the condition of the cells can be easily seen by passing an incandescent lamp behind

the rows of cells. This open construction is shown in Figure 3, Plate XX V. It
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will be from Figure 1, Plate XXV, that each tray of res ts pon p

insulators at their ends and at their middle. The wood between the rows of cells is

removed, leaving a slot ; the only wood connection is therefore at the ends of the

trays.

LEAKAGE TO GROUND AND SIDE DISCHARGES.
-

The installation of such a large storage battery as I describe in this memoir presents

many interesting problems of insulation, and it is probable that with the most perfect

possible there is an invisible ionization betw and the earth.

Such ionization becomes visible in the form of the Geissler tube shown in Figure A.

The terminal A is connected permanently with the pole of the battery through a large

running water resistance of several megohms ; the terminal B is connected to the

negative pole by a spark gap. E E are condensers connected to the earth. At the

instant the spark occurs, a brilliant side discharge occurs between E and A. At

B It

le time that these side discharges take place, a discharge passes between A and

is evident that the capacity of the region outside the battery, the room and

building, charges up under the difference of potential between it and the poles of the

battery, a difference of potential which is greater than that between A and B which

connected by the small resistance of the rarefied

This pi

.-

photometric method of P th capacity of

%

C

large condensers and also of obtaining the

pacity of the •

ms C and D of

und

cross are

To the

hed the

condensers to be compared. At the instant

of completion of the circuit with the storage

battery under the conditions mentioned above,

two side discharges take place from C and D,

either to A B By bringing the light of

disci

able photometr

r>

«

Figure A.

pare the c

degree of

f conden

n coin-

to the

accuracy obtainable by ordinary

cult to

photometric obse S it is dim
obtain an estimate of the capacity of large bodies of irregular shape and of

large extent, this method may be of u

haustion the method does not require

By a suitable vacuum tube and proper

o umber of
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It was noticeable that when a stratified discharge was established between A and

B, there being no spark gap in the circuit except that of the rarefied space between A

and B, fluctuating feeble discharges took place to earth through K. This phenomenon

seems to indicate a discontinuity in the stratified discharge.

When the small spark gap, either at the positive or negative pole, is of a suitable

length, the discharges between either pole of the battery succeed each other so rapidly

that the side discharges to earth appear continuous. If a lar_re condenser is substi-

tuted for the earth at E, one plate of the condenser being connected to earth, the time

between each discharge is lengthened.

It is probable that in the case of lightning side discharges to the earth take place

in the manner indicated by this method potential b the positively and

natively charged clouds rising to a higher value than that between the

th space beneath the clouds acting as a localized capacity.

IXAME IONIZATION AND KLECTETCAL WIND.

By the use of the wooden separators, as I have said, one can sh

thout fear of permanent injury In doing this, several interesting phenomena ap-

pear In a dark room a faint glow is alwav f

d cells. This glow is independent of the position of the positive terminal, and

idence of a silent discharge or ionization. On the other hand, a glow at the

positive terminal does not appear (with a difference of potential of 20,000

approaches to a distance of 17.5 cm. from th terminal, b

After the positive terminal is brought to a distance of 4

5

nals being pointed.

. from the negative terminal,— that is, to near the striking distance

drawn away, the glow on the positive terminal persists to a greater d

d

d This is shown in the accompanying table

First appearance of the glow on
the positive terminal.

17.5 cm.

16

17.5

Glow can be drawn to

20.5 cm.

20

20

This phenomenon is analogous to the pers of II r*

occurs when b distance and

discharge which

thon are drawn

ap This flaring d .-
extends to a distance of 60 cm. (with 40,000 volts).

I then endeavored to see whether in an unsyinmetrical field find phe-

o Faraday nds in the similar unsy
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field of Geisler tubes from the positive terminal to approximately two-thirds of the

distance between the pointed terminals in the tube.

A candle flame, therefore, was placed on the line between pointed terminals.

These terminals were then moved toward each other until the effect upon the flame

was symmetrical ; that is, when the flame assumed a flattened shape somewhat like an

on its smaller end. It was then found that the distance of the negativeno *v-«mi

terminal from the centre of the flame was 5 cm., and the distance of the positive

terminal 10 cm. It seems, therefore, that even at atmospheric pressure something

analogous to the Faraday column begins to manifest itself. In a Geisler tube at

suitable pressure, as is well known, this column is steadily driven back from the

cathode space as the vacuum rises.

In general experiments on the effect of an electrical field on the flame of a candle

with a symmetrical field, I obtain with the terminals of an accumulator of 20,000

previous observers who worked , i

With pointed terminals it is very evident that the outer mantle of the fla

repelled by the positive terminal of the battery. When the flame is close to this

terminal, and is attracted by the negative terminal, the candle is close to the

latter. When th o the form of a blunt point, a wing of
outer envelope of the flame is attracted to the surface of the blunt terminal and

und the point, sometimes touching the sharp po g away
from the point. This action seems to be due to the deposition of soot on the poinl

I have spoken of the egg shape of the flame when it is apparently acted upon
equally by the positive and negative terminals; and perhaps this remark requires
further elucidation. When, for instance, the negative terminal is brought close to

edge of the luminous part of the flame, not touchino- it, and
moved toward

po

the flame shortens and spreads out laterally
When, however, the negative terminal touches the outer mantle of the
effect of attraction to it becomes more marked. In these cases it would be difficult

flame

(1 - o iisli the negative terminal from the positive by the actions on the flame.
When, however, the terminals are approximately twice the striking distance of the
battery, the flame of the candle is a ready indicator of the nature of the poles of
the battery being repelled by the positive pole and attracted by the negative.

When the positive terminal is a small sphere, the repulsive effect seems more
marked than the flattening effect. When the terminals are slowly brought near each

1 Xeureneuf, Annates rle Chemie Pt A* pw; y* , r T

1881
;

l-ouillet, Arm. da Chemie et de Phy^TxxXV^'m *™ '' "^ °"* : ***** ** XY% P>^
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other, the singing of the non-luminous discharge is very distinct. Then a bright white,

threadlike discharge occurs, which is immediately followed by a flaring yellow dis

charge, which, as I have said, can be drawn out 50 to GO cm. with a difference of

potential of 40,000 volts. These experiments illustrate forcibly the modern Idea ot

ionization. The glow at the negative terminal shows that tin- entire air of the room

between this terminal and the positive terminal of the battery parli< |>a1es in this

ionization. It would probably be impossible by any method of insulation of th<

accumulator cells to insulate the positive pole of the battery so that this silent

discharge would not manifest itself by this negative -low; for a large surface of any

perfect, in a limited form, becomes a coml

extended surface.

CHARGING CONDENSERS.

The form of condensers I have adopted is that of the so-called Franklin

These plates are 30 x 40 cm. The glass is 3 mm. thick lor an accumulator of 10,000

d 5 mm. for 20,000 cells. It is evident fi B

lator that the strength of current which the aceumulator can deliver on a short

circuit influences to a marked degree the insulating strength of the condenser which

the D

The plates of the condensers are arranged in wooden tray, w.th wutaWc switches,

which enabled me to vary the nnmber of plates. They w,re also arranged so that

they could be charged in multiple and then discharged in scries (Proceed,,, s of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Vol. XXX 1 1

1

This form of condenser, namely the Franklin plate form, do, I not withstand the

potential of the battery so well as the jar for,,, of Ley.len jar
:
a thick,,, of glass „,

jar form which will perfectly insulate the terminals of the 20,000 cell, when charged

to a difference of potential of 40,000 volts would break down when F

d of the same thickness. I found that such plat l could not bo .ess tnan <

f an inch, approximately 3 mm., in thicknc I to withstand constant use of

battery of 40,000 volts. The large storage battery illustrated

ssaryto charge condenser- to a definite poten' \Y

ing of a Leyden jar of about 10,000 electrostatic units is connected with one pole of

the other terminal rest- upon a wooden table upon which the jar is

battery, and

placed, this jar will discharge through a small spark gap about ten seconds.

When connected directly with the outer coating of

pidity of discharge increases to at least one hundred a ^econd an

13
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ous. I was interested to ascertain whether the capacity at the affected the

breaking down effect in air and in oil. Without the external capacity, boiled linseed

oil broke down between two small spheres one millimeter apart, under a difference of

potential of 20,000 volts. A sheet of microscopic cover glass ^io of an inch in thick-

ness, however, was not perforated, and a sheet of mica j^ of an inch also withstood

this difference of potential. When a capacity of 10,000 electrostatic units was con-

nected to the terminals of the battery, no difference in the breaking down effect could

be detected.

If, instead of the high resistance of the wooden table, a water resistance is inter-

calated between the poles of the battery and the Leyden jars, the same phenomenon
is observed. The jars charge slowly to a sufficient potential, then discharge, and this

discharge takes place with remarkable regularity ; the smaller the resistance inter-

posed, the more rapid the rate of discharge. The time of discharge can be regulated

pleasure by means of

2trical clock.

Q ~. ^-v. v^v, „* ".OVllCUg

d the battery serves as a species of

The problem of a practical form of resistance early became an important one. I

have used cadmium iodide resistances recommended by Hittorf. This form of resist-

ance is useful for weak currents, but it heats under powerful currents. At one time
it was thought that graphite resistances might be useful; accordingly a bank of

graphite cylinders, made of compressed powdered graphite, were mounted on quartz
columnar crystals. It was speedily found that these resistances had a large temper-
ature coefficient, and moreover developed a large back electromoti
ing to 500 or 800 volts when a difference of 20,000 volts was applied to the bank of
resistances. I accordingly adopted a resistance of running water

for

having no temperature coefficient

which was very

At the base of a lare flowed out through a long horizontal
tube. A Wire introduced into this tube could be pushed in or out of it, and could
thus modify the resistance in the circuit. A milliamperemeter introduced in the cir-
cuit with the water resistance gave perfectly steady readings.

The periodicity exhibited by the battery in charging condensers through large
resistances « analogous to the periodicity shown by the battery in the recovery of
the cells after each momentary When the jmort circuits are repeated
in reguar success the striking distance of course diminishes, and a.so the d„
o winch the flaming discharge can be extended; finally, such a point is reached that
the tlaming discharge disappears, and the hitterv ««™ a * v i i e
, .

, , ,
.. . \\.

' uie Datteiy proceeds to discharge by means of
bright white sparks resembling condenser diselmiw* ti • u • iucusci uiscnaiges. this phenomenon is due to a
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diffusion in the cells. Each period of exhaustion is followed by a period of recujx ra

tion ; and one is strongly reminded of the aetion of tin; electrical eel, <>r the rceupera-

tion of human nervous force.

My experience with the mechanism necessary to eliarge and discharge storugi

cells leads me to remark that to the electrician the physiological theory of eh trical

currents in muscles and nerves is incomprehensible and not in touch witli any phe-

nomena exhibited by voltaic batteries or electrical machines ; for a collection of muscles

or nerves, which are apparently homogeneous in matter, or at lea t do not show

marked differences in chemical constitution, can produce, it is said, an electric spark

and shocks of considerable severity. If there exists in the separate muscles a source

of electricity, in other words a difference of potential, what is the mechanism by

means of which the muscles can be discharged in -cries ? for the electromotive force

of each muscle must be exceedingly low, and the high electromotive force of the

electrical eel must be obtained by some mechanism which enables the animal to throw

the effect of each muscle in series with the neighboring muscles. We cannot suppose

that we have in these animals, which exhibit such marked electrical energy, a phe-

nomenon like that shown in a thunder cloud. Meteorological observations lead us to

conclude that the lightning discharge is not produced like the discharge horn a gr.;it

umber of storage cells arrang that is, from one charged vesicle of

vapor to another,— but rather from the accumulation in series of -uch charges at

it on the surface of the cloud, the cloud thus acting like a charged condpoint on

We can thus suppose that the outer layer of vesicles of water are more heavily

charged than those in the interior of the cloud. To suppose that there is any dis-

charge in the heavens analogous to the discharge of a storage battery arranged in

series, or, to go to physiology for a parallel, to suppose that there is a mechanism in

the clouds similar to the arrangement of muscles or nerves in the electrical eel which
n

permits by means of insulating sheaths the accumulation of charg ,
is to suppose

beyond of the electrician. In short, the theory of

order to be accepted by th theory which suppose

each muscle is like a unit of a storage battery, and that these units are th

of the electrical fi show how, by an arrangement of

pling is possi

The electrician too notices, even in recent books on the nervous syst m, an

account of experiments to detect the induction of a stimulated nerve on a neigh-

boring nerve. The account of such endeavors often immediately follows statement

that The velocity of the nerve action is hardly one hundred feet per second. The
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electrician knows that no inductive effect between one storage cell of much hio-he

voltage than that of any nerve or muscle can be detected, even when the velocity of

the electrical action in the inducing cell is many times that of the nerve action. To
the electrician the supposed electrical condition of human muscles and nerves resem-

bles that of a number of suburban towns, each with individual electrical plants not

connected to any central station ; and the physiologist who can show any ramifica-

tions which are analogous to those by means of which electrical energy is transmitted

by inorganic machines would overcome much scepticism among physicists in regard

to the real existence of electrical currents in human muscles and nerve.

There is, however, one. analogy between the action of a storage cell and that

of a nerve. This analogy can be found in the phenomenon of electrical diffu-

sion. We recognize this diffusion in the ordinary voltaic cell, which is so universally

used in ringing call bells and door bells. These cells discharge, so to speak, their

gy with a resultant fatigue, and, afte pable of exhib

energy again. The electrical fish, it is said, recuperates after giving a shock. This

recovery of a cell source of electricity is shown on a comparatively great scale by a

large storage battery. This phenomenon is painfully apparent to the automobilist

who drives an electric automobile ; for it is an evidence of fatigue in his battery, and
it gives an elusive hope of recovery. Have we not seen such an automobilist sud-
denly coming to a stop, and rest a moment, until by the phenomenon of diffusion in

the battery the electromotive force rises sufficiently for him to proceed ? An elu-

sive hope, I have said, for another period of fatigue will soon set in, and the periods
of necessary rest become longer and longer. In the rise and fall of electromotive
force, due to diffusion, we have something very analogous to the recuperation and
fatigue of nervous energy

; and it is through the study of this phenomenon, I

beheve, that we shall gain some insight into the mysteries of what is called animal
icity

The large storage battery of the Jefferson Physical Laboratory exhibits the peri-
ods nse and fall of electrical energy in a manner most suggestive to one who thinks of
the analog.es between such a collection of units of electrical energy and the supposed
collection of similar

fish. When the battery is suitably
nected to a reservoir like a Leydcn jar, this reservoir rises to a defi..... «~..„~„
force and then discharges by means of a spark. The curve of rise and fall remi
one of the curves obtained by physiologists, denoting action and fati.ue in the e

ditions of muscles
thnt tWo r i i

The discharSes of the battery can be so closely regulated
that these discharges can be made as regular as the beatin, of the human he^t. If
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the novel of "Frankenstein" had been written in this century, the million s would

undoubtedly have equipped her automaton with a storage battery.

If a milliamperemeter is interposed between one terminal of the battery and one

coating of the Leyden jar, the current rises to a definite value and remains stationary

until the jar discharges. At the moment of discharge the reading of the smpere-

suddenly, and then falls to its steady 1.

the resistance interposed in the circuit. The rise in nailing is evidently due to tb

lished air resistance at the spark gap. The resistance of the spark is less thandimi

ohm, or at least does not exceed two or three ohms. We can therefore form

idea of the magnitude of the resistance of the air in the case <>f the silent dis-

•-!charge, and indeed of the brush discha

The resistance of the silent discharge estimated in this way,— that i^. by

in resistance when the spark passes between pointed terminals 2 cm. apart

f.

difference of potential of 20,000

of the interposed layer of air. It depend

is a

A-hat is usually taken as the electric strength

5 upon the electric density which, in turn,

direct function of the voltage and amperage of the battery. The apparent

resistance of the silent 'discharge thus depends upon the energy of ionization, and the

latter is so much the greater, the greater the coated surface of the battery and the

voltage and charge.

Tli

OSCILLATION OR PTJLSATIOK OF THE CELL-.

discharge from a large number of stora e cells, like that from a high
5^ """- n

transformer giving a large amperage, is characterized by a sibilant flame <

a difference of potential of 40,000 volts can be drawn out to more than tl

When a photograph of such a discharge is examined, it is seen to have a br

snark as a nucleus. On account of the flaming nature of the envelope of

'y

discharge it is difficult by means of I >>y

.ploy two spark gape, and maintaining fixed the terminals in the

gap, one can photo i the pulsations aero this ^ •. Photographs obtained

of the phenomena at this gap observed in a revolving mirror showed verv

pulsations or oscillations.

I have described elsev for charging condensers in multiple and

then discharging them in series.
1 Since writing this paper I have constructed

o*"o

pparat

sure.

of giving sparks seven feet in length in air at atmospheric pres-

ffp to one million and a half volts the length of the discharge is clone..

XXXIII, No. 21, Juno, 1898.
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proportional to the voltage; beyond this point leakage and electrostatic induction

prevent accurate measurements. In order to study high voltage the apparatus

should be lifted outside a building and placed high above the ground.

It seemed evident from observation of the phenomena that air at atmospheric

pressure breaks down with great facility under high voltage combined with large

amperage. The resistance of the electric spark varies greatly with the amount of

current carried by the spark ; and the non-concordant results obtained by different

observers for this resistance can be explained by this fact. In one case I found that

under a difference of potential of three million volts the spark passed through five

centimeters of air in preference to a circuit through a solution of sulphate of copper

of one thousand ohms resistance.

One is impressed in studying high voltage combined with large amperage that the

study of electrical discharges by means of Holtz machines or other forms of glass

inductors leads to limited conceptions of the amount of energy in lightning discharges.

If Benjamin Franklin had worked with a high-tension storage battery, he probably

never would have dared to try his celebrated kite experiment. Experience has shown

that even five hundred volts combined with large current is sufficient to cause death.

The apparent diameter of the electric spark and its apparent direction are deter-

mined largely by physiological considerations.

To the eye, sparks of six or seven feet in length appear of at least a tenth of an

inch in diameter. To obtain an idea of the size of the thread of luminosity, the

discharge was passed through the finest needle hole in a plate of glass five feet square.

This hole was made by plugging a much larger hole bored in

and piercing the paraffine with a needle. When the spark

.-
paraffii

opposi

the hole, each one a foot and a half from it, the spark sought the hole and passed

through it. A photograph shows an apparent breadth of spark much greater than the

diameter of the hole. Possibly only a portion of the spark passed through the hole,

for a surface ionization may have taken place over the surface of the glass.

In regard to the apparent direction of a lightning discharge I tried the foil o
experiment. One observer changed the poles of the apparatus for discharging the

condensers, while another, looking through an opening which concealed the spark

and only revealed the middle portion of the discharge, noted d

impressions of direction. On comparing the notes of the two experimenters, i

ment was found in regard to direction. This was also true when the disch

made non-oscillatory.

rati-

o

Considerations of direction may arise from difference of luminosity and difference
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of branching at the positive and negative terminals, for this difference exhibited by

the two poles of discharge is very marked.

1'OWERFUL DISCHARGES OF ELECTRICITY AND V METHOD OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC INTENSIFICATION OF THEIR IMA<iKS.

The discharges from a large number of condensers, charged in multiple Mid die-

charged in series, are probably more nearly identical with lightning discharges than

any other forms of discharges within our experimental means ; and the photographs

of such discharges reveal details which do not appear in the dischargee from Ruhmkorff

coils or Tesla coils.

With a large portrait lens many of such details appear which are not ihown b)

small lenses. These details, however, are d tncult to reproduce. Indeed it often happens

in scientific investigation that one obtains faint images which cannot be repro-

duced by any process of printing, and which do not give satisfactory results with

ordinary processes of intensification or methods of repeated printing from quick plates

to slow plates.

I have found the following method of obtaining trong contrasts in photography

of electric sparks very useful in those cases where there is no general fog over the

surface of the negative.

The negative is first intensified by iodide of mercury. The formula is given in

most books on photography, and is as follows: Dissolve 14 grs. of bichloride of mei

cury in 700 c.c. of water and 42 grs. of iodide of potassium in 300 C.C of water; po

odide solution into the mercury till the red precipitate formed is completely

dissolved. For use, dilute with water and flow over the negative till the proper

density is reached. When the negative is washed, it will turn yellow. I do not

remove this yellow by hypo, for it is necessary to the complete success of the

method of intensification.

When the negative is dry, it is placed in full sunlight in the morning, when the

beams of the sun are nearly horizontal. By suitably inclining the negative one can

obt ided with a small stop, an image of the silver dep< sit

which appears white on a yellow ground. The resulting photograph is therefor

g The faintest silver deposit is reproduced in marked contrast to the back

ground, which has reflected

than that reflected from the

y

I believe that this process of intensification is valuable in the large number of

es in which feeble imatt are obtained which do not lend themselves to the usual
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process of printing by transmitted light. In many cases one can rest content with

under exposures, feeling confident that good reproductions can be obtained by this

method. Of course there is a certain amount of distortion on account of the an^le

of reflection, but this can be reduced to a minimum along certain lines which contain

the part of the image which is the chief characteristic one seeks to show.

By suitably staining the plate with a yellow dye one can also place the negative

such a position in intense sunlight that the silver deposit, instead of reflecting

brighter image than the background or rest of the plate which contains no foo-

image, reflects less light, and therefore appears black in sunlight. In this case

one obtains in the camera a positive. This positive often reveals details which are

not seen by transmitted light, and moreover gives them in strong contrast with the

background or remainder of the plate.

Figure 8, Plate XXVI, shows two striking phenomena. The first is this : at every

fork or zigzag along the path of the discharge there is a side discharge. These side

discharges are directed toward the cathode. Moreover, each of these side discharges

forks or bifurcates in the same manner; that is, they arise at the forks.

In the case of very long sparks, six feet or more, the bifurcations are generally

directed to neighboring conducting masses, and are not directed to the cathode. In

the case of lightning, masses of clouds at a low potential, not lying along the main
direction of discharge, are indicated bv these side forking discharges.

^

The second marked phenomenon is a brush discharge, exactly similar to the brush
discharge at the anode before the disruptive spark occurs, at every fork or chai
of direction of this disruptive discharge.

Thus the peculiarities of the positive pole or anode are seen at every point of

i

o

disruptive discharge, especially wh between many cathodes. This
choice can occur when the anode is a point and the cathode is an arc of
from the point of the anode as a centre, the arc beino- provided

points. This bifur

observer to

with several spurs

g discharge, and it leads

direction of the lightning discharge

disruptiv

stretching out as it does like the fingers of a poin
Since the characteristics of the positive pole a

discharge, one cannot help thinking that these c

superior momentum of the positive electron Tn «., „ i ,u -J>
"

V 7 'i

o m . M „ •„ ,_ A .

electron, in general the positive electron play
1

phenomena
;
but in the disruptive spark there is someth

to speak

of the positive pol
positive electron ?— which

pletely overshadows the manifestation nP+k^ ~IesUtlon of the negative electron. We can consid th
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in air with disruptive discbarges at atmospheric pre* ure the Faraday column extends

to the cathode, leaving no interval for a cathode space.

In air, however, at atmospheric pressure, as I have said, (he negative glow at ilie

cathode is far more noticeable than the positive glow when the terminals are far apart.

For instance, the negative glow can be detected several hundred Eeet awaj from the

positive terminal of the battery of 20,000 cells; while the positive glow only appears

when the positive terminal is brought within two f< *t of the negative terminal. One

marvels at the extent of invisible ionization extending from the cathode.

The characteristic brush discharge at the positive pole, a characteristic discharge

which we see from Figure 8 is reproduced at every fork or bifurcation of the disrup-

tive discharge, is shown in Figure 6. It is wen to consist of bifurcating discharges

together with a flaming discharge. Turning to the negative pole (Figure 4) we find

the brush discharges are straight, as if drawn in pencil with a ruler, except at their

termini, where they end in a diffuse brush.

If the two discharge terminals are in the form of Neptune's tridents, the discharge

often separates near the positive terminal, and the two portions appear at first to be

undecided which of the points on the negative pole they will select. Finally they

decide to unite. This phenomenon is evidently an evidence of the oscillatory nature

of the discharge, for it shows that there are points of varying potential along the

line of discharge.

Some years ago I showed that an explosion occurs whenever powerful sparks

change their direction in zigzags, such as are evident in Figure 8. The spark passed

between a plate of glass and a sheet of paraffined paper, and it was found that the

paper was perforated at each forking of the discharge. This is shown in igure 6, in

which the spark negative is placed alongside of the negative of the perforations.

Possibly these explosions occurring alon an extended lightning discharge may be an

important element in the phenomenon of the rolling of thunder, for the sound of such

explosions would arrive at considerable intervals apart.

An interesting account of the explosive effect at each turning point of a lightning

discharge has been given me by Mr. Harvey N. Davis, an instructor in tli Jefferson

Physical Laboratory, and I give it here, since it is an account by a skilled observer

of both the above explosive effects and ball lightning.

"During the 27th of August, 1906, a large boarding-house on the side of Mount

Moosilauke, in the town of Warren, N. H., was struck by lightning in an unusu-

ally sudden and severe thunder storm. The path of at least three independent dis-

charges could be traced, but they nn: t have been practically simultaneous, for those
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had been caught by the rain half a mile from the house, heard only one sharp

report. One of the discharges struck the end of the ridgepole of the barn, and

came down the wall to a very obvious ground ; and two others landed halfway up the

sloping roof of the nearest part of the house, one of them near, but not on a dormer

window, and the other at some distance from any sort of a projection such as would

ordinarily be expected to ' draw lightning.' In each place there was a spot about a

foot across where the shingles had been forced outwards, as though by an explosion

just under them, while inside there were two round holes four or five inches in diam-

eter where the plaster had been blown into the room, leaving the laths completely

bare. The first of these discharges travelled down the roof to the eaves, and jumped

to the telephone wires, bursting out the shingles again as it left the roof. It hap-

pened that one of the young women of the house had just closed the dormer window,

and was in the middle of the room with her head close to that part of the sloping

ceiling where the second of the holes was found. It is possible that this was merely

chance, or, on the other hand, her presence may have had some influence on the

direction of the original discharge ; at any rate, the discharge jumped to her right

shoulder, and passed through or over the surface of her body to her left foot, then

ran along the floor to the wall, leaving a mark such as might be made with a hot

poker, and finally reached earth through the side of the house. The young woman

was, of course, completely stunned, but was fortunate enough to escape serious injury.

An interesting feature of this discharge was the regularity with which it seemed to

explode every time it turned a corner. The explosions between the ceiling and the

roof have already been mentioned ; the next occurred when the discharge reached the

woman's foot. Her shoe and stocking were blown completely off, so that only the left

half of the upper of the shoe remained attached to the sole. From her foot it ran

led

floor to a tin pail, which was standing on a piece of linoleum, and h

again, overturning the pail, and demolishing the linoleum, some of i

i found inside a water pitcher on a stand near by, while one or two shreds reached

adjacent windowpane with force enough to stick between the3 glass and tl

Finally, the point where the lightning reached the wall and started down bo"~ o
the sheathing and the plaster was very plainly marked on the outside of the house, a

couple of clapboards being forced out several inches. In the room below, the plaster

was loosened from the laths all the way down, probably by the pressure of the heated

air, but the appearance was quite different from that of the ceiling in the room

above. Fortunately nothing took fire.

"At the time of the discharge the guests were in the dining-room at the other side

O
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of the house, and several of those who turned most <|iiickly saw slow moving hall

discharges just outside the window. Oik* of those with whom I talked, a trained

scientist, was sitting with his back partly turned, and saw only one ball of fire,
k

like

a glowing coal'; but others said that it had been preceded l>y one rather larger*

perhaps as large as a baseball. When he first saw the second ball, it was three or

four feet from the ground, and was falling obliquely, as though it had rolled off the

roof of a low ell near by, and its velocity was only r lew feet per ootid,— certainly

not enough to leave a streak on his retina, as he noticed at the time. We * arched

that night, and again carefully the next day, for traces of these discharges in the

ground, but could find none. Whether they were independent discharges from th<

main cloud, or were secondary effect, due to the electrification of the wet roof, I do

not know. At any rate, they were not immediately connected with either of the

three main discharges, for two oi' these went to obvious grounds, .-is lias been indi-

cated; and the telephone wires, which carried off the third, were nowhere near the

part of the house where these balls were seen."

In long discharges of lightning these explosions directed at varied angles, could

give rise to sound waves, which, starting practically at the same instant, nevertheless,

by different angles and degrees of reflection, could arrive at the ear of the listener at

considerable intervals, and produce the rolling of thunder.

What, then, are the conclusions that can be drawn from the for< >ing manifesta

tions of electric discharges which can be produced by a large number of storage cells ?

The first fact which impresses one is the importance of the consideration of amperage

as well as electromotive force. Throughout scientific literature, and in popular con-

ception, electromotive force has received the chief consideration in discussing the

phenomena of lightning. Experiments in laboratories have been conducted with

ectrical machines which are generally incapable of affording much current.

i's experiment with the aid of a kite illustrates an underestimate of the c

lio-htnin^ discharge. Even to day no one would think of repealing Frank!

I"'rank

brated experiment, largely from a dread of voltage, but with littl conception of the

possibility of danger from small voltage and large current. We are beginning to

that 500 volts, accompanied by a current of from 10

fficient to destroy human life. One compartment of the storage battery which I

described affording something over S00

uited through the body of the janitor of the laboratory, was sufficient

knock him senselesf-

The most powerful electric discharge which we can produce by modern appliances
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i faint shadow of lightning, — so faint that it fails to reproduce in most essentia

ipects the phenomena in the heavens. I have never been able, by the use of reso

nt tubes or other arrangements, to cause reverberations to reproduce in the slight
, o

est degree, even with sparks six feet in length, the rolling of thunder. The energy
of an ordinary lightning discharge must be enormous.

The forms of lightning discharges are very varied, and when one asks whether
lightning is oscillatory, one should specify the kind of discharge.

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS WITH CURRENTS OF HIGH ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE
AND STRONG CURRENTS.

For several years I have been endeavoring to obtain new series of hydrogen lines

which might presumably manifest themselves at very high temperatures. In the

progress of this work I have obtained a number of interesting facts, but I have foiled

to find a new series of hydrogen lines; possibly the reactions both in glass and quartz

jssels mask the series. It seems impossible to experiment at a higher temperature
than I have obtained, certainly if one employs such vessels as I have mentioned.

The advantages in using a storage battery for experiments in spectrum analysis

v

recognized. These ad° o especially seen in the employment of

denser discharges. When the condensers are charged through a large liq

they charge to the same potential each time, and then <lisch„. s ~,

the intervention of a discharger, through the Geissler tube. The number of d

charges can be closely regulated by th of liquid

trement

the poles of the condensers to the battery. The regularity of such discharges through
the Geissler tubes is remarkable. In popular language one can call the arrar
an electric clock, for the discharges follow each other at regular intervals. In this

way one avoids the spark at a discharger and is sure of always obtaining the same
difference of potential at the ends of the Geissler tub*

The big

n

lest temperature to which one can submit a gas is presumably that of
elect™ d.scharge from a condenser; opinions differ in regard to (be decree of h
winch one can obtain by such a discharge. The limit I have reached is

•

tion ot silica,- perhaps 1800 degrees. At this temperature the spectrum shown by
all gases m narrow capillary tubes consists of a continuous spectrum crossed by broad
bands due to s.bca or to an oxide of silica ; the gaseous spectra arc completely masked,
this masking seems to be dne to the greater conductibility of the volatilization
products from the walls of the tubes and from the metallic terminals, ft seems to me
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that this variation in conductibility is sufficient to account for the phenomena of

masking without recourse to a theory of electrons which provides for suitable damp-

> ing of electrical oscillations. The electron theory may he an ultimate explanation,

M-S

however, of electrical conduction.

I speedily found that the limit of resistance of glass tubes enclosing rarefied g:

was low, and that it was impossible to utilize to its full extent the amount of energy

which was at my command. Geissler tubes filled with o\\ en, hydrogen, and nitrogen

all gave the same spectrum when sulliciently strong discharg I were passed through

the tubes. This q tubes. It seems to be imp. sible to

tubes and cleanse them to such a degree that high electromotive force and

strong; heating effect will not drive off occluded gates or closely adhering layer* of
o **~ o

gases. It is not impossible, moreover, even if the surface layer of adhering ^ 4

is removed, that it is replaced by gases coming from the interior 6f the glass. It

is well known that glass holds water vapor in its mass, and quartz permits the passe 8

of hydrogen when the quartz is incandescent.

On account of the difficulty of leading platinum wire . air tight, into quartz v< Is,

the ends of the quartz tubes which had been blown out into bulbs were carefully ground

and were luted to glass bulbs by means of silicate of soda. The electrode* were led

into the quartz bulbs as far as possible to avoid the volatilization of the Bilicate of

sod of this volatilization from reaching the cap

One of the most striking facts which the investigator in spectrum analysis meets

1 study of electric discharges through exhausted tubes is the difficulty of

hich, h

rid of impurities which arise from the methods of exhaustion. The mercury used

in the process of exhaustion provides mercury vap»r. — v

source of trouble, for it can be frozen out by liquid air. A more serious trouble

arises from the lubrication of the valves of the pump. 'I rge

aource of carbon monoxide, traces of which are rarely absent if rong discha.

employed. Moreover, the substances used by chemists to dry gaaei are an unfailing

source of impurities, which are revealed by the astonishing delicacy of spectrum

analysis.

The student who endeavors to obtain a spectrum of hydrogen with d

charges is apt to become sceptical of conclusion based upon this delicate method

of analysis, for he must confine his study to comparatively weak excitation of the

rarefied hydrogen. The moment he employs a powerful dischar all trace of hydro

;«n disappears, and he must conclude that there k some phenomenon of occlusion

of chemical combination or masking. What astonishes one most, perhaps, is the
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occurrence of ordinarily called fou

an exhausted tube is filled

spectrum of h\

apor The readiness with which

when

fo u r-
line spectrum can be obtained in water vapor, and the comparative difficulty of obtain
ing it in dry rarefied hydrogen with powerful discharges, leads to much reflection
Is it not possible that the common occurrence of this spectrum of hydrogen amom
the stars, and especially in the atmosphere of the sun, is an evidence of the prevalence
of water vapor and consequently of oxygen ?

The following experiment is of interest in this connection
expe

to a

determine wheth the

f hyd and

of physical

The object of the

chemistry applies

x}
An end-on Geissler tube T was connected to a mercury pump which was provided

McCleod araiiffe, and tube of ignition tubing in which oxv<?en could

8

be generated by the d per

d Close to the G
bulb filled with distilled water.

tube was a

By open-

ing a v Geissler tube could be filled

i the heated bulb, or withwith steam from

water vapor at a lower temperat

x steam. An d

Figure B. hyd at a defi

fited from the p

than

i tube filled with

pressure was sepa-

servedpanaon tube. Tho same current from the storage battery was fed through bothtube d to the
th

ed mm
pump and this comparison tube A

on its sides received the
P

pectroscope gave a
cted the red line of hyd

pect

ght from the

i line from e

P ided with

d tub d

nected to

o for

tube de by sid I

ed

appeared

tly exac tfor

be of equal brilliancy

p to and
d tube wh

fro until the lines seen- in the spectroscope

consisting
purpose of

This method of observation seemed to b su ffi™ -« purpose ot the experiment. Atone
the well-known arrangement of two nicol p

pectrophotometer

connection with a

n, . ,
uuerea oy such an instrument.The tube containing water vapor was exhausted

separated tube was adjusted
appeared to be equal under th

to a certain pressure, and the

brilliancy of the red lines in the two
then varying amounts of

tub

dmitted to the tube connected to tl T ^'^ am°UntS ° f °X^en were
ected to the pump, and the brilliancy again compared after
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the tube in each case had been exhausted to the same degree. It was b] <Hly seen

that a great excess of oxygen did not result in dimming or decreasing the brilliancy

of the red line of hydrogen. On the contrary, up to a certain point the addition of an

excess of oxygen increased the brilliancy of the hydrogen line. The mass law ol

physical chemistry, therefore, does not seem to apply in the spectrum

water vapor and oxygen. If one plots the intensity of the hydrogen red

abscissa and the nressure of the exhausted tube as an ordinate, one can re

b

changes in intensity of the line by The intensity

proceeds, until, the current being kept constant, when a certain pressure is reached the

brilliancy of the red line in the tuhe connected to the pump b< pns to diminish. The

curve representing the run of intensity has a point of inflexion and returns to the

axis of Y; thus between the origin and this point of inflexion there are two vain- oi

pressure giving the same intensity. The hydrogen line diminishes in intensity as

the amount of water vapor diminishes, the strength of exciting current remaining

constant.

This experiment illustrates the fact that oxygen can be pr< cut with an exce s of

water vapor and yet does not manifest itself spectroscopically. One should not, there

fore, conclude from the absence of oxygen lines in the solar protuberance and in the

hydrogen types of stars that oxygen is not present. It is maintained by some that

hydrogen in such a mixture ai)gen in such a mixture and water vapor and ox\

oxygen, on account of its resistance, does not pa

However this may be from the absence of oxygen

the spectrum of the solar protuberance that oxygen is not present

REVERSALS OF METALLIC LINI -.

discharge of powerful condenser sparks between metallic terminals 1 cm
Tl~ — s

glass or quartz tubes of 1.2 mm. diameter, fdled with rarefied gases, afford

pe In general, the strongest lines of the metals employed

nals are reversed. These reversals (dark lines on the positives) coincide in position

with that of the same lines in air, while the general broadening of the line is toward

the red. This fact is clearly seen in the spectrum of the line of silicon wave len th

2881 (Fieure 9, Plate XXVII). Thus we have the effect noticed in the spectrum of

n line dark on one side and bright on the other. A slight
able stars,

ily evident, might lead one de that there had been a shift

on the whole of the line in question toward the red. A changing thickness, or
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lensity of vapor, together with a Doppler effect, might be important elements in

pro<h icing small displacements.

It is only when the metallic terminals are close together— three to four centi-

meters or less— that those pi Indeed, even with sparks of

feet in length in air, thus indicating a very high electromotive force, no spectroscopic

of the metals of the sp s be obtained at a distance of three

the initial pressure along the path of the spark would be 660 atmospheres.
When terminals of different metals are employed in capillary tubes of glass or

quart/,, and are separated four or five millimeters, complicated phenomena result from
powerful condenser discharges through the rarefied gases contained in these tubes.

All specimens of glass which I have tried— soft German glass, lead glass, Borsilicon
glass, or Jena glass- give broad bands due to silica; lead *}*M gives, in add

d lines. Jena glass gives a very strong line of boron at wave-length, 3451.49.
These hnes and bands are obscured by a continuous spectrum.

rminals which I have used may be called
The narrow cap

furnaces, in which there is no permanent product or permanent d
ipectra which we observe do not reveal all cap

«-f

»

inch' from such terminals. The particles of the metals are apparently too heavy

to bo projected to any considerable distance, and the spectrum obtained is that of

heated air.

In the study of displacements seen in comparison of spark and arc spectra, the

phenomenon I have observed may have importance ; for, by changes in position of

the metallic electrodes and change in pressure of the rarefied gas, one'can vary the

conditions over a wider range than when the study is made in atmospheric air at

atmospheric pressure. It is evident that when the terminals are within 1 cm. apart,

powerful condenser discharges approach the condition of the voltaic arc. The

pressure produced by powerful condenser discharges in capillary tubes is perhaps an

element in producing the broadening of the lines toward the red.

In Professor J. J. Thomson's "Conduction of Electricity through Gases," 1906,

p. 516j the subject of pressure in the spark is considered from the point of view of the

kinetic energy given to the ions, and the author calculates that this energy of a spark

1 cm. long in air at atmospheric pressure, from a condenser of 1000 cm. capacity

charged to 30,000 volts, if distributed throughout 1 c.c. of gas, would increase the

pressure by 6.6 atmospheres. When confined to the very much smaller volume
traversed by the spark, the pressure would rise to enormous values. To take TJT of

1 c.c. as the volume of gas traversed by the gas, which would be a large overestimate,

\
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contain. Hydrogen may be present, but it is concealed. Oxv
;

n shows in presence

js; the constituents of rarefied air are undoubtedly al\va\

luW

only by probable oxides; the constituents

there. The conditions which prevail in the case of discharg

ries seem to be analogous to those in the case of discharges under liquids. In this

latter case we also have reversals of metallic lines; and, moreover, certain character

istic lines of metals are wanting. See "Spectra from the Wehnelt Interrupter." Harry

W. Morse, Proceedings American Academy of Sciences, May, 1904.

These results make one doubtful in regard to ihe entire subject of spark pectrt

which are observed between metallic terminals in ordinary air; and we are forced to

ask, what influence does the environment have upon the character of these spectra, —
to what must we attribute the absence of oxygen lines? And even if we take -park

spectra between metallic terminals in an atmosphere of hydrogen or nitrogen, we ar<

not sure that the results are not modified by the gases which are occluded in the

metallic terminals.

Are we sure that, even in electrodeless tubes, helium is a product of disintegration

of radium peak, and is not a result of

in the environment of glass or quartz, — a stimulus which may bring to light

helium which has refused to manifest itself by chemical anal) ,'c?

In general it may be said that the conductibility of the volatilization product-

either from the walls of the tubes or from the metallic terminals, determine the occur-

rence of the spectral lines or bands. The spectrum, for instance, of silica completely

masks the spectrum of the iron terminals when the latter are placed not more than

five millimeters apart. When the terminals are of different metals, the spectrum of

the more volatilizable metal predominates; or, more strictly, the spectrum of the better

conducting vapor.

Another striking fact brought to light by such discharge* in capillaries is the

reversal of many of the spectral lines on broad hands. The broadening of the lines

of the metals is generally toward the red end of the spectrum. The quantity of th<

discharge appears to be the important factor in determining the character of the

spectra ; electromotive force, per te, does not give new lines which can be detected by

photography. The effect of high electromotive force begins to be evident at h

exhaustions, and then only in producing cathode and X rays.

This latter fact can be well shown by a Tesla coil, actuated by a Cooper-Ilewi

mercury interrupter, such as was employed by Dr. G. W. Pierce, Proc. Amer. Acad

1904. With a suitable step-up transformer, in connc tion with such an interrupter, I

have studied the spectrum of hydrogen, and have not obtained a spectrum w

r

?
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differed from the one obtained by the same amount of energy with lower voltage.

The high voltage ranged from 100,000 volts to 3,000,000.

The broadening of metallic lines seems to indicate an oxidization. One can con-

ceive of a loading of the metallic molecule by various degrees of oxidization which

leads to a broadening toward the red end of the spectrum; or, in other words, to

longer wave-lengths, and an unloading due to dissociation, which leaves the mole-

cule free to emit shorter wave-lengths. That an oxidization results from a discharge

of electricity in glass or quartz tubes, filled even with apparently pure hydrogen,

seems to me to be evident from my experiments. The unavoidable presence of water-

vapor in glass and, I may add, in quartz tubes, lends color to the oxidization theory

;

this vnpor is dissociated by the electric current, the oxygen set free combines with

the molecules of the metals, or with the molecules of silica and its metallic

impurities.

The following experiment illustrates this oxidization. A Geissler tube (Figure C),

with ;m internal diameter of one inch, was provided with an inner capillary, one end

of which was blown to the walls of the larger tube ; the

other end was free inside this larger tube. An electric

discharge passed between two ring electrodes A and B,

which were placed in the larger tube. The d o

Figure c. therefore started, so to speak, in the larger tube, passed

through the narrow channel of the capillary, and emerged
to the cathode. The tube was filled with pure hydrogen, dried by phosphoric pent-
oxide. Under the effect of powerful condenser discharges, the four-line spectrum was
much enfeebled in the capillary ; the red color, characteristic of condenser dis-

hydrogen, gave place to a brilliant white light, and when the
wed end on, a continuous spectrum
Voni the capillary, a b

7

'}

When, however, the discharg

around the end of the capi]

- much enhanced four-line spectrum. The temp
ide the capillary was sufficient to volatilize the walls of the capillary, and therefo

petent to decompose the

side the capillary the temperature fell to the point of recombi

xygen and hydrogen. Just out-

vapor, and the enhancing of the red hydrogen line which is always observed
vapor

In another experiment the Geissler tube (G, Figured) was placed between
nanometer gauges, and was exhausted to such a degree that the electric disch

t0 "* °ne eni1 of the G**, tube, that nearest to the pump, was sin off

on of these gases to

i
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by means f stop-cock B ; and dry oxygen was ad to the pump until the

gauge connected with the pump indicated two centimeters pravui n M>

stop-cock was then opened so as to admit the gas
*

sponding manometer gauge at the opposite ei

requisite equalization of pressure, there hav-

G

d of G fi

tube. The con-o-

1 to register thee<

nig arisen an xidization of the

menisc

mercury

capillary

between it and the glass had been

bv means of which J

changed This holding of the

meniscus was large and had to be

by vigorous tapping of the tube.

rarefied air.

7

G

I-'k.i 10 /).

An analogous effect was obtained G

filled with

it was filled

d 1) ] till nitro en. W
dry hydrogen, the holding effect was comparatively

preciable. The oxygen produced dissociative effect of the electric d .-

nbined with the hydrogen and no longer oxidized of the merourj In

may be observed that the mercury meniscus in the Lippm

r is affected principally when it

iberated.

Perhaps the most striking expe

the positive pole, and oxv

stead)" from a large storage battery

this connection can be made with the

When Geis-ler tubes, preferably of half

a centimeter internal diameter, are provided with copper filled

th dry hydrogen at pressures of one millimeter to one-tenth of a millimeter, a

dy diminution in the pressure of the gas results from the application of the d

charge; the light of the spectrum grows dimmer and dimmer, then the cathode raj

O

appear, finally the X rays, and then no discharg fo through the tube

a
force is employed, or heat is applied

This heat evidently drives off water-vapor ft of the tube together with

fresh application of the steady current again diminishes the p

app vacuum. Thus one can -o peak, a Ge be by

employing a steady current of electrici

With copper electrodes, the oxidization

t.v dissociate the ever present water-vapor

iced by this d

ther metals ; although I have observed th

d

These experiments lead me to believe that, just as in chemical reactions, a certain

amounVcrf wate^Vapor"or humidity is essential to conduction in gases whether brought

about by what is called chemical affinity or electrolytic action.
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I have dwelt upon broadening of the lines of metals in capillary tub Tl is

phenomenon is also observed with hydrogen lines, and was first noticed by Liveing and
Dewar, Chem. News, XLVII, p. 122, 1883. These authors attributed the broadening

to compression of the gas in the narrow capillary under the effect of a powerful

condenser discharge. Their method of experiment was as follows: The tube was
exhausted only to perhaps five or six centimeters pressure, so that a white discharge

of a spark nature passed through the capillary and then spread out to electrodes

placed in the large ends of the tube. When the tube was viewed end-on, a con-

tinuous spectrum was seen in the capillary ; moreover, this continuous spectrum was
crossed by a dark line which resulted from the absorption of heat in the colder layers

of gas in the larger portions of the tube.

The broadening of the spectra of the vapors of metals which I have observed in

capillary tubes has thus its analogy in the case of gaseous spectra.

Having obtained reversals of the spectra of metallic vapors under new conditions,
I was naturally interested in the experiment of Liveing and Dewar, especially since
a controversy had arisen between M. Cantor and E. Pringsheim in regard to the possi-
bility of the reversal of gaseous lines in Geissler tubes,

his experiments that such reversals do not occur in the pi

M. Cantor i ded from

such
f him

one obtains by the discharges of electricity in Geissler tubes P-~e
objected to these conclusions on the ground that Cantor did not observe a sufficiently

portion of the spectr of th gas d did not use suffic
Pringsheim 'quotes the result of Liveing and Dewar in support of his positi

dispersion.

repeating Liveing and D
might be bro

experim d to me
o c the ground that it was a spark disci

that obi

o
a ly marked gl lum

d not

t dis-

charge such

mind

as Cantor evidently had in

gap

I therefo

F
placed a d sp

Figure E
gure E) just outside the inner

pillary of the large Geissler tube P

previously described
vided

space outsid

speaking of

th an inner capillary, as I have

means of an outside

the capillary passed throu

The discharge passed

temperature insid a

first through th

apillary d in the

through the second spark
gh the Jijrht from

gap

pillary, and then by

thus the light

o the second sp g»P I

light from

both cases

1 Anil - der Phys.,n.3,1000,p.462.
Ann. der Phys., n. 5, 1900
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spark discharge, the pressurethe light was a glow or luminescence and not a white

in the tube being from one to two centimeters.

A Rowland grating was employed, and an eyepiece was fixed on the C line <>f

hydrogen. The second spark gap gave a fine bright line of the apparent length

of the slit, the capillary a continuous spectrum, and where the line bright line crossed

this continuous spectrum, it was reversed.

Kirchhoffs law of radiation thus applies to the radiation in Geissler tubes, and

Pringsheim's contention is justified. If the solar corona is an electrical phenomenon

of the nature of luminescence it can exhibit either bright lines or dark lines according

as it is hotter or colder than the background.

In this study of the upper limit of temperature which one can reach by electrio

discharges through rarefied gases, we perceive that spectrum analysis is one of the

most difficult analyses which modern science has revealed. There are a few broad

facts, such as Doppler's principle and the reversal of spectral lines according to Kirch-
«

hoffs law; on the other hand there is ionization, dissociation, adsorption, and absorp-

tion, all modified by the glass or quartz vessels which must be employed.

M. Cantor calls attention to the fact that Ilittorf failed also to observe reversals of

spectral lines in the case of electric discharges in Geisder tubes. Ilittorf speaks of

a first series of hydrogen lines which are seen with feeble discharges. This feeble

spectrum with its bands seems to be a peculiarly luminescent effect in which any

translatory or colliding effect of the molecules is a minimum. The new theories in

regard to the composite nature of the atom seem to demand an extension of our

views in regard to the nature of the light emitted by atoms and their aggn gates

under the stimulus of an electric discharge. The phosphorescent and fluorescent

light of a gas under this stimulus may arise from the mechanism of the atom, and

therefore may not give sensible heat. The combination of atoms into molecules, and

their dissociation and formation of new combinations, may give the spectra we usually

observe under the effect of fairly strong electric discharges, and provide the sensible

heat which can be measured by the bolometer or the thermal junction.

Spectrum analysis of the future thus becomes more and more difficult of applica-

tion, and one of its most important fields is in the study of phosphorescent and fluores-

cent light emitted by gases. We seem to be on the point of regarding the light and

heat of the sun more from the electrical standpoint. And the study of discharges

of electricity in rarefied gases assumes a great importance.

My attention was first directed to the phenomenon of reversals in Geissler tubes

filled with rarefied gases by the reversal of two lines apparently closely coinciding with
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I

the II and K lines of the solar spectrum. It did not seem possible that these lines

could be due to calcium, for I obtained them in quartz tubes.

lave, however, made a more extended examination of the possible origin of these
lines from the calcium contained in glass, using quartz tubes, and although I occa-
ionaily obtained these lines with quartz tubes, I am now persuaded that these lines

are due to calcium; for using the utmost care in luting pure silver terminals into
quartz tubes, the luting being at a great distance from the point of discharge I
found difficulty in obtaining the lines, and in the majority both lines did
There was, however, in the case of quartz tub

appear

th one of
cium lines and nearly coincident with the II line of the solar spectrum. It seems
dent that in the immediate region of the H and K lines, perhaps superimposed

At one time I thought that oxvo-pti mioht unntmho "AJotu ,J,1o
this region, but I am less sure of this from subseq _

It is evident, I think, that the characteristic spectrum shown7n°Figur^ 9, Plate
XXVII for it appears in qua
very powerful discharges in rarefied oxygen, hydrogen, and
The region, however, in the immediate nmVlihn

as in tdass tubes

hood, or included in the broad
of the H and K lines, is a composite one, and must be investigated „, .

of greater dispersion than that I have employed. The one I have used

by

space of approximately 4 mm. b
&

Fig 10 shows the change in the spectrum of rarefied
of dischare:

quartz tub

diminish in number, and the final
spec run, . characterized principally by two very broad band,.

from alUr" 1 ^^^ '* U'e GeisS'er tubes were Ponced by discharges

T d s IT T and Varied b W"nber fr°m °ne di«*»'ge to six discharges.

s:sa=ti:^z^-t:: (Ft ?
PIate xxv

htnest trom the solar spectrum. Itevident from the studv nf +1.« r u
—

*
*ruiu me soiar spectrum, i

dy weak dis, ,

*»***» that Certain ]i»es W*» with comparajr weak discharges winch disappear with stronger discharges*i<rUre 9 show* ti, Q «„„i..
f

...
° uiscoarges.

o of a silicon line, 2881, toward the red end of the

gure y snows the fl

pectrum. This fkring toward th*,^ ,
' *"*

'

red en

i~•** „„C££E:s= :r"*
~ --—

1. Hydrogen lines do not

RESULTS.

cWge. which gU* or quartz^,rrb"^ the -ost powerful electric dis-

withstand.
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I have not been able to produce the new series of hydrogen lin < discovered by

Professor E. C. Pickering in the spectrum of certain stars.

2. The limit of strength of current and electromotive force that one ran employ

in the study of gaseous spectra of rarefied gases is far below the safety limit of tin-

glass or quartz tube which is employed, for the containing v< el contribute* many

impurities which come into strong evidence with powerful discharges; moreover, the

resulting continuous spectrum completely masks the line spectram.

3. It seems probable that many of the lines in gaseous spectra are composite lines,

especially those which are seen with condenser discharges. The so-called four-line

spectrum of hydrogen is enhanced by the presence of water-vapor.

4. A characteristic spectrum common to rarefied oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen,

is obtained in glass tubes and quartz tubes when the limit of safely of the tubes is

approached. (Fig. 11, Plate XXVII.)

5. The red line of hydrogen, 6562.10, can be reversed in a tube fill* 1 with rarefied

hydrogen.

6. In general it is difficult to determine whether one has succeeded in reversing

gaseous lines in the case of powerful discharges through rarefied gases on account

of the continuous spectrum which occurs.

7. Metallic spectra obtained in capillary tubes filled with rarefied air are character-

ized by a reversal of most of the strong lines, with a pronounced broadening or Hare

toward the red end of the spectrum. This phenomenon occurs with powerful con-

denser discharges.

8. Powerful electric discharges in air resulting from the discharge of many con-£^o »*. ««.* -—
densers in series exhibit at each fork or angle of the discharge brush discharges

characteristic of the positive pole; and also an explosive effect.

9. Beyond 3,000,000 volts the leakage and inductive effects inside a building pre-

vent even approximate measurements of relation of length of discharge to voltage.

10. The new construction of the large storage battery described in this memoir

will, I believe, greatly add to its life and usefulness; for the battery can be hort-

circuited without fear of injury. The lead plates in the first form of battery were

renewed once in twelve years. A battery of 20,000 cells forms a unique installation

for a physical laboratory, and contains the promise of great usefulne,^ ,
especially in

cases where uniform and steady electric fields are necessary.

Jefferson Physical Laboratory,

Harvard University.
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CONTRIBUTION TOWARD

A MONOGRAPH OF THE LABOULBEXIACEiE. PART II. 1

More than ten years have elapsed since the publication in these Memoirs of the writer's first "Con-

tribution toward a Monograph of the Laboulbeniaceae" 2 and during this period material of the family

has accumulated so rapidly and so many novelties have been discovered, that he hi Ixvn tempted t«>

defer from year to year the publication of an illustrated account of the many new .species enumerated

in the six preliminary papers that have appeared in the Proceedings of the Academy between 1809 and

1905. An adequate treatment in a single paper of this mass of material has thus become impracticable

and in order to set some limit to the plates it has been necessary in general to illustrate the species by

single figures, or at most two figures of adults, without attempting, except in a few instances, adequately

to represent the development, or the variations of the forms considered. In many cases one, or even

more plates might well have been devoted to the development and variation of a single species, espe-

cially in the genus Laboulbcnia. Every effort has been made, however, to give accurate figures, and it is

hoped that they may, in connection with the diagnoses, render the determination of the species com-

paratively easy. Although it has seemed undesirable to cut the diagnoses, which have all been revised

and in many cases rewritten, it has been necessary, in order to reduce as far as possible the expense of

publication, to make the preliminary account as brief as possible, and to omit a host index and certain

other parts that might well have been included.

For the purpose of gaining a more complete knowledge of exotic forms the writer has twice visited

Europe, and has examined portions of the large collections in the British Museum, the Laboratories

of Entomology of the Museums of Natural History at Paris and at Berlin, the Hope Collection at Ox-

Ige Cer-

tain forms have also been obtained from the Museum of Natural History at Florence, and the National

Museum at "Washington. Material is also due' to the courtesy of friends and correspondents who have

sent insects for examination, while a considerable number of new forms have been obtained by the writer

in New England and in Florida. Nearly three hundred and fifty forms are herewith illustrated, in-

to about five hundred the total number of species and varieties thus far described, which

are included in more than fifty genera. Since the completion of the accompanying plates in 1905,

considerably more than one hundred additional new species have already accumulated, derived from

various sources; but for the most part gathered by the writer in 1905-6 during a journey in tem-

perate South America. It is his expectation to publish figures and descriptions of th, i new forms

with as little delay as possible, and in the meantime he will feel greatly indebted to the kindness of

any correspondents who may communicate additional material. He desires in this connection to ex-

> This Memoir is numbered IX in the series of "Harvard Botanical > moirs.

2 Mem. Am. Ar ad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XII, No. 3, p. 195-429. Plat.- 1-26.

219
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press his great obligations to those who have already aided him in this manner, and to Mr. Charles

Bullard in particular, who is one of the few persons that has recognized these parasites on their hosts,

and to whom we owe the discovery of several of the most interesting genera and species. To Pro-

fessor II. M. Richards he is indebted for a small lot of beetles from Java on which several interesting

forms were found; to Prof. C. V. Piper for certain flies and beetles collected in Washington; to Dr.
\Y. Horn of Berlin for the communication of specimens of Tetracha from Ecuador bfested by La-
boidbema variabilis; to Dr. A. F. Blakeslee for a small collection of insects from Venezuela; to Dr.

Dahl of the Berlin Museum for calling his attention to the occurrence of these parasites on the dip-

terous insects collected by him near New Guinea; to Mr. Samuel Hcnshaw for the determination of

hosts and for many other favors; to Mr. Coquillett for his kindness in determining Dipteral to Dr.
David Sharp for the privilege of examining his private collections and for many kindnesses; to Pro-

fessor Poulton of Oxford and to the gentlemen in charge of the European collections above men-
tioned, and to the staffs of the several laboratories visited, for similar favors and courtesies. He
is also greatly indebted to several other persons whose generous assistance has made the present publica-
tion possible.

Harvard University, January, 1908.

In the first part of the present series, which the writer hopes to continue bj the addition of further
numbers, an aeeonnt was give,, of the general history, literature, morphology etc. of the I,,l,„„l!,o,,i„oc,o,
or Laboulbemalcs, as, in conformity with modern nsagc, they may be conveniently designated, and to
Ins paper reference should be made for a comprehensive review of the subject. I n the present connec-
t.on ,t ,s the purpose of the writer, before proceeding to a systematic consideration of the specie, and
genera herew.th dlustrated, to give a brief review, only, „f , lle literature , hicll ,,„, vd since 189,,
and to make only Sl,ch comments on the morphology, development, etc. as may seem necessary in view
of the new data now avaiUM* J J— ~^.. uulu xi^w avaiiciuie.

oral metT"
3

r"Vr

he

^b°ulbenia,es llav"' rthi- *« last decade, become more frequent in the gen-

n oTTh ,
• ^

an<1 ln b0,aniCa
' •"* thM - f0™<"^ *• ~* and in the numerousnos which have appeared, dealing with the origin „f ft, Ascomyect,, and higher fungi, and

t '„
S

,,
SeXUa' ity

'

°ne fi""S - ' ""e
> »' "-* a Amctory reference to then,

rapers, however, which advance our knowledge of th™ J« , .

as the following list will show.
*"* "^^ " 0t ,>CCn Wiy *«"*«"*'

F- Ca vara, Malpighia, Vol. XIII n m irqo %l ,

on ants in Kuropc, he si gle ,
'J^ ^ ,

'
'
^ ' """' *'"""' ""*^^

Ascomycetcn No 1451 The Z st TfT'
*—^ ^V^y district Itehn,,

This author misled bv'the , T,
' "' S°mC hm«' h and »"""'""s *#>«* "K «ivi'"'

-* of /,,,;;;::: ^t:::™ ;

,,ce

-

vhi

:

h the >-- »-— »f ** - - -<"--

» limited in d,e appended Key to t l 7
S'mP

T
'"*' **"" ^ Se'™ " thc "Labonlbcniacete"

*e group, i, i, further suggested that tneJnlal ^T^^ T? """^
""""""I

"*
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that the "foot" is merely a means of attachment, ami thai the append;- s are tin* inn ahsorbing

organs; an opinion to which reference will be made below.

P. Speiser, in connection with his studies of the Nyeteribidie, publishes in tin Beridite d.d. Botun.

GeselL, Vol. KVIII, \>. 498, 1900, note on the geographical distribution of llclminfhophmia I «7m>-

rhynchus)) enumerating the species on which these fungi have been observed, and rveognizii Iml

one species in the genus. Further notes concerning this pi >cr may be found under Arlkrarhyn Itit.

C. Spegazzini in the Annates del Museo Xaeional de Huenos Aii . Tomo \ III. p. 79, 1902, gives

a description of a species of Labaulbmia which he calls L. Argcntmmm$
9
occurring on "Bn ftt'wwV

further reference to which will be found under Laboulbcnia d$cipi/'iis I low.

The writer has published a note in Science, X. S. XVII, p. 463, 1908, which is a siiumar) of a

brief paper on the genus Herpornyces read at the meeting of the American A >ociation for the Ad-

vancement of Science of the preceding year.

P. Baccarinij b Appendici al Xuovo Giomale Botanico Etaliano, Vol. XI. p. 225, 1901, closer. I

and figures two new form, on Gamasida, one, "Rhachomye* Berl > /. do ly related to Ri ia

and Distichomyces, and possibly belonging to one of these genera; the Other, Eabmlhrnm Napnh ///v.

The generic characters of these forms are not exactly determinable from the figures and d< riptioo

given.

L. Errera in the Recueil del'Institut botanique, Bruaelles, Tome I, p. 844, 1905, report the presence

of glycogen in the cells of Stigmaiomyee* Mxucm.

J. II. Fanll in Science, N. S. XXIII. pp. 134 aid 152, 1906, publishes a preliminary note on th

Ascus and Spore-formation in Laboulbeniacea\ in which he stal I that th. proa es :r. in all

essentials with those which occur in other typical Aseomycetes.

Lastly six preliminary descriptive papers have been published by the writer in the l'r dii

of this Academy and were issued in December INS!), April VM), March and June 1901, June 1902,

and July 1905 respectively. Other contributions, if such exist, have not hem brought to my attention.

It is needless to remark that so large an addition to the LaboulbeniaJes as is herewith presented

has thrown new light on various points relating to their general morphology and development, and

necessitates some modification, for example, in the conceptions of generic type th, absolute distinc-

tions between series, etc. It has not, however, proved ne- ary to modify i enl -lly the general

account previously given, and in the following pages no attempt will be made to review th. ... rs

comprehensively, except in so far as they have been modified or elucidated by the additional data

available. It has been found convenient in this review, to adopt the same sequence of topi-

formerly employed, beginning with the

nov

Sjh>
mis in which a simple spore

the hyalodidymous form characteristic of all the other gener md the reference of A. Florida,,,,* to

]>ro]>er

correlated with an absence of any appendage, Of rterik cell, connected with the primary reeept; l, ;

. ^ _ a% • ..1 1 1 1 1

>re

among the hyalodidymous forms, is found in the last mentioned genus; the ipore-aeptum of which

figs

seen by reference to the figures cited, illustrates in a striking fashion, the differentiation which may
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l>e apparent between the male and female spores in dioecious genera. It may be here remarked that

the cytological phenomena in this connection, which lead up to the sexual differentiation and pairing

in the ascus of these male and female spores, is likely to prove of unusual interest.

Moschomi/crx and Compsomyces remain the only genera in which the presence of octosporic asci

has been definitely determined. The writer has been unable to satisfy himself, however, that this is not

also the condition in Herpomycrs. If this were actually the case, it would involve the curious phenom-

enon of absolute sex differentiation in the last mitosis, which would not necessarily occur in a four spored

1ISCUS.

In almost all the species the first step in germination consists, after the spore has become attached,

or even before, in the formation of the familiar hoof-like organ of attachment and absorption, the foot:

an indurated, firmly attached, blackened rim, surrounding a thin membrane which is in direct contact

with the surface of the host and through which materials are absorbed into its cavity, the latter being, as

a rule, in direct communication with that of the basal cell of the receptacle; although, in some instances

at least, it is evidently separated by a septum, Plate XLIX, fig. 16.

The nature of this foot may be somewhat variable. In Corcomyces, for example, it may be modi-
fied to form a spreading, almost rhizoidal structure, Plate LXXI, fig. 14, of characteristic appearance
somewhat similar to that of Zodiomyces, The most striking departure from the normal type, however,
is seen in a relatively small number of species, and was illustrated in the writer's earlier Monograph (Mos-
chomyrc,- and Ithizomyces). In these instances the parasite obtains its nourishment directly from the

body-cavity of the host by means of a penetrating intrusion. Such intrusions a re usually associated with
growth on a thin or soft integument. Thus Moschomyccs, in which the penetrating organ expands to

form a cellular cushion, grows on the thin integument beneath the elytra, or at the bases of the legs of
its othenv.se hard-shelled host. But the most striking instances of this nature are seen in forms which
live on soft bodied Diptera, and produce a more or less well developed filamentous rhizoidal apparatus.
In Dnncromycr* rhizophorus the thin skin on the under surface of the abdomen of a small fly is perforated,
as is shown in Plate XXVIII, figs. 6-8, and a stout tapering filament extends some distance into the
senu-fluid contents of the abdomen, furcate in the female, and simple in the male individual. A beauti-
fully developed branching rhizoid is seen in Ceraiomyces Dahlii, Plate XLIII, fig. 4, and a still more
copiously branched organ of this nature is present in the species of Arthrorhynekus, the copious and
intricate branching of which is merely suggested in Plate XLVIII, fig. 2.

It is a remarkable fact that the presence or absence of such penetrating organs is not necessarily an
at nlnue of all the species of a given genus, or even of those which grow on the same, or similar hosts.
1 ins (;erai/Ym*w .Q„Z^ in?- . _

° '
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i all the other
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- *>*—»« rHzo,,,m
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the host-integument from the foot itself, and arc similar in all regpi i t<> the rhizoiris <li*vclo|*»cl from

the cells of the remarkable creeping secondary receptacles which chareHerise all (In sjx'dcs <>f this gpnm

Although forms in which these organs replace the ordinary !'<»<>t do not up|>ear t<» gain any ven .«[

prcciahle advantage as regards nutrition, at least in so far as is indicated b] size or luxuriance, then* can

be no doubt whatever that their function is one of absorption; sine* they are thin-walled, with dense

protoplasmic contents, and are not developed in such form . one would expect Were their function

that of holdfasts merely. Thai they combine the office erf holdfasts with that of absorbing organ IS, how-

ever, manifest; since otherwise the individuals Would be easily detached. Thus in .1/7// rhynckut,

as indicated in figs. 2 and 7, Plate XLVIII, and in Ceratomy $ Dahl . Plate \LII1. figs. :; 1,

somewhat abrupt swelling of the rhizoid immediately within the host-ini jument makes the removal o

an individual impossible without breakage, either of the host or of the parasiti
,
Mid in Pimmnn

rkizopkorus the same end is attained by the abrupt divergence of the two branches to which the rhizoid

cav

for having given scant attention to this matter of the method of food absorption, having appai mly r-

204-5)

appei

Til)

immediate contact with water, except such as may he oonden <l on the irf. e of (he host, and it is not

probable that the material necessary for the growth of chlorophylls plants rich in fat etc, can he taken

& appe

organ

foo :

of species of Lahoulbeniales to single genera, or even speci. of in cts, wind, holds in general throngh-

see

as previously stated, the growth of these plants is not KXSated frith any appreciable injury ... the ho*

ype

definit

en

referred to, however, is not one in which the parasite po an intrusive Man mm;

in a number of the small flies parasitised by large numb, I Dimm fees wmi,*. In

these cases a definite lesion, so to speak, appeared to be a ociated with the pr, nee of t! parasiti ami

was indicated by a brown discoloration and by a shriveled condition of the part, attacked

The Structure of the Receptacle, although it is in general an m» rtain guide in tracing il relation

hips in the family and may in some ins mcesvary very considerably in different spa of the same

genus, or e\

diagnostic value. The large number of generic types herewith enumerated show so many variations and

combinations in this , spect that it will not be po ible in the pre nt connection adequately to discu

and compare them; vet certain of their types and general tendenc* need to be mcnt.oncd, ,„

order that the conditions hereafter illustrated may be properly understood. It was former!) pointed

out in the earlier Monograph that the vegetative body of th e plant, like that of the Red eawceds, I

it, general reducible to a system of branching filaments which, in the present in ano chiefl lhar

r »u- fcw H«, *Ko cvCf,m «. or tends to become, determinate in giv n genera and specs, and that
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this determinate character is absolute, as a rule, in the more highly specialized portions of the thallus, like

the perithecia and compound antheridia. In considering the variations of the receptacle, it is thus con-

venient to distinguish in a general way, those forms which are determinate, as in Stigmatomyces, Cera-

tomyres etc., from those in which, as a result of secondary cell divisions, whether terminal or intercalary,

the cell-number becomes more or less variable, as in Ectei?wmyces, Dichomyres etc. In the second of these

types, two categories may be further distinguished; namely those in which the indeterminate character

results from an intercalary division of the main axis, a condition well illustrated by Dirneromyces pin-

imtii.s; Plate XXIX, fig. 1G, and secondly those in which the secondary production of cells is due to the

development of branches, or secondary axes, such as occur in Kainomyccs, Monoicomyecs, Dimorpltomyces,

Dichomyces and other genera, usurping the function of the primary receptacle by giving rise to perithecia,

or antheridia, or both.

It is thus convenient to distinguish types which possess a primary receptacle, only, corresponding to

the original axis of the basal spore-segment, and immediately concerned in the production of procarpic

branches; from those in which the primary receptacle, though present, is sterile; the production of

sexual organs being relegated to secondary axes which branch laterally from it and may be distinguished

ms weondary receptacles. Among genera of the first category, in which the primary receptacle is determi-

nate and fertile, those types in which the latter consist of two superposed cells are the most common, and
of these the simplest condition is illustrated by Amorphomijces . In neither sex of this dioecious genus is

it associated with sterile cells or appendages; the type being quite anomalous in possessing a continuous

spare, from which the procarp in the female, as well as the antheridium in the male, develop terminally.

In no other genus is the axis of the procarp continuous with that of the primary receptacle, although, as

in Kainomyces, it may sometimes bear this relation to its branches. This condition is directly depend-
ent on the fact that in all other genera, even in the very closely related Dioiromyce.s, the spore is once-
septate, the distal segment becoming a "primary appendage," which is cither sterile, or is concerned in

the production of antheridia. This condition is illustrated on the one hand by Dwicomyees, the species
of which possess a two-celled receptacle surmounted by a sterile portion corresponding to the distal

spore-segment and bearing the procarp laterally; and on the other bv such genera as Kucantharomyces,

Shrjmatomyce,, Corethromyces and many others, in which the terminal spore-segment produces an antheri-
dia] appendage of varying complexity.

Instances in which the primary receptacle is two-celled and sterile, are found in both the monoecious
and dioxious genera, and by far the most remarkable illustration of this condition is seen in Ilcrpomyces,
m M huh the perithecia are borne on secondary receptacles that are more clearly differentiated than in any
other instance. n the female individuals of the species of this genus, Plates XXXIX-XLI, a variable
number of branches .nay thus arise, which originating as simple cylindrical filaments, soon become cellu-
lar forming secondary receptacles which creep more or less extensively, or are variably multiplied in

--t spoctes by ranching; perforating the host- integument, as has been ab„ve described, by means

1ml- ! ^ rend°r thCSe StmCtUreS lndePendent of ** °*^ f-t as far as their food-

ZnT " PeCUHar C°nditi0n ^ " *"»* COnfi- 1 to the female individuals, although

be, /descn k 1 i

"^^^ * «*^ Branches which become adherent to the host have

*,i , i m „„d

n0
:

t!,

rV
nStanCe

' »»+ t**« ^own to the writer in one other peculiar dioeciousgenus as ut undeserved, but it „ not difficult to imagine that such a condition might ither have origi-
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nated from, or, on the other hand, have been modified to form o mditions such as are found, for c\ampl<

in DimorphomyceSj and especially in I). Myrmrdonim, Mate XXVIII, fig. 14, in which tin elongate s. ond-

ary axis, projecting as it docs laterally, and at right angl< , from the short primary recvpta* le, may rest

against the surface of the host, although it does not become attached to it ( M forms in which both male

and female organs occur on the same branches, Monoicomj/a v furnish* t striking example well Illustrated

by M. St. Helena, Plate: XXXVI, fig. S, in which they are mere than usually elongated.

In this connection attention should l>c called to certain forms in which the primary r reptaele is

obliterated at a very early period by the growth of its fertile branch which has the appearance of bcin/

directly continuous with it, the two ax* a becoming coincident. This condition is found in all species of

Rhachomyces, Plates XLIV and XLV, and accounts for the apparently simple axis in most normal indi-

viduals of Monoicomyces Leptochiri, Plate XXXIV, fig. 39, Among other forms having two-celled r< 1 1 p-

tacles, which seem to belong in this general category, two other genera need pedal mention, namely

\fo9chomyces and Compsomyces, in which the secondary peritheeial axes are single appendiculate ci i
;

continuous with and hardly distinguished from the peritheeial stalk-cells, so that the p< riihecium ap|>ear>

to be borne on a double stalk-cell. A somewhat similar condition is seen b w

7/'

'

'Fuming now to instances in which the basal Spore-segmenI becomi divid d mo* than once to form

the primary receptacle, a variety of conditions may be found, but the same •, nei I distinctions previ-

ously outlined maybe recognized. Thus the primary receptacle ma be determinate Of indeterminate, and

the procarps may arise either directly from it, or from it- more or let evident lateral branches.

Instances of determinate receptacles of more than two cells, from whir!, the proearps arise directlj

are rare, and may be illustrated by the genus Ceratomyt * a limited in the present p per, and by Aittori*

comyces, Plates LXVIII-LXX. Whether the peculiar genus Teratomyc* Plate XUX I,, might not

be included here, is uncertain; since the exact origin of its periihecia is as yet unknown, although they

seem certainly not to arise from the third cell of the n reptacle. Whether tb ell abore this ihould also

be regarded as a part of the primary receptacle, has not been determined, in tl alisence of a complet

series from the germinating spore; but both the perithecigerous and the appendiculate dls appear n.

arise as proliferations from it. The conditions in SympUdromyo t9 an evidently similar, and the be-

' ginning of this condition is perhaps illustrated by Iditmyces.

Of indeterminate receptacles from whieh proearps arise directly, one of the simplest types is seen

in the anomalous genus Chwtomjjrcs, formerly illustrated: but a complete afes, in which the r ations

between the ultimate products of the two spore-segmenta can be determined, has not as yet b. en examined.

In contrast to this form in which the number of secondary divisions is small, the cell-number thus varyin

scconc

les

Hydroph The female individuals of Dim myecs, and even tin

males, may also be thus secondarily modified, a condition strikingly illustrated by /;. punmhss. Plat

pound

den

mentioned instance, from continued division of the basal cell.

proearps are borne on branches which arise from indeterminate primary
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receptacles, the most striking and peculiar is seen in Kainoviyrcs, the massive receptacle of which gives

rise to lateral axes of superposed cells terminated by perithecia, Plate LXXI, figs. 20-21. Zodiomyces

and Euzodiomyces, both conspicuous for their massive receptacles, also produce their perithecia termi-

nally on short branches, as has been already mentioned. A very peculiar type which seems to belong here,

although no young material has been examined, is seen in Clematomyccs, Plate XLIII, fig. 1. Here a

stout main axis, consisting of a double row of cells, gives rise to a variable number of branches similar to

it in structure; but how much of the former corresponds to the basal spore segment it is not possible to say.

Lastly the genus Diehomyces which, by assuming a scale-like habit, has beautifully adjusted itself to

its life on the abdomen of a swiftly running host, illustrates a condition in which a seemingly broadly

Multicellular primary receptacle consists in reality of a central and invariable axis of superposed cells,

corresponding to the basal spore segment, which produces branches right and lef-t above the basal cell,

in many species symmetrically paired. Although these branches may be variably united to one another

above and below, and thus give the appearance of a cellular mass, they may in other cases be almost

especially the upper pair, as is well illustrated by D. bif< g. 3. The

genera Peyritschidla, Limnaiomyces, Chitonomyces and Hydrceomyces are all more or less evidently

similar in the development of their receptacles. In the very closely allied genera Rickia and Distich-

omyct
, which, however, form a well marked group by themselves, the development of the receptacles,

which is given in some detail below under these genera, although of a different character from that of the

I)ich(>myce.s-ty\K\ is similarly resolvable into series of coherent branches.

Before leaving the subject of receptacles, attention should be called to certain peculiar modifications

of the basal cell which are evidently protective, acting as supports or buffers, and consist of more or less

indurate. 1 outgrowths, most conspicuously illustrated by Klcirliomyccs, Plate XXXVII, fig. 3, and to a

less extent by Corethromyees Stilin, Plate L, figs. 6-9. A similar supporting and protective function is

no doubt served by the blackened fork-like upgrowths from either side of the subterminal tier in many

species of Diehomyces, Plate XXXII, although these structures, being modified tips of lateral branches,

are morphologically quite different. In this connection the remarkable extension of the basal cell in

species of Dimorphomyres, and especially in D. Myrmedonm, Plate XXVI II, fig. 14, should be referred

to, forming as they do a continuous supporting margin below the laterally developed sympodial peri-

thecigerous branch. The small beginnings of conditions such as the two first above mentioned, are to

be found in such occasional modifications as were formerly described and figured in connection with

Laboulbenia PhihtUM and Compsomyres verticiUaius, Monograph, Plates XI, fig. 13 and XXII, fig. 28

and the foot-like modification of the receptacle in various species of Ceratomyres undoubtedly serve a

similar puq>ose.

Appendage *. An appendage of some kind is pr< lent in all genera with the single exception of A morph-
omyrr,, which in this, as in other respects, is the simplest known generic type. In all others, the spor
being two-celled, the distal segment is transformed into a structure corresponding to a primary appendage,
although in male individuals of unisexual types having simple antheridia, like DiMcomyces, the distal

— . The new genera here included
ol or few general types not described in the former Monograph; but certain ones need special mention,
which may be more conveniently made in connection with a brief review of the more important types of
anth-ruha. The distinction between the primary appendages, which are always derived from the upper

segment
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spore-segment, and the secondary appendages having a different origin, is usually clear!) recognistiltlc

but is sometimes obscured, as in the ease of Teratomya and Sympl* 1romyc$$
9
above referred <<>. the

relation of the crowded appendiculate cells in these forms, to the terminal segment, bring uncertain,

The new material now available illustrates more fully than w formerly possible the ran# «>i v a rift-

tion in the primary appendages. The simplest type, a two-celled sterile promin e, is seen in female

individuals ot Dtoicomyces, and in other types nuiv become complicated by further divisions, as Well ii

by the production of sterile branches; and may remain wholly sterile, or be concerned in the form; ion

of antheridia, or autheridial branches. The latter condition is that which is usually, though nol alwav

found in monoecious types; in which the primary receptacle is directly concerned in tin production of

procarps. Thus in Stigmaiomyces, or in Eucantharomy . Plate XXXVIII, the primary ap|>cndage i

romy \iiioiij;

more highly developed primary appendage , those of Rhi fce$ mtpnin*, PI MI, fig. Ii), mid

Corethromyces Cryptolrii, Plate LI, fig- 3, may be taken as illustr ion ; while many members of tb

genus Laboidbmia, in which the stalk of the perithedum is combined with that of the append :•• to

form a pseudo-receptacle, indicate perhaps the highest development of a primary ap|>endage. This is

especially well illustrated, for example, by L. Wcomw, Plate LXY1I, fig. 1, or 1. I. .v/*</-,/„7,>. Plat.

LVII, fig. 12.

In a number of genera, not neot warily related, the primary ap|H-ndage bean a eh a raet eristic spine-

ce

lomatomyces, Artkwrhyncfau and Aoomjmm oet, among otl i .
and appear to 1

1
*'*

nation of the upper spore-segn.ent. It is formed in all probability almost entirely from tb attenuated

extremity of the mucous spore-sheath, which in such eases becou indurated and persistent In 1h r-

pomyers it is generally associated with a minute appendage of a different type, small, blackish and char-

secon

sped

in position through the proliferation of the appends* beyond it, a condition seen also in specs of 8Hg-

matomy

ara

pe

that tin ! plants absorb their food mat >bym ins of the ap-

i referred to above. But there ems to 1 no reason whatever for believing that their

function is other than that formerly suggested, namely one primarily for protection, when' they an effi-

ciently developed to perform this office, and for holding moisture about the perithecium or iraal ;

. • ii .i . 1- ._ i x_ <•_ „:,.„ ....ii** eUimtinnfl a:h«»i» water is sure to be condensed

upon their surface. That water is actually held in drop, by the appendages is easily d< termbed when

living hosts are collected under stone or in other situa.io, which favor the condensation of moistun

yet, although there is perhaps a distinct tendency to a brush-like development of branches in forms tin.

conditioned, the exceptions are marked; and any generalization in this connection would I iin
.

Haplemyce*, for example, inhabits a host, BUdiu*, that liv, in moist burro,, in mud or v,,t .and, and

is thus exposed for the most part to a nearly saturated atmosphere, yet the appendage i of the simplest

type, without sterile branches of any kind, although the closely allied Cantharomn living on the san,

host is thus provided. Again Rhnonn/rcs cri*patm has already been referrd to as an example in
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which the appendage is remarkably developed, yet the host is a fly which may be assumed to spend most

of its life, at least, in the free air, although it is said to be riparian.

Male Sexual Organs. A general division of the Laboulbeniales was formerly made by the writer

on a basis of the differences which appeared to exist in the method of abjunction of the sperm-cells; those

in which the latter were endogenously formed, being discharged free from a specialized antheridial cell,

" Bndogense", and those in which they appeared to be exogenous branchlets, or segments of branchlets,

separated from the appendages, "Exogense". It appears somewhat doubtful, however, whether this

distinction can be as clearly drawn as was. at first supposed, in view, particularly, of the conditions seen

in Coreomyces, a genus wry remarkable in its structure and development. The antheridial cells in this

instance, are merely undifferentiated cells of secondary appendages arising as branches from special

cells of the receptacle lying below the origin of the proearp, and not corresponding to any portion of the

primary appendage, which is wholly obliterated during the development of the perithecium. As in

Rkynckophoromyces rostratus, (Monograph, Plate XXIV, figs. 21-24), the antheridial cells are in-

tercalary as well as undifferentiated; but in the present instance develop a short cylindrical neck through

which free spcnn-cells are discharged very much as in the endogenous forms. That there is a gradual

transition, rather than a sharply defined line of demarcation between these two general types, is further

suggested by the conditions seen in Hydwphilomyces, the species of which were formerly included in

Ceratomycrs. If the structures represented on Plate LXVIII, figs. 3-4, are in reality antheridia, we have
here a type that, although in many respects it corresponds closely to that of the Ceraiomycev-group
which is likewise aquatic, discharges its sperm-cells free, from cells which are almost as distinctly spe-

cialized as arc those, for example, of Compsomyces or of Edeinomyrr,; Plates XLII1, fig. 12 and LI, fig.

18. The antheridia of Kainomyces and Euzodwmyccs, genera the near relationship of which to Zodi-

omyces may be assumed, are as yet unknown, owing to the imperfect character of the material available.

Neither is the nature of the male elements absolutely determined in Ceratomyce*, or in Autoicvmyces, in

both of which they appear, however, to be segments of certain slender branchlets. The conditions exist-

Ing m the genus Misgomyres also, which may be related to these forms, are still unknown; so that, as far
as any definite production of exogenous male elements is concerned, it must be confessed that it is defi-

mtely known only in Rhynclwphyromyces and Zodiomyces. Until the exact conditions can be determined
in the cases above referred to, this general distinction must remain of doubtful value, and in attempt-
ing to construct a key which should at the same time indicate in a general way the relationships of the
genera the mam divisions have been based on the differentiated or undifferentiated character of the antheri-
dial cells a distinction which, however, can be considered by no means absolute, since it might exclude
from the latter class Ifydrophilomyres, a genus, as above suggested, apparently most nearly related to the
Leratomt/res-gvoup.

A further general distinction was made in the group of so-called Kndogcn;,, baaed on the compound
or sunple nature of the antheridia: the «mp,c type consisting of ceils indeterminately placed, or more
or less denmlely assoctated, free, or at least with free and independent efferent tubes; the compound
ype mvolvmg not only the definite association of several or many antheridial evils in a determinate group,
specfie ,„ „s character, but also a different method of discharge; the efferent tabes of all the antheridial

ex Yr'7'"
8

- '
" an,herilli "m

' "P*** in'° * common cavity, when,,, the sperm-cells make their
through a angle opemng or passage j^^^^^ ^ (o ^ ^^^^^
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seems to be entirely so as far as the oell relations in development are concern* I, a single instance has

been found among the recently discovered genera in which the antheridial evils, nit hough they almo*

certainly originate as in typical compound antheridia, become ultimately free in a compad group, each

discharging independently; the cell below which they were formed ml through which they would nor-

coinm

opment. The genus Dutichomyces in which the conditions just described ap|>ear to exist, is so closet

allied to Rickia that it might almost be included in it, vet in Rickia highly specialized compound antheridia

are present." Moreover the close relationship of both these genera to the group of genera assembled

about Peyrifschiclla, and possessing typical compound antheridia, cannot for a moment 1 questioned

If therefore, one makes an absolute distinction based on the characters of the matu antheridium, as has

been done in the tentative key to the genera herewith appended, the genus Dutichomycei Would naturalb

be sought among the "Laboulbeniaeese" where it certainly doe not belong.

The type of the simple antheridium is in genera] a very constant one. although there may be a rather

wide variation in the minor characters, the form of the venter, length and curvature of the neck, and

the relative proportions of its two parts. The relations of the simple antheridia to one another, when

formerly

gmat

many species have recently been added, illustrates this condition very clearly, although in this highly

differentiated appendage, the antheridial cells are not always, or even usually, as was formerly stated,

superposed in a single row, as is the ease in 8. riresccu.% or S. purpuras, Plate XI .VI. fig. 36; but I leiie

of sympodia is formed, each antheridial branehlet separating a basal cell, which in turn grows ont directly

to form a second anthe port

Plate XLIX, fig. 13. The lowest groups may even produce more than two antheridial cells, as in 8.

constrict™, Plate XLVI, figs. 1-2. This last condition tends to break down the distinction Ik d mi

antheridial series between this genus and Arthmrhynekus, Plate XLVII1, in one species of which, fig. 3,

>ry similar. A single type in which the antheridia are strictly intercalary, like those

of Carethromyces, has been added in the genus Sywplrrtmn,!r . Plate L, figs. 11 10, but this relation ap-
the arrangement is v

associ

iefinite in certain eases. In a majority of the specie* of SUgmUomgc*, for d mple, this character seems

spe

the antheridial branch is also a monopodium, there is absolute irregularity in this leap ... A new and

very individual type of appendage somewhat similar to that of SUgmriomjfeet is seen in I Dflipomyost,

and another less well defined in Acallom;^; these appendag. * being in general Simpler and tending to

(f, >

dial cells, and those in which the latter are irregularly placed. A few instanc OC«ir in which the group-

condition best

genus Laboulbenia, by such species as L. Oezeme, Plate I AIII, fig. 1 1, or L. mM&».

The transition between simple, but distinctly differentiated, antheridial ells, and the undilL r-

rpose

bee
i«

although they discharge their contents in a similar fashion, arc evidently variable in size aval form,
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and aiv associated with similar segments having no such function. This function, furthermore, ap-

pears

soon ifter fertilization, and the appendage develops more or less copious sterile branches and loses

all traces of its primary function, figs. 7 and 16; a statement which, it may here he mentioned, applies

also to the supposed anthcridia of Hydwpliilomxjces

.

The associations of antheridial cells which form the functional portion of the often highly de-

veloped compound anthcridia are in general very definite, and the numbers of the latter may be, and
usually are, more or less invariable in different genera or species. They arise, like the simple an-

theridia, as branehlets, which, instead of growing outward, penetrate an adjacent cell, opening and
discharging into its cavity, whence the sperm-cells escape by a variably developed, often tubular
and elongate outlet, that is sometimes a mere extension of the cell forming the common cavity,

or in a few instances involves other cells. An illustration of the last condition is seen in the
antheridium of Euhaplomyces, Plate XXXVII, fig. 21, a type not previously illustrated. Another
new type is seen in the genus Rickia, the antheridium of which is quite unlike that of the nearly
allied PeyriisekieUa; not, as in this genus, adnate to the receptacle, but borne quite free upon it

and distinguisncd by a broad black septum, Plate XXXIV, figs. 12-13. In general form it closely
resemble, a simple antheridium of the ordinary type, but the several antheridial cells which compose
it are nevertheless clearly distinguishable. The singular condition seen in the closely allied Distich-
omyee*, with its groups of apparently simnl* ami f,™ o„+k„..;,k„ u i_„_j.. . , , , ,

rn™ sl "
'

""lrk" llle
. *»»«", among the new types niustatfed, are those found in the two new

genera. M,„mm,mrr, and Eumonoicomyces, Plates XXXVI and XXXVII, the detailed structure of
winch

,
s desenbed under these genera. This type, which in Evmmoieomyce. Papua,*, is more

completed than that of any other form, differs widely from those previously illustrated, bod, in
the arrangement of the antheridial eells, and in the method of discharge between four terminal and
eventually appendiculate eells. Still another new type is found in the singular Kleidimyce,, but
unfortunately the cell relations here are not determinable from ,I,e SCan,y material available.' Lastly
the many new species of ******* illustrate very fully the muttons in this highly devel-
oped type ,„ whteh the usually „bliq„e rows of cells which give it such individuality, appear to
n pn-.se,, the mterealary segments of an original branchlet, that becme converted directly to anthe-
ruhal cells which discharge inward.

ridiat' o,',i,

fitty

;

f"" r gemTO ",US '" dMn«"'sh ' ] «*" are five in which the character of the anthe-,qte unknown namely, Polga****, Smnng***, Uugon^ce., Eundi**,*., an,, AV-

H,^,m ,lex Cent**,*., AvMvm/e*, „n ,l Hyirophib*^.

the pn™l ,:" "Tt ^ gCMral aCC°Unt «««*•>- of the origin and deve - of

been lamed "o J^T^ ""^ ""'' ** ™ M°™*°° "> «* " «*» ta

**mUm of which JTbL inTT 7 '""""^ '^^ '"^ "' AmmP^'^ *e clavatc

«ive vesicles, which ,Ih fint J7^T^"^ "* **• ^ 8^ l2
>
«* «^

A most ,!„„,„„.2 .'","' S 'ght
'
,e "- *» ^'.gating spcrm-CU

Ill

A most ,inm,lo. a ^ *
^"jugaung sperm-cells.

7 temalc branch, but also the sterile eells of the perithecium, originate endoge-
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nously, growing, like the autheridial oells of compound anthcridia, into the cavity of tli« iiiYyu nl cell

above. Not only is this cell traversed by the piocarpic, and later by the perithe < ial branches, bul

several cells above are successively penetrated, the intervening septa being |>erforate<l and destroyed

the free trichogyne eventually making its way out distally and rep] ing the terminal prima? \ ap-

pendage, which is sloughed off. This very peculiar condition, which is illustrated on Plate* LWI,
and described in detail under the genus, lias no counterpart in the group. The peritheeia of Zodi-

omyces
}

although the branches which produce them arise endogenously, are themselves c\< :enou

and quite free from the beginning of their development In CenU Iyer although the forma-

tion of the perithecium is not of the ordinary type, the conditions do not appear to be in am

comparable.

The early development of the Carpogonium after fertilization has been described in detail in th-

Monograph, and appears to be similar throughout the group. The only striking phenomenon in

this connection that has been observed among the new forms is seen in the genus Polya "/////ne*,

in which the ascogenic cells become so greatly multiplied thai I condition occur no( unlike thai n

in the perithecium of other Ascomycetes, more than thirty ascogenic cells covering a basal area from

which large numbers of asci bud upwards; Plate XXXVII, figs. 1 2.

The cytology of ascvis- and spore-formation has been examined by Dr. Paull who li- published

a preliminary note in Science, already referred to, and has kindly allowed the writer to examine his

preparations. The latter appear to show that the phenomena involved correspond < « ntially with

those in other Ascomycetes, the ascospores being formed as a result of the divisions of a fusion-nudeus

by a process exactly similar to that which is normal in this type of spore-formation. Sim Dr. Faull

has not as yet published a full account of his r- ults. the writer <]<>< noi fed at liberty to make

further reference to them in the present connection.

genera, fundamentally toe m»e, except inllie structure ol ttie mature perunccuun is, in an g

the case of the pseudoperithecium of Coreomijns, and has been given in detail in the Monograph.

The most important variations relate to the number of cells in each of the four outer and of the

four inner and alternating rows of wall-cells, and to the production of outgrowths or appendages from

the outer rows. A curious condition has, however, been observed in Dichomyxs, some species of

which show a remarkable dimorphism in their peritheeia; the two forms being associated on the

same individual a. in D. hyhridus, Plate XXXI, fig. 16; or occurring, as in I), hi) mis, Plate XXXlfl.

figs. 2-3, on distinct individuals. In both these instances it will he observed that the two varieties

are not only unlike in size ami form, and to some extent in color; but that, while in one auricle-
f

like outgrowths are present, these are wholly absent in the other. Two forms of perithecium al

20

species It is possible that the dimorphism in D. hybrulux, may

have resulted from hybridization, for furcift

on

ever, appears to occur in other spec

in this way. Among instances in which tin- perithecium may show wide differences in form in a

given species, Uhouihenia Polyhirmw may be mentioned. Plat.- LXV, figs. 1 3; ami the varieties of

L. Texana, if these arc rightly separated merely as varieties, show very remarkable conditions in

this respect, Plate LXIII, figs. 3-9.
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Cond

ttrps

in the above account. Although no one who has a knowledge at first hand of the Laboulbeniales in a

livins condition would for a moment doubt the correctness of this assumption, it should be men-

tioned here that the cytology of the reproductive process is still unknown, however clearly its general

nature may be indicated by the observed morphology, and certain writers have denied in iota the

sexual nature of the supposed male and female organs. Alfred Moeller, for example, although he

has no personal knowledge of these structures, makes the statement without reservation, (Schimper,

Bot Untcrs. a. d. Tropen, IX, p. 45, 1901) that the co-called antheridia are merely conidi-

oplion . producing conidia, the supposed sperm-cells, in a Chalara-Yike fashion. Yet if these

supposed sperm-cells are in reality non-sexual propagative bodies, it seems singular, since they are

produced in enormous quantities in many cases, that no indication has ever been seen which would

suggest the possibility that individuals ever arise from bodies other than the ascospores. If indi-

viduals were ever developed from these minute micrococcus or bacillus-like, for the most part naked,

protoplasmic masses, such an origin would certainly have been indicated in some instances among

the great mass of material examined. The whole history of the early development, moreover, for-

bids such an assumption, and especially the conditions found in the unisexual forms. That matters

should he so arranged in the latter that a conidial and an ascigerous individual should be invari-

ably predetermined in every spore-pair, seems a manifest absurdity. The conidial theory also, over-

looks the trichopjvne, often a very remarkable and highly differentiated structure, as well as the

adherence of the "conidia" to certain special portions of it. Even if one could be contented with some

of the utterly ridiculous explanations of " trichogynes '* found elsewhere among the fungi, that have

been gravely advanced, it would be difficult to see, for example, in the present instances, why a

"ventilating apparatus" should cease to ventilate and should disappear at the very moment when

the active development of the region ventilated was beginning and when "ventilation," one would

suppose, would be most necessary. That these structures are designed to "terebrate" the empty air

is also, to say the least, an unsatisfying explanation of their presence.

Abnormalities among the Laboulbeniales occasionally occur, some instances of which have been

previously illustrated, as for example the substitution of an antheridial appendage for a perithecium.

Instances of this nature in which bisexual individuals may become unisexual through the atrophy of

the perithecium, and the substitution for it of antheridial branches, are not uncommon; but another

example of a different nature is sometimes found, and results from the partial atrophy of one member
of the spore-pair. The failure of one member of a spore-pair to develop, was noted and figured in con-

nection with Labouibenm inflafa in the Monograph, and has been seen in other instances. While, how-

ever, such undeveloped individuals are, or appear to be, quite functionless, cases have been seen in which,

although one member becomes normally developed, producing an antheridium and procarp, the other

develops normally as far only as the production of the antheridium is concerned and shows not the

slightest indication of any procarp. Such an instance is represented on Plate XLIX, figs. 1G-17, the

two individuals being the products of the same spore-pair. The abnormal production of perithecia is

seen

Hi
the subbasal cell and

thus confirming the view taken by the writer as to the homologies of the receptacle in this genus
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Of abnormalities more or less directly due to environment and resulting from growth under con-

tinuously unfavorable conditions, as for example exposure to violence or insuHicieni nutrition, nun*mus

instances might be cited in which the general form and the character of the apj>endages may have been

thus modified. The most remarkable instance, which appears to be of this nsilure, i.s seen, however,

in the genus Diehomyves, and results in a structural variation which may be in the nature of a i version.

In several species, especially when large numbers grow crowded OB the legs of swiftly runninn hosts, tin

normal symmetry is lost and *'ie individual assumes a structure exactly like that of the pirns Pi ii-

schiella, although under favorable conditions, as on the abdomen, this form never ap|>cars. Such ;i

condition of D. inceqiialis was formerly figured and described as a new species of Peyril hielkl, /'. viyn.--

reus, and it seems not impossible that this phenomenon may be comparable to reversions resulting from

injury in the higher plants. That abnormal forms due to hybridisation may exist, has already been

suggested above, and this may account for the confused variations seen, for i
unpli . in Dtrhomyres rnl-

gatus or D. princepg. Laboulbmia mekmotheoa, also, may possibly be nothing more than a hybrid be-

tween L. Mexicana and some of the species with black pcrithecia often a»oeiated with it. although this

is of course a mere suggestion.

The Geographical Distribution of the species and geners is now >ul!i« i.nilv well known in many

instances to illustrate various points of interest in this connection, but in ric« of the limitations of the

present paper as to space, and the fact that large additional collections of these plants are i w awaiting

examination and study, no general summary or tabulation of distribution will be here Attempted. Infor-

mation in regard to distribution is most complete in reference to parasites of the ( ibi.l since thi

family of beetles is a favorite group among entomologists, and is extremely well represented in a majority

of the exotic collections examined. Since, also, these insects include a majority of the hosts infested by

species of Labmdbenia, it is in this genus that the most complete data as to special instam s of distribu-

tion have been obtained. A brief reference to the subject will be found below under this genus, but it

may be remarked in this connection that it is singular to find a specs I like /.. mriabil infesting I vari.ty

of common genera in both American continents, yet quite unknown elsewhere; while the distribution

of L. Pheropsopki is coextensive with that of its host in five continents. < >f the numerous q>eciea on

Galeritee in South and Central America none extend to Africa, where Gokriim are numerous in species,

and are attacked by a single form only, unrelated to the South American one. Again L. Phiiomtki, which

is the common form in North and South America on members of the v. -ry huge and unive, dly distrib-

uted genus Philonihus, is unknown from other regions, although almost unlimited material has been

looked over; while L. cri.stata, the only species growing on members of the large ami varied genus

P&derus, has been found from all the continents.

The Development of Series in the I.aboull directions in which this development has

be consid

ters of interest concerning which, however, the writer finds himself unable to arrive at any satisfactory

conclusions. On the assumption that these plants have been derived from aquatic an, tors, one would

naturally look to the existing aquatic forms, rather than tin- terrestrial ones, for suggestion, as to prim.-

m * % * 4 r*_*_ anm —

-

*. ft & ^^ i • %"* 1 1 * - t 11 ^^* fe

compou

type

l>e
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developed aquatic species of the genus Laboulbenia. It is therefore among the Ceratomycetinese, of

the accompanying Key, that one would look for suggestions in this connection. That the vegetative

characters of this series, far from being simple, are quite the reverse, might have no significance in this

respect; but if one presupposes an origin for the group from aquatic types near the simpler Florideae, it

is evident that in these water forms, the antheridial characters, which afford by far the most reliable and

fundamental characters for general groupings in these plants, are more unlike the antheridia of the red

algffi than those of the more highly developed terrestrial genera. In any attempt to arrive at a conclusion

concerning these matters, several fundamental questions need answers which are not as yet forthcoming.

First, has the unspecialized antheridial cell of Rhynchophoromyces or Zodiomyces, for example, become the

specialized cell of the Laboulbeniacese, through conditions which may be suggested by those found in

Coreomyces; or has the passage been in the reverse direction, resulting as an adaptation more likely to

insure fertilization under the conditions of aquatic life. The second supposition, indeed, seems by no

means an unlikely one, and Ceratomyces, which is assumed, at least, to produce its sperm-cells in coherent

threads, would represent the culmination of this tendency in a modern genus.

Again it may be asked whether the simple antheridium has been derived from the compound, as

might be suggested by the conditions seen in Dutichomyces, or by a reduction to one cell of such a com-

pound antheridium as is found in Rickia: or, as seems more probable, has the reverse process actually

occurred. Furthermore it is by no means evident whether the unisexual, or the hermaphrodite condition,

which arc associated with both the simple and compound type of antheridium, is primitive or the reverse.

Although the general tendency in upward series appears to be toward a separation of the sperm- and
egg- -ell-function on different individuals, and this condition has no exceptions in the highest plants, by
far the most highly developed and apparently modern genera of Laboulbeniales are hermaphrodite:
but if we look for what is absolutely the simplest condition found in this group, we find it without question

in the genus Amorphomyces, a unisexual type with simple antheridia. And here it may be pointed out

that all the forms which grow on Blattid*, supposed by entomologists to be among the most ancient types

of insects, are unisexual, with simple antheridia.

The not uncommon phenomenon already mentioned above, and formerly illustrated in Laboulbenia
inflata, Monograph, Plate III, fig. 5, which involves the atrophy of one member of the usual spore-
pair, may be perhaps significant in this connection; in that it suggests the survival of a tendency to form
two kinds of individuals, one of which had become superfluous after the appearance of antheridia on the
female individual. This is still more strikingly suggested by instances such as the one illustrated here-
with, on Plate XLIX, figs. 16-17, which, although rare in general, are common in this and a few other
species. Here one member of the spore-pair, becomes not only a dwarf individual, but is absolutely
Uiusexual, bearing a well developed and normally functional antheridial appendage. Yet here also,
the monopolization of food supply by one member of the spore-pair, may have led to a dwarf habit and
partial loss of function in the other, and it is not by any means inconceivable that, through gradual loss
o its male function by the vegetatively vigorous individual, a unisexual condition might become a fixed
phenomenon, m both members.

Since the series may thus be read upward or downward as one prefers, and Amorphomyces is quite

» ike
y to

,1 ustrate a last step in retrogression as a first in evolution, one may be pardoned, if like the
nter he coni sses his complete agnosticism in these matters, an agnosticism which embraces the question
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of the origin of the Ascomycetes as a whole, and the determination of the course of evolution in the entire

fungus series: matters which, in recent years, have been too copiously discussed in the rather feeble li<:lit

of small contributions to the available data. Although it is difficult to believe that the Laboulhenialcs,

for example, and the Florideae; that Monoblepharw inxignis and Wwdierta inlmnrdia Nonlst; that

Araiospora and Dichotomosiphon; that the Mycochytridinea\ Rh lockyirium and Chh>n>chytrinm have

none of them ever had mutual kin nearer than some primordial protoplasmic entity at the bottom of the

plant series and in the early ages of organic life; it is nevertheless foolish, on the basis of our pre- nt

knowledge, to attempt an arbitrary settlement of the complex phenomena of s< ries among the fungi.

As to the Laboulbeniales, it may be said with safety that they n mblc the Floridea* in some resp< < tj

more closely than they do any other plants, while at the same time they are moi surely A>< omyoetes

than many forms included in this group, and the writer sees no sufficient reason why they hould not 1m

placed in the Pyrenomycetes, as a group coordinate with the Perisporiales, IlyjxxTeales etc.
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KKY TO THE GENERA OF LABOULBENIALES.

In order briefly to summarise the genera thus far described, the following dichotomous key has been

prepared which indicates in a general way their supposed natural sequence, as far as this is possible in

such a summary, and includes a tentative separation of the more pronounced types which have been

designated by special names designed to suggest the conditions of isolation in the various genera or groups

genera

con

the preliminary matter of this and the preceding Monograph. It will be observed that Distichomyces,

although at maturity it possesses free simple antheridia, is included among the Peyritschiellacese, where
it rightly b.longs, and that also Hydrophilomyces is included in the second section, of Ceratomycetinese,

although its supposed antheridial cells are more or less clearly distinguished. The latter are, however,
merely corners, as it were, separated from the cells of the main appendage, and later appear to grow out

into sterile branches as in Coreomyces. Polyascomyces, Smeringomyces and Misgomyces, being of uncertain

affinities, and their antheridia being unknown, are assigned merely provisional places in the arrangement.

1. Antheridia specially differentiated cells or groups of cells.

2. Antheridia compound, the antheridial cells endogenous, arising from
one or more intercalary cells and discharging into and from a com-

LABOULBENIINEiE 80

Dimorphomycetese

Dimeromyces

7.

nam chamber (eventually free in a compact group in Distichomyces) Peyritschiellace,e
individuals unisexual.

IVrithecia arising from a primary vertical or oblique axis.

iVritheeia arising from one or more secondary axes springing from
the subbasal cell.

Individuals hermaphrodite, sterile appendages unicellular, subtended
by black constricted septa.

35

7

6

Dimorphomyces

8. Antheridium a free branchlet from the receptacle.

Antheridial cells discharging through a common pore.
Antheridial cells becoming free in a compact group.
Antheridium wholly or partly adnate to the receptacle.
Cells of the receptacle in tiers above the basal cell.
T> * 1 • iii

9.

10.

11.

12.

13. Perithelia wholly free.

14. Snbterminal tier of the receptacle bearing paired antheridia.
15. Snbterminal tier bearing a single antheridium at one side.
16.

17.

IS.

Rickiese

Rickia

Distichomyces

Peyritschiellese

20

11

10

18

IVrithecia more or less adnate to the distal portion of the receptacle.
Anthendmm anterior at the base of the perithecium
Antheridium near base of appendages; two cells superposed above

Dichomyces

Peyritschiella

16

15

Limnaiomyces 18

19

20

21

•>

Antheridium as in 18, three cells above foot
Individuals hermaphrodite, sterile appendages multicellular,

tended by black constricted septa.
Individuals hermaphrodite, sterile appendages absent

black subtending septa.

Antheridium discharging between four terminal appendiculate cells.

Cltitonomyres

Hydrceomyces

19

sub- Enarthromycete se

or without

Enarthromyces 21

Monoicomyceteae 25
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L'3. Anthcridial cells disposed in four opposite pairs. Monotenviy J I

Euvunii imy

Haplomycetett

34. Inertia* $ed%», ascogenic cells very numerous. (See 46.) Polyatcomycrx

35. Antheridia single cells with free efferent tubes. I'Ai«»i
'

' ! > *'*<
'

1

36. Individuals unisexual.

37. Perithecia on secondary repent receptacles attached to the host. Herpomycete®

38. Perithecia arising from a primary receptacle. Amorphomycetea

39. Receptacle two-celled, terminated by the peritheemm, spores con

tinuous.

40. Receptacle terminated by a two-celled prominence, spores OOce-scp-

tate.

41. Receptacle several-celled, chretophorous. (Inetrtm sedut.) Smmngomycc*

42. Individuals hermaphrodite. Primary receptacle without secondary

elongation through intercalary growth.

43. Receptacle simple, or without free axes of secondary origin.

44. Anthcridial appendage a single, simple, specialized series of super-

45. Subterminal c
I* iri

several antheridia, the terminal cell Waring a single spinose

antheridium.

46. Appendage superpo

by a dome-shaped structure, ascogenic cells very numerous. (/»-

crrtrr Bed/it, see 34.)
_ . .

17. Antheridia] appendage of five cells, two superposed antheridia ansmg

from the terminal and subterminal cells respectively.

48. Distal, fertile, portion of the appendage consisting of two to many

superposed cells which give rise to antheridia superposed m smgl*

or double series.

49. Antheridia more or less distinctly whorled on the fertile terminal por-

tion of the appendage. .

50. Anthcridial appendages or branches more than one and »c.atod

with sterile branches or branchlets.

Irihrorhimchwt

»

1 1 nplum //' ( s

24. Anthcridial cells numerous.

25. Antheridium opening l>y a free pore,

26. Anthcridial cells unassociated with evident sterile cells above (he

stalk-cell of the appendage-

27. Antheridium terminal, rounded, areolate, with lateral pore and termi-

nal spine.

28. Antheridium conical with prominent terminal pore. Camplovu/ns

29. Anthcridial cells associated with evident sterile cells ahove tin stalk-

cell of the appendage.

30. Anthcridial cells numerous, disposed in obliquely superposed row

associated with an external sterile marginal cell, Opening terminal. Euranihonmyn 31

31. Antheridium opening by a lateral pore below a terminal cellular sterile

portion.

32. Anthcridial cells few, opening into I chamber extending upward h< ide

two external sterile cells to a terminal chamber and pore. Euhaph /// s 33

33. Antheridium areolate, lateral below sterile terminal branches. Canlharomyn

Kli mn/i ' 32

42

IfcrjH'ti rs '.

[m&rphomtjecs 40

Dioicomy s H

7

posed cells, unassociated with sterile branehlets or appendage* _

Stigmatomycetea SO

Arompsuvnj ? 10

Polijaxcnmyrti 47

I
aUornyces 48

Sfigmatomyres W
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51. Receptacle appearing to be distally multicellular through proliferation,

the resultant cells more or less copiously appendiculate.

52. A primary appendage of superposed cells bearing specialized antheri-

dial branchlets superposed externally, similar branches arising

from cells on one side, about the bases of the perithecial stalk- Idiomycetese

58.

50

GO

61

62.

63.

65.

66

67,

68

cells.

53. No primary appendage distinguishable at maturity.

54. Receptacle obconical, the proliferous cells producing distally a dense
tuft of appendages enveloping the bases of the perithecial stalk-

cells.

55. Sterile branches few, antheridial cells intercalary in continuous
series.

56. Sterile branches and branchlets copious, antheridial cells free, ex-
* 1 * A ft _

superpos

appendages and associated with beak-like sterile cells.

57. Receptacle subtriangular, flattened, with paired, two-celled rounded
outgrowths and paired perithecia, proliferating cells above their
bases producing numerous branched appendages.

Receptacle consisting of two superposed cells, the upper giving rise
directly to a more or less well distinguished free main appendage
and to one or more free, stalked perithecia.

Antheridial branches producing serial intercalary antheridia.
Primary appendage hyaline producing branches from its basal cell,
secondary perithecia originating like the primary.

Primary appendage more or less blackened, its basal cell producing
secondary perithecia when these occur.

Antheridia borne free, singly, or in groups, on the appendage, or on its
branches.

Main axis of the appendage consisting of two superposed cells, the
upper bearing a series of branches from the bases of which arise
branchlets bearing the antheridia singly or in groups

64. Appendage consisting of several superposed cells, the distal bearing
sterile branches, the basal often perithecia, the rest short antheridial
branchlets from their upper inner angles.

60.

superposed

superposed
• ' *& » *ciica ui urancnes superposed

externally, the basal cells of which give rise to antheridia singly or
in grrouns. b Jgroups

Appendage of superposed cells, the basal adnate, sterile unmodified,
he res append.cn ate on the inner side, the branchlets bearing
antheridia more or less irregularly.

o-cell

sterile and antheridial branchlets
—"»« "earmg

Receptacle multicellular, the cells subbiscriate above the subbasal cellAc one senes termma.ed bv the perithecium, the other by the a^

axes.
perithecigi

Idiomyces

Teratomyceteae

Symplectromyces

Teratomyces

Diplomyces

Corethromycete ae

Rhadinomyces

Corethromyces

Laboulbeniese

Eucorethromyces

58

53

57

56

57

68

61

64

Stichomyces 65

Rhizomyces 66

Sphaleromyces 67
*

Ceraiomyces

Laboulbenia
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70. Primary axis displaced by a single simple more or less elongate multi-

cellular chaetophorous secondary axis, bearing a subtcrmiiial peri- Rhachomyceteae

thecium.

71. Receptacle a biseriate-multieellular perithecigerous axis, producing

laterally similar perithecigerous axes.

72. Perithecigerous axes unicellular and distally appendieulate below

the perithecial stalk-cell.

73. Individuals solitary with subverticillate fertile and sterile branches

from a primary two-celled receptacle.

74. Individuals in a dense tuft, with a common intrusive cellular hausto-

80.

num.

Rhachomyce* 7!

Clematomyceteae

Clenwfo s 72

Compsomyceteae

Compsomycn 71

Moschomijces

75. Receptacle indeterminate or elongating by secondary cell-division.

76. Primary appendage a well denned axis of superposed cells (see also 8 I ).

77. Receptacle and primary appendage forming a bristle-like coincident

axis of superposed cells, bearing branches, perithecia and further Chsetomycetea

t \)

branches Clurfomjfces 7^

78. Receptacle very variable through secondary growth, producing no Ecteinomycetea

branches below the perithecium. EcUtnotnyccx

79. Primary appendage a rounded cellular prominence beside the peril he- Misgomyceteae

cium, with evanescent terminal branchlets (incerta xrthx). Misgomycea

appendage

their branches. Mostly
(T.RATOMYCKTINK.I

81. Receptacle not a massive multicellular structure.

82. Receptacle bearing no appendages below the perithecium.

83. Receptacle indeterminate.

84. Perithecium determinate, the wall-rows few-celled.

85. Perithecium indeterminate, the wall-rows many-celled.

8(5. Receptacle determinate.

87. Perithecium determinate, wall-rows few-celled.

88. Perithecium indeterminate, wall-rows many-celled.
m * i

Ceratomycetese

Hydropkilomycc*

Rhyitchopkortmyces

90

gg

85

Autoicomi < *

(Vraf'nni/ ?

SS

Corcomijces

Zodiomyceteae

8a Receptacle bearing appendages from specially differentiated <<lls **^»*
below the perithecium.

90. Receptacle a massive multicellular structure.

91. Receptacle distally cup-shaped, a ciliate margin surrounding numer-

ous perithecia.

92. Receptacle a massive axis continuous with a terminal appendieulate

primary appendage and bearing numerous perithecia and append-

Zodiomy s

ages in a crowded lateral series.
Ev diotny* •»

-».;

93. Receptacle a massive axis continuous with a terminal appendieulate

primary append a

ous branches of numerous superposed cells.

superpo

eager
Kainnmyres
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LABOULBENIINE^.

Antheridia consisting of specially differentiated cells or group of cells.

PEYRITSCHIELLACEiE.

Genera monoecious or dioecious, the antheridia "compound," the antheridial cells originally and

nt maturity (except in Distichomyces) opening into a common cavity whence they discharge their sperm-

cells through a common pore.

P1MORPHOMYCES Thaxter

This well marked dioecious genus was founded on two New England species, D. infect us and D.

dentirnlafux, and as far as these species are concerned I have nothing to add to my original account ex-

cept to mention that D. infect us has been observed on a Falagria sent me from Ohio. Both species are

no doubt as common elsewhere as they are in New England. The present addition of two species is,

in all probability, no reliable index of the numerical importance of the genus, since the hosts appear

to be neglected by collectors and are not well represented in the collections examined. The plants them-

selves, too, are very minute, pale in color, and visible "with great difficulty on dried hosts.

In comparing the structure of these forms with that which is characteristic of the simpler types of

the family, it is evident that there is a close correspondence in essentials. The primary receptacle in

both sexes consists of the usual basal and subbasal cells, and its axis is terminated by a simple primary

appendage of two or three superposed cells. The male, except in abnormal individuals which rarely

occur, produces a single antheridium which arises directly from the subbasal cell. In the female, how-

ever, the conditions are much more complicated, since the perithecia arise from lateral branches,

''secondary receptacles/ ' derived from the subbasal cell, which are bordered below by an extension or

outgrowth of the basal cell that keeps pace with the development of the secondary receptacle. In the

two species originally described two of these receptacles arise, one on either side, which are more or

less symmetrical. In the two herewith illustrated, however, but one such receptacle is produced and
the individuals are asymmetrical in consequence. The cell relations are clearly seen in D. Myrmedonice,

Plate XXVIII, fig. 15, in which the actual conditions are more readily made out than in the species

first described. A reexamination of the latter leaves no doubt as to the essential correspondence of

their structure.

As far as I have observed, the sexes are always associated in the spore-pairs in this genus, although,
as in other dioecious forms, instances may occur in which they fail to be juxtaposed at the point of

attachment to the host.

individ

rphomyces Myhmbdom e Thaxter. Plate XXVIII, figs. 14-16.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts, and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 409. Apr., 1900.

age consisting of three superpos

neck of the antheridium

constrictions and by dark septa, especially below; the terminal one bluntly rounded distally, twice as
long as broad; the thick walls above becoming disorganized. Total length to tip of antheridium, in-

cluding foot, 66 ft; to Up of appendage 40 pu Antheridium 38 fx in length, the center 25 X 14 ft.

hemakindivuh.al relatively large, tinged with smoky brown, the primary appendage consisting
of three cells;

y receptacle developed, almost at right angl i
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on one side only, and consisting of from five to twelve cells. Peritheeia one to five in mm. I, r, the »|>-

pendages from three to six, alternating with them, or succeeding one another somewhat invgularh
the two series, peritheeia and appendages, somewhat divergent; the subtending cells relatively large

and obliquely placed with reference to the bordering extension of the basal evil, so that the) Spjxar
larger from one side than from the other. Perithecium rather long and slender, nearly straight, ttotlter

and somewhat inflated in small individuals; the tip blunt or nearly truncate, tinged with smoky brown
borne on a short inconspicuous stalk-cell from which it bends abruptly upward. Apj«ndages rela-

tively large, consisting of two superposed cells, constricted at the septa; the basal one longer, distally rnor.

deeply suffused; the upper distally suffused, and modified like the corresponding portion of the primal}

appendage. Spores about 20 X 3 /i. Peritheeia, in well developed individuals, 100 X is /t . Primary

receptacle about 60 //. Secondary receptacle (larger) 75 ft. Append; ;e.s about 58 X 13 ,".

On Myrmedonia flavicornis Fauw, Hrit. Mus. (Biologia C.) No. Toil. Guatemala.

This singular looking plant was found on various parts of the host, especially on the abdomen, ami
shows considerable variation in the development of the secondary receptacle especially, small forms

occurring with a single perithecium only. The accompanying figures reprex ut the most highly devel-

oped individuals, and .show the tendency to degeneration which affects the tips of both primary and

seconds ry appendages.

Dimorphomyces Tiileopoims Thaxter. Plate XXVIII, figs. 12-13.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 410. Apr., }<MH).

Male individual much as in D* muticus, the primary appendage ending in a short blackened cell,

bluntly rounded or nearly truncate. Total length to tip of antheridiuin fir, ^ to ti|> of sterile eell 37 ;i.

Female individual. Structure of the receptacle tike that of the other j>eei«
,
\m\ only developed

on one side of the median sterile portion, or primary appendage, which consists of three cells like (hat

of the male individual and is black tipped. The appendages and peritheeia arising as in tin* other ipe-

cies, the latter nearly symmetrically subfusiform, bluntly rounded at the tip, tinged with smoky brown,

the tip undifferentiated, the appendages relatively large and simple. Peritheeia (not quite mature)

50 X 14 p. Foot, to end of lateral portion, 50 /£. Total length to tip of perithecium 80 ".

On Thleopora eorticalw Gz., Paris Museum, No. 297, Santa Anna, Madeir On inferior surface

of abdomen.

The material

of the male

terial of this species is very scanty and it is impossible to determine the exact appearand

individual, since a single specimen, only, is present in the preparations plaecd . is shown

in fig. 12 at the right. The species is closely allied to the preceding, but differs in the form of the peri-

thecium, as well as in that of the primary and secondary appendages, the di i ionization at the tips of

the latter causing them to appear truncate.

DIMEROMYCES Thaxter.

Eight additional forms of this very peculiar dioecious genus show that, although if (9 extremely well

defined in general, the species present remarkable variations in structure, and, with the exception of

Labovfbrnia, inhabit more diverse hosts than the members of any other genus. With th- iception of

Herpomycea, no other genus has been found on Orthoptera, and three East Indian forms occur on small

species of Diptera. Two of these dipterophilous forms, D. coarctatus and D. rh *phofV9, which are ver

closely allied, are of especial interest; since, although both occur on the integument of the inferior surface

of the abdomen of their soft bodied hosts, and thus live under practically identical contftfwia, theon

absorbs its nutriment by a well developed haustorium which penetrates the body-cavity, Plate X\\ III,

fi>. 7. whilo tliP nth»* fin. i I« nHnohod bv the usual foot and mows no sign of any penetration It

«-

hers of this genus will prove characteristic par. it« on For/8

jK'cies of H>
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Of D. African us; illustrated in my Monograph, I have examined additional material from Cape

Coast Castle, Africa, on Paclnjkks, in the Hope Collection No. 287.

Dimeromyces mixutissimus Thaxter. Plate XXIX, figs. 6-9.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Set., Vol. XLI, p. 304. July, 1905.

Male individual Receptacle consisting of three cells, the basal externally suffused with blackish

brown, and projecting beneath the base of the antheridium; the subbasal giving rise to the solitary anthe-

ridium; while the distal is separated by a blackened septum from a two-celled erect rigid distally spinose

appendage. Venter of antheridium small, tapering gradually to the stout outcurved neck. Total length,

including foot, 32 ft. Antheridium 16 X 5 //.

Female individual. Receptacle very irregularly formed, externally blackened above the large foot;

consisting of several irregularly superposed cells, the subbasal giving rise to a two-celled prominence

subtending a blackish tapering appendage, which projects at right angles to the colorless primary append-

age; the latter two-celled, distinguished by a blackish septum, and often subtended by a similar append-

age from the same (distal) cell of the receptacle. The single perithecium rather short and broad, tapering

slightly to the more or less distinctly differentiated somewhat truncate tip. Length to tip of perithecium

50 ft. Long si a]>pendage 40-50 p.. Perithecium 34 X 10 ft.

On the inferior surface of the rhabdites of Labia minor Burm., Cambridge, Mass.

This and the preceding species may prove merely variations of the same form due to the differences

in their position of growth, and are only provisionally separated. M. Labia? is much less common than

the present species and has only been seen on the elytra. M. minutissimus occurs not uncommonly on

the rhabdites, but is very difficult to find and to remove, from its minute size, dark color and appressed

habit of growth. Both species are most nearly allied to M. Forficulee, although abundantly distinct

from it.

Dimeromyces Labile Thaxter. Plate XXIX, figs. 1-5.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. LXI, p. 303. July, 1905.

Male individual. Receptacle consisting normally of three superposed cells, the basal projecting

laterally to form the base of the lowest antheridium, bearing distally a two-celled appendage distinguished

by a basal blackish septum; the two upper cells of the receptacle producing two, rarely three, antheridia:

the latter short and stout, the efferent region containing the several tubes rather abruptly distinguished

from the venter, as well as from the common efferent tube, which curves outward somewhat abruptly.

Total length to tip of appendage, including foot, 50 p. Appendage 25 p. Antheridium 16-18 X 6-7 u.

Subhvaline, or straw-colored, consisting of an irregular axis of three or four

superposed cells, terminated by a simple, usually two-celled, appendage distinguished by a blackish

septum; the subbasal cell bearing a broad blunt biccllular upcurved appendage or protrusion, which
subtends either the single perithecium, or a several-celled appendage similar to the primary one. Peri-

thecium solitary, colorl. s, somewhat elongate, tapering but slightly to the more or less abruptly

distinguished rather broad somewhat flattened tip. Total length of tip of perithecium 65-75 u.

Perithecium 50-60 X 12 ft. Spores about 18 X 12 ft.

On the elytra of Labia minor Burm., Cambridge, Mass.
As has been already mentioned, this species is very closely related to D. minutissimus of which it

may prove a mere variety due to its position of growth. The' material is not abundant, but the differ-

ences indicated m the figures and descriptions appear to be constant, even the greater number of antheridia
in the male individuals. The host is n email - - - - - - «

mlual

region.
Forfi

Dimeromyces Forficulce Thaxter. Plate XXVIII, figs. 9-11.
Pr°c- Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 9. June, 1902.

Male individual. Receptacle consisting of three superposed cells, the upper distinguished by a
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of which is also blackened; the subbasal cell of the receptacle producing a sulxsiect, short-stalked, rather

long and narrow antheridium; the neck relatively broad, blunt, about as long as the stalk and venter

Total length to tip of antheridium 60 /r. the antheridium, including stalk, 28 i0 X 7-8
,

e body <>f tlic pcrithi < iumindividual

Receptacle consisting of usually five cells obliquely superposed, with the ex< ption of the uppcrum *

successively smaller from below upward, the series more or 1
s strongly curved outward from the mu)<

the subbasal cell bearing a simple differentiated appendage, its basal cell more or less geniculate and

on

striction; the cell next above it producing the single perithecium; the next a simple cylindrical slight!;

tapering appendage with a black subbasal constricted septum; the terminal cell bearing terminally a

short, simple, few-celled primary appendage, distinguished by a constricted black basal and a pale sub-

basal septum, and laterally a similar appendage distinguished by a subbi il blackish constricted septum.

Perithelium rather elongate, subclavate or subfusoid, the stalk not distinguished from the body of the

perithecium, and sometimes showing irregular septa; the tip often mewl i at abruptly distinguished

blunt, slightly asymmetrical. Spores about 35 X 3.5 /i. Perithecia, including stalk, 90 1 in X IS '22
ft.

Longest appendage 80 fx. Receptacle 60-70 /z. Total length to tip of perithechim 150 1S5 /*.

On all parts of Forficula kmiata Dohrn.; Mus. Comp. Zool., No. 1365; Guatemala.

A species most nearly related to the other forms on earwigs, but clearly distinguished by numerou

points of difference in both sexes.

Djmeromyces RHIZOPHOBUS Thaxter. ">-8

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVI, p. 412. March, 190L

Male Individual. penetr

uperpose

which usually bears an antheridium, the upper terminated by a short, pointed, slender cell. The an-

3.5 /x. Antheridia 25 X 9 ft.

i ks. Receptacle about 50 X 8/!. Ap|>endage

Individual More or less deeply tinged with amber-brown. Receptacle amber-brown,

rposed risible above the integument, pom rat<

the host directly by means of a very large, abruptly furcate rhizoid, the two oeUs above h similar, broader

than long, bearing each an appendage consisting of a basal cell bent toward the receptacle, darker and

narrower distally, and separated by a dark septum from the three-celled terminal portion, which is straight

The next (fourth) cell of the receptacle bears the single perithelium; the distal terminal cell lone r and

narrower, and terminated by a short, pointed, one sometimes two-celled primary appendage (similar

to that of the male individual), from which it is separated by a constriction; the siihimiiiiinl cell nar-

rower distally, producing on its inner side an appendage similar to those below it, but straight and tome-

what shorter. Perithecium with a short stout stalk rapidly expanding into the asymmetrically inflated

deeper brown venter of the perithecium; the neck very short and abruptly distinguished; the tip relatively

large, four-lobed, inflated with two lateral papillate outgrowths, above which the lips form a subcorneal

projection. Spores about 25 X 3 pu Perithecium including stalk 70 90 X 20-25 ft. Receptaek abou

45 X 12 fx. Primary appendage 12 ft; secondary appendages 3.5-40 fL Penetrating rliizoidal branches

150-184 X 10-12 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium 00-1 10 p.

On the inferior surface of the abdomen of a small fly. Ralum, New Pomcrania. Berlin Museum,

No. 1295.

rhizoids which replace the normal blackened foot.

genus by the presence

v annear to l>e regular
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immediately below the integument, the two branches diverging so that the individual cannot be detached

without breaking one or both of them. The male, however, develops merely the simple rhizoid, shown

in fig. 8, a slight swelling immediately below the integument serving to hold it with sufficient firmness.

Dimkkomyces coarctatus Thaxter. Plate XXVIII, Figs. 1-5 and 17.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci. ,Vol. XXXVI
,
p. 410. March, 1901.

Male Individual. Receptacle nearly hyaline, consisting of usually three superposed cells, the upper

separated by a dark-colored constriction from a short, simple, two- to three-celled hyaline or brownish

appendage. The antheridia usually two, seldom three, borne singly from the successive cells of the

receptacle, from which they are separated by a small basal cell; the venter having an external depression

and not abruptly distinguished from the stout curved neck. Receptacle 35-45 X 6-7 fi. Appendage

25-50 /i. Antheridia 18 X 5 /£.

Female Individual. Receptacle consisting of a large basal cell about twice as long as broad, bulging

so as to form a rounded base which pushes the small brownish-black foot to a lateral or sublateral posi-

tion; the remaining cells, usually eight or nine in number, separated by horizontal septa and superposed

in a simple series; the lower cells greatly flattened, those above somewhat less so, the series ending in a

somewhat abruptly narrower terminal cell, which is more than twice as long as broad, subcylindrical,

its extremity rounded symmetrically and bearing a short, simple, usually four-celled terminal brownish

appendage, which is distinguished by a constricted dark basal septum, and terminated by a somewhat

inflated lighter larger cell, which becomes characteristically disorganized on one side, so that the append-

The remaining cells of the receptacle producing single

cell. The uppermost of these

age appear

appendage

secondary appendages arises from the inner side of the subcorneal subterminal cell of the receptacle,

occupying a position in the median line between the primary appendage and the base of the first perithe-

cium, and consists of a short subcorneal basal cell, from the narrow extremity of which the simple, several-

celled terminal portion is distinguished by a constricted dark septum; the remaining appendages laterally

divergent on opposite sides in such a way as to appear paired, usually three on each side, each consisting

of a rather long basal cell inflated along its upper side so as to appear more or less geniculate, concol-

orous with the receptacle, its narrower extremity suffused with dark brown, distinguished without con-

striction by a dark septum from the simple terminal portion, which is usually five-celled, more or less

strongly recurved, brown, its terminal cell becoming inflated and undergoing gelatinous degeneration
on the lower side, which causes it to appear split in two, the hook-like upper half of the cell alone per-

sisting in some individuals. Perithecia yellowish, distally brownish, one, rarely two, in number; the

first always arising from the cell immediately below that which bears the upper secondary appendage,
the second, when one is present, replacing one of the appendages lower down; consisting of a symmetri-
cany inflated venter, which tape

abruptly distinguished
a short neck rather

. ,
*"' " " lulumcu papmse 01 unequal size, and one or two of whicn are poimeu

an. much more prominent. Spores 42 X 3.5 p. Perithelium, including the stalk, which is continuous

"J
'

I

' ^2°73
,

5 lL RecePtad( - to base of primary appendage 50-75 a. Secondary appendages
about 75 ai. Total length to tip of perithecium 150-180 )i.

Densely crowded on the inferior surface of the abdomen or rarely on the legs of a small pale fly.

Ralum, New Pomerama. Berlin Museum, No. 1282.

AjJ^H^!H
mat0rial

,°
f thJS SpedeS has been ****&** and although it grows on the soft inferior

hauZh J. if
1"1"'

°u
" SimHur h°St and in the same P«««. ^ shows no tendency to develop the

ess h^ fo™ Tv°
CharaCt0ristic of* lading species. The two are very closely allied, neverthe-

2rTJZ
"nd

,

d,

f

S1

??
Ul0n 0f the appendages, which project something like the legs of a crustacean,flMng the most striking p01n ts of difference. The individuals usually occur crowded in large num-
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hers on the abdomen of the host, and eventually are wry evidently injurious in their etleeU, causing tin

abdomen to become brown and more or less shriveled. I know of no other instance in which an e\ lent

injury results from the parasitism of any member of the group. In both species the s< \cs an- apt to

become separated or irregularly disposed, although their oceunvix in pairs is a normal condition.

DlMKUOMYCES CRI8PATUS Thaxter. Plate XXIX. Figs. 1 I lo.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVI. p. 413. March. 1901.

Male Individual. Receptacle consisting of four superposed hyaline cells, the basal one much lone, r

than the rest combined; the upper bearing distally a two-celled terminal appendage, the \o\\* r cell of

which is small, the upper elongate, brownish; the two remaining cells of th n ptaclc producing cad

a single antheridium. Antheridia superposed, the stalk-cell, Deck, and venter well distinguished, the

latter symmetrically and considerably inflated, the neck slightly curved. Receptacle 50 X 8 /*. An-

theridia 33 X 8-9 [x. Appendage 36 fi.

Female Individual. Receptacle consisting of usually five sujx'rposed cells, the basal cell very elon-

gate, slender, and hyaline; while of the four remaining cells the two lower are much flattened, broader

than long, and separated by oblique septa, the two upper unlike and narrower. Of these four cells the

second from below gives rise to the stalk-cell of the peritheciuin, while the others by sue* vsive prolifera-

tion produce each a branch consisting of eight or ten obliquely superposed cells; while each of these

cells in turn produces a single simple branchlet from its upper side, originally terminal, but becoming

lateral through the further proliferation of the cell which bears it; the branehlets distinguished by a

slight constriction and a broad dark septum at the base, brown, curved, distally helicoid, slightly enlarged

and paler. The primary terminal appendage thus appears as the lowest of the up]wr series of branebleis,

from which it does not differ in structure. Peritheeia one to three in number, the firsl lowest, and al tys

formed from the second from below of the four distal cells of the reeeptacle, others sometimes arising

from each of the two upper distal cells; the stalk hyaline, long mid slender, the venter small, narrow,

not distinguished from the stalk, becoming brownish, distally slightly inflated, tin Deck Imrt and well

but not abruptly distinguished; the tip well differentiated, hyaline, symmetrical or nearly s«., shovel-

shaped or spathulate, swollen at its base, and tapering to the broad, bluntly rounded or nearly truncate

apex. Spores about 30 X 3.5 p.. Peritheciuin: 70-75 X IS p, the stalk KM25 X 15 ft Receptacle

basal cell 185-250 X 18 fx, the distal portion about 50 /£. Total length to tip of perithecium 3«) 135 //.

Lateral cell-series or branches about 50 p long, their branehlets to tip of helix about .V) /£.

On the legs and superior surface of the abdomen of the same host parasitized by l> marctatm

Italian, New Pomerania. Berlin Museum, No. 12S2-

This species occurred very rarely and always in solitary pain on various parts of the host, no in-

stance being observed in which a male failed to develop at the base of the female. It is more highly

differentiated than any of the other species in that the upper cellfl of the receptacle proliferate to form

several appendiculate branches. The species is further well distinguished by its curled appends

elongate basal cell, and peculiar long-stalked peritheeia.

1 - 1

3

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci. , Vol. \ \ \ V, p. 41 1. 1900

superposed cells, the up|K«r

t«o-celled appendage with dark septa, the subbasal eell giving ri.se to a single small antheridium, tl

appendage

15 X 5 u

Female individual consisting of a main axis of superposed cells from which appendi* ulatc oil, arc

separated on both sides, the basal cell large and long, narrow. -r below; tl cells above about ten to fif-

teen in number, usually roundish; the appendage bona- side by side in pairs on both sides of the n ep-

xi ,, r. ,. *,
, ,1 • i __i _„n M»;m^ m.rv,.<l nrnlna ! hooked distallv, variably
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sutfiisnl with brown, the septa dark, the distal cell not conspicuously enlarged, becoming brownish;

the mfatarnumil <vll of the single terminal appendage examined, producing a blackish-brown, lateral,

irregular, jptoe-like outgrowth. Perithecium straight, more commonly solitary brownish yellow to dark

brown Dear the tip, not at all distinguished from the stalk, which is hyaline only at its narrow base,

the hyaline tip abruptly distinguished by a slight subtending ridge, its margins usually converging sym-

metrically to the truncate, M blunt apex. Spores about 45 X 3 //. Perithecia, including stalk, 100

120 X 20 24 .". Appendages longer GO X 6 (i. Total length to tip of perithecium 245-285 X about

52 a

On AnUxtomii viridii Say, Cocoanut Grove, Florida. November. On A. edacta Bates, British

Museum (Biologiu Coll lion), No. 076.

The ea rabid hosts on which this form was found were collected under cocoanut palms along the

margin of Biseaytie Bay. The species was seldom met with, and the male and female were associated

in every ease; although, from the very minute size of the former, it is difficult to distinguish and suc-

cessfully remove it. The appendages are so closely approximated in pairs that they appear at first sight

to form a single row, only, on either side; and the presence of a second set below can only be determined

by very careful examination. Both this and the succeeding species represent a section of the genus

narked by a highly developed erect central axis, which results from intercalary growth, new cells being

added apparently as a result of the activities of the basal cell.

Dimkromycbb PINNATU8 Thaxtcr. Plate XXIX, Figs. 16-18.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 410. April, 1900.

Male ituliriilml consisting of a basal cell more than twice as long as broad, the axis above of eight

or nine cells separated by horizontal septa, all but the lowest and the terminal cell separating a small

ell on one side which forms the base of an antheridium or of a sterile appendage, the two organs diverg-
ing slightly fn.m one another so as to form two vertical rows. Antheridium compound, short and stout,

i

wished
brown, th<> distal part tarring very slightly, the apex blunt. Appendages consisting typically of six

cells, including the basal cell, constricted at the dark septa, the distal cells suffused with brownish, the
terminal one larger, longer, and more or less vesicular, the thick walls tending to gelatinous degeneration.
Total length of receptacle 100 X 12 p. Antheridia 35 X 12 p. Appendages 50 X 7 //.

F
' ' **viduaL Basal cell large and stout, the cells above it about twenty in number, greatly

flatten, -I. the septa honaontal, a few of the lower cells having appendages on only one side, or none, the
rest bearing them on both sides. Appendages simple, consisting of from five to seven cells including the
basal

«
II, const™ d at the dark septa, the terminal cell hyaline and much larger, as in the male; the

rest, except the basal one, purplish, or the upper one tinged with brown. Perithecia one to three in num-
ber, mostly rather slender, slightly curved outward; the stalk-portion about half as long as the remainder,
which «rpurplish brown, deeper distally; the tip well distinguished when not distended by spores, con-
istag of a basal portion larger and slightly inflated, and a distal one formed by the lip-cells, abruptly-t.ngmshed. Us externa margins generally symmetrically divergent, the four cells nearly equal and

IZ "llTI- v1 r

y m ' COn*SP°~% »*« of papilla, about the pore. Perithecia in-

JSTS^ "'
1>tac,e wa~225 x 28 * not inclu*ng basal cells °f »«*• ap-

Ame^tfnTj IZ'ald ol I:
11,Cti0n

' * * "° *»** *»* *** M^ <* **

The mntinrtvTHP *2 °' £" *?*" k mCert^ but the insect is at **"* *** to Ardhtomis,
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in the form of the appendages and perithecia, the former being longer and more slni<ln\ \\ ith more num-

erous septa, and the latter laeking the subtenninal elevation, a condition which may, however, Ik' du

to immaturity.

RICKIA Cavara.

}M>rt

posterior

one or two small cells bearing secondary sterile appendages or anthcridia, ami which is terminated by .1

single primary appendage borne on a two-celled base: an (interior series similar to the posterior, but

terminating in a perithecium, and a median scries ending opposite the base of the primary app udagr

and extending downward to the basal cells of the other two series. Anthcridia irregularly disposed, tl

numbers varying in different individuals, wholly free, subtended by a blackened septum, flask-shaped,

compound. Appendages as in Peyritschiclla. Perithecium normally solitary.

This genus, which bears a superficial resemblance to PeyritschirUa, is dearly distinguished by it

free compound anthcridia which, in general form and appearance, so closely re mble simple anilieiidia

that they were so described by Cavara. Stained preparations, however, show clearly that the antheridium

consists'of a basal cell, immediately above the blackened septum, and that from this b. d cell a small

number of antheridial cells arise, discharging together through the common ». The antheridial cell

erv small, and I have been unable to make out their disposition more exactly than is shown in Plate
are v

structure

examined, which was obtained partly through the courtesy of Prof. Cavara and partly from the s,»cen„en

distributed by Rehm, does not correspond to the figures which accompany the original description m

Malpighia. The basal cell constitutes a stalk-cell, which may rarely be once-septate, as m fig. 8; bul I

usually single. Above this, in the youngest individuals (fig. 1), a subbasal cell is distinguished; above

this two small superposed cells (fig. 4w), one of which may be except.onally absent, form the base - -

cru
This ;«|>-

pendage, with its two basal cells, develops no further, and is carried upward, Without change of Form or

structure, by the further growth of the receptacle, which results wholly bom the actmta ol the snb-
' « °

., 1 1 1 11 • I!. '1.1 U,r «« a J.mia .ct.llllt) /Will-

be

com
pper

(z) cell by a transverse septum. The lower of these two cells (fig. 3 s), then beg.
.
to-grow outward d,s-

appendage, which may or may not be -so.

theridium as in fig. 11, at right. In the next stage (fig. 4), the upper (o) of the two edb winch have

resulted from the division of the posterior cell, divides into two cells by a long.tudmal septum and the

remainder of the receptacle results from the activity of these two cell* together wrth that of the original

anterior cell (y) at the right in fig. 4, which has, as yet, only elongated. Of these tnr~

tl

while the middle cell prodwnue me miauie ecu nouu<_-c» mc « •««». ~* * .... l 1 *u„+ 4;™ 1 **

be made sufficiently clear by an examination of the successive figures, ,f ,. ., remem!,*,1 ha
.

•

4, 7 and 10 arc- dtivn with the anterior side at the right; whtle ,n the nmtauung hg,,n
^

"

left. The activity of the three cells just referred to, (*) and (y ,
wuh the cell lymg * '

J»*
results from the iparation of . terminal cell from each, which, actmg „ a sclpn -«

I

.

. .

off cells below, which, in the anterior and posterior series, become .ecoodardy d, £*£%«£
I

s,nall cells on which the anthcridia and secondary appendages are msert, ,1. A '<' ^ ' * "^ '

,Wicallv branches, and their growth a lornunal growth, the central UU
posterior
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Strictly intercalary in its origin, and its development may be compared to the trichothallic growth of

certain algse*

Although from liis observations on the relation of this parasite to its host, Cavara appears to be in-

cline 1 to regard the Laboulbeniales generally as saprophytes, the occurrence of a number of rhizoidal

forms seems to render it quite certain that they feed on the juices of the insect which in this, as in a

majority of cases, are absorbed, without penetration, through the sucker-like foot.

The genua is closely allied to the succeeding one, from which it differs especially in the possession

of an antheridium which is compound at maturity.

Kickia Wasmanni Cavara. Plate XXXIV, figs. 1-13.

Cavara: Malpighia, Vol. XIII, p. 182, PI. VI, 1899. Thaxter: Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p.

39. Rick: Oester. Bot. Ztitschr., April, 1903, p. 163, with figure. Exsic, Rehm Ascomyceten, No. 1451.

Basal cell about as long as, or longer than, the rest of the receptacle; the axial series of cells, ex-

tending to a point nearly opposite the middle of the perithecium; consisting of about six colls, more or

less; its lowest cell lying above the basal cells of the other two series: the anterior series consisting of

from four to five cells, the two lower longer, the lowest only occasionally appendiculate ; the posterior

scries consisting of usually five or six cells, exclusive of the two (rarely single) basal cells of the primary
appendage which terminates this series. The members of both the anterior and posterior series, with

the usual exception of the basal cell of the anterior series, cutting off a smaller cell distally and exter-

nally, which usually cuts off a second small cell; each of these bearing either sterile appendages or an-

theridia. Antheridia relatively small, flask-shaped, the venters evenly inflated and evenly curved to

the narrow Decks which are about half as long as the venters. Secondary and primary appendages
hyaline, or suffused with brown, simple, mostly inflated, short. Perithecium somewhat asymmetrical,
its cuter margin and distal half tapering to the somewhat irregular blunt, or truncate, hardly differen-

tiated tip. Perithecium 40-50 X 18-22 ft Spores 28 X 2.5 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium,
avenge 150 /t, maximum 200 /*. Antheridia about 12 X 4 «.

mcca toe vmodes Linz on the Rhine. (Wasstnann.)
This species is said to be abundant in the localities where it has been found, parasitizing a majority

of the individuals in certain nests of its host. I have thus far been unsuccessful in attempting to find
it in this country, where it seems to be replaced by the curious little Laboulbenia Formimmm. In ex-

cases

secondary pentheoa may arise from one or more cells of the receptacle below, as is the case in Peyrit-
schiella and in other genera.

DISTICHOMYCES
308. Julv. 1905

Receptacle consisting of a basal and subbasal cell, surmounted by two parallel series of cells of in-

externally; one
of the series

;

ending in a perithecium, the other terminated t
• the primary appendage. Appendages

of the same type as those of Rtckia and Peyritschiella. Antheridia at maturity tenninal on a unicellular
branch, becoming quite free in a compact group.

This genus is distinguished from Uickia by its ultimately free antheridial cells which are apparently
loped oriffma v as in t Up tvi>;™i ^ 1 ... .1 • ,. vT.[ted

form
The terminal cell which would ordi-

be

group rp,
-™™—««* a,m ui me same simple type, closely associated in a compact

mens examiner! J 7^ *
deVe

J°P
ment of the antheridium has not been seen in any of the speci-

TteZ^Zt^n ;T
rrenC

T
°f a dis°rganizati-> »ke that described, seems clearly indicated by

the gene.al appearance of the nearly mature antheridial branch, especially by the ridge which is present
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(din lit ion is «-orrtbelow the antheridia, .Plate LXXI, fig. 5. If this interpretation of the

cell, from which, as in other compound antheridiu, the antheridial cells arise a.s endogenous hranehlets

proliferating into the terminal cell, by its enlargement and elongation pushes tin group of antheridia

through the terminal cell, which is destroyed during the pro<< The development of the receptacle

is almost exactly that of Rickia, exeept that the cell (o) of fig. . Plate XXXIV, is not divided

longitudinally, but as a result of transverse divisions, develops, like cell (x) <>f fi<r. |. to form the

|>osterior series of the receptacle, the median seri. s of Rickia not developing ;it all.

The genus has an especial interest as suggesting that the simple aiitheridiuni may p" ibly have

arisen from the compound, rather than that the reverse has taken place, and < indicating the method

by which this may have been affected. Yet it should not be regarded as in the lea-t proving that the

evolution of the antheridium in the family has not in general been from the simple to the compound

type.

STICHOMY Hi
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 308. July, 1905.

Slender and considerably elongated, or sometimes short and Mont: the prima, axis consisting of

from twelve to thirty cells, more or less, above the subkisal cell of the receptacle, wmcwhafl proliferous

distally beyond the base of the primary appendage, the small cells thus formed, one or two of then, ap-

pendiculate, extending to the free tip of the perithelium; the perithecial axis consisting of from six to

twenty-six cells, more or less; the peritheciuin slightly broader, but not distinguished from the axis,

wholly united on its inner side to the primary axis, more or less s.rongly curved outward to its blunt tub-

truncate free tip. Appendages as in PcyritschirUa, hyaline, rather slender, very rutably d< v, I..,

borne on a small triangular cell, separated distally and externally from the cells of the axi mim-tin

numerous, often few and scattered, or almost wanting except distally. where all the evils of the pr.n,,r

axis are usually appendieulate. Antheridial branch. I borne like the sterile branch i, irregular m por-

tion and number, sometimes even absent, usually confined to the lower half of the axis, mow often near

the base, consisting of a short stalk-cell bearing terminally a compact erect group ol lask-sha^d an-

theridia, usually four or five in number, their short broad_ necks at fart ctosdy approximated w
coherent, divergent only after full maturity. Peritheeium 50-55 X" '

"
~

75 X

1 5-20 /i. I-'»nge

iger

and stouter 125 X 36 (L Secondary perithecia may develop from cells of either axis if the primary

peritheeium does not develop or is destroyed.

On the head, antemue and under surface of Lcphchirv* sp., Java: Pouyer,
, 1

KW.

This species shows very considerable variation in its general habit and m the distribution of .to

appendages and antheridia, as is indicated by the accompanying figufl , As usually h„mns .ndmd-

uals which occur on the legs, or in other exposed positions, are commonly short and stOU whfle those

on the thorax or abdomen are characteristically elongate. On account of ,ts small **. ami pale color

it is detected with great difficulty.

DICHOMYCES Thaxter.

This genus, of which only three representatives were included in my Monograph, ha. proved one

& ' .

J
.. . . .. - ...—:— ^ amM^rl lijihit. a louffh the general

specie

type peeies

one can usua developed individual, only on the body of elytra 01 the nasi

. ——1 r^.lfnrmpd and continually reverting to the Pey-
tnose developed on me appendages ut-mg, *» &**?—>

t
.... . , . _» ,i,.w irinp< i

,-,7W,,W/a-eonditi„n; losing the bilateral symmetry 'of the ««£*, « h,eh .»-" »
'

(

"

individuals of all species, a„,l poss, rfag but . single antberabum. Sueh a fo m >f ,

;

' - ^ J
formerly described as a new spec of ¥V ,

.<•*.<Ih. 1
.
mj *

< '

p ,,,,;,,,,„,„„, „,;, „..

this nature. Sinee Dichomyces must be cons.dcred merely as an ,
laOoration 01 ./
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version to a more primitive structure may be compared, perhaps, to the reversions due to wounds or

injuries so often seen in the higher plants. Despite this very common occurrence of Peyritschiella-forms
in probably all the species of Dichomyces, I consider the genus well distinguished by its normally sym-
metrical receptacle and paired antheridia, this condition occurring in Peyritschiella only in exceptional

individuals if at all.

The most striking variation which one finds in the species of Dichomyces is connected with the pres-
ence or aba nee of the two characteristic "auricles" which surmount the tips of the perithecia in certain

cases. Although, the presence or absence of such peculiar structures might well be assumed to indicate
a specific difference, it is evident that, in some cases at least, there is a dimorphism in this respect; the
auricle. 1 form being usually smaller than the other, and even occasionally associated with it on the same
individual, as in D. hybridus, Plate XXXI, fig. 16. More often, however, as in D. bijormis, the two are
always separated on distinct individuals, as is shown in Plate XXXIII, fig. 1-3. This circumstance
renders the separation of the species a matter of considerable difficulty in many cases. For example D.
mdgatus is an auricled form occurring all over the world on various Philonthi, and is associated not infre-

quently on the same insect with a variety having no auricles. This variety may be almost, if not absolutely,
identical in appearance with the typical D. princeps, a species which is very common and widely distrib-
uted on similar hosts, but which I have not found associated with individuals of an auricled type in its

typical condition, although it is not infrequently found covering the host in great numbers. The ex-
istence of this dimorphism, however, may render necessary the union of these and possibly other forms,
although at the present moment I am inclined to consider them distinct.

The antheridium in this genus, from its position and the usually dark color of the adjacent cells, is

no easily examined; but its structure is evidently like that of most compound antheridia; the antheridial
cells being seemingly proliferations from a subterminal cell into a terminal cell, which serves as a receptacle
for the antherozoids as they are formed, and as a common medium of discharge. These conditions are
indicated m a general way in fig. 4, Plate XXXII, but no form has been examined in which more than
a very general idea of the cell-arrangement could be obtained.

The species of the genus are confined to hosts belonging to the Staphylini.hr, and are especially com-mon on members of the large genus Phihmthus, some of them being more or less general parasites on

*Z*Zt
Wh,le

.f
erS

]

aPP-r t0 be somewhat definitely restricted in the matter of hosts. That
numerous spec.es exist in addition to those below enumerated cannot be doubted.

*enn hi
rCga

f\ !"*?*'^ ^ened t0
'
to revert to a Peyritsrhirlla-Mke condition, the

:Z\.inL7 /
" * i

arf

r

than almost an^ oib*r> the^ ™***<* °f »«p«*» beingI^EJm^*ns 5 \r
through

*rrJuction oi a** «?**?
develooed for,,, „, „!, .1

°uld •* m«""oned, however, that in some ahnormally

'-sional.y i„ Peil LnZ A 1 h ,
°

'mVCT ti0K
'

P,ttle XXXI
> «* 9

' » C0I"' i,i"n ""
members of this . 1 „

V ** See" '* an lamination of the accompanying Plates, the— -al' f ; ; : ;:m,r
m

, 'r'
form and I,izarre °»tUM «• -*•"•* -—• "*

striking str„,i,„,, of n""r,, M,' f°
Up

- 7'"' S"al<!-Iik" "* i"" 1 •PP 1"""' «5™wth are
unntnx nt to their condition, of life on the surface of swiftly running hosts.

This s ,„.,i,.s whid. m ,

D,CH0MVCES furciff.rus Thaster.

common in New EnJl'-'m'""^'^ "j8"*?1 " "" : ty
l"' of ,he »»««. occurs on small Philimlhi, and i:

from Tillsgatc, EngUnd, and from /> ^ZTsh™H*? 'V^ **** """»* "" '" '***" *"
-~~_*:__i_ -r. .

'"»i / . te.ura'w bharn. from T.ao \T„.—1~~ n/r •__« \t oh. ._j-7co m
spectively. It w

arp, trom I ,as Mercedes, Mexico ? Nos. 364 and 752 re-
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ras also found nn P j- •
i 7Tr ^erceaes, Mexico ? JNos. 364 and toz re-
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Ceylon, British Museum, Xos. 377-378: on P. rectanyuhu Sharp from Japan, Sharp Coll., \os. 11

and 1131.

as

with a second form similar in size and general appearance, except thai the fork-like projection! wen

less prominent, or undeveloped, and that the perithccia were relatively larger and without the eharac-

teristic auricles. been

the auricled form, on hosts from Fresh Pond, and has also been examined from tin- follow in KMtross:

on P. cinclipcnnis Fan v., Sharp Coll., No. 1173; and on P.dueoidcux from theCanaries, British Mil urn.

No. 404; as well as on Phihnthus sp., No. 493, from Balthazar, Grenada, \\\ >t Indies. Variations

of this simpler form are illustrated in Figs. 10-12, Plate XXXI. and although I was at first inclined to

furciferns and D. Caftan us, to wliieli it is loo closely iv« con-

cluded to designate it, provisionally at least, as a variety of the former, in view of the dimorphism which

certainly occurs in various other species of the genus. Of the figures in tin companying plate, fig. 12

represents the largest individual seen, and is taken from the Abyssinian nu rial, while the two others

were collected about Fresh Pond. Other variations occur which resemble I), furciferm more closely in

showing a more marked development of the fork-like projections of the middle tier.

DicitOMYCES Belonuciii Thaxter. Date XXXIII. fif fi !).

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 27. June, 1901

.

Receptacle relatively large and long: the distal tier relatively small, eon ring of from eleven to

thirteen short cells, slightly suffused, the median cells little longer than the rest, the serf - formin slight,

rounded, sometimes almost obsolete lateral projections on either side of the peritheds the b; al cell

small, partly transparent: the lower and middle tiers not distinguished, uniformly opaqu- i portion of

the middle cell, and sometimes the tips of other cells in the middle tier, more or I, . translucent U>

marginal cells ending in a light rounded prominence below the base of the anther.dnnu. Pentheeia

normally two, evenly suffused with pale reddish brown, rather long and slender, ta, r.ng thronghout,

the conformation of 'the lip-cells much as in D. fureiferus. Spores about 30 X 3 <
Pentheeia <> Sfl X

a. Receptacle 108-126 X 54-58 a. Total length to tips of pentheeia 185 200 «.

On the abdomen of BeUmuehm fiucif** Fauvcl. New Guinea. Sharp flection, No. 1090.

This species is most nearly allied to D. furcijem*, from which it is dnrtrngmshed by its longer mom

slender perithccia, and the almost complete opacity of the two lower tiers, the middle one produemg m-

conspicuous rounded projections in place of the long fork-like outgrowths character** of its ally.

DtCHOMVi F.S VULGATUS Thaxter. Plate XXXI, figs. 54).

Proc. Am. Aead. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV. p 421. April, WOO.

Receptacle variable, typically short and stout, the basal cell small squansfa hyaline; the lower ber

externally^,-, except Z whole or the middle of the median «* «r only its upper en he opaq«

margin iivelgent, extending above the base of the send tier, the blackened margm d ^

; ;

tinuous with that of the first tier; sometimes, like it. divergent more often ^J^S^mZ
even erect, extending upward to form on either side ^^^^JSSlT^U^Z

18-20

even erect, cxieiuimii w u iu 101m wn *,«*»«~- ~~-~
•.« •

projection «l,i,l, Zy Ln.i to a point *-** *». Uk „,i,l.lle of ,he pm.lw«. « -V

with transversely

large, pointed, with two or three short, incons

external to it. The upper

normally four sometimes two pen

Tin all

ppendages placed one bcl

cells, producing

lam . Peri-

normally tour sometimes two penwro « mm*~~~", — — > mnAln* in 'i simrlc Mini

-I » eLt or *** divert, *** di~*phic: ~r**~J*f£ kI, ZZ <

t

tapering to a blunt tip
n urved car-like outgrow
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formed by the prolongation of the anterior lip-cells, the posterior lips forming a usually angular, some-

times sharply pointed projection between them. Antheridia purplish, nearly straight or slightly curved,

rather abruptly enlarged below the sharply pointed apex, the venter somewhat inflated. Perithecia

80-100 X 25 pu Antheridia 35 X 7 pu Total length to tip of perithecia 200-225 X 100-115 /*.

Appendages 35 //.

( )n Philonthus flavolifnbahu Erichs., Panama, British Museum, No. 750 (Biologia Coll.); Las Ve-

gsis, Mexico, Sharp Coll. No. 1130; P. parvimanus Sharp, Chontales, Nicaragua, British Museum,
No. 710 (Biologia Coll.); Ph Hon thus sp., M
(Smith Coll.); P. sn/balarins Nord., British

No. 1 126; P. longicornis Steph., British Museum, No. 408, Island of St. Helena, also M

Mus
Museum. No. 400. M

Coll., No. 1127; P. cruentatus Gmel., British Museum, No. 358, Europe; P. variant Peck, British Mu-
seum, No. 359, Ealing, England; Philonthus sp. near oarians, Australia, Sharp Coll. 1128; Europe, Berlin

Mus., No. 821; P. dimidiatus Er., British Museum, No. 761, Notting Hill, England. On abdomen. A
form, apparently this species, also from Hong Kong, on Philonthus sp., British Museum, No. 396, on

Philortihut sp. near P. scybaJarhis Nord., Sydney, Australia, Sharp Collection, No. 1125 (very typical);

P. agilis Grav., Austria, Berlin Museum, No. 822; Philonthus sp., Arabia, Sharp Coll., 1120; P. ehcneus,

Grav., Siberia, Sharp Coll., No. 1121; also Berlin Museum, No. 820, Europe; Philonthus sp., Chile,

Berlin Museum, No. 817; P. bipmtulatus Panz., Europe, Berlin Museum, No. 819.
This common and widely distributed form, although it is in its typical form (Plate XXXI, fig. 5)

one of the best distinguished and most easily recognized species in the genus, varies very greatly in the

suffusion and development of its receptacle," which sometimes wholly lacks the black, fork-like upgrowths
so characteristic in the figure referred to. It is very often associated, also, with what appears almost
certainly to be a variety (fig. 9), that lacks the perithecial auricles and differs in its larger longer peri-

thecia, and usually in its larger, sometimes almost colorless, receptacle: such forms, though usually
shorter and stouter than the typical D. princeps, resembling this species very closely. A similar auricled
form has not, however, been found to accompany the typical D. princrps, and specimens of typical D.
vuhjatus, from Europe, Australia (fig. 5) and North and South America, correspond in even the most
minute details. Its hosts are usually larger Philonthi on which it may occur in large quantities. The
species is closely allied to D. dubius.

Dichomyces dubius Thaxter. Plate XXXII, figs. 7-10.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 426. April, 1900.

Receptacle much as in D. princeps and similarly colored, smaller, shorter, and stouter, antheridia
large purplish; the distal tier of cells producing typically two, rarelv more, perithecia, which are dull
brownish and dimorphous; usually rather slender, tapering slightly, the posterior lip-cells producing

- °;\
th5

;

recurwd or bent forward as in D. vulgatus: more rarely larger and stouter, the blunt,
of en asvnunetncal tip without appendages; the two forms sometimes, but not usually, associated on

neri 1^,!!!

l< U
\
CXtem aPPenda«es normally large, long, colorless, reaching to the middle of the

en It" ; J'

1' IndividUa,S as>—trical, with a single antheridh.m and perithecia of

length to J of ;4he,nm avera^ ^0 *"" " X
* * ""** *" ™ * ^ * ^

This^^s'T'TTS
" f^^ FaHS

'
NCW Y°rk

=
F-h P<** Cambridge, Mass.

thus^^o^^t^t^T^Tr from Nia*ara PaUs ** **»* -d l l,ave

dani material Ins «£ . u
°ne °f the Iar*est sPedcs of Philonthus in this region. Abun-

-, ,,;":;!lMffis^ 1-7 i
resh Pond

' near Cambri^ *«* *-*-*
semble forms of D vrtZZ .^ " wh,ch the Pithed, are not auricled and which closely re-

^^•/>-^P and some of the forms of D • ^/7a/,, which are without auricles. It is per-
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haps possible that these three 4 may be forms of one Variable .species, but although I ha\< found I). }>rin-

cepa on a variety of hosts from various parts of the world, and in ubundan< I have n< r .seen it asso-

ciated with D. dubius, unless it be on the above mentioned host D. vulyutm, U I bait already men-

tioned, is also associated with a form like I), princepi which is, howevi r, usually larger iiud louter vniiIi

a tendency to black suffusions along the margins of the first tier (Plate XXXI, fig. 9), a tendency wh h.

though it may occur in I), dubius, is never seen in l>. princept. In the pi >en1 species the fork-like up-

growths of the second tier are wholly absent, or rudimentary, id nev< r colored; in sinking (xmtiast

to the normal condition in J), vulgatus. Despite these various point <»f resemblance, a careful i i \ami-

nation of all the material has confirmed me in the opinion that the pn nt specie 1 sod probably the two

others above referred to, should be regarded as distinct from one another. As in other ca s Peyrit-

BchdeUo-fovms, without auricles, are very frequently ; dated with thi ies.

Dichomtce8 htbkidus Thaxter. Plate XX XI, fi l"» M>-

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sri., Vol. XXXV, p. 428. April. I WO.

Basal cell small hyaline with a red brown suffusion near the base: lower tier nan and elongate,

opaque or sometimes with,a median translucent line: middle tier rather nan r, not moil (ban (i\- of

the median cells distinguishable, and more or l< s conspiciKHuly marked 00 the anterior side by .lark

transverse flecks or striae; distally hyaline or merely tinged with reddish brown »bo\i '

- < <»ii.ii»^r nd-

brown and finally opaque below; the margins opaque, continuous with those of the first tier and extend-

ing upward to form fork-like opaque projections, as in D. funifcrus, which equal or exceed the Upper

tier in length; a single appendage arising posterior to the rather small purplish inthertdittm: upper

tier relatively large, distally concave, composed of from fifteen to tliiriv-thi- • n irly hyaline «
wit!

reddish brown shades along the septa, the median cells sometimes fleck I with reddish brown spots or

transverse strife toward the base, bearing two to six peritheeia which may be of two types a dated

on the same individual or occurring on different individuals: the one type omewhal mailer, raighter

and more erect, reddish brown, the lower half often abruptly paler or nearly hyaline, pern- rati r

abruptly to the tip, the lips of which are auricu&te much as in D. fwdfenu; the other typ. lar, r,

rather characteristically divergent, tapering rather abruptly to the truncate unmodified apex; ^append-

ages hyaline, sometimes as long as or even longer than the peritb ia. Spon 35 X 4 •
IVntl

100-115 X 25-30 pu Total length to tip of perithecium 250-300 p. Receptacle 175 250 X S.> lb, ,,.

With both types of peritheeia (the type form): on PhilotUhmi

No. 203, Gulf of Oman, India; on Philonthus sp., British Museum, No. i 6, Sylhc. Assam. Indui

Philonthu.s sp., Bengal, India, Berlin Museum, No. 825: P. tet«w»Shp., Japan. Sharp <
oil.. No. 1 122;

on Philonthus sp., British Museum, Xo. 368, Hong Kong, China.

With only one form of perithecium (not appendicular): on Pkibmthus m,,rahs &» .

Bntah

i

a ' >]><

Mu
Berl

Mu

Paris, No. 2<i7, Punchal, Madeira; British roix

lin Museum, No. 823, Europe; Berlin Museum, No. S24, North An, ma; on VMmtku, sp British

scum, No. 495, Balthazar. Grenada, West Indies; British M„*u,n. No* I, China; onP *n-

... , «...,-,« x- tnn ^ : p n.mWfc, Kr.. Brit h Mil um. No. J07, Ceylon

icon iv»»f ^ " —yi

peritheeia may h< a ociatfd with, or wholly

bee

species of Phib

not be consider a distinct secies. It is common on PMmM about lr„h 1'.m.l. l,u. ,»-... r ,n *.

nor in any materia, not Asiatic have . seen the dimorphic forms The or mar,, «*i
forks

JNT1

commonly characteristic A close comparison of the non-auri« ulate Asiatic type
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nary extra Asiatic type has not enabled me to detect any difference that seems essential. Figs. 16-17

represent the forms which have been taken as the types of this species.

DlCHOMYCBS Madagascarensis Thaxter. Plate XXXII, figs. 11-13.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 424. April, 1900.

Basal cell divply suffused with brown. Lower tier very long and slender, opaque except for a faint

median translucent line: middle tier with three to five of the median cells distinguishable, red-browrn;

the rest indistinguishable in the opaque margins which extend upwrard to form long fork-like outgrowths

on either side that may reach nearly to the tips of the perithecia; antheridia not large, brownish: upper

tier consisting of about twenty-one to twenty-three cells, tinged with reddish brown, relatively large,

deeply concave (listally; the median cells like those of the middle tier, marked by fine faint transverse

rtrifle, bearing normally two perithecia which are long and slender, often slightly curved and divergent,

pale reddish brown, the tip narrow, the posterior lip-cells forming two small, slightly divergent projec-

tions or auricles curved at the tips, the anterior lips meeting in a point between them. Appendages hya-

line, sometimes equalling the perithecia in length. Spores very slender and abundant, 35 X 2 /*. Peri-

thecia 125-135 X 25 //.
* Total length to tip of pcrithecium 320-350 ft. Receptacle 225-240 X 105 fi.

On abdomen of Philonthus Sikorce Fauv., Paris Museum, No. 179, Tananarive*, Madagascar.
This is a large and well marked species, most nearly related to D. hybridas. It does not appear,

however, to be dimorphic. The perithecia are never more than two, although the distal tier is unusually
well developed, and are further more elongate with more slender auricles.

Dichomyces kiformis Thaxter. Plate XXXIII, figs. 1-5.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 422. April, 1900.

Basal cell hyaline or nearly so, usually somewhat enlarged and often with a heel-like anterior pro-
jection; lower tier rather narrow, quite opaque, the marginal cells extending up to the subterminal margi-
nal cell of the middle tier or to the cell next below it: the middle tier short and stout, the nine to eleven
cells hyaline or faintly reddish brown above, usually becoming more or less suffused below and externally
with brown; the median cells, where suffused, marked by darker transverse flecks on their anterior faces,
the marginal cells ending in a blunt distal often hyaline prominence on either side; antheridia short and
stout subcorneal, subtended by a single brown inconspicuous appendage: the distal tier assuming in
well developed individuals the form of a rather slender crescent, the number of cells very variable, the
maximum about fifty, sometimes less than half this number, in which case the form is stouter, the margi-
nal cells rarely extending above the tips of the perithecia, which are four to eight in number and of two
kinds winch are not known to be associated on the same individual; in the one case they are stouter,
purplish brown, the basal third, or more, often abruptly hyaline or nearly so, the much darker red brown
tap tampering rather abruptly to the apex, which is hyaline, nearly truncate, with a well defined median
blunt projection; the posterior lip-cells prolonged, much as in D. insignis, to form a long horizontal nearly^<

^.t^l!z 5?"?* Wuntly tipped hyaline appendage on either side; the second type more

te or blunt,

105-110 X

often longer and more slender than the first, pale reddish brown, the tip tapering, slightly trunca
often with a blunt median projection as in the first type, but without appendages. Perithecia
20-35 ft. Receptacle 200 X 100-300 X 270 [i.

Hrlrlck T\T,.„ TVT r*r.~ -^ .
' ' v,lal ,co l 'UI1J1IU : Oil / fillOWtlltX WllUII Ul I I f* VJ !«••

)

M^L T"\i"'-
36\U''«'st"' &*•»<•; Paris Museum No. 200 and British Museum, No. 407,

Ths ,n!', T- 1"' I75
'

St
'

Pierrc ct Mi1"" l"n: «<•""»"<!. Sh«P Collecti™, No. 1213.

case the tZf i ','

by me reP«»todly »t F^h Pond on Pl,ih„lkus umbratilu and in every

,,n»t n r •?'",
a
L

S
.

S°Cia,ed
-
B " P^P8 thc m°st remarkable and striking species of the

opment onhe , 'I 1
? '''77 ^ ™d the hiS% developed aurieles, but from the extraordinary devel-

four or sk Z. 1, f"'

r
,

m °"e sI*"imen observed, bore eight fully developed perithecia although« are most frequently present. I have seen no instances in which the two type, of perithecia
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are associated on a single individual and the material examined has been so aliuiiclanl thai it > ins hardb
probable that there is ever more than one type in a given individual.

In the Sharp CoQection a specimen of Vhihnthm labeled "P. vantmsl Victoria, Australia,

parasitized by a form closely related to the present, if not identical with it, but the s|>ecini» nin too much
broken to render an accurate determination possible. As far as has hcen definitely determined th< host

is always P. wnbratilis, a rather large species with dark secondare

Dichomyces ixsiGNiB Thaxter. Plate XXXII, fi: . : (».

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 421. April, IttO,

Basal cell suffused with reddish brown or partly hyaline; the lower tier wholh opaque or translue* lit

along the median line; the middle tier consisting of about thirteen to se> nteen cells, exclusive of (In. .

which are indistinguishable in the slender fork-like prolongations which extend on cither side higher than

the middle of the upper tier, the margin broadly blackened, continuous with the 0|>a<juc margin of tin

lower tier; the lower portion of the three to five median cells marked by a fcl large attered transver ly

elongated brown patches which merge on either side into the opacity of the marginal cells; anthcridia

very large, the venter slightly inflated, the neck sharply pointed, conical, brown, often abrupth limit-

ing, three to five of the cells immediately external to them bearing normal brownish app< ud je.s: distal

tier very large subtriangular, distally concave, consisting of from twenty-nine to thirty-nine narrow and

elongated cells and bearing from four to eight perithecia with some irregularity; th« appendages brown-

ish, paired above the subtending cell, not as long as the perithecia. Peritl ia relatively small, purplish

brown, tapering almost continuously from the broad base; the tip moderately Well distinguished, the

posterior lips prolonged to form long nearly straight and horizontal slightly inflated apj>endag« s which

project from the tip on either side; the anterior lips forming the truncate apex, which consist- of two

distinct lateral projections With an intervening convex portion having a median apiciiltis, Pcrith< ia

about 85 X 30 /i, appendages from tip to tip 35-39 pu Anthcridia 50 X 11 " Receptacle 800 810 X
200-230 pu Total length to tip of perithecium 37.5-400 pu

On an undetermined staphvlinid collected by A. K. Wallae. at Sarawak, Borneo, Hope ColL No. 218,

The largest and finest species of the genus, sometimes even larger than the type represented in fig. o.

The perithecia diverge somewhat from the plane of the upper tier and thus seem in the figure* somewhat

shorter relatively than they really are. No indication was seen in the material obtains I of the occur-

rence of a second type of perithecium. The figure given of the antheridium H only intended to siifjj

its structure, the outlines of the antheridial cells being too confused to draw with exactness. The au-

theridial cells appear to arise from more than one basal cell.

Dichomyces bifidus Thaxter. Plate XXXII, figs, 1
1

16.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 2& June, L90L

Basal cell slightly enlarged, pellucid, tinged with brown, about as long as broad: the lower tier,

and more or less of the middle tier, opaque; the marginal cell of the latter forming a bluntly rounded,

sometimes almost obsolete projection on either side, hardly extending above the ven r of tto boil tout,

short-necked anthcridia: the upper tier relatively large, more Off less en cnt-shapcd according to the

degree of lateral development, edged externally with blackish brown, mow broadly beta tin brown

area punctate; the cells about thirty-one in the larger individuals, the marginal one- forming a i her

slender series, which may curve abruptly upward nearly to the middle of the perithecia, or aasttm i

hecigerous area horizontal, producing normally four peritl da, thn<

wn middle ones and one between each of the others, the external ceils
pen

be length

yellowish brown, conspicuously tinged with purplisl i
perfectly

rge ear-like app« nda_

tapers to a pointed apex
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50 . Spores about 38 X 2.5 pt. Perithecium without appendages 126 X 25 ft; the appendages
11 fi. Receptacle 220-350 X 120-165 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium 300-330 p. Appendages
20-80 a.

abd Ralum, New Pomerania. Berlin Muse
A very beautiful and peculiar species, distinguished from all others by its stout tooth-like auricles

which make the tip of the perithecium appear bifid. Although scanty, the material is in fine condition,
the host having been brought in alcohol by Dr. Dahl.

Dichomyces Australiensis Thaxter. Plate XXXIII, figs. 10-13.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 28. June, 1901.

Receptacle usually rather long and narrow, the basal cell relatively large, hyaline or slightly suf-
fused; the margins of the lower tier usually continuous with those of the middle one, the marginal cells

deep blackish brown or quite opaque, the middle cell hyaline or translucent throughout its lower third
often punctate: the middle tier consisting of about nine cells, slightly suffused with pale reddish brown
externally, more or less edged with deep blackish brown; the terminal cells forming a free rounded pro-
jection on either side, extending as high as about the middle of the rather large antheridia, the tips of
winch may reach to the base of the perithecia: the upper tier nearly hyaline, consisting normally of
from eleven to thirteen subequal cells, the terminal ones extending but slightly higher than the bases of
the perithecia, which are normally two in number, rather deeply suffused with purplish brown through-
out; the apex hyaline, the posterior lip-cells producing each a relatively large bluntly pointed appendage,
the two diverging nearly at right angles to the axis of the perithecium, becoming slightly recurved, the
distance from tip to tip about twice the diameter of the perithecium. Appendages nearly as long as the
perithecia. Penthecium 60-70 X 16-20 /<, its appendages 18 ft. Receptacle 90-100 X 42-48 p. Total
length to tip of perithecium 160-170 p.

On the superior surface of the abdomen of Quedius ruficollis Cxrav., Sharp Collection, No. 1102.A species peculiar for its long recurved auricles which are unlike those of any other species except
U. "***»"'» from which its compact form, dark color, cylindrical auricles, and pointed tip seme readily
to distinguish it.

r~ r j

Dichomyces Mexicaxus Thaxter. Plate XXXIII, figs. 14-17.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 28. June, 1901.

rhe InlTr 1 Z^ Hke that °f D '
VrinCC^ Senera11? rather lo«g ™* ^nder. Basal cell hyaline,

or „X hT f
J
u

U
%*f

narrmV hr0adly ed^ed exteraally with bl^k; the median cell hyaline,

ower bv n 7u ^^ SUffU3ed Whh Sm°k^ br0Wn: th* mid^ tier distinguished from the

on eithe^sidr; f^TT' ^^^ t0 nine"celle^ the marginal cells protruding but slightly

Lmns twice
° r t br

°rn
iSh

' ** St°Ut
'
blunt-pointed

:
the upper tier relatively very long,SKX^V -T

dIe tier
- consisting of from nine to eiev- -»s

i
the *»*»** «*» p-

longa? tl e ltd'-^ "^ "* ^^ M " *" middle tier
'

Pe^h-ia normally two, about as

ti." tip^^r* r::: 1" K or some* hat dark-- »*« ^out
,
t,v,Zg but SK&*r,

£cl g t £2 dlSt

7U1td
'

br0a^ tn"1Cate With a ## "median projection;" the posterior

In a few srJiln *
' \

^^ ^^ t!P to tiP often **» the diameter of the perithe-

lia 7S5TS t,,ereptade and Peritheda are S°lnwhat ™>nly auffused with smoky brown.
-ia /D-So X 2o-30 a, the appendages 1K-99 „ l»- ^_i_ *„ JL „ « /, , _^u

cium.

23.5-27 [i. Receptacle 16.5-200 X 55-70 a. Total length

Collection, No. 1112.
Sharp. Jalapa, Mexico. SharpCollection, Xo mo Sn

•
~— u, r nuonmus atriceps bharp. Jalapa, Mexico, bharp

unmodified, but this comlitTi
t

?metmea occur ln "*&& the tips of the perithecia are blunt and

is closelv related to^Z^' T ""^ hom brCak^e or be due to immaturity. The species
7 Z>. 4u>tra!,n,^ from which „ m J
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auricles, and the conformation of the tip of the perithecium. A few s]x imens lack entirely 1 1 u usual

blackish-brown suffusions, and except for the auricles verv closely resemble typical iodi vidnal s of D.

winceps. It was found abundantly on a single specimen in a luge series of its Ih>s< in l>r. Sharp

Collection.

Dichomyces Peruvian! m Thaxter. Plate XXX, fig . 3 >.

Arts '•00

Receptacle with faint brownish shades especially along the |>ta. almost in the form of two sup. r-

posed isosceles triangles, the lower very regular, including the h;i al cell and the first and second tut.

its distal margin horizontal, the upper truncate at the base and distall) c omave. The basal cell liort,

the lower tier consisting of from three to four cells, nearly equal in length; the middle tier of typically

thirteen cells, the antheridia of medium size, the outer five cells distallv appendiculati our of the append-

ages situated behind the antheridium as usual; the distal series consisting of usually twenty- u . Is

bearing typically four perithecia, the appendages placed as usual, colorless, somewhat shorter than the

perithecia, which are mostly brownish externally and hyaline on the inner side, the brown or reddish

fawn-color sometimes predominating, asymmetrical, somewhat inflated, slightly bent inward near th.

tip which is small, pointed, and well distinguished. Perithecia about 120 X 30 p. Rm-ptaclc 207-

240 X 140-175 fi. Appendages 185 p (longest). Total length to tip of perithecium 300 !50>

On Brachydems simplex Sharp, Sharp Collection, No. 771. Peru. ( >n Ploriopirms laiw Sharp

Garrao, Amazon, Sharp Collection, No. 1150.

The types of this species from Peru (fig. 4) are somewhat more slender and darker than the Amazon

material (fig. 3). The species differs from all others by the pointed Dp of its perithechtm
,
which results

from a prolongation of the posterior lip-cell, i. e. on the side opposite that which corresponds to the in-

sertion of the antheridia. The suffusion of the anterior and posterior wall-eells is also a well mark 1

character not seen elsewhere, the limitation of peritheeial suffusions in other specs being transver. a

rule. It is most nearly allied to D. princeps, stout forms of which often resemble it dearly except for

the peritheeial suffusions and pointed tip.

Dichomyces princeps Thaxter.

p|K arane.
_l lie ut^unciitc ui luiiuo ivavio""i'5 v»..^ ~^~ , - •I'll

under D. vidgatus and D. duUus. Specimens of the typical form occurring una oe.ated with any other

* . ~ „ ~» ... * m* xt o~t DL:i~~4h.,o cm Rims. *ranc : N<». 3S0, / fnl-

have been found as follows.nave ucen iuuiiu cia juuuws. wuuom *.*-.m«^**— --^- ~.- 7 -

onthus sp., S. W. Australia; No. 400, Philnnihus Scalar,,,. Madeira; No. 1
I'^mhus eephatoe.

.... -v ~*r» /I)! L ,
' / \J \ \ j.Vim fill ItlUliUt-

Grav., Europe;
Q

TIKI

? Philonthus sp

mnis Solsk.: Paris Museum; No. 208, on P. long* n

Mexico: Berlin Museum No. 815, P. §0fdidu», Europe

•didus

Dichomyces infectus Thaxter. Plate XXXI, figs. 3 4.

This species, which was described from a unique type, has been found again at J-Y A^ <*£
L ,- :.*...] w ith D. fureolus, or a form hardly distinguishable

ited in fig. 4, but sometimes develops short "fori

[ and usually diverge decidedly.
perithecia are always normally paire

Dichomyces Angolensis Thaxter. Plate XXX fig -7.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 421. Apn.. im

Basal cell hyaline. Lower tier opaque or the middle cell subhyalme, the margma. «Us

extending up onVither side of the middle tier: middle tier relat.ve.y large, eons^n of al* iUh.rt.en

to sixteen h -aline cells, the three to four external on, continuing the margm of teM£er dm mI> mJ

»,u., mLv^ - ki„„i^ k,W Pach hearinc a normal appendage; the anthendu of medium
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size, brownish
:
upper tier smaller, shorter, and narrower than the middle one, consisting of from thirteen

to fifteen hyaline cells: distally slightly concave, bearing a pair of perithecia, the appendages small,
hyaline. Perithecium large and stout, straight, faintly brownish, slightly inflated, tapering distally to the
-.early symmetrical truncate apex. Perithecia 120-135 X 30 pu Length to the tip of perithecium 250 a.

Greatest length of receptacle 140 X 75 /i.

On elytra of Philonthw sp. indet. British Museum, No. 379. Angola, Africa.
This species is characterized by the relatively small distal tier and well developed middle tier which,

however, produces no black fork-like prolongation, or a very short one. Although I should be at a loss
Where to refer it, I should not, with my present knowledge of the genus, be inclined to describe it as
a distinct species without examining more material: yet it appears to differ from any forms with which
I I tllf/wlvt Ivrv ^^«f.«» 1 1 jl ' •lilt* m. m

Dichomyces Cafianus Thaxter. Plate XXX, figs. 1-2.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 425. April, 1900.

Tinged with dull amber-brownish throughout, the perithecia darker. ' Basal cell nearly hyaline,
the lower tier as in D. ru/gatus, the opacity involving in general but half of the upper (external) cells,
he sep a of winch are jis.ble on the inner side, the median cell dark brown, its lower half or more opaque

:

the m,ddle tier consisting of typically thirteen cells, the margins unmodified and ending in a short external
rounded projection, which does not extend beyond the base of the upper tier; the rather inconspicuous
an hernlmm normally placed, concolorous, a single short appendage close behind it: the upper tier con-
sisting of from nineteen to twenty-three, usually twenty-one, cells, forming an inverted crescent, the
short, stout, bladder-like appendages arranged as in D. vrdgatns. Perithecia normally two in number,
somewhat mf ated external y, nearly straight, slightly asymmetrical, rather stout, tapering to the bluntlyC; ''''th!'' I

81""8 45X4 -5 * Peritheda 120-140X35-40 , Receptacle 200-
2.50 X .00-1m „ Total length to tip of perithecium 310-350 u. Appendages about 20 X 6 /,.

Cafim pundiceps White, British Mus
species

furcifi

Colenso, Natal, Africa.

vvvr I-, m f0v , . . . ,
< — -.,-—,. m ( .,h,.iui us ucscriDea unaer that species (riatc

n,™ whiS'l I"

'SmU
, ^f tha" 'he

'
argeSt indi™'™ls «en in the abundant material of this

Zd i ; r ';-

a ""n

K

,

The peri,hecia are reiat

!

** sm»"« -<• *•f*^*** **».X i, , v T, ,"^ " x
"1 hign 'y deVel°I*d -

The rrcse"' *«* b- » in-liv'duality

fr7« , v tZ H ,

d

r,
r" ,e

:

and
u
alth°U«h ">c tTO f<™° appear in general so closely allied"

£2£Zn*i?£?12T '
C—

'
^"™ - cornpan,!. It ntnst he admitted,

should be kept distinct.
species

Basal cell hyaline.

Oichomvces Exrus Thaxter. Plate XXXT, figs. 1-2Pro
•
An, Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 420. April, 1900.

marginal

close the base of

the mthmdi. h„,e hr,™ nisi,S» *i , , "f"'
"M"s or |,,lr"-v suffused with brownish '

<
M-- i.i,r : n^ri? ,rri?r;

ongat'™ -f

.

*•t «« •---« - <

uPI>e
consisting of from thi'r,,».r. +~ «n
distally overlapped bv the «tem.l „ ii 7-

SUD~™e<llan oncs n<^'y triangular and for the most part

typ,Vail v two, ^SmSJuSL ? ,

m °rder and the basal cdl
* of Ac P-***- Peritheciasu*££^t£a£s« ifr"

i

nflated
' tapering *radua,,y to the

cle 1 30-140 X 22 a. Total len^h to *.w fu - ^ Perithecla 130-140 X 22 p. Recepta-
length to tip of perithecium 2.50On Philonthus xanthome™ KraaZ R V i X

^ ft '

nmerus Kraatz., Bnt.sh Museum (Biologia Coll.), No. 751, San Andres, Vera
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Mexico. Sharp Collection, Nik 1113, on lieUmurhus

/<

pecies appears

possible that two distinct species are associated in the material examined The typi< u\ torm (fig. 2)

|>C

others.

Diciiomyces Javanus Thaxter. Plate XXXII, figs. 1
_'.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 120. April, 19(M).

Perithecium solitary as long or longer than the receptacle, clear dnrk reddish brown, transluci nt,

straight or slightly curved, rather slender, of about the same diameter throughout, the tip usually abruptly

distinguished, and more or less conspicuously bent to one side, tapering Dttl little t<> (lie rather I.mad

blunt undifferentiated apex. Receptacle rather narrow, the basal cell dark red-brown below, nearly

hyaline above; the central cell of the lower tier dark red or red-brown, lighter or hyaline at the base;

the cells on either side symmetrical, blackish brown, opaque, extending upward so as to partly endow

the base of the second tier, the margins of the two tiers coincident: the second tier composed of from

seven to nine cells, hyaline or becoming suffused below with reddish brown, bearing a well defined Lirply

pointed purplish slightly asymmetrical antheridium, on either side, which is subtended by fr one to

two typical rather short appendages: the upper tier very similar to the middle, or slightly larger, nearlj

hyaline, the single perithecium rising to the right of the median appendage, the right half of th. tier thus

somewhat larger and higher than the left, three typical appendages usually present on either ikfe. IVri-

thecia 145 X 26 ft. Spores about 36 X 4 {i. Receptacle H'0-140 X 80 /< Total length to Up of

perithecium 250-275 fi.

On the abdomen of Philonthm sp. Java, British Museum, No. 37o.

This small species is well distinguished by its geniculate habit, and the abruptly bent tip of its elongate

single perithecium.

Diciiomyces Homalotve Thaxter. Plate XXXI, figs. 13-14.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 29. June, 1901.

Form short and stout. Basal cell geniculate, more or less suffused: the lower tier more or 1. J,

sometimes wholly, suffused with reddish brown; the margins darker, more or V s translucent. Without

contrasts, the outline somewhat uneven, the transition to the middle tier indicated by a disiinet promi-

nence: the middle tier consisting of from nine to (rarely) thirteen calls, hyaline or subhyahne with slight

lateral suffusions; the marginal cells ending in a slight hyaline rounded project.on, not extendmg higher

than the venters of the somewhat suffused curved antheridia or extending upward nearly to «h- middle ..f

the perithecium, with black marginal suffusions and usually asymmetrical 00 the two Bides: the upper

1 °
- - . • 1 :_~ i>~ *U« rlatrnlnnlllPni lit hilt OI1C IKTl"

tier relatively small, the cells s

thecium ; the appendages often

teristieally short and stout, inflaix-u uww, »««>«**-—» > i » p *

i

*

r~ ""> X
rather broadly truncate, or slightly rounded unmodified ape* Spores 33 X3,t. ler.tn.ca ...-,

25-30 (L Receptacle 70-90 X 40-55 p..

ubequal, hyaline, asymmetrical, owing to the dewtopneotd l..,t one pen-

„ equalling, or -ceding the peri.lncinm in lenph. IVn.Wen.n, ,hnra, -

" °
. • u„* n |.m ,,.«li- flittui v to the

tapering

J5-105

On Homalota sordida Marsh. Fresh Pond, Cambridge, and Kittery Pt., Me

A species not very frequently met with and first observed by Mr. Bullanl. ™--*"dA tier

it is clearly distinguished from other species having a single perithecium by its asymmetrical n Id t

long appendages, and red-brown translucent suffusions, which often extend to die^j*^ f

middle tier without involving the septa. The species is further exceptional, like D. '-"''
.^

numerous appendages developed on the cells of the middle tier. Curiously enough it is^
head and an^rior superior portions of its host, where it is mostH^oen y^*£ \ **£ |"
on the abdomen.

vidual has been determined.
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Dichomyces in-equalis Thaxter.

Syn. Peyritschiella nigrescens Thaxter.

I have already called attention to the fact that Peyritschiella nigrescens figured in my monograph is

undoubtedly a "reversion" of this species to the PeyritschieIla-condition, a phenomenon which is likely

to occur in all the species of Dichomyces when the individuals grow under unfavorable conditions, as on

the legs of the host. The typical D. inceqna/is seems to occur only on Philonthus dehilis and is very con-

itant in its ehane ters. A single specimen of this host in Dr. Sharps collection, No. 1213, from Scotland,

was found infested, and the individuals correspond exactly to the American types.

PEYRITSCHIELLA Thaxter.

I have already called attention to the close connection of this genus with Dichomyces from which

it differs only iti its asymmetrical habit, and also to the fact that a majority of the species of the latter

genus assume the typical Peyritschiella-type when growing under unfavorable conditions as on the legs

of their hosts. Despite this fact I feel that the two genera are best kept apart, and are sufficiently dis-

tinguished.

Peyritschiella protea Thaxter. Plate XXX, figs. 8-9.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 427. April, 1900.

Peritbecta translucent, brownish amber-colored, rather stout and symmetrically inflated, the sym-
metrical tip tapering rather abruptly, the apex rather narrow truncate, the lip-edges unmodified. Recep-
tael ii<- : ii-ly or quite hyaline, consisting of a single basal cell, above which the three typical tiers of cells

are ^ r.v variously developed: the lowest of these may rarely consist of a single cell, often of three which
do not project laterally, or in well-developed specimens of as many as twelve or more cells, those external
to the middle three forming on either side distal external angular usually asymmetrical projections, one
or both ol wlnrl, may bear terminally one or even two perithecia and typical appendages: the middle
enea like the lower, when the latter is well developed, subtriangular in form, consisting of sometimes

19 many as fifteen to eighteen cells, generally somewhat asymmetrical; a single perithecium usually aris-
ing . hstally from the projecting portion on either side, together with numerous typical appendages: the
distal tier similar to the middle one, mostly smaller, somewhat asymmetrical, bearing usually a single
penthecnim above the median cell, though not produced from it, the remaining cells bearing typical

£***<; o^'n as long or longer than the perithecium, the .small subtending cell being unusually
well dehned Subject to great variation, and sometimes producing more than one antheridium. Peri-*— «*-" X 32 p. Receptacle 270 X 80-100 to 120 X 45 p, Total length to tip of perithecium

SO -{Mi

!50

n Bkd*. W,, w ,,„ , Wtis|l Museum) No m (Thuringia), No. 432, Europe; on

Gvll ti£H? '

v '

M'—
^
N- 4^ Hampstead, England; J.Lmatku, fntnditnUaris

,' J ll
InS, 'U,n

'

N<>
-
4H EttK*C; °n °***» ** Fresh Pond, Cambridge. On legs, elytra,

and prothorax.

In small specimens the two lower tiers may be but slightly developed beari

of the perithecium being, as in all species. .rrenter tU„ «. ^ ^..._ ~ ,

)earing neither appendages

pe

appendages on one side

an on the other. Occasionally, as in fig. 9, accessory

n the second tier, and a second antheridium, even, mayrise; but such conditions are abnormal Althl7/ ,
* SeC°nd antnerM,luin

'

oven
'

may

anee from those more highly d, elo \. ^*fi
S ' mp,eSt indiv 'duals differ s0 - idel^ in ^^'

bere included. Th^Z^Tt^,^^ \™ *« "^^ «*- this species all the forms

have h n drawn from this material.
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PBYRITSCHIELLa A.mazonica Thaxtrr. Pbte XXX. fig. 10.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and BcL, Vol. X\ \ V, p. 427 April, 1900,

Perithecilim translucent brown, about as long u the receptacle, sub-elavate, lai : . contracted below

to form a neck-like base, somewhat inflated distally, the tip well, though Hot abruptly distingubhecl,

tapering to the nearly truncate apex formed by the slightly expanded tips of the IijmvIIs which are other-

wise unmodified. Receptacle rather narrow, pale translucent brown, consisting of a single ba al cell

followed by three tiers of cells; the lower symmetrical or nearly so, consisting of three long nan \ nearly

equal cells not appendicular and not projecting laterally: the 4 middle 1 tier nol asyinmetrieal, consisting

of about twelve cells, the series projecting distally on either side, all the cell \<vpt the three larger me-

dian and the external ones, producing distally short typical appendages, the third eell on the right from

the median cell bearing a prominent erect antheridiuin: the terminal tier \< ry similar to the middh

one, consisting of about the same 1 number of cells which produce short typical appendagt s distally and

(in the types) a single nearly median perithecium. IVrithecia JOO-210 X 36 ji. Receptacle 225 X
70 /i. Antheridium 45

f±
long. Total length to tip of perithecium about 400 //.

On an undetermined staphylinid. British Museum, No. 400, Nauta, Amazon River.

This and the following species, P. Xanthopygi, should in all probability !>c united, ahhough now

of the numerous specimens of the latter possess the stalked and subclavate perithecia characteristic of

the present species, and there are slight differences in the Form and structure of the reccptacfc Although

I do not regard them as distinct, both names are here provisionally (stained until more and better mad

rial of the present form can be examined.

PeYRITSCHIELLA Xanthopygi Thaxter. Plate XXX. fig. II.

Am June, 1901.

Basal cell of the receptacle very small, or hardly distinguished from the foot: the first tier consisting

of three subequal cells without appendages, the middle one somewhat shorter than tho on either ride

of it: the second tier asymmetrical, consisting of three subequal median OeDs, the margins of the two

outer free below for nearly half their length and coincident with the margins of the tier belo\ the appen-

diculate "marginal" cells, about three to five on either side, separated from them usual by obliqu.

septa; the first on the right bearing the large, slender, pointed, nearly straight purplish antheridium^

the upper tier consisting of about fifteen or more cells, the series distally con

on either side above the base of the perithecium and bearing the usual apj>endages. Perithecium sol,.

tary at the right of the median (primary) appendage, almost symmetrically inflated from base to apev

dull purplish; the tip slightly darker, hardly (list

ing; the lip-cells hardly projecting. Pcrithecia

length to tip of perithecium 310-360 /i.

On the abdomen of Xavthopygus SoUkyi Sharp. Sharp Collection, \o. 1MB.

A form which is probably not distinct from P. AmaMOmca, although differing in po- s.Og a stalk,

«

and symmetrical perithecium.

oguished; the apex truncate, men

Li 1 ~>0 X 34-42 «. Receptacle 200

1

LIMNAIOMYCES Tl.i.xtrr.

. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 428. April. 1900

below the peri

to its posterior margin; the basal portion consisting of a single basal cell, surmounted by ro ben of

cells, the anterior cell of tin- upper tier giving rise to a compound anthcridium m structure «mflar to

that of Pe,,ri1*rhivUa: the distal (marginal) portion consisting of an inner and an outer elongated ell,

the inner ierminating in one of the bdl-shaped appendiculate cells characteristic «* ' httorumyce* pa-

rated from the simple appendage by a broad, constricted, blackened leptum; th, outer, by wcecss.ve

subterminal external proliferations, forming a series of evils from which a ..nailer .ndary a PI
,nd.e„late

cell is separated above. The proliferation taking place to the right and left WCce-weiy, so that th

appendages appear
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This aquatic genus forms a very perfect link between the closely allied aquatic genus C hitonomyces

and the terrestrial genera Peijntschiella and Dichomyces. The antheridium, unlike that of Chitonomyces,

is inserted laterally, like that of Pcyritschiella, although in a different relation to the perithecium, and

its character can readily be determined. The regular arrangement of the cells of the receptacle in tiers

recalls very strongly the conditions in the terrestrial genera just mentioned, although the perithecium

>mefl to be related to the receptacle as it is in Chitonomyces, the marginal portion, as in this genus, being

terminated by a similar characteristic, bell-shaped cell. Both the species occur in North America on

large water beetles, HydrophilidiB.

Lim.vaiomvces Tropisterxi Thaxter. Plate XXXIV, figs. 14-15.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 428. April, 1900.

Perithecium amber-brown, straight, erect, with a slight nearly median inflation, or tapering but very

slightly to the undifferentiated tip; the upper half free. Receptacle pale straw-colored, distally dull

amber-brownish, the foot minute, black; the basal cell short and small, the lower tier consisting of two

cells which are nearly equal, several times as long as broad: the second tier consisting of three cells, the

posterior one longest, the median longer than the anterior, which terminates in the antheridium, which

is subtended by four basal cells, two of them outer and lower and separated by oblique partitions, while

a smaller upper one lies on either side: above the antheridium two vertically elongated cells form the

clearly defined base of the perithecium; external to these cells, and somewhat obliquely separated from
_t mm . « m * « » « m ._ _ ^ _ _._— «

rece

Jll)OV(

mary

eel I h eparated by oblique septa

terminated by small appendiculate cells; the appendages very small, vesicular, brownish below. Peri-

35-37 (i. Receptacle, distal part 75-110 /*. Appendages G X 3 p.. Total length to

pentheeium 240

Museum, No. 47. Mexico. On tip of abdomen.
This species is conspicuous from its large size and dark brown color, and is readily seen projecting

from the tip of its host's abdomen. That it has been observed only once on specimens in alcohol in the

Paris Museum, may perhaps be accounted for by the fact that it appears to be very readily detached,
and grows in an exposed situation. In any case it has been sought for in vain on the very numerous
Central and South American Tropistemi that have been subsequently examined.

Lim.vaiomvces Hydrocharis Thaxter. Plate XXXIV, figs. 16-18

Hyaline.

apex blu

Arts April, 1900.

abruptly

divergent.uiTcqs, us. oasai portion ot the receptacle relatively short and stout but otherwise similar in structure
to that of I. Troputami; the two basal cells of the perithecium almost obliterated at maturity so that
its base appears to rest immediately on the antheridium; the distal portion of the receptacle bordering
the perithecium to its bp, the inner cell becoming almost wholly obliterated in the middle and terminat-
ing in a short beH-shaped appendiculate cell which is slightly divergent: the outer marginal cell usually
prohferatmg three, tunes; of the three cells thus formed the two inner, as a rule, produce well developed,

k» trrri^ i v V ' ^" wvciuufu w* me primary appendant., wmui ""*„

hLT^^J^JfJ?6 V^dmn. Spores 50X3^. Perithecia 0O-8O X 17-20 7 Receptacle
50 X 20-26 fi, distal part 50

gth to tip of perithecium 100

Appendages, longest, primary 140 /*, secondary 70 fi.

%Zttr?££r!irj^ **>• c^«*"* «-. *-
species the present form, be
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Hy
pjH'Il lied

as from other localities in North and South America, I have seen this sjiceies 1 >ut once.

CHITONOMYCES IVyritsch.

The additions to this genus have not been very numerous sin. the publication of my monograph,

in part because no special effort has been made to obtain them, and in part for the reason that small

exotic Dytiscidse do not Appear to be well represented in the collections c\ainiin d. Moreover, after tin-

host has been mounted and has become well dusted, it is almost absolutely impotsihh to s<< the -mailer

forms. The genus is no doubt a large one, and species an' sure to be multiplied when the trophal forms

can be examined fresh or in alcohol. Nevertheless a few very characteristic forms are herewith illus-

trated, among which C. psittacopsis and C. Buttardi are among the most singular yet discovered. A

special interest also attaches to C. Javanicus, since, with C. marginaius and C mrhnunis, it represents

a small group of species, closely allied and evidently either derived from one another or from a common

source, and all growing in exactly the same position on the same (left) wing of specie of l.afcophilux.

No attempt has been made since the publication of my Monograph to determine more exactly tin

nature of the antheridium which, in most speci< , is so small that it can be detected only with the greater

difficulty, placed as it is on the side of the individual next the pcrithceinm and thus never visible in pro-

file. A careful study of the antheridia, in forms like C. rhipicoslmna or C. pnm>\< /.*, in which they

appear to be unusually large, is much to be desired. The close relation of this gnus to Lkmmomyrcs

in which the compound antheridia are evident, cannot be doubted.

All the species added herewith afford further illustrations of the remarkable constancy with which

these plants occur in definite positions on the hosts, a condition which is to me quite inexplicable unless,

as previously suggested, it is brought about by automatic motions of the legs while the in cts are M
roitu. This explanation, however, seems insufficient to account for the restriction of cighi or nine speci.

on a single host to a corresponding number of definite positions.

The two nearly related species, C. Aethiopicm and C. OnHogyri should probably be removed from

this genus, although very closely related to it. It will be necessary to examine young conditions, however,

before this can be determined. With the exception of these two forms which occur on Qyrinidn, the

species of the genus are all found on small water beetles belonging to the Dytiseidie and Haliplidas.

Chitonomyces Hydropori Thaxter. Plate XXXIV, figs.
"••

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 32. June. 1!»01.

Receptacle nearly hyaline, the subbasal cell flattened, many times smaller than the b al cell, sHghtlj

inflated and distinguished from the cells above and below by slight constrictions; the two cells abov

subequal, the posterior somewhat broader, and separated from the lower marginal cell of the distal por-

tion by an oblique curved septum, which overlaps its upper fourth; the si.bter.n.nal marginal ceU often

nearly as long as the lower, the narrow upper half, or more, of which it overlaps. The lower append.eu-

late cell rather small, the upper terminal one of the typical form, relatively rather long, distinguished by

a slight constriction, the appendage extending beyond the tip of the perithedum. Penthecium relatively

large, its upper half, or more, free, distally broader, the outer margin nearly Straight *ith U M subter-

minal rounded elevation below the abruptly rounded projecting outer brownish hn^eHs; tin- apex other-

wise flat, broad, bent outward so as to be slightly oblique, the inner margin below ,. bulging and curved

r» rithedum 80

150

modestus Aube, Caj>e

opoms

This 'pecies is distinguished by the broad „ut-turned tip of its ,-ntl,. .-mm and the^ '

cells immediately above the very small subbasal eell. The Flornla spe.imen.s are shelly stnalhr
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On

than those from Maine and were found on the inferior surface of the abdomen of a small Hydroporus.
Tlnv correspond with the types, however, in all essentials.

Chttonomtces Floridaxus Thaxter. Plate XXXIV, figs. 36-38.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 430. April, 1900.

Pale straw colored with a smoky, brownish tinge, the basal and subbasal cells relatively large, the
former rather elongate, the latter broader than long, the distal cell erect, conical, appendiculate, its basal
septum horizontal. IVritheeium relatively large, distally somewhat inflated, the posterior margin to the
apex nearly straight, the tip moderately well distinguished, the inner margin strongly convex between
the tip and tin- secondary appendage; the lip-cells each forming a more or less distinct papilla. Spores
relativ.lv large about :;:> X 3 /x. Perithecia 70 X 28 ft. Receptacle, distal part, 62 /i, the two basal

lis with loot 52 fi. Total length to tip of perithecium 120-138
ft.

CnemMofoi 12-punctatus Say, Eustis Florida, October. On legs and elytra.
vn insignificant species superficially resembling Hydraeomyces but structurally different. The

hosts were captured on the margin of Lake Eustis near the landing

Chitonomycks occultus Thaxter. Plate XXXIV, figs. 30-31.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 30. June, 1901.

Short and stout, becoming suffused with somewhat smoky amber-brown. Lower portion of the
receptacle deeper brown, the basal cell relatively large, broad distally; the subbasal cell broad and flat-
toned; the lower cell of the distal portion rather large and but slightly overlapped by the subterminal
jvll whmh may bulge slightly below the terminal cell, the latter being thus turned so as slightly to over-
lap the pcntheennn. Perithecium short and stout, its upper third or less free, darker brownish exter-M% >'<• Up bent outward, tapering rather abruptly to the slightly irregular apex, its outer half or less
,d used w, h dark brow,, Spores about 22 X 2.5 f, Perithecium 60 X 20V Receptacle to tip of
dotal cell 90 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium 100 pt.

On the right elytron of Cnemtdohu sp. Lake Eustis, Florida

the I!l!<^ ViUt

™f
C
"2" f0

c'/

gr°WS C°nCealed " a depreSsi°n 0f the m-gin near the middl* of
the right elytron and would readily remain unnoticed unless sought for

Chttonomtces paradoxus Peyritsch.

an

Museum

vmiuwintts paradoxus Peyritsch

^i'nZni »£ !T
]

Tr
^"" 0btained °n SpCCieSof ^^hUue from Lake Eustis Florida,again from L. mmutm and L. »,«,/,„„» from Enron, nuu w...L_ xr. .*, ,,_..,__., ._..,>_-.:JMuseum

served on a sm„ll r„„„„L-i , — r T urairoa variety, Mate XLII, fig. 39, has been ob-

!

"
i „ .' 7 '"*^ N0

'
,39C)

- This is distinguished by it more slender

below l,v a m„r,w,rL d£

1

* SU
,

bl?al <*" broader tha" lo"R. distinguished above and

terminal J IlJStaP^TS"* V?" margina
' "» '""«" "">n *"* ab°™ " «"»

-rv,d inwarf alK,;, a snli^e, „„rZ T^, ^ ^ ^^ *»* P«itheeium distally

originates above a rounded more de olv -lo^

^

r
.
W*d» lV ''ich is cun "d s1^ «*»* and

die extremitv of the distal ,o„,,„li,.„li ,, ,
,Prommen<*> whieh subtends it and lies nearly opposite

<* *• larithecimn^SSlS * 'h
,

""'P^ Which * ab™< «P"^ "^ The tip

fengtb to tip of perhhedura 90-1 ,', v s » ""'' T^**'
el°ngate

'
with rounded extremities. Total

' ''' boot 35 ,«. Spores about 28 X 3
^nthecium about 65 X 18/.. Basal portion of recepta-
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On the margin of the left elytron of Laceopkihu pnocimu.s Say, near the base, I^ake Kustis, Bu.sti

and Daytona, Florida.

This species is distinguished from all others hy the position and form (if its peritheeial apj>endage.

The ti]> of the perithecium has the same somewhat shriveled appearance that i ecu in ('. a/i/x ndicufaim

from which, though its nearest ally, it is abundantly distinct.

Chitonomyces spixosus Thaxter. Plate X1.I1, fig. 40.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 307. July, L905.

Basal and subbasal cells of the receptacle subcqual, the latter somewhat broader; tin lower mar-

ginal cell relatively short and broad; the lower appendicular cell relatively taige; the up|M>r marginal

cell bearing distally a long unicellular amber-brown outgrowth, about half the total length of the indi-

vidual, projecting upward and outward at an angle of about 15°, with a slight terminal twist, and sub-

tended by a prominent bulge of the cell which bears it: the distal appendicillate oeU relatively large and

broad. Perithecium rather stout, the transverse limits of the Wall-0 Hfl indicated externally by more or

less pronounced elevations, the blunt tip somewhat abruptly distinguished alum the nearly .straight

inner margin. Total length to tip of perithecium, including foot, 130 ft, greatest width 33 n. Maiginal

appendage 45-60 pi. Spores about 28 X 2.5 ft. Perithecium 75 X 20 ft.

On the left posterior leg of Laccoplu/us sp., Java. Rouyer, No. 1394.

This species is immediately distinguished from all others by the spinous proa which pojeH*

from the penultimate cell of the distal portion of the receptacle. Although it occun In the same
|

lition

on its host it does not seem nearly related to C. spinigrrus which po a spine arising from the

l>e

Chitonomyces Bullabdi Thaxter. Plate XXXIV. figs. :;_' 35.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 31. June, 1901.

Straw-colored becoming tinged with pale amber-brown. Basal cell of the reeeptade monstrously

developed, about as long, sometimes twice as long, as the remainder of the plant, its tons oomciden, Witt

that of a distal, variably developed, blunt, tooth-like, free posterior projection, near the ba» of which

the subbasal cell and the remainder of the plant project backward at an angle of about L> or less, to

the axis of the basal cell, the separating septum being vertical or nearly so; il.< Ribbatal ell small and

flattened

:

imiieiieu: tiie lower uicugmui ten ui m«? uwku ^»»w» ~- — i 7 1 1

•

the lower appendicillate cell above it relatively large; the subterminal cell larger than the lower margmal

perithecium. Perithecium four fifths or more free, relatively luge end -tout, .hMm.llv ,„ la„ ,1
blov.

.

tapering to the tip, which is characteristically m Bed through the pwenct of a large daw-like «*

terminal dark amber-brown external projection, the distal half of which is som.-wha, abn.pdv n , ,, rv,d

like the upper mandible of a parrot, over the small hyaline incurred l-pap,lla.c a,
.

"Inch ,s ,,,,„„,
1 ,

.-

subtended™ the inner side byasmall, erect, dark ambcr-brovvn, „a,th-hke pr,,„ ,!„ '''"'""I'"'

alone is free. Appendage, slender and extending to or beyond the Up of the P^theaum. Sp«»
'

"

20 X 2.5 [i. Perithecium avcrag

25 // to its upper margin. Rece]
90-220

above to tip of distal cell 48 u. ^ c rt ,, f^mkruW
On ,he

P
right inferior anterior margin of thep^x rf*_* £*££ J ;£^£

This species which has been named for its discoverer, Mr. than s nuua
,

„. l
,.,„.. l

.

l
,

specimens of Cne.nkloU,, from the vicinity of Fn ,1, Pond. The peculiar develop,,,,. -

is associated with its position of growth on the anterior margin of the prothorax. ot.nl Hi,

by the monstrous basal cell. The position of growth is invanahlc and In- „ ana.

more inexplicable than in other similar instance*. The spc.as appears to be ,rn -ons.ant varyl g y

in the length of the basal cell of the receptacle.
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Cuitonomyces psittacopsis Thaxter. Plate XXXIV, figs. 23-25.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 30. June, 1901.

Nearly hyaline. Keceptacle rather slender, the basal cell several times as long as the squarish sub-

basal cell; the cell above the latter nearly equalling it in size and separated by an oblique septum from

the lowest of the marginal cells, which are all subequal; the terminal appendiculate cell of the usual

form, relatively large and long, without any distinct basal enlargement; the tip of the lower appendicu-

late cell curved slightly outward. Perithecium relatively very large, long, slender, usually curved side-

wise throughout, the upper half tapering very slightly to the curiously modified, clear black contrasting

tip, which resembles the parity open beak of a parrot; a larger upper recurved mandible-like process

being separated from a second, that resembles a lower mandible, by a hyaline area which includes, and
extends back from, the pore; the lower lip-cells translucent, but suffused with brown in such a way as

like process projecting slightly between the "mandibles." Spores very numerous,
completely filling the cavity of the perithecium, greatly attenuated, 85 X 2.5 ft. Perithecium 200 X 30 //.

Ri eptade to tip of distal cell 140 fL Total length to tip of perithecium 290-300 //.

On the posterior legs of Laccophilus prozimus Say. Lake Eustis, and Daytona, Florida.

This is one of the larger species of the genus and is clearly distinguished by its tip which resembles
a parrot's beak and by its large size and slender habit, Two hosts were found bearing the individuals,
in groups in the position indicated, which were conspicuous from their large size and contrasting color.

Chitonomyces Javanicus Thaxter. Plate XIII, figs. 37-38.

tongue

Am July, 1905.

Foot relatively small. Basal cell of the receptacle small and narrow, its basal half or more suffused
with dirty blackish-brown, above hyaline; subbasal cell longer than the basal, and of nearly the same
diameter throughout; the three cells above it subtriangular, about equal in size, darker straw-colored,
or pale amber-brown: the lower marginal cell of the distal portion of the receptacle narrow, clean cut,
darl r amber-colored; the lower appendiculate cell above it hyaline, small; the two remaining cells
above and external to it, forming an opaque appendage, shaped like a knife-blade, its tip rounded out-
ward from the inner side to an external blunt apiculus. Perithecium suffused below with pale amber-
brown, long and slender, narrower opposite the insertion of the lower appendage, expanding slightly
above It. tic am a WoIIt™, «t^. ~J : i i ,. , , .. .

ll B ' r & & J

externally
,

. .
* r •—«*«« cuuiciucu eAiernaiiy Dy an erect, clear, aarK anmer-

brown projection, hardly or not at all exceeding it; and on the inner side by a larger, broader, less deeply

"',

7v! 2T?
mg

; I
Ch iS CUrV6d tOWard the recePtade, the blackened portion of which projects

|.bou halt , ts length above it. Total length to tip of perithecium 165-185 * to the tip of the black pro-
ongation of the receptacle 180-200 * greatest width 22-25

(
«. Perithecium 90-1 X 16 p. Basal

portion of the receptacle 75 p, including the slender foot.
On the margin of the left elytron of Laccophilus sp., Java.

mar<jmat

althomm the «™f T u f , V "^ general structure
- I* » "lost nearly allied to C. melamm,*,

Tle T i

>laCk6ned tenninati°n °f the **J Part «f t^ receptacle is quite dif-
nt. I Ik types were obtamed from material in alcohol sent from Java by Rouyer, No. 1395

Chitoxomyces Orectogyri Thaxter. Plate XXXIV, fVs 19-20Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 32. Jun^l901
rplish, the cells thick walled and

abrupt

Flie basal cell of

mangmar cell is m contact distallv wiri, ^ • .

*~*"»«*«^ UJ a "car,y verac-ai septum, m«>

the latter is very Ion, extendtf
the

.

ascigerous cavity and the base of the lowest marginal cell;

•

«ong, ending upward, its narrow extremity ending without enlargement opposite
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the blackened base of the inner appendage, lying between the latter and the tip of the peritlx iuin; tin

lower appendiculate cell well defined, about two thirds as long as the suhterminal cell, which proj< i

slightly above and bears the free terminal appendiculate cell, which is hyaline, about equal to the lower

in length, its inner margin nearly straight, its outer margin curved abruptly inward to the bi <>f tl«

obliquely distinguished, blackened, narrow, erect terminal portion, from which the appendage has U « n

broken in the types. Perithecium relatively large, of nearly equal diameter throughout; the tip Imud
with a bluntly rounded apex; a short erect contrasting brawn prominence formed by the left posterior

lip-cell, toward the base of which the inner (anterior) lip-cells are curved in a characteristic fashion,

as partly to overlap it. Spores about 75 X 5 ft. Perithecium ll!."» X i n. Receptacle 250 270 /<.

Total length to tip of perithecium 255 ft.

On the superior surface of the tip of the abdomen of Owtogyrus (Orcct hints) $f*culari Aube.

Africa. Berlin Museum, No. 806.

As has been previously mentioned, this and the following specie- are at least aberrant, and pi habh

should be placed in a genus by themselves. The spore > of both em to l>c abnormally placed in the

asci, the short segment being uppermost, but it is not unlikely that, as in some other B|m< u % the hade

of the spore is shortest, and if this is the case it is probable that a terminal appendage of some length

will be found in uninjured specimens. With the exception of s]>e<a > of Lahmillteiiia no Other forms

have been found on the Gyriniche. The label Onctogyrw appears to have been a slip for Onrlorhims.

The species is therefore misnamed.

Chitonomyces iETHioncus Thaxter. Plate XXXIV, G i. 21-22.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 430. April, 1900.

Perithecium red-brown, darker on the inner side, with faint transverse -.nations, lomcwhafl curved;

the inner lip-cells producing at the left a blackish brown projection directed obliquely outward across

the tip and resembling a canine tooth, the inner lip-cell on the left producing a much smaller, blackish,

inconspicuous, tooth-like projection; the distal end of the lower marginal cell of the receptacle abnor-

mally developed, bulging inward against and almost over-topping the subtern.inal appendicular < II,

the greater portion of the margin of this outgrowth nearly horizontal and extending iron, the apex of
" '

" \-h is Mink in an abrupt depn on

between it and the base of the terminal cell of the receptacle. Receptacle nearly hyaline, strongly curved

iT to Ii<* side by side for nearly their

appen

appe
[MTJ

large

by a nearly horizontal septum; wholly free, abruptly geniculate, the distal portion much narrower, ered

and black (the tip broken), abruptly distinguished above an external bulge of the portion Mow rt 1 en-

thecia 128 X 40 a, the tooth-like projection 18 pu Receptacle to tip 275 «, th, basal and «bbe d evils

including the foot 140 X 35 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium 2.>.> a.

On elytra of Orectochirus specularh Aube, Paris Museum, No. 100, <k>ld < OSJl Afru-a.

HyDRjEOMYCF.s Cn'KMIDOTI TluiXter.

tennined species of the same genus

genus.

i> a1.40 be

mains th<

ENARTHROMY
I
>ecies

which has been obtained from the following additional localities. On Phrn^ph,, "* "^iSS
Hope Collection, No. 239.

determuied species

Latovwi Asia, No. 56; on P. margi

China, No. 155; on P. dipsicollis, Cochin China, No. 114.

on P. Yrzoensis, Ken i,

useum; on P. fusriroUi*,
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lava. No. 534. In the Sharp Collection; on PJwropsophus sp., from Japan. In the Berlin Mus

parallelus Dej., Senegal; on P. Madagas on P. Kersteni,

Anisclia Kisuani, Africa, No. 998; on P. marginatum Dej., Africa, No. 999; on P. fastigiatus, Cape of

Good Hope; on Pheropsophus sp., Ceylon, No. 1006. The generic type appears to be an isolated one,

and in the Key I have included it in a section by itself, although it is closely related to the Peyritschiellea\

MONOICOMYCES Thaxter.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 412. April, 1900.

Receptacle consisting primarily of two superposed cells terminated by a sterile appendage which is

V typ

speciefl several, branches or secondary receptacles, which may consist of one to many superposed cells

and may he simple or branched; giving rise to antheridia and perithecia which may or may not be also

associated with sterile appendages. The antheridium consisting of four tiers of paired cells, the lower

pair forming the stalk, the cells of the two middle pairs producing each a pair of antheridia from their

upper inner angles; those of the distal pair cutting off paired sterile cells which correspond to the paired

antheridia below, and one or all of which give rise to variously developed, simple, cellular, terminal,

terile appendages: the four pairs of antheridia opening into a common central cavity which discharges

between the sterile terminal appendiculate cells. Perithecium stalked.

This is one of the most peculiar and interesting of the genera of Laboulbeniacese and is extremely

variable in the general structure and relations of the fertile branches or secondary receptacles; a varia-

bility which is well illustrated by the conditions seen in M. St. Helena and M. Leptochiri. The char-

acter, of the peculiar antheridium appear, however, to be quite constant in all the species; although, in

t few instances, it seems possible that the two middle tiers of cells may produce more than four antheridia
uh. The curious sterile terminal appendages of this organ are also very variable in their development,

both as to Dumber and length, and the cells from which they spring are evidently homologous with the
antheridia, which are separated in a similar fashion from the cells below. It will be observed that a more
detailed study of these forms has necessitated important modifications in the original diagnosis.

The hosts of this genus all belong to the Staphylinida?, a majority of the species occurring on the
Aleocharini.

Mox Plate XXXV, figs. 8-10.

April, 1900.- ~v «—. ^. Ana aim oci., vol. iS.AAV, p. 412. April, 1900.
Receptacle consisting of very small hyaline basal and subbasal cells, the basal cell of the primary

appendage short and stout, more or less deeply suffused with blackish brown externally and at the base,
the ceH above »t, bearing two or three branchlets in an anteroposterior plane, the primary (terminal
and external) one short and externally suffused with blackish, the lower cell larger and distally inflated,
lert.le branches normally two when the individual is bilaterally symmetrical, rarely three, consisting of
a mi* cell which bears chstally an antheridium from its outer and a perithecium from its inner angle.

^ iVT/T
>r

T' *** ^mmetri^> lively very large, short and stout; the lower half

1 t 1 n . *T ?
mT " °n thC °" t(

'r than the in,ler^ **M\y conical, the small tip not

^nttTEL?"ft trUrte
'

tHe Stalk-CeI1 *** "Knowing to its base. Antheridium

of the h ."I

" Sh0rt

,

sta,k-Cd,s
'
the «* >* the second tier somewhat smaller and angular,

PM&l^^ " TlT* T*" ** th°Se °f *e *econd >
but ** *n<l ^nct, the paired

i
•

" ke ^ mTT fr e terminal t5rr
' relative^ h^> a11 four f-«^^ **IS^^Xt :\rr ] length - Spores ** ^ * 3 * *^- ***? basai

SZ^^^^£ti^JLJf*™* "*•^-^ M the terminal pro-

Homalota
Sterile part of receptacle about 70 p..

Homah
Intervale, N. R, and Kitteiy Pt, Maine.

On inferior surface of abdomen.
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The form occurring on //. putrescent in Britain is taken as the type of tins sprcir> as well as of tli<

genus. I have found not uncommonly, however, on small species of HomaloUr inf- ling decaying lAXtarii,

a smaller form (Plate XXXV, fig. 9), in which the measurements are not far from half tlmseof the tvjx . and

which is usually distinguished by a dark suffusion at the base of the peritlu ial stalk-eells imilar to thai

of //. similis. Large specimens of this form nevertheless occasionally occur, and correspond -<. clo§el\

to the type that I think they should not be separated.

Monoicomyces Brittwkts Thaxter. Elate XXXV, figs. :i L
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 413. Ap I, MMK).

Nearly or quite hyaline. General structure as in .1/. Homahta , the third cell of the primary append-

age suffused with blackish brown, somewhat constricted below. Fertile branches consisting of a single

cell bearing the antheridium and pcrithecium as in .1/. llomalnta. IVrithrcinni rather long-stalked,

slightly asymmetrical or bent, the base inflated, tapering gradually to the hlunt undifferentiated tip.

Antheridium borne on a pair of rather long stalk-cells, the basal cells aim- i exactly similar to them and

distally not enclosing any portion of the antheridial cavity, the wall cells well developed, the cavity within
t v J f

them relatively small, the terminal cells growing up into generally stout finger-like pro. es which may

extend above the tip of the perithecium. Perithelium, including basal cells, <M) X 30 /<• Antheridia

to base of terminal projections 80 X 20 fi.

On Ilomabta insecta Thorn., British Museum, No. 454, Hammersmith, England. On superior

surface of abdomen.

This species is too nearly related to M. Homahto, and may prove to l>e only a variety. It differs

in its more slender form and apparently also in the characters of the primary appendage: hut men- abun-

dant and better material is needed to determine to what extent these characters an- constant

Monoicomyces Echidnogloss.e Theater. Plate XXXV, fi< 5-7.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 28. June, 1901

.

Subbasal cell of the receptacle somewhat smaller than the basal cell, bearing a terminal append*

• a xi
the basal cell of which is as long, or nearly as long as the receptacle and often distally enlarged; the

above it consisting of a curved series of several cells, externally opac,ue. black, hyaline along the inner

margin, each cell giving rise from its inner side to a hyaline simple branchlet. Fert.le brand,, usually

two, sometimes one or three, arising from the subba d cell of the receptacle, and consist,n of a singl.

short basal cell which bears directly a perithecium (in some ea» s more than one) and an anther.d.um

Antheridium relatively large, the stalk-cells somewhat longer and nailer than the cells of .1, middle

two upper tiers more or less prominent distally: the cells of the distal tier proliferous externally and dis-

tally, thus forming an outer crown of shorter appendages of very unequal length, which sunound I-

usual inner series. Perithecium becoming greatly and asymmetrically inflated below and tapering rather

abruptly to the slightly distinguished, rather short, bluntly pointed tip; the ,>alk-cel variably d. -loped.

PeritLcia 100-125 X 45-55 J the stalk-cells 40-80 X 15 n. Antheridia 75 100 ,, the Sterile append* .

50-75 a. Total length to tip of perithecium 220-250 a.

On the inferior surface of the thorax of Erhuho^sa Amcnranu Fauvel. ?« I ass, Colorado.

Lccontc Collection. , ... . , •
fliii 1kr,j;f,, r ,.

Although closely allied to M. HamaU**, this species appear, dearly Aatmguished by tlnprohh ra-

tion of the last tier of cells of the antheridium, and the similar tendency of the pem.lt.mat. tter. Bg. ,

Monoicomyces SIMMS Thaxter. Plate XXXV, figs. 1-2.

Am

Pale straw-colored.

July, IfOo.

terminated bv a straight tapering

.Tale straw-colored, necepiacie eu.iaK»«i.
fe «« r—r- •

, ..
f

-
,.: s

i H .
(

i i,v „

staple sevoral-eelled appeudage, so,r,,i„„, rea.hiug to the „,« of the penthee a « ; np

^

black basal septum. The subbasal «U of the reeepta.le ai.sog.vmg r,se to a pa.r of uorn.aH> ..;.„»
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branch* s, consisting of a single basal cell, from which arises the stalk-cell of the perithecium on the inner,

and that of the anthcridimn on the outer side. Stalk-cell of the perithecium narrowed at the base, the

brown expanding above and hyaline. Perithecium somewhat asymmetrical or bent,

deeper straw-colofedj tapering gradually to the blunt tip, which is hardly distinguished. Antheridium

normal

150-200 a. Perithecium 90-110

Spores about 35 X 4 fi.

( >n the abdomen of Howahta sp., infesting species of Lactarius, Kittery Point, Maine.

This is a rather rare species, occurring near the tip of the abdomen of one of the larger mycophilous
ll())IHll<)t(V. II

and single primary appendage, which is distinguished at its base by a black septum. It is subject to

some variation, the more normal form represented in the figures, being often modified through the pro-

duction of only one perithecium or of more than two. The red brown suffusion at the base of the perithe-

cial stalk-cells is also peculiar.

Mon'oioomtcbs nigrescexs Thaxter. Plate XXXVI, figs. 1-4.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 10. June, 1902.

Receptacle minute, its basal cell hardly distinguishable above the foot, bearing distally a simple
appendage the basal cell of which is hyaline, the subbasal somewhat longer than those above and deeply
tinged with blackish brown below. Fertile branches two or more, usually four, each consisting of a single
cell which bears an antheridium terminally and a perithecium subterminally: the primary branches
normally two, lateral and sym metrical, edged externally with blackish brown, the blackening contrasting
and continuous with a similar coloration which extends to the tip of the primary antheridium : the second-
ary fertile branches arising, when present, between the primarv and resembling the latter, except for the
absence of the black discoloration; the whole group of branches forming, with their closelv crowded
anth.ndia and penthecia, a compact, fan-like, usually symmetrical tuft. Antheridia relatively long,
unused with smoky brown, more deeply blackish externally, the secondary ones with a more or less con-
picuous foot-like blackened base; the stalk clearly two-celled, shorter than the main body; only two of
the cells separated from distal cells growing upward to form two unequal terminal appendages, which are
smoky brown darker about their blackened basal septa, the cells immediately below them projecting up-
ward very shghtly on either side. Peritheeia furnished with variably developed stalk-cells the bases of

Z 7 7 P<™ecium. Penthecia 60-75 X 22-25 ju; the stalk-cell 12-55 p, Antheridia
including stalk, 3o ft the appendages 35-50 (L Total length 100-160

t,

Poini Ahin!
P
°Tl

lK
' t'JT

°f Cah(Irm SP
-

and °f TaChyUm ** Intervale
'
N

-
H

->
No

-
1357

'
Kittt^I omt, Maine. 1 he hosts frequenting fleshy fungi.

funJbutr^iV
8 n

°V
mCOn

;T 7 mbute staPhMinids inhabiting decaying Lactani and other fleshy

^^^r^tttbtmrer hT *
k
r
" to* it is possib,e that

some cases .. I,., , ,1

*
• ?•

A '">chara: trom *c proliferation of the primary ones, but in

LXd aiTn ' "n 1
*"* ***** '""" "* ****** « ot " »«l*«*- The speeies is

v«"n«rked and recognizable from its marginal suffusions.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 24.' June MM '

.c™in*a;^d
r

a^tnnil°Ir?;
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;

br11
-, i*"* t0«e,h" with "» '«»' »«» ** basal ell of the

guiAed fro,,, its br„a, bT ,, fZrf'Z °
u

he Primary appe"da8e •** is *">& distin'

wise, giving rise to two f 1 br,n I , '

°f "" rCCeptaclc Smal1
'
trian«ul»r »*« ™wed side"

k g u rt,le branches, the short small basal cells of which give rise at onee each to two
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secondary branches and an antheridium; the branchlets proliferous and forming an axis of usually llim

cells, the lower bearing an antheridium, and each of the two upper an antheridium and a perithelium;

there being thus sixteen antheridia and eight perithecia in fully and .symmetrically developed speeimen

which form a dense, spreading, fan-like tuft, the antheridia being in general poslerior in position, over-

lapping one another between the black sterile appendage and the perithecia. Antheridium distalh

broadened and truncate, elongate; the stalk-cells about equal and about one half the length of the bod

of the antheridium or somewhat longer than this; the cells of the second tier somewhat unequal ;
the cells

of the third tier smallest; the terminal cells prominently rounded distally, the appendiculate cells usualh

prominent, forming papillae which are subtended by the appendages, all four of which do not always de-

velop; these appendages relatively short, two to three-septate, tapering to a blunt point, distinctly inflated

above the slightly constricted base. Perithecium relatively large, straight or slightly curved. Bomewhal

inflated below, tapering gradually to the rather short, moderately well distinguished tip; the apex hluutl;

rounded, the basal cells relatively small; the stalk-cell variably developed, its distal end usually somewhat

broader than the basal cells collectively, sometimes more than half as long as the body <>f the perithecium.

p. Perithecia 130-185 X 35-55 //, the stalk-cell 36-100 X IS 25 ft Antheri-

0-75 X 22 n, its appendages 45-50 ft. Receptacle about 35 X 28 ft. Greatest general length and

width of largest individual 350 X 300 fx.

Rnb Derema.. Usambara. East Africa. Berlin Museum, Nos. Ml and M».

50-55 X 4-5

fiv

A very striking species remarkable for its method of branching and the large number of antheridia

produced. ped

antheridia and perithecia, and one of the primary fertile branches may be altogether lacking.

Monoicomyces Oxypod.e Thaxter. Plate XX \\ ,
figs. 11-13.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci. , Vol. XXXVIII, p. 10. June, 1902.

Receptacle very small, the two cells subequal, the basal cell involved by the blackening of the foot

and hardly distinguishable; the primary appendage straight and tapering, its basal cell hyahne, nearly

isodiametric; the subbasal cell brown, slightly inflated and twice as long; subbasal cell of he receptacle

branch on either side ; one usually sterile, short, blunt, extending externally above the
giving rise to a

base
- single cell wiiicft is Drown, oroauiv ui^cncu ««**—,. ~ *, ~

ompktely; its distal half becoming more thaa twice * broad, and gmng nsc -«*•" ^~
kJLJL**.^. and a stalked Derithceium subterminally on its inner s,dc; stalk of .he .mil., n.ln

tnericnum terminally anu a MaiKtru penu^u- ~ ,
,.vt,.rivillv

brown, two-celled equal in diameter to the branch-cell which bears ,.. and l,,™.ng h e n

blackened; the functional portion of the antheridium stout, ,h,allv round,,! and Ighth ,, ... ne

£
of the ells separated from the upper tier growing out to form a eotete append,*,, n^h «H oftta

perithecium arising immediately below that of the an.l.cnd.u.n , e ,nncr > e,* «rn a b

«

and opaque, re^bUng a "foot," distally hyaline, broader about u long u ^.A-nta. tbtb.

cells hyalin , rather small; the perithecium faintly purplish, rather long and »«mw, r«Wm£ ..w
tip rather abrupt* distinguished and usually slightly ben,

fig*"* '%££ ,-, ,,

18-20 u. Antheridia 25-35 X 107 fi, the appendage 40-50 fi.
Keceptacie ivf,

150-165lengm aooui iou-iuu /*. „ T
, 17 ^q/,1

On the inferior tip of the abdomen of 0,yTo,la sp;^™^^^£.«b. *& * - '

host was found, is certainly rightly placed in this genus,
host was found, is certainly rightly p.aceu u. ^ b...«-,. >

w»ptacW. It is dim-

short black infertile branch which appears to anse from the subbasaTceU

cult, however, to determine exactly the origin of either of these baches n ~Z&- « -heri-

the base. In one or two specimens the fertile branch gives^^ZZ\^ is of a different

dium. The
type. The host is a small staphylinid common in decaying vegetable refust
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Monok omyces St. Helfat;E Thaxter. Plate, XXXVI, figs. 8-9.

Pr.»r. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 413. April, 1900.

Pale yellowish or straw-colored. Receptacle consisting of a triangular basal cell, and a squarish or

roundish subbasal cell which bears a small distal coll with a short terminal appendage separated from it

by a constricted blackish septum; two to four branches arise from the subbasal cell, normally fertile

aid consisting of from two to five, usually three, superposed cells which are commonly somewhat inflated

di tally, more so on one side, an upgrowth from which becomes separated so as to form a prominent small

cell which lies close againsl the base of the axis-cell next above and is simple or usually longitudinally

former

con ptcuou&ly blackened septum; the basal cell of this appendage usually blackened externally or often

wholly opaque the subbasal cell blackened externally about its characteristically geniculate base, its

terminal portion erect suffused with brown, or hyaline, and either terminating the appendage or followed

by two or three hyaline cells. Perithecium symmetrically inflated, slightly distinguished from the basal

cells, the tip small straight truncate tapering but slightly and abruptly distinguished. The antheridium
usually single on the fertile branch, replacing the characteristic sterile appendage at the base of the stalk-
cell of the perithecium, relatively small, its stalk-cells and those of the second tier about equal; the an-
theridium proper about as large as the basal part and hardly broader, its terminal cells developing, as in
the other species, long often flexuous hyaline upgrowths. Spores 38 X 3.5 ft. Perithecia 100-120 X
40- fs n. The stalk 34-50 X 25-27 p. Appendages of fertile branch 50-90 X 5 ft. Sterile part of re-

50-50 250-435

Helena. On
alufaceij

and 1171.
Sharp

pecies

spring directly bom the subbasal cell of the receptacle. The sterile appendages of these branches are
very p, uluw in ap|H'arance and arc not unlike those of M. IsmtoMA » *™,.iM „W.,.h „„„.«,„, .„ K. It*

nearest ally.

Moxoicoim is Leitochiri Thaxter. Plate, XXXIV, figs. 39-40.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XLf, p. 304. July, 1905.r-...u.., 1..«n. imy, i»vo.

llccptacle consisting „ a mam axis of superposed cells, usually long and slender, normally simple,
,,-,,„„. ,.nce to .several tones branched, the whole structure apparently a branch from the subbasal
• "I a small pnmary m, ,,,acle: the axis somewhat similar to that of Rhachmmjces, consisting of a

» «f s„| „.rpos„l ells vanable in number (about twelve to twenty-five), each of which bears on one

I or Ci ",
, iT I

",'

"
'

S"' ie

f'
* Pair °f Simp'e C

-
Vli,ulrical fen'-«lled appendages, which become

II I"!! I TTU "**** by ** ** assod^ -<• VT~U charaetcris-

«r Is , axl'

S

',','

y S"!'aratCd JUS
'
MaW ™'h SeP'um »f the^ «*W region in the

I™ 1 1 m "I " ,
' r",ed,n

?
*"«**««% like a not,., or tooth: the celb of the axis

fusion,;, ..ruTe^TZT,1™ "** *"- *"** -'" W-kish'-brown suf-

eiuu, by aniridiaZSL kJZaLT ^'"^^ '""^'^ """ "* peri 'h"-

«d usuallv terminated l,v t
,' Z , ' ? W«djge8 ,n general a, arancc when viewed laterally,

terminating the main lj T^^l^ aPP?daf °f no^ length. Perithecium solitary,

symmetrical
faintly yellowish, straight, slightly inflated, nearly
r\ .%%.,.,- xl 11 - —~« *

25 fi. appen
250-800 ft, the axis about 18-20

Tota 1

70-90 X 18-
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irux

This anomalous and very peculiar species was at first mistaken for a new generic type, bui so far as

can be determined from the material, its antheridia arc not different from those of other meinln rsof the

genus, and the multiplication of the cells of the secondary axis or fertile branch, and the ootncideiioe of die

latter with the primary receptacle, which is in no way distinguished from it, are points of secondary im-

portance. It resembles M. St. Helena more closely than perhaps any other species, the peculiar append-

ages being strikingly similar. The long and usually nearly opaque axis is very like thai of Khackom ij<< *

The peculiar staphylinid hosts on which it occurs are sparingly clothed with long stout hairs or seta\ ainong

which the parasite is often distinguished with difficulty. Specimens growing on the jaws, or other por-

tions of the host where they are exposed to unfavorable conditions, often product ccoodary fertile branch-

lets, as in fig. 40, but this condition is exceptional; the normal form, a- it occurs on tin abdomen or in

other favorable situations, being similar to that represented in fig. 39, which is the type form. The sixk

however, varies considerably in the number of cells which compose it and in the depth of its suffusions.

The hosts are tropical insects living under bark.

EUMONOICOMYCES Thaxter.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XX XVII, p. 21. Jam 1 001.

Receptacle consisting of a basal and subbasal cell, the latter producing terminally rterilc u]>]*ndage

and laterally a fertile branch (abnormally more than one) the axis of which is coinc ideal with thai of the

receptacle, from which it is not distinguished, and consists of a series of superpo I cell the terminal

one bearing an antheridium and a stalked perithecium; the rest bearing antheridia or pan I sterile ap-

pendages from their upper inner angles. The antheridia compound, home on paired stalk-cells, and

consisting of very numerous antheridial cells arranged in sul.horizontal, or oblique tiers; the Berk sepa-

rated externally by two superposed sterile cells, and opening into a common cavity from which the

antherozoids are discharged by a common outlet between four appendicular cells which terminate tb

antheridium and arise from the two primary terminal cells of the antheridium, is in Umwwmycrs.

The only material from which it is possible to form an approximately accurate idea oi the structur

of the antheridium in this genus is that of E. Papuans, the hosts of which were preserved ,n alcohol.

Although the form is very small, careful examination with a r\ oil immersion render* its general eel -arrange-

ment sufficiently clear, notwithstanding the fact that from the irregularity of its outline and of the cells

composing it, the different appearances that may be obtained from different points of view are very confus-

ing. In the lateral view, fig. 15, which is practically the same on both sid- .
and is the one atoost ".van-

ably seen in preparations where the individuals lie flat, the stalk-cell appears to be, as was stated m the

original description, single. It can be determined, however, by careful focusing or when a van interior

or posterior in relation to the fertile branch is obtained, that the stalk like I hat of Hnnn,™,^.* uo

celled (fig. 16). Above this stalk the second tier of two cells is also present and from eachol the. instead

of a pair, as in Monoicomyces , two series of rows of antheridial cells are produced, one on ether «de
1

hen

are thus four such series in paired sets, one anterior and the other postenor and having una h I««•
appearance in either case, as in fig. 16, which is, however, turned slightly to the le

,
but > <- >~

median line of demarcation which separates the two sets. Were tins figure rcver.-,, t c oppose »dewouW

show much the same appearance and if viewed at right antfes,*^*^-^*£ *

appearan

by reference to fig. 16, in which one of the pairs is represent

rows, which correspond on either side of the straight median

con

be
rows, which correspond on either sme oi uic »^'g- — -- - , , . , -

,j_

five aniridia! JZ the „Umber being app^fiv subject=— b. ---£--
cated in the figure. The method by which these rows

in fig. 17 where only one set is visible

obliquely than in fig. 16, and turned
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I*

position, whether seen from the right or from the left would have the appearance seen in fig. 15, in which
the necks of the antheridia, toward the median line, are shown partly in optical section running obliquely

upward. All the antheridia open by longer or shorter necks into a median cavity, as is shown in fig. 18

Which is ;i not quite median optical section. This cavity seems to be single, and from it the antherozoids
make their escaj>e by a common aperture between the mouth colls, which as is Monoicomyces, are cut

off from the third or upper tier of the main appendage, and which may later grow up into appendages as
ia shown in fig. 1 _'. The somewhat dumbbell-shaped bulge of the upper tier-cells is somewhat exaggerated
in fig. 15, which is somewhat confusing in that it combines a surface view with some of the appearances
Men in optical section. The nature of the central cavity, whether a cell-cavity or an intercellular space,

m determined in this or the preceding genus. This antheridium is the most highly developed
organ of the kind in the whole group of Laboulbeniales there being perhaps seventy-five or more functional
antheridia) cells in each antheridium, but in the other species of the genus it is much less complicated;
although, as far as can be determined from the insufficient material, the type is the same in all three.

Ei-moxoicomyces Papuanus Thaxter. Plate XXXVII, figs. 11-18.
Troc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 22. June, 1901.

Nearly or quite hyaline. Basal cell of the receptacle small, usually triangular; the subbasal cell

terminating ,„ a short appendage, distinguished by a dark basal septum, and sometimes once-branched.
I he ferUle branch not differentiated from the receptacle, consisting of three, rarely two cells similar to the
sub msal cell, obliquely superposed; the lowest bearing normally a closely approximated pair of short,
hyaline or faintly brownish, erect, sterile appendages, similar to that of the subbasal cell; the middle cell
smaller, be

The
anthendia rather stout, broader distally; the stalk-cell small and short; the antheridial cells very numer-

terminal
Perithecium

rather long and sometimes slender; the venter inflated; the distal portion tapering gradually and sym-

vation
ele-

long as the perithecium;ir i it , .
>
VV1UU1U IIiU1^ man iiuii an JUiiu ila uie niiiuuciuin

(™™?r ^.i^1^" f™*.-- *~^ w i 3 ., re*
80-120 x 32-40

pendages 35 X 18 a.

Antheridia including stalk-cell and without ap-

150-290

^fi!SLi "
!

mal
!r

Ie 0XyidUS
" Ralum

'
NeW Pom-ania

- Berlin Museum, No. 1011.

the East Indies.
un

I he sterile appendages of the fertile branch, although they appear to be solitary when
side, are in reality paired, exactly film tW« nt M^^ l! r™_ _ . •

i ~n „*
the primary appendage is spinose as shown i'n fig. 13.

Eumonoicomyces Californicus Thaxter.

The terminal cell of

I'roc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 22. June,' 1901."

9-

,, ,

™*' ~« ana °ci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 22. June 1901

with *Tk bl iVu'rrr i" f^l
habit

-
BaSal CCU 0f the "^P*"* short, stout, geniculate,

***

rT'rr";" uume » wmcn w dark brown and beabrown below, becoming hyaline distally. The fad. Z
bearing a sterile appendage faWlL^h ^ SUpCrP°Sed cells"^ to the subbasal cell

:
the lowest

antheridium ™A lL !_£ f™* ter™ates the receptacle; the middle «dl mimllv bearing an

appendages, Th
dian constriction

Antheridium short-stalked, with a more

and
f-rv lnn«. k

— "iiiauon oi the cells which bear the terminal

fafcrt tt

**?ndin8 bey°nd the tiP of the Perithecium. Perithecium
inflated, the much shorter neck-like *-*.!—:- !iL-i- .k^s—:.u~i *h»
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apex blunt, the stalk-cell usually rather short and stout. Perithelia 7o X 25 «. the stalk i ell 20 X IS r

appendages, longest 150 p. Appendages of antheridiutn 100 n. Total length to lip of perithccium
150 ft.

On Oxytelus sp. Berkeley, California.

examined
been impossible to determine the details of their structure, which are further obscured b) the irregulariti.

and relatively considerable development of the appendieulate cells. The spcci. i is distinguished It

the others by its dark sterile appendages, as well as by other points of different .

Eumonoicomyces iNVisnui.TS Thaxter. Plate WWII, 6ga. 7-8.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 21. June, 1001. MbfWMOMyeM ini ,Qu Thaxter, 1. .

Vol. XXXV, p. 414. Apr.. 10(H).

Hyaline. Basal cell of receptacle small subtriangular, the suhbasal cell rather long and narrow

bearing terminally a distally rounded cell from which it is separated by an oblique septum and which a
surmoun

rmmal cell bearing a pe

subterminal

theridium instead of the simple paired appendage which terminates the lower i II of the series. Perithe-

cium borne on a rather short stout stalk-cell, its inflated basal half not distinguished from the flattened

ral tin ra iobasal cells, its slender distal half abruptly distinguished. Anther

that of the other species. Perithecia 84 X 30 fi. The stalk-cell L'O X 10 /«. Receptacle, sicrile part,

about 40 ft. 110-140

H,

This species is so minute and so inconspicuous from its pale color, that it would almost inevitably be

overlooked on dried hosts. One or two additional specimens were accidentally obtained in the Sharp ( 'ol-

lection from scrapings of various species of Homalota. In none of the individuals, however, can the

be

HAPLOMYCES Thaxter.

The genus Bledius, on which all the species of Jfophmyces have thus far b n found, is not well

examine

the base of the appendage is black, has been found on the following hosts: Bhdh bieornu Germ., Hop,

Collection, No. 213; no locality: B. subtcrravem Erichs., Hope Collection, No. 220, Prussia: B. opa*

Blk., British Museum, No. 448, Isle of Wight: B. bieornu Germ., British Museum, No. 432, "Euro]>e":

B. juvencus Erichs., Berlin Museum Xo. S41. A broken specimen on B. obtmus (Sharp Collection No.

Calif*

examining more abundant material. Tl

7-

represented in my Monograph, Plate VII, figs. 1 and 2.

EUCAXTHAROMYCES Thaxter.

peci<

probably illustrate the possible

pe perithe characters
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\)v most reliable in distinguishing species are found in the antheridium. The number of rows of antheri-

dial cells, and the number of cells in each row, are apparently very constant; variations in these respects

in a given species, occurring rather exceptionally. In some forms the antheridium may be the most
complicated male organ that occurs in the whole group, with the exception of that in Ewnonoicomyces
and possibly in some forms of Ilaplomijces; since, as in E. Catoscopi, there may be over fifty antheridial
eells in a single antheridium. In certain other species, nevertheless, this number may be reduced one
half or more, as in E. Evprorfi or E. spinosns.

The structure of the antheridium appears to correspond in general to that of most of the other com-
1 i mi I • • i i * * mm i «'• - -

poun

ven five, on either side; and their bases being external, they empty by short necks into an interior cavity,
which connects directly with an efferent tube, through which the antherozoids are discharged in large
numbers. The structure is closely comparable with that of Haplomyccs, in which, however, the an-
theridia, not being separated by a sterile external marginal cell, surround the antheridial cavity com-
pletely.

An

winch renders a very careful comparison of characters necessary in order to distinguish them. It should
be noted that the spores, in many of the species at least, are peculiar in possessing a bluntly rounded apex,
m place of the usual acuminate tip. The inner lip-cell is in general more or less distinctly modified,

form
nence, as in figs. 28 and 36. The characteristic spine which persists in some species at the tip of the
antheridnim (Figs. 10 and 19) represents the apex of the spore, and is primarily terminal, as in Stig-
watom!Fes where it is almost invariably present. The ascogenic cells may be somewhat peculiar and in

exam
/. io xi

i

* r y "xvttv.c4.iv/ct cxt tiic mcxoc ui inc penmediumm rig. 14, they are long erect subclavate and at least eight in number; while in some of the smaller species
Were do not appear to be more than four, or possibly two, in some cases. The species appear to be very
generally distributed and the hosts are in all instances beetles belonging to the Carabid*.

CAXTH
Plate XXXVIII, figs. 17-20.

p •„ •

Proc
-

Am
-
Acad

-
Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 416 April 1900

sliri,tlv

n

s, r't'

nMtraW'COl°
i

red
'
Father stout

>
inflated, tapering to the broad asymmetrical tip which is

con nLo ^ < ?;
ter

n

hp
\°ften la^er than the inn"> *> latter more deeply colored and not very

Zn L W" Tfe
\

Sh°rt
-

ReCePtade short
> «- -lis nearly eqil. Appendage much

£1 JZAZ* I
',

the marginal CCl1 eXtend
'

1^^ to the b-e of the subbasa. cell, dis-uncm en larged below a terminal sd ne-lilc* n«w»c« „-u;,.u :, -V , ,.which is usually nearly erect; the antheridial cellsin three rows of fiv fl
•

i

»"««*»> """oi is usually nearly erect; the antheridial cells

and broad, nearly tm "e £SS 7^ "^T t0 tW° CC,IS resPective1^ thc <«**«8° tllhc h^
138 v 41 ,. V!L 1beU al,ruPtly uPward from the base. Spores 35-40 X 3.5-4 u. Perithecia138X41/1. Appe

perithecmm 190-207
Receptacle 50 X 20 /x. Total length

Berlin Mn^,No^ SP
"^ ******' N°" 8°- Java

"
°n Dr^a lin^ ^ej., Hong Kong;

the third rnfoet^^^ *"?»* thus far observed in the genus, the cells of

on the elytra of its host when dry7
guished only with the gre
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Eucantharomyces EuPROCTl Thaxter. Plate XWYI1I, figs. 27 !0.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sei., Vol. XXXV, p. 117. April. I'.mki.

Perithecium straw-colored to pale amber-brown, slightly asyinmetrical, somewhat inflate<l below;

the upper half tapering gradually to the blunt ;i symmetrical apex, the inner lip-cell rounded flat darker

>rrii

gated through the appearance of three to five rather broadly rounded successive elevations, corn (ponding

to the distal and basal septa of the two lower tiers of wall cells, and to a median protrusion of these cell

where five are present; stalk-cell becoming slender, mostly slightly shorter than the receptacle; the basal

cells small. Receptacle relatively rather long, the cells nearly equal. Appendage generally longer than

n iw -

and two cells each, the marginal cell bluntly rounded above and extending nearly to the ba.« of the sub-

head cell; the discharge-tube large, bent outward or obliquely upward. Spores SO X I ". IVrithccia

160-170 X 48 ft, stalk-cell 70 X 15 fL Receptacle 85-90 X 25-30 p. Appendage 11(1 fl ,
anthcridium

41 X 22 p., the discharge-tube 30 fx. Total length to tip of perithecium 310/4.

On Euprodus quadrinus Bates, British Museum (Biologia Coll.), No. 731. Vo1i-h.ii dc t'hiriqui,

Panama.

A few individuals of this species were found at the base of the eltyra of the host. It is well marked

by the abrupt distinction between the base of the perithecium and its stalk-cell, by the broad tip and

stout somewhat irregular form of the latter, and by the small number of the antheridial cells.

Eucantharomyces Atrani Thaxter. Plate XXXVIII, figs. 1 3

Additional materialial of this species has been obtained on specimens of Atranvs pub, ftfl from Wa

incrton, D. C, and from Kansas, in the collection of the U. S. National Museum. As this material is ve

much better than the types, both of which were immature or injured, additional figures arc given ben
* .1 I* -- A 1_ „ _. .J ... I ..-.II. rf-vrf hi i 4 it lit 111 / r I

h-

ry

with.

(rarely 5), 4 and 3 cells respectively, the species is otherwise ill denned and without distinctive peohantu*.

The antheridium may be distinguished by a slight terminal apieulu It should U noted[thai the margi-

nal cell of the antheridium is not septate above, as represented in Plate VII, fig. 27, of my Monograph.

Eucantharomyces Callims Thaxter. Plate XXXVIII, figs. 31-84.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 418. April. 1900.

Perithecium rather narrow, slightly inflated, tapering from about the middle to the blunt tip which i

rather abruptly distinguished externally, sometimes bent outward, its distal margin outwardly obhqu.

the inner lip-cell relatively small, projecting slightly externally, but not abruptly d,stmgu„l,.d on ,

side; the outline of the perithecium becoming inconspicuously corrugated through the presence „fee* -

times as manv as eleven successive elevations; the basal cells elongated, the -of one of t e outcrex
-

nol ^^ .JLjl fc™ .vldch it is separated by an oblique septum longer than the Width of the Stalk- 11

S inner

nal to the stalk-cell from which it is separated by an oblique

which is narrow
horter. Recrpt l<

wnK'ii is narrower ociow ana uuuui ctuai w — —
, 4 i 4u^ !,*«„ ;«« h.m<il

svnunetrioally M.ha.e .listaMy, rather long, the to. cell. m-urly .,,ual. Ap,«ndage ™ r
«'

k
'

,,11 extending downward and lying extend to the upper h»l of ,1k-,.Lhasa «•! In
,

.

Mn,lw s, l(vli;wc,hantuic,aslongasl,road, 1 he„.arginalc(.|lreachmg.o,l; .,a ^ "
,

Antheridium relatively small, the wtheridn.1 cell, in three row., of five (»x .n on
,

,un. fir. and

three eeU. respee.ively! the disoharge-tuhe rather Short and ,tou. •~££»££* ' '
' £

in. Perithecia 230-265 X 60 ft totaled!. 120 ft
rtdk^eU 103 ft

Receptacle HWi-u
j || g

120-125125 ,, antheridium 25 X 38 ,. Total length to tip of peritheeimnW
On Callida sp., Paris Museum, No. 68, Venezuela; on I alhda trutu uruii

,

9/4, burinam.
„ distinguis | l( ,l tip of the perithe-

A species distinguished by its generally slender habit, the large *e fe

£eeptacl«-. 'IV

ciumandthe parallelism between the stalk-eel. of the appendage and the two l oftheru.pta

figures are both drawn from the original types from Venezuela.
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Eicantiiaromyces Africaxus. Plate XXXIII, figs. 35-38.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 418. April, 1900.

Very similar to E. Callidce. Amber-brown. Perithecium large subfusiform, the margins generally
iik.it or less distinctly corrugated, often marked by fine transverse striations which may be wholly absent,
the tip relatively small and rather abruptly distinguished, the inner lip-cell well defined, projecting beyond
the other lip-cells so that the apex usually appears oblique, asymmetrical and slightly sulcate; the basal
-lis somewhat shorter than the stalk-cell, their lower septa nearly equal and symmetrical, both slightly

Uique. Receptacle of medium size, the basal cell distally enlarged lying beside the subbasal cell anil

extending to the stalk-cell of the perthecium. Appendage short, the two basal cells rather small and
nearly equal in length, consisting of three rows of six, four, and four cells respectively, the discharge-tube
slightly curved, abruptly nearly erect, distally somewhat narrower and conical when young, the marginal
cell extending marly to the base of the subbasal cell. Spores 48 X 5 [i. Perithecia 275-325 X 45-50 /*,

the stalk-cell 100-130 ft, the basal cells 75-100 /*. Receptacle 100 X 26 fi. Appendage 100 /x. Antheri-
dmm 45 X 21 p, the discharge tube 21 fi. Total length to tip of perithecium

r..

On CaUida Xatakusis Hope, Hope Coll. No. 274, Natal, Africa. On Callida sp, Brit. Museum,
No. 5o0, Angola, Africa. On elytra.

This species, which is closely allied to E. Callidce may be distinguished by the different number of an-
jheruha cells m .ts antheridium, the stalk-cell of which is differently related to the receptacle, as well as
by the different relation which the stalk-cell bears to the basal cells of the perithecium. The latter also
has a characteristic fusiform outline from the stalk-cell to the tips. Both figures are taken from the Natal
material.

°

575-600

Edcanthabomyi is Madagascarensis Thaxter. Plate XXXVIII, figs. 24-26.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 306. July, 1905.

Kather pale straw-colored. Perithecium large, subcylindrical, tapering very slightly distally and-,lb the rounded Up rather abruptly distinguished, and subtended by more or less distinct elevations;
c n,-hophone cell short, prominently rounded, but not extending beyond the lip-cells and rendering theax subsymmetneal; the base not differentiated from the body of the receptacle, the cells relatively

ta^k'cell el' t f *f
le *e S,alk-Ce"' fr°m "** they are^ d«riy distinguished:

he. form ,iZh fT , I P""
a"d SUbbaSa

'
<*1,S °f the re«*ta* <* *"»* equal length,

Basll^l of ,1,
", ^ tk

:
laUer

'

and eXtendinS t0 the b»se of thestalk-c-ell of the perithecium.

he L . ]f l
m™ 8

!
ST at

'
arger ,han ",e Subbasa1

'
sY
'SMy overlapping the subbasal cell of

ft^E^T^ "f
P,r

inent WoW the ^"a^e-tube which is curved outward, some-

I. M X 4 „
'

'pi th
' ,1'

S
'"

thKe^ °f SeVen
'
sewn

'
and *« «* respectively. Sporesaoout WX4//. Perithecium. includ n* hn^l ™llo qqk x^ cn -™ ., __i — /. .« V-60-70 a, the stalk-cell 275-290 X 40-55

n. Ij tra ot Ca Mo sp., Madagascar; Hope Collection, No. 273

-pi » .JfEZ 'JIT," t un
,

any of tl,e other species on c«ma
-
and ™xt «° E - Ca,as-

P wmch abruplly d,st,ngu,shed, and by the characters of its antheridial appendage.

Eocantbaromyces Casnosms Thaxter.
Proc. Am. ArnA Arfo „«J o...- Tr , ,,,

4-0

Perithecium relatively lar^e mA 7
V

'
P

*
4U

'
ApHl

>
190(X

row blunt apex; its outline l~el722T '^^^^ * thC^7 "*"
prominence some of which mav been « ,

presence of from seven to eleven elevations varying in

or nearly as long as the rather sZT^TT*<?*** * m*tW^> the basaI cells elongated

«

cells of the appendage relativelvsm.il
*, RecePtacle relatively small. The basal and subbasal

g
relatud, small and stout, nearly equal, or the latter somewhat smaller, the marginal

and as long
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free

rows

charge-tube relatively short and stout, bent upward and over the prominent tip of the marginal « ell.

Spores 45 X 3.5 p. Perithecia 24O-2G0 X 45-62 pt, stalk- 11 75-80 X 20 2S /c, basal irlls 7 100 X
25-30 //. Receptacle 55-65 X 27 fL Appendage 85-103 p, the antheridium 50 00 X 24 28 pu Tola)

length to tip of perithecium 375-450 /*.

Cas t 1. Cordova, Mexico.

^
by the characters of the appendage.

Eucantharomyces Catascopi Thaxtcr. Plate XXXVIII, figs, l: 1<».

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 419. April, 1900.

Straw-colored becoming pale amber-brown. Perithecium elongate, tapering but dightlv to\ ml

the tip, or becoming distally swollen through the pressure of the spore mass, the margins < ungated

through the presence of sometimes as many as seventeen or even more prominences, which are mostly

well denned, especially the distal one of the series and often distinctly rough-granular, tlxiva which ihe

slightly bent tip is abruptly distinguished, its distal margin straigl.. oblique, the outer snd lateral lip-

cells extending just beyond the small darker inner lip-ell; lmsal-eells very much elongaie.l and often

corrugated through the presence of six or more elevations; the stalk-cell rather stout, much shorter than

the basal cells, from which it is separated by an outer very oblique, and an inner shori nearly horizontal

septum. Receptacle relatively small, the basal cell longer than the subbasal evil, distaUy enlarged so

contact

1
)|K-I

cell from which it was originally derived. The basal cell of the
. . _

subbasal cell, the marginal cell bulging outward slightly dually, and extending thnosl to the bt of U*

subbasal cell. Antheridial cells in five rows of eight, seven, six, five, and four cells or the fouljnner

rows somewhat variable. Spores 50 X 4.5 //.
400-47.". X 00-70 m, the -Jalk

35-40 /*, the basal cells 200-240 pu Receptacle 100-110 X 38 *. ApFndage 120 * anthendmm 00 X

32 fi. Total length 680-950

On Co**o£ sp., Pans Moseum, No. 1». lies des Molunnes On the margin .dtlteri^te£»
The

though sometimes partly obliterated by the copious spore

its other peculiarities. The ascogenic cells are remark;

lv.;n« orrannAfl In a m«!ptte. as is indicated in fig- 13.

>rm

Eucantharomyces Diaphori Thaxter. Plate XXXVIII %^8-12

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV. p. 416. Apr.!, 1900.

Pale straw-colored.
and

.ymmetricallv inflated; tapering slightly from about the micime

nninal, hearing

asYTimi

8-9 Ueeeptaele rather short and **, the "j^-*"*"?^
talk-cell

what stouter than the basal, the two togemer 8ui«w»~ — ~ ----
y ,

Appendage relatively .arge, its hasal cell short '*^^*^XS^-2 •.

snbbasal eell slightly longer than broad, t.s npper t.0 h.rds bon red «h rg

ndna.es in a slender stiff straight spined.ke proeess abou 1-12 long a
„ g

*
^

.,.,., „ . n £ c~ £*.«* tlirpp three, and two cells respeeuM». «* b

tube l>ent outward and slightij i

lAV^n IVrittwck 120 X 3

ward, the tip bluntly eonieal with a slight basal enlargement. Spores,40 X
- -

T(

St.lMI 30 X 18
f,.

Appendage 70 / long, the anthendmm 28 X 21 ,,.
Keee,

length to tip of perithecium 180 fx.
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< In mid-elytron of Diaphorus tenuicornis Chaud., British Museum (Biologia Coll.), No. 714, Oaxaca,

Mexico,

This species is represented by three or four individuals in good condition and is distinguished by

its antheridial appendage, as well as by the short recurved appendage which subtends the tip of the peri- .

thechm) on the inner side and appears to arise from the inner lip-cell, which is lateral and overtopped by

the thiee others which appear to form the whole apex. This appendage may represent the indurated base

of a triehogyne, the position of which in this genus may be unusual, but I have no available material which

can determine this point. The terminal spine of the antheridium is long and conspicuous. In one speci-

men there seem to be only four rows of antheridial cells of five, four, four and three cells each.
%

Ei iantharomyces Xanthoph,e;e Thaxter. Plate XXXVIII, figs. 21-23.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 26. June, 1901.

Peritlieeium (not fully mature) straw colored, somewhat asymmetrical, almost symmetrically and
l)iit slightly inflated from base to apex; the tip short, well distinguished; the lip-cells rounded, and slightly

inflated, forming a knob-like termination, one of them (the inner) protruding in the form of a slight

tongue-like projection beyond the others: the stalk-cell about as long as the receptacle, from which it

projects at an angle, being moreover turned at the same time a little to one side. The cells of the recep-

tacle subequal, lying side by side, the basal one extending to the base of the stalk-cell of the perithecium,

with which it is in contact. Appendage relatively large, the stalk-cell subtriangular, somewhat larger

than the basal cell which is wholly overlapped externally by the well defined and distally somewhat in-

flated marginal cell; the antheridial cells in four tiers of seven, six, five and four cells respectively; the

discharge-tube long and curved outward. Spores about 36 X 4 p.. Perithccia 165 X 50 p., the" stalk-

ed! 46 X 20 fL The appendage to tip of discharge-tube 120
t
a, the antheridium proper 55 X 30 p. Total

length to tip of perithecium 290 p.

On the right inferior margin of the prothorax of Xantlwphcea vittata Dei., Australia. Berlin Museum,
No. -.173.

J

The material of this species consists of but two specimens in which the perithecium is not quite
mature. It cannot, however, be confused with either of the other species in which there are more than
three rows of antheridial cells.

KLEIDIOMYCES Nov. Gen.

Receptacle consisting of two superposed cells, the basal cell (in the type) producing two characteristic
outgrowths, the subbasal giving rise to antheridial appendages and to perithecia. The appendage con-
surtmg of a stalk-cell followed by a pair of cells with which a small compound antheridium is associated
distally, the appendage ending in a free cellular extremity above the antheridium. The stalked perithe-
lium similar to that of Monmcomvces

This genu,, which has bom named from the resemblance which its peculiar outgrowths bear to a
wu* """'•

.

'." rl "'"'-v """">' l* "*,i,»,l in tfowfcomjw, to which the single species was originally

"7 nTTT",

^ """ *" """"•ri,lia in the tW° Cases arc V'ite <«*e*nt The appendage, repre-

,n
-,

4
'';*'»-' "•"""panytng plate, was obtained by crushing one of the three available specimen*

ch r f
' "'" r°

JeCting la 'eral dis-*a^e-tube can be made out in detail, the other

Z , s ":,;;X
arC f-^ ««* The sterile termination appears to consist of three

out rem rows ot small cells, and in the tvi*» ,fi„ q\ +, e iL ,

rr
. , . , ,..- _ x.

the pentheeium. The peculiar outgrowths abov
are probably without significance generally, and
arises from the basal cell in Corethromyces Stiliri
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Monaicomyi

Kleidiomyces furcillatus now comb. Plate XXXVII, 6g& 3- L

Recej)tacle consisting of two small cells which are hardly distinguishahlr owing to ;i gnu ral Mackisli

brown suffusion; producing on either side, from the basal cell, a stout blackened outgrowth, 1

1

m i

forming a nearly symmetrical fork-like structure, the prongs of which arc slightly curved inw*ard and

slightly divergent. From near the base of these outgrowths, and betwei n them, arise, apparently from

single basal cells on either side, stalked perithecia and appendages. Antheridial appendage rather

slender, shorter than the perithecia. Perithecia long and Blender, straight, symmetrical, pale llowish,

slightly inflated toward the base, tapering gradually to the blunt apex. Spun about 10 X 3 /<• l'< ri-

thecia 135 X 27 ft. Outgrowth from the receptacle 110 X 12 y.

Near the tip of the abdomen of Aleochara repctita Sharp. Panama, Sharp Coll., No. 1095.

Only one of the three individuals obtained is in fairly good condition, but the sj>ecies i >o very peculiar

in appearance that it can hardly be mistaken for any other form. ( hving to the gnat reduction of tin

receptacle and its deep suffusion, it has not been possible to determine absolutely the exact origin of the

fork-like outgrowths which seem to come from the basal cell, as in Coretkromyt - lid.

CES
Proc June. 1901.

•nthe-Receptaele consisting of two cells, the upper bearing a free stalked antheridium and :i stalked \» ri

cium. Antheridium conical, consisting of a single stalk-cell followed by a basal II from which is sepa-

rated a group of smaller cells some of which (two or four?) extend upward and inwi.nl to form antheridial

cells: above these follow three external marginal cells, the lowest of which lies Inside the antheridial

cells ; the

along the

cium resembling that of Haplomyces in the type.

uppermost succeeded by a conical chamber which terminal' in a pore, and extend* downward

inner sides of the marginal cells to form a cavity into which the antheridial a lis empty. lVritl.e-

myces

but the structure of its antheridium is essentially different from that of either of these genera. The num-

ber of antheridial cells is small, not more than four or five, and it is somewhat diffieuK to distil u.sh

them from the adjacent sterile cells. The passage for the discharge of the wthetoaouls seem, to b

formed by the disorganization of more than one cell, and as may Ik- seen m fig. 21 In 00 tin ner

(left) side of certain sterile cells; but distally occupies the whole tip. Th

converge to the base of this cavity and empty into it, but this is shown in one instance only in the figure.

Euhaplomyces Ancyrophori Thaxter. Ill 21

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sri., Vol. XXXVII, p. 25. June, tttl.

*_^iir>, .-mjuicw licit ciaviium u it en, iauv i i«t ..... .v. ~ j C-^.wnei

lightly curved, nearly hyaline, distally somewhat broader, not distingmshed from Ae basal eelfa Spore*

about 40-45 X 3.5 / Perithecia 180-200 X 72-S2 ft; the stalk. - II 110-420 X 28-30 ft.
Anthendmn,

including the stalk-cell, 55-05 ft. Total length to tip of pentheemm 300 ft.

~ ., • ... .i t a .^.^hn^is aureus. Dumfn (hire, Scotland, &narp
iiryro

Collect

CANTHAROMYCES Thurfer

A single British species has been added to this genus ,-hieh » ovi.l.,„K „,,„, dot^E I to //-£

«. and^ZLm. No further data have b» ob.at.ud m regard to the dtstrtbutton

lomyces and Eueantharomyccs.
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species, except that the range of C. puxillus is extended to Florida, where specimens were obtained on

the margin of Lake Eustis, at Enstis. Specimens of C. Bledii were also obtained in the collection of the

National Museum on Bledvus annularis Lee. from Iowa, and on B. niiidwollis Lee. from Michigan.

The generic type is a clearly defined one, but the species are very variable in respect to the number

of antheridia] cells in the lateral group, which is characteristic in all cases. An extreme case of this varia-

tion is seen in the species described below, in which the antheridium proper is made up of perhaps not

more than three or four cells.

Cantii aromyces Platystetiti Thaxter. Plate XXXVII, figs. 5-6.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts, and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 415. April, 1900.
i

Yellowish with a brownish tinge. Receptacle consisting of a small basal cell and a subbasal cell

more tlinn twice as large, bearing the perithecium and appendage. Perithecium borne on a rather long

stalk-cell, the basal cells continuous with its main body which is inflated below, conical above, the narrow
apex truncate or bluntly rounded. The appendage large, its subbasal cell nearly twice as long as the

basal, bearing the very small antheridium which forms a short cellular margin below its upper inner angle

and apparently consists of not more than ten cells; the subbasal cell terminated by an irregular series of

small cells which appear to produce a tuft of branches distally, and from which it may sometimes be

eparated by a third cell similar to it. Perithecia 80-86 X 35 jx. The stalk-cell 55 X 20 ft. Receptacle
50 70X28 0. Annendaces 140-170 it.

Museum
This species is most nearly related to C. occidentalis which it closely resembles in general form. It

is distinguished, however, by the greatly reduced antheridium, which can sometimes hardly be made out
in mature specimens, as well as by the distal enlargement of the basal cell of the appendage. The material
of this species is unfortunately scanty and in poor condition, the sterile terminal branches of this append-
age I >eing broken off in every qase.

LABOULBENIACE^.
Genera monoecious or dioecious, the antheridia simple, clearly differentiated, solitary or grouped,

free or a.lnate, but discharging their sperm-cells independently.

HERPOMYCES Thaxter.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 11. June, 1902.

Sexual organs normally separated on different individuals. Antheridia simple.
Male md, vulval consisting of several (four) superposed cells terminated by a characteristically modi-

bed spinous, or by a small foot-like process, or by both; the basal cell attached by a small normal black-
ened toot: one or more of the distal cells giving rise to short branches which may bear from one to several
'"th.THha terminally or become more or less copiously branched; the branchlets terminated by antheridia,
oi m some cases stenlc. Antheridia long, flask-shaped. The subbasal cell of the receptacle sometimes

o< uemg a fertue branch as in the female individual, from which are produced secondary receptacles
which give rise to antheridial branches.

tHchlTu-
n"lin

'u

al C°nS
,

iSting PrimarUy °f SCVeral s«I"-'-posed cells similarly modified at the tip, and

"aWrilw„rf
n°rma

°°
t; ^ baSal and Subbasal ce,ls constituting a "primary receptacle/' the

each oL-lAT
a T I

^veloped fert 'le branch (sometimes apparently dividing to several cells,

cells v,ri-,l,l» i„ „,, k
Secondary receptacles consisting of a partly double scries ot

or „a , fi d
1 "?r m0r

?
°f *"'' ich "^ "» fertife

- *" res. onetimes peeially differentiated,

developed sialk-, elk , , ,t
fiiamra,ous ™>Pk or sparingly branched. Perithelium borne on variably

gttished from the rW.l „ .• .,
r

,. ",l,ualn8 "•"* "ers of wall-cells, more or less clearly distm-
8 C ** r"""' ""' "*-* ^ wWd. are more or less differentiated, four or five in each
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row. *yp
i

especi .

and female individuals. Asci apparently eight-spored ?

The discovery of this remarkable genus is due to Mr. Charles Bullard. who first observ« .1 il on / to-

bia. It is unlike all others thus far described from the fact that, in all the species, one or both of the

sexes produce secondary receptacles, corresponding to the fertile branches of other genera, which, in ;« id

of growing free and depending on the primary foot for their nutrition, attach them* I t<» the host and

become quite independent as far as their food-supply is concerned. Both the primary foot, and the eel!

of the secondary receptacle, which arc in contact with the host, penetrate the latter by n sins of a simple

their growth, as is

more often the case, on the usually transparent spines or bristles projecting fi :n the integument of tl

insect (Plate XXXIX, figs. 3-4, and XLI, fig. 8).

In nearly all cases the original infection appears to take place on one of these bri ami here, as

in other dioecious species, the spores are normally discharged in pairs, the members of which develop side

by side (Plate XLI, fig. 17), and grow into male and female individuals respectively dig. 14 In some

species both individuals complete their development on one of these bristle- as in //. chatophilas, I I I

but, in a majority of cases, a fertile branch from the subbasal cell of the primary receptacle of the fetnal

grows downward till it reaches the host's integument, before any production of perithecia begins. More

frequently this fertile branch becomes furcate as soon as it leaves die bristle, the two secondary blanches

being transformed into secondary perithecigerous receptacles, and in several Sp cies two paired peritbecil

are thus produced, one from each of the secondary receptacles, symmetrically placed at the bi <>f tfo

spine (Plate XXXIX, fig. 9, and Plate XLI, fig. 2). In other cases the secondary receptacles are

more highly developed, creeping rather extensively, but never brandling, and always growing through

the activity of a single terminal cell. Such multicellular secondary receptacles may give rise to numerous

perithecia, and this type arrives at its highest development in forms like II. Eefoft (Plato XXXIX, %
11-12) and in //. tricuspidat us (Plate XL, fig. 13). In some forms, also, the si oodary receptacles may

be more than two, and appear to arise not as branches from the primary fertile branch, but mdependently.

In such cases the subbasal cell of the primary receptacle evidently undergoes secondary divisions, ami h

.fii o „x _ ii i_ j u„.r_*:i~ u__l.^l^~™ n ^rr^ci^ndinrr number of secondary lvcrpt a cl< -s.

i

determine

ppcaran

tacles such as are represented in fig. 10, Plate XL, or fig. 12, Plate XLI.
^

That still another tvpe exists is indicated by the conditions seen in //. PflW WW and //. Nycto-

bora. Although both these species are closely allied to II. tmusfnda**, their oodary receptacles are

not continuous cell-series, as in this species (Plate XL, fig. 11), but each perithecium * a* -' -^

ty|>e

a shield-like receptacle (Plate XXXIX, fig. 5 and Plate XL, fig. 3).

to be quite independent of one another, I

distinct brandies representing outgrowths

the subbasal cell of the primary receptacle,
p

tacles (Plate XL, fig. 5) from which but a single branch has been J^**^^
these shield-like structures arise as branchlets from the priinan

ociated with

p|M kar

s« n

Whether

be

ormer
ered intercalary modifications of it, I have as yet been unable to determine.

however, appears to be the more probable. _ . , ,

A , urions condition is also UlLmtcd by II. Peri,,!,,,,,,*, which b fte mast ,,- ,
»l-

;

'

monest member of the genus. In the typical form of this sped, , . vmarkable stoeU- «rd b-hto*

ture is developed, that "completely covers the .ccomlarv l«ept«W ^"'^"^t^ -

se„,.„l „n „„.„, ' mi „f ft. I,',,,, , Plate XI.I. fte. 6-7). This slncld-hk.an.Om- »«ldi ,„!> an „|

growth from one of the secon

pe (
* i al

t the nost 'i-uue AUi, "g*. ^ /•
. , u.r\*t\n iml

..mlary «cep*de. .hut compos fte ,n„,p and . . v, ,v ,1

.

«K an,

I

When, ho'vever, this speck* develops vcbollv m fte bMlle, and * I'mnar
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fertile brand] is unable, or barely able, to reach its base, a curious variety of conditions may result; the

most form

whole habit of growth of the secondary receptacle is changed, becoming identical with that of types like

//. clmlophUus (fig. 14). A form which has barely reached the base of the bristle is represented in fig.

10, and in this instance a rudimentary shield has been formed, while in fig. 9, one more fully, though

illy developed, is present. Enough transitional conditions have been examined to makeHinnn

it evident that figs. 7 and S represent individuals of the same species. The existence of such remarkable

variations in a single species indicates that it is necessary to use considerable caution in determining the

limitations of species in this genus.

The mal< H
one or two antheridia directly from the typical four-celled primary receptacle; while others may show
much greater complication; the most highly developed type being illustrated by //. Ectobiw, the second-

ary male receptacles of which may produce several hundred antheridia. The latter, in all species are

8 of the simple type, usually elongate and often showing no very marked distinction between
venter. In a single specimen of H. Paranensis the development of antheridia from a

ingle receptacle has been observed; an abnormal condition which finds a parallel among hermaphro-
dite form-, in which antheridia occasionally replace perithecia, as has been already illustrated in my
former Monoirninh.

and

ri^

genen
i&

sccon

H. Anaplectoe. Such male
receptacles m this species are, however, rudimentary, and the antheridia are generally produced from the
primary receptacle. The immediate affinities of the genus are not apparent, and there appears to be no
Obvious connection between it and the other dioecious genera with simple antheridia (Amorphomijces and
Ihovxmyct*). Although the hal.it of producing fertile branches which grow horizontally from the primarv
K ptadc is found m other dinvious genera like Dimorphomyces, there is no other instance in the whole
4 ¥1*4 ft I 2 I . I t 1 T1 * I * I , i I h %-» a * 4 ». i- . _ ... __M*lll a

1

means It is not difficult,
lowcvcr. to imagine how a form like Dimorphomyces Thlcoporw, for example, might originate a somewhat
sinular condition.through the production from its fertile branch of rhizoidal attachments; since it already

Jie Host. Among the known dioecious forms, however, which are char-
Mth which the members of the present genus would be naturally supposed

n pie antheridia and

fcly associated than

branches. n.nd thm

turr nf the per

Ik* assumed t<>

ly from those of Ilerpomyces. lhe strue-

in the general structure of both sexes might

orphomyces or Dioicomyces, although the occur-

Z ,

'"'?."
m

;

l""la!
'

" hi ''h are SU
>'l

>osei1 "> "» representatives of oni of the most ancient

'

r ' i . i, , hT '7 '"
aI>S "VC^ ' X|""tel1 ,0 "» ««•*»«' «» » »°™ l'ri'ni'ivc type in the

-
•

But h ,„,,gh , , u „, s,.xua, fomis with simp|e anther
.

(]ia f()r

p
teUuned

type, and AmorpJiomyces
» ».f -nipm ,n rapture of all the Laboulbeniales.
Although I have as

appea r;i,:!;t

;,' !"•;?,

u "ab
i
e d" fini,ti

-v to detCTmi™ * p-h .I- »*<
1*. <£»** tins ,s the case, it is a character .shared only bv M«ffc

r of spares in an

«.¥"». It „,c l,c of iuteres. ,„ note ZtZL™TfIT5 "* **"*••»' "?T
»- —4 numemus miIUcc„s in h rhT

e

7„
P
I?\:

fUrthCr

T7blanreinT^r"
* !". "*K— °' a pecuiiarbwSft^^T^ ^^ 'S U"'qUe

ess which is nft*>n AQQcmL _ _.,!.... i^uccbb near terminal

c-« of .hi- ; ,, )p, „dag„ , „,„ lma ,c
^

'

" IT™7 re7ta* <«-> XLI, figs. 10, 14, 18). The signifi-

g »un., hit to suggest. Although very characteristic, it may sometimes be absent.
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The Blatticbe, which are the only hosts of Ilrrpomi/ces, arc common in buildings, cs|>eeially on vffttcr fronts

and abound especially in tropical regions. Many species occur under logs an«l under bark and nn oft. n

numerous in rubbish or under stones. The Croton Hug and the Cockroaches ;irc familiar household

pests throughout the world, and all serve as hosts for members of thi intercsling genus.

IIf.upomyces cHJ-roi'inu s Th;i\ter. Plate X Id. Bgs. 11 is.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci.. Vol. W.WIII. p. 12. Juno. ! 92.

Male individual consisting of four superposed cells, hyaline, the distal (vll terminated b\ -i blackish

projection similar to the small foot. The three distal cells, sometimes only the terminal one, usually

producing slight outgrowths which bear the single, nearly erect, long, slender antlicridia direct! or may

separate a cell which hears one or very rarely two such anthcridia; the latter nearly as lung a- the foiir-

celled individual. Total length to tips of anthcridia 50-55 p.

Female individual. Primary individual similar to the male, but stouter; terminated by a similar

blackish projection. The fertile branch arising laterally from the subba al cell, growing down in the

form of a slender filament variable in length, usually of two or three cells, enlarging abruptly to form the

single secondary receptacle. Secondary receptacle pale dirty brownish yellow, consisting of a vertical

series of cells partly double above, simple below; the cells thick-walled, the long (transvi ) «\< s dire, ted

obliquely upward and outward, about five to fifteen in number, their points of contact with the host

surrounded by a slightly blackened irregular foot-like baustorial margin, and giving rise to single impl<

or very rarely branched, haustoria which penetrate the wall of the spine at right angh to its surfan

the cells all sterile with the exception of the proximal one from which ari* tin- solitary, marly erect

perithecium. Perithecium relatively large, rather stout; the ; ogerous portion large, slightly infli d.

longer than the outwardly curved distal portion, which tapers to the bluntly pointed unn dined apt .;

the tip bent abruptly outward. Spores 30-35 X 3 pu Pcritheeia !2o 185 X -4* ju Total It ngth of

]>rimary individual 35-40 p. Secondary receptacle 35-75 X 22 p.

On spines of legs, antennas and anal appendages of PerifUmeta sp., Zanzibar, Africa; Mus. Comp.

Zool. On Periplaveta sp., Mauritius; Mus. Comp. Zool., No. 1357.

This species, which is taken as the type of the genus, appears to be perhaps its simplest form,

and is distinguished by its solitary perithecium, the tip of which is unarmed and benl outward, as well

as by its vertically developed secondary receptacle. It has not been observed on any other of the many

individuals examined of its supposedly cosmopolitan host. Its general habit . A «-ly approached by

cdnetophilous forms of H. PeriplanrUr (fig. 8), but the pcriil.cci;, arc quite different m the two specs.

Herpomyces Periplanet^ Thaxter. Plate \U, figs. 6 13.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 13. June. 1902.

Very variable according to the host and the position of growth. .,..,, ,
•

Male individual consisting of four superposed cells, the two upper, in simpler mdmdual producing

one or two anthcridia which are cither sessile or borne on a single stalk-cell: m more highly

J™****
individuals the two distal cells producing short branch, which may bear sewral antnendia direcUy, or

on secondary branchlets, some of which appear to be occasionally sterile; the u ,1 number of anth.nd

sometimes six or more. Greatest length of well-developed forms, to t.,.s of Mflfcnd.a, JO * of small

specimens GO //.

Female individual, hyaline or nearly so.
m i

urmounte i

female indivtauai, nvanne or neariy ou. xn*i«*v 1
m , , _. ., ,,,•.*,,

cell,, the uppermct often a<v,„mC.ical, cn.ling in a nmunal >,.!»«. pro,,;,. ,,.«! h n, - '

, ha,,,,,ns," black projection laterally: the snbba.sal cdl retina, several -»j£™"£^
'

cell a ™»1, „™. rii in . sinrie branch from which is develop,.! .he very vanable ,
con.la

>
n

,
>.

Secondary receptacle:

perposed

con

i a <bubk row, otherwise similar

pen
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in individuals growing on the integument of host; producing a variable number of fertile branches,

disposed subhorizontally on either side of the primary receptacle, the perithecigerous cells, of which there

may be from one to six, together with the male individual when present, and the bases of the perithecia,

protected by a shield- or shell-like, usually very unequally bilobed cellular upgrowth, rounded or bluntly

pointed above, the symmetrically curved successive cells which compose it enormously elongated trans-

vei lv, their lumen scarcely wider than the intervening walls and forming a series of concentrically ar-

ranged arcs, the concavities directed downward. Perithecia one to six, commonly five in well-developed

l>eciiiicns, slightly divergent from the median line, long, pointed, tapering from the slightly, more or less

asymmetrically inflated base; the distal portion not clearly differentiated, tapering more or less, curved,

the slender upper portion bent abruptly inward toward the tip; the pointed apex bent inward, subtended
externally by a terminal, slightly incurved, rather slender, bluntly pointed unicellular process, the cells

of the cell row which it terminates distinctly larger than the other wall-cells; basal cells somewhat prom-
inent. Spores 10 X 1.5 it. 30-36 Secondary receptacle,

including protective shield, in well-developed individuals 125 X 75 p; in small specimens 35 X 50 p;
35-110

On Periphnrta Americana Sauss. (type form), Cambridge (Mr. Bullard): Bermuda, Mus. Comp.
Zool. < )n Periplaneta Australasia: Sauss., Bermuda. On Periplaneta spp., Mexico, West Indies, Pan-
ama, Brazil, Africa, South Seas, China. All Mus. Comp. Zool. On Stylopyga oriental™ Scudd., Boston,
Mns. Comp. Zool.

This common, and in its typical condition, very striking form, appears to be as universally distrib-
uted as are its cosmopolitan hosts. It is remarkable for its variability on different hosts or in different

p itions on the same host. Thus the shell-like shield of the typical form is very frequently absent in
sp omens on Stybpyqa, the form represented in fig. 8, being that which occurs most commonly on this
hast, while on Periphnrta it is rarely seen. On Stylopijga, moreover, the shield-like covering, when it

is developed at all, is usually much smaller than in individuals growing on Periplaneta, and the number
of Perithecia is usually less. In individuals of the type represented in fig. 8, one often finds instances in
which two secondary receptacles have developed from the primary one, each producing its solitary peri,
thecium, the two seeming to be paired.

In the normal typical form (fig. 7) the cells beneath the shield are so closely compacted that I have
not been able to satisfy myself as to the exact relations of the structures developed from the female pri-
mary receptacle As in other cases, however, the subbasal cell of the latter seems to cut off a number of
«US diMally each of which produces a fertile branch (fig. 12); there being usually five such branches,
as shown in the figure; the lower cell, at the left in this figure, being the basal cell of the receptacle from

the foot k broken If each of these branches produced its single perithecium one would have the

fan hT"l^ " that USUa11
^ f0Und

' ** *W*"I bearing five perithecia; one, supposedly,
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length

^dividual consisting of four superposed

July, 1905.

Total
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Female individual, colorless. Primary receptacle consisting of four supcrpoxd cell terminal

one acuminate; the subbasal giving rise to a branch which produces a single se uiilary reeeptad.
,
mad

rise

perithecium. Perithecium erect, bent inward toward the seta on which the individua] grows, the u i-

ous portion hardly, or not at all, inflated; the distal portion curved outward, tapering to the point tp ,

which is subtended on the inner side by a stout, bluntly rounded projection alxnit a> long a the fn

«

apex of the perithecium, which extends outward at right angle- from its base. Total length to tip of

erm 150 X 33 /*, it- terminal pro<

On the antenna! setae of Plahposteria ingms Scud., Mexico; Scudder Collection, No. 1384.

In the conformation of its perithecial tip this species resembles //. Zmzilxiri?ius mote nearly than

any other species. The perithecial appendage or subterminal proce is, however, blunt orevi n slightly

enlarged distally. The host is a large wingless roach, species of which are very common in Florida

but although, through the kindness of Professor Rolfe, I have had an opportunity to look over MUiimiu.s

specimens from Miami, I have been unable to discover any parasites on them.

Herpomyces Zaxzibarinus Thaxter. Elate XL, figs. 8-10.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 15. Jun< 1902.

Male individual consisting of four cells, the distal one furnished with a sharp cobfkfl U ni.inal spine

rmin

rmin

an antheridium laterally. Total length 28 X 6.5 ft. Antheridia

Mirmouute

nated by a sharp spinous process subtended by a blackish process, as in the male
:
the subbasal II appar-

ently divided at least once, the two, or more, cells producing a fertile branch from which two few-celled,

paired, compact secondary receptacles are produced, secondary fertile brunches mmetlli ar tog In...

1 ......... ii
dx-r irregular, aboul li\'

rous |»irtiuii of ih
division, of the subbasal cell; each of which bears a single perithecium, the cells rather u

or six in number, subhorizontal in position, without characteristic modification. Asoge

perithecium relatively stout, inflated on its inner side, almost twice as long u tfc
5

distal £^;

™
tapers from it rather abruptly: distal

from an erect blunt unicellular process

portion curved inward abruptly at tin pointed tip, which diverge

s which subtends it, at an angle of ODOR than BOP. Perithecium,

28-32

30-35

On the antenna of a large black wingless roach, Zanzibar, Africa; Mus. < -!•• Zoo!..No V .1

This species is most nearly allied to II. Pla&o*ri* from which H ddh-rs ,n it. smaller s„,c, pan, d

habit, and in other structural details.

Herpomyces arietims Tliaxt.-r. Plate XL, fig. 7.

Proc Am. Acad. Arts and S,i. Vol. NXXVIII.p. 14. June. I«R

Malr indMdmi consisting of fonr .nperpoeed cells, the bual on,- relative, long. ,1,.- dtstal ones far-

ing two to three anthcri,liu. length al,on, 29 ,. Antl.-n.ha abont 20 , ^^
Femak individual hyaline. Frimniy receptacle snnnonntc, I bj tm * ,

u
I I

by an erect .lis.allv tnncrona.e appendage; the snbbas.l ,-,-1
1

and often ""';.»;."
„.,

-cparat.,1 fr„m it above, giving rise each to a branch which ^"^ ""'^"' ^'-u - 1
let protlneing a secondly receptacle. Second*, ,-,,, ,-laeles, ^""^"M>^£*

,£ ,, |
-

sis,!ng of .Uonta. set-i,, of abon, twelve or~ <--£*£*
ri

' ^" •«
curved cells. corresponding to and external to the fcrt.le cell won* Dean •

(|

external ntargit, free. Asdgero.s portion of the perithecttn,, re , nv.-h. on ,1. U* J
slight,- above,, where it^*+«*!~2^1£iZ '

' *£ "•. •
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aide, and by a relatively long straight erect slightly tapering subtending terminal unicellular spine-like

pr< . Spores about 20 X 2 //. Peritliecia 100 X 22 ft, the terminal process 18 ft. Secondary recep-

tacle -,, together, 55 X 18 //.

On the antenna of a small brown wingless roach (probably Temnopteryx sp.) taken under stones and

bark near the mouth of the Mammoth Cave, Kentucky; Mus. Comp. Zool., No. 1370 Type. On Tem-

i ptrnjx sp., Fronts Neck, Mass., No. 1380, and Georgia, No. 1382, Scudder Collection. On Ischnoptera

i>-, Georgia, No. 1386, Scudder Collection.

Tins species is easily distinguished by the relatively large and long terminal spine, and the elongate

nearly cylindrical slender tip of the perithecium. The secondary receptacles are usually paired, but

several may develop, generally behind the first two, and appear to arise from secondary fertile branches

from the receptacle. The secondary receptacles are sometimes more closely cellular and somewhat

larger relatively, than is shown in fig. 7; but the species appears to be otherwise quite constant on all

the hosts mentioned.

Hekpomyces Diplopter^e Thaxter. Plate XLI, figs. 1-5.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 16. June, 1902.

Male individual; four-celled, the two middle cells roundish-oblong, the distal longer and subcylin-

drical, terminated by the usual minute blackish projection; the subterminal and subbasal cells each pro-

ducing one or two nearly sessile, or short-stalked, anthcridia, with well differentiated slender necks. Total

length to tips of antheridia about 50 ft.

Femak individual. Primary receptacle similar to male, the subterminal and subbasal cells sub-

cylindrical, longer than broad; the fertile branch producing two symmetrically placed secondary recep-

tacles, the sterile external cells yellowish, somewhat larger and more distinct, about twelve or more in

ii nmber; the seri. - extending externally and inferiorly to form a free buttress-like margin, which almost
wholly covers the single fertile cell. Perithecium yellowish, straight, nearly erect, the base bulging very

slightly; but hardly broader than the ascigerous part, which is relatively large, long, subcylindrical, or

slightly inflated; the distal part, relatively short, rather abruptly distinguished; the posterior cell-row,

which is external in relation to the host, more prominent, with larger thick-walled cells, the fifth from
below prolonged to form a long, bluntly tipped, erect, horn-like, subterminal projection, distally curved
inward above the short slightly incurved pointed subcorneal tip. Total length of perithecium (exclusive
of base

|

to tip of process 150 p; to tip 115 ft: ascigerous part 70-75 X 28-30 ft, distal part to tip 35-40 ft;

die process, free part, 25-30 ft, whole cell 40-44 pu Secondary receptacles both together 55-65 X 25 ft.

Total length to tip of process 175-185 ft.

On antennae of Diploptera dityscoides Serv., Ascension Island, South Atlantic; Mus. Comp. Zool.,
No. 1371.

r

The secondary receptacles are paired in all the individuals of this species which have been examined,
and are relatively small; the body of the perithecium is nearly isodiametric till it narrows suddenly to the
relative y short abruptly distinguished distal portion, which is terminated by the relatively long curved
•sp-ne; the tip short and subcorneal. It is otherwise very similar to II. arktinus.

Herpomycks Phyllodromle Thaxter. Plate XXXIX figs 1-2

u , ..... ,

Proc - Am - Acad- Arts and Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 310. July, 1906,

dhJT^ot^ Sliperi^ <1 ^ *«**• ***% one or several antheridia

I * » Jfc — ^

Female individual.

subba d

Colorless, the primary receptacle minute, consisting of four subequal cells:

CO

them more or 1, svmmetrieallv d ace 1 T -
^^ *^^ Pcrithecium - "f

aomeu-hat slender distal poTon £h .TT^^ -** '*****>^^ aboVe *° **
portion, winch bends abruptly outward from the substratum, diverging but
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slightly; the tip subtended by a blunt pointed spine-like projection, directed nearly at rijjltl an^lei In i lie

axis of the free tip. Primary receptacle about 25 fi long. Secondary receptacle 90 X 10
/ Peri tin mm.

to tip of process, about 80-100 X 15-20 /*.

On antennae of Phyllodromia sp., Abyssinia; Scudder Collection, N«». 1381.

This is a small and rather insignificant species of which the material is not wry sibundatit. Though

resembling //. Anapkctxe in some respects, and like it in possessing a very small serondan receptacle

the spinose tip of the latter and the very simple male individuals recall the conditions en in //. Xauzir

barinus. It is unlike other species owing to the slight divergence of the paired perithecia and their irorij.

tendency to bend outward from the substratum. An examination of more abundant i iterial ina\ Iio\k

that the male individual is not in all cases so simple as in the individual represented in Bg. 2.

Herpomyces EcroBiiE Thaxter. Plate XXXIX, figs. 11 18.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 20. Jim, MW2.

Male individual consisting of four superposed cells terminated by the character tic blackish pro-

jection, the distal cells producing a dense appressed tuft of coherent antheridial branchlets and antherdia

the subbasal cell usually giving rise to a fertile branch, simple or furcate, which produces secondary mal<

receptacles consisting of irregularly double straggling series of cells, some of which are sterile, while others

bear short-stalked, unilateral, dense antheridial tufts similar to the primary one (which may souk times

be lacking?).

Female individual colorless. Primary receptacle as in the male, terminated by two short cells, the

upper of which bears distally the characteristic blackish minute foot-like projection, the subbasal cell

producing a simple or furcate fertile branch. The fertile receptee* like those of the male, often < n ping

extensively, consisting of an irregularly double series of obliquely seriate cell*, sterile <>r fertile without

definite sequence, the whole plant producing sometimes twelve or even more perithecia, developed as :,

rule in irregularly acropetal succession. Perithecia snbsessile, inflated below, attenuated above. th<

extremity bent or sometimes slightly recurved, the apex unmodified. Spores 20 X 2.5 /«. Pentliecia

including base, 80-90 X 20 fi. Total length of secondary receptacle, longer, 2(Ht 225 X 15 /i. Pri-

mary individual 22 p..

On Ectobm Germaaica Scudd., Cambridge, Mr. Bullard. On Edobia sp., Zanzibar; Mus. I omp.

Zool., No. 1357: St. Kitts, West Indies; Mus. Comp. Zool., No. 1361.

Since repent males and females usually grow together, the antheridia and perithecia often appear to

arise from one plant, but this is never the actual condition. The specie* can hardly be confused with

any other, unless perhaps with H. Anaphrtce, to which it is most nearly alhed; but bom which H may

be distinguished by the repent habit in both sexes, and by the shape of the per.th.-na. I he specie*, i

doubtless as widely distributed as is its cosmopolitan host, the common "water bug or I rotor, hug

well known to housewives.

Anaplfxtje
0-10

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Set, Vol. XLI, p. 30«». July. 190&

lale individual consisting of four superposed cells, the two or thfl
,

upper ones b- eo.mng vans I,

y

branched, and bearing a variable number of antheridia on the branchlct
:
the Subbasal cell W"""?

in some cases producing one or two small secondary receptacles, each of which bears an irr pter

antheridia. Total length, including antheridia, 35-50 ft.
Antheridia 24 X 2

/

£ .

_ . .
fe ' _°.

. , ,i * „„n„.. ti,« t ct !( ee 1 nt first lone, conical.

'dividual
4-celled

mucronate, becoming more or less collapsed and irre

J? . 1 • 1 l> 1 • P 11 ^.. J»m» «

lbbasal
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from
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Bed, blunt. Primary receptacle 25 X 3 p.. Secondary receptacle 1G X 13 /i. Perithecium 80-90 X
16 ". Spores about 18 X 2 //.

( )n the antennae of a species of Anaplrrta allied to A. Dohrinana, collected under stones along the

margin of a stream near Caracas, Venezuela, by Dr. A. F. Blakeslee.

This species i most nearly allied to //. EctobuB and occurs on a related host. The male individual

sometimes produces a short branch from the subbasal cell which gives rise to a small secondary receptacle

(or perhaps in some individuals to two, through furcation), bearing small tufts of antheridia] branches.

In the female the perithecia are very regularly and symmetrically paired as shown in fig. 9, the secondary

receptacles, in marked contrast to those of IL Ectobice, being less well developed than in any other species.
*

Heepomyces toriicularis Thaxter. Plate XL, figs. 18-22.

Proc. Am. Acad Arts and Sei., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 15. June, 1C02.

Male individual minute, consisting of four superposed cells, the three upper subequal, nearly round,

constricted at the septa, the distal one terminated by a short bluntly pointed appendage resembling a

minute foot, which is commonly turned to one side by the development laterally from the same cell of a

ingle slender antheridium. Total length 18 X 5 p. The antheridium about 35 p.

Female individual. Primary receptacle consisting of two superposed cells terminated by a single

abruptly smaller sterile cell, which is slightly longer than broad and is terminated by a bluntly pointed

appendage similar to that of the male, but larger; the subbasal cell much enlarged, somewhat inflated,

be fertile branch at once furcate so that two secondary receptacles are formed symmetrically placed on
either side of and just below the primary receptacle. Secondary receptacles distinctly yellowish exter-

nally, consisting of a nearly horizontal series of about ten sterile cells, very narrow from the great
elongation of their transverse axes which are vertical in position, and so arranged as to cover more or
less completely the single fertile cell, which is subtriangular and gives rise to a solitary perithecium.
Base of the perithecium nearly as broad as the secondary receptacle, forming a short stout neck:
perithecium relatively huge, the aseigerous portion somewhat longer than the distal part, very slightly

inflated, nearly isodiametric, the base of the trichogyne persistent as a rather conspicuous hyaline
projection between it and the distal part which is but slightly narrower, hardly tapering, the" large
lateral cells thick-walled, the rows similar on either side and terminating in large incurved tapering
bluntly pointed brownish-yellow unicellular projections, which surmount the perithecium like a pair of
mandibles, the inner somewhat shorter and straighter: the short, pointed apex included between their
bases ami bent slightly inward. Spores about 18 X 2 p. Perithecia including base 200 X 36 p; the
terminal projections, longer, 35 p.

rile terminal cell 20 X 7 p. Total length to tip of perithecium 220-250 pOn antenna- of a wingless roach, Mauritius (?); Mus. Comp. Zool., No. 1353.
1 his curious torin is readilv rlistinmuak^ k.r :*« ui__ • i • , • , .. ,

20-35//. Primary receptacle including

is terminated

tppearance seen in no other species.

j tfid

tricuspu Vv,/o/^v,
;

but lacks the third spinous process seen in these species, and is otherwise widely different.
In all the speeunens examined the secondary receptacles are regularly paired as in fig. IS.

Herpomtces ran tspidatus Thaxter. Plate XL, figs. 11-17

., , • ,. .,
;

,rOC - A,T, - Acad-ArtsandSci.,Vol.XXXVJII.p.l7. June, 1!K)2.

^JZ^U 1
VU

rf^
deVe,0pe(1

' the tCrminal cel1 ™»d^ apiculate, but as a rule soon indis-

n m ^ iLt '
^"

1 1 I 1

<)f

,

the CCllS bd0W
'
the simPle for™ Placing few antheridia, although

;:<;:^^ <-.w~ <* ta app^d <*

termin
1 otal length to tips of antheridia 75 p.Female hulMual Primaiy receptade smaJlj surmounted by^^^^ CQmtrM at the
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1

septa, the distal one bearing a small sharp spine subtended by the usual minute blackish projeetioti

the subbasal cell producing apparently a single fertile branch which divid< al on<v, growing in opposite

directions to form the somewhat irregular, and variably developed continuous secondary receptacles,

which may creep more or It extensively; the component cell ... which an often vers numerous, being

vertically elongated and becoming arranged in two more or less complete rov the inner mostl

fertile, producing perithecia of which there may be twelve or rarely more; the outer be<-omin^ vera I

times closely divided vertically, the cell-group which thus gi\. rise to ihe pcrilhceial stall lateral!

connected with corresponding adjacent cell-groups throughout its lower third only, the upper two third

forming a free, or nearly free, continuation of the perithecia] stalk, forming no free protective margin

above, while below they develop a continuous, irregularly lobed, spreading haustorial margin in close

contact with the host. Perithecia raised on a well-developed stalk, con ting of two mi qual and a yna-

metrical cells placed side by side; that on the side toward which the tip of the perithelium i bent (anterior)

attenuated below and extending higher than the posterior, which beoooM narrower upward from it

broad base; the stalk becoming gradually and slightly broader from below upward, and directly con-

tinued by the base of the perithecium from which it is not distinguished. Ascigerom portion of the

perithecium distinguished from the base by a very slight prominence, and about as long as the stalk and

base combined; becoming distally slightly broader, the two lower tiers of wall-cells - panted by a slight

elevation; the third wall-cell of the anterior row small, and forming a prominent elevation folloi ed b

a depression which subtends a large, erect, tapering, bluntly pointed, distally iucun I spinous pn

formed bv an outgrowth of the lowest cell in the anterior row of wall-cells of the distal portion (fourth
J fe

_
_ . . . - ... . . •., •. ... !.:.. i

anterior wall-cell), whicl

form

P
rows (fourth lateral wall-cells)

producing a similar process, shorter, slightly sharper, curved inward distally toward the apical pore, thi

process always external in relation to the host ami thus developed on the right or left side axaording as

the perithecium is formed from the receptacle at the left or at the right of the original m- rtion to* rd

which the anterior sides of all the perithecia are turned: the rest of the terminal portion abo the ba

of these outgrowths short, abruptly tapering, its outer margin vertical, slightly prominent and not <1,

tinguish. 1 from the posterior margin of the ascigerous portion, which is directly nued by it; its

inner margin running abruptly inward and upward from the ba of the anterior proo i to the imall

blunt tip, which is curved abruptlv inward and is subtended by a nearly elect, short, harp spinous proo

the whole nearly symmetrical with the anterior proct « which is very dfchUy loi r^Spo, mtU p

long. Perithecia, ascigerous portion

apical process 8 ft, stalk, including basal eel

dividuals including both receptacles 22(1 p
2< K

)

On lilal.

No. 1300
fonn

Comp. Zool., and in all cases on the antenme. B-inJA-

of their s,.iL,K pro.vsses, the general torn, of the periled™ b ,,„,,, M rent The tatter««
Lor,,,- « long St',lk-.,!U which oeenrneither in II. \>,oW

;

r „„r ,n the near! all,, I ' ' "

It differ, also fr,„n all of the other l.i- or <ri-,ns
l
,i,laCe forms ,n ,hc s.rn, no* ami n,,,,l, olgmwth

second

seen no

arv' receptacles. The perithecia appear to mature more or le simul«aneon>ly; at teastl have

o instances in which young and mature perithecia wen abated on , 1, same£**Jfo
,-:,.._, —A-M. In th.ir rWlonment. some producing perhaps a dozen ithendia,

urn'
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Hebpomtgbs NvcTOHORiE Thaxter. Plate XXXIX, figs. 5-8.

PttKJ. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 309. July, 1905.

Mak individual Axis consisting of five or six cells, the basal somewhat elongate, the rest short

and somewhat rounded, the terminal one abruptly apieulate; the distal cells producing branches which

in (urn brand] three to four times, the ultimate branchlets bearing the anthcridia terminally in groups,

the whole forming a dense tuft. Axis about 54 X 10 p, the total length to the tips of the anthcridia about

tOO /C Antheridia 20 X3/i.

Female individual. Colorless, the primary receptacle consisting of four or five cells, the terminal

one short and apieulate; the subbasal (perhaps others also?) giving rise to branches which produce a

variable number of secondary receptacles arranged with the younger behind the older, as in //. Paranenms.

The secondary receptacles much as in 77. Paranenms, the first formed broadest. Perithecium long and

l« nder, tapering, especially above the middle; the stalk-cells flattened, so that the perithecium is almost

ile on the receptacle; the aseigerous portion often abruptly somewhat narrower than the base, the

fourth lateral external wall-cell bearing a long curved attenuated wholly free spine-like cell, which extends

just beyond a subterminal short distally incurved sharp spinous process, which subtends, and is nearly

twice as long as, the free curved tip of the perithecium: the fourth anterior wall-cell also producing a long

>re divergent. Secondary receptaclescur\

i 50 fL Base and stalk-cells of perithecium 30-35 X 15-18

0-165 a: width near base 20-25 ic below lower spine 10-12

12*
On

II

male individuals, and in the form and structure of its perithecium. The slender tapering habit, and the

arrangement of the spines in relation to the tip, being quite different; although the form and arrangement
of the secondary receptacles are very similar.

IIekpo.myces Paranensis Thaxter. Plate XL, figs. 1-6.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 19. June, 1902.

Mak individual. Terminal cell distally modified to form a long slender flexuous tapering unicellular

prolongation extending above the tips of the antheridia which are few in number, terminal on rather long

often several-celled branchlets. Total length to tip of terminal prolongation 250 \i\ the prolongation

185 fi. Anthcridia about 60-70 pi

Female individual. Primary receptacle very small, the distal cells rounded, the uppermost pro-
longed as in the male. First secondary receptacles developed on either side of the primary, those formed
later lying behind them on either side so that the perithelia are more or less clustered (younger ones
appearing behind the two primary ones), and each secondary receptacle developing a shield-like structure

sternal to the base of the first fertile cell, like a buttress, the outer and upper margins of which are free,

consisting of sterile cells which are greatly elongated vertically and very narrow, similar and successively

primary maining
pentheca, of which there may be from four to six or more. Perithecia very similar to those of II. 3-

cusjndatus, but with the following differences: the greatly elongated fertile cell of the receptacle extends
marly to the base of the perithecium, the posterior stalk-cell extending downward beside it nearly to its

base, covered by the protective shield exec pt at its distal end, which is connected by a narrow isthmus
with an abrupt short broad terminal enlargement; the anterior stalk-eell small, short, subtriangular in

outline; the base of the perithecium abruptly somewhat broader, its cells protruding more or less dis-
-ncty; the aseigerous reg.on thus somewhat clearly distinguished, especially posteriori v, 'relatively dis-
tinctly larger than ,n II. tnrmpidatns somewhat inflated; the conformation of the distal portion
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base of the anterior spiniferous eell, the upper half of which forms a free spinous proeev slightly incurved

distally and equalled or even exceeded by the lateral spinous process: tlu free tip of the pcrillx iiim

about twice as long relatively, slightly incurved, die creel incurved spinous pro.-i which subtends it

externally, more than twice as long as that of 77. 3-cu.spidaiuJt and sublateral; the lip between the basi

of this spine and the inner angle of the anterior spine relatively shorter and broader. Spores about

15 X 1.6 ju. Perithecium: ascigerous portion 58 X 30/t; terminal portion to tip. Hi p; interior prooMt,

free portion, 22-25 ft, whole cell, 50-54 fi; subtcrminal proc< I, free part, 17": total length, 1 includ-

ing basal cells. Width of two outer buttresses together 85 100 tr, height of shield-like upgrowth 'M\ .">0

;

length from insertion to base of perithecium 00-80 ft; total length from insertion to lip of peritheeial spin.'

180-218 p.

On antenna of a wingless roach Blabera sp., Para, Brazil; Mm. Comp. Zool., No. i:«»2; on Wahcm

sp., Mexico, Scudder Collection.

As has been previously mentioned, the primary receptacle of this speck appears to g'c re. to mi

branch only (fig. 5), and is very small and otherwise peculiar, the terminal ceD gR-atly elongated and

tapering. The fertile branch becomes furcate at once, and the groups of buttres d perithelia seem to

result from continued secondary branching; the first pair of secondary receptacles that is produced being

anterior and more highly developed, shielding the later ones which arise behind them. The development

of the peritheeia in these secondary receptacles docs not appear to l>e so simultaneous as it is in other

species, H. Periplanetas for example; since very young peritheeia are often associated in the same indi-

vidual with others that are fully matured.

The present form is most nearly allied to H. Diplopterm which is characterised by the same mode

of growth, but possesses very different peritheeia, and also to H. frxcmpidalm in which (he habit of growth

is quite unlike either of these species.

i

AMORPHOMYCES Thaxter.

The single described species of this genus still remains the simples, of all the type, thus far discovered

l>e considered
and unique in possessing spores which are continuous,

indicative of a primitive condition or as due to a process of reduction, it is quite mponhle to M] TI

ommon and h > l>< < n re-

ceived from Ohio. Certain undescribed forms are also known from South America, which adhere strntly

typ

DIOICOMYCES Thaxter.

l'roc. Am. Acad. Arts and Set, Vet XX.WII. p. 33. June. 1901.
• ft *

bearing a subterminal discharge tube.

super]

pecul

perithec

from the sterile terminal cell by a second small cell. Perithecium free, stalked
:

the a*. ...c cell smglc

the spores more or less obliquely once-septate and of two kindsJ-J-^^^~- . ^
This

spores

orph

pcrithe
tube of the antheri-

slerile .-ells Which terminate the re.ep.aelc The suh.erminal origin of the .!« barge^ £* «'"

"

diu.n is a farther and apparently constant differ, nee; whBe the fMMIm the .nak . U of r

i„ plaee of three, cells. soL to separate the ta. genera a. once The ,1,«.«.,- '" -; " ™
and female spore, is usually very diking, Plate XLII, figs. 24 2, an,l », an. a- h

.
.

1. '

genera, one almost invariably finds that the two have been d.seharg,, >^»r*££££b
, , , •

, „•,._- .:_ .i:„.i r *™rp» bas been .opious, howev.r, and th.- .ii.lni.lu.ils arc
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giuwing in a more or less crowded condition, this pairing of the sexes may not be so clearly marked,
but it is noticeable that female spores which have begun to develop in positions where there are no male
individuals in close proximity tend to abort.

The trichogynes of this genus which have been examined are of the simple type illustrated in fig.

23, and consist of two cells that form a thick-walled inflated structure, from the distal end of which the
mall thin-walled receptive papilla is developed in close proximity to the end of the discharge tube of the

male individual, a condition almost exactly similar to that found in Enarthromyccs. Abnormal males
1 ly occur in which a second antheridium may be formed below the first, but such conditions are ex-
ceptional. The male individuals in the different species are all very similar and with the exception of
D.Floridamu, which is unusually large and possesses a very long discharge tube, can hardly be distin-

guished from one another. The species, which arc probably more numerous than might be supposed
from the small number of described forms, have thus far been found only on Staphylinida? and on
Anthicid*, small beetles inhabiting vegetable refuse of various sorts, and sometimes swept from flowers.

DIOICOMTCES Anthici Thaxter. Plate XLII, figs. 18-25.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sei., Vol. XXXVII, p. 33. June, 1901.

Male vndimdwd. Form slender, of nearly the same diameter throughout, the basal cell half the total
length of the individual to the tip of the discharge-tube; the third cell nearly square, the subbasal about
as large as the terminal antheridial cell, which ends in a distal blunt projection; the discharge-tube arising
la rally belou the tip, projecting upward from a broadened base, slightly divergent from the main axis,

nder about as long, or a little longer than, the body of the antheridial cell. Length to tip of antheri-
dial cell, including toot, 50 ,u: to tip of discharge-tube GO //. Width 8 ft,

Female individual Often more or less strongly curved, the terminal sterile cell bluntly pointed,
slightly <urvcd, brownish; the basal cell becoming narrower below, the upper septum convex; tinged
With brown postenorly as is the rest of the receptacle; the subbasal cell very small, subtriangular; sepa-
rated Iron, the terminal stenle cell by a somewhat smaller triangular cell. Stalk-cell of the perithecium
hyaline, long, often about the same diameter throughout; the thick wall becoming gradually thicker
distallv: the l>enthrr*niTn dmhtKr i°nfl»+,wl *~.\^i__ ^_ • i - ., , s V ? . ,. , .

the short, stout, broad, blunt tip slightly
d Ungmshed and nearly symmetrical; the lip-eells forming an unbroken outline, without protrusions
Spo^s (male 40 X 4 ft (female) CO X 6 ft Peritheeinm 100-110 X 35-45

ft the stalk-cell 75-115 X

.;^ithri:":8 x 12 * the sterile terminai «" i8-25 x 7-9
*• ™^ <°

tip

AntMam flora/is linn. Fresh Pond, Cambridge.
Collection).

Californicu.s Laf. California

t.ined at, ndan
'*** <«»«/«»<**«. this is deeidedly the most eommon and has been ob-

1« i „7iT' rf °",
d Wh

t
re the h°5tS Wre foun<1 in P"- "f ^y or weed. It usually

<
... ,,r the tips

,
f the elytra an,l ,s sub eet to little variation. It js most nearly allied to D oncho-pW, but ,s easdy .languished by its peritheeial ,*^- 4 „ J ,u .

X
.

"ed
,

°
,

" 1
y. mtr on a single individual, but occupy more or less restricted regions.

Thaxt Plate XLII, figs. 26-29.

rli:"':;-£5*£*- ot D
- *•** **% ™nCT .

XXXVII, p. 34. June, 1! 10 i.

dirty brown, one , t the lin-n-llsm^ .

u

perithecium, relatively smaller. Peritheeinm

or .siig„,iy <;,rv,
,
„L r, r„ ;z:

xt of a we
" d

r
fined

' ,at™ 1

'
fin^ r-like

'
erect

-
straight '

nenee is also mon or IcJill .hT iT P?reSS; an lrre«ular ^'erior elevation or angular promi-

(female) ,5 X 5 ft ^^'^^ ^J* *• ***»*•* Spon* (male) 35 X 4 ft

210-230
125-140 X 40-45 fi, the stalk-cell 90 a. Total length
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Usually on the basal half or at the base of the left elytron of Antkicus flonlis Linn. Fivsl, Pond
Cambridge,

This
general form of which

rnnn
species. The sterile ecll of the receptacle is also as a rule more pointed than in other sj, , and rela-
tively someAvhat smaller, and the perithecial stalk-cell is usually abruptly bent .„• twisted. Il is I

mon than either of the other speeies on this host.

s i« . -0111-

Ma/r

Dioicomyces spinigeiu's Thaxter. Plate XUI, figs. 30 Ml.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and SdL, Vol. XXXVII. p, 84- June 190L

nent, or ahno t

horizontal, the discharge tube somewhat more slender, and more often erect. Total length including
foot 40 X 6.5 fi; to tip of discharge-tube 47 fi.

Female individual Receptacle relatively small, tinged with dirty yellowish, edged with brown 1«.

the tip of the small terminal sterile cell. PerithectUin dirty yellowish and relatively large, considerably

and more or less symmetrically inflated, above and including its basal cells, to the ba> of the lip, which
is bent abruptly outward at right angles to the axis of the peritheciiun; the apex broad, blunt, the lip-

cells hardly projecting: a unicellular brown, straight or slightly curved, spine-like process, which taper

to a blunt point, projects upward at an angle of about 45° from the middle of the outer (anterior) margin

of the perithecium; and a slight elevation is also more or less distinct between its base and that of the tip;

the stalk-cell, relatively short, becoming rapidly narrower toward ita baae. Spores male) 26 X 4 m,

(female) 40 X 6 fi. Perithecia including basal cells 125 X 50 jK, the spinous process 55 ;\ the stalk-cell

30 40 fi. Receptacle to tip of sterile cell about 45 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium about 185 ft.

On Anthiciis floralis Linn., with the last two species, mon commonly on the inferior surface of the

abdomen. Fresh Pond, Cambridge.

This species is the most peculiar member of the genus and is at once distinguished by tin spine-like

outgrowth from one of the anterior perithecial wall-cells, as well as by other characters. It is a rather

rare species, but sufficiently abundant material has been examined to show that its characters are quite

constant.

Dioicomyces Floridanus Thaxter. Plate XLII, figs. 35-3('»

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 33. June, 1901. Amorphomgce* Florida,, Tl xter, 1. < \ <•!.

XXVIII, p. 159.

Male individual. Relatively large, long, brown, the discharge-tube long deader curved, the tip of

the anthcridial coll prominent beyond its base. Length 55 X 8 ju; the discharge-tube 21 ;«.

Female individual. Color brown. Perithecium stout strongly curved inward the upper half nearly

straight and symmetrical blunt-tipped; the stalk-cells lightly inflated, nearly isodiametric. Receptacle

normal. Perithecium about 150 X 50 u. Total length about 200

including foot, 05 ji.

Blcdius basal is Lee

MiISS.

This speeies was originally described from a single female individual from Florida under the genus

A morphomyces, but proves to correspond in all respects to the type of the present genu-. A single pair

has been obtained from a small Bled ins collected by Mr. Emerton on the sand dunes at Ipswich, and

the male proves to be somewhat different from those of the other species in its brown color, larger relative

size, and elongate curved discharge-tube. The female resembles that of D. Anthir, more cl« ely than

it does either of the other species, but differs in its stouter form and the nearly is. .diametric >.alk-cell of

its perithecium, as well as in its darker brown color.
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Dioicomvces obliqueseptatus Thaxter. Plate XIII, figs. 16-17.

Ptoe. Am. Acad Arts and Sri., Vol. XXXVII, p. 33. June, 1901. Amorphomyces obliqueseptatus Thaxter, 1. c.,

Vol. XXXV, p. 431. April, 1900.

Male individual, unknown.

Female individual, straw colored tinged with amber-brown. The perithecium broadly inflated at

the bast*, bee oniing gradually narrower distally, the tip broad blunt asymmetrical; the apex somewhat

oblique, the asei and spores in great numbers, filling the perithecium and developed from a single ascogenic

cell. Spores obliquely septate, 40 X 7 p. Perithecium 200 X 55-60 /jl.

On the antennae of an undetermined staphylinid perhaps near Myrmedonia, British Museum No.

39S, Ega, Amazon River.

This form is undoubtedly a species of Dioicomyces as is indicated by its obliquely septate spores,

and it is evident that practically the whole of the receptacle was broken off when the specimens were

removed from the host. It is needless to say that the species would not have been described had this

been evident at the time of its publication. Although thus based on a perithecium merely, with its stalk-

cell and an adherent fragment of the receptacle, there should be no difficulty in its future recognition.

The host was a very peculiar staphylinid among the Miscellanea in the British Museum, and was nearly

allied to Myrmedonia.

SMERINGOMYCES nov. gen.

Male (?) individual: bristle-like consisting of several superposed cells.

Female (?) individual. Receptacle consisting of three or four superposed cells bearing a single

terminal peritheciuin, the subbasal cell subtended by a bristle-like appendage, the cells above it also bear-

ing similar appendages. Perithecium appendiculate, its cavity becoming continuous with that of the

talk-cell.

The type of this genus was provisionally placed in Rhachomyces, but there can be no doubt as to its

distinctness, although it resembles it in possessing a receptacle consisting of superposed cells bearing

bristle-like appendages. There being no other genus in which it can be even provisionally placed, I have

reluctantly made a new one for its reception, although an adequate diagnosis is as yet impossible owing
to a lack of any knowledge as to its antheridial characters. The form is rare and at the same time very

minute, and I have as yet been unable to obtain young material in sufficient quantities to determine what
these* antheridial characters are. In all cases where this could be determined, the perithecigerous indi-

leveloped from the other member of the

spore pair. This may represent an atrophied condition of an hermaphrodite individual, or may be a
nale. I have in no case seen paired normal individuals, which if they occurred, would indicate that the
spores were not different in a given pair. The small individual resembles very closely the primary bristle-

tecompanie
(

appen

preted as an antheridium.
any structure which might

norm
be similarly interpreted; yet in either case, owing to the small size and opacity of the structures involved,
•B anthenduun might be present and yet be visible only in especially favorable individuals. That it is

probably a unisexual type is indicated by the peculiar characters of its peritheciu
the basal cells of the latter, which results in making its cavity continuous with that of _ ,_ _, „
phenomenon seen only m dioecious genera. For this reason and in the absence of definite information

m, the absorption of

the stalk-cell, being a

co

n i i
•

i

-~™*«« wi iuui aupurposeu cens terminated bv a pnmarv un&ms-
Uta appendage which seems to correspond to the appendage which at maturity occupies a position at the
Da* ot

:

the perithecium. The third cell appears to produce appendages distally, and the fourth to give
nse to the penth< nun and the rest of the appendages, but the series of specimens is not complete enough
to deternune these matters with exactness. The axis is thus not of secondary origin as in Rhachomyces.
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Smeringomyces anomalus now comb. Plate XI.II, figs. 41-12.

Rhachomyces anomalus Thaxter. Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XW VIII. p. 2& June 1002.

Male (?) individual bristle-like, composed of about four superposed cells, nearly opaque, Imder,

tapering to the hardly differentiated small pointed foot.

Female (?) individual. Receptacle relatively small, consisting primarily of four superposed <«4b

tapering slightly to the relatively large pointed foot. The basal cell relatively large, the third hearing

distally and posteriorly one or two stout bristle-like, simple, rigid, black-brown, hyaline-tipped appeml-

ages; the fourth cell becoming divided to several smaller cells from which arise, a usually less suffused

primary external appendage, the perithecium, and one or two secondary bristle-like apj>endages: the

appendages about five in all, relatively large, appressed, together more or less completely surrounding th<

base of the perithecium and extending nearly to its tip. Perithecium tinged with purplish brown, or nearly

hyaline, the body relatively long, very slightly inflated, broader distally, tapering slightly to the blunt tip,

from which the apex forms a long pointed, hyaline, lateral or subterminal projection toward a large curved,

horn-like, stout, hyaline outgrowth of the perithecium, which, arising externally just below the tip, extend

upward beyond the apex over which it is slightly recurved (or more rarely curved away from the tip

ending in a bluntly pointed extremity. Spores 46X4/1. Perithelia 7-". !>() X 2< -'•">
ft, the outgrowth

35-45 X 14 p. The longer appendages 75 ft. Receptacles 35 45 a. Total length to tip of perithecium

110-125 pt.

On Conosoma pubescent Payk., "Waverley, Mass.

This species grows appressed on the scattered bristles which cover the body of its host ami appear

to be rather rare. Though minute, its form is strikingly peculiar owing to the beak-like apex and horn-

like appendage of its perithecium. It is often associated on the same individual with tin- more common

Stkhomyces Conosoma!. The host is a small and very active Staphylinid which is found commonly in

rotten wood.

ACOMPSOMYCES Thaxter.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII. p. 37. June

]hti

Antheridial appendage consisting of a stalk-cell wholly united to the receptacle, or nearly so, ami three

appendage

Coriicaritt)

superposed cells which form the appendage proper : the terminal ecu ueam.g u«*-«j «- -^ ,

theridium, the subterminal cell sterile and the lowest cell bearing distally two or three anthend.a. Peri-

thecium furnished with a stalk-cell, five and six wall-cells being present in the rows. 1
Behogyne

producing clavate branches which bear distally several nearly S\ thermal receptive papilla*

Although the type of this genus is a very simple one, and the species differ withm very narrow html

it is extremely well marked, and essentially constant. The appendage, except for the rtenk subtermi-

nal cell, is very like a simple form of Stigmutmnyrr,, though J^f^™* «, ^'lmi
outcurved necks are not all produced on the same side of the nna QU '" f ,s (r' ,,11,s

-
"'

however, it seems closely allied. The appearances seen in the i

a single specimen was obtained, gave the impression that in tins genu,, a* u. ~^*™*~;~ '

onA the basal cells of the perithecium became disorganized, so that the cavity of the sta k-cell and

perithecium were confluent. Sufficient material, however, of other forms, shows that tins ,s not the case,

.he basal cells being clearly defined at maturity. The species all appear to be rare a least ****™»

tion of great numbers of hosts has yielded very few infested specimens, and m only two m, a. u, s h. e

young individuals been found. Three specimens, however, bear tnehogynes (figs. 8 and 1.
X A

that L unique from the peculiar differentiation of the receptive parts which appear a>£r££»
cal vesicles, as shown in the figures. The hosts are the smallest, with he exception of I m h*f*rj* on

which Pahonlhenia* have been found, and are common in piles of weed or gra etc.
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C'ES Corticarije Thaxter. Plate XLII, fig. 5.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 37. June, 1901.

R «ptade narrow below, distally enlarged, hyaline; the subbasal cell small. Basal cell of the

appendage brown, distally narrowed to the base of the appendage proper, which is brown, £ind consists

of three symmetrical cells, the upper smaller, bearing a terminal antheridium, the lower bearing several

tatheridta somewhat irregularly. Perithecium brown, rather abruptly distinguished from the short hya-

line stalk; the tip very broad and darker; the lip-cells forming four hyaline-tipped, nearly symmetrical

papilla- which terminate four corresponding ridges. Spores about 30 X 2 p. Perithecia 90 X 26 /*, the

stalk i:> ft. Receptacle 25/«. Antheridial appendage, above stalk-cell, and including terminal antheri-

dium, 10 n.

On elytron of dortieana sp. Berkeley, California.

This species is well distinguished by its color and form and especially the conformation of the tip

of the perithecium. The unique type was found on a small Corticaria in a lot of small flies collected

by sweeping near Berkeley.

AcOMPSOMTCES brunneolus Thaxter. Plate XLII, figs. 10-12.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 311. July, 1905.

Colorless, the tip of the perithecium and its posterior margin suffused with brown, the suffusion ex-

tending to the base of and including the appendage. Receptacle short, the basal cell hyaline, relatively

large, slightly inflated above, tapering to the small foot; the subbasal cell very small, twice as broad as

long; the basal cell of the appendage deeply suffused with blackish brown, especially externally; relatively

mall and short, the rest of the appendage much as in the other species, somewhat narrow and suffused

with brown. Stalk-cell of the perithecium short, slightly longer than broad, the perithecium relatively

large and stout, nearly straight, the inner margin nearly straight, and suffused with brown, the outer bent

abruptly inward below the tip, which is brown, short, stout, well differentiated, broadly truncate; the lip-

ells rising in a truncate conical apiculus subtended by the four clearly distinguished broad subtcrminal

wall-cells. Total length to tip of perithecium 125 ft. Perithecium 80 X 20 p, the stalk-cell 12 X 10 fi.

Receptacle 28 X 1-' [x. Appendage to tip of spine 45 X 10 /£, the basal cell 10 /i long.

Near the base of the right elytron of Corticaria sp., Kittery Point, Maine.
Several specimens of this pretty species were found on a single host on Cutts Island, but although

diligent search was made no further material has been obtained.

Acompsomyces pauperculus Thaxter. Plate XLII, figs. 13-15.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 23. June, 1902.

Hyaline or nearly so. Receptacle short, somewhat bent; the distal cell very small, irregular, sharply

pointed below, externally separated from the basal cell by an oblique septum; the basal cell three or

four times as large, narrow below, expanded above its distal point, forming a right angle, the septum on
one side applied to the base of the stalk-cell of the appendage. The latter subtriangular, its lower half

in contact on the inner side with the two cells of the receptacle, its upper with the stalk-cell of the peri-

thecium; the rest of the appendage free, relatively large, hardly inflated, its lower cell about as laige as
the two upper combined and bearing commonly one, sometimes three, antheridia as in A. Aiomarim;
the two cells above it nearly equal or the upper often smaller and bearing its antheridium subterminally,
o that the spinous process of the latter appeals to terminate the appendage, the wall distinguishing this

anthemhum be.ng commonly invisible from its obliquity. Stalk-cell of the perithecium about as large
as that of the appendage and similarly shaped, except that its position is reversed, separated distally
from the basal cells of the perithecium by a very oblique septum : the body of the perithecium short,

the inner margin straighter, the short squansnasymmetrically

form
apex

which appear as a blunt,

»
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conical protuberance within it: all the cells rather thin-walled. Spores tf X I M IVritl., , ia 70 X
30-35 /,, the stalk-cell 12-18X9. Receptacle 20-30 n. Free appendage » «. Total lentfh ...

tip of perithecium 110 p.

On elytra, prothorax, and legs of Atomaria sp., Kittcrv Point, Maine .lime

straw- color.
nne

term in

minute brown Atomaria at Cutts Island.

rpiely placed as to | M

en for it. < >n ;i \

Acompsomyces Atomari.e Thaxter. Plate Xl.ll. fig- <>.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 22. June. 1002.

Colorless or very faintly brownish. Receptacle short, the distal cell squarish; the lasal eel] twice

lage from which it thus app :ira

to arise terminally. Basal cell of the antheridial appendage rather long and narro\ not distinguished
from the receptacle, to the distal cell of which its lower half is closely applied, while its upper half is in

equally close contact with the stalk-cell of the perithecium; the rest of the appendage free, compact,
slightly inflated, with evenly curved outline, faintly tinged with brown, consisting of three cell the
lower subtriangular in outline with the largest angle outward, hearing distally three closely npprcMed
antheridia neither of which arises from its outer side; the cell next above somewhat larger, nrile. sub-

triangular with the largest angle external; the terminal cell smaller, separated by a horizontal septum
from the terminal antheridium, the neck of which is curved inward, the spinous process conspicuous id

external. ped

the basal cells well distinguished: body of the perithecium narrower below, its inner margin nearly straight

with slight constrictions at the septa, the outer bulging distinctly and more or l< ymmetrieally; the tip

distinctly but not abruptly distinguished, short, stout, slightly but rather abruptly expanded below tin

flat-conical apex, from the middle of which project abruptly the small short appn ed prolongations of

44

36-46 X 25-30 «. the stalk-cell 25-30

loo

On elytra of Atomaria ephippiata Zimm., Kittcry Point, Maine, and Intervale, X. 11.

POLYASCOMYCES Thaxter.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 414. April, 1900.

Receptacle consisting of two superposed cells, the upper bearing a perithecium laterally and an ap-

pendage terminally. Appendage consisting of a series of superposed flattened cells, surmounted by a

dome shaped portion which is not persistent. Perithi ium with a distinct stalk-cell and well devcloj>cd

basal cells, the supporting cell and the lower wall-cells Forming a funnel-sha| d ascigcrous are... the a < i

arising from very numerous ascigerous cells.

It has not been possible from the material available to determine what the pred nature of the

antheridial appendage is, or even to decide whether the antheridia are compound or simple. The termi-

nal dome-shaped portion of the appendage may have been a compound antheridium, which early become

collapsed and disorganized, and I was at first inclined to consider it as such; but it is equally possible

that it may have given rise to simple antheridia, or that these may have been prodw i d from some of the

cells below in a fashion somewhat similar to that seen in Acornpsovnjns and AcaHompx*, t.. th< last -

which it seems otherwise as closely allied as to any of the genera. It has therefore seemed best to place

it among the Laboulbeniacea? although, such a disposition must be considered as mere* provisional.

The genus is chiefly remarkable for the unusual multiplication of ascogenic cells, which are far mon

numerous than in any other. The original position of these ells is probably not that winch is shown
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in „„.n,^ figures; since it seems probable that in the specimens examined the whole mass

k,s >,,,„ dispZ*d from a position lower do™, nearer the base of the tomel-shaped cav,ty below. As

detenu

cells in u single prritluTiuni, and perhaps more in some individuals. ..,.',, ,-,-..
Further knowledge of this very peculiar type is much to be desired, and it is to be hoped that English

ol)M ,.V(TS m;lv | )e able to obtain material of young individuals which will make it possible to determine

the uature of the antheridium. The host of the unique species is a staphylmul allied to rachinus and

appears to be rare in collections, although it is well represented in that of Dr. Sharp, in which, however,

much to my regret, I was unable to discover any individuals that were infested.

Polyascomvces Trichophy.e Thaxter. Plate XXXVII, figs. 1-2.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Set, Vol. XXXV, p. 415. April, 1900.

Pale dirty brownish. Perithecium broadest in the aseigerous zone, tapering thence to the distinctly

differentiated neck-like tip, the subterminal wall-cells enlarged distally, externally and laterally, the re-

sultant rounded protuberances forming a ridge about the tip just above its middle, the distal port.on,

formed by the lip-cells, of which that on the right is slightly longer than the rest, broad blunt brownish,

the other three somewhat shorter terminating in narrow blunt extremities which lie on three sides of the

first. The stalk-cell similar to and lying beside the subbasal cell of the receptacle to which it is united

throughout, its base being in contact with the distal end of the basal cell, while from its distal end the

large basal cells of the receptacle curve abruptly outward and upward. The appendage consisting of

from three to six flat superposed darker brown cells, constricted at the septa, looking as if they had been

made irregular by crushing, the terminal portion (antheridium?) blunt, slightly longer than broad, with

evidences of lateral apertures. Spores 28 X 2.5 p. Perithelia 175 X r" nr n~~~1 "*""" An~A(t ^

30 p. Stalk 38 /i. Receptacle 70 fi. Appendage 48-60 X 20-24 p.
'

On the superior surface of the abdomen of Trichophya pffieornu Gyll., British Museum, No. 453,

50-05 it. Basal cells 40-48

England

ACALLOMYCES Thaxter.

Proc. Am Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 23. June, 1902.

Receptacle consisting of two superposed cells, the lower sometimes obsolete or indistinguishable

from the foot, the upper bearing a single perithecium and an antheridial appendage. Appendage clearly

differentiated, simple and without branchlets, consisting of an adnate stalk-cell and five cells super-

posed above it, the two terminal ones each bearing a single antheridium, the terminal antheridium spinose,

the subterminal one adnate to the terminal cell of the appendage.

A very simple generic type closely allied to Acompsomyces and also resembling Stiy matomyces in the

characters of its appendage. The latter appears to be similarly distinguished by the presence of a stalk-

cell, a basal cell and several (four) cells superposed above it. The two antheridia are superposed and

appear to have been separated from the terminal and subterminal cells. Although it is difficult to point

out crucial differences which separate this appendage clearly from that of Stigmatomyces, unless it be

the sterility of the four lower cells, there can be no question of the distinctness of the generic type, which

is in reality nearer that of Acompsomyces. In this, however, the subterminal cell of the appendage is

sterile and the cell below this bears more than a single antheridium. The type bears a very strong re-

semblance to Pdyascomyces] but, since nothing is known as to the true character and disposition of the

antheridial cells in this genus, the relationship remains problematical.

Acallomyces H-OMALOTJE Thaxter. Plate XXII, figs. 1-4.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 24. June, 1902.

Hyaline becoming faintly tinged with straw-yellow. Receptacle very small the lower half becoming

tinged with smoky brown; the basal cell hardly distinguished from the foot, and commonly obliterated

by a thickening of the walls in this region, so that the receptacle appears to be one-celled. Basal cell of

I
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the antheridium separated from the distal ell of the receptacle bv a somewhat oblique septum, and
nearly similar to that of the stalk-crll of the perithecium, n» which it is c-lnselv . inai. <>n its mini <l<

the subbasal cell very small and becoming scarcely distinguishable in mature individuals; the two ,<lls

above it similar, rather distinctly differentiated, the pair forming a slight symmetrical enlargement ; ili<

terminal cell above, larger and longer than these two cells combined, tlie base <>f the low r and., ridium

extending its whole length; both this and the terminal antheridium above it relatively large, the neck

very long, straight or but slightly bent and somewhat divergent. Stalk-cell of the perithecium Somewhat
broader than long, the basal cells small, the perithecium proper relatively hirge and somewhat inflated

above the base, distally tapering gradually to the tip; the lip-cells forming four corresponding projection

the anterior larger and broader, the posterior narrow and bluntly pointed, subtended by n more <>r |,

well defined hump; the two lateral usually shorter blunt, slightly divergent, sometimes licit clearly differ-

entiated, varying in shape and position. Spores 35 X 3.5 /t. Feritheda 75 95 X 25 32 /<, the stalk-

cell 10-12 [i. Appendage above basal cell to tip of antheridium, 3f> n. Antheridia 21 L'."i /£. Rei i ptack

20-25 /i. Total length to tip of perithecium 125—150 //.

On the superior surface of the abdomen of a species of Homalota. Intervale. N. II.

This species appears to be very rare, since, although diligent search was made for it, a single infested

specimen of the host, only, was found. The latter occurred in decaying agarics in the Merriman W <kk!

STIGMATOMYCES Karsten.

A notable addition is made to this genus since the publication of my Monograph, including nineteen

species, a majority of which are either American forms, or derived from a collection of Diptera made

l>y Dr. Dahl in New Pommerania near New Guinea. All of the species, with a single exception! grow

upon flies, and it is quite certain that those which have been described represent but a small fraction of

the forms which actually exist >pect-

the type-structure being very simple, and the species sometimes varying very greatly; as in the case of

8. purpureas, which, although in its typical condition it is one of the most striking and dearly defined

forms, both from its peculiar violet-blue or purple color and the nodulo^r ridges of its perithcciuni, varic

to smaller and simpler conditions in which these characters are almost wholly lost.

The antheridial appendage in this, as well as in so many other genera, furnishes the most rehab),

characters, not only for the characterization of the genus, but of the different sped* as well, and po r^.

a very well marked and individual type of structure. It o .nsists of a stall I<

and alw

usualh

ceed

like thickening of the inner layers of the wall of this cell, aboTC the basil septum, which is so nkingly

developed in Arihrorh,nckus Cyclopodiv, is often prominent, as in fig. 22, Plate XL\ II. IS perhaps con-

nected with the mechanism by which the whole appendage undergoes a quarter or a half turn; that

18 and 36, Plate XLVI, is succeeded above by a series ot

the appendage and vary in number in the different species.

The simplest type of appendage is that illustrated by

basal cell is not onlv unmodified but sterile, the axis above

>lf bear antheridia. as

osed cells which form

I purpu ns
y
Hate \IA I, tig- 3D, in wnicn wc

it consisting of but three >uper|>oscd cells, each

terminal cell which is converted directly into

a spinose antheridium. The spine, which persists in a similar fashion m varum- other pi.™ »<»« .1.

in £„,«,«,,«, being the original subulate termination of the gonmrnmng spore It « ,
valen, hat

the eell which bears it is a primarily terminal struck and no, « -tad. has n-uhed fro. £J«J
proliferation. In this eonneetiou, however, it should be mentioned that the >,„,„ . not abvav- ana, h, d
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term nidi cell anil tne oinerem species may ^ » &**,*-. o * -

B| , ,11 is tenninal at maturity as in figs. 1, 7, 36, 41 etc., Plate XLVI; and a second class m which,

through a nroce of secondary proliferation more or less pronounced, the spmose cell becomes inter-

ior of cells forming the axis of the appendage correspondingly increased m number,

>|nnose

and the mini

typ

azb at hast above the basal cell, bear fertile antheridia, whether they be primary or secondary, as in the

figure last cited, and those in which the accessory cells of the axis are partly or wholly sterile, producing

no antheridia w only sterile ones, as in figs. 7 and 13, Plate XLVII.

In regard to the development, arrangement and number of the antheridia on the appendage, there is

a good deal of variation in different cases, but these characters appear to be more or less definitely fixed

sn ttt*4 Hip uinmdflim characters are often the only reliable ones. The simplest
species

type of arrangement is that seen in S. purpureus previously cited, in which each cell of the axis having

cut off a single antheridium, the latter form a series of members superposed in a single row. This type,

however, is nirely met with, and in the great majority of cases a more or less complete double row is

formed. ' This condition usually results from the fact that from some or all of the cells which compose

the primary axis, a second cell is cut off which corresponds to the single antheridium of the simpler type

and like it is morphologically a lateral branch. This branch then divides in two superposed cells, the

terminal one being converted directly to an antheridium. The basal cell in turn may then grow out

sidewise and form a second antheridium on which the first appears to be superposed, or may itself become

divided to an upper and lower cell each of which is transformed to an antheridium, as appears to be the

case in S. Elackipterce. The antheridia formed in this manner becoming somewhat divergent as they

mature, thus come to be more or less regularly biseriate and alternate.' These antheridial sympodia

from the main appendage correspond in all respects to the corresponding structures of Rhad inomyces ,

in which the antheridia arise successively in a similar fashion (Monograph, Plate IX, fig. 23), although

they are quite free and usually more than two are superposed.

In describing the species it has been found convenient to distinguish three regions in the perithecnim

although they are not well marked in all cases. These are the venter, the more or less swollen ascigcrous

basal part, the neck often abruptly distinguished and elongate above it and lastly the tip which is com-

monly distinguished from the neck by a more or less well defined elevation. A typical instance of this

separation into three regions is seen in the perithecium of figs. 12 and 16, Plate XLIX. In several species

the venter is marked by granulations or transverse lines as in the figures last cited, but this is often indis-

tinct without a high magnification. The hosts of the members of this genus are mostly small flies many

of which, as their names suggest, live near water or in moist places, while others may be swept with a

net from various flowers or over grass etc., in somewhat dryer situations. It will be remembered that

S. rirrx, iw occurs on a widely different host, Chilocorus, one of the "lady beetles," and I have one other

species as yet undescribed which occurs in South America on another order of Coleoptera. It may be

mentioned here that, although the species almost all grow on soft bodied hosts, no indication has been seen

of any penetration of the integument such as is suggested by the figures of Peyritsch, and the foot is of the

usual type, though often small.

Stigmatomvces purpi reus Thaxter. Plate XLVI, figs. 30-36.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVI, p. 404. March, 190 1.

Becoming wholly suffused with purple. Venter of the perithecium inflated toward the base, tapering

distally; the four wall-cells separated by a corresponding number of prominent longitudinal ridges,

rounded in section, which run spirally, making in well-developed individuals a whole half turn about the

venter, and becoming sometimes lobulated through the presence of successive constrictions and enlarge-
ments; neck not abruptly distinguished, except by the abrupt elevations which form the terminations
of the longitudinal ridges of the venter, rather slender, an abrupt posterior subterminal elevation preceded
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by a slight constriction, the tip dtttnlly quite hyilinc; the apex becoming furcate tlmm^h the prvs, n-

of an anterior (shorter) and a posterior projection. Stalk-tell of the ap|>cn<lage relatively small, bul
lightly prominent below the basal cell, which is nearly as long, sterile, ami, as a nil. followed I13 thivi

cells bearing antheridia singly, the terminal one sptniferous. Receptacle usually straight, (he 1 1 lis in v

equal or the upper larger. Spores 35 X 3 pu Perithecium : venter 80 100 X r. .VI ; neck SO s:{
,

Appendage 55/£, the stalk-cell 18 /1. Receptacle 100-120 /£. Total length to tip of peritheciuni 2(K) :,

On all parts of Scatrl/a stagnate Fallen ; Berkeley, California; Intervale. Nei Hampshin Kitten
Point, Maine, and vicinity of Cambridge, Mass., September.

Fully developed individuals with the typical structure are uncommon, a majority of (he numemu
specimens examined having the color dull or paler purplish, the ridges less well defined, without lobula-

tions and with less than a half twist; the neck and apex hardly, if at all. modified. The a me liosi 1

infested by an amber-brown form which may prove a mere variety of that above described, lieing *cawelv
distinguishable structurally from the less well-marked individuals of this specie the type form of which e

from its remarkable color and from the structure of its perithecium, one of the most peculiar liirmltrrs

of the genus. It is most nearly allied to S. Hydrellice, the appendages in (h * two species being nearlv

identical. L. spiralis also has certain characters in common with it, as for example its ridged perithe-

cium and uniseriate antheridia; but cannot be confused with it. The spinose cell is terminal and hecoiin

an antheridium. The hosts are small flies with brownish wings abundant in moist places, especial

about mud holes, and may be captured, by sweeping, in great quantities, especially in late August and

September.

Venter of

Stigmatomyces IIydrellli; Thaxter. Plate XLVI, figs. 19 2A

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and ScL, Vol. WW VI, p. 401. March, 1901.

» neritherium amber-brown, oval, the wall-cells l^eomincr separat M < I

slightly oblique longitudinal broad ridges, which become broader distally when- they end abruptly; <h<

neck pale, well distinguished, its middle third prominently inflated, more 10 posteriorly, and separated

from the usually abruptly bent tip by a constriction; the apex rounded, one of the (lateral?) lip-cells,

forming a slender, bluntly pointed, well-defined free projection. Stalk-cell of the appendagi sub-triangu-

lar, somewhat prominent below the basal cell, which nearlv equals it in length and is sterile; the fertil

cells above it nearly equal, bearing rather large, single, antheridia, with stout, straight necks the series

ending in a terminal spiniferous antheridium. Receptacle hyaline, the two cells nearly equal in length,

the lower tapering below, the upper broader inflated, its diameter greater than the b * of tin perithe-

cium and stalk-cell combined, so that the latter region appears to 1m- constricted. Spores 28 X 2 ft.

Perithecium: venter 50-55 X 33-40 a: neck 40-43 a. Appendage 50 a, the > dk-oell 18 ft Receptacle

55-65 X 20-22 150 1S5

Occurring in scattered groups on the superior surface of the abdomen, sometimes on the legs, of

lltjdreUia sp. Kittery Point, Maine.
ages b

The conformation of the perithecium appears to separate it, however, very distinctly. IM'

and has not been 1*

places about ponds.

29
Stigmatomyces spiralis Thaxter.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVI. p. 40.3. March. 1901.

Venter of the perithecium relatively long and slender, flask-shaped, or more often but slightly if at

all inflated, the granular wall-cells distinguished by a corresponding number of abrupt, narrow longi-

tudinal prominent ridges, which become minutely roughened, and are spirally twist
1
so as to describe

a full half turn; the neck concolorous, distinguished by the abruptly elevated and abruptly broadened

terminations of the longitudinal ridges of the venter, as long as or slightly shorter than th venter, sl.ghtly
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curved or sometime* st might, nearly cylindrical or slightly tapering; the tip slightly but abruptly narrower,

relatively short, somewhat asymmetrical; the apex nearly symmetrical, four papilla; being arranged

•bout a somewhat more prominent central projection. Appendage rather short and stout, distinctly

broadened in the middle, the stalk-cell, stout, the basal cell half as large, or less, and fertile; the series

of six to « :!it fertile cells above it surmounted by a single usually sterile antheridium, and distinguished

by slight !<<• rive constrictions, broad and much flattened, each bearing a single antheridium, the fifth

furnished with a very sharp spine; the antheridia forming a usually lateral series, their necks becoming

strongly curved. Receptacle elongate, slender, becoming brownish or yellowish, the upper cell often more

than twice as long as the basal. Spores 25 X 2.5 fi. Perithecium: venter 90-165 X 35-47 p.; neck

90-160 X 17 n (the tip 25-30 p). Appendage 40-50

Total length to tip of perithecium 350-600 p (average 500-550 p).

On Hydrina sp., Kittery Point, "Maine. Usually on the upper surface of the thorax, less often on the

legs and elsewhere.

This well marked species was obtained on a small fly collected by sweeping the flowers of Yarrow

(Jchillrn) on Cutts Island in late August. It is conspicuous from its large size and dark brown perithe-

cium, and may readily be seen with the naked eye when growing in its usual position on the thorax. It

is distinguished by the clean cut wing-like ridges which run spirally between the wall-cells and end abruptly

in an enlargement at the base of the neck. In this respect it resembles S. purpureus, in which the ridges

100-250

are, however, nodulose when well developed, as well as in the uniseriate arrangement of its antheridia;

hut i> in other respects quite different. The spiniferous cell is not converted into an antheridium, but is

mbterminal ; the appendage being proliferous beyond it.

Stigmatomyces Venezuela Thaxter. Plate XLIX, figs. 20-21.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 314. July, 1905.

Perithecium slender, curved throughout, the venter pale amber-brown, hyaline externally, not dis-

tinguished from the neck on the inner side; the outer wall-cells bulging more or less conspicuously; the

neck tapering slightly, the tip blunt, and unmodified; the basal and stalk-cells hyaline, distinguished

from the venter by an abrupt external constriction. Cells of the receptacle hyaline, subequal, the basal

bulging distally, below the subbasal, to which it is thus asymmetrically adjusted. Stalk-cell of the append-

age tinged with amber-brown, more than twice as long as broad, abruptly distinguished from the lower

part of the basal cell, which is small and brown: the appendage proper small, hyaline, withering at matur-

ity, except the lower part of the basal cell; consisting apparently of about three cells producing about

four nearly free antheridia. Peritheeia 95 X 30 p. Receptacle 90 X 14 p. Appendage 45 p, exclusive

of stalk-cell, which is 22 p long.

Growing at tip of abdomen of Limosina sp., Island of Margarita, Venezuela; Dr. A. F. Blakcslee.

Although not striking in its appearance, this species seems well distinguished from all other forms of

Stipmatomyce*, owing to the peculiar relation between the basal and subbasal cells of the receptacle, as

well ;. by the form of its perithecium. Eight mature individuals have been examined, which show little

variation
;

but in none of them is the antheridial appendage sufficiently well preserved to admit of its

being figured in detail, the whole functional portion apparently becoming shriveled and the antheridia
ceasing to function at an early stage in the maturity of the individual. In one example it seems as if the
lower antheridia, only, had been functional, and the upper were replaced by sterile rounded cells.

Stigmatomyces Diopsis Thaxter. Plate XLIX, figs. 8-10.
Proc

-
Am

"
Acad

- Arts ^d Sei., Vol. XXXVI, p. 399. March, 1901.
colorless or slightly yellowish. Venter of the perithecium long-oval or elliptical, pale reddish amber,

rather abruptly distinguished from the paler neck, which tapers but slightly, except at its base, is straight
or

•

sl,ghtly bent, and traversed by four broad longitudinal ridges which are corrugated byabout six succes-
sne elevat.ons and depressions; a seventh distal elevation, larger and more prominent" than the rest, is
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present just below the tip, which is abruptly narrower and slightly curved; tlu»aj» . asymmrtriral, the

posterior lip-cells forming a tripapillate prominence, the middle papilla lai -rand men prominent ; tin

anterior lip-cells forming two small lateral papilla* placed side by side in sucli a position that the ape\

appears to be laterally notched. Appendage erect or somewhat divergent, straight or slightly em i d

backward, the stalk-cell more than twice as long as broad, and more than half united to the subtriangulur

stalk-cell of the perithecium, distally constricted at its junction with die well differentiated squ; )\ amber

brown sterile basal cell of the appendage proper; the eight fertile cells above bearing two antl • ridia each

in addition to a terminal pair, the outer of which is spino.se at its base, the scries of antheridia e\t< ual in

the mature types. Spores about 40-45 X 5 \i. Perithecium: venter SO s7 x M)
i'\

neck 72 S2 X ISp

Appendage proper 70-75 \t, stalk-cell 25-30 fL Receptacle 75 ft. Total length to tip of perithelium

270-290 pu

On Diopsis sp., Berlin Museum, No. 860; Bismarkbuig, Top West Africa. < ta the upper sur-

face of the abdomen near the tip.

This species is easily distinguished by the corrugated neck of it.s perithe* ium irhich is unlike that of

any known form. It is the fourth species of the family now known to inhabit these curious stalked-* d

Diptera. The appendage is relatively large with very numerous antheridia, tin multiplication of its eellf

not being due to proliferation since the spiniferous cell is terminal and appears to hear two antheridia

(fig. 10).

Stigmatomyces gracilis Thaxter. Plate XLVII, fig-. 15 I s -

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and BcL, Vol. XXXVI. p. 403. March, 1901.

Form long and slender. ambe

base, more or less inflated, often more distinctly distally; the neck usually straight, sometimes ctmed,

nearly hyaline as a rule, and abruptly distinguished ; the tip abruptly but slightly narrower above a promi-

nent and usually symmetrical inflation; the median posterior projection of the lip-eells erect, larger,

and slightly more prominent than the two lateral ones, which diverge slighth and arc nearly symmetri-

cal with the two anterior ones. Stalk-cell of the appendage slightly prominent distally below the dark

amber-brown basal cell, which may be more than half as large, bearing one or two antheridia; the remain-

ing cells four in number, relatively large, except the fourth, which bears i large, carved, eeosptcttous spine

below the base of the terminal antheridium; the antheridia in pairs, lateral or obliquely external, the
- m a . a •

necks short, becoming pointed and slightly divergent,

slender, straight or curved, hyaline; the two lower cc

often broader than the combined diameters of the cells above it. Spon 15 X 3.5 /i. Penthectum

:

Re
pper lislallv

85-90 X 30-40 u: neck 100-110 X 16 u (the enlargement X 20 a). Appendage 70 75

cell 18-25 ft. Receptacle 90-125 P

Near the tips of the posterior legs on the same host with S. dubh,. Kahim, New Pomcrania. Berlin

Museum, No. 1298.

general form, and by the structure of its appendage, which is

being subtended by an unusually large stout thorn-like spine.

Stigmatomyces Scaptomyz.e Thaxter.

terminal

37-41

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Set, Vol. XXXVI. p. 400. March, H0L

Venter of the perithecium becoming reddish amber-brown, nearly isodiani.tr

ii rv

asvminc
enlarged; the nearly hyaline neck very abruptly

third sometimes narrower; the tip hardly or ,.w «- — - -
#

lip-cells forming two lateral papillate slightly divergent protrusions, the P< tenor hp- 11 forming t o

similar protuberances above them, between which a slight project** may or may not be preaent talk-

cell of the appendage elongate, very abruptly broader than the very small deep brown souansh mf.rtile
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basal oil; the fertile cells usually five in number, the antheridia with short curved divergent necks and

produced in pairs, except the terminal one, which is conspicuously spiniferous, the whole series usually

obliquely external. Receptacle hyaline, the basal cell mostly larger, longer, tapering below. Spores

about 36 X 3.5 ft. Perithecium: venter 90-100 X 36-44 {i; neck 108 X 10-15 ft. Appendage 47-55 ft,

the stalk-cell 25-30 }i. Receptacle 65-100 ;x. Total length to tip of perithecium 300-325 p..

< >n the abdomen and legs of Srapiomtpa graminum Fallen. Kittery Point? Maine; vicinity of Cam-
bridge, Mass.; Berkeley, California. On Scaptomyza sp.?, Caracas, Venezuela. (Blakeslee).

A very characteristic and common species usually growing in tufts on the upper or lower surface of

the abdomen, the specimens from the three somewhat remote regions above indicated not showing any

noteworthy regional variations. It is distinguished by its compact tapering appendage, with biseriate

intheridia, and the unusually abrupt distinction between the rather slender neck and tbc distally often

very considerably broadened venter of the perithecium. The host is common in New England during

the late summer and autumn and may be readily captured by sweeping over flowers like mignonette or

clematis or in grassy meadows. The South American specimens do not appear to be essentially different,

although somewhat more long and slender, the distal portion of the venter rather abruptly swollen and

slightly granular. The spiniferous cell in this species is terminal and becomes an anthcridium, fig. 41.

Stigmatomyc es pauperculus Thaxter. Plate XLIX, figs. 18-19.

Proc July, 1905.

Short and stout, dark amber-brown, except the hyaline receptacle, and the anthcridial portion of

the appendage. Venter of perithecium short, stout, inflated; more or less distinctly granular, abruptly
distinguished from the neck, which is slightly inflated above the middle, distally curved, and slightly

symmetrical and blunt Re-
ceptacle hyaline, rather short, the cells subequal, abruptly distinguished from the parts above. Stalk-

cell of the appendage short and prominent, separated from the darker basal cell by an abrupt constriction;

the rest of the appendage very broad, short, hyaline, curved inward; consisting of three superposed cells

and the terminal antheridium, the total number of antheridia eight (possibly nine), scarcely more than
their small necks free. Total length to tip of perithecium 165-175 ft. 40-45
35- 38 Appendage, (including basal cell 16-20 ft), 58-65 X 15 ft. Spores 32X3//.

Xo. 1291.
Muse

Although based on only three specimens this species seems sufficiently well marked, by its broad
fan-like antheridia] appendage, to warrant separation from other known forms. It should be remembered,
however that abundant material may show a greater development in luxuriant specimens, both of the
receptacle and perithecium. The terminal antheridium is spiniferous.

SnGKATOMYCHS MlcKANDRis Thaxter. Plate XLVII, figs. 19-24.
Proc

'
Am

- Acad- Arts aad Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 312. July, 1905.
Venter of the perithecium, together with its basal cells and the stalk-cells of the appendage, d«k

a nl„.,- ,row,, .,vM,n (;t n,allv oval, or typically subcorneal; at maturity roughened by numerous trans-

™:
; ,r;'y

m"""K
;

nt
' r

dges; " ,e mrk usui, "y ions" th°n *• *£ ^", ***y v***^
„ ta, f I TZ 7,

a"d "-*»"•« 'es, distinctly enmd; the tip slightly narrower,

1 n! , T f fTT",
&Mj as^metri™'. —at obliqno, the Hp^Us prominent,

•
I i ,

"
1 ™ I

'',Wr,,S

t
,fnding a P°inW Prominent «*« B"-l cell. If the perithecium

; < ilk t"T r"
m°a'

°

r ll
'SS elon«ate -

fin»% '"- * '-S distinctly tnarkcl by tmna-

P-ed ells, ,'l.e lowr ,,,,„„; r^ nfh ,i? Z' "f^ 5* t"*' *** ?** * !"" "T^.
termin
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spinose anthcridium. Spores 45 X 4 /*.

16-18 ft. Appendage above stalk-cell 35

length to tip of perithechnn 275-325 a.

l,Mi

40 /<; the stalk-ceil 20 ,l Receptacle 'KM 10 X 30 /£. Total

On the superior surface of the ahdomen of a small blackish fly, Kalum, New Pomerania; Berlin

Museum, No. 1284.

Although in its typical form (fig. 20) this species seems very unlike (he typical S. TUgOiW, more slender

and elongate specimens occur which have made me hesitate to separate* them specifi< ally. The dinrnctci

of the anthcridium, however, seem constantly different as indicated in the aeconipiinying figun ; ami

while that of S. rvgosus possesses five superposed cells above the basal cell (fig. 27), bearing in nil twclvi

antheridia, the present species has but two bearing six antheridia, and in one or two small specimcni

there seem to be even less. The spinose cell is terminal and becomes an auihcridiuni.

Stigmatomyces rugosus Thaxter. Plate XI A II, figs. 25-28.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and SeL, Vol. XXXVI, p. 3«»S. March, L90L

Venter of the perithecium dark amber-brown, roughened by about ten transverse maw or 1. irregu-

lar and sometimes anastomosing darker ridges formed by irregular wart-like elevations; evenly o\;d or

elliptical, and abruptly distinguished from the rather stout neck, which is usually bent outward and about

equal to it in length or somewhat shorter, distally distinctly enlarged, especially posteriorly; the tip be-

yond this enlargement abruptly somewhat narrower, distally asymmetrical, the two posterior lip-cells

forming two corresponding projections, rounded or bluntly pointed and more prominent than the bilobed

papilla formed below them by the anterior lip-cells the four subtending a slightly prominent apex. talk-

cell of the appendage small, subtriangular, amber-brown, abruptly prominent below the relatively large

dark brown basal cell, which, thougl

and has a well-marked annular thickening on the inner side of its wall at the base; the fertile cells ahnv
_ — a • * m m

it, four or five in number, bearing the rather large antheridia in pairs;

lateral or external, the free necks strongly curved outward. The cells of the receptacle nearly equal,

or the upper larger; the basal cell tapering to the foot and distally slightly broader than the wbbasal .ell.

Spores about 40 X 4 /*. Perithecium: venter 72 X 45 fi; neck 62-72 X 15 IS /<. Appendage proper

i

bear

bceon

60-70 fi, stalk-cell 18 /i. Receptacle 90-100 X 20 fi. Total length to tip ot pemoecium zo0 290 ,".

On the legs, thorax, and abdomen of a minute fly. Berlin Museum, No. 1296. Kalum, New

Pomerania.

A form (fig. 28) which I am unable to separate satisfactorily from this spec* wj obtained from

small fly sent me by Dr. Piper from Puyallup, Washing.....; and 1 have found a similar one a. Km- y

Point, Me. The material is not very abundant l.ut the species seems too near 8. T*go*m for specific

separation. The type from Ralum, figs. 25-20, is very nearly allied to S. mienndrm: but differs m the

i • , p i x i__ i-u-* u* TKn onmiMA n»11 is ii 1 f ercalarv. be
several points referred to under that species. 1 he spinose

the basal cell of the appendage.

the fourth above

1-1
Stigmatomyces constrictus Thaxter. Plate XL\ I, figs.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and SeL, Vol. XXXVI, p. 401. March. 1901.

pe
the short

l>e
MUlll I1CCK dUUlll O IUU ILI it in ivn^iii, *w^ ^...-r—j a •-• '111 I

Which mark the distal ends of the brown wall-cells of the venter, ^l.conual, with a ,.. I1 .dera 1,1,- snb-

median enlargement often more prominent posteriorly; the tip often tapermg to the five-pap..Dato apex

the middle posterior papilla blunt and more prominent, the other four nearly symmetrica
1 »*£<** «f

the appendage often suboblong and externally prominent throughout its length or only d, ally; he basa

cell narrower* and longer, separated from it by a rather deep -onstnet.on and .„ar.ng three an. r

distallv: while ahove it the single remaining fertile Cell is very >.„all, beann, m. anthend.a and foiled

directly by the spinose terminal anthcridium; all the antheridia relatively large and almost free. R« ep-
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tacle hyaline, its basal cell more or less elongate, tapering to a narrow base, a rectangular distal thicker-

walled portion separated by a thin incomplete septum; the subbasal cell much shorter, more or less

abruptly and prominently inflated at its base, sometimes slightly also at its distal end, and having a more

or less well defined median constriction, below which the inflated base may be separated by a thin partial

septum. lVrithecium: venter 54 X 30-40 //; neck 44-55 X 18 /x. Appendage 43-50 fi, the stalk-cell

18 /<. Receptacle 7)i 00 X 22 \l Total length to tip of perithecium 200-300 /i (those on the tips of the

legs much smaller, 1SO-200 //).

On the legs and abdomen of a small fly. Ralum, New Pomerania. Berlin Museum, No. 1294.

Clo ly allied to S. Elackipterce and perhaps only a regional variety. The differences in the append-

age and in the subbasal cell of the receptacle appear, however, to be constant. The appendage in the

present form is unique in possessing but two fertile cells, the lower of which bears three antheridia, the

upper two in addition to the terminal one. There are thus six antheridia in all, while in L. Elackipterce

there are eight, borne on three superposed cells. The spiniferous cell in this species is terminal and
becomes an antheridium.

Stigmatomyces Elachipter.e Thaxter. Plate XLVI, figs. 5-10.

Am July, 1905.

Receptacle hyaline, the basal and subbasal cells of nearly equal length, the former more or less dis-

tinctly inflated distally in the region of a partial septum, above which it may be somewhat faintly marked
by transverse lines; the lower portion having its walls thickened from above downward in a characteris-

tically laminate fashion. Stalk-cell of the appendage abruptly distinguished from its much narrower basal

cell, which becomes considerably broader distally, a rather large cell being separated from it terminally,

bearing three antheridia
: above it the appendage consists of two cells, the upper very small, bearing in all

normally five antheridia, including the spinose terminal one. Venter of the perithecium pale amber-
brown; the wall-cells bulging conspicuously throughout their length, and rather abruptly distinguished

above the neck, usually stout and somewhat shorter than the venter; the tip asymmetrical, and slightly

oblique, with projecting bluntly pointed apex. Perithecium, venter 55-65 X 30 «, neck 50 X 10-20 a.

SO-SOA the stalk-cell 15-20 Receptacle about 65 X 18 [i. Spores 40 X 3.5 /i.

On Elachiptera longula Loew., Intervale, New Hampshire.
I have had much hesitation in separating this species from S. canstrictus to which it is too closely

allied. In addition to minor points of difference the subbasal cell is rather inflated than constricted and
the antheridial appendage differs constantly as indicated in the accompanying figures, in having
cells above the basal cell bearing eight antheridia, the terminal one spinose. The material of this

t hree

i abundant and well developed, and was obtained on the legs of its characteristic host, a small fly captured
by sweeping over -.-Men rod. The singular layering of the subbasal cell, its partial separation by an inner
rulge opposite the nucleus and the transverse furrows of its upper half (fig. 9) are phenomena evidently
similar to those seen in S. con, f rictus, and may possibly be connected with a secondary elongation of
the basal cell.

Stiomatomycks proboscidei s Thaxter. Hale XLVI, figs. 11-14.
*"* A "'- AcaJ

-
Arts »><• Sol. Vol. XXXVI, p. 403. March, 1901.

;/'"'" »' 'he Perithecium amber-brown
, sometimes more than twice as long as broad, usually but3 ; "l ,

' T"T " f,a"-'
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'

Sl!

f"^ Pr°minent diSta">'
! "* basal «* b™^ "»» **• •-

Spores about 30 X 3 u. Perithecium:
55-72

10-125 length

135-185 X 18-22 /£. Appendage

On the abdomen of a small fly, Ralum, New Pomerania, Berli Museu
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This species is distinguished by the very long curved nearly isodiametric n of its |>eritheeiiim,

which is rather abruptly distinguished from the short broad truncate nearly i sod i ametric tip. The an-

theridia are not numerous and rather crowded on the appendage, the terminal one spiniferous. l
T
ndcr

a high magnification the venter of the perithecium is seen to be finely tran>verse-inm< late

Stigmatomyces Baeri (Knoch) Peyritach. Plate XUX, figs. 22 21.

Since the adult of this species has not as yet been properly figured, I have given two illustrations in

the accompanying plates for comparison. The terminal antheridiuin appears to have arisen from the

terminal cell by proliferation, as the latter bears the spine, where its presence lias been detennim d (fig.

22). In older individuals the twist of the wall-cells is even more pronounced than is indicated in fig. 23,

The form of the perithecium is somewhat similar to that of S. dubius, which is, liov ver, quite different

an

but have no doubt that it occurs here.

SIX1

Stigmatomyces Sarcophagi Thaxter. Plate XL1X, figs. 14-17.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and ScL, Vol. XM. p. 32.1 July, 1905.

Normally long and slender. Color nearly uniform dull amber-brown, except the hyaline receptacle

and the appendage above its basal cell. Venter of perithecium minutely transversa ly granular-si rial

rather narrow, straight, the wall-cells prominent and slightly spiral ; the neck rather abruptly distinguished,

the cells more or less spirally disposed, a rather distinct subterminal enlargement, above which the sub-

conical tip ends in a blunt slightly oblique apex, the paired posterior lip-cells slightly prominent; tl

basal cells small, somewhat prominent; the stalk-cell relatively lar<_ Hie receptacle normally \er

elongate, hyaline, nearly isodiametric; the subbasal cell much longer than the basal. The appendage

long, slender, recurved; its stalk-cell about two or three times as long as broad; the ba al cell more than

twice as long as broad, the portion above it consisting of five superposed cells, and a terminal antheridiuin ;

the total number of antheridia normally nine. Spores about 35 X 4 //. Venter of perithecium 7."» 90

X 35-42 p., the neck 150 X 18-22 fi. Appendage, to edge of curvature, 110 p, the stalk-cell about 36 /<,

the basal cell 18-20 /x. Receptacle 200-325 X 30 fx. Total length of larger individuals 600 /<

In tufts on the abdomen of Sarcophaga sp., Island of Margarita, Venezuela; Dr. A. F. Bkkesl •.

This large and fine species was obtained in great abundance on a black Sarcophaga collected in

large numbers by Dr. Blakeslee by sweeping over a mud hole. I was at first inclined to think it identical

with S. Livniophorce which is its nearest ally, but the appendages are constantly different and the general

characters are sufficiently unlike in the two species, to warrant their separation, although they ue undoubt-

edly closely allied. The position of the spiniferous cell in the mature appendage has not been observed.

Stigmatomyces Ljmxophoile Thaxter. Plate XL1X, figs. 11-13.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and ScL, Vol. XXXVI, p. 400. March, l«0t

becom

corr

ridges which run somewhat obliquely and end, not abruptly, at the ba- of the neck: the fetter generally

.slender, strongly bent throughout or even reeurved, abruptly differentiated, omettm. ... I,., diameter

than the tip, which is distinguished from the rest of the neck by an abrupt enlar-menl -non- pronm„nt

anteriorly; the apex (in the not wholly mature types) unmodified, Wum\
:

aW
if^ ^•"r~n " f

the append

which nearly equals it in length

ibruptly be!

base hvalin

is dark amber-brown above, becoming gradually thicker, so that the lumen of the cell
I

is attenuated beta .

distally bearing two
umber

l>elow it bearin
wardly recurved, the terminal cell apparently sterile, tne n\o Miian «» ~*~- — *

-

antheridiuin, while the remainder bear two; the antheridia with short, broad, slightly recurved neck*.
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Receptacle relatively large, hyaline, the basal cell tapering slightly downward, the subbasal cell slightly

longer ami much broader distally. Perithecium : venter 55 X 30 fi; neck 75 X 10 //. Appendage about

75 SO
f
t
f
stalk-cell 28 /i. Receptacle 110 X 25 /c. Total length to tip of perithecium 250-275 /*.

On the inferior surface of the abdomen and at the base of the posterior legs of a species of Limno-

}>h us. Berkeley, California.

The material OO which this species is based was found on two specimens of Limnophorus sent from

Berkeley with a miscellaneous lot of flies collected by sweeping. Although the perithecia are not quite

mature, the characters of the* species are sufficiently well defined. S. Sarcophagce being the only form
with which it is likely to be confused. The two are most readily distinguished by the appendage which
is shorter, with more antheridia, in the present species. It is evidently somewhat proliferous, but I have
been unable to determine the position of the spiniferous cell.

Stigmatomyces humilis Thaxter. Plate XLVII, figs. 29-32.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and .Sci., Vol. XXXVI, p. 401. June, 1901.

Venter of the perithecium amber-brown, slightly inflated throughout and slightly asymmetrical;
the neck rather abruptly distinguished, coneolorous, but paler distally, generally shorter than the venter,

tout, tapering to the blunt, hardly differentiated apex; about one third of its length taken up by the tip,

which is distinguished from it by a slight broad constriction; the outer basal cells subequal and irregu-

larly prominent. Appendage relatively rather slender, very long, sometimes extending nearly to the
middle of ihe neck of the perithecium, the stalk-cell separated by a slight constriction from the basal cell,

which is relatively large, the annular thickening about the base on the inner side of its wall unusually
well developed, amber-brown, bearing two antheridia; the subbasal cell almost as large, bearing two
antheridia, the two successive cells above it smaller and bearing each a single antheridium; the series
completed by a single terminal antheridium; the antheridial necks rather slender, and tapering, some-
what oppressed. Receptacle short, stout, the cells subequal. Spores about 28 X 3 /*. Perithecium:
venter 46-55 X 32-37 tt; neck 45-47 fx. Appendage 65-75 (x, the stalk-cell 18 (i. Receptacle 55 li.

perith

superior

hosts from Ralum, New Pomerania. Berlin Museum, No. 1287.

an

This small and somewhat insignificant species is distinguished by its compact habit, the large venter

m!
n
T u

°f US per
!

thecium
'
and its relatively large and elongate appendage, which may reach to

the middle of the perithecial neck. Its terminal

Stigmatomyces dubius Thaxter. Plate XLVII, figs. 14-18.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVI, p. 402. March, 1901.

Amber-brown with the exception of the receptacle and the stalk-cell of the perithecium. Venter of
the pen la, mm shghtly inflated, relatively small, not abruptly differentiated from the broad neck, which
gradually enlarges distally below the rather abruptly tapering, slightly bent tip; the middle of the three
posteno projects from the lip-cells larger and longer than the others and bent over so as to overlap

1 wlTr

»

S

;,

W
',T Cl,rVe ' 1 abFUptly tOWard it; the tvvo hltt'ral P«*e*>r projections prominent

I csta lv iT I'

mi
;

"^ rath0r Slender
'

aml^y «** m™* Stalk-oeU of the append-
e d t dl arker, abruptly promment below the basal cell, which is small, squarish, and deeper brown;

^l^jr ^' ^u
1S lmUSUaUy l0ng

' "»"* Proliferous above the spinilrous cell,

^tt^eKH TrSSed USUally ^ a lateral SeHeS
-

Re-Pta^ ~^vely large, hyaline,

Spores 30 X 3.5 /*. renineeium: venter 58
25-32 /<. Receptacle 145-185 X 25-30

Appendage 80-95 /*, stalk-cell

fly wnh monstrously developed anterior legs resembling those of Ochtheria mantis. Ralum,

350-37

n of a muscid somewhat larger than the other » t
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New Pomerania. Berlin Museum, No. 1281 and 1298. On the bead and at the base of the pos-

terior legs.

This species is chiefly peculiar for its long flat appressed appendage, the axis of whi< h consists of

eight or more cells including the basal cell. The spine arises from the base of the eighth o II where its

position has been determined. The neck of the perithecium is relatively stout and I i "bloated" lool

and is usually not abruptly distinguished from the venter.

Stigmatomyces LimosinjE Thaxter. Plate XI All, figs. 1 7.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVI, p. 100. March I no I.

Perithecium amber-brown, the venter slightly inflated, the neck not abruptly distinguished, tapering

slightly; the tip usually abruptly narrower, the posterior tip-cells forming in inconspicuous irregular

truncate or rounded bilobed projection somewhat more prominent than a similar projection formed by

the anterior lip-cells; basal cells relatively very large, forming a short, well-defined stalk, hyaline or col-

ored above, often carrying the base of the perithecium beyond the tip of the apjMwlage, and consisting

of an inner cell next the appendage and two superposed outer ones, the lower of which (secondary stalk-

cell) is smaller; the stalk-cell below these wholly united to the stalk-cell of the appendage, rather stout

and short, separated from the cells above it by a horizontal septum, which may be slightly oblique or (as

in the California variety) strongly oblique, in which case the secondary stalk-o II extends downward

beside the stalk-cell so that only the lower third or quarter of the latter a free externally. Stalk-cell of

the appendage relatively large, as long as or often longer than that of the perithecium and about half a

broad, usually bulging externally, its outer margin usually cur\< d symmetrically from its base to the bast

of the basal cell; the latter relatively small, deep amber-brown, half as long as broad, pointed distally

between the antheridium which arises from its inner side and the base of the first fertile cell above it

which, with the other fertile cells, are large and prominent, thick walled, much flattened, and obliquel]

superposed, distinguished by rather deep constrictions, seven to ten in all, or rarely more (seven to four-

teen in the Californian form), the original number being increased by the terminal proliferation of the

appendage; the antheridia borne on the inner side of the appendage, their very long but not abruptly

differentiated necks extending obliquely upward, appressed in a double series; the upper antheridia

often infertile, becoming septate and irregularly swollen. Receptacle relatively short, the t wo cells nearly

equal. Spores 28 X 3 ft. Perithecium: venter 50-90 X 40-54 ft; neck 90-125 X 15 IS tr, stalk (ha.sal

cells only) 72-100 X 25-35 ft. Appendage 60-100 ft, stalk-cell 30-45 ft. Receptacle 70-75 X 22 //.

Total length to tip of perithecium 250-360 ft. Specimens on legs often much smaller.

On L'nnosina jont'nialis Fallen. Kittery Point, Maine; vicinity of Cambridge. Ma .; OB TAmot M

sp., Berkeley, California. Usually in a dense tuft on the side or near the tip (inferior) of the abdomen

and near the base of the posterior pair of legs.

The Californian material, figs. 3-4, from two specimens of the host, differs con antly from the

abundant New England material as noted in the description, as well as from the Pact that the venter of

the perithecium is longer and less distinctly inflated, while its apex shows no perceptible modification of

the lip-cells. The species is remarkable for the repeated proliferation of its appendage, wind, mak-

the primarily terminal spinose cell intercalary, the distal cells unlike those of any other species, with the

exception of the nearly allied 8. Papuanus, being usually sterile. The host is a small fly, t with

coarse hairs, and captured by sweeping around muddy ponds or over wet places m woods.

Stigmatomyces Papuanus Thaxter. Plate XLVII, figs. 8 13.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVI, p. 407. March, 1 BO I

Venter of the perithecium dark amber-brown, relatively small and rather prominently inflated, oval

to elliptical; usually not abruptly distinguished distally from the hyaline or yellowish neck, winch in

well-developed specimens is very elongate, tapering very gradually, in others shorter and stouter, the

tip clearly distinguished (abruptly so in the shorter forms), subcorneal, the posterior hp- Is forming

a narrow, subtruncate, slightly recurved apical projection beyond the two laterally placed, papilla!.
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lightly divergent projections of the anterior lip-cells; the basal cells forming a short, stout stalk, sepa-

rated from the stalk-cell by an oblique septum. Appendage relatively small, resembling that of the S.

form

y be obsolete between the lower ones. Receptacle relatively short, the cells

sulx qua], yellowish. Spores about 20 X 2 fi. Perithecium: venter 50-55 X 40 p; the neck 90-290 X
20 "; I he stalk 35-45 X 33-36 a. Appendage, 35-45 u, the stalk-cell 22-30 X 14-17 /i. Receptacle

"". "L-7 >00 n ft. iota I JcngTotal length to tip of perithecium 400-485 fi. A few specimens on the legs much smaller.

( )n three small flies of different species allied to Limosina. Ralum, New Pomerania.

This species may prove a regional variety of S. Limosince, the appendage, though much smaller, and

never well developed, being nevertheless of the same peculiar irregularly proliferous type, not seen in any

other species. It differs chiefly in the bulbous venter of its perithecium, which passes distally into the

enormously developed elongate neck and tip.

ARTHRORHYNCHUS Kolenati.

The original name given to this genus in 1857 by Kolenati is here retained in preference to the much

later one applied to it by Peyritsch, who redescribed it asHelminthophana in 1873; since, however absurd

and scientifically worthless the original zoological descriptions of these forms may be, there has never

I »een the slightest question as to the generic identity of the organisms studied by these two authors. Neither

the descriptions nor the figures given by Kolenati and Diesing are, however, sufficient to render a specific

determination possible, so that the name given by Peyritsch to the European species of the genus, although

Westrumbii

properly be retained.

The three species

rhizoida! apparatus, which penetrates the soft body-cavity of the host, and arises from a slightly swollen

extension of the basal cell. From this intrusion is produced a mass of copiously branching hyaline fila-

ments, which become interlaced in a mass so dense that the course of individual filaments cannot be

followed in detail. This condition is barely suggested in Plate X.LVIII, fig. 2, in which a few of the branches

are approximately indicated.

The genus is undoubtedly very closely related to Stigmatomyces, differing in the relative development
of the perithecium and receptacle, as well as in its antheridial appendage. The antheridia, although in

>pod

appendag The modifications of the

basal and stalk-cells of these appendages in A. Cydopod'uz and A. Eucampsipodce are very peculiar, and
the curious thickenings which are also well marked in the basal cell of the appendage proper of some
gmwk* of Stigmatomyces, are especially noticeable in the first mentioned species. This peculiar structurespecies

turned
away from the perithecium at maturity. As in many species of Stigmatomyces the terminal antheridium
is armed with a stout spine.

There appears to be but a single ascogenie cell in all three species which is very

omyces ous asci
which arise from it in several vertical rows, instead of in two, as is more commonly the condition. This
is clearly shown m fig. 11, in which a posterior view of the aseus-mass is given, figs. 1 and 7 showing
lateral views of similar masses, and their relation to the ascogenie cells.

Spe

cal distribution of the genus 11elminthophana, of the'hosfc

fori

species

Nycteribice has been

Cychpodia macmra Speiser are A. Cyctopodia

The
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myself being the same. Those on Euampripoda HyrUi Kol. belong t<> . I . Eueamptipodm, on. .if the spc.-i-

mens here referred to being the same examined by myself in the Berlin Museum. The other hosts D u-

tioned, which .are European and may be assumed to have been infested by .1. Nyderibm at lc;i in ionic

Ny
/<

• •

mpo il)lc thai two sjmm i<- may
have been confused here. The hosts are all wingless parasites of bat- and do not appear to I very

commonly infested. I have myself examined the Nycteribidie in the British Museum and in (lie Mu urns

at Berlin and Florence, as well as such scanty material as has been available in this country, but, with the

exception of the forms referred to seen at Berlin, no parasites were discovered.

Artiihorhynchus Nycterirle (Peyritsch) Thaxter, Plate XLYI11. figs. 7-1<>.

Thaxter, Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Set, Vol. XXXVI, p. 408 March, 1901.

Although the specimens obtained in the Berlin Museum from species of Nyderibia (X. From nfeldii

Kol., No. 922 and N. Ilermani Leabl., No. 856, both presumably from Europe) do not correspond in

all details with the figures given by Peyritsch, especially as regards the conformation of the [writlx-chun,

it can hardly be doubted that they belong to the present species, the long free stalk-nil of il append:

being a character which is quite peculiar. The tip of the perithelium is foitr-lobe.l. the lobes short and

broad, like those of A. Encamps ipodoe; but are in turn conspicuously three-lobe*!. Reference has pre-

viously been made under the genus to Dr. Speiser's notes in regard to h< ts of this species.

Arthrorhynchus Cyclopodi.i: Thaxter. Plate Xf.YIII, figs. 1 (\.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Set, Vol. XXXVI, p. 407. March, 1901.

Becoming tinged with brownish yellow except the hyaline stalk-cell of the perithecium. Perithi ium

nearly straight and symmetrical, slightly inflated, usually distinctly constricted in the region of it -ry

small basal cells just above the very large hyaline stalk-cell, which may nearly equal it in length and

diameter and is often somewhat enlarged distally: the venter comprising the lower iwo-thirds. not clearly

distinguishable from the neck, which tapers slightly and almost symmetrically, the tip fairly well di

tinguished above a more or less distinct enlargement, from which it is separated by a slight constriction

the apex consisting of a crown of four nearly symmetrical, distinctly tridentate, erect, or very slightl;

divergent projections, which are subtended by a corresponding number of slight elevations, the middle

lobe of each projection more prominent than the lateral and like them bluntly rounded. Receptacle

consisting of two small cells, the lower twice as large as the upper, which gives rise di tally to the stalk-

lly; the foot an unmodified cell which penetrates the host, dividing

below into a very copiously branched system of slender, sinuous, rhizoidal hyphae. Append consist-

ing of a dumb-bell-shaped, free stalk-cell, the basal half-rounded or flattened, brownish, somewhat large.

than the distal portion, which is deeper brown, flattened and inflated, connected by a narrow hyaline

isthmus (the lumen of which may become almost obliterated) with the lower half, and mostly broader

than the base of the basal cell of the appendage, which is infertile, subrcctangular, or somewhat inflated,

slightly longer than broad, the lower half of the walls becoming conspicuously modified by a prog* *
thickening from above downward, the thickened portion deeper brown ;

the remaining cells of the append-

age three to four in number, brownish, successively smaller from below upward, giving the organ a

characteristically tapering habit; the two lowest of these cells usually relatively shorter, and bearing

each three to four antheridia side by side, distally and externally; those above relatively longer and nar-

rower and producing fewer antheridia, the terminal one spiniferous. Antheridia With slender curved

necks. Snores 60-65 X 4.5 a. Perithecium: venter 325-350 X 70-90 ,t; the stalfceell 220-LoO X,75-

80 ft. Appendage, 100-110 p.

55-75 X 45-50

35-40 X 30-35 a (the upper half X 21 30

On the abdomen of Cyclopedia macrura Speiser. New Pomerania. Berlin Museum, No, 854,

(Dr. Dahl).
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Although Dr. Speiser in his note above referred to, appears to consider this form identical with A.

Nycteribia, there can, 1 think, be no doubt whatever of its specific distinctness, as a comparison of the

accompanying figures will clearly show. The appendage in this species resembles that of SHgmatomyees

more closely from the somewhat unilateral position of the antheridia; which are fewer in number than in

the other species. The host examined was an alcoholic specimen, the Type of Dr. Speiser in the Berlin

Museum, and was one of the many interesting forms brought by Dr. Dahl from New Pommerania, near

New Guinea. The specimens are mostly broken from the host in removal, yet in a few specimens in

which a fragment of the integument adheres, the entering rhizoids are clearly seen forming a dense mass

of tortuous brandling filaments, which it is quite impossible to follow in detail. The rhizoidal apparatus

in this species is more extensively developed than in any other form, not excepting that which is repre-

sented in an unbroken condition in the figures of Ceraiomyecs Dahlii (Plate XLIII, fig. 4).

Akthrorhyxc uus Eucampsipod.e Thaxter. Plate XLVIII, figs. 11-14.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci.
?
Vol. XXXVI, p. 109. March, 1902.

Hyaline throughout. Perithecium straight or distally slightly curved, tapering gradually from the

middle, or lower, to the broad tip; the apex consisting of a slight median projection surrounded by a

CI0WXK consisting of four slightly shorter, broad, blunt, distinctly divergent projections, which show indis-

tinct marks of lobing and are symmetrically placed; the stalk-cell about one half as long as the perithe-

lium or less. The basal cell of the appendage constricted in the middle as in the preceding species, the

lower half irregularly rounded and four or five times as large as the upper half, which is very small, color-

less, and less than half as wide as the cell above it; the fertile cells three in number, the lower bearing

four or (?) five antheridia, the upper three in addition to the terminal one, which is furnished with a short

hyaline basal spine; the necks of the antheridia large, tapering, divergent. Receptacle as in the preced-

ing species. Spores about 45-50 X 4/x. Perithecium: venter 250-325 X 65-75^; the stalk-cell 110-150

X 55 ft. Appendage, 75-90 /*, the stalk-cell 35 X 25 (the upper half X 10 p).

( )n the abdomen of Eucampsipoda Ilyrtli Kol., Egypt. Berlin Museum, No. 855.

As in the case of the preceding species, Dr. Speiser is inclined to consider this form as identical with

A. Kyrteribice, but it seems certainly distinct. It is undoubtedly much more closely allied to A. Encamp-

npoda, from which it differs more especially in the details of its appendage. As may be seen by a com-

parison of figs. 14 and 3, the antheridia of the present form are more numerous and differently disposed,

while the conformation at the base of the appendage is quite different in the two cases, the upper lobe of

the stalk-cell being very small and not continuous with the base of the appendage proper, as in A. Cyclo-

po<li<r. The four lobes at the tip of the perithecium are short and more like those in A. Nycteribia, but are

not threc-lobed as in that species.

Idiomyces Peyritschii Thaxter.

Additional material of this species has been obtained as follows: Hope Collection, No. 223 on Dele-

aver (lirhrom, England: and from Scotland on the same host in the Sharp collection: British Museum,
No. 393, urope. On D. adivtus, Sharp Colic, tion No. 1093 Englandwhts, Sharp Collection No. 1093, England. I found the peculiar host flying

in the evening at Uuteroronnen, Switzerland, in the village street, and one of the specimens bore a few
individuals of this curious form, which seems to be a transitional type between Stigmatomyces and the

group of genera immediately associated with Teratomyces; in which" the proliferation and production of

appendiculate cells about the base of the perithecial stalk-cells has become much more marked.

SYMPLECTROMYCES nov. gen.

Receptacle consisting of three to four superposed cells, the distal one irregularly proliferous, the pro-
hterations resulting in the formation of numerous appendiculate cells, or short appendiculate branches,
which surround more or less completely the bases of the perithecia. Appendages fertile or sterile; the
latter simple, cylindrical, sometimes terminated by a beak-like cell: the fertile consisting of numerous
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dial cells, opening by short necks superposed in a single series.

This genus is made for the reception of a single species formerly placed in Terata v, from which

it differs in the character of its appendages, both sterile and Fertile; die latter resembling more nearlv

those of Coretkromyces by reason of the serial arrangement of ii intercalary antheridial cells. The two

or three sterile basal cells of this appendage are usually rather definitely distin uish< <l by a slight constric-

tion from the appendiculate cell, and the antheridial cells a]>pear to he formed through successive divi-

sions of a terminal cell which surmounts the series at maturity ami is iu.i functional. It is evi.leni that

the genus is closely related to Teratovi i/res, between which and Corcihromyn-.s it s. ms, on account of the

structure of its antheridial appendages, to form a connecting link. The antheridial a|>]>emlages also recall

those of Sligviatomyces, but are of a different type, since the sued rive cells which compost them and are

assumed to be antheridial cells, are absolutely intercalary and do not cut off a basil cell.

vulg 1

Teratomyces vulgaris Thaxter, 1. c, Proc. Am. Acad, Arts and S.i.. Vol. WW. p. 131. April, 1900.

Perithecia one to three in number, usually symmetrical ami straight, becoming clear purplish brown,

often considerably inflated below and conical above; the tip blunt or sometimes slightly pointed, th

basal cells variously elongated sometimes nearly as long as the perithelium proper an. I often longer than

the usually well developed stalk-cell. Receptacle symmetrical, ii .sal cell nearlv hyaline, the i ell above

it tinged with reddish brown and somewhat larger, the third cell like the subbasal, squarish an.
I
some-

what larger. Appendages nearly hyaline or suffused, never deeply, with reddish brown, comparatively

few in number, rather stout and long in general, curved beak-like cells sometimes borne on short peri-

pheral appendages; all the appendages, or their primary branches, distinguished by a blackish brown

basal septum, some, often many of them distinguished by being closely septate aboi the ells thus formed

(the antheridia ?) producing a series of lateral outgrowths projecting obliquely upward an.
I
niperpo !

Perithecia 140-200 X 45-00 //, their basal cells 40-120 //, the stalk-cell 35-126 X 25 /<• Receptacle to

base of appendages 70-100 «. Appendages (longest) 175 u. Total length to tip of peritheciuni 32-V

450 u.

Quedius f

•ope, Sharp Collection No. 1096, Spain; on Q. jultgmonu Grav., British .Museum, wo. tfO.

Q. tnuwwolus Fair (= ventral is Arag.), British Museum, No. 435, Great Britain; on Q

Oliv

Q
v., British Museum, No. 422, Europe; on Qued

hilgidus Fabr., Hope Coll., No. 21G, Europe;

Hungary. Berlin Museum No. 830 on Qvedius impress Pans., Lusitania, No. 829 on Q

North America, No. 831 on Qued Q

LeConte Collection on Q

ft is evident from the hosts and localities above enumerated that this specs is widely distributed,

lieen

be
absolutelv to observe any discharge from the antheridia. The appendage appear t<

and are not in good condition in a majority of the specimens examined. A few that are
.
omparat.v, ,v

young possess short peripheral appendages which, as in Teratmyce*, are terminated by the beak-hke ceil

characteristic of this genus. It is very doubtful if the record on PhiknUhus is reliable.

TERATOMYCES Thaxter.

Several notable additions are made to this well marked type which IS a very constant one. as L

genus is now restricted by the exclusion of Symplectnmyees ndgaris. < toe ad. h mnal form >s kmm,,

exist, which was found on a species of Acylophoru* in the British Museum, No. 3-.M. from 1
asmanu, and
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is easily distinguished by its slender form and translucent receptacle, the basal cell of which is very small

and conspicuously suffused. The material was however too immature for description.

Of the sp- les previously illustrated i . jlciuuu uus wwi *«»"« «. ««, «*««,« *-«-, -~ ^—*~,

ekmucma Gr., from Merton, England, No. 438: P. rom/wu* has also been again observed on a species

of Acybphorut from Lake Eustis, Florida.

Tekatomyces Philonthi Thaxter. Plate XLIX, figs. 4-5.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 432. April, 1900.

Perithecia commonly two, long and slender, a basal middle and distal portion distinguished, corre-

sponding to the basal, middle and the distal wall- and lip-cells, the basal portion slightly inflated, purplish,

the middle distinguished from it by a slight elevation at the septa; the middle nearly hyaline, rather

abruptly narrowed, its margin slightly concave owing to a slight distal enlargement, which, in mature

specimens, distinguishes it rather abruptly from the much shorter narrower subcorneal mostly symmet-

rically truncate colorless distal portion; the stalk-cell rather short, concealed by the appendages; the

basal cells forming a squarish base. Receptacle relatively small, symmetrical or asymmetrical, the basal

cell translucent brownish, the subbasal cell very small, flattish, wholly involved by the deep nearly opaque

suffusion of the lower half or more of the upper cell, which is nearly hyaline above. Appendages short,

slightly exceeding the base of the perithecium, rather rigid, slightly divergent, for the most part dark

brown; forming a rather dense tuft, many ending in pointed cells, the slender terminations straight or

bent and forming the beak-like cells characteristic of the genus. Spores 36 X 4 //. Perithecia

a, the stalk-cell about 35 [i. Receptacle about 85 X 35 j«. Appendages (longest) about

140-175

25-i

70 u. 250-300

On Phihnthtu sp. indet., British Museum, No. 365, Hungary.

A species well distinguished by the successive ridges on the perithecium and short dense appendages.

It appears to be rare as I have met with it only once among the many hundreds of Philonthi examined.

It is possible that the generic determination of the host may not be correct.

Teratomyces Zealandica Thaxter. Plate XLIX, figs. 1-3.

Receptacle with a distinct distal obliquity, opaque with the exception of a hyaline area just above

the fi><>t, the margins straight, the distal portion relatively narrow, the base relatively broad, the suffusion

involving the bases of the appendiculate cells which are relatively numerous and narrow and more or less

suffused with brownish yellow. Appendages sometimes scanty, but slightly divergent, concolorous through-

out, nearly hyaline or pale yellowish; the basal cells of the larger branches relatively slender, the external

branchlets and numerous beak-like cells hardly more deeply colored. Perithecia relatively large, long,

rather slender, slightly inflated throughout, the blunt tip more or less abruptly distinguished; the stalk-

coll very short or almost obsolete, hidden by the appendages; the basal cells relatively small and not

distinguished from the body of the perithecium. Spores about 50 X 2.5-3 pu Perithecia 150-180 X20-
28 /«, basal and stalk-cells together about 35 ji. Longest appendage 180 ft. Receptacle 75-125 X 15-

18 (has.) 22-30 ft (distally).

< )n Quediut intolitus Sharp. 1 hmedin, New Zealand. Sharp Collection, No. 1099.
This species is well distinguished by its nearly isodiametric receptacle, as well as by its appendages,

which are either wholly hyaline, or evenly and only slightly suffused; while the dark ring which sepa-

rates the stalk-cell of the perithecium from the receptacle (fig. 1) is at least not visible in other species.

Teratomyces petiolatus Thaxter. Plate XLIX, fig. 7.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 35. June, 1901.

Receptacle nearly symmetrical, almost wholly black, slender below, expanding rather abruptly dis-

tally; the appendiculate cells relatively large and long, translucent, brownish yellow, subtended by a
slight enlargement. Appen, lages numerous, spreading, the larger ones consisting of a very large colorless
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branchlets usually short, and two-celled, the distal cell usually long, beak-like and dear purplish brown

the lower cell hyaline or light brown and in the lower branchlets usually bearing long-necked antfn ridii

the terminal branches with several short branchlets of a similar character. The smaller shorter append-

ages about the bases of the larger ones, mostly dark purplish brown, with many beak-like cells. IVri-

thecia usually several, large, symmetrical, purplish brown; the tip short, rather narrow and aluuptl

distinguished; the basal cells relatively very large, forming a portion of the stalk sometimes half as long

as the perithecium proper; the stalk-cell stout and elongate. IYrithccia 185 225 X 1">
* /*, the basal

cell 100-150 X 10 fi, the stalk-cells 180-300 ft. Receptacle about 150 "• Append , longed 175,

longest basal cells 110 /x.

On Qucdiiis sp. Greymouth, New Zealand, Sharp Collection, No. 1103.

This species, which is nearly allied to T. insignia, differ* in its shorter ami abundantly branched

rp<

related as in the last mentioned species.

Teratomyces insignis Thaxter. Plate L, figs. 12-1 it.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and ScL,Voi. XXXVII, p. 36. June 1901.

Receptacle usually quite opaque, long, slender; the outline unbroken and nearly straight, tapering

evenly to the slightly geniculate base, which is nearly hyaline just above the foot
:

the margin of the suf-

fused area distally strongly oblique, especially before maturity; the appendicular cells small, becoming

con

large elongate basal cell, which bears two or three small remote antheridial branches external] and

terminally, as a rule, two large branches placed side by side (one of which may be wanting) soim-iit.

associated with one or two subterminal smaller branchlets, the basal cells of which are dark contrasting

brown: the terminal branches hyaline with branchlets like those of the basal cell; the branchlets, bow-

ever, more numerous, contrasting, brown, simple or branched, many having characteristic beaMik

terminations, while others are blunt tipped, with oblique septa. The smaller peripheral appendage

more or less crowded around the bases of the larger ones, with conspicuous and numerous 1- ak-hke termi-

nations. The antheridia with long curved necks. Perithecia usually i -ral, brown, long and slender

straight, very slightly inflated near the base, with a slight snbmedian enlargement; tapering th. ughom

to the short, truncate, well distinguished tip: the basal cells rather small, eoneolorons; the group narrower

than the stalk-cell an

50

150-325 X 25-35
10

X 55 (distal end). Total length to tip of perithecium larg. t, 800^
Qued

The accompanying figures represent -hat appear to fie varin.. I th* sp s fig. II S

,e Tvne. both obtained from the same individual. Although thr.v After as to fie s„IT„ « .
1

as the Type,

receptacle, and to some extent as to the appendages, I am inclined to courier them the same, & dim ,

enecs, being perhaps due partly to difference in age or position of growth.

RHADINOMYCES Thaxter.

an
1 have called attent.on ,n my .uonog.ap,, „^ ™~ ""^ „ |nl)rc ,| lor„„g|,l v

but though I have been often tempted to unite them, 1 feel that unit
| ^^ :

.;_

known thev an- heSt kept separate. The present genu, normally produc or
n
,. r

thecU, white ,hisisancxc,p.io„aloccum.nceint.„*„„;/
, , and •„,,. e, la,

,.

h

arise from the sufibasal eel, hhc the primary «. *^^,-^^ ft Z*
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cell is never appendiculate in this genus, it is normally so in Rhadihomyees. There are also certain

difference in the antheridial branchlets which may be significant. Several allied forms are represented

in my South American material which has not yet been studied and it may be hoped that an examination

of these new forma may make a more definite conclusion possible.

( )f the species of llhadinomyces first described, I have found R. pallulus in its typical form in the

British Museum, No. HI on Lathmbium anywtatum from Folkestone, England, No. 444; on L. quadra-

/„,„ from Netting Hill, England; and also in the Hope Collection No. 226 on Lathrobium sp. from Eng-

land. A third species, possibly a variety of R. cristatm, has been found on several Lathrobia in America,

and was illustrated in my Monograph, Plate IX, fig. 10, as "Var. a."
.

The same form, or one closely

allied, was obtained in the British Museum, No. 445, on L. terminatum Gr., from Eltham, and in the

Sharp Collection , No. 1144, on L. brunneipenn i* from Tho.nhill, England. It is necessary, however, to

examine more abundant and better material of this variety before its limits can be determined.

CORETHROMYCES Thaxter.

Two typical species are added to this genus which correspond in all respects to the original type, and

also two peculiar forms on Stilicus which depart distinctly from this type. The relations of their antheri-

dia, however, appear to correspond to the type as may be seen in fig. 9, plate L, and their reference

here appears to be cornet.

Coretiiromyces Cryptobii Thaxter. Plate LI, fig. 3.

This species appears to vary considerably in size, the accompanying figure representing its extreme

development. The individual illustrated was associated on the same host with much smaller ones in

which the appendages form a shorter denser tuft; but in all cases there seem to be three main erect branches

of the appendage which, in connection with other details of structure, serve to distinguish it from the allied

C. BrazUiensu. The figure is drawn from material found on specimens of Cryptobium kindly sent me

from Kan is by Professor M. A. Barber.

Til to.MYCES Braziliaxus Thaxter. Plate LI, figs. 1-2.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 432. June, 1901.

Perithecium and receptacle much as in C. Cryptobii, but differing distinctly in the character of its

appendage, the inner main branch of which consists of from four to six cells, the others very short, all

marly opaque, the branchlets long rigid divergent, curved abruptly outward at the tips. Total length to

tip of peritheeium 200-375 y.. Spores 28 X 3 /t. Perithecia 90-175 X 28-38 y. Appendages to tip of

branchlets 140-200 ft. Two specimens from Colombia, apparently identical, are much larger; total

length 010 ft; branches of appendages 540 y; perithecia 450 p..

On Cryptobium Braziliamim Luc, Paris Museum, No. 173, (Type) Brazil; on C. fasciatum Erichs,

Paris Museum, No. 197, Caracas, Venezuela; on C. Flohri Sharp, British Museum (Biologia Coll.), No.

702, City of Mexico; also from same collection on C. venustum Sharp, No. 758, Oaxaca, Mexico; on

C. similipenne Say, No. 701, Mexico. The larger type on Cryptobium sp. indet., British Museum, No.

38">. Colombia. On all parts of host.

This species seems clearly distinguished from C. Cryptobii in that its appendage produces only an

inner main branch, the rigid branchlets from which, together with the tuft of short external branches

»m the main appendage, are bent outward in a characteristic fashion quite unlike that in C. Cryptobii.

very large specimens (British Museum No. 385) from Columbia do not amiear to differ essentiallyThe

the typical torm, and similar variations in size are common in C. Cryptobii.

Coreti i komyces purpurascens Thaxter. Plate L, figs. 4-5.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 433. April, 1900.

Perithecia dull purple, mostly slender straight or slightly curved, nearly isodiametric or the outer

nn convex; the base slightly broader, the iunetinn of thp Wal nr.^1 «iKKo<»1 »nA nf th*> ouhhasal and
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subterminal wall-cells indicated by a distind protrusion in well developed individuals, in which tin- tip

is thus moderately well distinguished; although in most cases, esjx iallvin smaller specimens, the margin

forms an unbroken line from base to apex, the peritheeium being Bometimes distinctly inflated ha illy;

the stalk-cell as in C. CryptobU, hyaline above, becoming opaque brown below . Basal < II of il i ptach

purplish or brownish translucent, the rest opaque indistinguishable from the almost wholly opaque n

body of the appendage, the oblique inner margin of which ia followed b\ <eri< s of hyaline or purplish <rll

three or more in number which give rise to the erect brunches; the primary branclu %omclhn< purplish

near the base but producing an erect tuft of branches and branchlets which are quite hyaline, more or

less flexuous and tapering. Perithecia 100-150 X 25 n. Total length to tip of perithceiuni 17 :7."» a.

Longest branches of appendages about 140 /t.

Mu

No. 494, Balthazar, Grenada, West Indies.

Although distinguished from the allied C. CryptobU by no very striking characteia, this spe< i< <an

only about the base.

rplish

CORETHROMYCES StTT.KI Thaxter. Plate L, figs. 6 !>.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci.. Vol. WWII. p. 12. June, L90L

Peritheeium amber-colored, with a faint brownish or reddish tinge, somewhat irr, in otltliiu

through a spiral twist in the wall-cells, which are distinguished from one another by Might furroi
;

slightly

inflated toward the base, tapering to the broad blunt apex; the tip not at all distinguished; the basal and

stalk-cells well developed, hyaline, the latter bent abruptly upward from it- insertion. I .sal cell of tli«

receptacle small, hyaline on the anterior side just above the foot, but otherwise blackish brown or Opaque,

bulging posteriorly above the foot; distally and posteriorly proliferous to form a straight, black, blunt

finger-like outgrowth, which lies external to the appendage; the subbasal cell nearly hyaline, mbtri igu-

lar, separated from the basal cell by a verv oblique septum. Appendage hyalin. consisting ol I marly

free and nearly isodiametric stalk-cell, above which are three «»r four cells which produce a d tufl of

80- 85

50 •> Total

length to tip of peritheeium 150 p..

ff

It i

loped

No. 836. Europe. On S. annularis Lee., Arlington, Mass.

The American specimens of this species appear to be ident al with the huropean material.

principally peculiar for the blackened proliferation of the basal cell, which is somewhat wiably Here

in different individuals. It is a small form not readily seen as it grows more or I. nppn d on .he

black abdomen of its host, an ant-like staphilinid common in dry brush piles.

CORETHROMYCES LONG ICALUS Thaxter. Plate L, figs. 10 II.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and 8ci., Vol X XXVIII. p. 21. June, l"2.

Receptacle abnormally developed, very small, the basal and subbi ,1 ceUs ari ag almost side by s,dc

immediately above the fert; the basal cell long and narrow, strongly curved SO as to 1mm* <£*«

externally/its wall very thick, the cavity becoming almost obliterated: the distal half m, ri> ta
,

n 1

slightly bulging and becoming wholly deep black-brown, except along .
upper m P"^^

which is transparent vellowish and closely applied to the lower surface of the basd cefl oh ,

beyond which it hardly projects externally and which thus appeal to an, from
,

t «bl«

la^er, nearlv hvaline eternally, convex, bulging below, with a more or
•

djst.net
«

s r bekw

its slightlv enla'rged upper portion, which gives rise distally to the broad *aU«* *^*™ "

and sublaterallv to that of the appendage. The appendage much reduced ^**> « ^t
of three superposed cells; the basal (stalk-cell) squarish or rounded, the lower half or k

,
of

.
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gill connected with the subbasal cell of the receptacle, its subbasal cell smaller, bearing usually a single

short antheridia] l.ranchlet; the upper cell still smaller, often hardly distinguishable, bearing one or two

short antheridia] branchlets and a short sterile terminal branch. Antheridia terminal, one to three in a

seri< . Stalk-cell of the perithecium relatively very large, often curved, usually as large as all the other

parts of the plant combined, brown, slightly constricted at its insertion, nearly cylindrical, slightly and

gradually broader toward and below the basal cells, which are relatively small and barely separate the

cavity of the peritla •••iuin from that of the stalk-cell; body of the perithecium concolorous with the stalk-

cell, slightly inflated, tapering distally almost symmetrically to the blunt tip, which is somewhat asym-

metrical from the slightly greater prominence of one of the lip-cells; the series of wall-cells strongly spiral,

completing a> a rule somewhat more than one whole turn. Spores 30 X 3 /!. Perithecia G5 X 20 p, the

stalk-cell 90-110 X 12 /t. Receptacle 25 p. Appendage 30-40 p. Total length to tip of perithecium,

average 200 p.

On 8tilicu» angtdaria Lee., at the base of the head on the upper side; Arlington, Mass., June.

Thi> species was found in the same locality and on the same hosts that yielded C. Stilici, and Stich-

omyces StUicolua, and is remarkable for the great reduction of its receptacle and appendage, the hyper-

trophy of its perithecial stalk-cell, and the close spiral twist of its perithecial wall-cells, which is more

marked here than in any other species of the family. The species is most nearly allied to C. Stilici, but

seems constantly different in the characters above noted.

EUCORETHROMYCES Thaxter.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 433. April, 1900.

Receptacle consisting of two superposed cells, the upper giving rise to the stalked perithecium and the

appendage. terminally

branches which produce directly free, flask-shaped, sessile antheridial cells borne laterally, singly or in

groups.

The type of this genus resembles Rhadinomyccs very closely in general appearance, but differs in

the origin and arrangement of its antheridia which are never intercalary, arising, as is indicated in fig. 6,

Plate LI, quite independently of one another.

Eucorethromyces Apotomi Thaxter. Plate LI, figs. 4-6.
Proc Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 433. April, 1900.

Hyaline becoming tinged, especially the perithecium, with pale amber-brown. Receptacle short,
the subbasal cell usually smaller, its axis coincident with that of the stalk-cell. Perithecium rather slen-
der, inflated toward the base, the distal half slender tapering slightly to the blunt unmodified apex, the
basal cells rather small, nearly equal, the stalk-cell stout and well developed. Appendage divergent
almost at right angles to the axis of the receptacle, its basal cell usually more than twice as large as the
lubbasal cell, which bears distally and anteroposterior^ a single, or partly double, row of from four to
SIX .ranch,-., some ot them often elongate, slender straight or curved, suffused with dark blackish brown,
hyaline along the inner margin at least toward the base, obliquely septate, the septa dark; the antheridia,
stout task shaped, subtended by a dark septum, borne singly and laterally, or several together, on short
branchlets near the base of the branches. Spores 26 X 2 ,i. Perithecia 100-125 X 25-28 a, 35-38 X
11 18 fL Receptacle *> X 18 p. Appendage without branches 50 X 16 p. Total length to tip of peri-
thcemin 190-207 p. The Celebes material somewhat smaller.

On elytra of Apotomus xanthotclus Bates, British Museum, No. 578, Celebes; on A. rufus Rossi,
British Museum, No. 577, Europe.

h

Although the Last Indian material of this pretty species is somewhat immature, it appears to differ
dc entud respect from the European specimens. The appendage represented in fig. 6 is drawn
the Ccle.,. ma cna

,
while figs. 4 and 5 are from A. rufus and are taken as the type forms. The

!>- a minute, ram Kir I K/Wl^ ~f ~: i-- J l
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STICHOMYCES Thaxter.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 37. June, 1001.

Receptacle consisting of two cells, the upper bearing one or more |>trit! cia laterally, and an aiithcri-

dial appendage terminally. The appendage consisting of several superposed cells, die lowest normal!

sterile, those above it bearing opposite lateral branches distally, the series ending in :i terminal sterik

branch. Antheridia simple flask-shaped, free, borne in small groups on short branchlets.

The two species included under this name are so unlike, that the inclusion of 8. Stilicolru must l>.

regarded as only provisional. It is therefore somewhat difficult to define the limits of tlic genus with

great exactness. In S. Conosomce the perithecia tire often several in number, budding from the subbasal

cell of the receptacle or from the usually sterile cell above it,which normally forms the base of the append-

age. The main axis thus becomes a scries of superposed cells which, except the basal ones, parate by

an oblique septum distally, on one or both sides, perithecia, in the case of the two lower cells, and antheri-

dia] branches in the others; the series ending in a long terminal "appendage." An examination of more

species is needed to indicate the limitations of the genus and its immediate relationships. Among the

other genera it approaches Rhizomyces in the character of its appendage, but the resemblance is other-

wise slight.

Stichomyces Conosom^; Thaxter. Plate LI, Figs. 7-10.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 38. June. 1901.

Dull amber-brown. Receptacle and appendage undifferentiated, the basal cell of the former small,

triangular in outline; the subbasal cell about as broad as long, and similar to the cells of the appendage,

21 M

I

bearing distally and laterally a single perithecium, sometimes two, which are then paired on opp

sides of the cell, like the antheridia! branchlets. Appendage consisting of five superp. I Mibequal i lis

slightly longer than broad, the basal one sterile, or not infrequently producing one or two perithecia as in

the subbasal cell below it: the three cells above slightly larger, the upper angles ..para ted by obliqu

septa to form small cells on either side, which bear short one- or few-celled antherid.al branchlets; the

terminal cell somewhat smaller, bearing a simple terminal several-celled branch in addition to the lateral

branchlets, all of which usually appear to be sterile. Antheridia with broad necks grouped m twos or

threes. Perithecium darker brown, more or less symmetrically inflated; the tip hardly modified; the

basal cells collectively broader and nearly as long as the stalk-cell. Spores 35 X 2.5 /i. Perithecia 5

X 25 fi, the stalk-cell 36 X 14 ft.
Total lei

150 fi, the antheridial branchlets about 20 a. ~ D - x .

On Conosoma pubescent Payk. Belmont and Waverley, Mass. First observed by Mr. Bollard.

Kittery Point, Maine. . i

t

This species is not uncommon on its active host, sometimes in company with Smert^myces, t>*

is usually found in rather poor condition; the terminal portion becoming easily broke, or injured so

that an abnormal production of branchlets takes place. It occurs on all parts of the host, butesp,

„

a lly

on the elytra.

Stichomyces Stilicolus Thaxter. Plate LI, figs. 11-14

Proc Am. Acad. Arts and SeL, Vol. XXXVII, p. 24. June. l.K>2.

Hyaline, becoming tinged with yellowish, the perithecia becoming pale^^J*™"}£
of the receptacle about twite as long as the basal cell; the stalk-cell of the pcnthccium ''

appendage'symmetrieally divergent, or the former lateral in^^^3^,^^^
free, relatively long, distally somewhat^^

JL.1,Jlhieh are more or less elongate, hyaline, and sparing!

pairs; the distal cells producing sterile orancnes «,in.« ^ ~ —
j. . „ ^i„ rrTl>( i i M .|oW the

branched. Stalk-cell of the perithecium very large an,l stout mflated or dtttalh -
ar

< ™

rather inconspicuous basal cells; bo.lv of the perithecium relatively small, becoming .„!. -hro»n,
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strongly inward, tapering slightly to the blunt unmodified tip. Spores 35 X 3 ft.

18-28 u. the stalk 90-101 1 X 20 ft. Receptacle 30-40 X 18 \u Appendages 150-200

60-90

On the thorax, prothorax and adjacent legs of Stilicus angularis Lee, on the right side; Arlington

Mass., June.

typ

other genus. It has been found only once in company with Corethromijces near the pond in the Arlington

Park, where its host occurred in great abundance concealed in piles of dry melon stems. It may be men-

tioned that what appears to be the same species as well as certain others nearly allied, were found by me

on species of St Hints near Buenos Aires; but these forms have not as yet been carefully examined. In

habit it resembles Rkadhumyces, but differs in having free antheridia. As above mentioned the generic

reference must be regarded as merely provisional.

RHIZOMYCES Thaxter.

The two additional species of this genus herewith illustrated indicate that, although its appendage-

characters are well defined, the presence of a penetrating rhizoid, which occurs in the type and suggested

the generic name, is not of generic value; since in R. ctenophorm the plant is attached by the usual foot.

The same condition is seen in Dimeromyces and in Ceraiomyccx, which further illustrate the unimportant

nature of the rhi/.oidal character. The species thus far observed all occur on the very peculiar flies belong-

ing to the Diopsidse, all of which are characterized by the possession of stalked eyes. It is uncertain, how-

ever, whether all the infested specimens belong to the genus Diopsis, since these insects are largely unde-

termined in the collections examined.

Riiizomyces ctenophorus Thaxter.

Further material of this species was found in the Berlin Museum on African species of Diopsis;

No. 852 from Usambara; No. 861 from Zanzibar, and No. 853 from Wangunga. Although the species

varies considerably in the length of its perithecial stalk-cell, and in the development of its appendage

which may be much shorter than in the specimen illustrated in my figure, the characters seem otherwise

quite constant.

Rhizomyces gibbosus Thaxter. Plate LI I, figs. 22-23.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and 8cL, Vol. XXXVI, p. 400. March, 1901,

General habit more or less sigmoid. Perithecium amber-brown, concolorous, with its relatively

large basal cells, from which it is hardly distinguished, asymmetrically inflated, bent, and tapering some-
what distally; a subtermimd abruptly rounded enlargement, beyond which the short asymmetrical tip

bearing
s being otherwise

unmodified: stalk-cell hyaline, variably, sometimes greatly elongated, separated from the basal cells by
e more or less distinct constriction. Appendage nearly hyaline, except the small deep brown sterile basal
cell, the remaining cells, three to seven in number, bearing short one- to two-celled branches distally and
laterally on which the free flask-shaped antheridia are borne singly or several together. Receptacle
-hort and stout, the upper cell several times as large as the basal cell, which appears to penetrate the
host dm

.
tly by means of a rhizoidal apparatus. Spores about 35 X 3 /*. Perithecium, including basal

85-108 00-100 X 13-20 }i. Appendage 05-110 a. Total length to tip of
perithecium 180-325 n.

o„ °^ the UPl>er SUrfaCe "ear the tip of thc a,,dom™ of a species of Diopm. Berlin Museum, No.
8o0. Tanga, Africa.

pe
ioru

from an examination of the types, but in all cases they were broken in removal.

if its

dent
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foot

)

Rhizomyces crispatus Thaxtcr. Plate LI I, figs. 19-21.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 434. April, I'.tOO.

Ferithecia brownish, dimorphous cither (a) with the inner margin strongly convex, the outer nearl;

straight or concave owing to a general outward curvature, tapering to the undifferentiated tip, the apex

broad truncate usually symmetrically bisulcate or (b), the type, straight symmetrical abruptly enlarged

below the narrow abruptly distinguished tip: the basal cells well defined nearly isodiametric, the stalk-

cell large, as long or longer than the perithecium. Receptacle two-celled, the

blackened, without rhizoids, distally geniculate through a protrusion of the distal ell below tli< insertion

of the stalk-cell and opposite that of the appendage. Appendage erect, sometimes exoa ding the tip of

the perithecium, consisting of a single series of superposed cells, the thr< or four lower suffused wit)

smoky brown, the rest subhyaline, each cell except the basal one giving rise die ctly and externally to a

branch, the insertion in successive cells being somewhat to the right and left of the median line so a t .

,

form two vertical rows, the basal cells of alternate branches being supcrpo . d; each branch consisting of a

basal cell externally blackened, which gives rise above to a one-eelled short branchlet, bearing usually a

pair of long, slender antheridia, the remainder of the branch curved upward blackish brown i Kepi it

upper margin, and giving rise from its lower (external) side to a series of close-eel simple branchlet

black, recurved, more abruptly at the tips which are slightly enlarged ami nearly hyaline, the whole sug-

gesting the margin of a curled black feather. Spores 20 X 2.8 //. Pent!

stalk-cell 50-85 /x. Receptacle 30 pt. Appendages 140-175 fi.

On Diopsis sp., Brit. Mus., No. 739, Natal: Berlin Museum Xo. 850, Tang.; No. 859, Johan Al-

brechtshohl, N. Kamerun; No. 851, Usambara; No. 858, Bismarkherg, Togo. All African.

This species is one of the most striking members of the family from the peculiar ostrich-plume habit

of its appendages. There appear to be two distinct types of form in the perithecia even among individ-

uals occurring together on the same specimen of the host-insect, as is indicated in the accompanying plate.

In the straight form the enlargement below the tip is more or less striking, ami spceinu
.

occur >n which,

as in fig. 20, the enlargement is double. These differences were at first thought to be due to difference

in the point of view, but an examination of sufficient material would seem to show that such is not th

case. Although it is barely possible that these forms may be distinct, there appear to be do other differenc.

in* rhizoid which characterizes the other species is absent in the present instance, and ,s

(i5 75

The penetratin

replaced by the normal foot.

SPIIALEROMYCES Thaxtcr.

This genus proves to be well represented on hosts belonging to the S^hylinidae and though of-

single type, the species are often well distinguished, especially by their penthec iamders

eases it' has been difficult to determine whether forms should be referred her, or tot W/,e„,, ,

general characters being superficially smriUr in the two gene* The sermte an,l„n,l,a "'""'

Lve to distinguish it at once, when .be material is sufficiently good to show the* n»™-
. •

even in tins respect, simple species o? the las, mentioned genus, hke ( .
8*U* a, wtaeh

< - '

may be even solitary or serially pouped in small numbers, are not abvay- ea.ly ,
,

,<v I. Owmg
-

fact that the appendages are easily broken, the presence of anther, hash™ ae „.,Byota

.

few instances, and the general structure has of necessity been used m referrmg man, of ,1a sp

genus.

Sphaleromyces Lathrobii Thaxtcr.

Specimens correspWmgf^^'^^^^^^^^^
on a specimen of LathroHum quadraturn Puyk., labeled 1 uyK Uryu.

if so where it is, I am unable to say. The host is a European sp,
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Sfhaleeomv* ks Indicts Thaxter. Plate LII, figs. 17-18.

I'r \m. Acad. Arts and ScL, Vol. XXXVII, p. 41. June, 1901

.

Peritbecium relatively very long and large, yellowish, very slightly inflated toward the base, tapering

very gradually die broad, blunt ti]> which is subtended by a truncate, conical lateral projection; the

stalk-cell relatively short. Receptacle relatively small, the two cells nearly equal, the upper bearing

the stalk-cell of the perithecium terminally and the basal cell of the appendage laterally; the latter over-

lapping it to its base. Appendage consisting of four superposed cells, the basal (stalk-cell) small, triangu-

lar; the two cells above it larj. r and longer, bearing short antheridial branches from the upper inner

inirle the terminal cell smaller, subcorneal, bearing a small terminal branchlet. Spores about 44 X

l/<. Perithecium 290-340 Receptacle 55 pt. The appendage 125 p..

fipennis " ) . Malabar,

India. .Sharp Collection, No. 1151. British Museum, Burmah India, No. 390.

A species most nearly related to S. occidrntalis, which occurs on Pinophilus in Utah but is small and

differently shaped, and lacks the characteristic subterminal projection of the perithecium peculiar to the

present species. The material is, for the most part, in bad condition, the branchlets of the antheridial

appendages bring mostly broken, but its essential characters are shown with sufficient clearness.

Sim i.u.i homyces atropurpureus Thaxter. Plate LII, figs. 6-7.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 441. April, 1900.

Perithecium large, purplish, more or less distinctly curved away from the appendages, tapering

below, often broader distally above the middle, tapering thence slightly to the tip, which is usually not

distinctly differentiated; the apex small truncate or slightly papillate; the basal cells large, as long as or

longer than the stalk-cell, dull amber-brown. Basal cell of receptacle large, not greatly elongated, taper-

ing below, the nearly hyaline distal portion, obliquely distinguished from the deeply suffused, partly opaque

portion of the cell below; the subbasal cell subtriangular. Appendage consisting of about five cells de-

creasing in size from below upward, the septa nearly horizontal; those above the basal cell giving rise to a

branch on the inner side, which in the subbasal cell and the cell above it consist of a very large broad

basal evil, from which arise from two to four subhyaline branches which may be once branched, the

branches crossing the stalk and basal cells of the perithecium obliquely, usually on the left side, so that

urn lies at the left, the appendages lie above them. Spores 35 X 3.5 fi.
Pcritheciaperithec

30-35 85-100

perithecium 270-350

Quedius (jracHin ntrb

o Q. basiverttris Shan

50-75

This speci- is distinguished from other forms possessing a blackened basal cell, by the small unmodi-
fied tip of its relatively very large perhheeium. It is perhaps most nearly allied to S. Brachyderi, but

lacks the perithecial appendage of this species.

Shialeromyces Brachyderi Thaxter. Plate LII, figs. 3-5.

April, 1900.

Perithelium even*} suffused with brown, paler distally, somewhat inflated at the base, tapering slightly
1 f I ^P ft T^ —

*

h a ^ifc * -a- im & -A a V

term in

tip <,f the
}

ritli.cium, broad with a nearly median indentation of the inner side, the outer margin slightly,

the upper strongly curved outward, terminating in a short blunt point or slightly inflated portion rather
abruptly distinguished on its inner side; the tip asymmetrical, one of the outer lip-cells extending above
and tree from the others, forming a hyaline bluntly pointed termination at the base of which the tips of
lu- other hp-cells form irregular prominences which may be slight, or obsolete; basal cells concolorous,

stalk-eell short and similar to the basal cells. Basal cell of the receptacle very large, long, attenuated
below and decnlv blaekened -k in r,™^»M..„ n ±u„ j- a i n i ,

. , , .,, ,i ^iu
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cell. Appendage consisting of four or five rather flatfish brown cells, decreasing in size from below up-

ward, their septa directed obliquely outward and downward, each producing a branch from ii upper

inner angle, which is simple or one or more times branched, the branchlets subhyaline. Spor< about

30 X 3 pL. Perithecia 120-140 X 28-35 ft, its appendage 35 X 12 /<. lb ptacie s."» 100 X 30 35 /<

Primary appendage about 35//, with branchlets about 120/*. Total length to tip of perithelium 225 20(1

On tip of abdomen of BrachyderusanUvniitus Sharp, in Dr. Sharp Coll., 1 a. Ama/on, So. 11 >.

This species is similar in general to S. afropnrpiiniis which, however, 1; ks the perithecia] np|x iid-

age. It varies considerably in size, but the characters appear otherwise constant

Sphaleromyces Ciiiriqi'f.nsis Thaxtcr. Plate LI I, (i_ . 1 2.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., XXXVII, p. 40. June. 1901.

Almost uniformly translucent dirty amber-brown. Perithecium wry large and crowded with spun

long, with a very slight general inflation, the base narrower, tapering abruptly al the short tip: one of tL

lip-cells forming an erect, median, straight, hyaline, cylindrical or slight!; inflated, nearly truncate termi-

nal projection, which is subtended by a posterior or partly lateral, somewhat Larger, spine-lik- . slightly

divergent, deep black brown, nearly straight or slightly outcurved pointed out rowth, it- tip ncarl on a

level with that of the median projection: the basal cells collectively slightly larg r than the short stalk-cell,

and not distinguished from the base of the perithecium. Basal cell of the n ptade very large, tap ring

throughout from the broad distal to the narrow basal end, paler than the small, flattened, deeper brown

subbasal cell. The appendage consisting of a relatively large basal stalk-cell, which is slightly longer

than broad, and partly united to the stalk-cell of the perithecium ; above are four short nmWively smaller

cells, their septa slightly oblique, the three lower bearing branch usual, which may branch one .ibo

their basal cells, the branchlets brown, erect, rigid, closely aggregated; the uppermost cell pak r, with a

terminal branch. Spores 50 X 2 ft. Perithecia 220-250 X 40-48 ft,
to tip of median projection, the

subtcrminal process 25 X 7 ft; the stalk-cell 35 X 25 a. Receptacle 240 X 1" ft, the basal nil 220 n.

Total length to tip of perithecium 500-000 «. Appendage without branches, including stalk-cell, 75 ft.

Collection, No. 1157.

Queditis fit
Panama. Sharp

This large and fine species is allied to S. Brarhydrri, but is abundantly distinct as a comparison of

the figures will show, and in the type material shows no variation en i»t in size

Ql'EDIOXK HI T

Proc XXXVII, p. 39. June, 1901.

Perithecium relatively small, translucent, tinged with amber-bro^n, straight, \ ry slightly almost

symmetrically inflated; the tip hardly distinguished; one of the lip-cells forming a blunt, terminal, .rrcg-

ularly curved, hyaline, sometimes abruptly distinguished projection, below the base of which an
,

;

on

the inner side a 'tongue-like outgrowth externally and nasally Hackish brown the broad rounded hyahne

end of which is curved against or across the base of the terminal outgrowth
:

<!, talk-cell small, the ba al

cells collectively larger, and separated from it by a very oblique septum I* al cell of the receptac*

, , , , • , ,, ... u-_* -i *. ih, «,.bbnsftl cell small, nearlv tnangular. App<-ml-

-IV

ry obliquely superposed cells, tnetwo lower neamc4«-^-- -

smaller, but "equal in length; the branches which are once or twice branched and extend abo, oh

middle of the perithecium, arising front the whole surface of their inner marg.n, * *-"^'£-
destroved. Snores 55 X 3 «. Perithecia 135 X 30 /, Basal cell of reoept; 120* App< ndag<
destroyed. Spores 55 X 3 /t

21)0-3 1

Q
No. 1105.

A .species distinguished by its small blunt pe, i.heeiun,, and ahnos. wtoll.v „,,a«,ue basal „ II, but

nearly allied to the three preceding species
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Sphaleromyces Latonse nov. nom. Plate L, figs. 1-3.

Corcthrom ,,<< « Latonce Thaxter. Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 41. June, 1901.

iW'Il

flated; the lip-cells forming a small short, slightly bent, nearly cylindrical, truncate, or papillate terminal

projection, which is rather abruptly distinguished; the secondary stalk-cell, and the basal cell above it,

bulging outward more or leas prominently, and separated by a rather conspicuous irregular indentation:

the stalk-cell small and squarish. The basal cell of the receptacle asymmetrical; its anterior margin

i might and perpendicular, the posterior slightly curved and oblique; its distal margin oblique with a

posterior protrusion; its slender base translucent, but otherwise opaque, the opacity involving a portion

of the small flattened subtriangular subbasal cell. The appendage consisting of a series of about five

successively smaller hyaline cells, the lowest greatly flattened; the series above, the distal cells of which

icon disappear, often turned outward .so as to become almost horizontal in position, giving rise from their

sides to numerous hyaline branches, which may be more or less copiously branched. Spores about
inner

35 X 2 n. Perithecium 90-105 X 20-25 tx, the stalk and basal cells together 20-25 ft. Receptacle 110 X

)0 (distal end) X 10 /t (base). 225-250

Museum
( )n the legs and abdomen of Latona Spinolae Guer. Bogota, Columbia. Berlin

Although I have been unable to determine with absolute certainty, young specimens of this species

appear to produce solitary antheridia on the branchlets, and I have therefore included the species in

Sphaleromyces to which in other respects it corresponds exactly; although somewhat peculiar from its

ondensed primary appendage and large opaque distally prominent basal cell. The types were found in

company with Laboidbenia Latonce on various parts of the host.

Sphaleromyces obtusus Thaxter. Plate LIT, figs. 11-13.

Proc Am. Ac I. Arts, and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 410. April, 1900.

Pcrithccia relatively large, clear dark brown becoming almost opaque; the inner margin nearly

straight, the outer strongly convex; tapering very slightly basally and distally; the tip paler brown,

abruptly distinguished, and when viewed sidewise flaring, with straight divergent lateral margins, the

distal margin as broad as the portion of the perithecium below the tip, and slightly concave, the outer lips

more prominent and much broader than the inner: when viewed at right angles to this position the tip

appears in general bluntly rounded, not expanded, the more or less papillate tips of the lip-cells situated

in asymmetrical pairs, which are visible above and below a broad bluntly rounded median portion between

them: the basal cells colored like the perithecium, distinct, hardly broader than the stalk-cell which is

hyaline contrasting thick-walled and about twice as long as broad. Receptacle small, suffused with brown,

two celled; the septa somewhat oblique, the upper cell contrasting abruptly with the colorless stalk-cell,

and giving rise laterally to the slightly divergent appendage, which consists of from five to six nearly opaque

brown cells, separated by oblique septa; each producing distally on the inner side a short hyaline branch,

sometimes once branched. Spores about 40X3.5 ;i. Pcrithccia 140-150X40-45 ft, the stalk-cell

35 X 20 pi. Receptacle not including foot 27-35 X 10 ft. Appendage, mostly broke

length to tip of perithecium 230-245 ju.

On lathrobncm Illyricum Dej., British Museum, No. 384. Algeria (?). On superior surface of

abdomen.

70-100 u. Total

Sphaleromyces PBOPINQUU8 Thaxter. Plate LII, figs. 14-10.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 441. Apiil, 1000.

Like S. obtusus in size, form, and color, except that the tip of the perithecium is symmetrical or nearly

o, the lips forming a broadly rounded blunt terminal prominence with sometimes a slight median eleva-

tion, while at the base the tip is characteristically broadened through the presence of distinct lateral ele-

vatioi on either side: the stalk-cell rather abruptly swollen below the basal cells of the perithecium.
On Lathrobiinn, sp. indet., British Museum, No. 383. Europe. On superior surface of abdomen.
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This species is doubtfully separated from S. obtum* on account of the \<n different con format ion

of the tip of the perithecium, which, as the materia] in either case occurred in the same position on tin-

host, can hardly be due to position of growth. Their retention as distinct species is, however, only pro-

visional.

CERAIOMYCES Thaxter.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts ami Sci., Vol. WW I. p. 410. March, 11*01.

Structure of the perithecium as in Laboulbnu'a, its stalk-cell united to the free base of the free stalk-

cell of the appendage, which bears a well differentiated insertion-cell terminally, from the end of which

are borne antheridial branches, their successive cells producing terminally either successive secondary

branchlets, or antheridia or both. Receptacle two-celled.

This genus is in some respects very similar to Laboulbenia, with species of which it might !>c confused

on superficial examination. It differs in possessing an appendage, the stalk-cell of which is free from the

stalk-cell of the perithecium. The main appendage, moreover, consists of but two superposed tells

terminated by an insertion-cell which does not necessarily give rise to outer and inner branches. As in

species of Dimeromi/ces and Rhizomyces, the two forms herewith illustrated differ in their relation to tht

host; C. Dahlii, which grows on a soft-bodied fly, being characterized by a copiously branched rhisotd

that enters the body cavity, whereas 0. Science is attached by the usual blackened foot.

Ceraiomyces Dahlii Thaxter. Plate XLI1I, figs. 3-6.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXX VI, p. 410. March, 1901.

Perithecium large, blackish brown, with an olive shade, becoming opaque, usually slightly curved,

tapering gradually to the slender undifferentiated tip; the anterior lip-cells forming two appress I hyaline-

tipped finger-like projections; the base very broad, translucent, dull brownish, bulging conspicuously

below the venter, especially on the left side; the stalk-cell mall, marly isodiamctrie, united on its inner

side to the base of the stalk-cell of the appendage. The latter five, though often in coated with the

br.se of the perithecium, dull blackish olive, outwardly inflated, narrower terminally where it bean the

characteristically differentiated basal cell of the appendage, which become^ almost opaque and is some-

what flask- or bottle-shaped with a rounded extremity, from which, typically, two diverged brand

arise which in turn may branch one to three times subdichotomously; the Ion- slender flask-shaped

antheridia borne, one to two together, distally from the successive cells. The 1, al cell of the t eptade

nearly spherical, penetrating the host by a long filament which is slender except for an enlargement im-

mediately below the integument of the host, simple at first but becoming more or le copiously branched

the upper cell very large and elongate. Spores about 30 X 3 ft. Perithedum 275-310 X 5-> <>(> n- the

2 X 58-68 ft. Appendage 75 So n (the basal • 11 18 X 12 /<), <l

,t,,U 17.V-940 y 35 a fthe basal cell 20-22 ft). Total lenglh to tip
68-

stalk-ccll 40-45 X 18-22 fi. Receptacle 175-240 X 35 ti (the basal cell

of perithecium 400-675 jx, average 550 [i.

On various parts of a small flower fly. Balum, New Pomerania. Berlin Museum, N< I2M and

This species is conspicuous from its large sue and dark color, ami growing, as it often does, pro}. ..in,

forward front the head of its host, was at first mistaken for an antenna. The many pecuhanttes of ,1ns

1208.

fine species need hardly be po

the specimens the black insertit

after Dr. Dahl of the Berlin ]

Laboulbeniales were obtained.

In all

Ikvii named

oil

Ceraiomyces Selix.e Thaxter. Plate XL1II, figs. 7-8

Proc. Am. Acad. Arte and Scl., Vol. XXXVm, p. 20. June, 1902.

Receptacle pale dirty brownish, becoming gradually somewhat broad,- di aUy * "^££
brown, not clearly distinguished, the subbasal cell longer than the bum. SUlk- I of the ,k nth-
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slightly longer than broad, the basal cells forming a hyaline neck bent above the stalk-cell and not dis-

tingrishedExcept ill color, from the body of the perithecium, which is nearly straight, symmetrical, dull

purplish brown, tapering gradually to the slightly asymmetrical apex; the tip hardly distinguished by a

slight external elevation. Stalk-cell of the appendage more or less strongly curved, or recurved so that

the appendage bend, downward; the insertion-cell slightly broader than long, blackish purple below,

separated by a slightly oblique septum from the much larger cell above it, from which four or five branches

arise distally; the branches simple, or sps

.-..itheridia. Peritheeia 125-150X30-35 Receptacle 200-325 X 25-30 p..

1 85-4< )0 a. Total length to tip of perithecium 219-490 fx.

On (labelled

Museum, No. 976.

The only two specimens of this species that were obtained are figured in the accompanying plate.

It looks at first sight like a somewhat malformed Laboulbenia, but the essential characters correspond

exactly with those of the preceding species. The insertion -cell bears but a single appendage, however,

and the host is not penetrated by any rhizoid. The host in this case is a carabid beetle and the genus

Selena is said to be synonymous with Ega.

LABOULBENIA Robin.

Taken as a whole the characters of this very large and varied genus are remarkably constant as far

as the general type of structure and development are concerned, and I have little to add to the account

already given in my Monograph. As I have there pointed out the type is peculiar from the fact that the

o-ealled receptacle here, is not homologous with that of its simpler allies, like Rhadinomyces for example,

but includes in addition to the primary two-celled receptacle of such forms, a cell series of very constant

characters which results from the adnation of the basal portion of a primary appendage with the stalk-

cell, and usually with some of the basal cells, of the perithecium. This pseudo-receptacle gives rise,

then, to a single perithecium on one side and on the other to appendages which are in reality branches

from the adnate primary appendage. The arrangement of cells in this combination is, in general, so

regular and constant that it has been found possible and convenient to number the successive cells. The

basal and subbasal cells, representing the primary receptacle of the simpler forms, are numbered I and II

respectively; the primary appendage includes cells III to V, the latter a double cell which, like cell IV,

is normally separated from the "appendages" by a blackened insertion-cell. Of the remaining cells,

cell VII corresponds to the normal perithecial stalk-cell of many other genera, which in this instance is

never free.

The more important variations which are met with among the members of the genus are for the

most part associated with secondary divisions of the distal portion of the "primary" appendage, that is

to say of cells IV-V and of the insertion-cell. Laboulbenia olivacea, for example, is a unique instance

in which such a division of cell IV appears to be invariable (Plate LV, fig. 3). In L. Anaphr/enii also,

although th.- phenomenon is neither regular nor invariable, the same cell may be divided by one or even

more septa, becoming thus to some extent proliferous distally and externally. The most complicated
instances of this nature are seen in some of the aquatic species like L. ceratophom, and such forms might
on this account be put in a genus by themselves were it not for the existence of various species showing
transitional conditions.

Normally the free appendages consist of an outer and an inner, arising immediately above the in-

sertion-cell from corresponding basal cells; but through the subdivision of these basal cells, as well as of

the insertion-cell, the normal arrangement may be wholly confused, as in the instances last mentioned.

unusual, is seen in L. prolij ns and its varieties (Plate LIU) in which

may give rise to a more or less copious
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production of secondary appendages. Similar tendencies toward irregular division of the ap|>enda 's,

as well as of cell IV and of the insertion -cell, are also seen in L.Clirinali.s (Plate I \l and several allied

spe<ies, although a perfectly normal type may he associated as in this sp ies, with such abnormalitie

It is evident that this large genus is a modem one, in which species making is in active progress,

and it is thus an extremely difficult one to treat from a systematic standpoint; especially in view of the

limited material usually available for study, and the poor condition in which such material is found in

collections, on dried insects which have in general been previously naked in alcohol, and it must oftei

be a matter of opinion whether species, or varieties, or regional variations are in question. In endeavor-

ing to put in order the almost endless variations of the simpler, or "flageUafa" type, I do not I. I that I

have in all cases been consistent in my view of what constitutes a variety and what a secies. For exampli

under L. Texana and L. proliferans certain apparent variations are distinguished by varietal nam.

while from L. orirntalis I have separated as species, L. japonica, L. pusilla and /.. rlunophora, althottgl

the differences in these cases are no greater, perhaps, than they an- in ca s where the varietal designation

has been applied. I do not feel at all sure that it would not have been better to discard varietal designa-

tions entirely, or at least in L. Texana, L. proliferans and /,. cauliculata, in recognition of the fan that in

these cases species making is in progress, although the forms do not appear to have become so well defined

as they are, for example, in a majority of the numerous closely allied species of the remarkable " Uah-rifm*

group.

Apart from a crowd of forms which it is very difficult to assemble about any very definite type specie

there are several subdivisions of the genus which may be distinguished with some definite** and among

these that which occurs on water beetles belonging to the Gyrinida-, ami which may be grouped abotj

/,. Gynnhhrum as a type, is perhaps one of the most clearly defined. This group, instead of ... sting

primitive conditions, which might be expected to throw light on possible aquatic ancestors of tto Family

as a whole, appears to illustrate, rather, one of its most highly developed types, as is unhealed by tl grea r

complexity of the receptacle, appendages and, in many cases, of the peritheemm. 'I he more complicated

members of this group, however, are directly connected with the terr. -.trial types through form like L.

variabilis; while it contains within itself a certain number of simpler forms like L. roarrtufa, lor example,

in which the receptacle is absolutely normal. Among these aquatic species, of which there are about

twenty, L. aquatica alone shows a copious development of typical flask-shaped an.her.d.a. winfe m the

others no bodies have been observed which can certainly be regarded as organs of tins nature. It should

be mentioned, however, that material of these forms is almost invariably in bad condition, a. I that I

have made no attempt to reexamine fresh material of the common forms on American Gynm ... order to

determine this point. , . ,. , n f

A somewhat similar and very curious tendency to secondary division, not only m ti* distal cells of

the receptacle, but in the basal cells of the appendages as well, is also seen m the group »l form rred

to above, occurring on CJMm and allied carabid genera Schizogeniu,, Umo, etc., although m these ease

*'- 'endency has not become fixed, as is illustrated in figures 6-6 of Plate LXI.

A, might be expected in a genus which includes more than two hundred s,, ies the paras.t.s.n of

beell

the
the hitter is unusually varied; and althou^

forms are known to 'occur on Staphylinid*, Cyrhmhe, Cicindelid*, and several other orders among

Coleoptera; on Diopsida, among the flies; on Termites among the Neuroptera; on two <--'; -

and even on ants. It is rather remarkable that such extreme differences m host, have . most ,.a

type
f the

inuuceu no cousuiciauic urpi iuh. .1^. ~~ .» ' . , Xt . ... .,,,,1 Hcmenon-
host is so unusual as in those of L. [Iagci and L. Fon„kan,m wh.,1, ..ocuron Neun,,,,-ra^

.... ... ^ - 1 ,r :ns*MA I STnnnhxmvft are aberrant, it is hardly possibft

tern. Whether the forms on

to determine from the published figu

peeies

TU distribution of the species corresponds in son,.- butane* U. that of the nus „f be- ins, K as
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in the case of L. eristata which occurs in all the continents; although the members of the large genus

Pcedenu which it infests, are very varied and numerous. On the other hand certain forms seem to be

decidedly restricted. L. variabilis, for example, which occurs on a variety of carabid hosts and even on

.me genus of tiger-beetles, seems certainly not to occur outside the American continents. L. Philonthi,

tbo, which occurs on members of one of the largest and most widely distributed genera of the Staphylinidre,

is only found in North and South America. In the two instances last mentioned, enough exotic material

of the hosts lias been examined to make it reasonably certain that the -species are thus restricted, and

this is doubtless true of many other forms in connection with which the data are less complete. Among

still more restricted forms the species on Hawaiian Carabidre may be mentioned, although they are in

general not confined to special genera; while numberless forms have as yet been seen only on members

of the same host species, or genus, and from single localities.

In attempting to arrange the species serially, and at the same time bring together groups of evidently

related forms, a confusion has resulted in the following enumeration, through the unavoidable juxtaposi-

tion of unrelated species, and it would have been in some respects less misleading to have adopted an

alphabetical arrangement. The different groups of species, where groups can be distinguished, center

about the so-called normal, or flagellata-type . For example the whole series on American Galerifw,

;iln ly referred to, which comprises about twenty-five species, has apparently come from some type

nnilar to that of L. Mexicana, which is found widely distributed on the same hosts. The same may be

true of the group comprising L. Pachytelis, L. Pheropsophi, L. Texana with its varieties, and other related

forms; some or all of which may have come from L. Darwinii, or a similar type. The series of L. pro-

liferaru and its varieties, comes also directly from a normal type through the proliferation of cell V; and

further abnormal divisions in this region result in the type of L. variabilis, wdiich passes directly to the

types already referred to as seen in the aquatic parasites of Gyrinidse, which themselves vary to forms pos-

sessing quite normal receptacles.

In my Monograph I called attention to certain abnormalities which were of interest as showing that

the sexual characters did not appear to be inherent in any special cells of the receptacle, although the

primary branches of the subbasal cell are normally antheridial and procarpic respectively. In this way

perithelia may be wholly or in part replaced by antheridial branches, and, especially in African forms of

L. proliferous, instances occur in which perithecia may arise secondarily from the subbasal cell, or even

other cells of the receptacle.

Laboulbexia fasciculata Peyritsch.

L. brachiata Thaxter, Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXIV, p. 11.

The figures of this species given by Peyritsch give so incorrect an idea of its characters, that I felt no
hesitation in separating the American form. An examination of European material on the same hosts

on which it was observed by Peyritsch clearly indicates, however, that the two are identical. Material

has been examined, from the Florence Collection on Platynus dorsalis Mull., on Pairobw excavatus Payk.

and on CJUanius vestitus Payk., all of which were Italian ; in the British Museum on Pairobus rufipes

Fabr., from Britain, No. 638; on Brachinu* sp., China (?) No. 585; the last two differing somewhat in

color but structurally identical with the North American and European types. Closely allied to L.
proliferans and resembling especially the varieties divaricate and interposita, it is always separable from
the fact that the insertion-cell is undifferentiated and is not directly related to the basal cell of the inner
appendage. En eh basal cell of the appendages, moreover, as we'll as the secondary appendieu I ate cells

Which result from the proliferation of cell V, bear in the present species more than a single branch or
appendage; while the basal cells of the latter are relatively large and somewhat inflated, and all the
lower septa are black and somewhat oblique. The species bears also a certain resemblance to L. varia-
bilis to which it may be related.
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Laboulrexia pkoliferans Thaxter.

This species presents a plexus of variations, several of which it has seemed <1< irable to distinguish

by varietal names and some of these like the var. cincta or var. atretic might he considered by sonic per^i is

as specifically distinct. But although these .seem very constant, for exam

given locality, there are so many of them and they are otherwise so variable thai it has appeared wiser to

regard them all as representing a single species which is undoubtedly in a veiy plastic condition, and

from which a number of species are likely eventually to separate themselves. Whether such a « pa ra-

tion has not actually begun is perhaps a matter of opinion. If we take the well defined African form

Var. atrata, it might well be considered specifically distinct from the normal form as it occum for instam

on Asiatic species of Chlcenivs; yet the var. wierposiia on African ChkmH, which approaches atrata very

closely, becomes identical with the Eastern form on Chkrnius when, as actually occurs in a few individ-

uals, the blackened septa are absent at the bases of its acessory appendages; while var. divaricate again,

could hardly be separated from atrata if these blackened sepia were added.

Among the minor variations which I have seen the following deserve mention. British Museum

No. 604 on Chlamius pallipes Gebl. from Japan differs in possessing a receptacle the lower part of wliiel

is very slender, cell I being nearly isodiametric, slender, usually abruptly curved above its base, with a more

or less well marked prominence distally and anteriorly just below cell II.

i

Museum
fl<

Berlin Museum No. 930, on Chlamius xanthacrus Wied., from Bengal, is a small form, the distal

portion of the receptacle relatively large and diverging from the relatively small perithecium.

British Museum No. 596 on Clamwnms graeUieoUis Jnk. from Turkestan, is a pale form peculiar

for the characteristic wine-red color of its insertion-cell.

Hope Collection on Chlamius sp. No. 320, from Ceylon, has copious aee, wj branch.
.
which are

hardly divergent, and 750 // in length.

Minor variations in color, size and form of the receptacle, perithecium and appendages are common,

as well as in the degree of proliferation in cell V (which is rarely quite normal), the numherof accessory

appendiculate cells cut oft' rarely exceeding five and usually not more than two in number

In a few individuals of the normal type (Paris 51, on Chlamius sp., Algeria, and No. I on Eva w

Africa, the subbasal cell of the receptacle has organized procarps and peritheca, and m one ca i two

have arisen after a division of this cell. This appears to occur usually when the pnmaiy pentheaum

aborts for any reason, or is destroyed; but in one instance both primary and secondary peflth ia appear

to be functional. __ . . , »

A complete list of the material examined since the publication of my Monograph, and e» .my, of

the named varieties, is as follows;- British Museum: No. 5S8 on Budema cornea Murr Old .
.labar.

stan, No. 598 on Chlamius spoliates

No. 603 on C. aucipennis, Port

lotus Dej., Java ; No. 008 on C
Collection: No. 20 on Chlaniu

sp., Africa; No. 87 on Chlamius sp
lid

prd<
Asia. Hop, Collection : No. 320 on~- q>., yj™, ,£—--

,

,g „„ ;,„„,„„„„,„„
Mi.; No. 381 on E.ulnua Er.rho.u, Hope Afrn

•
»*» ^ '""•

. ,,
:
v„ ,,;»,„„ r.ia;

subl(Evis Chaud

Schaumii West

No. 930 on C
Spain; also on Chlamius velutinus Duft., from Italy? in collection. The
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Pkeropsophus from Spain is immature but appears certainly to belong here. I hope to illustrate this

species more rally in a future paper.

The varieties of this species which it has been thought desirable to distinguish by special names are

as follows:

var. Liberia ua Thaxter. Cell V constantly once-proliferous, the accessory appendage simple, dis-

tinguished by a broad opaque black base. Type on Euderrm sp., Liberia (Cooke); British Museum No.

591 on /.'. arcuatocoUe Murr., Old Calabar: Paris Museum Nos. 84 and 152 on Eudnna sp., Congo, Africa,

in the original figure of this variety (Monograph, Plate III, fig. 7) the septum separating cell III from

roll IV, was not inked in before reproduction, so that the figure is incorrect to this extent. The septum

is almost exactly horizontal, and the two cells which it separates are about equal in length. The additional

materia] obtained since this variety was described resembles the type in all respects.

var. cixcTA Thaxter. Plate LIII, fig. 5.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 53. June, 1902.

Perithelium borne on a black base resembling a normal insertion-cell; cell V several times proliferous,

each cell bearing a simple accessory appendage distinguished by a broad black basal suffusion. On

Endrma simudicolle Laf., Lagos, Guinea; British Museum, No. 590. On E. grosmm Hope, Old Calabar,

Africa; British Museum, No. 587. On Episcosvmus (Eudcma) grossus Hope, Africa; Paris Museum,

No. 81. On Cnupedophorus adaqmtus Kolbe, Bismarkdorf, Togo, Africa; Berlin Museum, No. 919,

and Kamerun, Africa; Berlin Museum, No. 912. On C. Conc/oanus Kolbe, Kimpoko, Congo, Africa;

Berlin Museum, No. 907. On C. Prm.ni Kolbe; Barumba Station, Kamerun, Africa; Berlin Museum,

Xo. 911). On C. (Eudema) Strachani Hope, Togo, Africa; Berlin Museum, No. 913.

This variety is entirely similar to the var. IAberiana except that cell V is more than once proliferous,

and that the perithecium is seated on a clearly defined black base which is like the normal insertion-cell

of this genus. In the latter respect the variety is quite unique, since no other member of the genus shows

any such tendency. The black portion appears to result from the modification of two cells (cells g and

d, Monograph, Plate II, fig. 17).

var. atrata Thaxter. Plate LIII, fig. 2.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 53. June, 1902.

Cell V twice to five times proliferous, the accessory appendages distinguished by thick black bases

and either divaricately once- or twice-branched, or simple. Very variable in size, the type on Rhopalmnr-

lus (Berlin No. 921) over 1.5 mm. in length, while specimens on Rkopalomelus from Port Natal (British

Museum, No. 630) are only 450 \i to tip of perithecium. A fine variety, which, in the absence of inter-

mediate forms, would never be specifieially associated with the normal form of proliferans. Specimens

in which the accessory branches are simple (Berlin 909 and 908, Brit. Mus. G30) resemble var. cinrta

exactly, except that no blackened base is distinguished below the perithecium. On Chhvn'uis Dohrini
Bert., Tropical E. Africa; Berlin Museum, No. 220. On EuehUmitu trochanterics Kolbe, Njam Njam,
Senmio, Africa; Berlin Museum, No. 921. On Cnupedophorus nvcahu Harold, "Uegne Lugna"?
Africa; Berlin Museum, No. 908. On C. Westermanni Laf., Togo, Africa; Berlin Museum, No. 909.

palomehi

sp., Africa; Hope Collection, No. 311.

ca; British Museum, No. Ii30. On Rhopahrmelus

be

Var. interposita nov. var. Plate LIII, figs. 3-4.

resembles var.O *** v" *^i*vun ouv-t-ILO \JM Kj II LUC-Il VILO Willi. li ROVin^v^ * -— -

atrata from the fact that one or all of its accessory appendages may be distinguished at the base by black-
ened septa, although specimens occur in which no such blackening is present. It resembles the Asiatic
forms of the species on the same host in general form, and in the Type (British Museum No. 599 on
Lhlanuts sp., Angola), has the samp nnl*> «t™«r „fllL„, ™i„.: ^ • . • i #__ .i • :^«

/
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Specimens from Delagoa Bay, however, (Brit. Museum, N<>. (too) and from Sierra Leone 15. M. Si

602 on 0. venaior) are suffused with dark brown in most eases,

Var. divakicata Thaxter. Plate LI 1 1, figs, 7.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts :md Sri., Vol. XXXVIII, j>. 53. June. 1902.

Cell V once proliferous or sometimes normal without proliferation, the priinan appendages eopiousl

several times branched, the branches or bnuiehlets commonly more or less marked In basil hliirkish dif-

fusions, divaricate, slender, tapering, flexuous. On CklamtUS sp., Sandakao, Borneo; British Museum.

No. 664, Type. On Chkenius ? sp., Victoria, Australia; Hope Collection, No. 339. On Ndnww
viridexcens Chaud. (?), New Zealand; Paris Museum, No. 159. On Bcmbus giga* Hates, Japan; Pari

Museum, No. 133. On Rhembus Iwvw Lesne, Java; Paris Museum, No. 109.

LABOULBENIA CraSPIBOPHORI Thaxter. Plate Id II, (i^r s. S <).

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and ScL Vol. XXXVIII, p. 82. June 1902

bent ise

and outward toward the tip, becoming almost opaque dark brown; the tip rather small, hardly distin-

guished, bent slightly outward; the lip edges pale, outwardly oblique. Receptacle usually rather slender,

the basal and subbasal cells relatively large and long, faintly suffused with brown, th upper longer

separated from cell III by a narrow horizontal septum and from cell VI by a very oblique Of almost verti-

cal one; the distal portion of the receptacle narrow, but rather abruptly distinguished, especially cell

III and IV, more or less deeply suffused, becoming eoncolorous with the perithecium. ( Niter append;..

long, slender, simple, or rarely distally furcate, curved outward; the basal cell of the inner appendage

relatively very small, bearing a single", erect, short, one-ceiled branch; which, after 1 .ring several an-

theridia distally, soon disappears. Spores 75 X 5 /*. Perithelia 180-210 X 48 /L Receptacle 1V>-

325 ft. Appendages longer, 30(3-375 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium 280 S I &

On Craspidophoms lenuipunctaius Laf., East Indies; British .Museum, No. 602. On Pamgmui

(Evdema) Sumei Murr., Old Calabar, Africa; British Museum, No. 504. On Mieromnmu (1 ujema)

vicinus Miirr., Gaboon, French -Congo, Africa; Berlin Museum, No. 020. On Crwpubphonu (?) sp.,

U. S. National Museum, Liberia, Africa, No. 8.

This form is allied to L. proliferous, and although from a A-.-ripti.Ki alone .1 might be readily con

fused with other species in which the outer appendage is single and simple, its characters shov, suffice*

individuality to separate it readily from any other spec* thus far d. ribed. It mighl b< regarded ,

•* A ... « i • i r i:i ««*J U , .t»w.<ii»c h«ivr» <wm.<» «iii( ll limn-
'/

1 K\St
over, occurs on similar hosts. Its individuality i

which resembles that of L. proUfamu. The tip
.

of the individuals thus far examined have shown any tendency to pmhlcrutmn in cell V.

Iabovi.uenh t.Nioi a Thaxter. Hate I. III. 6g. 1.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and BA, Vol. XXXVIII, p. W. Jane, l«tt

Perithecium relatively very small, the upper third or b» free reddish l,r„an dec^r than , be ««p

taclc, erect, straight, nearly symmetric^; the tip clearly and rather ahruptly d, noshed, h, h,H I

with darkc shades, distinctly pnading. especially externally, tbeed* hyahn, -f^T^ b
and subbasal cells of the receptacle snbequal small. The insert.on-eell hrond we art I a I

cells of the appendage clearly distinguished, subepud. aland as broa.l a- fon* I, In
Simple erect L'anch, the basal cell of which is abruptly narrower. suuansh deep. ho

,

,£m
;

,

\ . , i i *«4« ri; cfal1v liv'i no tinged with pale l>nn\n below
,

xnc inner

the rest of the branch ample ohscurcly septate d.sta 1
h .dm g I ^^

appends like the outer, shorter, pale, ,he,ta»h «, h^l P
;

smaller and without septa. Spores about 40 X 4 a. reiitnx is oo a p

ages 1S4-1S0 p. Total length to tip of perithecium 250-290 /..
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On the inferior thorax of Chlccnius biguttatus Motsch., Japan; Berlin Museum, No. 923.

Allied to /,. hvmilis, but differing in its appendages, and in the conformation of the spreading tip of

its perithelium which is itself differently shaped, and differently related to the insertion-cell.

Laboulbem v humilis Thaxter. Plate LIII, fig. 10.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 42. June, 1902.

Rather slender, nearly uniform dirty olivaceous. Perithecia relatively large, straight, erect, the

outer margin nearly straight to the lips, or slightly convex; the tip not well distinguished, with darker

shades below the rather coarse, pale, outwardly oblique lips. Basal cell of the receptacle relatively large,

somewhat paler; the cells above it darker, and transversely, rather coarsely, striate-punctate especially

cell 11 ; 11 III separated from cell II by a short horizontal septum; cell VI separated from cells II and

III by oblique septa; the anterior margin of the receptacle slightly convex, the posterior strongly diver-

gent above cell II. Insertion-cell relatively narrow and thick, the outer appendage short, simple, taper-

ing, four to five-celled, slightly divergent above the basal cell, which is rather long, irregular and paler;

the subbasa! cell separated by a more or less distinctly oblique septum, where the appendage is slightly

geniculate; the inner appendage erect, simple, or the small basal cell producing two pale, short, few-celled,

simple branches. Spores about 50 X 5 /£. Perithecia 100-125 X 30 //. Receptacle about 185 ;i. Ap-

pendages 60-75 /i. Total length to tip of perithecium 250-275 fi.

On the elytra of Chlcenius monogrammus Laf., Hong Kong; British Museum, No. 606. On C.

cyan in ps Bates, Hong Kong; Berlin Museum, No. 925.

This species, although insignificant, is well distinguished by its feebly developed appendages, the

form of its perithecium and the conspicuous striation of cell II. It seems to be as nearly allied to Z. Cras-

pidophori and L. exigun as to any other species, but could hardly be confused with either. The form on
C. cyanireps is taken as the type and illustrated in fig. 10.

Laboulbenia Brachioxychi Thaxter. Plate LIII, figs. 11-12.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 162. December, 1899.

Perithecium wholly free, rather deeply suffused with smoky or reddish brown, subclavatc or almost
symmetrically inflated, tapering from the middle to the nearly symmetrical, or externally slightly oblique
blunt tip, the basal wall-cells contracted to form a long slender neck-like subhyaline stalk. Receptacle
abnormally developed, cells I and II nearly equal, cells III to V forming a stalk which is deeply suffused
with blackish brown especially externally, and rather coarsely punctate in the darker areas, of equal diam-
eter throughout and quite free, except at its very base, from the rest of the receptacle: cell IV larger than
cell III, cell V small and separated by an oblique septum; cell II often somewhat suffused and distinctly
finely punctate; cell I about as long as cell II, and faintly punctate above; cell VII and the basal cell's

of the perithecium very small. Outer appendage consisting of a basal cell deeply blackened externally,
and bearing a long slender simple branch, distally hyaline, more or less suffused with smoky brown to-
ward the hase: the inner appendage consisting of a basal cell about half as long as that of the outer
producing a single branch on either side which may be once or twice branched, the antheridia borne
UM.ally m twos or threes on short branchlets near the base. Spore 110 X 7 p. Perithecia exclusive of
stalky 270-340 X 65 /<; including stalk 340-430 fL Total length to tip of perithecium 650-800 /<; to

400-500 Stalk-like portion of receptacle 138 X 38 pu
\jn nracniony

85, Cochin China; on Ep'iscosoma

Mor. Japan. Usually on inferior surface of thorax.

400-4

Mama

i Mic

anomala

This fine species appears to be quite isolated by reason of its peculiarities. Of the other species, L

thw , ( „mt;n #„„ •
*i •

.,

auinmny ueveiopeu in relation to the perithecium, out

a eZm L ^h'
3
° TV^'- **"* The slender 1Kck ot th"= Perithecium appears almost to

anse from the subbasal eel], cell V! being small and cells II-V forming together a free structure terminated
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by the insertion-cell. Apart from slight differences in the depth of the suffusions, the Javan, « liinev <l

Japanese material shows no variations worthy of note. Fig. 11 represents an individual fi m (Whin

China, Paris Museum, No. 9, which is taken as the Type,

Laboulbenia Xebbi Peyr,

Specimens of this species were obtained in the British Museum > >. 45S on Nebi i (hjUrnhali Sell

q li. in

N

Laboulbenia vulgaris Peyritsch.

The varieties of this species and its near allies on species of Bembidtum arc in net -I oi thorough n -

vision and illustration, which I have deferred until it becomes po ible to examine the large amount of

material which I have collected in South America and elsewhere, hut which is not yet available f«»r udy.

It may be mentioned here, however, that material from Greece, Italy, the ('a nark India. Japan and the

Hawaiian Islands has been obtained from the European Collections.

Laboulbenia insularis Thaxter. Plate IAI, figs. 1 2.

Proe. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 181. I>. 18M.

Perithecium one third or more free, inflated, dark brown, becoming almost opaque, taperinj to the

rather pointed apex, the lip-edges hyaline. Receptacle elongate, the distal portion eoncotoroo* with the

perithecium; cell I suffused with brown above and below, cell II hyaline except tor a brown wffusion at

its base and distal end. Outer appendage consisting of I large robconieal basal cell becoming .lark brow n

and bearing terminally a single short erect slender branch, the two basal cells of which an -lark blackish

brown, the septa usually oblique; the distal cell somewhat longer than the rest of the append ;e, hyaliw

and soon broken. The inner appendage consisting of a very small basal cell, usually producing a single

short hyaline branch about as long as that of the outer appendage. lVrith. mm N5- 95 X 10 ft. I otal

length to tip of perithecium 215-275 /<; to insertion-cell 200 250 n. Appendage longest 100
/;.

On Bembldium .wblhnafum Woll., and B. Gmyanum Woll., Brit. Mas. No. B», 1
rtand of St. Helena.

This species, though most nearly allied to L. vulgar!*, differs constantly from formsol thai species m

the character of its appendages; the outer short, slender, more or less indurated, ample, externally suf-

fused with rich brown, is partly broken in all the adult individuals examined, but » shown from you,,

individuals, fig. 2, to be but slightly longer than is represented in fig. I.

L\BOULBEMA PERPENDICULARS Thaxter.

A few specimens of a form not separable from this species wen- found on the legs of Bmhitim

aUantiCum Woll. from Tcneriffe: British Mus., No. 420.

Laboulbenia subtekkanea Thaxter.

The different forms which seem refe-We to this ,»..* m «* P-P*** -| **£ J
European eaves, which are sehlon, very like the striking Amenean ,v,„~l..nn, ye* „,r,. >

.1

to some of its variations to warrant a specific separation.

i • o xi :±: ,1 U« « fs^m illustrate. 1 01

Tl
14-15 which, thougl

are not infrequently parasitized by a form ulustrated on i .a e i..
.
, -o

.

different from the types of this species, are so nearly identical wrth its .m«t.
,

wise to separate thfm at present. This variety is charactered by tl, po» on
>

;
1. s elongatt.

wise to separate them at present.

rigid, stiff outer appendage, the lower ecus m wauuu « .
j. ~~—

^

of variable diameter, or distally somewhat enlarged as m the t,o figures r

proaches some forms of I, polyfhaga, although it is always suffictentl «< • ^
On several European speeies of the staphylinid genus &**» have a

;

n d u t ^^
to separate satisfactorily from the varieties above mentioned, although it
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The individual represented in fig. 13 was found on 8. genicidatus Ehr., from England, and was at first

given a specific name corresponding to the host; but although an examination of abundant material may

show i iential and constant differences, I have preferred to place this form also provisionally under the

present species.

Of the forms on Anophthalmia the following have been examined: British Museum No. 660 on

A . Dorice Fairm., Liguria; on . I . Schmidtii Sturm., Carniola. Paris Museum on A. Caranti Sell., Alpes

Maritime^, Italy; No. 188 on A. Dalmatians Mill, Dalmatia; No. 189 on A. Schaumii Schm., Haute

Carniola. B( rliu Museum No. 875 on A. Motschulskyi Schm., Carniola; No. 876 on A. Dalmatians

Mill., Dalmatia; On species of Trcchus as follows: British Museum; No. 639 on T. micros Hubst.,

Hungary, also in Hope Coll., No. 323, Europe. Berlin Museum, No. 880 Trcchus sp., Macugnaga

Italy; No. SI on T. lampoons Heer., Macugnaga, N. Italy; No. 879 on T. sirigipennis Kies., Monte

Komi, Italy; on Trcchus sp. ( anada; No. 878 on T. paludosus Prussia.

On species of Si Hint*, British Museum: No. 447 on S. gcniculatus Ex., Cowley, England; No. 446

on 8. 9imtUs Er., Rathay, England. Berlin Museum; No. 837 on S. orbiculatus Payk, Europe.

Am
(Edodactyli Thaxter. Plate LIV, fig. 10.

Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 189. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium free except at the base, pale transparent amber-yellow, somewhat inflated at the base

and tapering gradually thence to the slender tip, a blackish shade below the nearly hyaline lips which are

turned slightly outward. Receptacle amber-colored, deeper anteriorly, cell 11 sometimes elongate, cell

VI very short, so that the base of the perithecium comes opposite cell III. Insertion-cell and the inner

margin of cell V usually free from the perithecium. The outer appendage simple, divergent, the basal

cell very large: the basal cell of the inner appendage much smaller, bearing one to two short branehlets.

Spores 35-40 X 41 ft. Perithecia 120 X 35 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium 175-380 a (longest);

to insertion-cell 115-275 ,«.

On elytra of (Edodactyhu juscobru uncus, Fairm., Brit. Mus., No. 397, Chile.

The material of this .species is unfortunately very scanty, the typical form being represented in fig.

10, and recalling L. Atlantica, although its color, the conformation of the perithecium and of the recepta-

cle, as well as its slender tapering colorless outer appendage, serve to distinguish it.

Laboulbenia Atlantica nov. sp. Plate LIII, figs. 16-17.

Perithecium dark olivaceous brown, short, stout, about two thirds free from the receptacle; the free

portion subsymmetrieal, or curved outward; the tip hardly distinguished, bent slightly outward, with

darker subterminal suffusions. Receptacle short and rather stout; cells I and II subequal pale dirty yel-

lowish, the distal half, or less, of the latter united laterally to cell VI; cells III and IV subequal, short

and broad, and eoncolorous with the perithecium. Outer appendage yellowish, simple, elongate, diver-

gent, tapering but slightly, rather closely septate, lower cells slightly constricted at the septa; basal cell

of the inner appendage bearing a short one-celled branch on either side, from which arise a few antheridia.

Perithecium 90 X 70 p. Receptacle 110 pu Greatest total width 58 //. Longest appendage 380 ft.

< )n elytra of Lathrobium mvlfipunctatum Gz., Santa Anna, Madeira; Paris Museum No. 205. On
Gargut Schaumii WolL, Ambentes, Madeira, Paris Museum No. 212.

Although the hosts of these two forms belong to different families of Coleoptera, I am unable to sepa-
rate them specifically, the specimens on Gargm differing only in the slightly greater relative length of the
basal and subbasal cells and in a slight tendency to general curvature in the free portion of the perithe-
cium. I he material on Lathrobium is taken as the type, one of the individuals from this source being
represented in fig. 16, while figure 17 represents an individual from Gargus. The species is allied to L.
subtcrranea and L. (Edodactyli, but seems sufficiently distinct from pitW
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1

Labo.ulbenia Madeira; Thaxter. Plate IJW fig. 7.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and BcL, Vol XXXV, |>. 186. Dm . I

l\ rithecium united to receptacle for about two thirds of its length, pale straw-yellou I run*

brownish yellow, the whole ti|) clear contrasting black or blackish brown, the hvalin« lip-<Mljj< hirn<<d

outward, Receptacle concolorous with perithecium, rather short, normal, cell Y relatively large, its

upper margin free between the peritheciuni and the insertion-* ell, the latter oblique, clear black, >i-

trasting. Outer appendage often simple, elongate, sometimes once branched above its ibba al (

the branches divergent; inner appendage consisting of a basal cell smaller than that of the outer, and

bearing one or two short branches commonly three-celled usually terminated by paired aothcridia. Spon

75X6//. Peritheeia 100 130 X 35-40 ft. Total length to tip of perith 'mm h-2S0 ft; to insertioo-

eell 175-210 ft. Appendages, longer 350 /i.

On Calathus viimplaiHitux Dej., Paris Museum, No. 21 1, Madeira. < m elytra.

Through the enlargement of cell V, the broad insertion-cell in this specie is thro* n out free from h

perithecium, which is relatively small, and united to the reeeptacle up to a poinl not far below ii broadly

blackened blunt apex. A sufficiently characteristic form, but without striking peculiarities.

Laboulbenia EBECTA Thaxter. Plate LIV, figs, 20 21.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and BcL, Vol. XX \ V, ]>. 1 7& Dee., 1 *M

Perithecium pale yellowish brown, slightly and evenly rounded, united to the receptacle as far ; its

subterminal cells, the nearly symmetrical tip rather broad, often flattened distally, beo ing deeply suf-

fused with blackish, except the narrow translucent margins of the lips. Receptacle pale yellowish, cell I

short and stout, distally suffused with blackish brown; cell VI very small, cell Y free from the
|

rithecium

sometimes lateral. Insertion-cell thick and black, sometimes carried forward oppo te the apex of the

perithecium through the elongation of cells IV and V. < rater appendage consisting of a large basal <
I

several times longer than broad, which may bear terminally one or two branches, the outer in*

once branched, the branchlets very long, slender, tapering, hyaline or pale yellowish, more or I' - ft uou

the inner appendage sometimes laterally placed, usually single, simple, consisting of .<> or three short

cells with one or two lateral antheridia and sometimes producing longer branchlets, the basal cell much

smaller than that of the outer appendage. Peritheeia 110 120 X 35 10 ft. Total length to up of peri.

thecium 200-275 //; to insertion-cell 200-2.50 //. - Appendages, long'-' 875 ft.

On Colpodr, agili* Chd, Jalapa, Mexico, Brit. Mm. (Biologia Coll.), No. 696; on C. «,,.
,

Bates, U. S. National Museum, Biologia Coll., Mexico. Elytra.

Five specimens of this form in good condition have been examined, three from ' rram fig 20)

having somewhat longer appendages, but not differing otherwise from the two onC. agtli fig- 21). h<

tin of the nerithecium appears to be turned in all cases so that the view is anterior, or posterior, insU ad o f

|> oi me perithecium appc

lateral. The distal portion of the perithecium also may be so twisted thai cell V i- hardly vm!>, ... ule

cell IV, a condition similar to that which is the normal one in L paupenula. '\ hu pen, appear, to be

allied to L. jhujclhita and resembles L. Madrira in some respects.

Laboulbenia Obthom Thaxter. Plate LIV, fig. M 15.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and ScL, Vol. XXXV, p. I'--'- Dec, 188ft

Perithecium free, long and straight, slender, sometin, slightly inflated di.Mally. deep ear brown;

the tip broad, prom incut, not abruptly differentiated; the lips rati r lurp and prmnmcut the lower

wall-cells as a rule elongated to form a hyaline nek, usually well marked and contrast,.,, w,t
h

h
<

Of the perithecium. Receptacle often shorter than the perithecium. famtly punctate. oMman^
the hvahne or slightly yellowish basal cell, or pale dirty brownish yellow, With <

,s.al deeper ohw su«us e

Insertion^ nof as broad as cell IV. The outer appendage normally .mplc the , d c, o

broad, blackened externally, as are also the two cells which lie above tt. the m,» -a
<

nd .n

+i,„ Ji, u i„ „:..:' ^ tn ^,t R ;mnk branchlets. The inner appendage consisting oi a
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basal ceil similar to that of the outer, and producing on either side a straight hyaline erect branch. Spores

50 X 4 ft. Perithecia 130-140 X 30-35 /i exclusive of the variably developed neck, which may be 18 \l

long. Total length to tip of perithecium 260 Jt; to insertion-cell 100 fi; width 40 fi. Longer appendages

200 270 fL

( )n margin of elytra of Orfliomus (Argutor) aquilus Coquer, Algeria, Paris Museum, No. 41.

The typical form of this species, which is represented in fig. 14, is a clearly defined and readily recog-

nizable type; yet among the individuals examined with which this type form was associated, are several

variations, notably the elongate form represented in fig. 15, which measures about 380 /i to the tip of the

perithecium, lacks the well defined hyaline neck at the base of the latter, and in which the elongate recep-

tacle is dirty brownish yellow, with olive shades, only, in the distal region. The outer appendages are

normally simple, and where branches occur, they appear always to have arisen as the result of injury.

Laboulbexia Drypt^e Thaxter. Plate LIV, fig. 19.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sei., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 35. June, 1902.

Perithecium usually nearly straight, often nearly symmetrical, the region corresponding to the basal

wall-cells usually distinctly differentiated, hyaline or transparent, brownish, becoming darker in older

individuals, concolorous with the basal and other cells below; but in general contrasting strongly,

but not abruptly, with the rich dark brown of the rest of the perithecium above it, which may become

opaque; the tip often bent slightly outward, not abruptly distinguished; the inner lip-cells more promi-

nent and deeply suffused, except the edges. Receptacle rather short, punctate, becoming more or less

irrecrul

cell, which is thick, well defined, contrasting. The appendages rather slender; the outer nearly straight

in norma] individuals, simple, divergent, rigid, tapering; the basal cell more than twice as broad, subhya-

line, with brownish suffusions next its deep black contrasting outer wall, the opacity sometimes involving

the subbasal cell, which is similar and similarly blackened externally, as is the cell next above: the inner

appendage simple, or more often once branched above the subbasal cell, divergent like the outer, brown-

ish yellow, the antheridia borne singly from the lower cells. Perithecia 110-150 X 35-40 //. Receptacle

220-250

ficoll

This species is perhaps as closely allied to L. Orthomi as to any other, and is distinguished from the

fact that the basal cells of the perithecium form an enlargement below the latter, rather than a more
slender neck. The form and relative size of the perithecium are also different.

Laboulbexia .melanaria. Thaxter. Plate LIV, fig. 18.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and .Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 186. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium nearly free, uniformly suffused with clear blackish brown, straight or bent slightly out-

ward; the tip more deeply colored, the lip-edges hyaline, contrasting, externally oblicme. Receptacle
hyaline becoming yellowish, often suffused with blackish brown except the lower portions of cells I, III,

md VI, and usually cell V. Outer appendage consisting of a basal cell mostlv free, bearing terminally
a smgle branch typically once branched above its basal cell, the branches elongate, thick-walled, rigid,

more or less tinged with brown. The inner appendage consisting of a much smaller basal cell, producing

be

hrom
150

A nisodi

but shorter. Perithecium 120 X 35 ti.

Appendages, longest, 550 }i.

e. Hope Coll. No. 344£, 319, France

Uns i* a characterise form, occurring usually on the elytra of its host, distinguished by its long,
apparently mvanably once-furcate outer appendage, long clear brown blunt tipped perithecium, and
njaline, or but shghtly suffused receptacle. The figure, which reoresents one of Z tvnes on Ovh»M
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(Diachromits) germanus, from Portugal, doefl not give a correct idea of (he rich brown even miITuhoii of

the perithecium.

Labouluenia Madagascahknsis Thaxter. Plate LXI. fie- 12.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol XXXV, p. 1M. I>< .. l.sw.

Perithecium free, mostly straight, the inner margin nunc convex, uniformly clear dark brown or

blackish except just below the black tip, abruptly distinguished from and contrasting with the n eeptaeli

the tip rather abruptly distinguished, straight or bent slightly inward, with hyaline lip-nmigii e wall-

cells with a slight spiral turn. Receptacle hyaline or finally yellowish, cells III and VI about equal.

Insertion-cell opposite base of perithecium. Outer appendage consisting of I rather small basal II,

its outer wall blackened, the blackening continuous with the insertion-cell, usually producing distally

two branches, an outer blackened externally or suffused with brown at its base and on<'c branched, and

an inner usually simple and hyaline. The inner appendage consists of a basal < II like that of the outer,

and produces a single branch on either side which may be once branched, all the branchlet> of both append-

ages rather stout and stiff, tapering, slightly curved outward, hyaline or becoming dirty yellowish, l'« pi

thecia 100-120 X 40-45 /z. Total length to tip of perithecium 240-270 p; to insertion-cell I in l.V.

Appendages, longest 250 ji.

On margins of both elytra of a carabid allied to Ilarpalus, Paris Musi tun. No, :?, Madn is< ar.

When young, this species is almost perfectly hyaline, the perithecium as well as the outer edge of the

outer appendage, soon assuming a rich dark brown, abruptly contrasting color. A loniewhat similar and

larger form has been examined on II. roninw Bates from Japan, Berlin Museum No. 1018), but is in

very bad condition. The species is nearly allied to or perhaps identical with certain other fori Kitting

on 'species of Harpahis which have been examined from America and elsewhere, but which are in need of

further studv.

Laboulbenia Ophom Thaxter. Plate MY. tig. 11.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 190. I N ,
18<t!).

Perithecium free except at the base, short and stout, pale straw-yellow or nearly hyaline,
<

riaMy

inflated; the inner margin often strongly convex, the black tip abruptly differentiated on its inner s,d<

black, contrasting, the lip-edges hyaline, turned slightly outward. Receptacle short, stout, normal, eon-

colorous with the perithecium. 'insertion-cell black, contrasting. The outer appendage d> vn\

simple or once to three times branched, the ultimate branchlets distally attenuated; the inner appendage

consisting of a basal cell half as large as that of the outer, bearing a short branch on either side which

may be several times branched, the antheridia borne in small groups. Spon 28 X 3 /i. Penthe. la 70 >

30-34 u. Total length to tin of oeritheciinn m «; to insertion-cell 85-100 * width 40 n. Append;

longest 200 p..

On elytra, inferior thorax and prothorax. and abdomen of Offumm obecuru I abr., 0. lm Mu

Dej., O. tmtrcui Fabr., Ilarpalus neglect* Dej., U. mri^ Quensel, H. iulphripe. Germ., H. Uwh*

Panz., Dolirhos jlaviventris Fabr., in Florence Museum collection of Italian Cofeoptem
1
arts M« .m,

)phonus sp., No. 37, Algeria. Berlin Museum, on Cartrrus fulvipa Sardinia.

It has no! seemed possible to include Oil specks under any of the various onus knowntto o „
r
on

noli, and their allies; but although the varied material is very eo. to* and readily dufcngu ah

.

Harpali, and their allies;

the form is . very commoi.pl** one, without marked dis(inc,i„„>. Always short and
, .

,
.

the insertion-cell, foot and perithecial tip contrasting strongly «U, the nndor,,, ,,a I.- tow*.« ,

«

coIoroftheplantasa^vl,oIe^heinner appendagcs Short ,l, i ,rdly l.ver l^ ten,l,ng>., l | 1 , 1 ,
l
,of 1 l 1

,.

|

*r,,l. ,n«,

the outer divergent with two to three tapering branches.
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Labovluenia pallida Thaxter. Plate LIV, figs. 8-9.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 193. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium almost wholly free from the receptacle, colorless becoming faintly yellowish, bent out-

ward at considerable angle to the axis of the receptacle; the prominent tip abruptly distinguished, coarse

lipped, hyaline except for an inner purplish -black suffusion. Receptacle concolorous with the perithe-

lium, the basal cell large and broad, longer than cell II, the cells of the distal portion relatively small,

cell 111 roundish, about as large as cells IV and V together. Insertion-cell thick, contrasting purplish

black. < hiter appendage consisting of a basal cell, rectangular or distally enlarged and producing usually

two, sometimes but one branch, the branches once or even twice branched, the ultimate branchlets some-

times very elongate and attenuated: the inner appendage consisting of a basal cell much smaller than

that of the outer and sometimes lateral in position, bearing one or two branches which may be short or

elongate like those of the outer appendage. Perithecia 70 X 25 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium

110-175 a; to insertion-cell 85-120 fi. Appendages, longest 285 ft.

Harvalus. Paris Museum

This small pale species suggests L. lepida, but is quite distinct. The broad spreading tip ot its

!>e

receptacle which is coincident with that of the appendages, as in L. Pseudomasei, a species otherwise

quite different.

Lahoulbexia Aerogenidii Thaxter. Plate LIV, figs. 4-5

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 155. Dec, 1899.

Form short and stout. Perithecium suffused with smoky brown, translucent, becoming distally

rather abruptly subhvalinc, contrasting with the abruptly differentiated tip; the latter black-brown,

opaque or nearly so below, the lip-cells usually symmetrical, rounded, spreading broadly and rather

abruptly, the lip-edges translucent; sometimes asymmetrical with the inner lip-cells, only, prominent

and the pore external: the wall-cells with a slight spiral twist. Receptacle hyaline below, becoming

more or less tinged with smoky brown above, especially cells III and IV and the region ini mediately below

the perithecium; the suffused parts indistinctly punctate. Appendages consisting of two basal cells;

the inner producing two short branches on either side, which usually bear a rather compact cluster of

antheridia; the outer giving rise to from two to four branches placed antero-postcriorly with more or

less regularity, the outer for the most part soon broken and deeply blackened, the rest especially the

outermost more or less suffused with brown, commonly twice branched, above the basal and subbasal

cells, elongate though for the most part broken. Total length to tip of perithecium 200-220 //. Ap-

pendages 200-250 /*. Perithecium 110-120 X 35-45 /*, the apex reaching a width of 35 /i.

/Kronen idion

Although closely allied to L. filij

member of the genus by reason of the remarkable conformation of the spreading tip of the perithecium,

The outer branch of the outer appendage is almost

form is shown in the young specimen represented in

which is rendered still more prominent by its opacity,

invariably destroyed in mature individuals; but its i

fig. 5.

Lahoulbenia intermedia Thaxter. Plate LIV, figs. 2-3.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 181. Dec, 1890.

Perithecium about three fourths free, suffused with yellowish brown deeper below the apex, rather

stout, slightly inflated, the apex very broad, rounded, often almost flat, short, wholly blaekened, the lips

indistinguishable, the wall-cells with a slight spiral twist. Receptacle short and stout, at first hyaline

below, becoming concolorous with the perithecium. Outer appendage consisting of a rather large sub-

bear

external branchlets brown, basally deeply blackened. Inner appendage consisting of a basal cell similar
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to that of the outer, and producing usually two simple or once branched branches plaml antrro-postcri-

orly, the ultimate branchlets in both appendages elongate, tapering slightly dbtally, hyaline. lVriih. ia

95-105 X 35-40

pendages, longest 300 //.

to insertion-cell 120 n. Ap-

On Anisodartt/lus tricuspidatus A. Mor., Paris Museum, No. 191 M n-Pin, (China?). Margin

of the elytra.

/?///, n

the two. The appendages are practically identical with those of%the latter spei ies, while (he |m ritbectum

though peculiar for the irregular bulging of its very blunt tip, is more lik< the former. The position of

growth is the same in all three species and the hosts are nearly allied.

Laboulbenia obtusa Thaxter. Plate LIY, fig. 1.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and ScL, Vol. XXXV. p. 189. I '
-., 18W.

Perithecium about three fourths free, becoming opaque, black-brown, ven stout, the outer margin

slightly and more or less symmetrically convex, the inner bulging prominently distalh and curved abruptly

to the brown blunt rounded hardly differentiated apex, the pore external. Receptacle short cell VI

together with the basal cells of the perithecium concolorous with the latter, becoming indistinguishable

cell VI extending to or towards the base of cell II, which is mostly suffused above, hyaline and contra g

below as is cell I; cells III and IV with median brown shades. Insertion-cell black-brow n. Append hj

hyaline becoming tinged with brown, the outer basal cell twice as long as th< inner, each bearing one to

two branches which form a compact group curved toward and against the perithecium, Perithecium

120 X 05 /t. Total length to tip of perithecium, average 260 /*; to in rtioD-oll 175 fL App -dap

broken, 35 a.

On Aerogcnidion Bcdcli Tsch., Paris Museum, No. 198, Mon-Pin, (China I. On left inferior

margin of prothorax.

pal lifters from both in the .nn

of its stout opaque perithecium. In perfect specimens the appendages are no doubt longer than they

flip ', as may be inferred

from the fact that they are strongly curved towards the perithecium.

Laboulbenia fiufera Thaxter.

Specimens apparently identical with the American material have been obtained Iron, the Paris Col-

lection No. 12, on llarpalus crncm from Selenga, Siberia; and in the British Museum No. 617 on Pang**

sp, from Germany. The allied Chinese forms /,. obhua, L intermedia and L. Srogmtdh have I

referred to above. All of these forms occur on the margin of the elytron, near the middle and toward

the base.

Laboulbenia Casxom m Thaxter.

polyphThis species appears to be separable trom lorms 01 /,. /«»!,,„„„,„ »™ - *

by its subcorneal perithecium, simple outer appendage, and more or less copio ly branched inner ap-

pendage. Although it is not a well characterized species, it nema best to keep 4 Aatmct, at east pro-

visionally. The additional material examined is as follows. British Museum, No, W0 on Ophumea

sp., Adelaide, Australia; No. 499 on Ophionea cyanorrphala labr., I been, India; No. 50* « """""

Pemuyhanica Linn., Ohio. Hope Collection; No. 270 on Hamathes degans Vwm India, Wo. <CTo,

etrias

Drom 11

Kittery

No. 277 on D. imperial** Mey.f
no locality; No. 346 (bis)

England The type form has also been collect! again l>y my -If mCmun*

It should be noted that the hosts above enumerated are for the rood part nearly

allied.
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Laboulbenia polyphaga Thaxter.

This variable form, which in its typical condition, is readily distinguished, often appears to approach

BO closely to L. flagellata and L. Ptcrostichi that, as I have mentioned in connection with these species,

I am uncertain whether it should be kept distinct. It is typically small straight and stiff in habit, and

rather slender; the outer appendage erect, or slightly divergent, and often quite simple, or usually but

once bninched near its base; the basal cell of the inner appendage bearing two short branches producing

a rather compact group of incurved antheridia, which are not usually associated with any well developed

sterile branches. In this respect it is not unlike some forms of L. Anaplogenii, although the groups of

antheridia are never as dense as in this species, and cell IV of the receptacle never shows the same tendency

to proliferation and division. Though normally a short form, a few which seem otherwise indistinguish-

able, especially from South America, are greatly elongated and very slender, measuring more than 700 [i

in some cases; but such large individuals are, as a rule, readily distinguished from any of the ordinary

types of L. flagellata. Until I can thoroughly revise and illustrate this type of which a large amount of

new material has recently been obtained in South America, the forms below enumerated which have been

examined since the publication of my Monograph may be provisionally assigned to this species.

British Museum: No. 614 on Pelmatellus variipes Bates, Pinchincha, Ecuador; No. 61G on Brady-

cettm puncticoUis Coquer., Algeria; No. 681 on Nitobia cupreola Bates, Irazu, Costa Rica; No. 659 on

Loxandrus mistigma Bates, Paso Antonio, Guatemala; No. 683 on Pelmatellus nitescens Bates, Vera
Paz, Guatemala; No. 624 on Argutor vernalis Fabr., Europe; No. 687 on Bradycellus circumdatus

Bate, Yolcan de Chiriqui, Panama; No. 618 on Pangus sp., Venezuela; No. 627 on Platysma sp.,

Lake Huron, North America; No. 723 on Stenognathus quadricollw Chaud., Mexico; No. 685 on
Pelmatellus vexator Bates, Totonicapam, Guatemala; No. 637 on Tropidopterus Buponclieli Solier,

Chile; Xo. 623 on Abacetus quadraticollis Thorn., Old Calabar; No. 724 on Phlceotlieratus quadricollis

Ch<L Cordova, Mexico; No. 626 on Plahjderus calarhoides Dej., Tangier; No. 625 on Argutor elonga-
te* Klg. t Europe, Paris Museum: No. 197 on Mrogcnidimi Bedell Tsch., Mon-Pin, China (?); No.
<i5 on harpaloid, Venezuela; No. 43 on Bradycellus Lusitanicus Dej., Lusitania; No. Ill on carabid,

Celebes; No. La, lb and No. 2, on Carabid* indet., Llanos de Venezuela; No. 64 on carabid indet.,

Venezuela. Hope Collection: No. 325 on carabid indet., Amazon, and No. 341, Brazil. Berlin
Museum: No. 1031 on Antarctia concinna, Lima, Peru; No. 1169 on Lecanomems ohemlus, Greymouth,
New Zealand.

Laboulbenia Pterostichi Thaxter.

Although the type material of this species, as it occurs for example on P. adoxus in New England, is

sume.ently well marked and easily distinguishable from the character of its appendages, the examination
of varied material, which I have provisionally included under L. flagellata and L. pohjphaga, lead me to
be .eve that the present form might be more properly united with one or both of these species. Yet, as
have remarked elsewhere, if all the forms which approach perhaps too closely to L. flagellata were to

be united under one "species," such a combination would become far too indefinite and comprehensive,
»nd would cad to still further combinations and an ever increasing specific chaos. The South American
fonna that I have provisionally included here, show certain variation from the North American type, and
<>t forms rom the Eastern Hemisphere I should include, somewhat doubtfully however, material on P.
•odo/tcw lev.l. from Turkestan and on Harpalus sp. ? from Japan. It is my purpose to give this species
a thorough rev.s.on m connection with its two nearest allies, as soon as I have an opportunity to study

nn>vti n!ll

meri

r
nT **? !

^ ""** **«** In the '«*** this species is retained

So
lV "

m 7 t0 thC N°rth American forms m™tioned » my Monograph the following

Cot " ^
Sr r^rV added

- °n Pter°kPta
*P-' Briti4 Musemn No. 629; Hope

Coh 'X if °
n

p
"* <tP**» Columbia; No. 344 on Pterolepta sp. Columbia: Paris

> ^ Ne^G T
mIepta {0,izahus) * Columbia: B-»n Museum No. 931 on Physcmerus
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Laboulbenia PsBUBOMASCl Thaxter. Plate \A\\ fig, (5.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sri., Vol. XXXV, p. VM Dm., |vm

Perithelia dark rich brown, slightly and rather evenly inflated, relative]} laigr iliwrgent, fr< from

the receptacle except at the very base; the broad opaque tip hardly differentiated, the lip-etlp nearh

hyaline, not prominent, turned slightly outward. Receptacle colorless or yellowish below . distallv brown-

rgin of cell V partly free from the per

II.

cium. Insertion-cell free, black. Outer appendage consisting of a basal nil se\ ml times longer than

it is broad, which may branch above its basal or subbasal cell one to three tin - successively, the hraneh-

lets divergent; the inner appendage consisting of a much shorter basal cell bearing one or rarely two

branches, sometimes simple, mostly one to three times branched, all the branch* Incoming more or I

suffused with brown. Spores about 05 X 45 /z. IVritheeia 120 105 X 60 ft Total length to tip of

perithecium 225-300 /z; to insertion-cell 170-2 10 /i. Appendages, longest 1(H) jt.

On Pseud&mascus nigrita, Fab., Paris Museum, No. 201, Mongolia, Near upper inferior margin

of prothorax on left side.

This species recalls L. umbonaia in its habit of growth, the axis of the receptacle being coincident

with that of the appendages, the peritheciuin being laterally inserted at an angle of U5P or more, the outer

appendage often unbranched, except distallv, and the basal cell of the inner ap]>cndagc giving list, as I

rule, to one branch only. The abrupt enlargement of cell I, immediately Mow cell II. and the form and

contrasting coloration of the perithecium, are also characteristic

Laboulbenia Oopteri Thaxter. Plate I>IV, fig. 12.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and ScL, Vol. XXXV, p. 190. Dec, l«

Perithecium three fourths or more free, translucent blackish brawn, the inner margin evenly cumd

outward, the outer margin with slight elevations at the septa and curved abruptly inward to form the

well differentiated tip which is pale brownish, with dark inferior diffusions. Receptacle COD JofOU

with the perithecium, except that cells I and II are usually hyaline, the suffused portion par ly, rather

coarsely and distinctly punctate. Insertion-cell broad and black. Basal cell of the outer appenda ^

for the most part very long, simple or usually bearing distallv an outer and an inner branch sometime!

three, the former with blackened basal septum, simple, or once branched, in which ca.se the basal sepiun.

of the outer branchlet is also blackened. Inner appendage consisting of a ven mall baaal cell bearing

a short branch on either side. Perithecia 95-110 X 30-36 p. Total length to tip of peritheciuin 1 <•>

85-160 p. Appendage broken, 200 p, probably much longer.

On elytra of Ooptenu rotnndicoUu White, Brit. Mus. No. 613; Sharp ( oil. No. 1 161, on ( 'yrhthon

insular is, New Zealand.

This species is distinguished by the enlargement and elongation of the basil evil of the on r append-

become triangul

commonly

become t\\

which ma\

bears two terminal branches, as m hg. 1Z, ana is wmeuiu. » ...» c *c ,. »- - , -
rice proliferous, so that three closely set branches ari, from it in rainalw each of

r branch above its basal cell. The outer branch is always distinguished by a black m-p urn,

.... .„ wuter branchlet is similarly distinguished and more or less distinctly edged externally With Mac

The figure was dra, n from the material on Ooptcn,, I shall endeew* in a future pubh< ton to .Uus ra

this species more fully from the Cychthorax material which is in good condition and mffiaently abundant

The species appears to be allied to L. bidentata and L. Copies, but is rcadtb parated Iron, ether.

Labchlbexia Copte.e Thaxter. Plate L1V, fig. 13.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 107. Dec-, 1SW.

Form slender. Perithecium free, except the base, nearly straight, curve! outward jW^eJbp
which is blackish with hyaline lip-edges; dull tran— <

-"-Amwn. « oloraos *,th tin racePtacl<
V I
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or with the basal wall-cells nearly hyaline. Receptacle slender, bulging slightly at the base of the perithe-

hmi, cell II narrower distally than cell I, the base of which is hyaline. Outer appendage consisting of

a basal eel) «veral times as long as broad, hyaline, externally suffused, usually curved strongly outward,

onstricted distally at the deeply suffused septum, the subbasal cell abruptly narrower and shorter, usually

terminated by two branchlets, the outer distinguished by a dark septum. Inner appendage consisting of

a small basal cell bearing a short branch on either side, distinguished by a blackened septum, simple or

once branched, usually not longer than the perithecium. Perithecium 120-140 X 35 fi. Total length to

tip of perithecium 3 K) 170 /i; to insertion-cell 220-300 /£. Appendages (longest) 400 /i.

On Coptea armata Lup., Brit. Mus. No. 595, Santarem, Amazon River, Brazil. On elytra and

uperior prothorax.

This species is readily distinguished from allied forms by the blackened septa which separate the

basal rell of the inner appendage from its branches, a condition seen in no other species of the same gen-

typ

Laboulbenia bidentata Thaxter. Plate LIII, figs. 18-20.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 161. December, 1899.

Uniformly pale dirty brown. Perithecium rather darker, free, except at its base; somewhat inflated

below, tapering symmetrically from the extremity of the basal wall-cells to the rather narrow apex; the

two inner lip-cells suffused with blackish brown and projecting beyond the others to form two blunt promi-

nences, their tips hyaline, contrasting. Receptacle rather short and stout, uniform pale dirty brown,

inconspicuously striate punctate with minute somewhat darker points, the lower part of the small basal

eell mostly hyaline. Outer appendage consisting of a basal cell several times as large and long as that of

the inner, giving rise to an inner (lower) and an outer branch the latter distinguished by a horizontal black

eptum, its basal cell somewhat rounded and giving rise distally to an outer and an inner branchlet, each

commonly once branched, the outer deeply blackened at the base (usually broken): the inner appendage

consisting of a basal eell which bears a branch on either side which may be twice branched, hyaline, bear-

ing solitary antheridia laterally. Spores 50 X 4 /i. Perithecia 115-130 X 45 fi. Total Length to tip of

perithecium 220-270 fi; to insertion-cell 135-150 /i. Greatest breadth 70 /i.

On elytra of Homothis sp., St. George's Sound, Australia, Hope Coll., No. 300.

Although this species appears at first sight to be a very ordinary type of the polyphaga group, the

conformation at the tip of the symmetrically inflated perithecium, due to the peculiar form of the lip-cells

is quite unlike that of any other species, and serves as an absolute distinction.

Laboulbenia pedicillata Thaxter.

Specimens of the short stout form of this species have been obtained from Bcmbidium nigrum Dej.»

South America, in the Berlin Museum, No. 8G9; and a group of individuals, which I am unable to sepa-

rate sp cifically, was found at the tips of the elytra on a specimen of Dysckirius thoracims Rossi, from

Europe, in the same collection, No. 893. A figure of this form on Dysckirius is given on Plate LVI,

6g. II. A somewhat more elongate form was also found on Dysckirius globosus Herbst, from England
in the Hope Collection, No. 349.

BENIA
L. elongata Thaxter, Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXIV, p. 10, 1S90.

There can I think be little doubt that the form which I have described as L. elongate should be re-

ferred to Peyritseh's specks since, although I have as yet seen no specimens on species of BembUUum,
the form which generally occurs on European Anchomeni cannot be separated from the American mate-

typ

pieal conditions to very considerable variations in form, size, color and in the characters of its append-
ages. A comparison, moreover, with the varied material which I have included under /,. polyphaga
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and L. Pterostichi, make me feel very doubtful whether it would not !>< I < iter to unit, .-ill dim form

under one protean speeies. Yet until I have examined more material, and especially lmv< !...d an op\M&*

tunity to study the laYge collections obtained during a recent journey in South Anuric .< \\ Inch ;ir not vet

available for examination, it seems best to retain tin v three names provisionally. \\ hat I have* fornix rlv

flagcllata" type *

tinct forms, which may occasionally, or even frequently, present variations which, in tin abtnm I otl < r

data, could not possibly be separated from conditions of the present s|>ccies. This true for example

in the case of L. Brachhii which, in its typical condition is, however, one of the most ivadily r g-

speeies

flagcllata le insufficient de-

scription of Peyritsch, or from the diagrammatic figure* which accompany it, and it is not improbabh

that the form said to occur on Bembidium may be specifically distinct from those on .Inch mu although,

as far as can be determined from the figure of the former, it does not differ from tin on homenoid type.

Among the more striking forms which, from their variations toward this type, I have U <n reluctant

to separate specifically, those occurring on Anekomeni (Platynui) in New Zealand deserve pecial mention

The typical forms of this race are very striking, and would be without hesitation sjH'eifically separated from

the more typical conditions of L. flagcllata: yet its variations are such that I am at pi. >ent unable t«.

separate it from certain Asiatic and South American material, and it is therefore included provisionally

species

|U

following additional material which has been accumulated since the publication of my Monograph ma

be

menus debUis WolL Canaries; 415 on A. h

Canaries; No. G34 on Plalgnus akrer Boh., Natal, Africa; No. 633 on Anttspkodnu cavicoh Scham

Carniola, Austria; No. 632 on A. longico/lh Boh., Carniola; No. 414 oa Calatkui oaruuxtw Brull Ten

riffe; No. 416 on Argufor angularis Br., Teneriffe; No. 631 on P$emhprisUmycku$ \ m \$ ph.,

South Russia; No. 728 on Coptodera Champion* Bates, Bugaha, Panama; No. 635 on Plmmoma *uL

wwla N «•

Mexico

Honduras.

ce Museum: No. (a) on PriHmtfekut fmnehdahu Dej., Naples; e, (d) od Pkdymu aUnjx

Fabr., Florence ?; No. 1 on Argulor interstindm Sturm., Florence: No. (m) on I'm nychw Alg,
»

Gory, Sardinia; Xo. (f) on Platynus bams Duft., Piedmont; No. (e) on P.darmlv, Mull., Horeno
)

Paris Museum: No. 181 on Afduphodrus Aeacus Miller, Cave of Narenl Dalmatia; N I -on

A. Eben Seh., same locality; No. 1S26 cm A. eavicola Sch., [stria; No. 131 on Vhi.jm,* f, S.kk.m, India

Zealand (?); No. 123 on Anekomen

158 on Notonomus variicol

Berlin Museum: No. 10

U

Motseh. Japan; No. 103

Rharjod

ifieeps Ma'I/cay

uiiiuus ivj.oi.srn. fiuoan, j.*u. l\j<ju \ju . ,,^.w~~.~~~ , .

sp., Port Natal, Africa; No. 1046 on AcofUhoamim «fer«««Hope(
Hon, Kong; N

°J"*i™
" " '''

ho-„, ,___, ,
fi

Chd., Bogota, No. 1043 on C. sulcatum Chd., New Grenada. Sharp Col

drus Fai^ri Seh., Spanish Caves; No. 1160 on Anekomen*. Fonda* Bat. ,New /.a. an. typ,^

No. 1160 on Dichochile iuZpacum, New Zealand; No. 1162 on Anch^nu* Ota -H Mew

Zealand; No. 1163 on A. montimgu, Bates; N. Zealand; No. 1164 on A. to**** Aukland. N. Z

No. 1165 on A. Ilchid Sharp, Greymouth, X. Z.
icafitf

ope
\
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England, No. 861 (a) on Platijnus " km$ Mull.," England; No. 351 (b) P. dorsalis Mull., England;

Mull

"N. II."

Labouluenia parvula Thaxter.

Specimens apparently belonging to this species wore found on Pelmatellus ohtums Bates Brit. Mus.

No. 684. Ostnacan, (?), Mexico.

Laboulbenia TiExoDEMiE Thaxter. Plate LVIII, fig. 13.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 204. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium nearly free, slightly inflate 1, clear translucent brown; the tip well differentiated, exter-

nally black with an inner inferior hyaline patch, the lips well distinguished hyaline, the inner very promi-

nent, rounded, the pore external. Receptacle long and slender through the elongation of cell II, pale

dirty yellowish brown or nearly hyaline. Insertion-cell large, free, blackish, slightly narrower than cells

IV + V. Appendages concolorous with the receptacle, the outer consisting of a large basal cell which

bears distally as a rule two antero-posterior branches; the inner simple, the outer furcate above its basal

cell; the branches stout, slightly tapering, elongate, the inner erect, the outer divergent; its branchlets

curving upward: the inner appendage consisting of a much smaller basal cell, rounded and bearing one

or two short branchlets. Spores about 70 X 5 /£. Perithecia 125-155 X 35-50 a. Total length to tip

400 Appendages, longest about 600 p..

On the elytra and superior prothoraxof Tcenoclemasp., Brit. Mus. No. 391 and Sharp Coll. No. 1152

on T. r/iierea Sharp, Ega, Amazon.

I bein
; constant m their characters as represented in fig. 13. The peri-

thecium is practically free and almost symmetrically inflated. The tip almost neck-like, the black and
hyaline pans sharply contrasting. I was at first inclined to consider this one of the many varieties, per-

haps better assembled under one name, which are included in L. flagel/ata and L. Pterostichi; but further

comparison leads me to believe that it should be kept distinct. The hosts belong to a remarkable and very

beautiful genus of large tree living Staphylinida? inhabiting tropical South America.

Laboulbenia uncixata Thaxter. Plate LXI, fig. 13.

Dec, 1899.Am
Pale yellowish, becoming tinged with pale reddish yellow. Perithecium more than one half free,

relatively large, stout, nearly oblong, the black tip recurved externally through the rounded upgrowth
of the inner distal portion of the perithecium which makes them almost lateral in position, the right lateral

hp-cell often twice as long as the others and more prominently recurved, its projecting portion the branch-
lets short, translucent, rounded. Receptacle medium, normal. Appendages normal, rather short, several
times branched, the cells rather short stiff, divergent and somewhat tapering. Spores 50 X 3.5 p. Peri-
thecium (not including lip-cells) 120 X 62 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium 100-120 ft; to insertion-
cell J 2 (

.)2 /j. Appendages (longest) 40 u.

• •

Cape NTeddoek, Ma
Selengi

marrotheca

tapering divergent branches, and by the peed

specimens
accompany (>•

of which as given above is not certain.
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Laboulbenia Macrothk< a Thaxter.

Typical specimens of this form were found in the Paris Museum No. 13; on AnUixlarii/lus >r

Harpalus?) from Selenga, Siberia. On Harpa/us viridicotnis Beau v., Bathurst, N. B. (Dr. Richards).

CO

that it is a species of constant characters.

Laboulbenia Platyprosopi Thaxter. Plate LV, fig, f».

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII. p. 51. June, 1MB.

Uniform transparent pale reddish amber, the cell-walla very thick. Ferithecium straight, wholly

or nearly free, erect, the margins slightly convex; of nearly equal diameter throughout t<> the father

abruptly differentiated short erect blackish tip; the hyaline lip-edges outwardly oblique: the I < me-

times abruptly broader than the ascigerous portion. G'lls I-VI of the receptacle not differing \ ry

greatly in length, except cell V, which is relatively large; cells III and VI paired; cell IV prominent

externally below the thin contrasting distinctly reddish insertion-cell. The appendages quite hyalint

rsrer

an antero-posterior series; the basal cells of which usually hear each a pair of branchlets in tin me

plane: the small basal cell of the inner appendage producing a branch on either side hearing branchlets

similar to those of the outer appendage; the antheridia crowded on special branchlets, I lined hyaline,

small and closely appressed. Spores about 55 X 5 /£. Peritheda 150- 1 S5 X 38 l~> ." Heccplaele

150-220 X 00-70 ft. Appendages, longest, 300 ft Total length to tip of perithelium, 275 :!5i
i p.

On the elytra and abdomen of Platyprosoptis Beduinus Nordm.; Berlin Museum. No. S10; Nubia

This pale form was found in numbers and in good condition on the large Staphyiinid above mei

tioned. Though it possesses no very marked individuality, it is easily distinguished by Its relatively short

and broad receptacle, cells III and VI of which are almost equal, though .,11 III may Ik- slightly the

longer of the two. The perithecium, which is usually straight and relatively long, is often t on the

receptacle a little within the external margin and, as in L. Anaphgcnii, the ins. rtion-cdl h: a charac-

teristic red-brown or claret-colored tint.

Laboulbenia Axchonoderi Thaxter. Plate LV, figs. 10-11.

Arts Dec., 18 '.

I

fine

be

Pale amber-yellow, perithecium slightly darker, about two thirds free, the mner Up-cels luffuse*

below with blackish brown, an external prominence involves the npper portion of the subbasal and tower

portions of the subternunal wall-cells, forming, in the specimens from A. «b*m i an abruptly denned

hunch. Receptacle normal, the basal and subbasal cells usually slender and nine*hat darter, the sub-

transverse striations which are less distinct on the cells above it.

Appendages concolorous, the outer simple (always?), the inner consisting of a basal cell similar to thai

of the outer, about twice as long as broad, giving rise on either side to a single bra .

branched above its basal cell; all the branches somewhat flexed. Insert.on-.e red-brown or purphsh,

.„. _u,:_.„ a u n n.th of cell V. Spores about 45-48 p. Penth \
(larger) 1 85 X

|, to tip of perithecium 275-500 p (longest 535 ft).
Appcndag.

un cne eiytra ox ancnontx*™ ^neu. Reiche, San Felix, Panama, and*£^*£+ '

Jjj
tnala City, Brit. Mus. (Biologia coll.), Nos. 700 and 71.7. On A pall^ B-A, Ne* Grenada,

Museum No. 1020, var. on A. mgoms Dej., Columbia, Berlin Museum No. 10 ...

48 p, average 125 X 48 /*. Total 1

about 200 [x.

lytra of Anchonodems

^

recoffni
Although this species is subject to consiueiauic v~—«~> ~ , • ~

dish to claJleolored insertion-cell, which is carried ont free from the ,*T,<hccn,n, as a
.

>

largement of cell V. The snbtcnninal eternal, often son«ha« angnlar, honch of d
,.

nth. urn

sometimes wholly absent, but is nsnally well marked. A var„,y „n .1. rj ,< W u.
M n

-

o

1025) has the subbasal cell of the onter appendage suffused w„h deep red bwn. Th

A. subcenrus is taken as the type.
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Laboulbenia Anaplogexii Thaxter. Plate LV, figs. 4-5.

I'roc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 156. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium nearly hyaline or pale yellowish, becoming tinged with pale amber-brown, stout, free

except at its base, the outer margin mostly straight, the inner convex; the tip rather small and abruptly

distinguished, blackish except the hyaline lip-margins. Receptacle concolorous with the perithecium,

rather short and stout, cell V relatively large, cell IV divided by transverse septa into from two to several

superposed cells, usually extending upward beyond the insertion-cell, thus forming a blunt outgrowth

external to it. Insertion-cell red-brown to claret-colored. Basal cells of the appendages nearly equal,

each producing as a rule two similar branches antero-posteriorly, once or twice branched in the same

plane, the branchlets rather elongate and slender, concolorous with the receptacle. Perithecium 140-155

X 50-55 p. Spores 50 X 4.5 p. Total length to tip of perithecium 300-400 p, to insertion-cell 200-

L'K) p, greatest width 50-70 /(. Appendages, longest 600 p, average 300 p.

On the elytra of A naplogenius circuincinctus Moh., Brit. Mus. Nos. 622 and 665, China: on Abaeetu*

costatus Ceylon; Berlin Museum No. 903: A. rubripes, ? France, Berlin Museum No. 905; Abacetus sp.

Bengal, Berlin Museum No. 904; on Agonndems pallipes Fabr., New England. Stenolophus fuliginosus

Dej., Cambridge, Mass. Also immature material of apparently the same species on an undetermined

Carabid, Paris Museum, No. 4, from Madagascar.

Allide to L. poli/phaga, but distinguished by its pale yellow color and the tendency of cell IV to be-

come septate and proliferous. Many specimens occur, however, in which the receptacle is normal. The

antheridia are often greatly multiplied; but the numerous antheridial branches may be replaced, espe-

cially in the Asiatic material, by numerous elongate sterile branches. No. 665, on Anaplogenius from

China, has been taken as the ty|>e (fig. 4). A remarkably well developed form from the Cambridge

region is represented in fig. 5. The species resembles L. Anchonodrri and L. Plafi/pw.fopi in having

a red insertion-cell.

LabOULBENIA verrucosa Thaxter. Plate LVI, fig. 16.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 209. Dec, 1899.

IVritheeium becoming deeply suffused with smoky brown, straight, the line of demarcation between

the subterminal and subbasal wall-cells indicated by a more or less well defined ridge forming a rather

prominent external hunch in this region, above which the perithecium is abruptly contracted, almost at

right angles in the type, below the rather narrow nearly erect tip, the lip-cells black below, with the broadly

hyaline edges turned obliquely outward. Receptacle dirty yellow-brown, becoming more or less suffused

with smoky brown, especially the two basal cells, and covered with irregular wart-like prominences which

are more or less definitely arranged in transverse rows. Appendages of ordinary type, the outer once to

twice branched, the inner consisting of a smaller basal cell giving rise on either side to single branches

which may be from once to three times branched; all the branches divergent, pale dirty yellowish with

brown shades above the lower septa. lVritheeia 1 50- 170 X 45-50 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium

550-610 p; to insertion-cell 130-480 p. Appendages (longest) 400 p.

On the elytra of a carabid allied to Platynw, Hope Coll. No. 342 (without label) and U. S. Nat. Mu-
seum, No. 7, Mt. Coffee, Liberia, Africa.

The specimens from Mt. Coffee are paler than those from the Hope Collection, the perithecium
being - oncolorous with the dirty amber receptacle, the subterminal ridge and external hunch alone being-

darker colored. The species is nearly allied to some large forms of L. flageltafa. Its corrugated surface
recalls L. notatn, but the two are not nearly allied.

ABOULBENIA SPIRALIS

5. Am. Acad Arts anrl S<

Plate LVIII, fig. 1.

Dec, 1899.

Perithecium one half to one third (sometimes only the tip), free from the receptacle, dark dull amber-
brown with dirty brown suffusions, rather stout, the tip moderately well distinguished, rather short and
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stout, deep black-brown, except the distal hyaline lip-edges. Distal portion of the ivtvpiurli eoneolorou.s

with the perithecium; cells I and II much paler; cell I longer than cell [I, the two fbnriing a rati* i slender

stalk of about the same diameter throughout, above which the distal portion of the receptacle U son - what
abruptly distinguished; the lighter portions marked by fine transverse st nations not visible in the deeply

colored often opaque distal region. Outer appendage consisting of a main straight dhfelg it axis formed

by usually three nearly equal cells, deeply blackened externally, bearing distal ly and from each of their

upper inner angles, a very long slender erect simple branch, which is n ddish brown, paler and spiralh

twisted distally. The inner appendage consisting of a basal cell about a> large as that of (he outer apjx'iid-

age and bearing on either side a branch which may give rise 1 to one or two erect simple branch lets similar

to the branches of the outer appendage. Perithecia about 150 X 55 jt. Total length t<> tip of perithe-

cium 300-390 fi; to insertion-cell 275-325 fi. Appendages, longest 1st) 610 pu

On Ilcxagoniasip. ?, Hope Coll., No. 288, Ceylon (Thwaiti ) on HcIIwxles Nehriouh-.s \ietnM Berlin

Museum, No. 1050, Ceylon.

This species appears to suggest a transitional type between L. flagellate^ or some <»f its form and

L. Ilelluodis which it approaches in the character of its appendages. The br. iches of the latter an

remarkably developed, and although in the material from Helluodes they are mostly broken, the spiral

twist of the extremities seems characteristic of this as well as of the type material, supp ised to have (m Birred

on Hexagonia, although the determination in the last instance was uncertain.

I

Laboulbenia Ceylonknsis Thaxter. Plate I A III. fig-. JMO.

I Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 16 4. Dec., 1 "'.

I Perithecium wholly free, suffused with smoky brown, relatively ihort and small, straight, hardly in-

flated, somewhat abruptly contracted distally to form the unusually large broad tip, die distal half

I which is hyaline, distinguished from the opaque black lower half by a clean CU< line of demarcation: tb

j

basal cells forming a short stout hyaline neck narrower than the body of the perithi - iuni. He. ptael<

!

elongate, of nearly the same diameter throughout, the basal cell nearly hyaline, the cells abow it more or

i less deeply suffused with smoky brown, cell V and the upper portion of cells IV and VI
I
hyaline, the di al

suffused portion obscurely punctate. Outer appendage consisting of a be .1 cell deeply blackened ester

nally (the blackened area continuous with the black insertion-cell and involving also the external walls

of the two cells immediately above it) producing from one to three brandies arranged antero-] teriorly,

which may be once or twice branched in a similar fashion, the branehlets long, slender, drooping, hyaline,

some of the lower cells suffused with reddish brown: the inner appendage consisting of a basal evil about

half as large as that

in the outer. Pe

Greatest breadth 42 fi. Appendages 340 ft

On Hexarpnial Ceylon, Hope Coll. No. 2SS. On elytra.

rni. ! • 1 - • _ — l • 1. 1—1 J— »U «T.n,m in wtiirli L. UclIlHxl

hat of the outer, producing in the types a single branch which .nay be OOCr brand d a

srithecium 105 X 32 fi. Total length to tip of DeritheCHun i IS ;r, to in
.
rtufra II 320 ,t

all perithecium, which is combined with a larg

lies examined are in moderately good condition

and show no essential variations.

Lahoulbema FLACCIDA Thaxter. Plate I.VI II, fig. 5.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 37. June IW2.

Perithecium free except at its base, brown, straight, slightly inflated below, n.permg
•

en
y .« W

broad blunt apex; the tip scarcely if at all distinguished, marked by darker shades; tte hps eo fonn

ing slight irregular projections. Receptacle yellowish or nearly I, ime, b^mmg si.ghd, »
««

brownfsh and faintly punctate above the basal cell, which, a* well as the subhasal, . el
«
nel, ^

two subequal, usuaUy more or less abruptly distinguished from the broader compad portmn, r

H / . , „ ., L.ii — i— ~t~A\ IV free. nroiectin* exteroalli to the in rtion <<n,
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which is rather small and thick; deep, slightly reddish, brown, the deep suffusion continuous with a

corresponding external coloration of the basal cell of the outer appendage and the three to four lower cells

of the <»utcr branch, which arises from it and which curves more or less strongly outward; the distal por-

tion curved upward, hyaline, tapering, flaccid, each of the suffused cells giving rise distally, from the inner

side, to a more or less erect, simple (or the lower sometimes furcate) hyaline branchlct, the lower cells of

which are rather long and slender, inflated; the distal portion tapering, thin-walled, usually becoming

flaccid; the inner bianch of the appendage furcate above its erect basal cell, the branchlets divergent and

similar to those of the outer branch, or short and bearing antheridia usually in pairs; the inner appendage

consisting of a basal cell about as large as the outer, bearing a hyaline branch on cither side which is usu-

ally furcate above its basal cell, the branchlets similar to those of the outer appendage. Spores about

40 X4«. Perithecia 80-90 X 25-30 ft. Receptacle 90-125 pt. Appendages 150-200 /i. Total length

peritl)''

noma

species

mklistiiirta Chaud.; British Museum, Biologia Collection, No. 704. (Mexico ?)

ime respects not unlike L. Caxnonice. Its appendages, however, belong to the

type illustrated by L. Planetis and L. Helluodis, and easily distinguish it from any of the forms of L.

polyphaga, or of other species with which it might possibly be confused.

Laboulbenia Stomonaxi Thaxter. Plate LIV, fig. 16-17.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 54. June, 1902.

Perithecium hyaline, becoming tinged with brown, less than one half free; short, the outer margin

nearly straight, bending rather abruptly inward at the tip; the inner margin converging to the apex from

its point of union with < 11 V; the tip rather abruptly distinguished, broad; the apex nearly flat, the lips

hardly prominent. Receptacle yellowish or hyaline, with faint brownish shades; the basal cell usually

bent, the subbasal with deeper brown suffusions; cell III more or less deeply suffused with brown, its

thick outer wall opaque or nearly so; cells III and IV subequal, several times longer than broad; cell V
long-triangular. Insertion-cell thick, black, contrasting, wholly free, separated from the perithecium

by nearly the whole upper margin of cell V. Outer appendage curved strongly outward, hyaline on its

inner side, deeply suffused on the outer concave side, the suffusion continuous with the insertion-cell;

consisting of a small Dumber of cells, the basal relatively long, the rest producing suberect hyaline branch-

lets distally on the upper side: basal cell of the inner appendage smaller, the subbasal -cell usually bearing

two branchlets. Spores 50 X 5 a. Perithecia 65 X 25 /i. Receptacle 100-110 /*. Appendages 50-75 fi

approximately. Total length to tip of perithecium 130-140.

On the margin of the left elytron of Stomonaxus sp., Java; Paris Museum, No. 93.

In the types of this small and peculiar species, the appendages are more or less broken, even in the

youngest specimens- It is distinguished by the conformation of the distal portion of the receptacle, and
the dee]) Literal suffusion of the latter, as well as by the entire absence of suffusions even at the tip of

its perithecium. The spores are large for so small a form, nearly equalling the perithecium in length.

It does not appear to be nearly related to any other described species.

Laboulbenia IIi.i.luodis Thaxter. Plate LVIII, figs. 11-12.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci , Vol. XXXVIII, p. 41. June, 1902.

Perithecium becoming ri.h brown, free, usually somewhat broader distally, slightly inflated; the

basal-cells forming a clearly denned, somewhat constricted, short neck; the tip abruptly distinguished,
went very slightly outward, opaque except the broadly hyaline or subhyaline, broadly rounded lips. Basal
cell of receptacle hyaline or subhyaline, inflated, broader than, and contrasting with, the opaque sub-
basal cell, wlueh is of about equal length and forms a constricted region; the distal portion of the re-

ceptacle small, rather abruptly broader, sub-triangular, the external margins even; cells III, IV and VI
su hequal, more or less deeply suffused with brown; cells III and IV more deeply suffused externally, about
halt the upper margm of cell IV free and forming a distinct prominence external to the jet black insertion
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cell; cell V small and roundish, the dark portions indistinctly punctate. Outer appendage con.siMiiiji of

a divergent main axis of three cells, broadly and deeply blackened externally and at tin sepia; the two

lower bearing a single, usually simple, divergent branch distally from the inner side; (he uj>]mt l>< aring

two such branches terminally, the outer dee|)ly Sliffused with blackish brown, especially toward its base

and directly continuous with the suffused portion of the main axis; the basal cell of the inner ap|>endap

half as large as that of the outer, giving rise to a rather short simple blanch <>n either side, or often itself

simple, bearing one or two solitary antheridia near its base. Spores about So X 5 /*. Perithecia 150-

165 X 40-55 jx including the stalk (20 p). Receptacle 185-220 X GO pu Longest app idap^s 290 /

Total length to tip of perithecium 360 fi.

On Hr/lnodes Nebrioides Nietn., Ceylon; Berlin Museum, No. 1050.

This striking species seems most nearly related to L. Ceyhncnxls\ L. spiralis and /. Vlanrlix, the aj>-

pendages of which are very similar. Its typical form illustrated in %. 11, is very clearly distinguished

by its free perithecium, and the peculiar conformation and coloration of the receptacle. The typei Were

associated with a few mostly broken specimens of L. spiralis which, however, is distinguished from it bj

the form and coloration of the perithecium and receptacle, and the relation which the former b irs to the

latter.

Laboulbenia Planetis Thaxter. Plate lA'III. lig. 6.

Am June, 11XK2

i

Perithecium large and stout, clear transparent brown, except the subhyaline base, which is separal

by a more or less clean-cut line of demarcation; the wall-cells with I slightly spiral twist, the tip abruptly

distinguished, symmetrical or nearly so, black, except the evenly rounded subhyaline symmetrical hp-

edges. Receptacle rather slender, subhyaline with pale brownish -hades; cell II twice as long as the

basal cell; cell IV bulging rather prominently externally and more deeply suffused with brown The

insertion-cell deep black, broad, thick. The appendages erect, their branches coned toward the peritbe-

cium: outer appendage normally consisting of a main axis of three superposed cells, externally broadly

blackened, the blackening involving the septa and adjacent external portions of the cells; the distal cell

bearing three branches; an outer and an inner simple, and a median one, once branched, the outer deeply

suffused about its base, which forms a direct continuation of the suftused external area of the mam axis;

the remaining cells each producing a usually simple branch distally on its inner side; all the branctes

long, slender, distally thin-walled and hyaline, curved toward the Frithecium, the tower somewhat con-

stricted, and more Jr less deeply suffused at the lower septa: basal cell of the umer appendage hal as

'

. ..i-i r *u« K«ool ,.o k r.f which arise oflni U\ <•

bra to those of the outer appendage. Spores 65 X 5 u. Perithe,

Appendages 360-435 p. Total length to tip of perithecium ><>

X 55 60 fL

i*

species

ree

Laboulbenia Rougetii Robin.

Europcea

ribed as L. Europcea is in reality tl ip
It seems quite certain tliat wnat l previous^ w^^~ ~~ / ,..•„. • wu:cu t ] 1(

.

by Robin, although the pla.es «e quite misleading ap^rcn.ly tef^entong ». In »b.I. - **•
appendages have become mote or less abnorma through my^J. J»J»*° ^^ ,,.„,„pedes
JL^ I \A/\^ .(ff(( ll(l\^ IL/V^V^*X V>^\U/l*i*i i^*-*y -.-.-w - — - — - /

no question as to the correctness of the reference.
CUmmt, * dMngmhed

The tvpical form, as it occurs on Bmr/m»», and also on I ,nn -I. .

by its almo t obconical receptacle, whieb is relatively broad dataBji ** '"","„;,
. .,.„ n,.iir,

normally tapers very evenly from its base to the blun, apex, the «... r and n„„ r n-rgm
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straight; the character of the outer appendage, which is more or less deeply suffused toward the base and

from the basal or subbasal cells of which, sometimes from both, arise simple, more or less rigid branches

of variable length, lapsing and rather slender; the normal color of the receptacle and perithecium is a

characteristic red amber-brown, which may often be obscured by smoky brown shades. Some South

African and Madagascar specimens are uniformly pale yellowish, sometimes without any suffusions, even

in the appendages, and closely resemble the simple types of L. Brachini which replaces L. Rougetii on

tin hosts in the western hemisphere.

Two varieties on Brachini from the Orient are distinguished below. Exclusive of these, the material

examined of this species is as follows: Paris Museum No. 30 on Brachinus sp., Algeria; No. 35 on Chlai-

niu» teneocephahu Dej., Algeria; No. 61 on Brachinus nigrkornis Gebl., Asia; No. 62 on Brachinus

sp., Africa; No. 129 on Brachinus sp., Turkestan; No. 196 on Chlamius gracilicollis, Turkestan (also

from British Museum Xo. 596). British Museum No. 532 on Aptinus sp., Port Natal, Africa; No. 538

on B. cxhalam Rossi, Athens, Greece; No. 542 on Brachinus sp., Cape of Good Hope. Hope Collection

No. 212 on Aptimu Italiais, Rome; No. 243 on A. Boeticus. Andalusia, Spain; No. 246 on A. displosor

Dufour, Spain; No. 251 on B. angustatus Dej., Morocco; No. 326 on Chlamius Mediterranc u s ;
No. 327

on Leistus prmutus Fabr. = rujescens Fabr. (no locality); No. 347 on B. crepitans Linn., England:

Berlin Museum No. 979 on B. humeralis Ahr., France; No. 984 on B. gentilis Erichs., Angola, Africa;

No. 986 onB. Bayard i Dej., Bagdad; No. 987 on B. bipustulatus Quens., Caucasus; No. 988 on B. cyani-

pennit, and No. 989 on B. rufircps Fabr., Cape of Good Hope.

The following varieties occurring on the larger oriental species of Brachini may be distinguished.

Var. Chinensis nov. var. This form which is common on various oriental species of Brachinus,

is distinguished by its large size, 450 p to the tip of its perithecium, and the luxuriant development of its

several times divaricately branched appendages which may measure more than 450 p. The general color

and form of the receptacle are as in the type, the perithecium more distinctly inflated as shown in fig. 8,

Plate LV, which is much reduced.

On B. Chinensis Chaud., British Museum 536, China; Hope Collection, No. 214, Hong Kong;

Paris Collection Xo. 59 Macao, China; Berlin Museum No. 997, Hong Kong. On Brachinus sp. British

Museum Xo. 539, China.

Var. Japanensis nov. var. This is a large form, the largest specimens measuring 700 u to the tip of

the peritheciuin, and is distinguished by the very stout outwardly curved relatively short appendages,

which are closely branched at and near the base; the whole basal region becoming black and opaque in

some specimens, a condition not marked in the individual illustrated in Plate LV, fig. 7. The general

color is as in the type, the perithecium somewhat inflated and relatively small. The twenty-five specimens

of various ages that have been examined are constant and readily separable from any other forms of L.

Rougetii. In a few individuals the dense branching of the appendages gives an appearance very similar

to that seen in certain forms of L. Brachini. The branches do not, however, result from a repeated pro-

liferation of the basal cells, the characteristic oblique black septa are absent, and the antheridia are of a

different ty|>e.

On Brachinus sp., Japan, Sharp Collection, No. 1188.

The species is thus similar on the one hand to L. flagellata and its near relatives, and on the other

to L. Brachini through the var. Japancnslf.

LaboULBENIA bilabiata Thaxter. Plate LV, fig. 9.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 315. Jury, 1905.

Form stout, the basal cell of the receptacle nearly hyaline, the subbasal becoming amber-yellow, the

parts above it dear amber-brown. Perithecium stout, nearlv svmmPtnY;d tm^rino- in th* hroad tiD. thesymmetrical
anterior lip-cells modified subterminally to form a closely approximated pair of broadly rounded projec-

by the slightly prominent rounded apex
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subtended by a blackish suffusion of no great size. Receptacle normal, rather short and stout, (he basal

and subbasal cells slightly prominent anteriorly, of nearly equal length, the walls vct) thick and iriatr.

Appendages normal, the outer consisting of a black-brown basal cell, twin as l<n as hroad, bearing dis-

tally the two divergent branches, which are mostly once branched (antero-postcriorlv), all the lower celb

suffused with brown, becoming hyaline toward the tips: the inner apjH'iid onsisting of a ba^al cell,

slightly shorter than that of the outer, paler brown, hearing the normal branch on « ither side ; tl < I. ranch-

lets more or less elongate, or bearing loose tufts of antheridia. IVrithechiin 240 X 75 /', including tin

terminal projections, which measure 25 X 22 /x. Receptacle 225 250 pu Total length 450 X 115 y

Appendage 200-300 pu

On Brachinus armiger Dej., Cape of Good Hope; Berlin Museum, No. 9S2.

This species is closely allied to L. Rougrf/i, luring similar in color and having the same ap|>cndaLT
<

but differs in the subterminal outgrowth at the tips of the perithecium which renders the pore lateral <>n

the inner side.

Laboulbenia dubia Thaxter. Pljite IA7
, fig. 1.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII. p. 35. June. \<MV2.

Perithecium dark brown, rather long, mostly straight externally, the tip small, usually abruptly

distinguished; the lips outwardly oblique, the blackish inner lip-cell more prominently rounded and sub-

tended by a slight, usually distinct rounded elevation especially on the inner side, which «:iv. s the tip i

characteristic outline; the body dark translucent brown, wholly free. The n 1
1
ptacfe very thick-walled,

pale dirty brownish yellow, deeper distally. The basal cells of the appendages subequal, the outer bt :,r-

ingtwo branches radially, which are simple, or the inner once branched above its subba il cell; tin

orne

appendages, about six, relatively stout, erect, rather closely septal.-, about six- to eight-celled, curved

slightly outward, tapering to the blunt extremities, which but slightly exceed the apex of the perithecium.

Spores 55 X 5 /*. Perithecia 165-185 X 55-65 /<. Receptacle 220-325 X 75 }
i. Longer appenda

220 ft. i>eri

On the abdomen of PhUonthus politus Linn., Alverstoke, England; British Museum. No. 363.

With the exception of a few immature individuals on Philonthu* punehu Grav. bom Europe (British

Museum
I have examined, has been found which at all resembles the present one. It b peAape too MUL 7"'"<

but differs in its copious appendages and in the often pronounced subtcrinii.nl enlarge!., of the pen-

thecium fi

Cafi

speci

present form.

pJX'll

Lauoulhkvia Latox.k Thaxter. Hate UVI, ngs. > ..

Proc. Am. Aea.l. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 45. June, 1902.

Perithecium usually deep brown, nearly opaque, the tip large rather eoar hfftd,
|

free from the

receptacle. The- receptacle normal often greatly elongated through tl
,

development of eel II. m rt
-

eel. Lome free from the receptacle by the elongation of cells IV and V The outer*P*P"™£<
of a large, broad, subhvaline basal cell, which gives rise to two, often three, or rarely more, I n,

'
- •

erest-like radial series, their basal cells small squarish subhvaline; producing, a ^^ l^'
tapering

gi\

appendap

app

5 xxov- * lL 5
age, and gives rise to long slender brown branchlets; the othe

antheridial branchlets; the small straight antheridia borne in

!h>

mix-
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Spores 70 X 5 pu Perithecia 175-220 X 60 /x. Longest appendages 1150 pt, the average 750 //. Total

length to tip of peritheciuin 325-1125 //.

On all parts of Latona Spinolw Guer., Bogota, Berlin Museum, No. 834.

This species, which varies considerably in size, is well distinguished by its crest-like appendages,

which recall those of L. eristata, the very long stiff deep red-brown ultimate branchlets of which are very

similar in general appearance. The type of branching is however quite different, and the species is per-

haps more nearly allied to L. Quedii which is still only known through the Type figured in my Mono-
graph.

Laboulbenia Oedichiri Thaxter. Plate LXI, fig. 7.

Troc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 48. June, 1902.

Tinged with smoky brown. Perithecia falcate, strongly bent toward the appendages, pale smoky
brown, tapering symmetrically, or nearly so, to the base and apex; the basal cells forming a short narrow

hyaline stalk; the tip not differentiated, suffused with deep blackish brown, except the pale or hyaline

blunt apex, the outer lips most prominent. Receptacle more or less distinctly punctate, relatively long

and of nearly equal diameter throughout, often slightly geniculate through an enlargement of the basal

Dell, which is relatively very large just below the subbasal cell, which is smaller and separated by a more
or less oblique septum; cell III relatively small, distally more prominent on the inner side; cells IV and V
very small, nearly equal; cells III and VI subequal. The insertion-cell small, rather thick, whollv free

pe The basal cell of the

outer appendage larger, sometimes inflated, bearing distally, as a rule, one terminal and two lateral

branches which are usually simple, distally hyaline, somewhat constricted at the septa, hardly reaching
to the tip of the peritheciuin

; basal cell of the inner appendage very small, circular in outline, bearing
apparently three branches like the outer. Spores 55 X 5.5 //. Perithecia 125 X 32 fi. Receptacle 150 X
30 fi. Appendages about 90 /i. Total length to tip of perithecium about 250 fi.

( >n the elytra and upper surface of the abdomen of Oedichirus nov. sp. ; Sharp Collection, No. 1154;
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

peeul

very clearly. Cells IV and V are very small and nearly equal, while cell I is relatively large, larger and
broader than cell II, and punctate where it is suffused. The host is a staphylinid, one of the Piederini,

rasite

Laboulben

species

Although the secies of Pendents are so numerous and at the same time so varied and peculiar, this single

s.derahle vunat.on except in the number of branches which compose the crest-like group of appendages;
and even this yan.mon ,s not associated either with particular regions, or special hosts. Further material
has been obtained rnm tUf* IWKr. r^n^*: \- oor» ^ * . . _ . . ~. .. __ ^

1 53

Sharp

particular regions, or special hosts. Further material

No. 839, on P.

"Arussi Calla.," N. W. Africa ; in the Sharp Collec-

the British Museum; No. 763 on P. hmdiventris,

764 on / .ergyoderu, End, Cordova, Mexico: in the Paris Museum No. 204 on P. fMuscata, India
;
No. 180 on Patients sp. Venezuela: in the

Pcederus collected by Wallace, labeled "Bac. 38."

Hope

Laboulbenia I
Additional specimens of this well marked spe

tenuipes Westw. X . 862, Bondie. Afri™. *nrl ™ n;„
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Museum on Diopsis sp. from East Africa No. 738. In the last mentioned sj>eciincns the tips of th<

appendages are characteristically helicoid, being curved downward instead of upward, as is mora often

the case. iovsis tenuipes some of the specimens an very elongate, nearly a milli-

meter to the tip of the perithecium, and the rather rigid appendages project nearly at right angles t<> ihe

axis of the receptacle. The species is curiously near to L. cristata, hut is very well marked and distinct

LABOULBENIA falcata Thaxter. Plate LXY, fig. 12.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Set., Vol. XXXV, p. 175. Dec, 1809.

Perithecium free or nearly so, mostly very large, pale yellowish, the inner half or more suffused with

smoky brown, darker toward the margin, the base more or less strongly curved so thai the perithecium

is directed outward nearly at right angles to the axis of the receptacle or even recurved, basal Iy inflated

along the inner margin, tapering gradually from about the lower third to the apex; tin- tip not differen-

tiated from the body of the perithecium, the lip-cells with darker longitudinal brown shades the outer

more prominent, hyaline, notched; the inner rounded, brownish. Receptacle short, straight or nearly

so, the basal cell broad, sometimes slightly inflated, a slight constriction often present between erlls II

and III, all the remaining cells unusually small in proportion. Outer appendage consisting of a small

rounded basal cell bearing a single branch separated from it by a blackened constricted septum and con-

sisting of a hyaline externally blackened basal cell bearing two branchlets; an outer externally blackened

and bearing several vertical branchlets; an inner usually simple, hyaline or yellowish- Inner appendage

consisting of a basal cell similar to that of the outer or slightly smaller, producing a branch on cither side,

each usually branched, all the branches pale yellowish with occasional brown suffusions, the longest not

greatly exceeding the tip of the perithecium. Spores 35X3 ft. Perithecium 150-200 X i> 55 ft.

Total length to tip of perithecium 275-380 ft; to insertion-cell 140-190 fL Width 31- M) p. Appendage

175-275
Mns

Brazil.

A well marked species, chiefly peculiar for the large size and unusual form of its perithecium, which

is twisted so that the inner and outer lip-cells are lateral in position. The outer lip-cells project slightly

above the inner, and form a characteristic sulcate somewhat asymmetrical apex. The material is some-

what scanty and for the most part in bad condition. No specimens show the form and arrangement of

the antheri'dia, yet the species appears to be most nearly allied to L. cquatonalis, which also occurs on

Casnonia in Brazil.

Laboulbenia equatorialis Thaxter. Plate LXV, figs. 10-11.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 174. Dec, 1890.

Perithecium free, hyaline becoming tinged with brown, slender and elongate; the basal wall-cells

forming a well marked though not clearly differentiated hyaline stalk; a median and subt< -rimnal external

prominence; the rather broad tip more or less deeply tinged with blackish brown, rather abruptly differ-

entiated and bent outward, the lip-edges hyaline, the inner lip-cells prominent, more deep y suffused.

Receptacle very long and slender, cell I short, cell II greatly elongated, cells III and M about equal.

Insertion-cell bro. i, deeply blackened. Outer appendage consisting of a somewhat rounded ha al cell,

which is hyaline externally, distally suffused with blackish brown, and bearing two branches antero-

posteriorly; the outer of which consists of a nearly isodiametric basal cell, becoming opaque except its

upper inner angle, from which arise two branches; the inner simple, becommg red-brown, distinguish,,!

by a broad black septum, the outer consisting of a small basal cell, opaque, except its inner upper hyaline

angle, and bearing two branches; an inner dark red-brown and slender, an outer curved outward and

upward, more slender, deep red-brown, opaque toward the base, the inner branch from the basal eel I »1

the outer appendage consists of a basal cell like that of the outer branch, which bears distal^ tw

branches, red-brown, about eaual, the lower two cells inflated inward. The mner appendage consist
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of ;i slightly .smaller basal cell bearing a branch on either side, the basal cell of each branch shorter, and
giving ris<- typically to paired branchlels from the basal cells of which the large, long, slender deep red-

brown antheridia are produced in pairs. Perithecia 400-7G0 p. Total length to tip of perithecium,

average 550 /<; longest over 1 mm.; average breadth 50 //. Appendages, longest 375 pi.

On upper surface of prothorax, at base of elytra and on legs of Casnonia sp., Brit. Mus. No. 502,
Amazon River.

A very distinct species, readily recognized by its long large slender dark paired antheridia, its slender
oarse tipped perithecium, etc. It docs not appear to be very closely allied to any described species, unless

fa/ntfa

Lahoulbenia dextifera Thaxter. Plate LXI, fig. 8.

oc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 34. June, 1902.

IVritliccium relatively large, as long or longer than the receptacle, straight, erect, almost wholly free,

rather dark dull brown; the outer margin distally converging rather abruptly in an almost straight line
to the apex; one (the right) of the lateral lip-cells prolonged obliquely inward and upward to form a large
tooth-like projection. The receptacle relatively short and stout, the basal cell longer, hyaline and con-
trasting, except distally, where it is involved in the general uniform dark dirty olive-brown suffusion of
the rest of the receptacle, the cells of which are short and broad, punctate, hardly distinguishable. The
insertion-cell thick, black, rather narrow, the basal cell of the outer appendage short and stout, bearing
distally an inner and an outer branch, the basal cell of the outer bearing two branches, the black con-
trasting constricted base, only, of the outer, persisting; the appendages otherwise hyaline, stout, tapering
li-htly; the basal cell of the inner appendage very small, roundish, bearing a branch on either side with
ungle antheridia near the base. Perithecium 125 X 32 p, the tooth-like appendage 20 ft. Receptacle
11.) X 55 ft Appendage 220 ,i. Total length to tip of perithecium 210 p.

Chontales, Nicaragua.
Notiobia dis-po.sita Bates; British Muse

A more careful
1
examination of the type of this species suggests that the very peculiar conformation

ot the tip o the pentheemm may be to some extent abnormal.. It is to be hoped that more material may
be obtained Iron, winch its characters may be more exactly determined. It is hardly possible to say to
what species it is most nearly allied.

Lvbot i.BKviA Chiriquexsis Thaxter. Plate LVI fig 18
I'roc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 164. De'c, 1899~h~n V(11^ blown, straight, the inner margin convex, the outer slightly concave, tapering

hs ally o the broad short blackened tip, which is bent abruptly inward almost at right angles. Recep-
tade yellow,., brown, deeper m the region of cell III, the basal cell slightly curved, its upper half rather

i, I st'u!

,;

d , 5 Tr Z
dlStinCt bU,g<

'
bel°W tHe P-ith-ium. Outer appendage usually

; ;

t, he basal cell o the inner usually much smaller bearing a branch on either side usually onceSf^t

^

; ^^b^^^ and constricted at the lower septa. Spores 00 X 4/,

Great^d^ "' "gth t0 ^ °f 1>eritheduin a* "270 m to insertion-cell 135-100 p.

On^C^ul
e,ytFOn °f €ama SCintiUan

*
BateS

'

Brit M- <*•»* Co»-)> No. 735, Volcan de

of its free perithecium
species

which is somewhat similar to that seen in T ZJZj- "T^""*"™ or «* "P 01 its tree per.tnecmm

distinguishable.
Loxandn. The two species, however, are otherwise readily

f
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Laboulbenia EuDALi-ffi Thaxter. Plate I All I, figs. 7-8.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 36. June, 1902.

Perithecium transparent brown, nearly straight externally, the inner margin somewhat convex; tin

inner lip-cells deeply suffused, contrasting, coarse, erect, prominent, the lip edges hyaline outwardly

oblique. Receptacle normal, rather short and stout, somewhat piomim itly rounded below the
}

h rit lu*-

cium; cell III smaller than cell VI; cells IV and V broad, equal in length, prominent below the* broad

insertion-cell. Outer appendage consisting of from three to four mostly roundish or Battened Super-

posed cells, constricted at the blackened septa, which become oblique by the proliferation of each cell

from its inner side to form a single, usually simple, erect branch; the brain-lies eventually stout, rather

closely septate, thick-walled; the basal cell of the inner appendage half as large as that of the outer,

producing one or more simple branches similar to those of the outer ap|>endage, and boil antheridial

branchlets, which bear the brown, slightly curved antheridia in a rather dense group. Spores 72 X 5 ft*

Perithecia 150-155 X 55 //. Receptacle 170-220 fi. Appendages 180-225 /<. Total length to tip of

perithecium 250-350 /x.

On elytra and legs of Eudalia latipennis MacLeay, Port Denison, Australia. Berlin Museum,

No. 952.

The outer appendage is broken in all the types of this species which are not very young, but in the

latter the character of the appendage is clearly shown (fig. 8); the primary axis consisting n\' short inflated

cells, each of which is distinguished by a blackened septum and bears a branch from its inner side. The

relationships of this species are quite uncertain, but perhaps it may be placed as well near /,. Loxandri a

elsewhere, although the outer appendage of the latter species is simple.

Laboulbenia Loxandri Thaxter. Plate LVI, fig. 5.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 183. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium about three fourths free, suffused with brownish, translucent, the distal half narrow

and strongly curved inward, especially at the tip, the latter externally and distally blackened, the lip-edges

hyaline. Receptacle rather stout, pale dirty brownish; cell II basallyand distally and cell VI externally

more deeply suffused. Cells IV and V elongated so that they become parallel and carry the insertion-oell

upward and outward free from the perithecium. Outer appendage consisting of a rounded basal cell

bearing a single terminal branch, the basal cell and one or two cells above it rounded, constricted at th

mostly blackened septa, simple or each of the lower cells producing distally on the inner side a branchlel

the branchlets and the terminal portion of the main branch hyaline, slender, thin-walled, tarring. Inner

appendage consisting of a basal cell like the outer and like it producing a branch on either side. Spores

s/- ai\ .. t^+„i u.wK ta t;.» nf lwiitlicciniii 340 a: to insertion-cell
140

275 /<. Appendages, longest 120 /i.

Mus

mala.

A well marked species, perhaps allied to L. Chmquauii, but differing in its appendages and in other

important respects. It has been seen only in one instance among the numerous forms of iMUmirw

examined.

Laboulbenia Earn Thaxter. Plate LVI, fig. 12.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and S< i., Vol. XXXV, p. 173. Dec. 1899.

Perithecium free or nearly so, slender, usually somewhat curved inward, becoming evenly suffused

with pale-olive brown, the broad tip not differentiated from the body of the perithecmui, the lip-cells more

or less suffused with darker brown. Receptacle pale yellowish, often elongate, the basaliceu short; eel

II several times as long, becoming amber-brown with transverse striatums; cells III and \ I about equal,

elongate. Insertion-cell not deeply blackened. Outer appendage consisting of a usually somewhat ...-

flated basal cell with thick outer wall, bearing a branch terminally distinguished by a thin black septum
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and often ;i <
< ond suhterminally on the inner side, the branches simple or once branched, subhyaline;

tin- inner appendage consisting of a basal cell half as large as that of the outer, bearing one to three simple

or (Mice divided branches on either side: the branches of both appendages subhyaline, mostly thin-walled,

end in a compact small tuft, tapering slightly, extending but slightly above the tip of the perithecium

lVrithccium l!«)-225 X 34 pu Total length to tip of perithecium 540-680 X 65^; to insertion-cell 375-
470 ft Ap|>endages 175-200 p.

MuOn clvfra of Ega sp., Paris Mus. No. 151, Acapnlco, Mexico. On Ega Sallei Chev., Brit.

No. 705, Biologia Coll., Paso Antonio and Champerico, Guatemala.

A slender pale sj>ecies which varies in the development of its appendages, the basal cells of which are

variably proliferous; the outer, which is characteristically inflated, bearing from one to three branches,
one of w hid) may obscure those of the inner basal cell, as in fig. 12, from which one to two branches may
arise on either side. be

— — w v JL '

Imps as nearly allied to L. Pkiionihi as to any other.

Laboulbema Columbiana Thaxter. Plate LVI, figs. 6-7.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 30. June, 1902.

Uniform amber-yellow. Perithecium straight, free, converging abruptly from the base toward the
ap|>endages at an angle of about 45°, slightly and nearly symmetrically inflated, the tip relatively broad,
with darker subterminal suffusions; the lip-cells somewhat spreading, the posterior and two lateral ones
forming distinct ear-like lateral horizontal prolongations. Receptacle normal, tapering to the pointed
foot, the basal and subbasal cells relatively large, the latter largest, cells IV and VI subequal; cell V
Separated obliquely from cell III, and somewhat longer than cell IV, which is separated by a horizontal
septum. Insertion-cell thick, somewhat translucent, purplish. Outer appendage simple, short; the
basal eel! faintly purplish, more or less abruptly convex externally, separated by a constriction and dark
eptum from the subbasal cell, which is also distinguished above by a dark septum, basal cell of the inner
appendage smaller than that of the outer, bearing a simple short erect branch on either side. Spores 50
X 4 p. Perithecia 20-25 X 90-110 p. Receptacle 150 X 30 p. Appendages 40 p. Total length to
tip of perithecium 200-250 p.

On bristle-like hairs on the elytra of Anchcnodmu eaaemmu Reiche, Columbia; Berlin Museum,
No. 102:}.

pecunen, fig. 7, 680 p long, with a free peri

appen
similar to those of the type,

was found on the same host; but in the absence of further material it is not possible to determine whether
or not it should be considered a mere variety. It is not impossible that the type form on spines owes its
short habit and small size to less abundant nutrition, but the two may prove distinct.

Laboulbenia Philonthi Thaxter.
This species appears to be strictly American, and nothing resembling it, except perhaps L. Bledii,

occurs on other staphylinids. Additional material has been obtained as follows: British Museum; No.
it* octiromenu Sharp, Vera Cruz

Mexico. Sharp
No. 749

No. 114
-n P Jurv,, Xordm, va, Flohrii Sharp, Mexico; No. 1115 on P. jurvus Nordm., California'. It has
also been obtained on numerous undetermined Phihnthi from New England and Florida and is the
common species on these hosts in temperate South America

Laboulbenia Bledii Thaxter. Plate LVI, figs 8-10
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 27. June, 1902.

( o or uniformly pale dirty yellowish. Perithecium more than two thirds free, n
* tip, winch is more or less well distinguished; the lip-cells rather ,.„ 'i „

tape OP
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terminal blackish shade on the inner side. Appendages divergent and free through the enlargement ol

cell V: the outer appendage simple, short, four- to five-celled; the basal cell <>f the inner apj>endage soine-

J
what smaller than that of the outer, bearing a branch on either side similar to the on; r ftp|>endagi tin-

three straight closely applied in a more or less compact group. Receptacle rather coarsely punctate, the

basal cell slender below and suffused above the foot, rather short, ami separated from the usually \ery

long subbasal cell by a more or less distinct constriction; cells III, IV and VI sul>equal, more than half

the upper margin of cell V free. Perithecia 100-125 X 35-40 /<. Receptacle 220 275 X 45 /«. Ap-

pendages about 90 fi. Total length to tip of perithelium 290-360 a.

On elytra and abdomen of Bledins jacobin us Lee, California ; Sharp Collection, No. 1171. 00 lilcdiux

basalis Lea, Florida (Henshaw Collection).

Figure 8 and 10 of the accompanying plate represent the California]! specimens of this speei* and

fig. 9 one of the smaller stouter forms occurring on BleditLS in Florida. None of the material is in very

good condition and I have even been led to suspect that the species might prove a depauj>cratc condition

of L. Phikmthi which, however, in its typical condition would appear to be abundantly distinct.

Laboulbenia Formicarcm Thaxter. Plate LVIII, figs. 14-15.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 39. June, 1902.

Basal cells of the perithecium small, compact, not distinguished from the body, which is suffused

by darker brown shades and tapers from near the broad base, with but slight inflation, t<> the well-dis-

tinguished tip; which is more or less distinctly curved outward, with subterminal blackish suffusions on

both sides; the rather blunt, coarse-lipped apex outwardly oblique. Receptacle abnormal ii form, very

short and stout, the basal cell small hyaline, narrow below, abruptly broader distally below the subbasal

cell, which is broader than it is long and bulges prominently externally, giving the plant a humpbacked

habit; cell III small, broader than it is long; cell IV small, squarish separated from cell V which i

lightly smaller, by a nearly vertical septum. Appendages normal, insertion-cell blackened, but not

deeply, the outer appendage simple, the three lower cells inflated, the subbasal cylindrical and distinguished

by dark septa. Spores 30 X 2.5 ft Perithecia 50-60 X 16-18 a, Receptacle 30-:',.-) X IS a. longest

appendages 90 /*. Total length to tip of perithecium 70-80 p..

On all parts of Lasius American** M. and of Formica neogagates If., Cambridge, Mass.

This very minute and peculiar species appears to be common on small ants in the Cambridge region.

It is perhaps as nearly related to L. inflate as to any other species, the appendages being very similar in

both cases. The conformation of the receptacle is, however, unlike any other species. Rickia IPaat-

matini is thus far the only other member of the family that is known to occur on true ants.

Laboulbenia microscopica Thaxter. Plate LVI, fig. 17.

Am Dec. 1899

Perithecium one half or wholly free, pale olivaceous, somewhat inflated, tapering to the relatively

long narrow subtruncate blackened tip which is bent slightly inward. Lower half of receptacle greatly

reduced in size, the basal cell hyaline or nearly so, the rest suffused with dark brown, cell III paler, cell II

broader than long, cells III to V relatively large, bulging prominently outward beyond and belo* the

insertion-cell. Outer appendage consisting of a basal cell which becomes sub-tnangular through the

protrusion of its upper outer angle which renders its distal margin twice as broad as the basal cell of tb

single branch which rises from its upper inner half. The inner appendage arising from a much smaller

basal cell which produces two branches. Spores about 35 X 3 a. Perithecia 76-93 X 27-34 a. ctal

140
45-60 «. Append; es

about 70 fi.

Pelmatellus

One of the very smallest species, in which the perithecium is larger than the whole of the receptacle.

* from other peculiar characters, the shelf-like projection of the basal cell ol the outer appendage
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serves to distinguish this form, a somewhat similar conformation occurring only in L. Taekyia. Three
specimens, only, have boon examined.

Laboulbenia Tachyis Thaxter. Plate LVI, fig. 15.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 38. June, 1902.

Form slender. Perithecium tinged with brown, relatively small, narrow, erect, very slightly curved

outward distally, about three quarters free, tapering slightly to the relatively broad, hardly differentiated

lip; the lip-cells coarse, outwardly oblique, with hyaline edges. Receptacle slender, the basal and sub-

basal cells hyaline, elongate, nearly equal in length; the distal portion tinged with brown. Basal cell

of the outer appendage forming a well defined prominence distally and externally; its upper surface

horizontal, the outer half free, the inner half bearing a solitary branch which may be rather elongate,

oder t;i|>ering; its basal evil short, somewhat inflated, distinguished by dark septa; the basal cell of the
inner appendage giving rise to an ereet branch on either side similar to the outer. Perithecia 00-75 X
10-25. Receptacle 110-100. Appe Total length to tip of perithecium 155-220 fi.

< >n Tackys incurvus Say, Cambridge. On Tachys sp., Cocoanut Grove, Florida, December. On
Taekfft sp., Kilfery Point, Me.

This small and slender species is peculiar for the conformation of the basal cell of its outer appendage,
the external projection of which varies somewhat in different specimens. It resembles L. microscopica
in this respect, but is otherwise quite different. It appears to be a rare species, occurring singly, or in

pairs, on a given individual of its minute host. Specimens on the legs may be much shorter and more
lompaet in habit.

Laboulbenia olivacea Thaxter. Plate LV, fig. 3.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XII, p. 315. July, 1905.

Perithecium nearly free, broader distally, olivaceous brown, paler and subhyaline distally on the

abruptly outward to the tip,
inner side;

which forms a flat blunt hyaline papilla, turned outward and hardly distinguished"from the body of the
perithecium, and wholly subtended by a wide blackish suffusion, the outer margin forming a slight curva-
ture eontmuous with that of the receptacle. Receptacle relatively small, the basal cell small, narrow,
and quite hyaline, except distally, where it is partly involved in the dark olive-brown suffusion of the rest
of the receptacle, winch is coarsely punctate in the region of cells II and III, sometimes becoming wholly
opaque and mdistinguishabk from the base of the perithecium, with the exception of cell V and a corre-
sponding cell of about equal size which lies external to it, being cut off distally from cell IV, the receptacle
being abnormal in tins respect. These two cells hyaline or translucent, the whole anterior margin, from
tne base of cell D to the tip of the perithecium, forming a nearly symmetrical continuous curvature. Outer
appendage consisting of a small slightly prominent basal cell, slightly constricted above, where it is sepa-
rated by a blackish septum from a hyaline en-ct slender nearly straight distal portion or branch: the basal
cell of the inner appendage somewhat smaller, giving rise to several erect branches, like the outer, which
va<-h about to the tip of tin. perithecium, or may be longer. Perithecia 80-100 X 32-40 a. Receptacle
"<>/(. Appendages 75-110 u.

r" r
85-220

On legs ami on the inferior surface of the abdomen of Lrhia sp., Java; Rouyer, No. 1390.
<
loselv resembling L. emUjms in general form, but unlike all other species' in the regular secondary

dms.on of eell I\ by a horizontal septum, a condition which appears to be the normal one, as it is present
n all oi the ten examples examined. This condition is approached in /, Anapfo^ii in which, however,
the dms.on is not mvanably present, and results from a distal proliferation
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Laboulbenia producta Thaxter. Plate LXIV, figs, 13 11.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 52. June, 1902.

Perithecium faintly tinged with pale dirty brown, rather long and slender, nearly erect, free except

the rather narrow subhyaline base; the lips somewhat prominent, outwardly oblique, the inner subtended

by a dark suffusion. Receptacle tapering to a slender pointed base, the basal cell hyaline, becoming

faintly tinged with dirty brownish, contrasting with the opaque subbasal cell which is less than twiee as

long; cells III and VI subequal, nearly opaque, reddish brown; cell IV nearly opaque, continued upward

to form a free blunt well-defined prominence which projects beside and slightly beyond the ba>al cell

of the appendage; cell V relatively very large, extending to the base of cell IV, wholly pale dirty brown

like the perithecium, contrasting. Insertion-cell relatively large, slightly oblique inward, resting helow

on cell V and laterally and obliquely on cell IV. Basal cells of the appendages nearly equal, subtsodia-

metric, the outer bearing an outer and an inner simple hyaline branch distally, the basal cells of which,

especially the inner one, are more or less inflated, roundish, with dark septa, and tinged with dirty brown;

the basal cell of the inner appendage bearing a branch on either side similar to those of the outer, the

branches hardly extending to the tip of the perithecium. Spores 55 X 4 /*. Perithecium (10 100 X 25 "

Receptacle 110 [x to insertion-cell, the projection above 10-12 it. Total length to tip of perithecium 220 p.

conn

Museum
This species is widely different from any other known species and is at once distinguished by the lin-

ger like protrusion of cell IV. The only other species that shews a similar tendency is L Anaplogenii lo

which, however, it is not at all related. The type of the appendages, the short inflated basal cells of the

branches, and their dark septa and mode of origin, suggest a remote connection with Conns like L. celet-

tialut, but it seems on the whole distinctly isolated. Fig. 13 represents a well developed individual

obtained on an undetermined host, without locality, in the collection of the Museo Xaeional at Buenos

Aires.

Laboulbenia celestialis Thaxter. Plate LXV, figs. 13-14.

XXXV, p. 163. Dec, 1899.

Perithecia almost

hyaline basal wall-cells

wholly free, rather deeply suffused with dark reddish brown except the almost

^ ;
tapering slightly to the well distinguished rather large tip, which is turned slightly

outward, the lip-cells blackened except around the pore. Receptacle finely punctate, pale dirty brown,

darker along the posterior margin, the lower half of cell I hyaline, rather short and stout, somewhat abn.plly

expanded below the perithecium; cell I V bulging abruptly below the black insertion-cell. ( hiter append-

age consisting of a somewhat rounded basal cell, brown externally, and bearing usually two branch.

placed antero-posteriorly, the basal cell of the outer nearly round, deep brown externally and beating

two branches placed antero-posteriorly which are very long and slender, remotely i ptate and more or

less suffused with dirty brown: the inner appendage consisting of a smaller basal cell producing a branch

on either side, the basal cells of which are short with black septa and bear solitary anthendia or short

sterile branches which are blunt and shorter than the perithecium. Pentheaa 110 X 36 ft. lotaJ

length

400 a.

00 n. Appeti

507, China. On Diekranonau cetotinm

,

Japan; on Dn/pta mfieoBu Dej., British

Museum No. 500, Natal, Africa.

The specimens on Dichranoncus referred to this species, differ somewhat m their more sfender form,

, and deeply suffused perithecia; the receptacle is USUaHy enlarged between cells I and

«,«„ lulier branches from the basal cell of the outer appendage are often paired. In the Na al spwmen

this inner branch is not distinguished by the usual black septum. It is possible that we are hen- dealing

darker color

and the inner
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with more than one species, but in the absence of abundant material they have been included With the

type. The latter is most nearly related to L. Asiatica, but should, I think, be kept distinct.

Laboulbenia Asiatica Thaxter. Plate LXV, fig. 15.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 159. Dec, 1899.

lVrithecium and receptacle typical in form more or less suffused with dirty brownish yellow, the

perithedum somewhat smoky-brown above the basal wall-cells. Outer appendage consisting of a very

large subtriangular hyaline basal cell, which gives rise from a deeply blackened area of insertion to an

antero-posterioi scries of short stout cells, themselves outwardly blackened and bearing from one to three

branchlets, also placed antero-posteriorly and themselves mostly once branched in a similar plane; the

ultimate branchlets rather long and remotely septate, the lower septa blackened and somewhat oblique.

The inner appendage consists of a much smaller basal cell which gives rise on either side to a series of

from two to three branches arranged antero-posteriorly, the lower septa blackened and more or less

oblique, the branches once or twice branched, the branchlets shorter than those of the outer appendage.

Perithecium 140 X 45 /*. Total length to tip of perithecium 400-500 fi. Appendages (longest) 400 ti.

On the elytra of Camcmia sp., Asia, Paris, No. 139.

This species is exactly similar in the general form and appearance of its receptacle and perithecium,

to the common types of L. flagellata, but differs in the crest-like series of branches, distinguished by black

septa, that form dense tufts arising from the inner and outer basal cells of the appendages. The species

is most nearly related to L. celestial™, of which it may prove to be a luxuriantly developed condition.

Laboulbenia Acrogenis Thaxter. Plate LXVI, figs. 6-8.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 154. Dec, 1899.

Pc litlicciuin rather slender, free except at its base, pale yellowish or straw-colored, becoming yellow-

i-li brown, tapering to the neck-like rather slender often almost clavate apex, the lip-cells hyaline, well

distinguished, the inner large and prominent often spreading, the pore obliquely external: below more or

less deeply suffused with smoky brown, especially the outer half, the posterior (outer) subterminal wall-

cells often becoming deeply sutfused with smoky brown. Receptacle usually short, becoming slightly

suffused with yellowish brown, normal in form, sometimes slightly inflated between cells I and II. Outer

appendage consisting of a large rounded basal cell bearing four to eight branches arranged antero-pos-

renorly in a more or less definitely double row, their insertions forming a continuous deeply blackened

area, t heir-cells inflated, with blackened septa, successively once to three times branched antero-posteriorly.

The inner appendage consisting of a much smaller basal cell producing from one to two branches similar

to those of the outer, one on either side. The antheridia solitary or from two to four, borne rather regularly

on the ends of short branchlets. Perithecium 90-175 X 28-35 fx. Antheridia 14 (x long. Total length

to tip of the perithecium 190-360 /*. Appendages 85-100 (i. Spores about 40 (i.

Occurring on the inferior posterior margin of the prothorax and the adjacent portions of the thorax

of Acrogmya Urmia MacLeary, Brit. Mus., Nos. 668 and 528, Australia, and Union Reefs, Australia.

This sj>ecies is nearly allied to L. A.siatica, the appendages being similarly arranged, though very

different in general appearance: the clear hyaline cells of the copiously divided branches inflated, and
strongly constricted : ,t the blackened septa, five or six of which may occur successively from the base up-

ward. Tl
" "

even more

le conformation of the perithecium is distinctly different, especially at the tip, which is usually

prominently distinguished than is represented in the figures, the inner lip-cell considerably
enlarged to form a rounded or flat topped somewhat spreading termination. Two immature specimens
Were obtained on Acrogmys from Union Reefs, in which the branches are more copiously developed and
the insertion-cell wholly unmodified. The antheridia, which are small and well formed, often occur in

terminal groups of three to five, closely appressed, almost as in some forms of L. Brachinl (Monograph,
Plate XX, fig. 7.)
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Laboulbenia minima Thaxter.

The figures drawn from the material available at the time my Monograph was published, giw hut an

inadequate idea of the appearance of full grown sp< imens of this well marked and rather variable specie^

source i; British Museum; No. 7 2

on Callida pulchripewit's, no locality; No. I'M) on C. mypterigifride*, Volcan de Chiricjui, Panama; No

551 on Cal/ida sp., Mexico; No. 503 on Pionycha sp., Nanta, Amason; No. 504 on l,cpU>trachcbu sp,

Sao Paulo (? Brazil); No. 510 on Calophama maeuhita Dej., Para, Brazil: Hope Collection; No. 2(V1 on

Agra sp., South America: Paris Collection; No. G8-0!) on Callida spp., VenesoeU. All these forms,

though undoubtedly referable to this species, show a certain amount of variation, in coloration, in the

degree and conspicuousness of the punctation, which is sometimes very marked even on the perithectum

in the conformation of the tip of the peritheeium, which is sometimes flat topped and peculiarly modified,

and in the development of the appendages. The latter arise in crot-like serii from the basal evils: on-

such series from the outer, which may consist of seven or eight members which arise by successive prolifer-

ation from the inner angle of the basal cell and are variably branched and suffused; the inner basal cells

producing a somewhat similar series on either side. The general tv]>e is similar to that seen in L. hmgi-

collis which, although so very different in general appearance must be considered as not remotely related

to it. On species of Agra in the Hope Collection, and in the British Museum, specimens occur in which

the differences are so considerable that I think these forms may perhaps be specifically separated; but

I have preferred to defer any further account of them until I have an opportunity properly to illustrate

the present species, figures of which could not conveniently be included in the accompanying plates.

Laboulbenia Brachini Thaxter.

This species replaces L. Rougetii on American Brachini, but although very similar in form and color,

cen
<•

peel-
septa of their branches, and in the grouping of the antheridia. Simple forms of tins

there is no proliferation of the basal cells, are hardly distinguishable from some South African specimen

of L. Rougetii, and in one instance typical L. Brachini was obtained on a specimen in the British Museum

labeled "B. oblongus Dej. Tangier, Africa." That there is some error, either in my own, or m the Museum

label, I feel quite sure; since this is the only instance among the very large number of ha.stern-1 hm..-

phere Brachini which I have examined, in which a form like L. Brachini has been observed. L Roup**

var. Japanensis, with its dense stout appendages bears a superficial resemblance to tins species, but then-

is no doubt in my own mind as to the distinctness of the two.

Additional material has been examined as follows. Paris Museum No. 67 on Brack*** sp., Vene-

zuela; Hope Collection No. 249 on Brachinus sp., Rio de Janeiro; No. 245 on B. fumm$ Fabr,
,

North

America; No. 247 on B. genmdatus Dej., St. Thomas W. L, a curious hunched v.-m, ty
(

r) wrtn very

simple appendages: British Museum No. 720 on B. rhytidervs Chd., Oaxaca, Mexico; No. ,1J on /

ehngatu, Tourn. Mexico; No. 544 on B. geniculate Dej., South America: Berhn Mr— N» ->•<„ on

Mexico; No. 991 on B. /

992

geuwnlaris Dej., Montivideo, Paraguay; No. 993 on B. nigrtmxiu did., Brazil.

Laboulbenia LONGICOLUS Thaxter. Plate LXIY, fig. 10.

A—an, -U of this fine species has been^'£^52^™^
the only form which occurs on the numerous African spec.es of GalerUa, mmuuae i

dplicatlon of species which has taken place on this host in the western hemisphere. A ,houtf n p h *d

appearance, larKe size and stalked perithecia, it recalls the condinon seen in man, of th, in. n .

n
urn

on GalerUa it does not ap,K,lr to be at all closely related to the .s,„,es „ this w, I , ar A « <*

«H *e scries of appen *s arising no. from cells successive* , m, aW- , I. f

does
pecie
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variations ex pt in size. The additional material examined is as follows: Berlin Museum No. 972 on

Oalerita femoralis Murr., Gaboon; No. 971, on G. attelaboides Fabr., Guinea. Paris Museum No. 10

on (lulrrita sp., East Africa, British Museum No. 522 on G. femoralis Murr., E. Africa; No. 524 on

(i. Ajricana Dej., Angola; No. 523 on G. interstitialis Dej., Sierra Leone. Fig. 10 of the accompanying

Plate is drawn from material on an undetermined species of Galerita collected by Dr. O. F. Cooke in

Liberia.

Laboulbenia ORIENTALIS Thaxter. Plate LXV, fig. 4—5.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 191. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium straight, its base free from and higher than the insertion of the appendages, straight to

strongly recurved, becoming suffused with pale brownish; the tip blackish brown in normal specimens,

well distinguished, with prominent lips (when curved, not abruptly distinguished, somewhat pointed,

with ill defined lips), the translucent edges dirty brown. Receptacle hyaline or concolorous with the

perithelium, sometimes becoming dark smoky brown; cell V often as large as cell IV, pushing the small

iubtriangiilar unmodified insertion-cell outward so that it may become lateral, with its transverse diameter

vertical, cell VII unusually large. Appendages consisting of an outer and an inner basal cell, the two

free from one another except at the base, mostly several times as long as broad and overlapping slightly;

the outer bearing an external row of superposed branches, usually seven or eight in number, formed by

the successive proliferation of the tip of the basal cell, and separated from it by broadly blackened septa;

the branches successively subdicliotomously branched several to eight or more times, the basal and some-

times the subbasal cell often producing more than two branchlets (two to four) superposed in a single

row. The inner appendage like the outer, the basal cell producing a single similar row of branches fewer

(usually two to four) in number, overlapping those of the outer appendage and bearing antheridia in groups

of from one to eight not characteristically grouped, the venter rather abruptly distinguished from the

straight cylindrical purplish neck: the branches of both appendages directed outward, hyaline or distally

reddish or purplish, constricted at the lower purplish septa. Perithecia (largest) 230 X 55 p; average

170 X 40 fL Total length to tip of perithecium very variable, from 275 ft to 1 mm. Appendages 200-

350 /i. Antheridia 10 X 4 /*. Spores 65 X 6.5 //.

On Brachinus Chinens'is Chaud., Paris Museum, Nos. 58, 59; Manila, Philippine Islands, and Macao,
China* Brit. Mus, Nos. 536 (bis), China. Hope Coll. No. 244, China. On Brachinus spp., Brit.

Mus. Nos. 537, 539, 540, China and Philippine Islands, Berlin Mus., No. 994 on B. scotomedes Redt.,

Japan. Usually on inferior surface of thorax and prothorax.

This fine species is a characteristic form, common on the larger species of Brachinus from the far

East. Although it has not been seen on the numerous Brachini examined from intermediate stations,

the form previously separated as L. Italica on B. exphdens from Italy, does not appear to be more than a

variety. The species is decidedly variable in form, size and color, often abnormally bent, as in Fig. 5,

or greatly elongated; becoming suffused in many cases till the perithecium is nearly opaque. The verti-

cally elongated basal cell of its inner appendage lacks entirely the right and left development of branches
which normally occurs in the genus, and usually overlaps the similarly developed basal cell of the outer
appendage.

forms
pusilla, L. Japan these three

pecies appe

var. ITALICA Thaxter. Plate LXVI, figs. 9-10.
L. Italica Thaxter. Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 182. Dec, 1809.

Perithelium free except at its base, rather short and stout, the upper half or third curved strongly
outward, the tip large, sulcate, blackened, the lips coarse, nearly equal, subhyaline. Receptacle con-
<-olorons with the perithecium, the base nearly hyaline, usually bent between cells I and II, short, abruptly
expanded above cell II, the anterior margin straight above cell I. Appendages compact, the basal cells
subtr.angular, the outer producing externally an oblique row of about four superposed branches from a

f
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blackened area of insertion, the branches erect mostly twice subdichotomously branched, all the lower

septa blackened and constricted, the inner appendage similar to the iter: the insertion-eel I unmodified

normally placed, broad, subhyaline, close to base of perithecium. Antheri<lia brown, the venter much

inflated, the neck becoming pointed, 23 X 8 //. Peritheeimn 100 X 12 p. Total length to tip of jx-ri-

thecium 275 p; to insertion-cell 175 p. Appendages 140 ».

On Uracil in u.s explodcns Duft., Florence Museum, Florence, Italy.

Laboulhenia pusilla Thaxter. Plate LXV, fig. 6.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 31G. July. HH>5.

Short, stout, pale yellowish with brownish tinges. Peritheeimn free, straight, very slightly narrower

distally, the distal portion, except externally about the hyaline pore, dee]) black, the suffusion extending

less than half-way down externally, and about a third on the inner side: the distal end broad, flat, pro-

jecting on the inner side to form a rounded prominence; the pore lateral and external, hyaline, with

adjacent paler shades; the black, slightly projecting area below it forming a more or less dean-cut line

of demarcation. The receptacle short and stout; cells I and II Bubequal, a> are also cells III and IV.

Appendages as in L. orientalis, hyaline, the two basal cells partly overlapping and bearing each four to

five branches four to five times branched, the cells distinguished by constrictions and blackish septa.

Spores 45 X 5 p. Perithecia 90 X 30-40 p. Receptacle 100-110 p. Total length to tip of perithe-

cium 200 X 210 p. Appendages 100-110 p.

On inferior surface of Brachinus scotomedes Redt, Japan; Berlin Museum, No. 994.

This very peculiar little form is most nearly related to L. orientalis of which it may possibly prove

to be an abnormal condition. It is however quite unlike the smaller forms of this species which grow

in similar situations, and the types show no tendency to vary toward the normal form, even very young

perithecia exhibiting the very peculiar conformation represented in fig. <>.

Laboulbenia Japonica Thaxter. Plate LXV, fig. 7.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 44. June, 1902.

Short and stout, unevenly suffused with smoky or faintly olive brown. Perithecium relatively very

large and long, more or less distinctly curved toward the appendages; the base subhyalim tb body

evenly dark, slightlv olivaceous brown, scarcely inflated, tapering very slightly to the stout, evenly

rounded, opaque, hardly differentiated tip; the longitudinal serio of wall-oils slightly spiral, describing

about one quarter of a turn or somewhat more. Receptacle relatively small, short ami .Mont, the basal

and subbasal cells hyaline, contrasting, the latter somewhat larger, separated by an oblique partition

from cell III, which 'is small, subtriangular and deeply suffused; cell IV larger, suffused, as IS cell \

tingu

unmodified. Basal cells of the outer and inner appendages vertically elongated, each bearing cxternalb

and distally a series of four or five superposed branches distinguished by blackened septa, curved out-

ward and often downward, and branching in a radial plain, the branch, two to four times .ranched.

forming a compact tuft, the basal cells usually b iring three branchlets, the further division of wnict.

is subdichotomous; the cells not differing very greatly in size, except the terminal ones, winch arc ^mc-

what elongated hyaline subisodia.net ric and blunt-tipped. Spores 80 X 5 p. Perithecia -.., X TO ;«.

Receptacle 185 X 70 p. Appendages 100-150 p. Total length to tip of penthecium, average, 420 p.

On anterior legs of Brachinus sp., Japan; Sharp Collection, Xo. 1188.

This is a striking species allied to I, orientalis and more closely to L. rlnnophora, which has h-

same peculiarly developed receptacle in which cell VI extends downward to cell I, although
.

lack, he

monstrous development of cells IV and V peculiar to this species. The penthecium ,s also quite d
<
r .

and unlike any forms of L. orientalis, both in form and relative size. The appendage- projed outsu*

horizontally in a compact mass, with a tendency to recurve, and the branching is in a plane coincident
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with that in which the individual is flattened. A somewhat smaller variety, which closely resembles

was found on the legs of a species of Brack inus from Port Natal, Africa (Berlin Museum

it the material is too scanty and not in sufficiently good condition to determine definitely.

species

Laboi lbenia rhinophora Thaxter. Plate LXV, figs. 8-9.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 199. Dec, 1899.

Perithecilim large and stout, dirty smoky brown, the lower half much deeper and united to the recep-

l.irlc, the base nearly opaque, one of the suhterminal wall-cells forming a terminal blunt finger-like brown

outgrowth, close beside the rather small internally blackened tip, which it exceeds in length. Recep-

tacle stout, the basal cell small hyaline; a blackish brown suffusion becoming opaque involves the upper

part of cell II, cells III, VI, and VII, as well as the basal cells of the perithecium; cells IV and V very

large and nearly parallel, translucent; the suffused parts, when not opaque, marked by darker trans-

verse dots and strhe. Insertion-cell very large, triangular, quite unmodified. Appendages consisting of

two basal cells concolorous with insertion-cell, the outer usually somewhat larger, both protruding up- •

ward and slightly overlapping, producing directly numerous branches (four to eight from each cell) which

arise in more than one row from their outer surfaces; all the branches once to twice branched, the lower

Segments deeply constricted at the purplish septa, the distal cells without constrictions at the hyaline septa.

Spores 75 X 5 fi. Pcrithecia to tip of protuberance 275-300 X 85 fx; to insertion-cell 300-340 \i. Ap-

pendages about 200 fi.

On the legs of Brachinus sp., Hope Coll. No. 252, Madagascar.

Three mature and one young individual of this peculiar species have been examined, the former

all considerably injured. It is most nearly allied to L. Japonica from which it is distinguished by the

form and peculiar modification of its perithecium, as well as the relation of the latter to the receptacle

and by the monstrous development of cells IV and V of the receptacle.

Laboulbenia coxcinna Thaxter. Plate LVIII, fig. 4.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 31. June, 1902.

Perithecium opaque, nearly symmetrical, rather long and slender, straight, the lower half slightly •

inflated; tapering very gradually distally to the broad, truncate often symmetrical tip, which is barely

differentiated above an inconspicuous elevation; the flat lip-edges slightly translucent brown: the basal

cells forming a well distinguished short hyaline stalk, the curvature of which bends the perithecium away
appendag Appendages forming a dense rather short slightly spread-

ing tuft, the axis of which is coincident with that of the receptacle, copiously branched, the branchlets

unilaterally disposed, rather closely septate; the septa mostly dark brown, except the very numerous
paler slightly tapering extremities, which hardly reach the middle of the perithecium. Receptacle sub-
clavate. the b* il cell rather large, hyaline narrower below; the cells above yellowish brown, incon-
spicuously punctate; cells III and IV bulging symmetrically and prominently below the well-defined
msertion-c«ns; cells IV and V separated by a nearly vertical septum. Perithecia, exclusive of stalk,

"
ft stalk 25 X 30 ft. Receptacle 150-185 X 55-05 p. Appendages (longest) 125 ft.

ip of perithecium 325-375 «.

15 -ISO X 33-45

On Camonia sp., Buitenzorg, Java.
A small group of mature individuals of this very pretty and distinct species was found on one of

several hosts kmdly collected for me by Professor H. M. Richards, growing at the tip of the abdomen
on the unner sup nnrl »».«.: *.._ iL • * • ,..?_?. *up})e

, ,
.

* —B~ ~~~ ««« ««««. w»w. The tuft of appendages is so
aense that it has been almost impossible to determine the exact origin of the main branches. Several

mmr T"? '

*° •*"* " **^ "™* h°m the ***** cel1 of the outer appendage, and that of the

branched. Although the perithecium is too d
a twist m its wall-cells which makes the anter
tip its character! ic nearly symmetrical habit.

*
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LaBOULBBNIA imitaxs Thaxter. Plate L1X, figs. 24 26.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 180. I H < . 18W.

Perithecium free, long, rather slender, curved slightly outward, suffused with dark imokj brown,

tapering rather abruptly to a somewhat truncate sometimes Deck-like tip, tin inner lip-ivlls darkei (he

basal cells forming a hyaline well developed neck. Receptacle short, stout, subtriangular, usually

abruptly bent above the basal cell, becoming deeply suffused with hi kish brown, coar • l\ and ronspn

uously punctate, except where quite opaque, the opacity first involving (lie anterior and lower portions

above the hyaline basal cell: cells IV and V nearly equal, cell IV bulging outward, more than half its

pper ?

anmi

ward to form a deeply blackened ridge, from which arises a (rest-like aries of fn n three to live, or even

six, branches, which are rigid opaque or deeply suffused and several times branched, especially distnlb

the inner appendage consisting of a much smaller basal cell which gives rise to a branch 00 either sid

the branches laterally divergent, or erect, and similar to the main branches of the outer appendage; the

successive cells of all the branches and branchlets, except at the very tips, externally bhiekeoed and di

guish Spores 42 /i long. IVrithectum

(exclusive of neck) 150-255 X 28-58 [i; the neck 20-60 X 20-32 p. Total length to tip of perkhceium

270-585 n; to insertion-cell 100-225 /x; greatest width 50-80 /t. Appendages, 45-200 ft

On Nydris sp., Paris Museum, No. 29, Madagascar. Berlin Museum Mo. 984, on Thfttnpl,

brei'lrollisKl, and No. 935 on T. sublcevis Casteln., both from Madagascar. ( »n legs, eiytiaand abdomi n.

This species which has very much the appearance of species of Corrthromf is most u< arly related

l(» L. forficulata and L. fism. In the material obtained in the Berlin Museum from T. brcvicoOu, th<

individuals are far larger than the original types, almost twice as large, but there seems no doubt i to the

identity of the two, although the form of the perithecium ami its tip is somewhat different in the Berlin

material. On T. subloevis a single mature individual was found in which the total length . a nearly

800 jv, the perithecium 265 X 65 /*, its neck 150 /v, the receptacle but slightly suffused, ov» r 325 (i ta(

and without maculation. The appendages are, however, the same and the form is undoubtedly refelaW

to the present species.

Laboulbema fissa Thaxter. Plate LIX, fi^s. 12-13.

Am. Acad. Art Dec, 189

bent liriv
i viiUHJUiUiii cilice iv-fiiitiio yji x**vx^ axv^, *—v -„ o *

> 1*1

olive-brown becoming deeply suffused with blackish blown except distally just below the lip. wind
« -.11 1 • * 1 . „a!_ — i..„^.t* llin inner ffkrk' tfirtl

I 1

distinguished, long, narrow, hyaline below

by the upgrowth of one of the inner (right) lip-cells which grows outward ami abruptly upward besu*

the deep black blunt-tipped projection formed by the other three which it may - qua! in length, though

narrower and somewhat paler. Receptacle short, the basal cell largest, pale yellowish or hyaline, ol about

the same diameter throughout, broader than cell II, which is short, narrow, of equal dimeter throughout

hyaline or yellowish at the very base, the rest opaque and indistinguishable from the remainder^ol the

receptacle, which expands abruptly above, and may become opaque, except the upper part of
.

II II am.

<dl V. Insertion-cell much narrower than cells IV-V. Outer appendage consisting of seven, sup-

posed cells, which form a black opaque axis, usually broken off, curved outward, each cell prod,mm,

short hyaline or brown edged branchlet distally on the inner side; the mner appendage cons*te of,

smaller" basal cell, which gives rise on either side to a branch much like the--^ ^ (

-

tly
JMTl

arising irom its convex sine inosuy umc >"<"^"> u *
. . , 1090 „ T<>t-.!

.1 • -d -.i • irAYiR,, including the tip, which is about I5X1&-2UJ*, i<*ai

thec.um. Penthecia, average 150 X 48 //, including tne u[

,

i—***-* about

length to tip of perithecium 290-300 /1; to insertion-cell 185 ft; great*

110//.

App
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i

On PcriraUuB guiattus Chvx., Paris Museum, No. 78; Brit. Mus. No. 571; Hope Collection, No.

101, Java; Sharp Collection No. 1202. On P. flavoyattains Dej\, E. Indies. Hope Coll. No. 279, Type
I >n elytra.

This very peculiar species is well characterized by the unique modification of the tip of its perithecium,

w hich looks like ;i pair of mandibles. The more slender of the two projections varies somewhat in length,

and is not always as erect as is represented in the figures, and the whole tip sometimes has the slightly

bulbous liahit indicated in fi<j. 13. The branches of the inner appendage may be erect, as in fig. 13, or

strongly divergent on either side, as (ig. 12, which also shows the appearance of the fully matured and

nearly opaque individual. The species is most nearly allied to L. separata and L. corethropsis.

LABOULBENLA FORFICULATA Thaxter. Plate LIX, figs. 9-11.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 178. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium free, straight or somewhat curved, slightly inflated, brown except the basal wall-cells

which form a mostly hyaline well developed narrow neck-like stalk less than one third as long as the

ascigerous portion, the latter tapering rather abruptly at the tip, two of the lip-cells prolonged to form a

pair of erect pointed hyaline symmetrical apposed outgrowths which resemble the tips of a pair of shears.

Receptacle short, stout, subtriangular, cell 1 hyaline below, forming a short slender usually curved pedicel;

the body of the receptacle deeply suffused below with blackish brown, the more deeply suffused portions

oarsely punctate with darker spots. The outer appendage consisting of a basal cell from the blackened
ipper and outer margin of which arise usually three branches in an anteroposterior series, which are

curved slightly outward and give rise from their convex side to secondary branches which in turn may
bear branchlcis in a similar fashion: of the primary branches the inmost is more copiously branched, the
outmost being small, usually broken; all the branches black externally and brown on the inner margins,
or wholly opaque, usually constricted on the inner side at the blackened septa, the terminal cells of some
of the ultimate Inanehlets abruptly inflated at the base: the basal cell of the inner appendage gives rise

to a branch on either side, the two divergent and very similar in character and mode of branching to

those of the outer appendage. Perithecium exclusive of neck, 150-200 X 28-38 ft; the neck 35-50 ft

long. Total length to tip of perithecium 300-450 ft; to insertion-cell 100-150 ft; greatest width 50-70 ft.

Appendages 175-200 ,«.

On Thyreoptmu striata* Guer., Hope Collection, No. 302, Madagascar. On elytra.
This species is very closely allied to L. imiians in its general form and the character of its appendages,

and is also the nearest known relative of the two large species, L. palmella and L. Kunkcli which occur
on the allied Mormolyce. It is distinguished from all other species by the shear-like tip of its perithecium.
The material u scanty and the appendages are badly broken in all the adults. Whether the flask-like
terminations of the inner appendages represented in fig. 9 are sterile extremities, or peculiar antheridia
I am unable to determine, although I am inclined to the former view.

Laboulbenia palmella Thaxter.
This speck* has been obtained on Mormolyce phylloda, in the Brit. Mus. No. 556, Ding Ding Is. and

No. 556b, Penang, and in the Berlin Museum No. 975a, Sumatra, on the same host. It appears to be
constant m its characters and always separable from the much larger L. Kunkelii, which has been again

556.

Laboulbkm a corethropsis Thaxter. Plate LIX, figs. 3-6.

XXXV, p. 168. Dec, 1899.
I eruhenun, relattvely l ilrR,, translucent blwn or ycllowish ,, „ , ^.^ fU h

» ». .™.,»l external !,„,,. ,1,, tip moderately tvcll dillcrcntiatcd, often bent rather abruptly inward,
wholly bhefeh brotvn or hyalme in the median line, the inner lip-cells smaller and usually more promi-
nent than the outer snniohmnc /MfAiJA^:M^ j <i .11 ..* J r

P Recep-
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tacle short and rather stout, cells 1 1—IV becoming externally blackish brown, the rest ooncoloriis %v ith

the peritheciuni; cells III and IV rather prominent. Outer appendage becoming wholly opaque, its

successive cells indistinguishable as are the basal and Insertion-cells, consisting of n blackened axis en d
or bent outward, from the inner side of which arise several moivor less blackened branches, the l>; sil por-

tion of the appendage only, as a rule, remaining. The inner appendage, consisting of h basal cell which

is usually indistinguishable from the insertion-cell, being quite opaque, producing a branch on either side,

the axis of the branches erect, becoming blackened and opaque, except the inner margins «>f (lie distal

cells, bearing externally from six to ten or even more branclilcts which are more or less deeply suffused.

Perithecium 130-150 X 30-33 pu Total length to tip of perithecium 190 240 »; to insertion-evil (H)

130 /x. Greatest width 40-50 fi. Appendages longest (broken) 1S5 jl

On inferior surface of abdomen, and on elytra of Miscelus Javanus King., Hope Collection, No.

304, Java; on Mucehi.s sp., Paris Museum, No. 114, New Guinea.

This somewhat variable species occurs on the elytra and abdomen of its host, its .small receptacle

and relatively large perithecium, together with its peculiar appendages, give it, like the allied L ifnitanx,

a general habit which strongly suggests some species of Coretkromyees. The main axis of the outer append-

age, as well as the main branches of the inner, appear to result from successive proliferation and may

be quite opaque. The species is very closely allied to L. Misceli from the Molucca-, which may prove

merely a paler variety. The figures represent specimens from the type slide on M. Javanus from Java.

Laboulbem.v Misceli Thaxter. Plate LIX, fig>. 19 20.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 189. Pee.. 1899.

Perithecium free, long and slender, translucent, pale brownish olive, slightly narrowed at the base

to form a short paler stalk which lies opposite the insertion-cell; the tip long, not very abruptly distin-

guished, paler below, straight or turned slightly outward, distally blackened on the inner side; the lip

variable, rather prominent. Receptacle rather short and stout, darker olive-brown; the b il ceU pale

yellowish. Insertion-cell nearly as broad as cells IV-V. Basal cell of outer appendage blackish brown

externally, bearing a single terminal branch of less diameter, externally suffused with blackish brown

slightly curved outward and bearing two or three branchlets from the inner side which are hyaline, their

basal cells somewhat suffused with brown; the basal cell of the inner appendage .nailer than that of the

outer, nearly hyaline and bearing a branch on either side similar to the outer appendage; both tin- ap-

i

pendages and their branches erect, subappressed. Perithcia including base Uo ISO n. Total lengtl

to tip of perithecium 240-300 n; to insertion-cell 90-130^; greatest width 35-40 p. Appendages, tonj r

150 fL

At base of posterior legs of Miscdw sp., Paris Museum, No. 1 11 bis, bl< des Moluques.

This species is too closely allied to L. Caretkropm, of which it will probably prove fa be merely

variety. It differs in its paler color, and erect and unsuffused appendages, which are however, w r
(

similar in structure. The general appearance of the two is distinctly different and they are kept apart

provisionally until more and better material of both forms can be examined.

Laboulbenia separata Thaxter. Plate I -IX, figs. 1-2.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 200. Dec. 1 BOO.

Perithecium pale olivaceous, the inner margin convex, the outer nearly straight; the tip rather

abruptly distinguished, blackened, but not uniformly, below the inner lip-edges winch are prominent oliva-

ceous, translucent, the right inner Up prolonged to form a slender nearly hyal.ne hnger-hkc projection,

the tip of which is blunt and somewhat swollen. Receptacle relatively large dull ol.vn. ,us, ,ells, II

III, and IV sometimes becoming blackish brown externally, cells III and IV rather large-; the msert.on-

cell close to the base of the perithecium, half as broad as cells IV and V. < hiter appendage curved si rongly

outward, opaque and indistinguishable from the insertion-cell, bearing three Of four branches from us

convex side which are mostly once branched; the inner appendage consisting of a small basal II, bcarmg
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a brand] on either side externally blackened, somewhat curved outward, and bearing three or four branch-

lets which are curved toward the perithecium, externally or wholly brownish toward the base. Perithecia

100-1 10 X 25-3n u. Total length to tip of perithecium 220-200 fx; to insertion-cell 130-105 //; greatest

width .V) n. The prolongation of the lip-cell extending about 20 [i or more beyond the tip of the perithe-

cium.

On Pericolitis guttcUus Chew, Brit. Mm No. 571, Java. Margins of elytra.

This well marked species is allied to L. corethropsis and L. fissa, the general characters of the ap-

|>eiidages being similar in all three species. The conformation of the tip of the perithecium in the present

species, with its obliquely projecting finger-like outgrowth, as well as its general form, large 'receptacle,

an'l small perithecium, serve abundantly to distinguish it. On the other hand it appears to be allied to

//. Copfoilnfr from Mexico, figured in my Monograph, as are also the two other species above mentioned.

LABOULBENIA insignis Thaxter. Plate LXI, fig. 2.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 43. June, 1902.

Perithecium free except the base, straight, nearly symmetrical, brown, translucent or transparent,

paler below; the wall-cells spiral, describing about half a turn from the base to the tip, which is abruptly

distinguished, nearly symmetrical, abruptly opaque below the broadly subhyaline, faintly brownish lips,

which are not prominent and form a somewhat angular-truncate or very slightly oblique apex. Distal

and basal portions of the receptacle very thick-walled, punctate, abruptly distinguished; the basal cell

hyaline or faintly reddish brown, nearly parallel with the perithecium; thesubbasal cell larger and longer,

more or l< s prominently and gradually constricted toward the middle; the straight anterior margin of

the distal portion of the receptacle abruptly divergent and formed by cell VI and the secondary stalk-cell,

both of which become deeply suffused with black brown, except the base of cell VI which is concolorous

with the suhbasal cell, from the upper half or less of which it is obliquely separated: cell 1 1 1 and IV subequal

and separated by a slight constriction, faintly brownish or subhyaline, their margins slightly convergent

toward the thick, jet black, constricted, slightly oblique insertion-cell; the inner margin of which is free

from the base of the perithecium. Basal cell of the outer appendage squarish or slightly longer than
broad, bearing above its outer upper angle a single opaque contrasting short branch (broken in the types

but evidently bearing several branchlets); the basal cell of the inner appendage somewhat smaller, bearing
;i branch on either side; each branch thrice closely branched, their short basal cells, which are subhyaline
or faintly reddish brown, each successively bearing two or three divergent stout branchlets; the series

ending in branchlets of the fourth or fifth order, which are deep brown, slender, stilf, divergent, thirty

or more in all. Spores 185 X 6.5 ;x. Perithecia 290-310 X 80-87 fi. Receptacle 365-540 X 150 fi.

Appendages (broken) 220-250
fi or more. Total length to tip of perithecium 600-650 p.

On inferior thorax of Thyreopterm brevirollis Kb, Madagascar; Berlin Museum, No. 934.
( )ne of the largest and finest species of the genus, the three mature specimens examined being in good

condition except that the tips of the ultimate branchlets are broken in all caa . As far as can be deter-
mined from the specimens, one of which is quite young, the basal cell of the outer appendage bears only
a single opaque branch, all the rest belonging to the inner appendage. Its relationships to other species
arc not evident and it is placed provisionally near L. palmel/a and L. forficulata, both of which occur on
allied hosts.

Laboulbenia Lebiae nov. sp. Plate LXI, figs. 3-4.

Perithecium faintly olivaceous, deeper below; the cells at or about its base more deeply suffused,
and

perithecium tape

except by its contrasting blackish color, and is usually turned strongly outward and somewhat sidewise,
lie translucent l.p-edges external, olivaceous. Receptacle rather long and slender, tapering gradually
from the distal region to the base; dirty olivaceous yellow; cell III distally, and cell IV almost wholly,
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suffused with olive brown, the latter prominent below the Mack insertion-cell; i
II II I slightly longer than

cell VI which lies erect beside it. The outer appendage consisting of a somewhat incurved seriei of about

three obliquely superposed cells, the basal large, externally suffused with olive-brown, the test wicci ivelv

smaller, yellowish, all bearing distally a branch from a nearly horizontal l>as<
, the branch < s mostly once 01

more branched and more or less deeply suffused; the inner appendage consisting of a basal cell sonn what

smaller than that of the outer, which bears on either side a I >ranch somewhat similar to the outer append-

age: the whole forming a dense tuft of branches mostly opaque or deeply suffused with olivaceous brow n

and strongly curved toward, or partly across, the perithelium Perithecium 105 X 50 ft. Appendage's,

longest 125 fi. Receptacle 360 X 60 pu Total length 500 pu

At the base of the posterior legs of Lebia sp., Java, Rouver, No. 1398.

A smaller form, which cannot be separated from this species, occurs on the legs of the host (fig. I),

and differs in the blunt straight tip of its perithecium, the absence of dark suffusions, except in the append

ages and at the tip of the perithecium, in its ill developed appendages, and in the greater prominence of

the cells about the base of the perithecium. The latter character is one which distinguishes this species

from any other known to me, and the type form represented in fig. 3, can hardly be confused with any

other. It appears to be somewhat allied to L. insignis, but not at all closely.

Laboulbe.via Australikxsis Thaxter.

Additional material of this species on Acrogcnys hirsute from Australia has been obtained from tlx

British Museum No. C68 and from the Berlin Museum No. 943. The branches of the appendages apj>ear

to be very brittle, and in most of the adults are so broken that their true character ifl obscured. The vart-

i

able basal cell of the outer appendage, unlike those of the specimens figured in my Mont

more or less completely and deeply suffused, and in general gives rise to an outer and an inner branch; tic

inner hyaline and usually furcate above its basal cell; the successive cells of the main axis of the outer,

about three in number, more or less deeply suffused, especially externally, each giving rise distally, »me-

times from both the inner and outer angles, to rigid branchlets, which may be sample or, especially in the

lowest, commonly bear several secondary branchlets which grow upward. This type of branching seel

in the outer appendage is unusual, and the species is well distinguished.

Laboulbenia promixens Thaxter. Plate LIX, fig. 11.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Set, Vol. XXXV, p. 195. Dee, 1899.

Perithecium short and stout, less than half free from the receptacle, nearly opaque blackish brown

lighter distally, the short broad blunt black tip rather abruptly distinguished on the inner side. Recep-

tacle rather stout, cells I and II dirty yellowish or subhyaline, the n I more or less deeply suffused with

blackish brown; all the cells except cell I marked by fine transverse striatums more distinct on the suffua d

portions; cells III and IV large and prominent, the insertion-cell broad but narrower than cells 1\ \

Outer appendage consisting of a short irregular cell abruptly prominent externally above the insertion-cell,

narrowed distally and bearing two branches antero-posteriorly, the outer externally deep blackish brown,

once branched, its outer branchlet blackened and also branched, the inner consisting of a short basal cell

which bears an inner and an outer branchlet, all the branchlets pale brown, except the outermost which

is blackened, curved outward: the inner appendage consisting of a basal cell smaller than that ol the

outer, irregular and bearing a branch on either side; each once branched, the branchlets like those ol

)

the outer appendage. Perithecia 1.50 X 52 pu Total length to tip of peritheemm 310-330 p; to msert.on-

cell 275 p. Greatest width 95-100 pu Spores 75 X 7 ft

On Pericolitis guttata* Chev., Brit. Mus. No. 571, Java. On legs.

A stout species, the form of which is similar in general to that of L. Mmfapm* the distal part ol h
;

I receptacle (cells III-V) being as large as the whole remainder. The appendages are, however, qui! af-

ferent, as is the form and position of the perithecium. But two specimens of thespeaes ha* b en exam-

ined. in both nfwhU thp tin* nf iho ultimate branchlets of the appendages are broken.
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Laboui.be.ni a distincta Thaxter. Plate LIX, figs. 15-16.

IVoc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 172. Dec, 1899.

Peril hcciuin short and broad, wholly united to the receptacle except the tip, clear dark brown, darker

listiillv, the tip large, blackish, somewhat compressed, the lips translucent smoky brown, not prominently

distinguished. Receptacle short and stout, the distal portion larger than the basal; cells I, II, and VI

transparent yellowish, the rest smoky brown, marked by closely set fine transverse lines; cells III and

IV relatively very large, subequal. Insertion-cell two thirds as broad as cells IV-V. Outer appendage

consisting of four superposed cells, the three lower flat and subequal; the second subbasal, and third

bearing single simple or once branched upcurved branches from their inner sides; hyaline becoming

dark brown, the two lower larger and nearly equal, the uppermost cell much smaller almost opaque pro-

ducing a similar branch from its inner side and a terminal branch which is deep brown curved outward

and upward, slender, simple; the inner branches of the three cells all at first hyaline, mostly once branched;

later developing a dark brown contrasting suffusion above their basal cells: the inner append-

age consisting of a small basal cell producing a branch on either side, the basal cell of which is larger

than that of the appendage, and bears two branchlcts basally suffused with brown like those of the outer

appendage. Peritheeia 130 X 50 {i. Total length to tip of perithecium 275 \x\ to insertion-cell 250 /i;

greatest width !)5 ft. Appendages, longest 235 /£.

On margin of elytra of Pericallus camdcovirens Tat., Brit. Mus. No. 570, Singapore.

The appendages of this very distinct species are quite different from those of any described form.

The receptacle is somewhat similar to that of L. prominens, cells III and IV being relatively very large,

ieh bulging prominently, but separated by a marked constriction. Two mature specimens only have

been examined. The tip of the branch at the extreme left in fig. 15, has been supplied, being broken in

the adult specimens, though present in the young, fig. 16.

Lahoulbenia ACANTiiornoRA Thaxter. Plate LVI, fig. 14.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 27. June, 1902.

Pale smoky brown. Perithecium relatively very large and elongate, the lower wall-cells forming a

well-developed stalk, slightly narrower and paler than the main body which is very long, straight, but

slightly inflated; the tip stout, more deeply suffused, well differentiated; one of the lip-cells forming a

median, terminal, erect, slightly curved and tapering, blunt-tipped, dark brown projection, the lower

half broader, the whole more than twice as long as a similar second outgrowth which, arising near its

base, curves outward on the right side (the perithecium being-considered anterior). Basal cell of recep-

tacle subh valine, more than twice as long as broad, the subbasal subisodiametric, darker brown than

the other cells; cells III and VI subequal, lying perpendicularly side by side, both several times longer

than broad; cell IV about as long as cell III; cell V small, obliquely separated. Insertion-cell black,

well defined. Outer appendage (broken) simple (?) its basal cells blackened; the branches curved
outward, externally blackened below, and giving rise above to several successive branchlcts. Spores

75 X 4.5 fL Perithecium (main body) 220 X 50 ft; stalk 00 X 30 //; terminal appendage 60 ;l Re-
ceptacle 2l'0 X 65 (x. Appendages (broken) 150 ;i. Total length to tip of perithecium 580 /i.

On the elytra of Pericallus sp.; Sharp Collection, No. 1202; East Indies.

^

The general habit of this species, which is represented by a single type specimen, is peculiar. The
peruhccium is much longer than the receptacle, which is shaped like a butter-spat, cell I forming the
handle, cell II being somewhat abruptly broader, and cells III and VI being almost paired. The species
is most nearly related to L. ceratophora, from which it differs, however, in numerous important points

Which are too obvious to need enumeration.
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Lahoulukxia ceratophora Thaxter. Plate I A, figs. 32 35.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 163. Dt 1899.

Perithecium wholly free, home on a short nearly hyaline stalk, slight!} line I I iili brown, for th<

most put nearly straight, rather slender, hardly inflated, the outer margin usually slightly concave; taper-

ing slightly and rather abruptly to the peculiarly modified tip; the tip Mark, exo pi externally immedi-

ately about the pore, a large broad tooth-like prominence projecting inward, the upper surfa«v of which

is nearly horizontal; while it is continued upward and outward above and beyond the lateral pore into

a longer more slender, finger-like, bluntly tipped outgrowth, the lower or external margin of which ma\

be partly hyaline. Receptacle yellowish tinged with brown distally, where it if- rather abruptly, but

lightly, broader above cell II, cell IV small and hardly longer than cell V. cells III and VI miIm-cui.mI.

Insertion-cell opposite the distal extremity of the short j.eritliecial stalk. The basal II of the outer

appendage longer and narrower than that of the inner, becoming concolorottS With the insertion-cell,

bearing a single branch of usually three cells more or less deeply tinged with brown,
«
ach of which may

give rise distally on the inner side to a short simple branchlet: the inner appendap consisting of a basal

cell shorter and broader, which usually bears distally on either side a branch, the basal cell of which

usually bears distally two erect simple branchlets, one of them sometimes replaced by a single large long-

necked brown antheridium. Perithecia, including the stalk (17 ft), 150-155 X 30 ft.
Total length to

tip of perithecium 290-310 ft; to insertion-cell 150 ft; greatest width 3.1 pu Appends) longer 200 a.

On Serrimargo guitiger Schaum, Hope Collection, No, 300, Sumatra: on MiWu* Javamu King

Hope Collection, No. 303, Java; on Miscdus sp., New Guinea, Paris Museum, No. 113 Type. On

elytra and inferior surface of the prothorax.

A well marked species, nearly allied to L. Javana, from which it is

tion of the tip of its perithecium, as well as by other differences which a]

terial examined, and are sufficiently indicated in the accompanying figu

nil

Laboulbenia Assamensis Thaxter. Plate LX, figs. 36 39.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 159. Dec. 1 •».

Perithecium rather long and slender, usually straight and erect, free except at its very bs
,

evenl;

penng
blackish

abruptly differentiated tip which is somewhat rounded, slightly bent inward and suffused with

brown; the left lateral lip-cell prolonged to form a blackish blunt-tipped prominent outgrowth, which I

either erect or bent slightly outward or inward. Receptacle dirty brownish yellow, punctate With fine

rather indistinct transverse striations, cell V very small, often hardly visible against the pentheemm.

Appendages concolorous with the receptacle, the outer simple, straight, rigid, mostly somewhat diver-

gent; the inner consisting of a basal cell often as large as that of the outer, and giving nse on either

Side distally to a branch similar to the outer ap, ndage which bear -vera lateral anthcrnha near he

J
. .~ v .,->.. <™ w oo o-? ..

ri\.».. <.n<rfli in no o oeritlx i mm
185-190 X 33-37 a. Total lcngtl

375-1-00 «: to insertion-cell 185-300

On CataMvpusI sp., Brit. Mus. No. 663, Assam, India. Inferior surface.

Allied to L. tenuis; in which the

L. ceratophora; although the confoi

material is sufficient and in good

Laboulben

e appendage, are very similar, and to /, 8*matm, l. {"»*»"*&

.nation of the perithecW tip is quite different from either. I b.

20

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 182. Dec

Perhhecium a.,o„, two thirds or less fee, sessile, tinged •* br„w„ pal,, .n .1
mi.

. -^
Uh br„„„ and bears two often symmetncal.v £ri *<-£ ^ . a „,v,, d. be-d. Ik.

and much shorter than the outer which is finger-like, Witt a Inamu area
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pore

the inner side. Receptacle pale ydlowish with brownish shades, the deeply suffused base of the peri-

opposi

OIIJIHIC 1 the |m rithecium that it crosses the latter and the appendages at a considerable angle.

orous

the outer simple, consisting of a basal cell, large, long, usually more or less suffused, and distally slightly

geniculate so that the remainder of the appendage is bent abruptly toward the perithecium, the basal

vll of the inner appendage smaller, bearing a single branch on either side which may be once branched.

P< riiheeia about 100/1 long, exclusive of outgrowth, 27 fi broad. Total length to tip of perithecium 190 /*;

to inMTtion-eell 140 ji. Appendage 130 pu Distance from tip to tip of perithecial outgrowths 45-48 /x.

MacLeay On inferior surface

of thorax.

This curious form is chiefly remarkable for the peculiar conformation of the tip of its perithecium,

(he outgrowths from which are more highly developed than they are in any of the other terrestrial forms.

It is most nearly related to L. Sumatra, in which the tip of the perithecium is somewrhat similar, though

It s peculiarly developed.

Laboulbenia Sumatra Thaxter. Plate LX, figs. 13-16.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 203. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium small, pale amber-colored, darker and somewhat inflated below, tapering distally;

the tij), only, free from the receptacle, not distinguished from the body of the perithecium, long, nearly

hyaline below, tin- lip-colls abruptly spreading, contrasting, black except about the pore and peculiarly

modified, the two outer broadly rounded, the two inner developing outgrowths which grow inward and

upward; that on the right side longer than the left, narrower and indented near the base on the inner side.

Receptacle concoloroufl with the perithecium, paler below, marked by faint fine transverse striatums.

Appendag concolorous with the receptacle, the outer simple, stiff, curved slightly outward, the inner

consisting of a basal cell smaller than that of the outer and bearing on either side a branch which may be

once branched at the base. Perithecium 92 X 22 fi. Total length to tip of perithecium 200 fi; to inser-

tion-cell 106 //. Appendages about 185 /t.

At base of anterior legs of Catascopus eupripennis Thorns., Hope Collection, No. 291 Borneo, No.

299 Sumatra.

This little species is intermediate between L. tenuis and L. Javana, approaching the latter very closely,

though differing in the peculiar conformation of the tip of the perithecium and the relation of the latter

io the receptacle, which is normal in form, and undistorted. The outer appendage also differs in being

straight, with a relatively smaller basal cell.

Laboulbenia Megalonychi Thaxter. Plate LVIII, fig. 2.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 46. June, 1902.

Hyaline, becoming very faintly tinged with yellowish brown. Perithecium about one half or more

free, slightly divergent, short, stout, tapering slightly from the broad basal half to the tip; which is, as a

rule, bent abruptly inward, rarely outward, or erect, rather small and well-distinguished by its long external

contrasting broadly blackened margin, and by a shorter broadly blackened area below the small, promi-

nently rounded inner lips; the lip-edges horizontal, or nearly so. Receptacle rather long and slender;

cells I and II of nearly equal diameter, the latter large; while between it and cell III and VI the receptacle

may be abruptly and strongly twisted; cells III and VI subequal, the former higher; cell IV slightly

mailer; cell V relatively large, the inner half or less of its inner margin free between the perithecium and
the broad, thick, black contrasting insertion-cell. Outer appendage consisting of three superposed, dis-

twice as long
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producing distally from its inner side a simple hyaline abruptly erect branch, the terminal one lieann;

two such branches distally. Basal cell of the inner appendage half large as that of the outer, li irin<:

on eaeh side a branch which bears one or more btanchlcts and, bending aero* I he outer :i] >| >< mlnge,

is often characteristically recurved beyond it Spores 58 X 5 /i, Perithecui 100 125X10 i) ft, K<

-

275-300 a. Appen penthecium >k) \:\~>
ft.

On the right inferior prothoraxof Megalonyehui patrobioidei, Chincoxo, I'. Africa; Berlin Museum,

No. 1037; on M. AngolensisUarohl, No. 1039.

A species well distinguished in all its characters and not closely related to am other. The material

on M. AngoUnsis is all immature, but undoubtedly belongs to this species.

Laboulijenia obliquata Thaxter. Plate I A 111, fig. 3.

Color pale amber-yellow.

Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 48. June, 1902.

ionium nlmnst whollv free, distallv bent abrui

recurved; the base slightly inflated; tapering somewhat, distally, to the apex ; the lip hardly distinguished,

irregularly bent or twisted; the asymmetrical lip-cells forming irregular projections, the two inner Mil-

tended by unequal dark patches. Subbasal cell of the receptacle somewhat longer than the basal, nearly

as broad as the distal portion of the receptacle; cells III and VI subeqnal; i II IV nbtriangnhir; cell

V broad and short, carrying the thick contrasting black insrrtion-cell Mil free from the pcritl,«<mm

Outer appendage simple (or distally branched?), slightly divergent; the basal cell somewhat inflated

abruptly broader than the subbasal cell, its basal third or more obliquely involved by the op ih ol the

insertion cell: the basal cell of the inner appendage similar to that of the Dttter, without suffusion, hearing

a short branch on either side, each of which may bear several bran.hlets. Spores 45 X 3.5 y. Penthe-

e 105-170 X 40 u. Receptacle 185-200

On elytra of Coptodera gagafina Dej., Brazil; Berlin Museum No. 978.

pecill

|l|Kll

continuous with the' opacity of the insertion-cell, and contrasts strongly with the otitis, general pale

yellowish color. It appears to be more nearly allied to the- group of forms on Pmcallm and alhed hosts

of the East Indies.

oulbenia tenuis Thaxter. Plate LX, figs. 24-26.

. 4 i a_. i a-z tr«i WW ™ 204 Dec. 189*.

I

Am

Perithecium relatively small and narrow, dull amber-ycllow to brown, the npper half nr more fn

Iron, the receptacle, tapering somewhat distally, curved toward and partly a, n,- ,hc app-udag,,: a-

Up not well distinguished, broad, its distal margin often concave, the hps projcc.mg shgluly "''"-•

the lip-colls black, except about the pore. Receptacle slender, amber-yellowtM^hn
espo< ally distallv, strongly curved throughout, tin- concave .side .ntenor. I use nam-,, II bUck mndtinck,

narrower than <,dls IV ami V. Appendages straight and rigid the on,,, usually sun,
,

•, * to

large bulging and bUckened externally, much larger than tha, of the mner ap,,,,da,, I
, g.« r,s to

a branch on cither side with short antheridial branches near the^ J*-?""""* " £ '„

™... ...... .,,.,.__:..„ orison „ .„ insertion-cell 425-185 ;.. Greatest width 37-55 n.
250-500

Appendages more than 200 li (broken). . . ,,
1

' r^ "„-.,.... r ih„- tw Cnllcrtion. No. 308, Java; on Mtscelm sp.(
Pans Mus

•

urn,

Miscelus
663, Aasam India. On the elytra

and inferior surface.^"
i-el, distinguished by its subfalcate habit, the whole^^^Z

^ >J *L om.ll n*~Z npritheeium with its broad obtuse tip lymg aga.n>t thejinugnt appro*
base to tip, the small narrow perithecium

1

Die material from

a^ndagi:. The Receptacle !s re.a.ively long and slender and faiatly pm,,,,, ™£~T™
A<L„ ,L or.t ,h„„„h much laroer and darker than the type for... fron. Nnn Gam. ..

(hgs. -4 o}.

Assam (fig. 20) though much larger an
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wise identical with it. The species appears to be allied to L. subconstricta, L. aristata, and several others

of the numerous and varied forms which occur on these and other nearly related genera of East Indian

Carabidte, The maximum measurements given above apply to the form on Cataxcopus.

Laboulbenia subconstricta Thaxter. Plate LX, figs. 30-31.

Am Dec., 1899.

Perithecium less than one half free, rather small, curved strongly and evenly toward the appendages,

evenly suffused with dark brown or lighter distally; the tip black, not abruptly distinguished, the lips

distinct with a broad hyaline margin about the pore. Receptacle dull amber-yellow, cells IV and V, some-

times cell III, less deeply suffused with brown; cell I narrow, straight, but slightly enlarged distally; cell

II abruptly much larger, symmetrically and prominently constricted in the middle; cells III and IV rela-

tively, large and broad. Outer appendage simple, the basal cell moderately large; externally or wholly

blackened; the rest of the appendage straight, rigid, directed across the tip of the perithecium: inner

appendage consisting of a smaller basal cell which bears one or two branches similar to the outer append-

age. Perithecia 85 X 25 pu Total length to tip of perithecium about 200 //; to insertion-cell 165 /*;

greatest width 50 //. Appendages, broken, about 150 /* or a little more.

On Catascopus sp., Paris Museum, No. 116, New Guinea. On anterior inferior margin of thorax

on the right side.

This specii s is very closely allied to L. tenuis, but differs in its short stout perithecium, and in the

peculiar form of its receptacle, which does not vary in the five types.

Laboulbenia Euchilje Thaxter. Plate LV, fig. 13-14.

Troc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sei., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 36. June, 1002.

Slender, nearly uniform pale dirty yellowish throughout. Perithecium relatively small with a faint

brownish tinge, about four fifths free, erect, straight; the tip fairly well distinguished, the inner lip-cells

large, prominent, rounded, the lip-edges outwardly oblique. Receptacle slender and long, punctate',

the subbasal cell much longer than the basal, nearly isodiametric, or swollen above the basal cell and

broader than the distal part of the receptacle, which is separated from its distal end by a prominent con-

striction; cells III and VI subequal, or cell III larger; cell V verv small: cell IV longer than broad,

becoming externally tinged with brownish. Insertion-cell relatively thick, free, narrow. Appendages
becoming wholly dark brown, in contrast to the rest of the plant; the outer simple, or once furcate above

»<; Virnnrl' t!i<> hasol r>iA\ t\f ttio inner nnnendaffe 1CSS

than one half as large as that of the outer, bearing a usually simple branch on either side, which bears

mgle antheridia near its base. Spores 60 X 4.5 /z. Perithecia 100 X 30 p.
35-40 /«. Appendages 150 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium 300-350 /<.

220-250

fl Berlin Museum, No. 938.
11ns pale dirty brownish yellow, evenly colored species is well distinguished by the peculiar con-

formation of its receptacle; cell II being greatly enlarged, and the receptacle immediately above it dis-

tinctly narrowed, forming a constriction. The appendages become verv dark contrasting brown; but
m all the specimens examined, which are sufliciently numerous, though not in the best condition, the

perithecium remains coneolorons with the receptacle and without dark shades.

Laboulbenia tuberculifera Thaxter. Plate LX, figs. 1-3.
Proc

-
Am Acad

-
Art * and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 208. Dec., 1899.

ientheemm deeply suffused with smoky brown, free except the lower lifth; the tip not abruptly
..tn^guKshed near y black, the distal margin somewhat oblique, mostly straight with an outer more or

lon„ Jd7 i u t

6 pr°m,nen(e
'

in ge^ral variable, the lip-cells not prominent. Receptacle rather

I timidt'!!

<

7 qTe hyaHne bel0W
'
distally tinS"l with deep brown and coarsely punctate; cell

gen With brown and punctate below with scattered black-brown dots, otherwise nearly hyaline,
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except a series of deep brown short tubercular transverse ridges on one side of <vll I\ unci the h
cells of the peritheeium which are deep brown, the rest subhyaline, evil IV bulging. Outer »pj>end;

simple, slender, the basal cell sometimes long and somewhat inflated: (he inner append;^ • consisting

of a small basal cell with a short branch on either side. Peritheeia about 1 10 X 60 ft.
'1

il length

to tip of peritheeium, average 340 n; to insertion-cell, average 225 ft; greatest width 00 ». App, mlag. >

225 ft (longest).

On Serrimargo gntflgcr Schaum., Brit. Mus. No. 5f>S, IVnang, Host hidi. . < >n h ..f .Ivira.

This species is closely allied to /.. leucopkcea and L. oorrugata, being the least chaiacteristie ( .f the

three. It is distinguished from /,. leucopkcea, which it most nearly resembl s in the relation of its |ht'i-

thecium to the receptacle. The short basal cell of the latter, the pmutation of tin- Hibbasal cell in

connection with its suffusion, and in the very differently shaped peril heeial tip, which is without am
finger-like projections.

Laboulbenia leucopii.ea Thaxter. Plate I A, figs. 0-11.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 188. Dec, h ».

Peritheeium dark brown, almost opaque, rather small, baldly more than the tip free from the rv<rp-

taele; the tip relatively large and long, bent slightly outward, not abruptly difTerentiatt <1, black except

around the pore, the right inner lip forming a hyaline nearly median blunt outgrowth which is bent slight l\

outward. Receptaele sometimes twisted at the distal end of and above cell 11; cell 1 hyaline; cell II

suffused with brown, in some cases with deeper brown transverse elevations (in one side; the lower half

of cell III and cell VI hyaline, the rest of the reeeptacle coneolorous with the peritheeium. The outer

appendage simple, its basal cell four or more times as long as broad, curved toward the
j ritheeium; the

basal cell of the inner appendage very small, bearing in general a single short branch, both apj>cndag< s

pale yellowish. Peritheeium to tip of outgrowth 130-150 X 35-40//.. Total length to tip of perithe-

eium 325-375 /,<; to insertion-cell 250-290 /<; greatest width 55-65 /x. Appendages about 2(H) //.

On mid-elytron and base of legs of Smimargo gutiicjer Schaum., Hope Collection, No. MHO, Sumatra.

Tins species is closely allied to L. corrugate and L. tuberculifera, but differs from both in the rela-

tion of its peritheeium to the receptacle, and the conformation of the tip. Of two original preparations

one has unfortunately been destroyed, so that the species is represented by two individuals only.

Laboulbenia corrugata Thaxter. Plate LX, figs. 6-8.

Am Dec

Peritheeium rather small, irregular, free from the receptacle except at the b blackish brown,

darker and almost opaque below, a rounded distal elevation extending completely around the pcrithe-

eium, broader externally, forming a nearly opaque broad collar, above which the tip is very abruptly

distinguished; the latter subhyaline basally, a dark median external and internal suffusion, the lip

bctw

form two free slightly unequal divergent blunt-pointed projections. Receptacle rather long and llendei

pale brownish yellow with deeper brown suffusions about the distal region of cell I and the D* tl region

of cell II; the basal cells of the peritheeium opaque and cell IV and V more deeply suffu I; a scri, of

prominent blackish brown tuberculate ri(

anterior margin, beginning below the insertion-cell and extend as far as the b. e of cell II, Q 11 IV bulging

distally outside the thick rather narrow insertion-cell. Outer appendage simple, erect, tapering, yel-

side. Peritheeia 120 X 37-40

est width 60 /*. Appendages 185 pi.

shorter

340 u: to insertion-cell 200

On base of the elytron of Serrimargo gutfiger Schaum., II..pe Collection, No. 300, Sarawak, Borneo.

mi • . ,,, •».__!_ -i«- j x_ t i-.i^^uivm u nA T, Imronhaa . is readilv distinguished
rculijera and L. kucophaa, is readily distinguished

bodv of its perith ium, as well as
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by the two ear-like processes from its rounded tip. The tuberculars corrugations are also more promi-

nent and differently placed. Two mature specimens, only, have been examined.

Laboulbexia notata Thaxter. Plate LVI, fig. 13.

Proc. Am. Acad, Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 47. June, 1902.

Perithecium straight, erect, hardly more than the tip free, almost or quite ppaque distally, paler

below; covered with scattered wart-like protuberances; the tip abruptly distinguished, opaque, sepa-

rated from the body of the perithecium by a subhyaline zone; the apex broadly hyaline, truncate, some-

what angular. Receptacle elongate throughout; the basal cell relatively small, dark brown, somewhat

contrasting, the rest pale brownish yellow to dark brown; distally more or less conspicuously marked

by scattered brown warts; cell VI very long and slender, overlapping cell II for some distance, the cells

above it also unusually elongate; cell III very long and slender, separated from cell II by a narrow hori-

zontal septum; cell V relatively small. Insertion-cell somewhat oblique, thick, black, not abruptly

narrower than the cells below it. Outer appendage simple, short, the basal cell several times longer

than broad, the remainder more slender, brown, contrasting with the basal cell. -Inner appendage con-

isting of a basal cell more than half as long as that of the outer, bearing distally on either side a short

simple branch similar to the outer appendage but paler. Perithecia 271 X 55 /t. Receptacle 1100 X
75 jl Appendages about 185 ji. Total length to tip of perithecium 1150 fi.

On Tlti/reoptcrus armatus Cast., Madagascar; Berlin Museum, No. 933.

A very peculiar, coarsely waited form, evidently related to the other members of the series with

simple outer appendages, which occur on hosts of this and of allied genera. A single full grown indi-

vidual only has been examined which is illustrated in fig. 13.

Laboulbema protrudens Tliaxter. Plate LIX, figs. 7-8.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 196. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium smoky brown with a tinge of olive, the outer margin concave, relatively small; the tip,

only, free from the receptacle, short, broad, subtruncate not abruptly differentiated, bent slightly outward,

black except around the pore. Receptacle dirty olivaceous, faintly punctate above cell I which is, except

at the base, concolorous with perithecium; cells IV and V forming a somewhat angular protrusion which

carries the insertion-cell out free from and beyond the tip of the perithecium. Insertion-cell less than

half as broad as the adjacent distal margins of cells IV and V, which form a flat surface in which the

insertion-cell is mostly central. Outer appendage arising from a small roundish basal cell, simple or once

branched, the branches short, tapering, nearly hyaline; the basal cell of the inner appendage very small,

bearing one or two short tapering hyaline branches. Perithecia 95-110 X 34 //. Total length to tip of

|>erithecium 2S0 p; to insertion-cell about the same measurement; greatest width G6 pi.

Mac! On mid-elytron.

The genera] appearance of this species, owing to the peculiar relation of the perithecium and recep-

taele, recalls that of L. Schizogemi and L. Mononis. The character of the appendages makes it seem

probable that it is allied to some of the simpler forms which occur on this and on related hosts, as for

example L. aristata, L. tenuis, L. Maylayenris etc., rather than to forms of the "Clivince" group.

Laboulbexia Malatensm Thaxter. Plate LIX, figs. 17-18.

Dec, 1899.

Perithecium clear translucent brown with a slight olive tinge, becoming almost opaque; united to

the receptacle, except the abruptly distinguished tip which is hyaline, all but the blackened lips ; the latter

turned abruptly usually to the right, forming a lateral somewhat irregularly four-lobed papilla in which
the hyaline pore is central. Cells I and II of the receptacle about equal in length, nearly hyaline, often
distally olivaceous; cells III and IV relatively large, translucent olive-brown, cell IV bulging distally so
that the dark but not opaque insertion-cell is turned obliquely toward the tip of the perithecium; cells
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an elevation so that

the perithecium appears indented below, all the cells except cell I marked by line transwr <• strut ion.

<

Outer appendage simple, the basal eell rather large, often externally indented near the base, the seeond

and

ppendage tape

ins of a basal cell one third as large as that of the outer and bearing a single branch on either side, CMC
*~> __ ... till-

lag I itllcTI-

dial branches near the base, which are bent rather abruptly upward from their pointcl origin; the branches

all distally hyaline and attenuated; the basal cells faintly reddish. Perithecia, average 110 X 37 /<.

Total length to tip of perithecium 200-280 /<; to insertion-cell 250-275 /<; greatest width 75 /<. Aj»ihim1-

ages, longest 375 jx.

At base of posterior legs of Terica!'I i <$ caTuJrovircns Tat., Brit. Mus. No. 570, Sittga])ore.

This species is well defined by its general form, the relation of the perithecium to the receptacle, and

the conformation of the outer appendage, which is similar to that of I. orilfato; hut especialh from ilti in

The four mature speei-
I *K V-L4-I*t*X vunxvi ***^vw- » w- ^_ ^ .^ .

mens examined are all in good condition and show no variation.

Laboulbenia aristata Thaxtcr. Plate LX, figs. 27-29.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV |>. 158. Dec. L890.

Perithecium less than one half free from the receptacle, pale amber-yellow ,
straight and symmetrical

or nearly so, the tip well distinguished, symmetrical, blackish, the lip-cells symmetrically roundel and

protruding slightly on either side, their distal margins straight and horizontal, or nearly so. Receptacle

COIieUlUJOUS Willi Hit" niiuauu.u, w *, - .--.& - , .-••••• ^v - 1

thecium, cell IV bulging distally where it is rather faintly suffused With Wacfask I Niter appendage

simple, the basal cell more than twice as long as it is broad, the two cells above it abruptly narrower and

equal; two or three of the cells above these broader with thicker walls, the rest o\ the appendage tapermg,

the whole rigid, straight, erect or bent toward the tip of the perithecium, a part of winch it may over a

inner appendage consisting of a small basal eell bearing a very short one- or two-celled branch on e th r

11 h & _..,... .• ^e uu„„: om_9Ah ,,- tn insertion-eel I !S-»-

side. Perithecia 95-110

200 a; greatest width 00 ft.
Appendages 2GO-330 ft.

\V.,ll.„<-i

On a earabid (near Perkalh,), Hope Collection, No. 322, Bouro, East lnd.es (A. 1, Wallace).

rmat
On superior margin of prothorax.

This species bears some resemblance to i>. ertnu, nu... - «.« • •• -

bous tip of its perithecium, the relation of the latter to the insertion- 11 and the enlargement of ih, r
>-11

. ' .... -jj. I ,* fR,, 07\ th* onier annendagc King across or agamsl
tacle below the insertion-cell, which is slightly bent (fig. 2/), the outer ap] g . g

the tip of the perithecium.

4 .')

Laboulbknia platystoma Thaxtcr. Hate LX, togs

.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sei., Vol. XXXV, p. 194. Dec, 1899.

amber-yellow be

Perithecium free except at tne very oase, »u.i.g..i, .«-— -~*

-

,
,; „

ing slightly tinged With l„ n, slightly and symmetrically|M *. *P ^
, .,^

forming an abruptly spr,a,ling almost flat symmctn,,! termma »n ». a ha
^

two of the tin fonning a small median hyahne truncate cone, the o.h r (»o arc m go

outer ami inner side, wholly opaque except their inner margtns, the black, n l,a*
;

m
»

t

the median line. Kecep.acle medinm, pale amlK-r-yellow*—^Jg££?L- "'

appendage mostly simple, the basal eel. .bout tw»e «Nta.£*-*,«»*-
distal.y; ..» h~

appendage mnch narrower, straight, rigid, tinged with brown tapering

appen
iD ap] >< n (

1
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age similar, often curved slightly outward, becoming tinged with brown. Perithecia 175 X 40 fx; the

tip >>7 /i broad. Total length to tip of perithecium 325-400 /*; to insertion-cell 185-230 fi\ greatest width

55-63 fi. Appendages about 175 /i (longest).

On inferior surfac< of Catascopu* sp., Paris Museum, No. 119, New Guinea.

This pecies, although closely allied to L. tenuis and L. aristata, is clearly distinguished from all others

by the very prmliar conformation of the symmetrical spreading tip of its perithecium, the detail of which
is shown in fig. 5; the black portions at the apex strongly suggesting the end of a pair of horizontal cut-

plyera, or blacksmith's tongs. The material, though scanty, is in fairly good condition and shows no
essential variation, The differentiation of the three basal cells of the outer appendage is similar to that

of E. Maylayensu though less distinct and constant.

Laboulbenia Thyreopteri Thaxter. Plates LV and LXIV, fig. 15.

an.l Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 205. Dec, 1899. L. Borneensis Thaxter, 1. c, Vol. XXXVIII,
p. 28. June, 1902.

lVritheeium nearly free, proportionately large, dull amber-brown, straight, narrower at the base,

the inner margin slightly convex, the outer concave through the presence of a prominent subterminal
hump, which is suffused with blackish brown, the suffusion often involving a fainter discoloration of the

subbasal wall-ceil below it; the tip small, prominent, and abruptly differentiated, blackish with broad
hyaline lips. Receptacle slender, the basal cell black, opaque, mostly curved below, very slender; the
subbasal eel! broader, suffused with blackish, mostly verrucose or coarsely punctate, the remaining cells

normal and concolorous with the perithecium. Insertion-cell thick and narrow. The outer appendage
imple, its basal cell long, undifferentiated; the basal cell of the inner appendage shorter, bearing a branch
totally on cither side, all the branches similar, crowded, concolorous with the perithecium, erect, straight
or bent slightly toward the perithecium, the inmost in contact with it. Spores 55 X 4 /*. Perithecia 140-

Arte

175 X 1 1-25 a. Total length to tip of perithecium 340-400
140

Appendages

P
optenu sp., Paris Museum, No. 125, Africa and Sharp Collection, No. 1201, South Borneo.

On Thyre-

form and" —*— "»« »«"WO mai men: is no essential cmterence between the Airman and
Borneo material, although the pale yellow color of the latter, Plate LV, which is formerly distinguished as

penthecial

cells of its receptacle, and some other points, give it a somewhat different appearance. The species is a
pecul

on this and related hosts.

Laboulbenia fixitima Thaxter. Plate LX, figs. 21-23.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 176. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium one half to two thirds or more free, olivaceous brown, lighter distally, becoming wholly
dark brown stra.ght or curved outward, rarely inward; the tip broad, rounded, generally not well differen-
tm ted Waefasb. Recepteck-relatively small, the basal cell hyaline or yellowish, the rest concolorou
^ththe

1
,enthecium; ceils 1 1 1-V lighter, cell VI extending down almost or quite to cell I. Appendagesbrowmsh or pale olivaceous, the outer simple, its basal cell twice as long as broad, externally somewhat

'
und " ,orc

J^*?" 1 "* ,,rown
'
the "»-l -ell of the inner appendage half as Urge, bearing

a brand, on e, her s,de winch ,s usually furcate above its basal cell : all the branches erect, closely appresse.l,
it n»rrmnji v omyico tU^ +;,. „f ji «.i , . . .

' j riand often bent

age 125 X 45 /.<.

width 48-50 «. Appendages 30 /*.

Perithecia, aver-

145-150 a; greatest

On Perieallu.» guttata* Chev., Paris Museum \n 7« n*i* tut xt ^ t ™ » •

Tit Rrit Ar,,c KV vm c-
'Museum, Ao. 78, Brit. Mus. No. 571, Java; on P. ca>ruhovvre)i*

lat., l,i it. Mux Xo. o/0, Singapore. On the legs
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The type form of this species (fig. 21) strongly suggests L. scclophila, which occurs on the h-gs of
Platyntu extensicoUis in New England; but the two species are abundantly distinct. The variciv r, on

''a/'//

like %. 22, in which the general habit is slightly different. The figuiea given are darker than they should

appear, the typical form having a somewhat translucent olive tint.

Laboulbema microsoma Thaxter. Plate LX, fig. 12.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 187. Dec., 1899.

Perithecium free, several times as large as the receptacle, smoky blown darker Imsallj and ciisliillv,

the longitudinal septa subhyaline, the outer margin concave, the inner convex; a subterminal external

small rounded elevation; the tip very broad, short, almost flat-topped, the outer angle almost a right angle

the inner rounded. Receptacle consisting of a basal cell which is nearly hyaline, above which cell 11,

III, and YI form an almost transverse row; cell II median, triangular, lying between the other two, tin

receptacle abruptly expanded in this region; cells III and IV small and flattened: similar in >i/,< and

shape: cell V relatively large, lying within cells III and IV and extending quite to the base of the latter.

Insertion-cell and basal cells of the appendages nearly opaque and indistinguishable from one a not hi r,

the outer basal cell apparently producing two branches antcro-posteriorly ; the inner, a branch on either

side, all the branches (broken) brown, stiff, erect or slightly divergent, Perithecium 185 X 66 /«. Total

length to tip of perithecium 295 p.; to insertion-cell 90 ji\ greatest width 65 }t.

legs

.

On Serrimargo guttigcr Schaum., Brit. Mus. No. 560, Penang, East Indies. At base of posterior

The small rounded distal portion of the receptacle in this species recalls that of L. Formicarum
t
but

the cells are differently arranged. The relative size and arrangement of cells III, IV and V are quite

unusual. The appendages are unfortunately badly broken, but appear to be veijr similar to those of I

Serrimarginis to which species I am inclined to believe it is most nearly allied. A single specimi i only

examined

LABOULBENIA maculata Thaxter. Plate MX, figs. 21-22.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 181. Dec, 1889.

Perithecium free, dark brown becoming nearly opaque, the outer margin more convex than the inner;

somewhat constricted at the base, the tip rather abruptly distinguished externally, the margins nearly

lips small and prominent, the outer broad, .straight, oblique. Receptacle abnormal,inner

cell I short, slender, curved, opaque; cell II nearly hyaline in the middle, brownish above, coarsely spotted

with blackish brown below, becoming darker and ^distinguishable from cell I at its base; cell VI (fatally

nearly hyaline and narrow, extending down beside cell II nearly if not quite to eell I, its f»asc spotted I

in ceil II; cell VII (the "secondary stalk-cell") external to it, the margin blackish brown especially dis-

tally, extending down beside cell VI to within a short distance of its I ase where it is similarly punctate

towards its base or throughout; cell III narrow, external to the upper two thirds of cell II, punctate

corre 'tf

port

the receptacle concolorous with the perithecium or somewhat paler. The perithedum bent toward and

artly or wholly overlapping the insertion-cell. Appendages directed aero- the lower half..!' the peri-

ledum, sometimes at right angles; the outer simple, consisting of a long basal cell sometimes slightly

1>

the

inflated, the rest of the appendage brown: the inner appendage consisting of a basal eell less than hall

as large, which produces two branches one on either side, the basal cells of which are usually curved,

somewhat inflated, bearing two branchlets distally; all _the branches slender, rather rigid ami ^straight,

parallel a

peritheciu

225 X 00 p. Total tengtl

Appendages about 200 250
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On Serrimargo guttiger Schaum., Brit. Musi No. 559, IVnang, East Indies; on Serrimargosp., Borneo,

in Cambridge University Collection (England), No. 1216,

This species is very eleariy distinguished by the peculiar conformation of its black maculate recep-

tacle, and the attenuation, induration, and opaque suffusion of the basal cell of the latter; which is similar

to the condition Been in the type forms of L. Thyreopteri. The cell arrangement is somewhat similar to

thai of L. SerriTnarginis, which is its nearest ally, but which appears to be very different in other respects*

Although the cell arrangement is so abnormal, I am inclined to believe that the species is related to some
of the forms like L. finitima and L. svbconstricta which occur on similar hosts.

Laboulbenia Serrimarginis Thaxter. Plate LIX, figs. 23.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sei., Vol. XXXV, p. 201. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium about three fourths free, dull olive-brown, the outer margin nearly straight, the inner
l.<-nt rather abruptly below the tip; the latter not abruptly distinguished, broad, blunt, the lips not well

denned, dull blackish. Receptacle dull olive-brown, except the almost hyaline rather slender basal
••.II; the resi el the receptacle short and stout, coneolorous with the perithecium, cell VI broad and
extending down to cell I beside cell II, cell VII extending half way down cell VI externally, the septa
of ( .lis 1 1

1
and IV oblique; cell III extending up to the base of cell V. Outer appendage simple translu-

cent brown, paler dLstally, the basal cell twice as long as broad, bulging slightly externally; inner append-
ago consisting of a much smaller basal cell which bears a branch on either side; the basal cells of each
l.nmehlrt bearing two simple branchlcts similar to the outer appendage, erect, brownish, approximated.

""
f
L T,,1:l1 length to tip of perithecium about 300 ft; to insertion-cell 190 ft; greatest

Width 86 ft. Appendages 260 ft.

On 8errimargo gutter Schaum., Brit. Mus. Xo. 558, Penang, East Indies. At base of anterior legs.
A form most Dearly allied to L. macutata, the cells of the receptacle being somewhat similarly arranged

and the appendages similar in general, but hardly to be confused with this species. Two mature specimens
only have been examined.

Laboulbenia Pekicalli Thaxter. Plate LV, fig. 12.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol XXXV, p. 194. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium becoming almost opaque, its upper fourth, sometimes only the tip, free from the recep-
tacle, relat.vely small, the tip more or less prominent, sometimes subconical, short, and wholly black
(olten more prominent abruptly distinguished, the rounded lips well defined with hyaline edges). Re-
ceptacle normal, cells III and IV large and broad, coneolorous with the perithecium; cells I and II
together with the lower end of cell VI pale yellowish. Outer appendage mostly simple, stout, the lower
cells sightly inflated; inner appendage consisting of a much smaller basal cell, bearing a usually simple
ortoch on either side very similar to the outer appendage; all the branches yellowish or becoming tinged

C'^
Spmall

-
V

"'T'
tlH

' *"*' Pe,itheda 11(M3° X 37~45 /<• Total length to tip of perithe-
cium 200-300 ft; greatest breadth about 75 ;l

fellOn» gnUalns Chev., Paris Museum, No. 78, Java; on Miscehu sp., Paris Museum, Nos.
IM, 11% llo, Xew Guinea.
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of various species and from widely different localities, as well as of forms of the Ban* Moral Ivim v\hi< h

0CCU7 on allied hosts, renders any definite decision as to the limits of this Bpecie.s a mailer of gfeal diffi-

eulty. The East Indian forms approach very closely indeed to L. fkgdhta, though they retain the ((dur-

ation of the type, and the slightly individual peritheciaJ tip. The ba d odl of the outer ap|>cndage is

either not at all or very inconspicuously inflated, and 01 form from the Philippines can hardly b. dis-

lished from typical L. flagellata. On other American hosts, however, the inflation of the basal cell

becomes even more pronounced than it is in the type, the coloration changes, and on speciea of Inn, Piva-

codera, Cymindis, Euproctus, Aperies and Callida a form occurs which, wiihom comparison, I should not

have hesitated to separate specifically. Such a separation may eventually prove desirable, yet 1 hav<

thought it best to group all these forms under the pn nt name until they can l» more carefully revised

and illustrated. The material thus grouped has been obtained from the following hosts. British Museum;
Xo. 564 on Catascopus fascia/is \\ illci., Panama No. 5<>5 on C. amount* (hand. New Guinea; No. 567

on Catascopus sp. Mexico; No. 555 on Apeneg pallidipes Chd. Costa Rica; No. 7.'! I on Callida quadri-

spora Bates, Volcan de Chiriqui, Panama; No. 7-\ {

.) on Pmacqdera strata < hew, Puebla, Mexico; No.

716 on J nacostulata Chd., Zapota, Guatemala; No. 002 on Cynt&ndu pallip * Keich., Venezuela; No. 361

on Coptodcra arruata Chew, Bobo, Mexico; No. 506 on Cataseoput sp., Philippii . Hope Collection

;

No. 298 on Catascopus elrgans Fabr., Amboyna, K. Indies; No. 2!>7 on C. cupript <mis Thorns., Borneo;

Nos. 271 and 272 on Callida "cancellata" Brazil; No. 303 on Physodera sp., no locality typical). Paris

Museum; No. 88 on Catascopus sp., Java; No. 116 do., New Guinea; No. I 19 do., New Guinea. .Sharp

Collection; No. 1210 on Colpodcs auratus (=? atratus Chd.,) Pantateon, Mexico. Berlin Museum; on

/'

Laboulbexia Haw aii i:\sis Thaxter. Plate LYII, fig-. 1 -'I-

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and 8d., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 40. June, 1902.

II

Perithecium variously suffused with dark olive brown, sometimes transparent brownish yellow,

becoming nearly opaque, about one cjuarter, or only the tip, free from the receptacle, rather short and

stout; the tip black, often bent outward, tapering rather abruptly; the lip-edges hyaline tther promi-

nent and outwardly oblique. Receptacle pale reddish amber or yellowish, becoming variously suffused

with dark olive-brown, especially distally; the basal cell more commonly narrow and hyaline below;

abruptly broader and suffused with dark olive-brown below the base of cell II, which is often abruptly

broader through a slight inflation in this region, and similarly suffused, the suffusions often faint; ce"

III to V often deeply suffused with olive-brown, faintly striate; cells III and IV subequal; cell NT extending

more or less prominently upward along the inner margin of the perithecium which is further bordered

by cells III and IV; the insertion-cell carried obliquely outward by these modification^ Basal cell of

the outer appendage usually hvaline, bearing normally two branches; the ba cell of the inner hyaline.

that of the outer often small and blackened, bearing two branchlets; the outer shorter, more slender,

opaque (usually broken); the basal cell of the inner appendage similar to that of the outer, often pro-

truding somewhat inward, bearing two branches like the outer, or ie often laterally, that next the peri-

thecium bearing one or more antheridial branchlets; the antheridia terminal m groups of two or more

sometimes densely clustered; the other bearing similar antheridial branchlets or more often one or more

long sterile branchlets like the outer appendage; all the sterile branches usually elongated m a jweeping

cum toward the perithecium, commonly rich brown or nearly opaque, sometimes hyaline, sometimes

multiplied by branching close to the base. Spores 65 X 5 fi.
Perithecia 90-1 25 X 40 .... ... Keceptaele

200-335u. Appendages 290-725 p. Total length to tip of perithecium 230-360 ft.

On AtelJLs eno Blk. Maui, No. 1230 (Type); A. gracHu Sharp, Lamm No. «;*"»»>

friaida Blk., Maui, No. 1221; Colpodiscus hcipeten* Blk., Maui, No. 1217 Cdpocae^ tantalu* Hk,

No. 1223; Colpocaccus Hawaiiensis Sharp, Hawaii, No. 1224; C. hnmin „ Sharp, Lame, No. 1225,

C. posticaius Sharp, Kaui, No. 1227; Mesothriscus nmckola Blk., Hawaii, No. 123/
;

.1/. *, fcr Sharp,
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Molokai. No. 1239; M
M. ovivennis Sharp, Maui, Xo. 1206, and Molokai No. 1267; M

Mecyclothorax pusillus Sharp,

Mau 1275-1276

specimen

Kaui. On the following numbers in the Perkins Collection: Kaui, Nos. 1248, 1249, 1251, 1257; Maui,
Nos. 1214, 1228, 1264, 1271; Molokai, Nos. 1250, 1272, 1274; Hawaii, Nos. 1265, 1268.

Reference has previously been made under the genus Laboulbenia and elsewhere to the group of

variable forms which occur on the t 'a rabid fauna of the Hawaiian Islands. Of these the one which comes
nearest to the ordinary "flagdlata" type is the present species, which, although it is very closely allied

to L. Disniochi, appean to differ normally in the development of the distal portion of the receptacle
le than a third of which, or sometimes only the tip, is free. Its coloration is very variable; the distal

portions, including the perithelium, being most commonly very deeply suffused with contrasting rich

black-brown, as in figs. 1 and 2, while less frequently the receptacle and all but the tip of the perithecium
may be yellowish or reddish amber, with inconspicuous suffusions. The size is usually moderate, and
not subject to extreme variations depending on position of growth; but one form represented in Fig. 3,

which appears to belong here and occurs on Mecyclothorax pusillus Sharp, has a short stout rotund habit

figured measuring about 160 X 70 p. Of the illustrations in the accom-
panying plate, fig. 1 is taken from material on Colpodiscus tantalus from Oahu; fig. 2 from Metromemis
ero, the Type, in which an outer branchlet is broken off, and fig. 3 as above mentioned.

Laboulbenia Disexouii Thaxter. Plate LVII, figs. 4 and 6-7.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 34. June, 1902.

Perithecium three quarters or wholly free, transparent, yellowish, becoming more or less irregularly
and for the most part rather faintly suffused with blackish brown; the tip relatively large, black, more or
less well distinguished, the black suffusion not abruptly limited and extending some distance downward
externally; the lips outwardly oblique, hyaline about the pore. Receptacle rather short and stout, nor-
mal, pa e yellowish, often becoming tinged with brown distally where it is rather faintly striate. Insertion-
ce well defined, slightly oblique. Outer appendage consisting of an erect series of usually four hyaline
eels, each of which bears externally (the upper terminally) a stiff simple branch of variable length, curved
outward and upward, deeply blackened externally, the notched often broadly hyaline upper (inner)
margin contrasting: the basal cell of the inner appendage bearing a branch on either side, mostly two-
to three-celled and resembling the outer appendage, except for the presence of basal antheridial branches
on winch the brown anthendia are borne terminally, usually in pairs. Spores 65 X 6 p. Perithecia
l.,()-l ,., X o8-62 (i, sometimes smaller. Receptacle 185-220 fi. Total length 290-360 a.On Dnnrkm frafu, Sharp, Kaui, No. 1222; D. agonoulcs Sharp, Haleakala, Hawaii, No. 1229;
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Laboulbenia spiiyri psis Thaxter. Plate LV1I, fig, 5.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, ]>. f>:5. June 1902.

Perithecium free, projecting at right angles to the axis of the receptacle or recurved, opaque, blackish

brown, slightly asymmetrically inflated below, the tip not distinguished, very broad, truncate or bluntlj

rounded, concolorous. Receptacle relatively slender, hyaline, cells I and II relatively \erv large, (he rrsl

small; cell I shorter, often tinged with brown; cells II and 111 edged with blackish brown external!}

cell IV wholly blackish brown; cell V hyaline or partly suffused, the insert ion-<vIl thick. Basal cell <>i

the outer appendage more or less suffused, giving rise to an outer and an inner branch; tin- basal cell of

the former giving rise to an outer, shorter, and an inner hranchlet; the inner branch simple: basal cell

of the inner appendage bearing a simple branch, distally furcate above its baa I cell; the branchlets both

fertile, short, with a single terminal antheridium; or one of them sterile and similar to the outer appendag*

short, stout, nearly straight, stiff, opaque, hyaline-tipped: the antheridia relatively large, solitary; tin

broad neck bent abruptly at right angles. Perithecia 1)0-110 X 40-48 /*. Receptacle 220-2.7) pu Ap-

pendages 150-185 /i.

On Metromenus caliginoms Blk., Oaliu, Honolulu, M. epicuru* Blkm. No. 1261, and No. 1262. No

1256 on M. latijwns sp. Molokai Mts., Maui. Perkins Collection, Hawaiian Carahida-. Right inferior

surface of prothorax.

This species, which is allied to both L. Hawaiiends and />. Ditenochi, m well distinguished by its

peculiar hammer-like habit, and absolutely opaque blunt perithecium. The slender, nearly bodiametric

])erithecium is at first quite hyaline, but may become slightly soiled with yellowish brown, as well a

deeply suffused externally below the insertion cell. The type form on .V. caliginosus was obtained from

several individual hosts always in the same position and does not vary. The form on M. epkurui and M
latijrons is slightly different/in that the perithecium does not project at right angl< iron, the r eptadi

is somewhat narrowed toward the tip, while the stiff black branchlets of the apj>cnda P are distally en-

larged, having a club-shaped habit.

Laboulbenia cauliculata Thaxter. Plate LYII, figs. 8-10.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 29. 1 902

Perithecium short and stout, straight or slightly curved, inflated more prominently on ita inner side;

dull olivaceous brown, translucent, or becoming opaque; the basal wall-cells forming i well-defined pde

olivaceous or hvaline narrow stalk; the tip black, broad, not distinguished, except by ita color; the rati r

coarse, but not prominent, lip-edges hyaline and outwardly oblique. Receptade relatively short and

small, the basal cell usually curved, narrow and subhyalinc below, becoming opaque and punctate dis-

tally; the subbasal cell having only a small portion of its posterior margin free, cell 1 1

1
being jubtriangular

and overlapping it; cell IV nearly as broad as, and somewhat larger than cell HI, separated from cell .

which may equal it in size, by a'vertical or but slightly oblique septum; cells 11 \ I mostly transhjcenl

yellowish brown, often becoming opaque. Insertion-cell rather broad: basal celb of the appendages

hardly distinguishable, the outer giving rise abruptly to usually two erect, or slightly d.vergeni. .tit

bristle-like, curved branches, which are blackish brown, externally opaque, producing short hjalinj

branchlets along their hvaline inner margins: the basal cell of the inner appendage producing a -ranch

on either side consisting of from one to two cells from which arise severalh^^f^ *™ *
the outer appendages. Spores 58 X 5 ft

125-165 X 45-60

90-100 X 35-40 a. Appendages 125-185

On C'olpocaccv8 Lanaiensis Sharp, No.

deprcssus Sharp, Lanai, No. 1231; A. const

Sharp, Hawaii, No. 1238; M. alirrnans Sha

M. muscicola Blkm., No. 1236, Tahura; Bit

numbers of the Perkins Collection of Hawaiian Carabida? as follow

No. 1250; Maui. Nos. 1214, 1253, 1255,

y
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Var. i'rolfxa Thaxter. Plate LVII, fig. 11.

Proc. Am. Acad Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 29. June, 1902.

IVrilhceiuin straight or .slightly curved, large and greatly elongated, the body opaque; the neck
usually elongate, hyaline or translucent. Receptacle as in the type, but usually translucent brownish
yellow. Branches of the appendages usually more numerous and more slender, the two main branches
of the inner often consisting of from three to four cells. Spores 70 X 5 p. Perithecia 365-540 X 55 /*,

including the stalk (90-220 X 30 ft). Appendages 220 p. Total length to tip of perithecium 450-070 n.

On Mrs-nth risen* tricolor Sharp, Molokai, No. 1239; M. collaris Sharp, No. 1240, Molokai; Mct-
mmenv mpmlh Sharp, No. 1200, Oahu; and on No. 1235, Maui, in Perkins Collection.

Var. 8PECTABILIS Thaxter. Plate LVII, fig. 12.

Proc. Am. Acad Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 30. June, 1902.

Perithecium large, long, tapering more or less symmetrically above and below, strongly curved (or

often recurved) outward throughout its length, including the clearly distinguished hyaline neck; dark
olive brown, becoming nearly opaque, the black tip slightly distinguished, the lip-edges hyaline. Recep-
tacle as in the type. Appendages as in the type, but one or both of the primary branches of the inner
appendage hyaline, contrasting, many celled, and variably elongated through continued terminal pro-
liferation, black branehlets arising one from each successive cell and alternating on opposite sides of
the primary branch, often very long, curved upward and inward so as to cross one another, when two
primary branches arc present, with such regularity as often to form a lattice-work pattern; the series
often complicated by the production of copious slender hyaline branehlets from the upper side of the
secondary branches. Perithecia, main body, 105-200 X 40-48. Total len^ ..

'.

On Hawaiian Carebidse from Perkins Collection: No. 1201, on Metromenus ra/iginosus Blk., Hono-
lulu, Oahu; No. 1179 and No. 1259 (Type); on .1/. mntabilis Blk., Oahu; Nos. 1254 and 1250, on M.
lattfrom Sharp, Molokai.

It has been with some hesitation that 1 have separated the three forms included under this species
as varieties, yet repeated recomparison of my material has only served to convince me that, although
three species are probably in process of differentiation here, it is better to consider them varieties. L.
rnuhrnlnla (typiea) might well be separated from L. spectabilis, yet between them lie various modifications
ot /.. proitxa which cannot be separated on the one hand f™™ *un +,— „„.i „„ Au_ _xi___ e r „„„„,,„

290-3C

on the other from L. xperta-

; :•
.
\"e

;

mu>r
'
wracn ,s one ot the most beautiful and striking forms in the whole group of Laboul-

bemales u> characterised by the form and curvature of the perithecium and of its slender more abruptly
distinguished neck, as well as by the more luxuriant, though variable, development of the branches of
rts inner appendages. An extreme illustration of this is represented in fig. 12; but in no respect does
tins branching differ, except in its luxuriance from that of L. prolixa. The latter form on the other
hand, although d.stmgmshed in general by its larger size, and large elongate perithecium and neck,
vanes to less sinking iorms wh eh cannot T tKinl, k,. j:„ + :„_. • i. . ., , ,,

fe
,, „ .

of L. eaulieulata.
. ..om the usually smaller type-form
Although the habit of the receptacle differs in all three varieties," the appendages do— ---. „~ ... v ...an well developed specimens of L. Dimochi, the main axis of the outer appendage,

.i

.

le prnnary branches of the inner, differing frotn the fact that in the present species the branch-ks
,

"^•""PI»S .tes,,lcs of the main axis, and that tla-se branehlets, inlp,,,/;.™, I. ^ciaM,
'

,'
R

' T '° °f,C" "'^ '°"g *"''" and "P^y "-eloped unilateral hyaline branehlets.

host ill7^r^PTs Tt

res

f;
8 reprt'sents a '"* from ooifoc«cm ia„ <( ;,;,„, w. ; fig . 9 1^

color bhp.. fig. 12 (I. ipwtaWu) I'ype on Metnmmum mOMli, shp.

LABODlBENIi Mexicana Thaxter.

to tla ' 'rt'i,ieh

e

i

a

n
,

rv''

d

rT "''Si" "? " "' ** """*"« SP«*S «*» "» "1 <*°» «—«—iu uit npe winch 1 ha\e distincruisherl as ih* "jx.ju;_ *._ » •
. . r . . .
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resent the original flagellata-like condition from which this vws has 1 >een derived ; sino llu» s|x kcu\s i

the most universally distributed form that occurs on QtUerita in the western hemisphen .

r

Y\\v antlie-

ridia, instead of arising terminally from special branches, occur one to three together Mow the septa of

branchlets borne on the branches of the inner appendage. The typical form of this speck . which <>< purs

only in Mexico and Central America, is stout and large, sometimes more than a millimeter in length

usually amber-brown throughout; although in a few instances the perith ium Incomes smoky brown,

a condition well marked in material from Columbia and Costa Kica (Merlin Museum No. %7 and British

Museum No. 521). These forms, as is pointed out below, approach perhaps too cln.lv to /,. mrlatw-

tkeca, which is otherwise very clearly distinguished, even when it occurs in company With the present

species on the same host. South of the Isthmus of Panama, however, material from Venezuela, Peru,

Brazil and the Argentine, shows a distinct variation from the type; the individuals approaching the

"flagellata" type more closely; usually smaller, sometimes not over MOO " in length, pale strav colored,

with a contrasting black perithecial tip, and more or 1< ! strongly marked olive-brown suffusions; never,

as far as I have seen, assuming the typical amber-brown tint. The appendaj of the- molt southern

types are also usually more slender and tapering, and sometimes exceed the re ptaele in length. Th

specimens from Peru with their dark perithelia and numerous divergent branches are i specially char-spe

acteristic.

Specimens of this form have been examined as follows. British Mil urn: No. 521 M Gakrita

Lecontei Dej., Costa Rica; No. 520 on Gakrita sp., Mexico; No. 700 on ( Americana Linn., Volcan

de Chiriqui,' Panama; No. 514 on G. paUidicornis Reich., Columbia: No. 70s on G. (equinoctial* ChdM

V -nt
"IVT ! XT~ mt._ n ...,:„,./„» TY.i n»ml ttnA Vn**<tt rtf SnntarpTTi. Amazon. No. 518. II

anas, Mexico; No. 517 on G. unicolor Dej., Brazil and Forest of Santarem, Amnion, No. 518. I lope

•ction, No. 246, on G. rufwolli* Latr., No. 255 on Gakrita sp., Venezuela; No. 257 on 0. rufkoUis
Collect

sp., Columbia; No. 965 on Gakrita sp., Guayaquil, Ecuador; No. 960 on G. wrtotwi* Manne*., Bra-

zil; No. 968 on G. paUidicornis Reich., Columbia. Occurring on various parts of the linst but mod

commonly on the elytra.

Laboulbenia melanotheca Thaxter.

l>e
• >f

L. Mexicana; since certain specimens on Gakrila pallid icorn is (?) from Columbia (Berlin Museum,

No. 967) and on G. Lecontei from Costa Rica (British Museum, No. 521 )
both of which were found grow-

ing at the bases of the anterior legs, seem to represent a transitional condition, and have been referred

to L. Mexicana rather than to the present form. Neverthel the typu I L U tuxm when ri occurs,

as it sometimes does abundantly, in company with I. metatutk** on the samehost >Wvy,» irn«lr,,.

to intergrade, and the two may be distinguished at one- with a hand lens, Typical LrnkmOftmlhas

been obtained as follows: British Museum, No. 521 on Gakrita h ,„/ Dej., Cosh, K.,«; No.
.
H -

G. rufcolli, Latr., Nicaragua; these specimens being exactly like the type m the form and colomtmn

of their perithecia, which project at an angle to the axis of the receptacle and are funnshed ^dender

hyaline necks, the wall-cells showing a slight spiral twist. It is u^tam whether 0.^f^t
<fi

,aboulbema angularis Thaxter. Plate LXIII, fig. lfr IT

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 157. Dec. U*»

Peri.hecium wholly tee, .ynnnetriclly Uted. strai,!,,, rvonlv «*«* «A^^2^*
.he very short narrow hvaline nork-like ha.se; the tip urll«rtM hta* toUUj

•. -

•

peritheciumi„.sl.rtc,lnearlvatrighta,,gl,.sto 1 h l axi.sof.lK-rc.c1| ,tarlr. lk,-,ru„ k-M.her-j. lk» or „„,her
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blown, the ba sal cell tinged with smoky brown, cell II abruptly broader and long, all the cells except cell

1 more i .r l< I conspicuously marked by short transverse strife, cell V bulging on the inner side and carrying

the black insertion-c-ell out free from the neck of the perithecium. Outer appendage consisting of an

Cied series of about six obliquely superposed cells, the lower becoming nearly opaque, the basal one larger

and darker, opaque externally and below; each cell bearing externally a single simple branch, the branches

consisting <»f a basal portion of mostly three short cells prominently constricted at the blackish septa, and

a terminal portion (unicellular (?), brownish): the inner appendage consisting of a basal cell which gives

ri: to a series of superposed cells on either side, like that of the outer appendage and similarly branched,

(me of the series in the typ< much shorter than the other (two and four celled): the branches all erect,

closely apposed, more or less suffused with brownish. Perithecia 280 X 45-55 ft. Total length to tip

of perithelium 680 n; to insertion-cell 420 ft; greatest width 75 ft. Appendages (broken) 55 ft.

( >n (ialcrita unieokr Dej., Brit. Mus. No. 516, Amazon River. Inferior surface of prothorax.

Two specimens only of this well marked species one of which is badly broken, have been examined.

It bears some resemblance to L. melanotheca in general appearance; but the appendages at once dis-

tinguish it, not to mention other points of difference. The antheridia are broken in both specimens but

appear to have been solitary. The perithecial tip, represented in fig. 17, is drawn from the second

broken specimen, and appears to represent a view at right angles to that shown in fig. 16. It is possible,

however, that this may have been somewhat abnormally developed, as the specimen is evidently old.

Laboulbenia speciosa Thaxter. Plate LXII, fig. 5.

Proc Dec, 1809.

Perithecium free, long and narrow, somewhat swollen at the base, the inner half or less hyaline, the

outer dark clear blackish brown; the basal wall-cells forming a short hyaline stalk narrower than the

ascigerous portion; the tip hardly distinguished, bluntly rounded, slightly oblique outwardly, black,

hyaline about the pore. Receptacle very elongate, hyaline except cells IV and V which are tinged with

ambe Inser-

tion-cell black, free from the stalk of the perithecium through the slight enlargement of cell V. Outer

appendage consisting of a series of five to eight cells superposed not very obliquely, the basal one larger

tinged with brown below, the rest hyaline; all the cells producing externally a single simple branch, the

lower three, sometimes two, cells of which are mostly not longer than broad, constricted at the black

sept;i, distally faintly brownish yellow; the inner appendage consisting of a basal cell which bears on

cither side a branch consisting of a series of about four cells, like that of the outer appendage, and bear-

ing similar branches in a similar fashion; the three series quite distinct from one another. Perithecium,

including its short neck, about 285 X 56 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium 750-925 ft; to insertion-

cell 4.30 650 ft. Appendages about 200-280 ft.

On Galcritu mticolor Dej., Brit. Mus. No. 517, Brazil. On inferior surface of the prothorax. On
Galerita sp. indet., Bafaia, Brazil, at base of mid legs: Berlin Museum No. 962.

Four specimens of this very distinct and beautiful species have been examined, none of which show-

any perceptible variation from the type. The antheridia in all are either broken, or so disorganized that

it is not possible to describe them in detail. They appear, however, to have been solitary, colorless, and
unusually long. Although the bases of the branches of the appendages are usually three-celled (the cells

distinguished by blackened septa) the upper ones occasionally include but two. The species is perhaps
as nearly allied to /.. anf/ularis as to any of the other species, but its black and white perithecium is in

rm

Laboulbexia corniculata Thaxter. Plate LXII, fig. 17.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 31. June, 1902.

Hyaline becoming pale yellowish. Perithecium becoming tinged with brown, usually bent inward
from the base at an angle to the axis of the perithecium, sometimes at right angles (the appendages and
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their insertion undergoing a corresponding change in position), relatively stout and short. '>m< what

irregular in form, distally slightly inflated, with a more or less well-marked external elevation just above

the base; a]H-x broadly hyaline, with < oat

irregularly prominent lips, the lower half black, subtended externally by a well-develojH'd, horn-like

blunt-tipped, hyaline outgrowth, which is larger than the whole tip and slightly curved outward. Hc< p-

taele colorless or pale yellowish, the basal and subbasal cells of about ih« HUne diameter throughout, sub-

equal, rather long and stout in contrast to the small, compact distal portion; cells 111 and IV Buhcqual.

or cell IV larger, the septum between them nearly horizontal, i. e. cell HI i noi extended upward i xterually

beside cell IV; cell V triangular, relatively small and, like cell IV, slight lj suffused above with brownish

yellow, below the very broad, thin, clearly defined, black insertion-cell, the upper hyaline angle of which

protrudes between the basal cells of the appendages. Appendagi - similar in tyjie to those of /.. Qalfrita

.

hyaline, the outer consisting of about five to seven very obliquely superposed cells, which bear the simple

branches externally; the basal part of each branch consisting usually of two to three short brownial

inflated or squarish cells, distinguished by constrictions and dark septa, the distal part about equal to the

basal in length, or somewhat longer, often unicellular, hyaline, stained reddish in the types, very thick-

walled, slightly inflated at the base; the tip bent slightly, tapering Of even slightl inflated. The inner

appendages similar to the outer, the basal part of the branches usually three-celled, the lowest, and some-

times that next above it, consisting of a single cell which bears terminally a single rclatm-h large anthe-

ridium, the long stout neck of which is rather abruptly bent near the middle. Spores 90 11<>X 7/

Y 60-80 a. The horn-like projection about 40 X 22 a. Receptacle 325 175175-240

450-600

On inferior surface of Galcrita carbonaria Mannerh., Brazil ;
Berlin Mum urn, No. 960.

This is one of the finest and most characteristic species of the genus, and is the only one of this .

.

lion

in which the pcrithecium is provided with a tooth-like outgrowth. The basal half of the simple branches

of the inner appendages appears always to be composed of three cells, distinguished by black septa: but

the lowest branch of the outer appendage has but two sucl

large, with stout necks abruptly and characteristically bent. The reddish color by which the disl portion

of th* brnnehp* is suffused mav be accidental, but is present in all the specimens examined, both younj

1 Cc Tl

pc

associated with several other wholly unrelated forms.

Lvboulbenia Trichogxathi Thaxter. Plate LXII, figs. 1-2.

Proe. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 206. Dec, 1 «.

Perithecium free, generally straight, long, narrow and of nearly equal diameter throughout to ,h,

base of the rather abruptly differentiated tip (sometimes, however, shorter, stout and sbghtiy inflated

pale yellowish or becoming rather deep, evenly translucent smoky brown; the basal wall-ells forming a

very short scarcely noticeable stalk; the tip obliquely black below the rather coarse and pronnnen hyalme

lips. Receptacle generally very long and slender, pale yellowish, the basal eel tmged with.black sh

brown; cells IV and V amber or often becoming wholly amber-brown or smoky brown; eel s
\

and

large, prominently marked, especially when suffused, by short transverse Unes or]patches wineh arei k»
6,1 *

.
l

, » x x- ii „.a\ ,i;tf«Wnt ntnr Mark, carried out free from
numerous and distinct on the other cells.numerous and aisiinct on me umn ucu^ *a«^.«^. --

. . # f n;n iw i v(illlwir

the perithecium by the enhugement of cell V. Outer app.-n.lage oourtmg o a "-so ."''''
"""

posed celfa three to tea in number, the basal one subjugular and l,l.ck,sh, the res, '>>'' «">>;;
,,<!, producing distallv and externally a single simple straight branch, ?£«*"«*""!* '

,

to four lower black septa; the distal portion without black scpta son,.,n„, *"t<W- **"
1

. . . r i ^i _u ..«*«*!« mvmiT nap on either >ide to a singu

series of supposed cells, wLh may be further-^•~+2r££££ X »»
ondarv
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i 425-1480

175-1

On Trichognaihus marghiipninu Latr., Hope Collection, No. 267, Columbia, Brit. Mus. No. 525
"Tama*," S. America; on " T. manj'niata Latr." Brit. Mus. No. 526, Brazil: Hope Collection, No. 266
4

\S. America"; on Trickognafhus sp. indet.: Paris Museum, Nos. 70, 71, and 135, Venezuela and "S.

America." Berlin Mus. No. 955 on T.immarginatus, Columbia; No. 957 on T. ductus Chaud. Caracas
Venezuela. On all parts of host.

This species appears to be a decidedly variable one, not only in size and coloration, but in the devel-

opment of its appendages. It is the only species of the section in which the cells of the inner primary
appendages may show a secondary proliferation which results in more than the normal single series of

appendiculate cells. This proliferation gives rise to variably developed secondary series of appendicu-
late cells, each of which bears its branch; so that where this phenomenon is pronounced, the inner
appendages, as a whole, give rise to a dense tuft of very numerous branches; especially noticeable in

the material on the Paris specimen, No 135, from Venezuela. Although the ordinary form, in which the
inner appendages consist, as usual, each of a single series of obliquely superposed appendiculate cells,

i his simpler form may be associated on the same host with others in which a greater or less degree of

amplication has resulted through the proliferation above referred to. In the simpler type, the branches
lend to be more or less constant, with two basal cells usually little, or not at all, inflated, and distinguished
by blackened sepia; but in the proliferous conditions, especially, this distinction is more or less lost;

the number of blackened septa varying very considerably, as is indicated in fig. 2. The antheridia are
normally paired, dark, and borne on a rather long single stalk-cell. Small specimens of this species are
not unlike certain individuals of L. HeUvomorpha!, or even of L. triordinafa; the essential differences
of which are pointed out under these species. It is apparently not uncommon on its host, which is a
carabid allied to Galerita and Brachinmt.

Laboulbfaia adunca Thaxter. Plate LXII, figs. 7-9.
Arts Dec, ISO!).

IVrithecium long and slender, straight or nearly so, the outer half clear dark translucent brown, the
inner pale olivaceous, wholly free, a short well distinguished hyaline neck formed by the basal wall-cells;
the tip well distinguished, wholly blackish below or especially on the inner side, the inner lips black-
margin, d, curved outward completely over the outer lips in a characteristic hook-like fashion. Receptacle
uniform dirty olivaceous, cell I paler, the cells above it faintly punctate. Insertion-cell black, broad,
in l.stingmshable from the blackened basal portions of the basal cells of the appendages. Outer appendage
consist! ng of a very large externally rounded basal cell, becoming wholly blackened, except its upper margin
and surmounted by a series of usually six superposed hyaline cells which is curved toward the perithecium
each cell Drodlicmo- evtern;illv •, o,wl, ..;,„, J.. 1 l • ,•,.,,.. „

i
. v ' i

*- u Ilva " ne whs which is curved toward the perithecium,
each eel producing externally a single simple branch consisting of a basal portion made up of two roundish
short cells couMncted at the dark septa,and a distal portion six or more times as long, tapering, hyaline
or tinged with brownish; the inner appendages consisting of basal cells wholly or almost wholly black,
giving rise on

;

ether side to a short series of cells, usually three or four, similar to that of the outer append-
aire and snmarv hrjinclwwl P,„.;ti,™:„ o.i- r>*- . , .~ .

rFage and similarly branched. 5-245 X 40

160 /x.

O

200 Appendages

n Galrrita micobr Dej Brit. Mus. No. 51G, Amazon River. Inferior surface of prothorax
» species is distinguished from L. amin.lnin +~ -wj. .-x .__ .__... . . «. ,

|>eculiar conformation of the tip of its perit
suffused in the last mentioned species. Tl
the Tner dV J™* *?***; "* "^^ r0unded basal ^ of the outer appendage and

llistingurh it

PUn
°
n
°f aU thC C" llS °f the Str^ht «*** ^ove cell I, serve further to
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Laboulbenia geniculata Thaxter. Plate 1A1Y, figs. 2 :.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts mid Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 178. I >« 1NJW.

Perithecium free, long and narrow, evenly tinged with transluoent olive-brown except tin shorl

somewbat constricted hyaline neck, the tip well distinguished, blackish brown, bent outward, (he lips

coarse subhyaline oblique outward. Receptacle Dearly hyaline, except cell II. and sometimes (he upper

part of cell I which is suffused with dirty olive-brown and faint 1;- punctate with fine transverse stria*, loi

and slender, geniculate above cell II. Insertion-cell broad, black, close to base of ]>erithccial neck. < Kiter

appendage consisting of a larger basal subtriangular cell becoming more or 1< utfnsed with olive-brown,

its outer edge straight, surmounted by a series of five or six obliquely superposed hyaline eells which curvet

inward toward the perithecium; each cell of the series bearing externally a simple branch consisting of

two short faintly brownish basal cells constricted at the blackish septa, and a terminal hyaline tapering

portion about twice as long: the inner appendage consisting of a basil cell blackened below
,
from which

arises on cither side a scries of superposed cells like that of the outer appendage and similarly branched,

except that one or two of the lower cells of the scries bear antheridia, solitary, on a unicellular stalk. Peri-

thecia 200-285 X 37 p (the neck, 18-20 p, included). Total length to tip of perithecium .

r
><X) 87<' ";

to insertion-cell 275-370 /<; greatest width 55 p. Spores 65 70 X 5 /<. Appendages 150 17."» ».

On Galerita sp., Paris Museum, No. 100, Rosario, Argentine Republic. On left side of inferior

prothorax.

The material of this form is not abundant, but all the specimens examined have tin line geniculate

habit and show no variations. The species possesses no very striking individual characters except its

geniculate habit, which may prove inconstant; yet it does not seem possible to refer it to any of the other

described species. It is most closely allied to L. adanea, the distinguishing points of difference in wind,

have already been referred to under that species.

Labouluexia incerta Thaxter. Plate I -XIV, lig. 1.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 43. Jui- 1902.

Perithecium erect or slightly divergent, evenly suffused with rather pale or rarely darker translucent

dirty brown, considerably, often almost symmetrically, inflated, slightly broader below; the basal wall-

cells forming a short, often almost obsolete, hyaline stalk; the tip rather abruptly distinguished, usually

bent slightly outward, short, stout, wholly suffused with brown, darker below; the apex evenly rounded

as a rule; the outer lip-cells curved outward to the external pore, slightly prominent. Receptacle normal,

hyaline, or faintly yellowish; the distal portion short and broad; the Da .1 ceD relatively short: cells MI

and IV subequai. The insertion-cell slightly oblique, black, contrasting, the opacity usually involving

a part or the whole of the basal cells of the outer and inner appendag 8. Appeal similar to those of

L. perplcxa, more compact, with shorter branches; outer appendage consisting of about six to eight

obliquely superposed cells, the branches divergent, curved upward; the two cells of tb basal part stout,

Clear brown, constricted at the dark septa, roundish to long-oblong; the distal part rather Stout inner hilar

tapering to a blunt apex and seldom reaching beyond the tip of the perithelium; tl two branches o

I

the inner appendage similar to the outer, except that the two lowest branches consist of a singte cell, H

ba>al septum alone dark and constricted, bearing distally a single rather short, ^hghtly curve, brown

antheridium. Spores 95-100 X 8 p. Peritheda 185-250X60/1. Receptacle 185-290 X 70-*> *

Appendage 200-250/1. Total length to tip of perithecium 360-500 p.

On The superior and inferioT surface of Galerita carbonaria Manner!,, Brazil; Berlin Museum,

No. 900. . . . , ,

This species appears to be allied to L. perpfem, with which it was asso, .ated on die same host m

company with /.. iLlor, L. corniculala and L. fudfarmU. It differs, however, m its short
.

ncarh eve u

inflated evenly sendtransparent olive-brown perithecium; which is el. a ra Her, zed by a **'"£
what differently formed, coarse-lipped tip. The receptacle also differs from that of L pffto - b. mg
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nearly hyaline, or yellowish; while cells III and IV are separated by a horizontal septum, not obliquely
"'•'' "" : " *U" '""*

*
:— J ' The primary appendages are not divergent, as in L. perpkxa,

their branches much shorter, the basal cells of the primary appendages combining with the insertion cell

a much brouilcr black, and externally more prominent, general insertion. The perithecium of
f( )rm

exam

rgescem

Laboulbenia triordinata Thaxter. Plate LXIII, fig. 15.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 207. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium usually wholly free from the receptacle, very variable, amber-brown or usually becoming
aimed black, paler subdistally, generally somewhat elongate, the wall-cells usually showing a distinct

forming the tip wholly black
except the lip-edges, which may be translucent brown and are more or less distinctly differentiated. Re-
ceptacle variable, minutely punctate, pale amber-brown or amber-yellow, gradually tapering from the
has,- to the often relatively broad distal portion, or more commonly cells I and II forming a slender stalk
above which the rest of the receptacle expands abruptly, the unmodified colorless triangular insertion-cell
carried up and out free

A - "O ~~"wi6viiiv,iii V/i V.V.H T, lii^ iiiiici lllcllglll Ul WHICH
is mostly free. Outer appendage consisting of a series of about seven to ten obliquely superposed cells,
each bearing distaUy and externally a single simple branch; the branches constricted at the first, second,
and turd septa, which are deeply blackened; the second less conspicuously, the basal and subbasal cells
variably suffused with clear brown especially near the septa, the distal portion of the branch hyaline,
tapering, somewhat inflated above its usually brown base: inner appendage consisting of a basal cell
which gives rise on either side to a branch resembling the outer appendage, often with fewer cells (some-
femes only 3-ce led) amdarly branched, except that the lower branch consists of a single cell which bears
m>unallv a sohtary anthendium that becomes brown; the outer appendage and the two branches of the

ZVT^a'Z !??' T:
" "T ,°

r 1CSS Str°n^ ™d irregularly divergent. Perithecia, average
stalk. Total length to tip of perithecium 260-G00 [x; to

( 1 1 0-260

insertion-cell 1S5-3

7

220-330

No *10 v T "^—vuv^nt. imus. jno. 509, South America; on Calophama sp, Brit. Mus.

clt^T\tTZ^V^JP*-?!** <*"** No. 268, Brit. Mus. 508, Columbia; on
I ahpfurna sp., Tj. S. National Museum, Central America- B
Dej., Bogota.

A 1 1 1 s

part d,,rt

'',','
•", rr

eS
,

Sh<"VS Varia,i°nS °f no^ ""Porta,,™, which are, for the most

VI Z '"'I

deVel0Pm''nt
°' i,S rW

'
,tad"' ofM %• « shows an average form.

. , :
''

% **T»hed from "* <**»> Portion, as a slen,!er stalk. Individuals also

Brit. Mus. No. 509)

flagellata type. A single

: of Calophceria bifasciata

the lees of (
1

fyrrl>\tr« fCnh^i w • 7 Jl ' t**2*588 a narrow black insertion cell: while on

tJX ,
- fK :r

) 6

v"";'r
D* <"">'e Co11

-
No

- 268) as well M from . Central American

....„, ,t L m„" " f '

'9' a
r"

marked™Kt? has— f°™''. ^rikingly unlike the typeW h, , h uZlnT'
1'";

•T* "• Wi 'h ",e "XrePtio" of i,s '-"' -". d.:-pty suffused will,

The , / h d :t"! l
,nS< ' r,i0n

:.''
U "W" r *o »asa, eells of the a^ndages.

&w, show a symmetric-all

figs. 27 29).
*

The snedi

n 1 ^ fV

tisiata

ishedby the blaek septum which subtends its antheri,K
",™morP"a:

-
whrch >s most easily distinguished

to diverge shown by the „ri™ v axe of i,
',7 ^ ""»»«*« *• !«?*«. in the tendency

,
J |nraar

> axes ot lts appendages: a ^.k,^,. -u:j. :~ u __ A „u..„_
|»ronounced.

appendages; a character which is, however, not always
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Laboulbenia Heli.uomoium k Thaxter. Plate LXIII, figs. 13 II.

Am 1«.«L»

Perithecium straight or slightly divergent, hyaline to yellowish, 1 coming somcwhal tinged with

smoky brown; the basal wall-cells forming a scarcely apparent short stalk; the blackish tip abruptly dis-

tinguished; the coarse translucent lip-edges outwardly oblique. Receptacle normal, hyaline tostra\ I-

low, distally obscurely punctate and slightly suffused with faint brownish shade cells III. IV and VI

subequal; cell V rather large, its inner margin more than one half free, nearly vertical, the thick, blad

slightly oblique insertion-cell thus free above the base of the perithecium. Basal cell large, more or less

suffused with brown; the two or three cells above it obliquely superposed, hyaline; all the cells leering

distally and externally single simple branches, the basal part consisting of two cell I >ceoming clear brown

constricted at the dark septa; the distal part hyaline, or more faintly brownish, distinguished by a deep

brown suffusion at the base: the inner appendage consisting of a very small hyaline basal ell, giving

rise on either side to a very short branch, consisting of from one to two cells; the basal one bearing an

antheridial branch, consisting of a single rather long cell terminated by a solitary brownish antheridium

seated like the branch on a blackened septum. Spores 70 X 7 /«. Peritb ia VM) 1 W X 35 W «. Re-

ceptacle 220-180 [i. Appendages 185-300 ft.
Total length to tip of perithecium 290 >

On Ilrlluomorpha melanaria Reiche, Bga, Amazon; British Museum, No. 527. On Ptewaetm-

thus brevicollis Dej., Surinam; Berlin Museum, No. 942. On the elytra.

This species bears a general resemblance to small forms of both /,. triordtnata and I 1 i hogtudku

JM'CI' tion from the

fact that not only the antheridial branch, but also the antheridium it If, is distinguished by a blackened

septum.
norm

ppend

very rarely, three, branches each.

10-11

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and BcL, Vol. XXXV, p. 188. Dec, 1890

s torni
Perithecium free, becoming olivaceous to smoky brown, mostly straight, the basal waU-celli

ing a very short stalk, the tip rather abruptly distinguished, mostly straight, symmetrical black, distally

hyaline. Receptacle olivaceous yellow with brown suffusions; cell I slighth nffuscd with brown, some-

what longer than cell II, both rather narrow; the receptacle expanding rather abruptly abo^e cell ;

cells III, IV, and V nearly equal becoming rather deeply suffused with brown. Inscrt,on-ccll broad,

blackened. Outer appendage consisting of a large triangular basal . - II becoming deep blackish brov. ,,

above which four to six small nearly hyaline cells obliquely superposed, or with their k>ng axes near,

yertical, form a series which runs obliquely toward the perithecium, each cell producing erfemahy a.> ngle

simple branch consisting normally of three cells; the basal subhyahne, much fonger (espe^b •

UPIL branches) than 1 subbasal, which is somewhat suffuse*J"-^***^*£
guished abov

and soon disorganized : the inner appe

terimn

and soon disorganized: tne inner a ) h-imu^. w"8-^ ~ ~
. . i i i- ^i,.;,,!,. inn(r

usually four in number, each bearing an antheridial branch which consists of af'f^Z b, n

stalk-cell, seated on a blackened septum and bearing distally a pair o slightly ,, rp- h«K -
antheridia aboul equaUing the stalk-cell in length ; their tips usuaHy exceeding those <"T**J^
of the outer appendage^ Perithecia 100 110 X 30 /, Total length to Up of pentbeemm 200 2S0 *

to insertion-cell 110-125 ft; greatest width 45 ft.
Appendages 6JHW «.

On GaJeriia sp. Paris Museum No. 74, Venezuela, on the muUlytron. On a small sp
-

-

With red prothorax from Guavarp.il, Ecuador, Berlin Museum, No. B6&.

This small species, of which sufficiently abundant and pcrlcct material

the most readily recognized members of this section, distinguished t>J «S s.

has of

of
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its antheridial branches, and its antheridia, which are relatively large, and usually exceed the sterile

brandies in length, a condition seen in no other species. The cells of the inner primary appendages

may all bear such antheridial branches, but in a few instances the uppermost is replaced, as in fig. 11,

by a sterile branch similar to those of the outer appendage. The perithecium is often more deeply suffused

than is represented in the figures and the wall-cells seem, in old individuals/to be spirally twisted.

Laboulbenia Galeritje Thaxter.

This fine species which is distinguished by its contrasting black and white color, black punctate

I
rithechim, and normal receptacle in which cells III and IV are separated by a horizontal septum, is the

common species on Galerita in temperate and tropical North America; but does not appear to extend

outh beyond the Isthmus, though specimens have been examined from Nicaragua and the West Indies.

The antheridia appear to occur always in terminal groups of two or three. Additional material has been
examined from the following sources. On Galerita sp., Iowa: on G. Janus Fabr., Illinois: on G. Cali-

joniica Lee., California; U. S. Nat Mus., No. 47, Galerita sp., Florida. Hope Collection No. 253 on G.

atripes Lee., Texas. Berlin Mus., No. 970 on G. tenebriosa Klg., Port au Prince, Haiti: No. 967 on
Galerita sp., Nicaragua: Sharp Collection, No. 1192 on G. Forreri Bates, Presidio, Mexico. British Mu-
eum

; No. 712 on G. Mexicana, Chaud., Oaxaca, Mexico, No. 711.

Laboulbenia subpunctata, nov. sp. Plate LXIV, figs. 5-6.

Perithecium relatively large, longer than, sometimes nearly twice as long as, the receptacle; usually
traight, sometimes curved, cylindrical or slightly inflated, dirty yellow, becoming tinged more or less

deeply with rather rich brown; the lower fifth or half, rarely more, flecked by scattered dark rounded
pots, which sire larger and more irregular in shape toward the base; the tip rather abruptly distinguished,
mostly abruptly darker; the apex hyaline yellowish, the pore terminal, or slightly sublateral: a well
distinguished hyaline stalk slightly narrower than the base of the perithecium, as a rule, its length not
equalling its breadth. Receptacle normally relatively short and compact, the basal cell quite hyaline
and contrasting abruptly with the deeply suffused subbasal cell from which it is obliquely separated, and
below which it bulges more or less prominently on the posterior side: cells II and III becoming quite
opaque, the former often projecting more or less conspicuously below the latter, which extends up to the
lower outer angle of the insertion-cell, below which it forms a usually well defined rounded projection:
cells I\ and V becoming deeply suffused, but seldom opaque, their long axes parallel with that of cell
HI: cells II-V nearly hyaline immediately below the contrasting black insertion-cell: cell VI relatively
long, somewhat less deeply suffused especially at its base, the cells above it somewhat prominent, con-
cotorous often flecked with darker irregular patches. Insertion-cell broad, black, the opacity involving
the basal cells of the outer and inner appendages more or less completely; the former extending as a black
rounded prominence external to the base of the branch (usually broken off) which it bears. The outer

pact

constrictions

.award toward the base of the perithecium, each bearing a single simple branch, the branches having a
basal two-celled part, with

±f± ' ....... r *>

tapering distal hyaline poi

inner appendage consistin giving
proper:

juely supcr-
pued I l,a

,
,e long axls of the ,n„er is nearly vertical; the thme or four lower (outer) ones riving rise to

a
,
heruhal branches, consu*ng „f . basal eell about twice as long as broad, distinguished bvu Waekish

S2££lE2L'J^^WT--»^«~*«Tbh-Z Average
perithecium 400-450 /i (300-550

1 about
ding stalk, 180 X 4^-270 X 50 ft, average 200 X 40 fL Appendages
125—150 //. tllP Sfprila Kron^An 1 ~l lor\ n mm ^ * m

gest 120 ft. Spores 44 X 5 [i.nn /<„/„-;*„ t> • * .
••-^uu.ucoiuiig^i^uM. v^pores 44 A O «.On OUe, ,la sp., R„sano, Argent™. Paris Museum No. 100. On Gofer* s,,, SieJ Genu,
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Museum bonar nt \o.

900: on G. unicolor Amazon, British Museum No. 510, and No. 517 (Brazil). I'snally on the prnthorax,

inferior or superior, and head.

This species has been separated from L. punctata to which it is very closely allied, and for which it

might readily be mistaken, chiefly for the reason that its appendages and inthcridia aj)|Kar to be con-

stantly different. The antheridia and their stalk cells are relatively short, the former strongly curved,

pun nirlirs of the uillrr

appendage, which in L. punctata scarcely exceed the tips of the antheridia and are not distinguished l>

basal and terminal portion, are distinctly thus distinguished in the present sjm .'us, in which the tin lower

septa, only, are suffused; while this is the ease with all the septa in L. pundt /. The suffusion of tin

basal cells of the appendages which are indistinguishable from the insertion-cell, the external prominence

formed by the basal cell of the outer appendage, and by cell HI, give the individuals I peculiar habit

unlike that of L. 'punctata. The material of the two species, S3 well as the sources from which it has be u

derived, are sufficiently varied to determine the constancy of the differences indicated. In a few individual

cell II of the receptacle is not opaque at maturity, but merely suffused and coarsely punctate. In some

individuals the punctation of the perithecium may be almost obsolete, and is very rarely as general as in

L. punctata. •

Laboulbenia punctata Thaxter. Plate LXIV, fig. 7.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 107. I >ec., 1896.

Perithecium free, straight, translucent brown, sometimes becoming almost opaque, except the broad

short neck formed by the basal wall-cells, which is nearly hyaline and as broad M uV asdgeroUS portion;

the lower half or more of the suffused body of the perithecium covered with irregular more or V I rounded

dark spots, irregularly distributed, the lower larger; the tip rather abruptly distinguished, narrow, Mack,

distally translucent.
"

Receptacle rather short and stout, the basal cell rather narrow and hyaline or

yellowish, contrasting; the rest of the receptacle subtriangular and more or less deeply suffused; cell \ I

paler, cells III and IV side by side, nearly vertical, deeply suffused, except the upper edge; cell V relatively

large, subhemispherical, becoming opaque; all the suffused cells where not opaqu. .
more or less con-

spicuously and rather coarsely punctate. Insertion-cell very broad, black, dose beside the base of the

perithecial stalk. Outer appendage consisting of a large triangular bfl d cell externally blackish brown

forming the base of a series of (eight or less) much smaller cells obliquely superposed, which curve toward

the perithecium; each cell producing externally a single simple erect branch, rather ctosel; ep.a.e tl.

A«m„llv ,V^ <w„ A*Jr nnnstrW-tod the terminal cell short with rounded apex. The inner appendag.

appen

three

350
flask-shaped brown antheridium. Perithecia 200-220 X

about 35 ft). Total length to tip of perithecium, average

75 u. Appendages 110-130 u. . „ . , . ,, u -

On oL-,7« s,,., Paris Museum, No. 74, Venezuela, No, 130, "South Amen,-., (
> ad of 0. H'-

cfeomuReid. (= 0. Morilzi Mann.), Columbia, Berlin Museum No. (108.

The perithelium of this species possesses the same peculiar dirty yellow,*!, color,,*,_....-„ « «™,1

by brown suffusions, which dlrueterizes ,l,n, of L. «ip **, as -II as .1,- pe.ii ,«r .m-p
1

r "a

punctation which is much less well marked in the last mentioned spec.es. The und, len,,t ,,,,1 I,
, -

of the appendages, the cells of which are all distinguished by dark sepU; he long sta lk-ccfc •
1 ,

theridia he ti.Ts of which nearly reach the tips of the sterile branches; the for,,, an ™-
basal cells of tie appendages, as well as of the receptacle, and to a less extent the broader .talk of

perithecium, are characters which .serve to separate the present spec.es from ,!s MM ally.
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Laroulbenu fusiformis Thaxter. Plate LXIV, fig. 4.

and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 39. June, 1902.Proc. Am. Acad. Art

Perithecium relatively long and slender, becoming nearly opaque and marked by scattered blackish
points more conspicuous near the base, sometimes nearly obsolete, erect, or slightly divergent above the
stalk, straight, subfusifonn; the basal wall-cells forming a short hyaline stalk; the tip often rather
abruptly differentiated, darker, often curved outward; the lips suffused, or the edges hyaline. Receptacle
wry long and slender; the basal cell short, nearly hyaline; the rest pale dull brownish, indistinctly trans-
versely striate-punctate

; cell 1 1 very long, isodiametric, throughout, except where its distal end is obliquely
overlapped for a short distance by cell VI, separated by a short horizontal septum from cell III, which is

much elongated and is separated from cell IV by an oblique septum, above which the receptacle shows
a slight but abrupt contraction in diameter; cell IV more than twice as long as cell V. Insertion-cell
black and thick, the blackening involving the greater portion of the basal cell of the outer appendage.
Appends s very similar to those of L. pcrpkxa, the basal cells of the branches somewhat darker, the
distal part somewhat shorter. Spores 90 X 7

}
x. Perithecia 450-580 X 60-75 p including stalk (40 a).

Receptacle 500 a to over 1 mm. X 70-75 p. Appendages 275-375 p. Total length to tip of perithecium
1.05 nun.

On the inferior surface of the prothorax of GaMa carbonaria Mannerh., Brazil; Berlin Museum,
No. 960.

This species is so large that it has been necessary to reduce to X 150 the magnification (X 2G0)
used in figuring its allies. Although apparently so well distinguished, especially by its very peculiar,
usual! distinctly punctate, perithecium, I feel uncertain whether it may not possibly prove no more than
a vanetj ..I /.. ferpUxa, brought about, perhaps, by more abundant nutrition, afforded by its position of
growth on the host It was found associate! with /, prrplexa, L. incerta, L. earn In, lata, and L. birohr
on the saine individual.

I.abouuii:ma perplexa Thaxter. Plate LXIII fi„ 18
Proc

-
Al" AraA Arts a"d Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 49. Jone, 1902.

Kntliconun very large and long, not twice as long as the receptacle, dull translucent olive-brown,
or becoming btacbah brown, straight, usually , rect) miMy isodiam,tri( . or oft,.„ subchlvnto ,

, .
ri

b,s- v M n Y ,T 7 T"' '' Va'ine ™ntrasti"g <*>to f»™*d by the oasal wall-colls; the sub-

tu 1 n,

1

fr

V

1""
'

m^mg fr°m °nC I"*** t0 <"* hillf » tl™i *« tiP **. blunt, blackish,
"

i I v h - '

l,St, "g"lslu" -
sometimes !»"• rather abruptly inwari. Receptacle short, the basal

I..1 o"

S0"W
f , °TtC

'

'hc *- °' ",e r"'"Ptade hm"y ««*<*°g t i» length, dWy olivebrown, be,„„„„g more deeply suffuse,! with bmwi, or H...U.1. t „ „_., "„ ... . _°J. .... „
•ell IIcc

II III VI ™,i „,, .,, ' ,.„ . ' J 0DI>que si-iMu, its lower third or fourth, only, free; colls

pit ,'t , „,n .

"o <hf ering greatly in size, their inner angles often converging to a common

™ ,.- . ; , ;;
'

,

of

"r'''r
al r*- of the n-^ «» m •***" -Ska**,. «.

I li V b I , I

""
„' ,

""'
f,

i"""'li0n-".- ''»«nw„r,l often nearly to the h,l of cell

h ,'» I ,"" ^ "'an
°l

'
IV

-
J-rtion-eell slightly oblique, Well Lined, rather thick,

<livergen,
; the outer consi in. If ^'^ br°Wn; «*«— »"» "nor «« above the base, usually

which Ik.,,,-, oxler IvT 7 k T " "'""'^ *"" "r '"OK Mi1^ snperposcd cells each of

hyaline toward it, extn-ini \ Y '

*" br
?
U"

; "W dlstal P*" long, becoming slender, flesuous and

«B of the inner appera ,, • Y'Y' "
eV"n rxm< ""' «!' of *» P-ith,,iu,„. The basal

'-lag similarS£t^££?» ">>* -«- - «• outer appendage, and

200-300
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X 50-00 fi, including the stalk (40 ft). Receptacle 220 X GO 70 /l Appendages including brand

200-360 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium, average, 500 fL

On the elytra and prothorax of Galerita oarbonaria Mannerh., Brazil; Berlin Museum, No. «K10.

This species, as I have noted above, may prove to be nothing more than the ordinar; (vpu I condition

considerable variation culminat in the form described /,. /

form

perithe

cell arrangement of ii r<rcj »(acle and

As mav l>< seen from tin illustration:

forms

their provisional separation. Though quite unlike it in other r< pects i. / >'plrxa n mblefl /- triorAinata

in the free vertical development of its primary appendages, and their diver; n«< which is u< ally wdl

marked.

Laboulbenia decipiens Thaxter. Plate LXIV, figs. 11 12.

Since it was originally described, a considerable amount of material of this apeeii has Ihui examined

from various localities, as well as additional specimens from the original .source. The original figure

represents the maximum development of older individuals, in which the peritbedum mav h« ome a .lark

olivaceous brown; but in general the brown col ...
shades. There is considerable variation in the suffusions of the receptacle, which mav l« marl h\ alm-

as well as in the prominence of the opacity of the basal cells of the appendag< . A reexamination of the

specimen from which the original figure was drawn, in which the apjnmdag • were badly brok D and

confused, shows further that the drawing is incorrect in that it represents the third and fourth branch, s

of the inner appendage as of the sterile type. As a matter of fact in well developed specimens four, or

even five, of the lower branches of the inner appendage may be antheridial, and in ordinary ca -
tin n

arc at least three such antheridial branches.

In South America the species varies to a usually smaller and more olivaceous form. fig. 12, and s|>c<

i

mens from three sources on the upper Amazon, fig. 11, tend to vary, in that cells 111 Y are replao d by

two cells; but individuals occasionally occur in this material having the normal Dumber and arrangement

The receptacle apparently never becomes elongate and is often very short and compact. '1 h- twist in

the perithecial wall-cells is always pronounced and characteristic, although n might readily In- overlooked

in paler specimens. The appendages in smaller forms are apt to I, come more elongate than n, the lar .

and mav reach a length of 300 fi. An examination of over one hundred and fifty specunen hows an

extreme' variation in length from 675 ji in one specimen, to 225 ,t, the Ama/.on specimens being usually

smaller on the average. •

.

Lahou/bmia Argentineans described by Spegazzini in the Anale. drl>lu.o Nae.onal de Hu«-,,, A.re^

Tomo YI1I (Ser. 3a, 1. 1) p. 79, of which the author has kindly furnished me an original sketch, ap] a,

to be one of the forms of the present species. Although it was described as occurring on a species ol

Bracking there seems to have been confusion as to the nature of the host, wh-h va, ,.«h lltOe doubt,

the common GaUriia of middle Argentina. The types have unfortunately been fest, so that t re is no

way of verifying the above reference. As sketched, the tip of the stalked penthecium.m more I.I....
,

fe

spiral wall -eel Is are
form

though evidently broken, the antheridia large and sessile, the receptacle however, just as ,n tvpnal 1

conjusa. The original deseription

species from it.

be Quite impo ible to <I< term

The sources of the additional material of L. decern, stove re em, I to arc- a. fotows. C
k
N. <

Museum; on Gofer*, nigra Chev., Paso Antonio, Guann.ala; also No. I
,
M«*«K Br.,d

the British Museum No 708, on O.aquitoMi. Chd.,V«m Paz, (-stem. ; J^*/^*
Dej., Amazon; No. 957 on G. porcata Kl.. Coneta, Mi No. 0,3 on G -k te- -< -

Haiti; No. 958 on G. mclanaria Eriehs, British Guiana; No. 961 on Gaknta sp., Cotomta, No. M6

Galerita sp., Sierra Geral, Brazil.
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Laboulbenia bicolor nov. sp. Plate LXII, figs. 13-15.

Perithedum free, subisodiametric throughout, or with a slight general inflation, rich dark clear brown

1m i oming almost opaque, often darker on the inner half, more or less granular; the granulation coarser

at the base: the tip short, abruptly distinguished, broad, suffused, the inner lip often more prominent and

hyaline: a clearly defined short hyaline stalk. Receptacle consisting of a contrasting hyaline basal cell

as long as the balance of the receptacle, or nearly equalling it in length: cell III extending upward beside

cell IV, its apex forming a prominence just below and external to the insertion-cell: cell II abruptly

narrower than cell I, which is prominent below it, especially on the posterior side, opaque, the opacity

involving finally cells II VI, which usually remain more or less hyaline distally. Insertion-cell broad

and black, continuous with the opaque basal cell of the outer appendage, which forms a more or less

conspicuously developed Upcurved external prominence, bearing the lower branch of the appendage,

which is further composed of three or four obliquely superposed cells each bearing a single simple branch:

the branches consisting of a basal and distal portion, the former two celled, the cells short inflated and

distinguished by suffused septa; the latter unicellular, or spuriously septate, tapering, faintly brownish,

CO

cell wholly or only partly suffused, the rest of the appendage consisting of about four hyaline obliquely

uperposed cells, bearing simple branches similar to those of the outer appendage; except that the basal

and subbasa] cells give rise to short stalk-cells, with single terminal antheridia; the latter with rather long

curved slender necks, the base usually somewhat inflated, often broader than the stalk-cell, which is seated

on a blackened septum. Perithecia, exclusive of stalk (18 /A type-form 125-150
1 80-225 X 45 //. Receptacle, type-form 100-1

ages 125-150 fL Total length to tip of perithec

tyi>e-form 50 X 5 ft, larger form (15 X 6 a.

Append-

275-300 fi, larger form 325-400 /i. Spores

Type on a slender black Galerita, Paris Museum No. 73 Venezuela. Larger form on Galcrita car-

honaria Manncrh., Berlin Museum No. 960, Brazil. On the legs.

type
|>eeies (fig. 14), but although the Brazilian type presents constant differences in general size form and in

the detail of the appendages, I think it should not be separated, even as a variety. It is conspicuous for
the black and white effect of the contrasting regions of the perithecium and receptacle, which has suggested
the specific name. The suffused portions of the receptacle, before becoming opaque, are usually more
or less conspicuously mottled or punctate with darker flecks.

Laboulbenia Colpodls Thaxtcr. Plate LXII, fig. 16.
Proc

-
Am

-
Acad

- Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 166. Dec, 1899.
IVnthccium wholly free, very large, uniform clear translucent brown, slightly inflated or the margins

oa.ght the basal wall-cells forming a well marked hyaline neck as broad as the base of the ascigerotis
portion Iron,.which »t is not abruptly distinguished; the tip rather narrow and well distinguished, darker,
the distinct up-edges hyaline or translucent. Receptacle very small, cell I hyaline or yellowish, the rest
...ore or less deeply suffused with blackish brown becoming nearlv opaque, especially cells III and IV,
Which he sale by s.de and are about equal in size, cell III forming a rounded prominence just below th,
outer edge of the inserbon^eH, cell V triangular, about as large as cells III and V combined. Insertion-
eell very broach thin nJinna rw «± g^i ,v __ i t * ' . . . .cell very broad, thin, oblique not at first & ply blackened, but becoming indistinguishable in the genera
btacfash brown suffusion of the adjacent cells. Outer appendage consisting of a nearlv erect series o

1

bee
producingl.rinr.l, «**«, i i v, i

° ——~w ivoo omiuocu, cacn producing externally a sm^ie simp^

I::;::; o

h

;z1\x:; • s r;:^—?
°f ?»«»*—«« £U »*/*.^ .».

1 9

tapering, hyaline, except

mg
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the brown suffusion of the basal part: the inner append a <re consisting of a basal cell iving ri « on riiln r

side to an inner and an outer nearly horizontal series trf oells similar to that of the outer a|>|Hinlafl< . hut

fewer in number, similarly branched except that the two or tluv lowest evils of each series bear singli

large stout straight brown antheridia on undiiVcrentiated ooncolorou stalk-cells, thi basal <ellsof tin • i
•

as in the outer appendage, becoming suffused with blackish brown. Perithccin \\H) 220 X 40 50 /f.

Total length to tip of perithecium 300-375/1; to insertion-cell 75 80 /i; greatest width 55 /t Ap|Knda <

longest 220 //.. Spores (in perithecia) about 50 55 X 6 ft.

( oil.), Voleaii de < hiriqui,

Panama.

This well marked species is represented by four individuals, only, in the material a\ liable. Tl

inner appendage appears to be proliferous above its base, and thus to become double, brining two sets

of antheridia and sterile branches, an inner and an outer; the tatter arising from basal cells that are nearly

horizontally placed. The basal region of the inner appendage is therefore very broad and cell \ of the

larger than cells II, III, or IV. 'The tendency of the inn< i ap|x ndaganre

to proliferate recalls the conditions seen in L. Triclmgnathi, though the two Sp i M s are quite unrelated

in the section. The insertion-cell may be without any of the usually opaque suffusion, but varies in thi

respect.

Laboulbenia cukvata Thaxter. Plate IA1I, fig. 12,

Ai June, 1902.

Peritheciinn large and long, strongly curved inward throughout, rich deep red-brown, the inner half

usually opaque, the outer more or less translucent or becoming opaqu. ;
the basal wall-cell forming a

nn
HV.11. V1V "HV.UJ K711VTA1-J »*jw——r*. ~-~ J "J-

pore. Receptacle short and stout, translucent, more or less deeply and unevenly suffused with dirty brown

the basal cell paler, or nearly hyaline below, often as long as the rest of the receptacle above It, obecurelj

punctate; the subbasal cell short, a very small part, only, of its anterior margin fn-
;

cells III and 1\

subequal, or cell IV larger, separated by a very oblique septum, a small portion only of the outer margin

of cell IV free externally. Insertion-cell slightly oblique, brown or Mark, the raffuaon tnvolvin

basal and even the subbasal cells of the appendages. Appendages consisting of from .six to i ight obliquely

superposed cells, the branehlets usually much shorter than the perithectum, the two lowest cells of thi

inner appendage bearing antheridia! branches consisting of a relatively large subhyaline rtalk-ceu beann,

terminally a pair of deep brown divergent relatively small antl rhlia, the long slender ... i I cur* d

rather abruptly distallv. Spores 70-75 X 4 fL Perithecia 325 WO X 50 70 », including the stalk
(
K)

55 a). Receptacle 185-220 X 75-90 ft. Total length to tip of perithecnim 600-600 p.

At base of anterior legs of GaMa carbonaria Mannerh., Brazil; Berlin Museum, No. M0: and of

Galerita sp., Hope Coll., No. 250.

This species is distinguished by its almost falcate habit, the outer and inner hah,- of the large cured

perithecium translucent and opaque, respectively, and distinguished by a more oi V .clean In, of dc-

Inareation; although, in older individuals, the outer half may also become n.ther.l-ply sensed I la

appendages in general resemble those of L perfkxa very closely, but are at once Astinguahed by tl..
,

-

theridial branehlets, and the antheridia; the latter being small, with very -lender nee s and borne n

'
. . . , i i t i.u„ „.™.:„c Imf tin- lti'ifiTiii mm the Ho <

pe of the species

]M 'I

Thaxter. Plate LXII, fig

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol XXXV, p. 198. Dec

hecoi

nrore densely below, the basal rvaU-eehs forming a well defined l,v, n,™"*^£"»E
narrower than the body of the perith, ium, the tip nsually not very abruptly drtngu*. d and
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lightly outward, or straight, rather blunt; the lip-edges translucent, the lip-cells rather prominent, black-

ened below, especially on the inner side. Receptacle short coarsely punctate, triangular, cell I short,

lender, cur\e< becom

which is finally wholly opaque. Cells III and IV elongated and lying obliquely side by side, cell III form-

ing a more or less prominent rounded projection below the apex of cell IV which also forms a slight exter-

nal prominence just below the insertion-cell, both cells coarsely punctate, becoming opaque; cell V rather

large, at first hyaline, becoming later suffused with brown; cell VI and the other cells below the peri-

iheeial neck coarsely punctate transluscent. Insert ion -cell black, very broad, often becoming indis-

tinguishable from the basal cells of the appendage. Outer appendage consisting of a subtriangular basal

cell distally rounded, becoming deeply suffused with blackish brown, prominent externally and coarsely

punctate; surmounted by a Series of obliquely superposed cells close set, their long (transverse) axes some-
times almost perpendicular, each bearing externally a single simple branch, the two lower cells of which
are longer than broad, tinged with brown, the septa dark and often oblique; the distal portion hyaline,

twice as long, blunt-tipped: the inner appendage consisting of a smaller basal cell also b comi
surmounted

and similarly branched, except that the two or three lowest cells of the scries bear a short one-celled branch
terminated by usually three slightly curved brown antheridia. Spores 52 X 4 /£. Perithelia 110 X 22-
160 X 33 /i, exclusive of neck which is 20-30 /*. Total length to tip of perithecium
ell about 9O-110 u; greatest width 40-55 a. Appendages 90-130 a.

175^300

On Trichognathus sp., Paris Museum, No. 72, Venezuela. On Galerita sp., U. S. Nat. Museum
No. 23, Bobo, Mexico. Un Ualenta sp. Berlin Museum No. 961, Mexico.

This species, which occurs on the legs, elytra, and other parts of the host, is distinguished by its short
tout habit and densely black punctate perithecium, which is similar to that of L. Galerita in this respect.
The specimens from Bobo are slightly more slender than the type material from Venezuela (Paris No.
72), the receptacle, above the basal cell, less triangular and less deeply suffused, but otherwise exactly
similar. It is most nearly related to L. media, but is well distinguished by its smaller size, and especially
by the different structure of the receptacle and basal portion of the appendages in the latter, and their rela-
tion to the insertion-cell.

Laboulbexia media Thaxter. Plate LXII, figs. 3-4.
Am. Acad. Arts June, 1902.> * ~— *—«-*». T AAA, p. 1J, U UI1C, IW£.

Perithechim usually narrow, straight, erect, sometimes slightly inflated, the basal wall-cells forming
< relatively long, weH-dirtmguUhed, hyaline or subhyaline stalk; the basal cells vertically elongated; the
as. -.gomus portion marked by distinct transverse blackish coarse granular striatic-ns throughout, and
becoming oj»que „r nearly so; the tip erect, the apex slightly asymmetrical, subtended by a darker shade
on the inner sahN Receptacle medium to short, the basal cell hyaline, becoming dirty brownish yellow;
eel , I nmm deep brownish, the suffusion more or less confined to these cells or involving also cell [I
and other adjacent cells, the more deeply suffused parts coarsely punctate; cell III extending upward
sleivll V aluldistally forming a well-defined external prominence, sometimes as distinct as dud

o e, by the basal cell of the outer appendage; c, lis V and VI wholly or party hyaline becoming dirty

a I lunmd' I H '"T^T^ *""*»«« —». *-* "holly external to cell V,2S f ,""'*! and
°n 'y fina "y inV0 ' V"' h "'- OP**? »f the adjacent cells. The

ill 1m I, n' '

"
"'''"i'

,"""•
rg

°;
SUb,ril",8" lar

.
te™iug d^tallv and cxternallva rounded promi-

irei,ni in I

1 '',

if
y T" c'

?*" °f"^ *" «" fct °f ««' oI,l iM.» series of branches;

to n i, mm er f
^^ ^'^^ °b 'ioUel >'<Wmi successively smaller, from about

i ,1 w ;llt t ": rfs short
' ,he bi" ai <*"™rc^^ *>* « **-* »»* im.

phsh bron
„, slightly eonstneted at the dark septa; the rest of the branch shorter or not much longer than
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the basal part and consisting of from one to three cells, hyaline or brown below, blunt-lipped; th< basal

cell of the inner appendage giving rise to the characteristic series of superposed nuniferou.*- < < IK <m either

side like that of the outer appendage but nearly horizontal and extending inward w< II I vond il inner

end of the insertion-cell, the four to six lower cells of each series producing, two, less often three, uni< ilular

branchlets terminated by brown Long-necked antheridia; the sterile branehleta trf the upper and distal

cells similar to those of the outer appendage. Spores 45 X 4.5 n. Perithecia 1st 1

10 X 10 is /£, 1I1.

stalk 55-125 X 25-35 //. Receptacle 165-220 /l Appendages, great* t total length, L65 1 t. Total

length to tip of perithecium 350-725 fi.

On Ga/rrita sp. (tips of elytra), Venezuela; Paris Museum. No. 75. On tip of abdon n. inferior,

of Galrrita Leconiei Dej.: British Museum, No. 521, Costa Rica; No. 525 Oil Trkkognalkui man/im-

pennis Latr. Tamas, ? Columbia, No. 526 on T. marr/lnntu.s Latr., Brazil.

This fine species is distinguished from L. pygmwa especially, With which it was formerly in part

confused, by the insertion of its appendages, the insertion-ceil being unmodified and small, and finally

continuous with the series of cells which form the primary inner append; the I
i | of which an in

contact with cell V of the receptacle, except the uppermost (innermost).

Laboulbenia Piieropsophi Thaxter. Plate LXIY, Bgs. 8 0.

Since the original publication of this species, it has been possible to examine a considerable amount

of additional material occurring on species of Phemjuoplms from both bemispher i. The material Inn..

these sources is, in general, rather clearly distinguished, however; that from the we ten hen. phen

adhering closely to the type as originally described, in which the outer appendage is at most not mo*

than five or six times proliferous, that is the main axis consist of not more than five or six cells and is

of compact habit: the inner appendage producing, as a rule, only a single branch with two or tin pro-

liferations, the axis thus only two- to three-celled; a small short stout solitary antheridilim ben- borne

on a short stalk-cell at its base. Material from the Eastern Hemisphere, though often cioaely resembling

the type, especially in the African specimens, tends to vary to the condition shown m figure the outer

appendage, as well as the two branches of the inner, being much more luxuriantly develoj d Eld t

antheridia (fig. 9) produced usually in groups of two or thn ,
their form more slender and elongate, the

necks curved. This is especially true of specimens from Madag; ear, < ylon, the Philippines, and

localities to the cast of Africa. The differences, however, are not sufficiently absolute to warrant ev< n

a varietal designation.
534 on /'.

/The additional material obtained is as follows: untisn museum •>«..^ .«. •
/••• —

, .

No. 717 on P. vauinoctralu Linn., Yucatan; No. 718 or, P. UghfkOm (Laud, JunquiHa, Mexico
:

an,

.t „ ~» 7 tv t„,i„„.._„,. „„. I v« U (Vvlmi: No. 55 on P.fincuxtuu l>«-j

iuuseum; iNo. 5 on riuropsovnua so., ±vj.au«ij;a:>i.u, -.»» ^~- • *, -
. -

•

Asia; No. 56 on P. Lal„,,i Dej., Asia; No. 76 on /•/,„„,»,,»/- *. Vene«d.i No. .
fon H-^

sp., Java: Berlin Museum; No. 005 on /'. oUbput-, Kimpoko, Congo; S.,.m<*l «"<» »
'-•••

Lh. Kisnani, Africa; No. 1001 on P. W,W/, Cln,u,l., Hi I««;lfe " ,l '

'"I
'

*'
';;;'''";

.
.' . „ ,. .-. ii _v 1T~™. r\.!l,wiinii: No. _'.;S oil //'""/>-

sp., Luzon, Philippines; No. 10C

sophus sp., Ceylon.

Madagascar. Ho]k

Labouibenia Pachyteijs Thaxter,

This type proves to he a very variable one, in which specieMB^- going cm - a «
similar to that Which is seen in the forms occurring on the elosely related B^lM^^ d̂J^
separated as speeies three forms which are closely related in this group, L. P""^"^^ Z
rated localities L. tortuosa on our small western Paring and L (h*** which

1
A u •

Characteristic method of bearing its antheridia. It is probable that a fourthispec- *J>™^
material from the Amazon, as well as a fifth on Paring Umg*»nm from M.,. «> ^ h™ ™
unable to inelude figures of these forms which I hop. to illHstrutc in a lutur, pq£

,
( ,>

among the more typical forms are in general associated with extreme .lillct™, m U*
.

(the total Dgt*
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to tip of ])erithecium varying from 150 to 900 /i or more); in color; in the development of the outer append-

ago, which may he short and compact or elongate, consisting of only one or two cells or many celled;

and in the relation of the perithecium to the receptacle, to which it is variably united.

Additional material has been examined as follows: British Museum No. 572 on Ozarna parallela

\V., Rio Janeiro; No. 574 on Pachyteles sp., Ega, Amazon; No. 573 on Ozcena Rcichii Guer., Columbia;

No. <»72 on r<t<'lit/f< !<s Mexican us Chaud., Toxpain, Mexico; No. G71 on P. seriatoporus Chaud., Bugaba,

Mexico. Hope Collection No. 281, on Goniotropis rufipes Hope, New Grenada; No. 280 on P. Brazil-

irnsi.s Gray, Brazil ; No. 285 on Pachyteles sp., Brazil. In the Berlin Museum No. 945 on Ozcena Reichii

Guar., New Grenada; No. 946 on O. pedestris N., Bogota Columbia; No. 948 on O. glabra Klg., Brazil.

In U. S. National Museum No. 24 on P. Mexicanus Chaud., Mexico (very typical specimens).

Laboulbenia puxctulata Thaxter. Plate LXIII, fig. 12.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 197. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium about three fourths free, dark brown, translucent, curved toward the appendages which

topped Receptacle short and

i

J 2(

)

stout, the basal cell small, short, hyaline, contrasting, the rest concolorous with the perithecium, but

darker and distinctly punctate with dark brown spots. Outer appendage consisting of a series of from

three to about six successively smaller superposed cells, from each of which a simple tapering brown
branch arises, blackened about its subbasal septum, the successive branches superposed in a vertical

external row, the basal cell of the inner appendage producing usually a short one-celled antheridial brand
bearing a single small antheridium. Peritheeia 120 X 45 p. Total length to tip of perithecium 200-

fi; to insertion-cell 125 /i. Appendages 100-120 p..

On Pnrinjieles parallclus Chaud., Brit. Mus. No. 575, Para: on P. porrectus Chaud., Brit. Mus.
No. 070 (Biologia Coll.), Pantaleon, Guatemala.

Although obtained from widely separated localities, this form, which occurs on the legs of its host,

is in both instances very constant in its characters, and quite unlike small short forms of L. Pachytrtis

which are often found growing in a similar situation. Although its appendages are practically the same,
its peculiar short hunched form, the shape of its perithecium, and the coarse punctation of its receptacle

above the hyaline basal cell serve to distinguish it at once.

Laboulbenia Darwinii Thaxter. Plate LV, fig. 2.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 170. Dec, 1899.

Perithedum hyaline becoming pale straw- or amber-yellow, sometimes with a shade of brown, rela-

tively small, its upper third or less free from the receptacle, the tip black, abruptly distinguished, the broad
lip-edges translucent purplish brown. Receptacle relatively stout, indistinctly punctate with short lines

or dot. «.t darker yellowish color, cells II, III, and IV often unusually broad. Insertion-cell well developed,
deep purphsh brown or black. Outer appendage consisting of a short angular brownish basal cell, which

inner mostly simple;

brown, the rest less deeply colored, rigid, erect. The inner appendage consisting of a smaller basal cell

Which may produce a single branch, or two placed laterally or antero-posteriorly, short, .simple with lateral
anthend.a or once branched. Peritheeia 100 X 30-35 /, Total length to tip of perithecium 150-275 //;

to insi rt.on-cell 135 250 ft. Appendages, longest 200-250 fiOn O^najandMn W., Brit. Mus. No. 572, Rio de Janeiro (legit C. Darwin); on O. lavis Klg.,
same locality, Berin, Museum No. 947: on Paclnjteles spp.; Paris Mus. No. 137, South America, Hope
<
o leet.on, Nos. 284 and 285, Brazil. Occurring usually at the base of the posterior legs or margins of

v I \ I 1*1.

flagellata-\\kv type
perhaj

The only
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Icevis ilic insertion-) II and

i

even divided, as in L. proliferans. Its color is very pair, and the ap}xndages an too much broken for

comparison, but it hardly seems distinct. The type is most readily distil _ lislu d by its nan r cptach

cells III and IV being especially large, and its relatively very small perithecium, which i.« almost wholly

adnate to the receptacle, except the tip. The tyj>e is derived from a host collected by Charles Darwin on

his famous "Voyage of the Beagle."

Laboulbenia Ozaense nov. sp. Plate LXIII, Fig- 11.

Rather evenly suffused with dirty yellowish, faintly shaded with brown. Perithecium mote than

half free, relatively small; the tip relatively large; the lips prominent, transparent, subtcndi I by black 1

brown suffusions. Receptacle normal, cells I and II subequal, cells 111 IV not much smaller and sub-

cqual, the external walls suffused with brown; cell V triangular, its upper margin oblique. < Mm r append-

age consisting of usually three cells obliquely superposed, the u |
)
| >e r 1 )caring two, tin n t l>carin« i rnally

single tapering simple branches about equal to the perithecium in length, distallyhyalim below, externally

and at the base, suffused with rather deep blackish brown: inner appendage consisting of a basal << II

which gives rise to an antheridial branch, occasionally on both sides, which onetinx aria at the ba «•

a short sterile branch; the antheridial branch consisting of a single stalk-cell, constricted at it- deeply

blackened base, above which it is abruptly inflated, assuming a spherical form and bearing tin- e or four

large antheridia side by side in a fan-like fashion, their slender tips reaching to the apex of the peritb i ium.

Insertion-cell translucent reddish brown, rather broad and oblique. Total length to tip of perithecium

220 ft; greatest width about 00 ft. Perithecium 90 100 X 30-32 ft. Receptacle to ajx x of cell \ .
about

150 ft. Antheridia 36 ji. Spores about 55 X 5 ft.

On Ozccna mujuVwoUis Schm., Berlin Museum. No. 044, Venezuela. This species occurred ai tin

tips of the elytra of its host and is very clearly distinguished, by its peculiar antheridial brand,, and lai

antheridia, from the other forms (L. Pachytdis, L. pmctalata and I. torfuosa) occurring on PachyteU*

and its allies. The types show very little variation in form, size or color. In a tew individuals the mi r

appendage gives rise to two sterile branches, one on either side, from the bases of which the antheridial

f

branchlets arise.

Laboulbenia tortuosa Thaxtcr. Plate LXIII, fig. 10.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 206. ]><

Perithecium with hardly more than the tip free, relatively small, externally suffused with i ky

brown and concave through the presence of a well defined subterminal hunch, above which the some-

what pointed well defined outwardly oblique blackish-brown tip is abruptly differentiated, tl lip-rdgj-s

pale brown translucent. Receptacle very pale reddish or yellowish, variously bent, sunn tin* s at rtgh

angles or at an angle of forty-five degrees above cell II; cells I and II straight or mon frequentty eel
1

curved strongly, while there is often a less pronounced curvature in the opposite Arection^immediatei)

above it. Insertion-cell horizontal, about opposite the external hunch of the perrtheemm. Ou r append-

age consisting of a very large basal and somewhat broader subbasal cefl, the two commonly as broad as

or broader than any portion of the receptacle with which they are concoterous; the upper oute angle

of both cells marked by the black insertion of a short simple branch, usually broken off. the aibfcj a I- I

ptum. Perithecia 85 X 27 ftuiucivciieu uasai septum, x eimtecu* ot> /\ -• /<•• *"— » *
,• -.i,. ,.;,m ,N

pendage, to upper blackened septum 50 ft, by 28 ft wide. Spores about 55 X 5
J
(m pent .

n •

tcsiaceus
Arizona

ins
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Tins species, though closely allied to L. rachytelis, ol which it might at first sight appear to be an

abnormal development, was found on several specimens of this small Arizona Pachytdes
f
always in the

same general position and in no case varying from the type form illustrated in Fig. 10. The antheridial

branch occupies a median position, the two antheridia diverging slightly on either side, and apparently

arising from a very small stalk-cell. Its abnormally bent habit, its pointed and hunched perithelium,

and its inflated primary outer appendage, consisting of two similar cells, basal and subbasal, distinguish

ii clearly from L. punchilata, L. Ozarnce and L. Pachytelis which are its nearest allies.

Laboulbenia Texana Thaxter.

The type form of this striking species has not again been observed since the original material was

obtained on species of Brarhinus from Texas and Guatemala; but a number of forms on Brachin/m

which approach it perhaps too closely for specific separation, have been distinguished as varieties. The

type forms of these varieties, though occurring in widely separated localities, are absolutely identical,

and show scarcely any variation and the same is true of the form previously described as L. rostellata, indi-

viduals from Florida and from Montevideo being identical. The series of varieties as a whole, however,

show certain gradations between extreme forms, and the character of the appendages, although subject

to peculiar variations in luxuriance of development is, on the whole, so constant that I have concluded

to retain varietal designations in all cases. This disposition of the forms must be, nevertheless, con-

sidered as provisional ; and further study of material from the La Plata region, as yet unexamined,

may indicate that a revision of this opinion is desirable. The present species is so closely allied to L.

Packytelis, which also occurs on an allied host, that it would be difficult to distinguish a variety like

return from some of its many variations. The varieties illustrated in the accompanying figures which have

been greatly reduced (X 150) as compared with the other figures of the plate, may be distinguished as

follows:

Var. rostellata Thaxter. Plate LXIII, fig. 5.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 55. June, 1902. L. c, Vol. XXXV, p. 199. Dec, 1899,

as L. rostellata n. s.

Perithecium about one half free, becoming more or less deeply suffused with blackish brown, relatively

small, narrow and curved toward the appendages, distally monstrously developed, bulging terminally

and externally to form a rounded prominence from the inner side of which the tip projects inward in the

form of a blunt pointed, blackened outgrowth, the hyaline contrasting apex of which is bent slightly up-
ward. Receptacle more or less suffused, sometimes deeply colored with blackish brown, cells I and II

paler, slender, of nearly equal width, cell II longer; cells IV and V very broad, carrying out the insertion-

cell free from the receptacle so that it becomes oblique or even vertical and lateral. Outer and inner

appendages similar, bent away from the perithecium, their bases overlapping; consisting of a series of

superposed cells which are successively smaller from below up, each bearing distally and externally a
short tapering branch; all the branches brown, the subbasal septa blackened, all simple except the lower
branch of the outer appendage which bears two or three short branchlets; the basal cell of the inner append-

140-190 X 40-50
400-550 /;; to insertion-cell 270-450 a. Appendages, 140-170

50 (50

in us

anterior legs.

Muscu At base of

Specimens fron

, , ,,

* -~~» immioneu are remarkably constant in character, the subbasal ana
basal cells of the receptacle, however, usually forming a stalk which is more abruptly differentiated
from the distal portion than is indicated by the individual represented in fig. 5.
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Var. pendula Thaxter. Plate LXIII, 6g, :i.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 55. June P.H>2.

Longer and more slender than the type; cell V not greatly broadened, so tliat the |>erit!ieeiuin and

appendage diverge but slightly. The outer appendage nearly end, brown, relatively von long, ta|H*rini'

one or sometimes more than one of the three lower cells producing externally or laterally well-dcvelojied

branches of the characteristic type, which are long, slender and more or 1< pendulous. The inner

ippendage recurved, more or less pendulous, relatively slender and similar to ;i well-developed branch

which arises on its inner side from the third cell above its base. Perithecium nearly erect, the tip well

distinguished, bent slightly inward; the lips somewhat spreading. On Brarhinu* (j< icvlaJhu I »«
j .

Montevideo, Uruguay; Berlin Museum, No. 992. On the inferior surface of the prothorax.

A very large and striking form, to which the pendent branches of its appendage - give a gne ful habit

Unlike the var. incurvata, which occurs with it, the two basal < ell do not form a st; k clearly distinguished

from the distal portion of the receptacle, and although cells IV and V are greatly enlai d, they arc 10

arranged as to bear the appendages in the usual vertical position.

Var. Oaxacana nov. var. Plate LXIII, fig. 7.

Perithecium suffused with rather dark brown, tapering and curved slightly inward from about th<

middle to the tip, which is abruptly distinguished, subcapitate, the li] translucent only about the pore.

Receptacle somewhat bent, the subbasal cell broader and Several times longer than the basal • II; both

evenly suffused with pale dirty brownish and contrasting in color with the darker brown distal portion

which is concolorous with the perithecium, except cell V, which is somewhat paler, indistinctly marls I

by transverse stria*, and prolonged upward and outward beside cell IV, earning the in rt ion-cell out

free from the perithecium almost horizontally. Outer appendage long tapering and slender, the lower

half suffused with dirty brown, the distal hyaline; the successive cells bearing distally and externally

550 ". V rithi iuin

SlK)

consisting of a basal cell which gives rise laterally to a single small antheridium on a \rr\ hort rtalk-ceU,

and a hyaline terminal branch of five or six cells each bearing an upcurved branch; the branches producing

upcurved branchlets, the lowest of which is distinguished by a blackened septum.

On the inferior surface of the prothorax of Brachinus lateralis Dej., Oaxaca, M dco, British Mu I

No. 721.

The single type of this variety which has been examined, approaches var.
/

xitda in the form of it

perithecium, but differs both in the form of its appendages and in their relation to the receptacle, through

the modification of cells IV and V.

Var. incurvata Thaxter. Plate LXIII, fig. 4.

Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 55. June, 1902.

( Jorresponding closely to the type in the form and coloration of the receptacle. Tl.

nearly straight, divergent, hardly incurved, becoming more or k brownish, relatively somewhat longer

and more tapering than in the type, the subbasal cell producing from its left side I short wdMeveloped

five- to six-celled branch, recurved, and bearing branchlets of the characteristic type from its con* nde;

the second cell producing on its concave side a two-celled branchlet, the lower cell oi which bears one

and the distal two of the characteristic branchlets. The inner appendage closely r, emblmg that ,.t t ,

tvpe, hyaline, incurved, its third cell producing a weB-developed similar branchlet from Us enev ..
.

Perithecium as in the type, but the tip quite different, narrow, bent abruptly inward at nght angl.
,

th.

lips compressed. On Brachinus genindatus Dej., Montevideo, Uruguay; Berhn Museum, So.
.

U-.

While the appendages of this variety are not unlike those of the var. pendula, « diffe. n the form

of the perithecium, with its abruptly inbent tip. and in the differentiation of the receptacle mto a stalk-part

consisting of cells I and II, which is very abruptly distinguished from the SUbtmmguUr distal part: eel!

IV and V lying almost horizontally, instead of vertically.
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Var. retusa nov. var. Plate LXIII, fig. 6.

Perithecium short stout somewhat inflated, becoming deeply suffused with smoky brown; the tip

opaque, except for the translucent lip-edges and erect, or usually bent slightly outward. Receptacle

becoming rather evenly suffused with dirty brown, paler or hyaline at the base, and sometimes with an

olivaceous tinge; the basal and distal portions rather variably distinguished, cells IV and V considerably

enlarged and elongated, carrying the insertion-cell out free from the perithecium. Appendages rather

. losely septate, the successive cells bearing the usual series of branches externally, which are simple and

distinguished by a black septum at the base, the inner appendage shorter and more slender than the

outer, but otherwise similar. Spores about 70 X 5.5 p.. Perithecium 150 X 60 p.. Total length to tip

fi. Receptacle to insertion-cell 275-360 p. Appendages total length 180-280 fi.

At the base of the anterior legs and on the adjacent inferior surface of the prothorax of Brachinus

sp., Eustis, Fla., and from Argentina.

This variety approaches forms of L. Pachytelis so closely that it might almost be regarded as a variety

200-300

species The material from Eustis, which

Type

arc shorter, with a receptacle which is basally more slender and distally more conspicuously enlarged;

the tip of the perithecium being not as stout and less rounded and the appendages longer and more slender

than in the type, which is represented in fig. 6.

Var. tibialis Thaxter. Plate LXIII, figs. 8-9.

and Sei., Vol. XXXV, p. 205. Dec, 1899.Art

Perithedum deeply suffused with blackish brown, somewhat inflated, the small tip rather abruptly

distinguished. Receptacle stout, deeply suffused with blackish brown except cells I and II, which are

hyaline or nearly so, abruptly contrasting, and cell V which together with the adjacent portions of cell IV

is yellowish ;
cells IV and V broad, the insertion-cell broad and in contact with the base of the perithecium.

Appendages as in L. roskllata except that the inner is larger and longer than the outer without overlapping

it at the base and the lower branch of the outer is simple. Perithecia 150-175 X 60-70 fi. Total length

to tip of peritheciuin 300-325 (i; to insertion-cell 200-225 /*. Appendages exclusive of the branches,

inner 100-120 fi, outer 85 fi.

On Brackinm sp., Eustis, Florida, October. On the legs.

This pedicolous variety is distinguished by its contrasth o
theeium and receptacle, cell IV of the latter being relativel/very large, and cell II very small, about a

third as large as the basal cell; the two contrasting abruptly with the deep black suffusion of cell III.

The appendages are further unlike those of other varieties in that the outer is much smaller than the

inner. A second variation is represented in fig. 8, which also occurs on the legs and is distinguished by
x # i.i .

the tip

only two individuals have

its more compact form and the presence of a double hunch, which is developed externally below
o! the perithedum. Whether these differences are constant is uncertain since only two individiu
been examined.

Laboulbenia Cafii Thaxter. Plate LXIII, fig. 1-2.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 162.t *~— ai™ »«*! voi. aaav, p. it>2. iiec., isyy.

PeritJi, ,ium almost wholly fn-e, pale amber-colored or straw-yellow, transparent, stout, the tip blunt,

With blackish basal suffusions, well distinguished, especially on the inner side. Receptacle short and
stout, pal,- amber-colored, normal in form. Insertion-cell broad, often not deeply blackened. The
appendages insisting of an outer and an inner series of from four to six superposed cells which, through
a twist of the insertion-cell, become lateral instead of anteroposterior in position; each cell of these
series prodiu^s externally a single simple short branch usually three-celled, the two lower cells short
and mnated. the unner Inn,, tapenng to a blunt apex. Perithecia 140-165 X 60-70 p. Total length

ft to insertion-cell about 170 p.. Appendages, longest 85 ,«.

perithecium 310-350
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On Cafius semhiUnis Horn, and C. canrsmis Mak, U. S. National Museum, I/>s Angela, (

'alifomin

On C. sericeus Holme, 15rit. Mus. No. 437, Great Britain. ( )n Cafius sj>.. Brit Mus. No. 42/ " Europe/
\o. 395, Hong Kong; C. bimkatus Sol., Chile, Paris Museum No. 171. ( hi Cajiui sp. Kittcrv Point.

Maine; on C. catenahu, New South Wales, Sharp Collection, No. 1 136. < >n elytra and legs.

Although entomologists appear to be somewhat doubtful whether the siaphvlinid genus Cafius should

be separated from Philoiiihus, this cosmopolitan species of Laboulbeind <!<>. not em to share anv such

uncertainty, as I have never seen it on any of the thousands of Philontki that I have examined, whil<

members of the genus Cafius, as above indicated, are subject to its parasitism all over (he world Tin

species is well marked, being clearly distinguished by its appendages, the outer and inner eventually so

displaced that they lie nearly side by side, and consisting each of a single ries of xmiew hat obliquelj

superposed cells which give rise externally to simple single branches, somewhat as in up]x»ndages of the

Galerita-type. The species is remarkably constant considering its wry wide distribution, and is noi

nearly allied to any other described form.

LABOULBEXIA PALLE8CENS Thaxter. Plate IAI, figs. 9 10.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 318. July, 190/). LabouJbema [»i(liila. Thaxter, 1. c. Vol. \ \ \ \ 1 1

1

p. 49, June, 1902: nee L. pallida, 1. c, Vol. XXXV, p. li». Dee. 1800.

Hyaline, becoming faintly suffused with yellowish brown. Peril heeium one half or less free*, eon-

colorous or slightly darker, stout, erect; the tip small, usually well distinguished, bent outward; the lip-

cells outwardly oblique, the inner much more prominent, rounded distally, wholly suffused, except tin

edges, with dark distinctly reddish brown. Receptacle normal, or often abnormally ptate, more com-

monly as a result of one or two distal divisions of cell V. Insertion-cell broad, reddish brown, transparent

but contrasting, irregular in form, often oblique in position, being carried out free from the base of the

perithecium, from which it is separated by the partly free upper margin of cell V, sometimes oik e divided

vertically; an external distinct similar accessory insertion-cell, bearing a single appendage and standin

in direct relation to one of the subdivisions of cell V is rarely present The appendages hyaline, in general

normal, the outer basal cell twice or more than twice as large as the inner, bearing usually two branches

which may be once branched, one of them sometimes an antheridial branch; the ba al cell of the inner

appendage producing usually a branch on either side, which may bear only short antheridial branehlet

or longer simple sterile ones. Antheridia relatively large, stout, single or in pairs. Spores 75 x 6 n.

Perithecia 125-150 X 60-70 p. Receptacle 220-300 //. Longer appendages 150 ,". Total length to tip

of perithecium 290-380 p.

On elytron of Clivina jasciata Put*., St. Geronima, Guatemala ;
British Museum, No. (17 1. ( >n t

dilutipennis Putz., Mexico; British Museum, No. 675.

This species is quite typical of the "CUvhw" group, the abnormal divisions below the insertion eell

being characteristic; although in some specimens the receptacle is a olutely normal. It is distinguished

by its pale color and the peculiar red shade of its insertion-cell, which is but faintly suffused, the suffusion

at the tip of the perithecium having the same peculiar pale red tinge. In fig. 10 an individual is repre-

sented in which an accessory insertion-cell is developed in connection with a evil distallv separated irom

cell IV, which has the same reddish coloration.

Laboulbenia Clivinalis Tbaxter. Plate LXI, figs. 5 «!.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 166. Dec, 1899

Usually rather slender. Peritheeium three fourths or more free more or fen deeply tin.:
1

With

blackish olive-brown, distally curved slightly outward, the tip black with hyal.ne tip-edges. ««*ptacJ

wholly hyaline, or cells III and IV becoming more or less suffused with blackish brown the suffu*
1
areas

punctate: bulging distally below the perithecium. Insertion-cell well differentiated, Mack App. n.la^

consisting of an inner and an outer basal cell, which may remain simple Of become longitudinal!

divided, sometimes also transversdv or even obliquely: the outer basal cell hyahne, often several ton.
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as long as broad, its distal septum blackened; when simple, bearing a single branch, if divided, several-

the basal cell of the outer branch usually rather short and somewhat suffused, commonly bearing two
branchlets. The basal cell of the inner appendage usually smaller than that of the outer, sometimes
equal, and like it simple or divided; when simple, bearing a branch on either side, or more if it is divided.
All the branches of both appendages hyaline or nearly so, mostly once branched above their basal cells.

Spores about 55 X 4.5 a. Perithecia 120-150 X 35-50 pu Total length to tip of perithecium 275-400 ft;

to insertion cell 200-3 10 /«. Appendages, longest 300-400 p.

OnClirina collaris Ilerbst, Hope Coll. No. 34S, and Brit. Mus. No. 45G, both from England. On
No. 295, "Europe"; Florence Mus.,/

ring elsewhere.

fossor Linn. Usually on elytra and superior prothorax, but occur-

The typical unmodified form of this species is represented in fig. 5, a British specimen, which is taken
8 the Type (B. M. No. 456); but the material examined shows very considerable variation similar to

that which characterizes the "Clivina" group generally, and here usually manifests itself in abnormal
divisions of cell IV, and of the basal cells of the appendages. Apart from other differences, the species
is distinguished from others in this section by the black septum and suffusion which occur at the base of
the outer branch of the outer appendage. It does not usually occur abundantly on a given host, but on
the other hand does not appear to be uncommon. A form identical with this, or very closely allied was
obtained on C. A uttrakuia Boh., from Luzon, Philippines in the Berlin Museum No. 885.

Laboulbenia barbata Thaxter. Plate LXI, fig. 11.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 160. Dec, 1899.

Perithedum large, pale yellowish or brownish becoming slightly tinged with amber-brown, often
symmetrically inflated and tapering gradually to the tip, which is brownish below, becoming black on the
inner ode, the lips subhyahne, turned slightly outward. Receptacle concolorous with the perithecium,
normal except that cell V is greatly enlarged and extends upward covering nearly one half of the inner
margin ot the pentheemm, bulging strongly outward and carrying out the insertion-cell, which is thus
made lateral in position. Insertion-cell externally concave or indented. The outer appendage consisting
ot a small roundish basal cell giving rise to two, rarely more, branches antero-posteriorly, which are usually
once branched near the base, the branchlets very elongate, slender, attenuated, curved outward and
Uo^nward: the inner appendage consisting of a similar basal cell from which arise usually two branches,
one on either-side.similar to those of the outer appendage, the whole forming a hanging beard-like tuft.

7
C<

U^^f
X^G

°,
!l

-
T°tal l6ngth t0 * °f Pe-thecium, average 400 % to insertion-cell,

..-rage
1 >-200-jl Appendages, longest 450-650 p. Spores 100 X 6 «.

thJZ T^^T V
1

"
Brit MUS

'
N°- °9° (Bi0,0*ia Collection), El Zambador. Mexico; on M.

nmplex, Dej., Brit. Mus. No. 581, Cayenne; on
America." On the elytra.

M
Tl

b<- rnnr„.,.,l ^.ui ./ ,

e insian( e in company with L. Morion/*, cannot

V -,s ,

an
-

,

','' T °*m: its l*™knt »H*«iag« and the monrtreus development at cell

w I, ,1 .;.

'',
"""

h
l"-" 11'™ 1""- *"•",« dearly to distinguish it. Tl,,. receptaele is ,Lullv some-

,
7" 7" '"

"f;
"' but ""' """"™ 1

' »«<* « -«!<•-' -I i" I condition shows

• .i o,l ,"""i,
',

OUgh no "-^""y "> - i™g«l« division ot L ,lis,,l cells of .he

oine small Unum group as to any others, and is therefore included here.

£?m ^"^ Thaxter. Plate LXV, fc. 1-3.

Dec, 1899.

j weu aimrentuted tip which is usually bent sliehtlv outward, more or lessis usually bent slightly outward, more or less
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blackened on the inner side, where it may form a hunch-like projection, sometimes wholly black, the

inner lips often prominently rounded and terminal, sometimes subtended externally by a more or !<vs well

developed hunch. Receptacle concolorous with the peritheeium, marked by faint transverse stria(ion>

long and slender; cell II usually greatly elongated; the distal portion small and normal, protruding inon

or less distinctly below the peritheeium. Outer appendage consisting of a small basal cell more or less

W o

others placed between them one on either side, the hniuclies simple or usually m»t mon than one*' branched

above the basal cell; the branehlets slender, often flexed, rather closely septate, hardh ta|x ring: th

inner appendage consisting of a smaller rounded basal cell which prodm - on either side a single bran, h

which may branch several times and bears hyaline lateral or terminal antheridia singly <>r in pairs; all

the branches nearly hyaline. Perithecia 130-190 X 30-40 u. Total length io tip of peritheeium 1<h>

700 n, average 500 fi, to insertion-cell 275-450 \i. Ap]>enda.ircs, longest :i

40-50 fL Spores 35-45 X 4-4.5 fi.

On Poli/hirma sp., Paris Museum, Nos. 5, 6, and 168, Tangar, Algeria. Berlin MllS. No. 1051 00

ra Harold. Zanzibar. Sharp Coll. No. 1107 on I'nlulurma sp., Ixmmzo Manna
.
Africa

">(M(HI n. (ireatest width

7<

\)\

This species is subject to considerable variations the extremes of which arc illustrated in figs. 1 3,

the latter being the normal type-form from which the original description WBI drawn. Thi normal

form, although it is not distinguished by any very striking peculiarities, docs not sec. nearlj lated Io

any of the known species. The normal arrangement of the branch, of its ontcr appendages is unusual,

cell IV is relatively small, not longer than cell V in general; the rest of the receptacle slender, the peri.

.Iiccium relatively small, as are the spores. Between this normal type and the variety represented m

fig. 2, a complete series of intermediate conditions occurs. The variety represented in I.. 1, in which

the general form is stouter and more compact, with a relatively larger peritheeium, havmg a tip quit,

differently shaped, was found in company with the type and is certainly not to he separated from u. It

spores are larger (45 X 4.5 fi), however, than in the type, in which they hardly exceed 3., n m length.

Papuan

a

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sei., Vol. XXXV, p. 193. ls'.t'.t

Peritheeium nearly two thirds free, straight or curved slightly outward, the tuner margin convex,

pale brownish yellow, the tip rather well differentiated, blackish; the hyahne ^regularly prominent hp-

edges turned inward. Receptacle elongate, cell II, and ceil I except at its base, consp.cuously t|nged

with blackish and faintly transversely striate-punctate, the rest of the receptacle mcolorons with the

peritheeium; cell IV externally concave, the whole receptacle more or tea pronnnently bent antenorlj

L the region of cells 111 and VI. Insertion-cell broad, horizontal, black, narrower than
,

lis
\

The basal cells of the appendages simple and distinct, the- outer producing *«^^"^^
branch once; the branehlets short; the basal cell of the inner appends^.pM *o small branc hea

le G50-880 a: to insertion-cell olb-700 jx. Appendages, longest

sp

right side.

It "conceivable that tins species might prove an extreme form „f / ^.^"^T^
same Lost; but its horizontal insertion-, ell, the peculiar mod.ncahon of th. a,-x of ,.-

,.
n.henun

the form and coloration of its receptacle, seen, to distinguish ,t sulhcicnib

Laboclhenia Morionis Thaxter.

AHhough this species appears to he subject to°"^^^^tS^L^
development of its appendages, it is, with the except,on of a p.- e^
Java below referred to, tidily separable from the other SI*e.es of tin * g 1.
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in position between its receptacle and perithecium, only the tip of which is free above cell V. The speci-

mens from the East arc usually more deeply colored, and less yellowish, cell V often less prominent than

in the American specimens- The appendages, though usually short or broken, as represented in my
Monograph, are sometimes well developed, exceeding the perithecium in length, with variably developed

basal cells. One form from the legs of M. Braziliensis (Berlin Museum No. 899) varies in its compara-
tively short stout habit, black brown suffusions, and elongate appendages (over 200 /jl); but is associated

with the normal type, and is merely a variation brought about by growth on the legs of its host.. Two
nun M
insert ion-cell is horizontally placed, and a third of the perithecium, more or less, is free above it. In

these respects it is more nearly allied to L. Papuana in which more than half the perithecium is free, but

the apex of the latter is quite different as is the general form and coloration of the receptacle.

Additional material has been examined from the following sources: British Museum: On Morio
Georgia Pal., El Zambador, Mexico; No. 580 on M. Braziliensis Dej., Brazil; No. 579 on Morio sp.,

Nanta, Amazon; No. 691 on Monosomies sylvestris Motsch., Mexico. Paris Museum No. 112 on Morio
sp., Now Guinea and No. 157 Java; No. 90, variety, on M. orientalis Dej., Java. Hope Collection; No.
291 on M. monilicomis Latr., Mexico; No. 293 on Morio sr>.. Brazil: No. 2Q'> on M
Brazil. Berlin Museum; Nos. 899-900 on M. Braziliensis Dej., Rio de Janeiro; No. 898 on M. simplex
l>< j., Peru; No. 901, variety on M. orientalis Dej., Java.

Laboulbenia Dercyli Thaxter. Plate LXVI, figs. 2-3.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 171. Dec, 1899.

Peritliccia free except at the base, short, stout, becoming tinged with brown, straight or the usually
very broad tip turned slightly outward, the latter black, contrasting with the hyaline lip-edges. Recepta-
cle elongate, faintly and uniformly tinged with smoky brown, normal, except that cell V is pushed up even
beyond the hyaline unmodified insertion-cell which becomes thus external to it. Appendages typically
consisting of an inner and an outer basal cell, the outer bearing a single oblique or nearly vertical more
or less irregular row of branches arising antero-posteriorly; the inner bearing a similar row on either side,
all the branches hyaline or yellowish brown, more or less copiously branched; the lower cells somewhat
inflated, the septa blackened, often oblique, the basal cells of the brandies bearing distally and externally
From one to three obliquely superposed branchlets with blackened septa, which may branch again; the

apering

A third group of branches similar to the rest sometimes arises between these and the perithecium, ap-
parently from the distal portion of cell V. Perithecia 140-200 X 55-60 a. Total length to tip of peri-

475-8

On Dereylus tmebritmu Laf.
(

gest

Hope
No. 5s.

i. <<S. America." On Dereylus ater Castel., Berlin Museum, No. 91 7. Pari

Brit. Mus.

\yi

This form has been found on several specimens of Dercylu* always along the margin of the right

variabilis. The peri-.1 r*"r^*V "^ bx\h. uKMiiiui jioiii 1j. I'll iriuuiux. J. lie jnn-
heemm ,s more stout and blunt, the appendages are more closely septate and flexuoua, and it does not

sno\v the same tenionnv tr* ™rwl,.™ «~« 1 * . . .- .
r

. ___
appen

species. Although it may
r ka™ fi^, i 4. u i_ « , . ,

~r—~. **,tiiuugii u may wen oe noming more man a wmryr,

I
• n h,

g
w • ^'r

the 8PCdfiC dHtinCti°n Until '™terial <»* ^ examined in better condition
Uiu, that avai lable in winch even the youngest specimen* do not show the character of the aniridia.

also vtv dm 1

V

S

1

"^ ^^ 0n ** Same h°St wherc h &™ in a *»«**< V"**™' "
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Laboulbenia gibbifera Tlmxter. Plate LXVI, fig. I.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 17!>. Ivc, 1SW.

Perithecium free or nearly so, somewhat narrower than in L. Dercyli, the ajux narro\v< r and man
abruptly distinguished, the lips distinct, turned slightly inward; an external outgrowth just below Hie

blackened tip, which it may exceed in length, forming a free protuberance straight or bent side\ >v or

inward, its apex evenly rounded or slightly inflated, its outer margin continuous with the nearly straight

margin of the perithecium. Cells I and II of the receptacle faintly punctate, relatively long and stout,

nearly isodiametric; cell II about twice as long, distally nearly as broad as the portion of the receptacle

above it comprising cells III and VI, which are about equal in length; the latter extending obliquely

somewhat lower but little higher than the former, and much narrower; the region of i 11 Y moft

deeply suffused and distinctly punctate with blackish brown points, the undiffenn tilted insert ion -cell

pushed out by the enlargement of cells IV and V. Appendages consisting of a number of prominently

projecting basal cells, originating in part from the proliferation of cell V, which bear branches terminal!;

and unilaterally, distinguished by blackened septa; the branches once to twice branched, their basal

portion slightly suffused and with blackened oblique septa; the distal portion quite hvalii . Perithecium

150-167 X 50 /i. Total length to tip of perithecium 400 i:>0 n\ to insertion-cell 275 :V\{)jl Appendag

150 fi.

T of f^/n.^nn ipnphrinijbmf\. Hnnp ('nil. No. 328. Para: Bril. Mus. No.IOSUS

586, "S. America." Inferior surface of thorax and prothorax Dear base of two anterior pairs of leg

Although this form is distinguished from L. Dercyli, with which it was associated on the san.. !,.. i.

by the peculiar outgrowth from its perithecium, by the arrangement of the distal cells of its reoeptach

and by the multiplication of its appendages through the proliferation of cell V, it may prove only a variety

The curious perithecial outgrowth, however, is certainly not a structure which develops at late maturity;

it appears well developed in the youngest perithecia; and in the sufficiently abundant material

available of both species, there are no transitional conditions. It should nev rthelcss be pointed out

that a similar outgrowth occurs in some specimens of the very variable L. I olyi

figs. 1-3) but in this case a variety of intermediate conditions occurs. As in the ca of /,. Dm //. the

since

mud

b<

!

of L. variabilis.

Laboulbenia variabilis Thaxter.

This species appears to be absolutely confined to the western hemisphere, although it extends through-

out the two continents. It is a very common and extremely variable form and OCCWS M a great variety

of hosts. Through the courtesy of Dr. Horn of Berlin I have b< "

'

'""(HI tWM

species pect

the first members of the family which have thus far been seen on any member of die ( K-nnl.-h.ia-. I h

variations of the species in general are associated with rather extreme variations m sue and[coloration

and in the variable proliferation of the cells of the receptacle adjoining the inser,m.w-,ll which give rise

to a variable number of appendicular cells. The following is a partial list of the addition*] material o<

this species which has been examined since the publication of my Monograph.

I

British Museum, No. 628, on Platyma caiullrolf

can u.s- did., Mexico; No. 584 on Hope

s,,, "New York"; No. 337 on an undetemiDed caral.id from Yalparatso, Chile; »•*"^"^
868 on Omophron American urn Dej., N. Aim fulgtdipenn
ouo on uiiiituiirvii .imt'i (curium isi ., ^. ^"'^ a*w— ,

-•-• *~ -
/r ,r • -L/^-^

No. 927 on OMM. G;uuUttc,n Chand, Tuba. U. S. National Musenm Na 21, on "*'""•''

chrous Chaud., Central America; on Tetracha Hor„i Ro*. and T. frig* Klg., buador, „c

from Dr. W. Horn of Berlin.
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Laboulbenia MELAXOPU8 Thaxter. Plate LXVI, figs. 4-5.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 187. Dec, 1899.

Perithelium free except at the base, large, rather deeply suffused with smoky brown, translucent,

not contrasting; the sulxlistal wall-cells lighter, tapering abruptly to the narrow somewhat incurved tip,

the inner lip-cells, only, deeply blackened. Receptacle somewhat curved, tapering below to the short

lender l>;i il cell which is smoky black except at its base, the distal cells gradually suffused with yellowish

brow Q. Insertion-cell unmodified, blackened externally, the basal cells of the outer appendage becoming

blackened externally very broad and short, bearing distally a series of erect branches at first more or less

double, but later multiplied to form a dense tuft covering the expanded upper surface of the cell; the

basal cell of the inner appendage producing similar but smaller groups of branches on either side, the

basal cells of all the branches becoming more or less inflated distally, and bearing terminally and sub-

terminally several (six to ten) branchlets, each of which may become again branched, the branches and

branchlets distinguished by blackened septa; the ultimate branchlets very slender flexuous hyaline, not

extending to the tip of the perithecium in the types. Spores about 60 X 4.5 /jl. Perithecium 290 X 70 pu

Total length to tip of perithecium 675 tx; to insertion-cell 400 /*. Appendages, longer 140 /*.

( >n a carabid (allied to Harpalusf), at the tip of abdomen. Paris Mus. No. 115, Africa.

This very distinct species is most nearly allied to L. variabilis and L. orientalis, from which it is,

however, so distinct that its numerous differences do not need to be pointed out. The material is unfortu-

nately not abundant, and the mature individuals have their appendages more or less broken in all cases;

but the manner in which they originate is clearly ssen in fig. 5, a young individual in which neither the

basal cellfl of the inner appendage nor of the branches have begun to proliferate.

Laboulbenia Gyrimdarum Thaxter.

The type of this species

reexamination of the material available shows that there are two species often associated on our American
fl • • mi • *« .• . < • . .. . .

Gi/rini. The

which is furnished with short blunt projections as in the figure; and by the narrower insertion-region,
and less abundant appendages: the wall-cells of the perithecium are straight, and the receptacle usually
geniculate. The second form corresponds so closely to that which I have described as L. chatophora,
of which a single example was found in the Sharp Collection on Dineutes solitarius from Madagascar (?)
that I am unable to distinguish them specifically; and this species should therefore be added to the North
A man ^»r* %-v ¥ * v »»-*-» «-% li !- Xl~ ^ i!_ 1* il • . 1 • m .« __forms

Monograph, the projections from which are much longer and more sharply pointed, usually black and
s|»ine-hke. The general fonn of the perithecium is conical, exactly as in L. chatophora, the wall-cells
p.rally twisted, the plant as a whole usually straight and subfusiform, the insertion-region much broader
ihan in /,. Gynntdarum, and the appendages more numerous.

Several specimens in very poor condition have been obtained from British and Italian species of Gyri-
>n<* (British Museum No. 459 on Qyrwm urinaior lllig., British Isles, and in the Florence Museum on G.
toootorFayk. and 0. rtnatus Fabr., Italy, which have been referred provisionally to L. Oyrinidanm.
II «s uncertain, however, whether tlu-y properly belong to this species. Several poor specimens on Qpinw
from Mexico and from South America have also been examined, but here also the material is not sufficient
t« render . reliable determination possible, and their reference here is only provisional.

Peritl

base, the \v

Laboulbenia ch.i-topiiora Thaxter. Plate LXVII fig. 19.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sr-I V«i yti „ n„ T ..,' ?««.

July, 1905.

broad

but
rather 1 Z 1 r7 "^ ^^ "**^^ *****&* helow^ % which is slightly, but

r s.t r

-

v
*

;

,,sting

r
,e<

; ^rHM ' black
>^ *^ « *v°* ™»<m, *°* ***** **

erect shorter, and an externally divergent, much longer, straight, black-brown, spine-like process. Re-
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ceptack broad, distally tapering to a slender base; the basal ami snhbasd cell ibout equal in length,

dirty yellowish ; cells 111 and VI about equal in length, much darker; the -ells above them almost opa.jui

bulging externally below the insertion-cells, which bear numerous short, rounded a|>|>< ii<ii<iibii< .

one or two of them larger and opaque; the branches numerous, the branehlets iniilar to those which in

general characterize species of this section of the genns (mostly brol i n in the tvjx . IVrithceia •<•

] 10 a, the longer spine 40 ji. Receptacle 525 /<, or over. Total length to tip of p< ritlx < inm sik) X I
s5 p.

On the tip of abdomen of Dimities tolitariw, Madagascar (?); Sharp ' Election, No. 1(175. < >n

North American species of (li/rimis.

Fig. 19 represents the type of this species from Dtneittrs tmlitarivs. It is distingui*] d from other

described species by its conical spinose peritheeium, and straight subfusiform habil. As has been pre-

viously mentioned under />. Gyrinidarwn, I have referred to this species a form found in various part of

North America on Gyrinus, sometimes associated with L. Gyrinidanm which, though not quite 10 large .

appears to correspond in all essentials with the present species. The dissimilarity of the two American

forms was first called to my attention by Professor Faull who had observe d them in ( 'anacla, but it < emed

to me at the time that they were no more than varieti' s, an error of which I have 1>< . n eonviim d by a

thorough reexamination of all the material available.

Laboulbenia bicornis Thaxter. Plate IAY11, figs. 1

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sri., Vol. XXXV, p. 160. 1>.
.

iv«».

Peritheeium wholly free, dark brown tinged with olive, becoming opaque, lighter at the bn very

elongate, nearly straight, slightly and gradually inflated from the neck-like .« to about the middle ,

thence tapering very slightly to the tip, which is distinctly though not abruptly differentiated: tin two inner

lip-cells symmetrical, each terminating in a small rounded prominence which bears a second smaller

ideel terminal prominence; from the base of the lower prominence a long slender brown or olive-rou

All I

resembling the horns of an ox; though formed from the inner lip-cells, i slight twist in the w;dl-cells usually

makes them appear lateral or even external. The two outer lip-cells grow beyond the- inner and an' el civ

united forming a large bluntly pointed nose-like projection, it- inner margin slightly convex, while exter-

nally it is nearly straight and slightly oblique. Receptacle short and stout, evenly dark oli* -brown;

cell I short, slender; cell II abruptly larger, broad and short. The b; al cells of the apj>cndagc.s opaque

and indistinguishable, giving rise, as in allied aquatic spec* , to cladophorons prominences, the branches

once or twice branched, hyaline, the lower three or four septa dark, the- cells beta i n them slightly mfla «k

the distal portion elongate, cylindrical, thin-walled, blunt-tipped, without dark septa, the whole forming

a dense tuft. Spores 125-140 X 7-8 ,i. Perithccia 340-750 X 60 75 ,«. Total length to tip of per.th, -

ciuni, longest 1150 /i; to insertion-cell 340-400 jk; greatest width 120 130^
On Dinentes areus Klug., Brit. Mus. No. 461, Hadramant, Arabia; on Dtft**»sp., Bnt. Mm

No. 463, Ambaca, Angola, W. Africa. On abdomen, elytra, thorax, and head.

This large species is one of the most striking that has thus far been discovered in this gen. and

cannot be confused with any other described form. The peculiar conformation of the t.p wtth its remark-

able appendages is quite unique and has the appearance of a cow's head (fig. 2).

Laboulbenia aquatica Thaxter. Plate I.WI, figs.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 1.58. Dec

IS lit

Peritheeium free nearly to its base, rather shoi l>exillllHi llilll 11<JC J It ell
1
J tVJ no uao^, laii.v* ^*- ^ 'It* * tl ill

very slightly twisted, the blackened tip well differentiated; nearly symmetrical, subtnincate, the I

pl-

edges hyaline, the lip "valves" prominent. Receptacle rather short and dually broad, ohva.eous, hghter

below.
"

Insertion-cell unmodified, external, about as large as and nearly symmetrical with cell \ I,

two lying side by side above cc-ll IV. The appendages consisting of an outer basal cett^^
formed a primary dark brown terminal prominence bearing vend small branches utstaUy, wfafl. about
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its btM externally, and often on only one side, several secondary unmodified prominences arise, each pro-

ducing usually a single terminal branch. The inner basal cell moderately distinct, at first simple, later

apparently divided or lobed and bearing several branches. All the branches hyaline, constricted at the

lower (four to about six) dark, mostly oblique septa; the distal portion slender, elongate, subrigid, taper-

ing, without constrictions or colored septa, the basal segments bearing numerous typical flask-shaped

antheridia. Spores 70 X 4.5 p.. Perithecia, average 100 X 38 /*. Total length to tip of perithecium

average 220 /r, to insertion-cell 150 /i; greatest width 30 /*. Appendages, longest 175 /i.

( )n Gyretes f sp., Paris Museum, No. 106, Venezuela. On elytra.

Abundant material of this species has been examined, and it appears to be very constant in its char-

aei in. The perithecium lacks entirely the peculiar modifications that distinguish nearly all the other

members of this aquatic section of the genus, and corresponds in form, structure and appearance to that

of the most typical "terrestrial" species. While the appendages, both in their general character and

method of origin in connection with a sterile elevation, correspond to the conditions seen in the more

pronounced aquatic types, it is the only one of these thus far examined in which typical single flask-shaped

intheridia arc readily recognizable and abundantly developed (fig. 19). In fact I have as yet been unable

io satisfy myself concerning the antherida in any other aquatic species, a fact which may in part be due
to the poor condition in which these forms are usually obtained.

Laboulbenia Cubensis Thaxter. Plate LXVI, figs. 11-13.

Am Dec., 1899.

Perithelium short and stout, free except at the base, slightly curved toward the appendages, blackish

olive, the lip-cells prominent but flattened backward and outward. Receptacle elongate, cells 1 and II

dirty olive, cell III hyaline, long, contrasting with cells IV and V, which, together with the basal cells of

the perithecium, are deeply suffused with blackish olive; cell VI as long as cell III and lying beside it,

becoming tinged with dirty olive; basal cells of appendages dark olive, indistinguishable, producing con-

olorous prominences which give rise to a number of hyaline branches, the basal cells of which are large,

swollen distally, and bear numerous terminal and subterminal branchlets externally; the branchlets once
or twiee branehed, the septa olive. Perithecia 155-100 X 75-85 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium
480-800

t
a. Appendages, longest 140 [i.

Tip of abdomen olDincutes longimanus Oliv, Paris Museum, No. 101, Cuba.
r

l his species, of which only three specimens have been examined is distinguished by the ear-like modi-
cation of the lip-cells (fig. 12) and the numerous appendiculate upgrowths from the insertion region.

It has no close allies in this section, though perhaps as nearly related to L. constricta as to any other species.

Laboulbema constricta Thaxter. Plate LXVI, figs. 16.

fi

Art 167. Dec, 1890.
enmecium more than one half free, short, stout, inflated, somewhat olive-brown, the tip not differen-

tiated, cue of foe lip-edges becoming modified to form a flattish or roundish brown prominent which lie

t.Mia
j
m a median position between two rather ill defined prominences on either side of it. Receptacle

usuailj with a double curvature, its basal cell very large, somewhat inflated distally, the base and posterior
inurpii.paler ce I II shorter, suffused below, strongly constricted distally, the constricted portion paler

lyaiine: the distal portion of the receptacle short, deeply suffused, bulging strongly anteriorly below

oL ,TT . r

aj,,,rnda^- In^rtion-cell not blackened, the appendages arising much as in L

oer iw» I L fJ"'^' *» *>"*<*** M^e, the basal portion closelv septate, simple, without
t blacken,! , )a,al portions gpores 7Q x 6 R A ^ m I

6o Tota]

OnZriUU
' rrage

T
4°° * t0 inSerti°n-CeU 340 * Appendages 70 p (or more ?).

J
i
; ^yr»^m Hug., Brit. Mus. No. 465, Cape Coast Castle, Africa. On elytra.

striction o r/t k
8^1^ h>' the ™la% ^ry marked inflation of its large basal cell, and the con-

t.on of its subbasal cell, which forms a slender neck below the distal portion of the receptacle. The

I
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latter is unusually prominent below the insertion-region, though not cfev<»lo|M*d in the ahimniial fa*

seen in L. anomala, which is perhaps its neaivst ally. Hie material examined n noi abundant! or in good

condition, but, as far as can he determined, the characters are constant.

Laboulbenia anomala Thaxter. Plate LXVI, figs. II 15.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. WW, p. i:,7. I> 1880.

Perithecia nearly symmetrical, free except at the base, tapering distally, the tip one*- hat lightei

subtruncate, with one (or more ?) of the lip-edges modified to form i prominent large somewhat pilar

blackish brown median projection, which cause- the tip to appear notched on the inner ndi R» |>tadc

dirty olive-brown, finely punctate, the whole curved almost to a honeshoc form
:

cells I and 1
1
ul*ml equal

in length and diameter, the base of the perithechim opposite cell III, insertion-eel] uni lifted i rt mal

subtriangular, cell V similar to it, about twice as large and occupying a corresponding position on th.

inner side; the two together with the terminal portion of cell IV, on either side of which tl y lie, form th

free broadly clavate terminal portion of the receptacle above the narrower i id also wholly h basal l„

or more of cell IV. Basal cells of appendages not distinguishable, giving ris- lo a nn.nl r of prominent"

(about twelve) each forming the base of a branch, the branches simple or rarely branch 1. hyaline, ofta

kinds, the one with long slightly inflated basal cells, the otherclo.se

in which the septa are more remote; all the septa brownish purple.

rmcdiate forms w i iirrmjl

40 " Total length

150

On elytra of Orcrtocjijrm mlurali* Reg., Paris, No. 102, Zambesi River. Africa; of 0. glow Km*

ape

This species, of which only scanty material has been examined, is distinguished by ite ronftortod form

and the anomalous development of the distal part of the receptacle, the insertion-* gum being can I up

and out free, even beyond the tip of the perithelium. Thongh similar in some respects to /, "**•*.

it seems abundantly distinguished from this species.

lophok M
Proc. Am. Acad. Art

Dec, 1W».

Perithecium relatively small, its upper third, only, free Iron, the receptacle, teansh* n « -
the tip prominent, not abruptly differentiated, its up, r half hyaline, Hat, I, large and l,n •

cate or irregularly sulcate, the lower half blackened, the lips black-tipped^ somewhat *»!"» ^

of two (or moicT) basal cells from which several protrusions arise tearing group. «

™

several times branched, forming a dense tuft not as long as the outgrowth from
,

gtfl tO lip «f

brown or blackish, between the short cells. Perithecia l^»*J?^ * o^^hs from cell

„ -a •.„ „n ooa ... *~ ;..^.fw„1 .,,»U nsn-810 «: cell II about 425 ft long. wuifci

880 «; to insertion-cell 680-810 fi;

V, 58 fi. Appendages 50

Sharp

Muse,,,,,. No. .00, Gold <' l*J^£*T£r
t „i,;,.n «; v have been examined, all din. r iron u.

type form from Africa (fig. 4, Paris Museum) in that the *T*-*£^ ^ ]M ^„
the appendages are much shorter, while the receptacle lacks tin chara b^

.li.tingni^hd. and

cell I, which occurs in all the other specimens. The specie. i> neven
- / ^ ^ ^ {]

cannot be confused with any other at present known. 1 he figure o
•«

i ^ ^ ^^
deepe
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Laboulbenia Guerinii Robin.

Sufficiently abundant material of this species has been examined from a variety of localities including

spec hums on Gyrrles miceus in the Paris Museum collected in Venezuela, if I recollect aright, by Guerin-

Meneville, from whom the original material of L. Guerinii was obtained, so that there can be no doubt

as to the accuracy of my former reference of the North American forms on Gyretes to this species, despite

the fact that, as in the case of L. Rougctii the plant does not agree in all particulars with Robin's account

and figures. The species is in general constant in its characters, the most striking departure from the

usual form occurring in the specimens of G. ductus in the Berlin Museum, the locality of which, Rio

Janeiro, was doubtful, according to my memoranda. These specimens vary from the type in the consid-

erable elongation of cell II, which is quite hyaline and contrasts with a deep brown distal suffusion of cell I.

Specimens have been examined from the following sources: Hope Collection: No. 227 on Gyretes

sp., Mexico: No. 228 on (7. ductus Germ., Brazil. Paris Museum: No. 105 on Gyretes sp., Arauca,

Venezuela; Nos. 97 and 104 on G. sericeus Lab.,
U
S. America" and Venezuela; No. 107 on G. ductus

< rerm., Brazil. British Museum: No. 468 on G. pulverulentus Sharp, Columbia; No. 771 on G. acutangulus

Sharp, Bugaba, Panama; No. 770 on G. proximus Sharp, Costa Rica; No. 769 on G. Guatemalensis

Reg*, Paso Antonio, Guatemala; No. 767 on G. minor Reg., Torola, Mexico ?; on G. Borcandri Chev.

Mexico. Sharp Collection: No. 1080 on G. leionatus Duby, Mexico; No. 1078 on G. sericeus Lab.,

Cameras, Venezuela, U. S. National Museum; on Gyretes sp., Texas. Berlin Museum: No. 800 on

G. rinctui Germ., Rio Janeiro ?; No. 801 on G. dorsalis Brulle, Brazil; No. 802 on G. immarginatas,

Mexico; \'o. S03 on 0. pruinosus Sharp, Columbia.

Laboulbenia drepanalis Thaxter. Plate LXVII, figs. 5-6.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Set., Vol. XXXV, p. 173. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium smoky olive, the inner half or less usually mueh paler, the upper three fourths free, fal-

cate; the inner margin concave, the tip undifferentiated, the lip-edges forming a small hyaline rounded

abruptly distinguished papilla. Receptacle rather short, concolorous with perithecium; cell I paler or

hyaline with a basal blackish suffusion; cell V large, growing upward above the oblique insertion-cell

which is thus pushed out free from the perithecium together with the basal cells of the appendages. In-

sertion-cell small, unmodified. Basal cells of the appendages closely united, and finally indistinguish-

able from one another, forming a prominent rounded outgrowth which gives rise to about six or eight

branches, their dark basal septa of variable diameter only remaining, as a rule; the basal cells of the

branches are distally inflated, and bear several branchlets externally and terminally, the basal cells of

the branchlets mostly similar to those of the primary branches and similarly branched, the ultimate

branchlets closely septate, the septa dark. Perithelia, Panama specimens 100 X 40 ft, Amazon 140

X 35 }t. Total length to tip of perithecium, Panama 210 ft, Amazon 275 ,u; to insertion-cell, Panama
1 >0 /i, Amazon 140 /t

On Gyrcte* acutangulw, Sharp, I5rit. Mus. No. 771 (Biologia Coll.), Bugaba, Panama; on Gyrcks
!»., Bnt. Mus. No. 477, Amazon. On mid-elytron.

This species is distinguished from others of the same section by its falcate perithecium and small
prominent insertion region. Specimens from Panama differ from the Amazon material, which is taken
as the type (fig. 5), in their smaller size and darker color; but are not otherwise essentially distinguished.

* S ill so many of the aquatic forms, the appendages arc either badly broken or wholly wanting in the
specimens examined.

ABOULBENIA heterocheila Thaxter. Plate LXIV, fiV. 16.
Am

Dec, 1899.

dist, \W rtTT
0l

:

Ve

;

br0W
i

n
'
United t0 <*B IV nearly to its base, rather short, inflated below, tapering

of h, tw
P

,

UP •" differentiated
>
blackened below, the four lip-cells all differently modified:

IWP mner lips one produces an erect rather slender brown finger-like terminal outgrowth, the other
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a shorter much broader paler outgrowth, turned inward nearly at right angles: of tin* two nut< r lips our

forms merely a rounded prominence, while the other grows out into a larj prominent brown l>.iint-ti|»|N»<|

tooth-like projection, which becomes bent slightly outward and sideways. IWplarl. rather long |ixl

distin nil

The basal cells of the appendages more or less ^distinguishable nn<l giving ris< to indistinct pi m<n<t

bearing numerous branches, the basal cells of which arc slmrt. inflated distally, and bear ; nninil «ti<l

external series of closely septate branchlets; the latter once or twio branched, the sepia dark, tl • Ih»I<

forming a dense tuft about half as long as the perithecium. Spores 60 X 6 ,". Peritla iuni -<KI 7(

Total length to tip of perithecium 550 /r, to insertion-cell 400 /«. Longesl lip-pn>minen< i
:;.'.

On the elytra of Macrogyrus sp., Brit. Mus. No. l
s, '», and on Macrogyrus oblujuai. AuU-, Sharp

Collection No. 1088, Timor, E. Indies.

The type of this species has unfortunately been so injured thai it is not possible to make a draw %

of the specimen. The tip of its perithecium, however, which i it- inn distinctivi ft-afurc is repn •< ntcd

in Fig. 16. The host was given in the original description as Dtneufrs sp. with a query, but it <<e

Maerogyrx i • oll< (ion "H

this genus is not in good condition, nor are the peculiar pcrithceial outgrowths as well devclojxd. A

figure of one of these specimens will be given in a subsequent contribution, unless more typical material

can be obtained.

Am
Di.veius Thaxter. Rate J.XVll. figs. 17 18

L Arts and Sri., Vol. XXXV, p. 171 hcc., IS 1 '"

Perithecium free except at the base, dark brown, the inner margin straight, the outer cur
!

io

the base to the tip, which is not well differentiated, the lip-celb inconspicuously modified U) form an inner

tooth-like brown prominence curved inward, and a median small brown minded elevation, which is

covered by an outer hyaline externally brown broad irregular elevation. Receptacle donga* «-r n

short, dark brown, inconspicuously punctate. Appendages arising from a number of basal cdh »f

which, lying somewhat at the right, is more or h conspicuously prominent and mofl dr>ph sufb

the basal cells of the branches somewhat inflated distally, and bearing h reral branch!.
.

whirl, n y in

turn be branched; the lower portion of the branches made up of short cells with contrasting Wack pt«

the distal portions, when unbroken, slender hyaline elongate, without dark septa, much longer thai

basal portion.

75 X 6 ft.

(Madagascar) 3-50 \x. Appe

On Dintute* mbs-pinosvs King., Paris, Nos. 33 and 34, Mad ,. ar and isle tie Iran Hop

Collection, No. 236, no locality. On Dinrulr, 8pp., Hope I Election, Ni 3, 231,2 .
and Z. Bengal,

Pondicherry (India), Ceylon, Mauritius. On Dinmtcs, Brit. Mus. No. 483, NUgiri N.ll>.India. Berlin

Museum No. 808b on D. subspinous, Klg., Pondicherry and No. 806, We da Iran. N, 809 on V.

Indicus, India. On margin of elytra and tip of abdomen.

This apparently common sped- is one of the least well defined member- of this section. Tne up

of the perithecium varies but slightly in the conformation and « bratkw of the projections at it ape>

A few specimens show slender hyaline filaments arising distally from the appends
,

btH m mo* «
the latter are not in good condition. As will lie seen from the above measurements, the specie appca

to be subject to great variation in size. It is most nearly related to I, h rod la and (0 I. *

which may prove to be a mere variety.

Laboulbenia denticulata Thaxter. Plate IW 11, figs 7 9 and 13-13.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 170. I*.., IK.U

Perithecium free, olivaceous w Ik-1

forminir a short brown conical terminal prominetv
.
which is straight
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or benl toward the pore contrasting with the nearly colorless lip-edges below it. Receptacle pale brown

,„• dirty olivaceous, elongate, normal. The insertion-cell nearly horizontal external to cell V, unmodified.

The outer basal cell of the appendages giving rise to a single subcorneal brown prominence bearing branches

terminally and externally and protruding beyond the inner basal cell, which is indistinguishable from the

very numerous branches arising from it in all directions; all the branches hyaline, their basal cells bearing

distally several brancWets which may again be branched, the four to eight lower septa dark. Peritheeia,

average 175 X 44 /«; the spine-like apex 10-12 ft. Total length to tip of perithecium 400-575 ft; to

insertion-cell 275-400 ft; greatest width 55-70 ft. Appendages about 70 ft.

( )n Dineuietl, Brit. Mus. No. 482, Adelaide River, Australia.

A comparison of this Australian form with more abundant material of L. Dineutls, makes it appear

very doubtful whether the two should be kept distinct, and their separation must be considered merely

provisional. I have included under this name the form on Macrogyrus elongains
,
represented in fig.

12 13, from New Guinea (Sharp Collection No. 1089) in which the conformation at the tip of the peri-

tlieeium is even more unlike that of the typical L. Dineutis (fig. 18), and the appendages are very copiously

developed. Yet it is hardly possible without examining more abundant material of all these forms to

determine their relationships satisfactorily.

Laboulbema fallax Thaxter. Plate, LXVII, figs. 14-15.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 176. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium becoming dark dirty olive-brown; the tip blackened, bent outward, the lips hyaline.

Receptacle becoming coneolovous with the perithecium except the hyaline slender basal cell, the remain-

ing cells usually short and stout except cell V, which extends up along the inner margin of the perithecium

nearly to its tip, its inner margin continuing the curvature of the tip down to the insertion of the append-

ages, so that the perithecium seems at first sight twice its actual size. Insertion-cell unmodified, forming

a slight rounded external prominence within which the basal cells of the appendages form an evenly

curved 1 ;e from which arises a single antero-posterior row of branches about twelve in number, their

lower cells slightly inflated, hyaline with dark septa, usually twice branched; the ultimate branchlets

above the third or fourth septum slender without dark septa, scarcely exceeding the tip of the perithecium.

IVrithecium 100-120 X 35-40 //. Total length to tip of perithecium 190-325 fi; to insertion-cell 120-

250 rt. Greatest width 85 //. Appendages 50 fi. (The larger measurements are from the Amazon speci-

mens.)

On Gyretes anitanguhis Sharp, Brit. Mus. No. 771 (Biologia Coll.), Bugaba, Panama; on Gyretes

sp., Brit. Mus. No. 477, Amazon River; on Gyretes sp., Hope Coll. No. 229, llio de Janeiro. At tips of

elytra.

This species is very clearly distinguished, both from the monstrous development of cell V, and from

the crest-like insertion of its appendages. The material is very scanty from all of the localities above

mentioned, but there seems to be no considerable variation except in size and depth of suffusion, the

latter, which involves the perithecium and the distal portion of the receptacle in most instances, is not1

shown in fig. 14. In several specimens there are two, or even three, external blackish elevations below

the tip of the perithecium, which look like the base of old trichogynes, and in one young specimen two

triehogynes seem actually to have been formed one above the other.

Laboulbema rotundata Thaxter. Plate LXVII, fig. 16.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 317. July, 1905.

Perithecium deep brown, except below the tip; broadly rounded, the inner margin of the upper

half free above the insertion-cells, and formed by a single long cell extending to the tip, somewhat as in

f The tip
. .

- O ©—— v»vv»u*vil Wi 1,1 IV, IttCUiatlCj CIO 111 LUC* I* »J£f^^»~~-

Munt, with two minute inner tooth-like prominences of unequal size, the larger subtended by a narrow
blaek suffusion, the whole tip more deeply suffused externally. Receptacle straight, elongate, tapering
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throughout to the base, the basal cell more deeply niffu d distally, and |>roiru<ling soinrwlial .-nitrrioifr

below the subbasal cell, which is pale dirty yellowish-brown, inconspicuously gntmihir-punotaili »l dti d

portion dark dirty brown, the cell-boundaries hardly visible. The insertion cells small, giving rise i

numerous (a dozen or more, for the most part broken in the type) primary slender davate eell from which

closely septate short bianchlets arise externally. Peritheeium 186 X 66 not including the mattmul

cell, which is 18 /i broad. Receptacle 360 p. Appendages (broken) about 50 n. Total length to tip of

peritheeium 450 pu

Coll

A single specimen, only, of this species has been examined, which is so deeply suffused that it is n«.;

possible to determine with certainty whether the peculiar cell which extends from the in rtion region to

inani

or as an abnormally developed wall-cell of the peritheeium itself. It is so closch a oeiati i with tin

extreme tip of the peritheeium that I am rather inclined to the latter view, but it will lx nccv.ssai lo

' younger individuals before this can be determined. The specie is not likely to he confound i with any

other in this group by reason of the rounded form of its broad peritheeium.

Laboulbenia Orectochili Thaxter. Plate LXVII, fi: 10 1!

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 191. Dec, ls«W.

Peritheeium free except at the base, more or less evenly suffused with smoky bl VI, with sul»<< r-

minal externa) blackish patch, nearly symmetrical and straight, slight! inflated, ta|>ering nuluallv t

>n

by the outgrowth of one of the lip-cells; the inner lip-nils forming a small hyaline or partly purplish

lateral papilla. Receptacle elongate, cells I and II stout, the latter slightly if at all narrow, r distallj a II

IV and V and the basal cells of the peritheeium darker brown, the red v< -ry pale yellowish or purplish

brown, finely punctate, the dots scarcely visible except in the more d. ply suffused an as. The in* rtioo-

cell broad, blackened, extending completely across the distal margins of eells IV and V. Ap| lages

consisting of an inner and outer basal eell, giving rise in all to from five to ten end subcorneal promil u<

each of which becomes separated as the basal cell of a very short two-catted branch of which only a Mat

ened basal portion remains in mature specimens, the rounded purplish slightly inflated terminal
|

rt n

of the upper cell usuallybreaking off above its blackened slightlyconstricted basal half. ( H
I mcl

that borne by the protuberance first formed from the outer basal eell, is always ......what Jar and

prominent than the rest. Perithecia 190 X 59 p. Total length to tip of peritheeium .a-r.VI

550

pj)end

On OrectochUus cordate* Keg., Paris No. 99, "Asia." On elytra. Berlin Mu *<>.
Ml.,, ofl (

semivestUus Guer., Siam. Sharp oil. No. 1081 var. on O. obUmguueuhu Keg., "Pedonj

This, together with the two succeeding species, form a well marked group in thu section of the g s

owing to the normal differentiation of the ins, rtion-eeil and the production of a variable nam., r of b al

,ge, distinguished by a broad black ieptum. to the t;

form the appendages are inore^uine^fig. 11, on 0. < ***), and the color darker. The extern

of variation, so far as it has been observed, is illustrated by iig. 10, on 0. Mmg** /-• where but «w

basal cells are developed, and a slight different in the projections from the tmof the pen* ctum .s oh>,n

able. The species is most nearly allied to L. strunyulata, from which, as well a from L
.

a*,

at once separated by the peritheeial projections.

LABOI -I.BENIA STRAXGtt.ATA ThaXter. Plate J.XVI, fig. 20.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 202. I-
•
«*

Peritheeium one third to one half free, dark brown, eoneolorous below With theMl y**£ opsq

ymmetr
projection sternal ulceus. & ptacle slender, eel 1 aw
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ally basally curved, broader at the distal end where it is rather deeply suffused with brown; cell II

much longer, its lower two thirds often distinctly inflated, deep brown distally, rather abruptly constricted

lo less than half its greatest diameter, the constricted portion hyaline, the short remaining portion above

the constriction becoming deep brown, concolorous with the upper portion of the receptacle. Insertion-

cell normal, oblique, often concave above, the appendages consisting of an outer and an inner basal cell,

the two producing in all from three to six outgrowths, hyaline, except the first one formed from the outer

basal ceil which is always external to those subsequently formed and is often divergent, deep brown or

opaque, the suffusion involving the basal cell which bears it: each branch consists of a single simple

cylindrical cell the distal portion of which is usually broken off, leaving the deep brown contrasting base.

Spores (i0 X 4.5 ft. Perithccium 120-140 X 40-45 fi\ to insertion-cell, average 275 fi. Appendages

100 ;i.

On Orrrforln/us ?, Brit. Mus. Nos. 480 and 484, Timor, East Indies. Margin of elytra. On O.

discifer Walk., Sharp Coll. No. 1079, Nilghiri, India. No. 1076 and No. 1082, " Kodeicanel " Mts., Ind.

Orient.

This species possesses a strangulate habit somewhat similar to that of L. constr icta ; but is otherwise

quitr different, being most nearly allied to L. coardata. The small protruding lip-cells vary somewhat
in their conformation, sometimes merely papillate, sometimes slightly spreading, subtended on the inner

side by a blackish suffusion which is more or less conspicuous. Fig. 20 represents one of the specimens
from Timor which are regarded as the type forms.

Lahoulbenia coarctata Thaxter. Plate LXVI, fig. 17.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 165. Dec, 1899.

Perithecium short and stout, dark brown and opaque, its upper half free, its contour evenly rounded,
the small papillate translucent tip turned slightly inward and abruptly differentiated, the lips well defined.

Receptacle dirty brown finely and obscurely punctate, of the typical form, lighter below, short, stout, cell

I much narrowed below, cell II very broad, slightly inflated. Insertion-cell normally differentiated,
broad and black. Basal cells of appendages well developed bearing about eight erect short stout simple
branches with broad basal constricted blackened septa, their rounded tips slightly exceeding the tip of
the pentheemm. Spores 70 X 7 p. Perithecia 140-170 X 62 p. Total length to tip of perithecium

ft; to insertion-cell 250-300 p; greatest width 100 p.
( >n Oreetockilus ?, Hope Coll. Nos. 233 and 234; Brit. Mus. No. 460, Bengal, India. Along median

depression of elytra.

This species, which was found on several specimens growing along a groove of the elytra, is most
nearlj related to I ,trangufata, but is abundantly distinct in a variety of ways. The material is in un-
usually good com htion and abundant, and the characters appear to be very constant. Although the
ueternnnat.on of the host is doubtful, there can be little chance of confusion in the case of so well defined

'

s T ^ 111 I II ^^

32S-400

species

RHACHOMYCES Thaxter.-v^-A-^*^ a lllAAtvi •

I Ins t.v,,, pro™, „ fe .very constant one and the specieo, which an- rather numerous, an' found in

i
1 en7 ','"

'"'"' am
' ^'I'l.ylir.i.h,.. The main axis, as has been previously pototed out,

The - r '
i „ i 7 , T"8 rom "" S" bl ';,sal " "f a *««-"'-l »ppe«dicul»te primary receptacle.

stronrivsiuZTthSTT ^r
6 ar° °ertain CUrioUS ^Pearances on the cells of the main axis which

in the at'cc^l •!!r ^J****™* "* other **** *****> These appearances which are shown
,

* * © -•*-«-« 1U j niiominnus and R^ on each cell as a rule, two lateral and one anterior.

3-4

and it seems nossihl. ', lv » *l

£m °ne anterior
- They do not appear to occur on the short forms,

1 that they may act as valves to relieve the tension caused by sudden ami abrupt flexion
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to which such individuals must often be subject. A structure son., u I, at similar in nm*nron.v hai I, n

Uun

Rhachomtces Canariensis Thaxter. Plate XI. IV, tig*, i 2.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. Y.MS. April. I'lOO.

Perithccium pale straw-colored, nearly straight, a median and .subtenninal well-defined broadlv-

rounded ridge marking the transverse septa between the three lower tiers of uall-.-.l! the tip t:i| NTiiig
rather abruptly, hyaline, the apex rounded. Receptacle rather slender, the l.asal and nihhnsul .

relatively large, hyaline, the rest pale straw-colon. I. the main consisting of fifteen or \\\ n (•.•li-

the upper five or six forming a free erect termination. The appendagea not numerous, appro*. .1, Iron n

those about the base of the pcritheeium larger, distally blunt and hyaline, about two thirds as long at

the perithccium. Perithecia 90-130 X 27-30 //. Receptacle 175-225 /t Appendages, ).>1^ about

100 fi. Total length to tip of perithccium 250-32") a.

/?< I neriffe: Pari Mu-
seum No. 184, on Treclius Axturiensis Le Br., Grottede Puerto de P mcs, Asturias. Berlin Museum
on T. rotundipennis Duft., "Gastein."

This small species, specimens of which from TenerifFe, fig. 1, ami the single sj>eeimen from "< ...-ft in

arc illustrated in the accompanying plate, is well distinguished by the |>ale oolor of ii- apjwndagr . tin

very prominent anthcridia, and the two successive ridges which are present in die perith* cium.

to he rare, and only one or two specimens were found on each of the host above refem d to.

Rhachomyces Thalpii Thaxter. Plate XLV, figs. f> 7.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 490. April, VMM.

\l a|>|N7ir

Perithccium hyaline or straw-colored, becoming faintly tinged with brown, slender, infl ed near die

base; the distal half or less mostly curved away from the appeudagi . tapering gradually to the blunl

undifferentiated apex. Keceptacle normally consisting of eleven cells superp< *<1 to form the main a\i>

hyaline, their septa horizontal or but slightly oblique, the b al cell suhtriangular, tinged with r hlish

brown; the cells of the secondary series hyaline and proportionately rather lar Ap|>en<la_ rather

dense, almost opaque except the nearly or quite hyaline tip and inner margin; rather short, about four

to six of those about the base of the perithccium much larger, longer, and Stouter, reaching om< what

km omui

shaped through the degeneration of the hyaline portion, the curved tips of tl« antheridia projecting r. her

conspicuously. Perithecia 115-30 «. Total lenirth of receptacle 140 tt. l/mger ap]x-mlagos 00 jl

fulus

4
size and differently shaped curved pcritheeium, the distal portion of which, eren in young sp >n>

.

is free above the longest aj)pendages. The appendages shout the base of the perithechtn arc i>. b. h

fi

and extending down the axi.s to the base.

Rhachomyces Zcphii Thaxter. Plate XLV, figs. 10-11.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Set., Vol. XXXV. p. 436. April, V*

distinguished and slightly inflated.

col
i rather Abruptly

consi

bel ages ncariy opaque

stout appressed, not elongate, more or less swollen distally along the inner margin of the wbl.yal.ne up;

eight to ten about the base of the pcritheeium longer and stouter. Pcr.thceia 1 10 1 10 X 25 ft \'«W>r

appendages about 1 10-140 //. Total length to tip of pcritheeium 3.">0-4<M> ft.

On Zupkium Mexicmum Chant., British Mu um (Biologia ( oil.). No. 713. Cordova,
.

i<
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Cl< civ allied to R. Thalpii, but larger, with longer and more numerous appendages which nearly

conceal the p< rithecium. The septa of the axis are usually more or less deeply suffused. In one specimen

these suffusions above form black bands, but the region is not visible in a majority of the specimens, being

hidden by the appendages.

Rhachomyces pilosellus (Robin) Thaxter.

Scanty material of this species in poor condition was found in the Paris Collection, No. 176 on Lathor-

Ilium JufrifH inir Fab. from France, and also on the same host var. apteraum in the Berlin collection

from Europe. The specimens appear to correspond in all respects with those previously examined.

Rhachomyces Aph^enopsis Thaxter. Plate XLV, figs. 12-14.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 314. July, 1905.

IVrithecium but slightly inflated, hyaline, straight, the tip blunt symmetrical. Receptacle variable,

h valine; the main axis consisting of about ten to fifteen hyaline cells, the two lowest larger and suffused

with brown, the rest broader than long, and separated by somewhat oblique septa; the hyaline appendic-

nlafe cells relatively large, and not concealed by the appendages, which are rich black brown, the lower
ones, when unbroken, extending upward far beyond the tip of the perithecium and curved toward it:

those arising about its base, and even below it from the inner cells of the appendiculate series, unlike the

rest, erect, straight, consisting of a paler basal part, five to six septate, with constrictions at the septa, and
a distal unicellular more or less elongate portion. Perithecium (not fully matured) about 85 X 25 /«.

Receptacle 75-lC>r) x 15-18 ll. The longest appendages about 300-350 p..

( )n the elytra of Apkanopg ccrbems Diek., Ariege, France; Sharp Collection, Type, No. 1142; Berlin
Museum, No. 877; Paris Museum, No. 193.

I have found a few specimens of this species in all the collections mentioned, but none are fully

matured and only the two figured have perithecia. The species is well characterized by the closely septate
appendages about the base of the perithecium, and the long clear rich dark brown appendages of the
usual type which arise from the axis and are as long near its base as near its summit. The species is most

kypoganu
i

• % same locality.

Rhachomyces hypog^us Thaxter.

species

thalmm obhngw Motsch, Carniola, and from the Berlin Museum on A. Bilimeki Sturm, from the Adela-
l.urg Grotto No. 872: both, however, immature. Several small forms which are perhaps undeveloped
mdmdua Is of tins species were also found in the Paris Museum on A. hirhts Sturm., No. 192, and Anoph-
thalmia n. s.

Rifachomyces stipitatus Thaxter. Plate XLIV, fiVs. 5-6.
Proe. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 438. April, 1900.

tentnecnim pale straw-colored becoming tinged with brownish, much darker toward the tip; broadly
s.d>us 1 f,um, usually sym.netneal, tapering from about the middle to the small blunt usually symmetrical,ban ly ddlerenfated, often hyaline tip; borne free on a stalk-cell which is concolorous, sometimes as long
as the recep acle m other cases but slightly developed. Receptacle straw-colored, or faintly brownish

al sugmatal marks; the main axis consisting of about fifteen to seventeen evils, the septa rather

Z h v hi
P

' r
,nSlStl

T
°f abOUt tW° t0 f°Ur Cd,s

>
erect *»* >•-: the cells of the secondary

bl- cktl < lnI'
C°70l0r0US

'f
at °PP°site the -bbasal cell of the main axis bearing a long opaque^^2^7 T

rV

u
d t0Ward ^^^ and oft- equalling it in length, oto similar

otfme^TK ab°Ve
*
bUt n0t fr°m a" the loWer cells

>
^°ing -re numerous through-

ked Itm;,?
1 Ranees extending to or beyond the tip of the perithecium even in the long-

1 f0rmS
'

aSS°C,ated tlm)UShout "& snorter appendages and antheridia. Some of the individuals
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on A. Lespezi small, the main axis of the receptacle consisting of only leven cells, the perithelia nearly

essile and small in proportion. Spores 50-60 X 4 /i. Perithecii 1 10 i:>() X l.
r
> m /< (100 X 30 ft in

small specimens), the stalk including basal cells, longest 220 X 47 ju Total length to tij) of peritii. uiu

about 550 /i (200-680 fi). Receptacle 325 ;t (110-350 n). Appendages longest WO n.

On Anophthalmiis Rhadanianihus Lind., Hope ColL No. 30(i, Greece; on J. /.<>/> i lair.. Paris

Museum: No. 185, Grotte des Capucini, Seine et Garonne, France.

Althou

pv

which, though distinctly smaller, have similar stiff upright appendages, and although it is not so ell

developed, the perithecium has a distinct stalk. An examination ifl needed of i large number of tlwse

cave forms, and it is barely possible that R. hypogenu may (end to v;iry toward the present species.

Rhachomyces Glyptomeki Thaxter. Plate XIA. fig. 16.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 89. June I HOI.

Receptacle slender, dirty translucent brown, the main axis consisting of about sewn ells (below tin

lower of the two perithecia which are present in the type): the appendages slightly divergent, lar§ and

long, opaque brown, flexed inward near their hyaline, souk what more slender extremities, and extending

beyond the tips of the perithecia. Perithecium short-stalked, strongly curved, slightly inflated, hvnlii ,

soiled with brownish, the tips well distinguished, blackish brown and obliqudj truncate. PeriuVcia,

including basal and stalk-cells, about 185 X 44 (L Receptacle to base of km r peritheeium 150 X lift.

Appendages, longest 300 // or more.

On tip of abdomen of Glyptomenu eameohu Mull. Camiola, Austria. Sharp < oil. tion, No. 1141.

The solitary type of this species which is well denned by the shape of its perithi cii and the haracfa r

of its appendages, is illustrated in the accompanying plate. This specimen is DO doubt abnormal in pro-

ducing two perithecia, the axis of the normal receptacle probably not consisting of more that ._«l«ajn

cells at most; the distal portion in this specimen representing a proliferation such as is seen ... asionally

in most species of the genus, which gives rise to a second perithecium. The cave-dweUmg rtaphyl.n.d

which it inhabits appears to be rare in collections.

Rhachomyces Cayennexsis Thaxter. Plate XLV, figs. 4 5.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 438. April, 1900.

Perithecium rather small, yellowish, the anterior margin nearly straight, the posterior convex.

tip clearly and abruptly differentiated, concolorous, asym.netri.al, son.ewha. bent Han «"«»
receptacle rather strongly curved, consisting of about twelve- ells; the baaalofle* slender, deeply fltod,

those immediately above opaque slender, the rest rather large with central brown snuus.o,,; the
<
Ma

cells paler. Appendages rather coarse, crowded, black-brown, opaque Of nearly so. the ,ps mosUylbent

outward, apposed below, somewhat divergent distally; six or more about the b eof
, 1, *r

<

,. , .

M
. ,, ^ ^^ oi;^itlv pvctri liiiur the iHTitlieeiuni in length.

Perithecium 120-140 X 25-30 fL Total length to tip of pe
\/>n -

'

' olid;:, sp. indet, British Mnsenn, Na 387. Cav,„ne. On ,1, kW. .ri

This s,l.i,s is dLinguished roost readily by the for,,, of the p«*—n,
s.ra,,!,

,
.1 -

and strongly curved „n 2 outer to the peculiar and well differ,,,,,,,,,! ,,p: as »,;1 a- b, »*«.<
„„.„.., ,„™ „„., ,,..,„„ .n^H^ The small group of append , sohara,,,, „call> ,„n,

d
on, a

curved form, and dense appendages.
appear to be peculiar to this sped

specimens
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FURCATT

Specimens

, axis beyo

fulgidtu, no locality: in the British Museum, No. 382 on O. /

nelanocephalus Grav., Europe and on 0. fulvipennis Fabr. in th

tnrc). In addition to these single specimens of a somewhat paler and more slender variety were found on .

0. myrmeropkiku Kirs, from Tilgate, England, in the British Museum, No. 440, and in the Berlin Mu-
seum, No. N12, on 0. melanoccphalus Grav., from England. This form, however, does not seem separable

fn tm the type which is clearly defined and appears to be confined to Europe.

Rhachomyces Cryptobianus Thaxter. Plate XLV, fig. 15.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 437. April, 1900.

Peritheeium hyaline or pale straw-colored, very long and slender, nearly isodiametric throughout,

almost straight, the tip apparently blunt and not well differentiated. The main axis of the receptacle

consists of about sixteen cells; the basal cell and those immediately above it slender black and opaque;

the rest becoming larger upward, hyaline suffused or mottled with reddish brown. Appendages numer-
ous, slightly divergent, becoming longer from the base upward, nearly opaque except along the inner

margin and at the tip which is generally bent abruptly outward, a group of about six below the base of

i he peritheeium much longer than the rest and curved outward in a tuft, those arising about the base of

the peritheeium very elongate, erect, with straight blunt tips, reaching nearly to the apex of the peritheeium.

Peritheeium 490-450 X (about) 35 p. Receptacle 275-430 p. Total length to tip of peritheeium 650-

800 /«. Longest appendages 300-430 fi.

On Cryptob'uim capitatum, Paris Museum, No. 172. Brazil.

A fine species remarkable for its long slender peritheeium and the characteristic dispositon of its

B
|
>\ M-ndages near the base of the latter.

Rhachomyces Oedichiri Thaxter. Plate XLV, figs. 8-9.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 38. June, 1901.

Receptacle strongly curved, rather short, the lower cells especially more or less suffused with clear

brown, the basal cell slender, the cells of the main axis above it successively larger, about ten to twelve

in all. Appendage hardly ever reaching to the tip of the peritheeium; the shorter margin alone subulate
and straight, the rest appressed, denser toward the base of the peritheeium, where they form a tuft which
does not wholly surround it, curved slightly outward, somewhat attenuated; tips abruptly recurved or

subhelieoid. Peritheeium somewhat inflated with a more or less evident submedian ridge, hyaline, with
the exception of several longitudinal dark brown marks at the tip, the base concealed by the appendages.
Spores 36 X4p. Perithecia 90-110 X 30-35 ft Total length to tip of peritheeium 220-250 //. Long-
est appendages about 90 //.

On Oediehmu nov. sp. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Sharp Collection, No. 1154.
• ITua

i

pretty species is distinguished by its short stout curved form; absolutely hyaline peritheeium,

« .th small subtenant! brown patches; and characteristic appendages, which are mostly similar, gradually
longer from below upward and abruptly recurved at the tips, forming a little hook. The species is very
'-..slant in its eharacters, and appears to be most nearly related to B. Phikntihinus. The host is astaphy-
Innd supposed to be a new species, and is allied to Pinophilu,.

Rhachomyces Philonthinus Thaxter.
PrOC. Am. Acad Arfo o«,l O • tr i ^r^r^

3-4

April, 1900.
.nthecta borne on a short broad hardly visible stalk-cell, reddish brown, inflated toward the base,

of tl e r 7'
1 rf

neUrIy S>-mmetric*l, the tip blunt, undifferentiated, symmetrical. Main axis
receptacle distinct, consisting of about twenty cells, the "stigmata!" markings usually conspicuous
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including about eight to ten cells which form its erect free termination 1m idc the base of tin- |>< i itliecium

the three lower cells mostly suffused with red brown, those above hyaline or partly suffused, increased

in size to about the eleventh cell, above which they become sueo ssivebj mailer to the tip <>f the free

portion; the septa for the most part marked by rather prominent constrictions. Ap|>cndages numerous

but not obscuring the main axis of the receptacle, slightly divergent, mostly tap< ring distalb and si htl

bent below the straight hyaline tips; those arising about the base of the perithecium only slightl} longer

and stouter, brown and mostly blunt tipped, about six in number and as a rule hardly extending to the

middle of the perithecium. Spores about 4(M5 X 4 ;i. lVrith. ia 110 200 X 40 00 hWptad
220-340 ;l Total length to tip of perithecium 300-1000 p. Long t appendag about 100

On Pkikmthus longicornis Steph., British Museum, No. 408, Island of St. Helena; on PhiUmlhm

sp. indet, Hope Coll., No. 225, British Isles. Berlin Museum, No. 814 on /'. alhipr- (ira S

No. 827 on P. exiguus Nord., Europe. Sharp Coll.; No. 1132, on P. gaxtralvt Sharp, Japan; \«». 1 1.

on P. mutant Sharp, China; No. 1107 and 1109 on Amichrotus apiripnuii Sharp, Japan; No 1 110 on

A michrotus sp., Japan; No. 1133 on a new genus near Amichrotus, Japan.

Although this species has not yet been seen from America, it appears to be widely distributed in the

western hemisphere, as is indicated by the above list of hosts. It is a well defined species, varyil |

in size, the very large specimens (fig. 3) occurring on Amickrohu, a genus said hy Dr. Sharp to lie n I

near, if not identical with Phlhmthm. Its numerous rather short stiff appendages do not differ gt ttly

in length throughout the receptacle, and arc characteristically bent at the tips. An individual typical in

form and size is represented in fig. 4 which was obtained from a British Pkikmthut. The spei - » n,

nearly allied to R. Oedichiri and R. arbugcuhu, the latter differing in the- form of its perithechjm and th

differentiation of its appendages.

Rhachomyces Doucaovus Thaxter. Plate XLIV, fig. 8.

Am June, l««)l.

Form elongate. Cells of the main axis of the receptacle twenty to thirty-five, mow or less dirt;

brownish, banded with dark blackish brown below, while the more slender proximal -
are usually

opaque; the axis of nearly equal diameter throughout and nearly Straight above ahont the eighth cell;

each cell containing distally one, the axis cells two, roundish or oblong brown bodies (possibly valve-l.k,

structure) which suggest the stigmata of an insect larva. The appendages soinewhal diver .... opauuj

except a narrow upper hyaline margin, short, stiff and numerous; tho.se external more slender; rtightl;

curved and sharply pointed; those between somewhat stouter and longer, With shghtly n-enrved tip*

those about the base of the perithecium, which they do not conceal, but slighUy kmger and few m

Perithecium short-stalked, slightly more or less symmetrically inflate,!, dull brown, nnnately pumta

or granular, not uniformly suffused; the tip with darker shades, the Wunt aF bysluv s,«n.fli
.

Perithecia 150-200 X 42-60 M, including the basal and stalk-cells. Larger appendages K) 1 10 ,, «»

about 75 p. Total length 000-1100 p, the average diameter about .*l •>., "-

CAiAm
On all parts of Miraon Lat krohioUlc* Casteh, Cape of Good Hope, Afnca. Sharp n.

No. 1140. Berlin Museum, Nos. 833 and 842.1140. I5crlin iviuseum, i\os. coo uno an*. , , ,

•

A specimen of this large staphyiinid in Dr. Sharp's collection was^T£*^£
,

';„. U Ai**„ *Z rtw. other elongate forms in its rather small and not ven num. MIS >

fine species. It differs from the other elong

divergent

s. It diners trom tne otner etoiigw* .*»«« - »- —
,

lllllls„.,Hv

appendage*. The peculiar s»i,mam-like markin.-s on .he edfa of he «*p*
.

n I

eonsp.euo, , h .heV-s, and ,1-,. ,lark lines -hid. se.-arat, the ,,„« a,«l«M^ ^ ^
prZunced than is Lieated in the figure. The surface of the pen a-,,j,

. .P- -
-" -

as it matures, and more deeply suffused with brown. Th,. eharaeters of the V
although there is some variation in size.
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Rhachomyces longissimus Thaxter.

pceimens

two millimeters, have been obtained in the British Museum on Colpodes evanescens Bates No. 694, Toto-

nieapan, < luaternala; on < pmtcinus Bates, No. G99, Vera Paz, Guatemala; on C. reflexus Chaud., No.
]n !_' from Columbia. It shows a certain amount of variation in color, few specimens being as dark as

the line repr ented in my Monograph. The appendages also are often more widely separated from one

another, and the axis relatively stouter. It recalls R. Dolicaontis which, however, lacks the successive

pairs of divergent appendages which are so characteristic in this species as well as in R. tenuis, to which it

appears to be most nearly allied.

Rhachomyces texuis Thaxter. Plate XLIV, fig. 7.

and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 437. April, 1900.Am. Acad. Art

Perithecium relatively small, the lower half or more hidden by the appendages, hardly inflated,

faintly tinged with brown, tapering very slightly to the tip, which is suffused with dark brown, broad,
hardly differentiated and slightly asymmetrical. Receptacle very long and slender, the cells of the main
axis thirty to forty in number, dark reddish brown or nearly opaque, subhyaline below the somewhat
oblique Bepta, except the lower members of the series, which are as a rule wholly opaque; the cells in-

creasing slightly in size from the base upward. Appendages straight, narrower distally, rather short and
appre.ssed, not very numerous; those about the base of the perithecium, about twelve in number, some-
what larger and longer than the rest, surrounding and concealing it more or less completely; some of the
lower appendages also longer and curved conspicuously outward, as are the antheridia. Perithecia about
1 10 X 30 jx. Longer appendages about 140-160 j«. Greatest width of receptacle about 20 ;i. Total

perithe

Museum, No. 113. Java.
This elegantly formed species is distinguished from R. longmimus, which appears to be its nearest

ally, by its more slender form, its more slender and differently shaped perithecium and the character of
nppen

members of which, unlike those of R. longissimus, are subulate and not recurved.

Rhachomyces Javanicus Thaxter. Plate XLV, figs. 1-2.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci, Vol. XLI, p. 314. July, 1905.

Perithecium straight, symmetrical, tapering slightly distally, translucent, brown, the tip opaque
blackish brown, the apex hyaline and blunt, the whole surrounded and more or less hidden up to the tip
by tin- appendages. Receptacle rather long and slender, the main axis normally consisting of more than
twenty cells winch are clearly distinguishable, more or less suffused with blackish brown, less so toward
the base, more or less hyaline at, and obliquely below, the septa; the appendiculate cells giving rise to a
dense .senes of ,,m,lar black subequal appendages, their inner edges somewhat hyaline, with slightly
upturned and enlarged bluntly pointed hyaline tips, more numerous distally and forming a dense tuft

around the peritheeiumwhich they conceal, except for its projecting tip.im n/ Q* ,n t> ,

ey conceal, except for its projecting tip. Perithecium 95-M flMtt'
*

275_35
° " ^ ab°Ut 18 * T°tal^ 35°~460 " Appendages, longer,

On legs of a small Harpaloid ( ?) beetle brought from Buitenzorg, Java, by Dr. II. M. Richards.rJ^i^I?^1 differinS"S™^^ -re slender form and fewerstouter ap-

elattjs Thaxter. Plate XLIV, fig. 9, XLV, fig. 3.
*d. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 435. April, 1900.

symmetrical
the tipabnmtlvrlarl- K~„,.» «

-"—""> **™uy miiatea, pale brownish, translucent; tfte tipabruptly dark I,™ „, opmpt or near!y^ (apering symmetrica|ly ^ ^^^^^ ^JJ
X
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varying in length, consisting of perhaps eighteen to twenty cells, the basal cell and sometimes two or throe

of those above it hyaline or nearly so, the rest indistinguishable, being concealed by the densely crowded
appressed appendages, which are rather short and slender, deep brown or opaque rxtvpt along (he inn< r

margin and at the tip; those around the base of the perithecium also densely crowded, snbe<ju;il blunt-

tipped, wholly suffused, completely enveloping it and wholly concealing it till it is fully developed when

the tip alone projects beyond them. Spores about 35-40 X 3-4 p. Perithecta 175 X 7.'» p or .smaller.

Total length to tip of perithecium 400-550 p. The longer appendages about l_'(l n.

On Colpodes agilis Chaud., British Museum (Biologia Coll.), No. 696, Jalap*, Mexico; on I atratus

Chaud., British Museum (Biologia Coll.), No. 698, Irazu, Costa Rica; on Gymnulwpiis Mrximnm

Putz., British Museum (Biologia Coll.), No. 682,. Cordova, Mexico. Usually on legs.

This species, which in general appearance suggests a young shoot of larch or spruce, owing to its

densely crowded appressed and undifferentiated appendages, is distinguished by it- broad tout perithe-

cium, wdiich is usually almost completely concealed by the somewhat longer appendag which arise about

its base, and by the enormous numbers of the latter which also render the main axis quite indistinguishable.

The only species with which it might be confused is R. Jovamu in which, however, the

much less numerous. The individuals on Gynandropus (fig. 3) have been taken as the type, although

they do not appear to differ essentially from those on Colpodes. In fig. '.», Plate XL1V, tin- p<>ritli«-<-iai

has become visible owing to pressure of the cover glass.

ap|H>

CLEMATOMYCES Thaxter.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 439. 1 !M K

)

l*>

a terminal perithecium and formed from a double row of cells; the cells of the external row producing

sterile appendages, those of the inner producing secondary axes similar in Structure to the primary one,

or antheridial branches; the secondary axes producing antheridial or ster.le branches on both sides, and

like the primary ones bearing a single terminal perithecium. The antheridia simple, borne s.ngly, or

usually in whorls, from the distal end of the successive cells of the antheridial branchlet, which CO ,ts

of several superposed cells. .**... • 11

The structure of the receptacle in this genus, although it suggc* that of D^kmgee,, is unite

that of any other type, consisting as it does of Wo axes or cell-rows; an anterior (inner) luring mostly

fertile branches, and a posterior bearing sterile appendages. The antheridial .»*«lnges whjcho, «

both in the main anterior axis, and on its secondary branches, when the latter an. well .level.,,,, n

6g. 2, recall the appendages of Arlhrorhynehus but they vary considerably both a, regards the number rf

cells which compose them and of antheridia which they bear. The wall-cells „ the penthee. arc,

numerous than usual, there being apparently seven in each row, although the lowerW-ent » " ^
may prove to be upgrowths of the basal cells which function as wall-cells. The all,,,,,,., ,

I p nu re

doubtful and although the appendages are so similar to those of A,;h,;,rl,ynr)n,, the ,,,„• may pro. ,„ be

more nearly related to Moschomyces and Com psomyres.

Clematomyces Pinophiu Thaxter. Plate XLIII 6*. 1-4

Free. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 440. Apr,
,

1900.

Nearly hvaline or yellowish, the basal and subbasal cells small, the****-£%£
twelve pairs more or less alternate ou either side, each cell of the outer series^^*™£
celled u

P
sual,y simple generally oppressed sterile appendage,£—^£££1 Z

brown, its basal cell almost wholly united to the cell of the axis next aboxe, lie

three in number, usually with a single basal cell, the externa.^^^Z^t^" --
inner fertile; the antheridial appendages of both primary and^^7,, ri(lia ,,,,,,, „, uv

times sparingly branched, those near the perithecia bearmg the greatest number of anth,
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arise singb or opposite in pairs, or in whorls of three or four from the distal (one to four) cells of the

appendage. PeritheduBQ solitary, sessile at the tips of the primary and secondary axes, often straight

ind symmetrical tapering to the truncate unmodified apex, pale becoming amber-brown. Spores about

3s X 3 ft.
IVritlmia 100-150 X 25-40 p. Sterile appendages, longer 100 X 7 p. Greatest length to

tip of p.riilw < iiim (main axis) :><XMO0 X 35 p.

( )n inferior surface of thorax of Piiwphilus sp. indet, British Museum, No. 390, Burmah, India.

In the individual figured, the basal and subbasal cells are abnormally placed or the latter is abnor-

mally septate. In the other specimens these two cells are directly superposed. The species shows a good

d< al of variation in the number of cells composing both the main and secondary axes, and also in the

Dumber and position of the latter.

COMPSOMYCES Thaxter.

This genus and Moxchomyces, which may prove to be not generically separable from it, are decidedly

isolated, ami it is difficult even to suggest the probable affinities of the few species thus far discovered.

It seems to me that it is better to regard the perithecia as arising from a single stalk-cell which is in turn

borne on an appendiculate branch from the receptacle consisting of a single cell. The sterile appendages,

or certain of them, are peculiar in having slightly oblique septa when young, and it is only in this group

thai asci with eight spores are definitely known to occur.

Comi'somyces Lestevi Thaxter. Plate XLIII, figs. 9-12.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 439. April, 1900.

Receptacle consisting of a small basal and subbasal cell, the latter giving rise to rarely more than two

branches; one of which consists of a basal cell, from the upper side of which the stalk-cell of the perithe-

lium arises; while externally it gives rise to a characteristic sterile branch, simple, usually slightly upcurved,

rather closely and somewhat obliquely septate, commonly consisting of about nine superposed cells, taper-

ing r;Oher abruptly at the tip. Perithecium borne on a well developed erect stalk-cell, nearly symmetri-

cal, tapering from about the middle to the broad truncate undifferentiated tip; the basal cells small, but

lightly distinguished from the inflated base of the ascigerous portion, the spores few and relatively large.

The other branch arising from the subbasal cell of the receptacle, an antheridial branch, divergent, con-

sisting typically of four superposed cells above which it becomes furcate, dividing into two branches which
are huge stout tapering, distally curved; the third cell of the appendage producing a single short flask-

shaped antheridium distally on its inner side and sometimes giving rise to a branch similar to those above.
Spores 42 X 4 p. Perithecia 75-85

branches 275 p, the basal part about 60 X 20 p.

Antheridial appendage including

On abdomen and elytra of Lesteva sicula Erich, British Museum, Nos. 452 and 453, Paisley and Red
ill, England: on L. jmbeacens Mannerh., No. 1094, Scotland: on Lesteva sp. No. 1175. Savoy, in

Sharp Coll.

This species differs from the type of the genus in having a single antheridium definitely placed on a

mam appendage; at least this appears to be the condition in all the specimens examined which have
been in sufficiently good condition to show the antheridium at all. At first sight it might seen wholly
afferent from C. verteSlato* from the apparent absence of a basal appendiculate cell below the stalk-cell
of its pentnecium; but an examination of young specimens shows, as in fig. 12, that this appendiculate
eel is present, although very small, and as the individual matures the enlargement of the stalk-cell, as
We i as of the basd cells of the other appendages, causes it to become obscured and displaced, so that the
alk-eel uself appears to arise directly from the subbasal cell of the receptacle. That this is not the

case a Heary seen in the figure mentioned, which also shows the position of the single antheridium.

varv Jr^l T ri>e
'

S °°UeCti0n b in somewhat better edition than the types, but does not

•
.reatly. I he specimens from Scotland have more slender perithecia, but do not seem otherwise
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MosnioMV( ivs 'ri.;,\icr.

Af. insignis, the only known species of this genus, :i|»|x»ars to l>e a raw form; hut ilii> is |m j is

owing to the fact that I have been unable to obtain its host in any considerable numbers. It l« L n

collected in one instance on StintUS UmgWMuluB Jit Kitten' Point, M< 00 one of inanv s]>ecim< us of il»

host examined. As I have previously pointed out, it may prow only a very curious development of

Compsomyces, to which it is at least very closely allied. As in the case of the genus last mentioned i

has seemed best to regard the basal stalk-cells of the perithecis I branch* from the rc< \Uu-\v
9 fiDtn

which the perithecia originate as well as the peculiar sterile branches which subtend it, raih< i tlian as

parts of a compound perithecial stalk-cell.

CttKTOMYC I s PinoI'HILI Thaxtcn

pects with the tyj>es of this sp

undetermined species of Pinop

»

Nicaragua. The species still remains the unique type of a genus not closely approached by any otl*

thus far described. It is clearly distinguished by its simple axis of suj>erposed cells one or inon of w hich

mi hah
]

thecia and branches similarly associated on a simple axis of this nature, which appears to he < niitvly

1 1

primary, and not in any part a secondary development from a primary receptacle iucn M H aern u

Rhachomyces.

ECTEINOMY
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXX \ III, p. 26. l'« 12

Receptacle consisting of a single series of BUperposed cells, becoming variable in number as a r ill

of intercalary division; hearing distally a single perithechim and an antheridial apjioidage. Th<- |-

pendage consisting of a series of superposed cells, several of which, above its ba^al «»r staUWIl, 1
r

simple antheridia, which are cut off distally on one or both aid , by oblique septa.

This genus, although it lacks any very striking diaracteristie, ia one of the rare instanc. in the faimly

in which the primary receptacle becomes multicellular through inter, hoy divis'u of its cells. I In

mperpo

theridia distally by an oblique septum, while later they develop a variable number of filan tou bran<l„ -.

The genus appears to bear some resemblance to Compmyce* in the character of its penth< iu id

antheridia, and also to Ilydwphilomyrcs and Misgomyxi in the presence of intercalary growth, and a

i he general relations of its parts.

Ecteinomyces Trichoftebophilus Thaxter. Plate LI, figs. 15 is.

Proc. Am. Acid. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXMII, p. 26. June, 1902.

Wholly hyaline with the exception of the typically blackened foot. Ueo-pta. I, srying from a very

g of five or six supcrp
bearing «~ *" *™ antheridia cw h, which ma; »*

siumasai cell sterile; two or tnree 01 me ueua a»>u>c i* «*»-c — •
i n f the scri« hot I

replaced by sterile branches similar to those which always arise from ^M-dedbd^ ; J, ^
laterally and terminally. Stalk-cell of the perithecram short, not cnstuiguisn

form the slender wel tiugu 1

body of the perithechim oblong or oval, tapering abruptly distally to tonn^'^ „
(

._
>

,,

tip, which tapers slightly to the blunt unmodified apex. Spores 25 X 4 /t

75-100 25-140 X7-12/X. Total length

cium 100-220 p.
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On the ilvi i;> of TrichojAeryx Haklnnanihec., Intervale, X. II. On species of Trichopteryx, Dear

Maine

species seems to be

host, which is the smallest insect thus far known to be infested by Laboulbeniales. It varies very consid-

erably in the amount of secondary growth of its receptacle, the extremes in this respect being illustrated

by figs. 15-17. The host i> often very abundant in piles of moist vegetable refuse.

MISGOMYCES Tbaxter.

I'roc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sei., Vol. XXXV, p. 443. April, 1900.

Receptacle indeterminate, consisting of numerous cells superposed singly, or in tiers of two or three

cells each, ending distally in an appendiculate portion not clearly distinguished from the receptacle, and
a solitary perithecium, the two related to one another somewhat as the corresponding structures are re-

lated in Lahoulbenia. (Antheridia simple and borne free on the short appendages?).
In the absence of any exact knowledge as to the antheridia, it is not possible to define this type very

precisely, although its general characters are such as to distinguish it very clearly from other genera un-
less Th
antheridia seem to be evanescent, and in even the youngest specimens, in which the perithecium is quite

undeveloped, what appear to be the remains of them, only, have been seen. The appendages are not
well developed and are irregular in their origin; the primary "appendage" from which they arise recalling
thai of Ceratomyces, although less definitely differentiated and varying considerably. It seems safe to

a tome from sn examination of the material available that the antheridia are simple and free, but it is

to be hoped that Kuropean observers may obtain fresh material of the young conditions of M. Dyschirii,

on various species of Dyschirius, in order definitely to determine this point.

n
»

i* »s difficult to judge of the nearest relationships of the genus, but the
ch;n-acte,- of its receptacle would appear to ally it to Ectelnomyces, although the primary appendage is

clearly distinguished in this genus and the perithecium is different in character.

Misgomyces Dyschieii Thaxter. Plate LXX, figs. 9-10.

knov

Am
April, 1900.— ""« ^"., rui, ^v^v.vv, p. 14iJ. April, IVUU.

Rather rich amber-brown, the receptacle consisting of from eight to twenty-three superposed cells,
the upper ones rarely divided longitudinally, the distal cell lying between several, usually three, smaller
«vlls which become separated from it on either side, and which, together with its base, are united to the
be of the pentheemm; while above it, and separated from it by a thin dark insertion, a cellular base

IuZ 7 P %i !TP
h^nd&g€S

'
the irr^ular basal cells of whieh alone remain in the material ex-

Iv

0rith,

;r

Um m;i
'!-
V °

L

val or "*Y slightly pointed, the tip and lips undifferentiated. Spores,

S v • - T^T*' *"? baSC 8W)MentIy ab™I% curved or bent, about 00 X 3.8 fi.
Perithecia

On^hi
K
77

tad<

; i

1:5^ ^. Total length to tip of perithecium 200-43^.

o !£*. PU,,2~£££Z^ZZ££' ***** »* D n

^X^7J^^M *"? * -t'by i amber-brown color, mo,

Englaad and on the2^££^T * d°? not a™>car to «» rare on ****** of ****" *

antheridia are visible and even th T "" fOUnd WiA the »»*'•» ba<% *>«**»> s0 that "°

» - «u«*_ ^_ ,-. ' .

en the aPpendages themselves «m with ,liffi«,ltv h» moA* nut. The host

re-

is a minute carabid allied to Clivina.
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Misgomyces Stomonaxi Thaxtcr. Plate LXX, fics. 7-8.

Prop. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XX XV, p. 443. April, 1U00.

Hyaline or pale straw colored. Receptacle consisting of a basal and one or two more single super-

posed cells, the cells above these becoming rather irregularly divided longitudinally to form a double m\\

of variable length, above which a second longitudinal division appears, the receptacle in this region In ii|g

made up of three-celled tiers as far as the base of the perithecium, above which its distal part mnsista of

several superposed pairs of cells, or of two rows of cells more irregularly distributed, the in* lion of tin

appendages rather indefinite, the cells composing it producing irregular hyaline or brownish branches

distally. Perithecium externally nearly straight, the inner margin convex, the tip rather abruptly differ-

entiated, straight or curved outward. Perithecia 90-100 X 25-MO (L Receptacle 300-336 Total

length to tip of perithecium 365-400 X 40-45 /(.

On Stomonaxus striaticollis Dej., British Museum No. 593, China. On elytra.

Th
M. Duschirii chiefly in the form of its perithecium, and in the fact that its rceeptacle m
rposed It is possible that 1 am in error in asM.eiating these

exanu

tion possible. A fourth specimen apparently identical with the others w. found in the Paris Museum,

No. 17, on a small harpaloid (?) carabid from Madagascar.

CERATOMYCETINEjE.

Antheridia more or less undifferentiated cells of the appendages or of their branch. The |n eies

for the most part aquatic.

HYDROPHILOMYCES nov. gen

parte

Receptacle consisting of an indeterminate series of superposed cell* indefinitely multiple I by inter-

calary division and with occasional longitudinal septa. Axis of the appendage imilar to that of the

receptacle and continuous with it, giving rise to a double row of branches arising from small .-ells pa-

rated distally and obliquely from its successive members; many of these small cells nearer the base appar-

ently converted directly to pointed antheridial cells. Perithecia consist?- "' « small and determinate

number of cells.

There
in the inner row of wall-cells,

developed
<

heal <l

dis<
pendage (rate L.AV ill, rigs. 6-*) as anuienuia, »«« * «~*~

Vot*;nr<mnrr*

on the assumption that they are, the genus may, however, be provi-.onallv placed n„t fa,- In,.. * ' «*«•

At least two more undescrihed species on Hydrophilida have snn.lar chMKteB.

For a further comparison of this «. ** the as.mblage J*-*-*fij^ „.

once

rus
1-4

Ceratomyces rhyncovhorus Thaxter. Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and fc*i., vo.
,

K-
, rHdrtv-

Hyaline. Receptacle long deader, but slightly nam,,,. Wow J^*^fcfc«S
five to fifty) superposed cells, wider than long; those in the lower ha"™ ^^ „.„„.„.„,

Peritheeium lateral, nearly erect, slightly divergent; a short but .M.»* -
„',,„,l„-r aid tai

writhe
I from its
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main bod) ; the cell rows consisting of but five cells, including the very small lip-cells, and the cells of the

sterile ha ; the three uppei tiera of cells forming an abruptly differentiated, thick walled, long, tapering

beak-like termination, curved outward or inward, often at right angles; below which the distal end of the

outer wall-cell forms a slight rounded prominence, the very small lip-cells forming a slight enlargement.

Appendage similar to and continuing the axis of the receptacle directly, or diverging very slightly; the

cells giving rise to a double series of branches, which are subtended by small cells obliquely separated at

the distal angles, those from tin- lower cells short (antheridial ?), those from the upper long and several

tim. branched; the main appendage usually broken, but in young individuals consisting of from twenty

to twenty-five superposed cells. Spores 48 X 3 /*. Perithecia, ascigerous portion 175 X 45-50 ft, beak-

like termination 140-160 ft, sterile basal portion about 100 ft. Receptacle 270-430 X 30-35 ft. Ap-

pendage (young individuals) 350 /«, the branchlets 200 X 6 ft.

( >n legs and inferior surface of Phanonotum eMriatum Say. Eustis, Florida, October.

Although but a small percentage of individuals of this host were found to be infested, abundant

material was obtained, the beetles occurring in large numbers on the under side of pieces of board floating

along the margin of Lake Eustis. In two individuals the parasite was attached to the inner surface of

the elytron near its tip, all the individuals being remarkable for the monstrous development of the peri-

theciiiin which i iched a maximum length of one millimeter. It is possible that the following species

may also be a similar variation due to its position of growth. Although the branches of the appendage

are originally opposite in two rows, the latter become as a rule approximated on the inner side, as a result

of greater external growth in the cells of the main axis.

Hydrophilomyces reflexus nov. comb. Plate LXIX, fig. 3.

Ctratomyce* rcflrrus Thaxter. Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 447. April, 1900.

Hyaline with a few purplish or reddish suffusions on the receptacle, which is composed of from about

twenty-five to fifty superposed cells with occasional longitudinal septa; the foot hyaline, or slightly yellow-

ish, much enlarged, bladder-like or spherical; the distal portion distinctly broader, its axis coincident

with that of the erect appendage which forms a direct continuation of it. Perithecium small with few

sari, abruptly recurved at the base, its apex thus sometimes touching the inflated foot; nearly straight,

tapering almost symmetrically to the blunt slender tip; the ascigerous cells situated at the base just above

the small angular stalk-cell. Appendage usually flat and broader than the receptacle toward its base,

the superposed flat cells of which it is composed producing appendages on either side much as in C. rhyn-

chophomt. Spores 70 X 4 ft. Perithecia 140 X 20 ft. Receptacle
Foot about 30 X 30-38 «.

140-280 a. Appendage 200-400

On Pha>iwnotum estriatum Say. Eustis, Florida, October.
Specimens of this species were found on several individuals, but never fully matured, growing on the

soft integument of the upper surface of the abdomen just beneath the elytra, from under which they may
be seen projecting. The branches of the primary appendage remain opposite and the basal cell of the

The cells of the receptacle, in fresh material, were characterized byfonn

coervth specimens
worthy, the receptacles comprising from forty to fifty superposed cells. As previously mentioned this

species rm

RHYNCHOPHOROMYCES nov. gen.
Ceratomyces Thaxter pro parte.

He ptacle indeterminate, consisting of a considerable and variable number of superposed cells

tennmatcd d.reedy by the perithecium. Perithecium consisting of a well defined venter and clearly
d.stmgmshed neck ,n which the wall-eells are very numerous and indeterminate. The base of the append-
age m.hsnngu.shal^ from the venter of the perithecium, from the walls of which it appears to arise at

"» unty together with it, basal branches. Antherozoids extruded and abjointed distally and laterally,
and for the most part smgly, from cells composing the branchlets of the appendage.
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The type of this genus, R. rostral us, was formerly included in t mtiomyce* hut, ia I haw \* nud

out below under the last mentioned genus, there can 1>< no question u t<> the a<l\isal»il aratis

the three well marked species here (numerated in a group l.y themselves. As the venter of the |m ritln

eiuin develops, the whole base of the appendage becomes incorporated with it, as well a* the 1 il n lit

of its lower branches, which actually, in the end, form a portion of tl peritliecial wall mil <m lo an >

as is shown in Plate LXVIII, fig. 5, from wall-cells above the base of the main appendage. Tin

or trunk-like prolongation of the perithecium is most characteristic, and at maturity Im<<,i * *) uptljf

\»

outgrowths below the curvature. The known species all inhabit water lxrtli belonging to the I!

drophiliche, and have been found in North America and ( )c< aniea.

Rhyn Plate LXVIII, fig. 5.

Ccratornyns elephanHnus Thaxtcr. Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and BcL, Vol \\M. p. 4W. A|H r.'<Nl

Faintly tinged with pale amber-brown; the neck stout, its upper tlin • fifths (mo* <>r l<
)
abrupt 1

recurved:

rath

Im'Iow this em aturp prod

-« itll< 1 IINC^

»tac!
solitary from one group only; the tip snout-like, broad, slightly and imgttlwh sulcata R<

|

consisting of from seventeen to twenty-two squarish or Battened i on* m h.-.nll broa< alii

Appendage producing numerous long slender flexnons branches repeatedly hnuwh. d. R ith« a, » m i£

ous part, about 140 X 05 p, the neck to recurved part 47:. 52o : n curved part 3©< WW ,< Spom

70 X 3.5 u. ReceDtacle 370-550 tf. Longest branch of ap]>en<Iage (>00 p.

On legs of Hydrofmu (?) sp., Eustis, Florida.

This very striking species is closely allied to R. denticulate but (fiffen in general form an r|

and especially in the number and character of the tooth like prithecial append; or out «i

The accompanying figure shows the posterior view of an individual, the cells n the „,. d.an h» ab,

the receptacle corresponding to the base of the appendage, and the upper cells cut ofl rromtl >n

corresponding to the main basal branches of the appendage. The host, a rat r luge l,y,ln,,.»,.l.d,

possibly Hijdrobias sp., was found swimming in rain pools in the pine woods near I ke Mi*

Rhynchophoromyces
April. HMO.

1 and nitlxr abruptly dis-

An,.,r-broun, the ascigerous portion of the perithedun, rfightlj inil,,, ,1
,-lr «^Z

I
tinguishea from the elongate nech, wniuu at uiwu. 1(J .« - D

,.
*

i 4 i t \t r . „„,.,.. v ,

ing about fifty-nv, ( ,ll s
,
th, »eck mor,. sl,„,l,r u„,,\ the b. M4j - f '"J**fe ^ '

. • ±:„ + ~ ^.r..,» u-n 11 iiijirkci I rather s!<n<l< r iootm-hh

„,s intwo „,ija ,ent™ in this l_i.- l-j-J**^ ] *£t ZZ
blurt outgrowths, directed obliquely upward .„, I ****£%£,%£ pr - <""<-
siting of five cell., sometime, s,x, the cells ;mn. -d»..

•

I - ^- *£ I

, ,,. ,„

horter tooth-like outgrowths; the Keond ser» eomwhng ^
•»•" "

, . „, ,„

imilar tooth-like outgrowths: above these two *nea the upper ftfih "'"'")'
_

""

backward, lying nca

[(jrowrns: auo\e uic.^ I"** ^ 11VW "*^
' ' , . . rl ilu4 i-, rr .]K forminir A? -« 7- ^St^SXtt*^

ainence above and external to a broad rawer "'.
,.

( .,.„tjl<
.i ni ,| (( rsmall papillate prominence above and external xo a, o..«. - *

th< . r pj( ,,.,,ta< l

terminates one of the inner rows, and is almosi as large aa the Up<elB n«en h .

perpoM (

slender, tapering toward the base, consisting of (about; ten

which is not always wholly blackened. Appendage as in C. n*** the nun

lets rather slender, not very long, forming a rather compact

of the perithecium. Perithecium, ascigerous portion about

t*

..-.:,w.tw.„« 1^ .if) ( »

47^-500 X 20-25 /x, recurved

(ten superposed cells) 130-150

On under surface, of a sn

niies.

%
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Sufficient material of this species was obtained from alcoholic specimens of its host, and is in very

mod condition. The cells of the receptacle often appear to be longitudinally divided as in fig. 1; but the

mailer apparent cell is merely a space between the general envelope and the cell-wall proper. The spe-

ll s ifl most nearly related to R. ekphantinus, from which it is distinguished by its smaller size, more

Bknd i habit, shorter appendages, amber-brown color, and by the more numerous and differently formed

looth-like outgrowths from the perithecial neck.

AUTOICOMYCES nov. gen.

Ceratomyces Thaxter pro parte.

Receptacle consisting of three superposed cells, the lowest often involved by the blackened foot, the

upper surmounted by a pair of cells giving rise to the single perithecium and the antheridial appendage

respectively. Antheridial appendage consisting of a series of superposed cells producing ramigerous

branches irregularly along its inner margin. Perithecium usually appendiculate, determinate, the wall-

cells in rows of seven and eight members.
rt-\

This genus which I have already pointed out, is very nearly related to Ceratomyces emend., differs

in the constant and comparatively small number of cells forming the rows of wall-cells in the perithecium;

the inner and outer rows having eight and the lateral rows seven in all species examined. All the known
forms inhabit species of a single genus, Bcrosus, a fact which has suggested the generic name, and of the

six that have* been described, one occurs in the East Indies, while the rest are American. In addition

to the three forms illustrated herewith, three others, Aatoicomyces furcatus, A. distortus and A. humilis

were formerly included in Ceratomyces and it may be mentioned that a seventh species is known to occur

on Bcrosus in South America. All the species have a certain family resemblance and are for the most

part pale, or quite hyaline. A. humilis, of which good material has been again obtained from the type

locality, is the only form which lacks a perithecial appendage, the conformation of its tip being rather

exceptional! the edges spreading somewhat and pointed, not compressed as in the other species.

contortus has also been found on the same host in the vicinity of Fresh Pond, Cambridge, but the other

New England species have only been met with in the small pond, formerly referred to, on the highest

point of Cutfs Island, at Kittery Point, Maine.

2i.

acuminata s Plate LXVIII, fig. 8.—_-j^^„ uuuuuu(.vuo uuv, WUJU. J. liUC IjAVIII, ilg. o.
Cerato>, cea acuminata Thaxter. Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Set., Vol. XXXV, p. 447. April, 1900.

Hyaline. Receptacle consisting of three superposed cells, the basal cell partly suffused and con-
tinuous with the blackened foot. Perithecium rather stout, the outer margin nearly straight, the inner
trough convex; the seventh wall-cell of the inner row greatly enlarged, its outer wall very thick, forming
m erect tapering bluntly pointed terminal appendage, at the base of which the papillate apex of the lip-

alb projects on the right side; the fifth cell of the external row of wall-cells growing out to form a sub-
ternnnal slender ainx'Tidiurf. *>;rrl,t-,.,.ii~,4 :„ +u„ 4. *•_.» n ,, . , .. . . , „iterminal slender appendage, eight-celled in the type, distally attenuated, its terminal cell bearing one or
two slender branches. Appendages consisting of from four to five superposed cells, the distal ones ap-
pendHiilat, (the branches mostly broken). Perithecium 185 X 40 a. The appendage without branches
82 n, the branches 150 ft; the rostrate terminal cell 50 X 17 ft (i

' ' s " " ' "" " MO c
about 70 X 3.5 fi. Appendage, broken, without branches 70 ft.

Spore

O
A
conformat

specimens

of thi

ie

genus

rked form were found in Lake Eustis on a Beromts very like B. strwtus.

character of its perithecial appendage distinguish it from other species
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Autoicomyces ornithocephalus nov. comb. Plate IAIX, figs. 7 v

Ceratomycea ornithocephalw Thaxter. l'roc. Am. Aca<l. Arts and Sci., Vol. WW, p. lis. \pril, I'M)

Hyaline or becoming more or less suffused with amber-brownish. Perithecium relatively rathe

small, the external margin somewhat concave, the inner convex, the four distal cells of the eight external

wall-er kened

Incomes

I

ruinating near the base of the beak-like pointed apex, which projects somewhat obliquely from the right

side: the external row of wall-cells producing above the fourth cell a large appendage, geniculate at it

base, tapering distally where it curves outward, consisting of from ten to twenty cells, lli< terminal evil

rarely bearing one or more slender branches. Receptacle consisting >!' tlin« sniMipo , d cells, the- ha a!

one usually opaque, except distally, and continuous with the foe.t, surmounted by two cells from which

arise the perithecium and the appendage. The appendage (usually l-rok.-n) curved outward and upward

consisting of about ten superposed cells, the Upper ones giving ria to few branches .... the inn-
.

sid-

which may be several times branched, the branehlets slender, mostly .red and rather rigid. Spot,

about 70 X 30 ft. Perithelia 120-160 X 35-45 /t, the crest-like tip 3S 15 }
i broad, the ap|>cndage I D-

325 //. Receptacle 85-120 fi. Appendage, exclusive of bran, lies 1 10-150 ;t. Total length te> dp «

hecium 210-290

On margin of v\{

Occurring rather /

and T. humtiu, all of which inhabit Beroms in a small pond at the summit of Out Island. H is easily

ggest

crest or rounded cockscomb.

falciferus nov. comb. Plate LXXI, fig. 19.

Ccratomyces falciferus Thaxter. Proc. Am. Acad. Arts anel Sci.. Vol. XLI, p. M& »«>.
'"

Allied to A. hircatxs, hvaline, the inner margin of the perithecium anel the base of the appendage suf-

fused with amber-brown, becoming blackish and opaque below the appendage External maigm of U»

perithecium nearly straight, the inner strongly convex; the pointed tip curved to the base- of
«

„• la

long, sickle-shaped, external, subterminal perithecial appendage, which comusts ol ahou hunty-nv,

thirty superposed cells, and is curved outward. Receptacle consisting of three >up,-rpe,.,l cells sur-

mounted l,v two cells from which the perithecium and antheridial appenek
,
an

;

the latter eomastn

of six or more cells, bearing branches like those of the other allied spec - on /cm,,,* pon s no X4J
Perithecium 125-150 X 55-05 * its appendage 435-470 X 22 ,. Recq*acJe 90 110 X 15 ,.

Append

age, without branches, 110-125 ll. Total length to tip of peritheaum 250
j.

On left inferior margin of abdomen of B<rosus sp., Java; Rouycr. No. L> •>•

? . * , .... i ..* ,y,a.^nn in itv: <in:d ant hen

1 arge falcate perithecial appendage, as well as in other points,

Wttf, but differing in its small antnenci.ai appc

CERATOMYCES Thaxter

A revision of the numerous forms which I
, \amin

ofm further material, has led me to the eonelosion that -«"~^T < ~J "

generally in this assemblage. The largest of ttoe to +**«** "£ „, „„. , v| . All ,

1

M l

All ofgenerically in this assemblage. The 1 _ roL.lin .^ ll[f . „ %r%

applied, ineludes fifteen deseribed speeies among -»f£-*^TJTc.t^' which „l-

these are parasitic on the a

most certainly should be pi

fig. 23) and its general characters being not closely comparabl

it can be reexamined in a fresh condition, or until other nearly
connection.

however, to avoid a new generic name by retaining it provisionally m the present connect.

brms are discovered, it seems
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A . i.ml tr r<> u | > of forms which, from the fact that they are all parasitie on species of a single aquatic

genus, />'"•"* may be appropriately called Autoicomyces, is represented by the six described forms

shove enumerated, and a seventh as yet unpublished. The members of this section differ from Cera-

towijre* iii having a small and determinate number (seven and eight) of wall-cells in the perithecia.

The third group, of which the form previously described as C. rostratus may be taken as the type, I

have ealled Ithynchophoroniycet from the monstrously developed necks which characterize the perithecia

of the species. The receptacle in this genus is many-celled and indeterminate, the perithecium distin-

guished into neck and venter, and later confluent with the base of the appendage, and at maturity its

axis is coincident with that of the receptacle.

Lastly the two species formerly described as C. rkynchophoms and C. refiexus, together with two or

thro others as y<t unpublished, appears to differ very widely from all the other types, possessing a straight

nil ;i\is of many superposed cells indeterminate in number, from which the perithecium, the wall-cells

of which are few in number and determinate, arises laterally. This type is further distinguished by the

production of what at least appear to be definitely differentiated antheridial cells, which are produced

much a in Ect nomyces with which it has been provisionally associated above. To this genus from its

tquatic habit and parasitism on the rJydropbilidse I have given the name Hydrophilomyces.

Of tin _ roups Avtoicomyces corresponds in all respects to Ceratomyccs, except in its determinate

perithecium, and is perhaps too closely allied to this genus. There can hardly be a difference of opinion,

however,
I to the desirability of separating the others.

Emended as above indicated, the genus Ceratomyccs may be characterized as follows:

Receptacle consisting of three superposed cells above the foot, surmounted by a pair of cells which
form the bases of the perithecium and of the appendage respectively. Cells of the perithecial wall-

rows indeterminate, both in different species and individuals: perithecium usually appendiculate below
the tip. Primary appendage consisting of a variably developed series of superposed cells, the lower
members of which may become longitudinally divided, and some or all of which may bear secondary
branched appendages arising from ceils separated from their upper inner angles.

This is a typically American genus, all the species of which, with the exception of the doubtful
C.terrutm found on Lathrobium, occur on specie's of the single hydrophi lid genus Tropistcmus and the
allied Pkvrohomus in North and South America. The species vary very greatly in the number of mem-
ers which compose the rows of wall-cells in the perithecia, the extremes in this respect being well illus-

xeep.mn of the anomalous C. trrrestris to which reference has been made above, and C. filiformis, are
character./,

(1 by the possession of a subterminal perithecial appendage variably developed.

Ceratomyces filiformis Thaxter.

1 his species which usually occurs among the bristles along the margins of the elytra of its host near
"><• tip. is al>o found not infrequently between the terminal claws of the posterior leg. Material has been
examined Iron, hnstis, Florida ami spcimens have been obtained from Mexican Tropisterni in the Paris

1 ZT^l
' >U;

l

"n Pknro,"mm oh«c " r"» Sharp from Duefla, Guatemala; Sharp Collection, No.
». .s somewhat anomalous and less well marked than any of the other species, seldom shows the

presence ot branches on its appendage, produces very few spores and varies greatly in the length of its

pentheemm a nd m the numbers of cells which compose it.

Ci-IRATOMTCES PBOCERUS Thaxter. Plate LXIX, fig. 6.

R , J
r0C

-

Am
-
Acad

"
Arts and ScL, Vol. XXXVII, p. 43. June. 1901.

-all-cells' in clel row"liTE. SS*"^ t^*' °f "^ eC
l
Ual diameter throughout, the

con
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jusus; the perithecial appendage erect, short and stout, ottonatin^ of about ten cells, distalh curved out-

ward, tapering from its broad base to the bluntly pointed tip. Appendages (broken) and n ecptmii much

as in C. confasus. Perithecium sOO-850 x 66 /<, its appendage 125 pu Total length to tip of pcrithn ium

more than one millimeter.

On the inferior surface of the abdomen (near the middle) of TropisU ///.v sp. San Piciclio, Brazil

Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, No. 133S.

This species is remarkable for its great length and large size, the number <>l ((lis in each << II-row of

the perithecium being greater than in any other species. In general habit it resembles (\ filifonnlx Imt

differs in possessing a perithecial appendage.

Ceratomyces curvatus Thaxter. Plate I A IX, fig. 1.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 43. June, 1001,

Amber-brown. Perithecium relatively large, inflated toward the bast- the distal half up to tin

eh

/

apex more pointed; the perithecial appendage about nine-celled, the distal half pale, curved or i urved,

broader below, shorter and stouter. Receptacle much as in C. tmjusn.% the basal cell Mack, th. further

suffusion somewhat less extensive. Appendage consisting of about six or seven cells, tap- ring distill]

roiW sWfc. Snores ahtmt 70 Y 4 u. Perithecia 500-615 X 75 a (below) X <>0 it (distally), the api>end-

G00-

On Tropistcrnw Caraci?ius N. on inferior surface of abdomen near the tip. Conn-as? Berlin

Museum, No. 1057.

Although one of the very largest of the genus, this species is not distinguished by any very striking

Dentin I

*

Ceratomyces cladophorus Thaxter. Plate LXIX, fig. 2,

Am April, I '.«M*.

Perithecium very large with a slightly sigmoid curvature, the lower half cwwpicttoualy inflate.
I

al ve

the rather narrow base, the outer margin of the inflated portion strongly convex, the inner llightly eoneav.

the distal half or third more nearly isodiametric, bulging subterniinally on the innerside, the margm eurv-

ing thence abruptly outward to the short broad beak-like tip; the apex sometimes apiculate; aboul the

fortieth cell of the outer row of wall-cells forming the base of a subtermmal append; which is curved

upward, geniculate at its base, rather long slender and tapering, amber-brown becoming blackish beta

1 the perithecium at first pale yellowish, the inflated portion becoming rich amber-biw n, the distal pori.on

much paler except in the region of the more deeply suffused subtern.inal elevation on the inner sm

The narrowed base nearly hyaline, not differentiated from the receptacle. Receptacle eonmttog ol Uuve

superposed cells, short, narrow below, abruptly very broad above; the foot relatively small, the 1,,-al c

small, at first hyaline, later becoming tinged with smoky brown; the two distal celfa relatively *ery small

and broadly blackened except along the nearly hyaline anterior margin, the opaque area extending obliquely

so as to involve the geniculate base of the appendage. Appendage relatively very lar
,

and stent, tapenng

in very young individuals to a slender apex and consisting of from fifteen to twenty snp-rp, ,|
edh,

J J 6
.. , i . • i„- n^™^ mi utp cc beuiir separate-!

from the

branchle

which may be once longitudinally divided, a sui.mangm... ,yr -

inner side, or also from the outer distally; the branches numerous with verj lc

s which may be several times branched. Spores 95 X 4 fL Per.thee.a 4, .>.>.,

^„x w ™ ,j. *_, „^:„^ I>—rool* inelndinir foot So fL Total length t

rv long and s! aler

IK I

550

side.

i congest ) 0.50 «. Appendage zro--t(o a w,«, « 6-
, . , .

.
.

ft

On TrojLten,,, nillt,, Sav. Eus.is, Florida. On the inferior m*> „f tl thorax on the kft
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This fine and very distinct species has been seen on two specimens, only, of its host, taken in Lake

Bustis. It is distinguished by the great size of its perithecium, and especially of its primary appendage,

the branches of which are more numerous than those of any other species. It sigmoid curvature and

ptle mlor serve further to distinguish it.

Ceratomtcis Braziliensis Thaxter. Plate LXX, fig. 2.

Proc June, 1901.

Dark amber-brown. iVritheeium somewhat inflated just above the constricted base, the upper
two-tliirds broad and of about the same diameter throughout; about forty-five wall-cells in each row, the

tip small, short, rather narrow, abruptly hunched externally, the hyaline lips turned abruptly toward
the base of the perithecia] appendage, which consists of a basal cell hardly differentiated from the wall-

.11 bdow it. though somewhat longer, the portion above it erect, slender, stiff, slightly curved outward,
tapering but little, the subbasal cell bearing a characteristic basal enlargement which projects toward
be lip- Ik and lies just above them. The appendage and receptacle much as in C. mirabilis. Perithe-

mm 650 X 95 p (basal) X 87 p (distal). Appendage 185 p, or more. Total length to tip of perithe-
lium SIM) p.

On inferior thorax of Tropuiernut mien* Cast. var. Rio de Janeiro. Sharp Collection, No. 1181.

this is decidedly the largest species of the genus, with the possible exception of C. curvatus, and is

readily distinguished by the conformation of its tip, which resembles that of C. Mexicanus, and by the
blunt projection from the base of the perithecial appendage just opposite the apex of the perithecium.

Ceratomvces Californicus Thaxter. Plate LXVIII, figs. 6-7.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 448. April, 1900.

Amber-brown. Receptacle relatively slender, consisting of three small superposed cells surmounted
by two similar cells which form the base of the appendage and perithecium; the foot small, normal. Peri-
tneaum short and stout, from two to three times as broad distally as at the base; about twenty cells in

.
I. of the inner rows of wall-ceils, the inner margin convex, distally abruptly bent inward to the short

i"ak-l.keapex,sothat the inner margin of the tip is thus horizontal, or even oblique, above the apex;
abou the eighteenth cell of one of the outer rows forming the base of the usually straight rather remotely
>ept;ite iH-rithecial annendnap ivl.i'r.1, ^m » 1„ j: . , „

J
,

&
. .,

angles. Appendage

185 200 X (base) 30-40

250

-vi— / ~~— e> i

—

Receptacle 50-70 X 25 p. Total length

O the left anterior inferior^angle of the prothorax of TroVisternus dorsalis Brulle, California, and in
the same pos*on on * glaher Herbst., from Cape Neddock, Maine (Bullard).

- "*"*«"» of tins species found by Mr. Bullard does not differ from the Californian mate-

t s Tu V Pr0V
f

t0 ,K1 n0t UnC°mmon in the E^t, if looked for in the position indicated.

su ffusi!;!n;^^ * ***** -*«^ m Z ^^r^
subbasal eel! and also iu£££g^

Ceratomvces camptosporus Thaxter.KJ itlT
sp

?
ies

™ been obtuined from vario- **»- «» n- »*-* andon i roputernus hmbahs Uc., from Washington • T sw;,/„» t „„ * ^ , £ u*-.K.
p«hr. fn,,,,,,,.^ K,„rida . B^^jrreiL'- *?te^ f™ ?*?

appendage
Ifornicus, but
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Ceratomyces Mexicanus Thaxter. Hate I AX. fig. 3.
Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. WWII. ,». 43, June, 1901.

Dark amber-brown. Perithecium with a slight lubmedian inflation; distally broad, the nut
urning abruptly inward distally to the inconspicuous retracted tip, « hich lirs el, at the 1,-,.

r mar-

perithecial appendage, and is externally subtended by irregular inconspicuous papillate protrusi,

the basal cell of the appendage slightly divergent several times a.s long a.s broad; the « u rnal Btrgii
straight, the inner strongly concave with a median blackish suffusion; the rest of th, ppendage slight!}

apering e the basal cell. Tin

100
antheridial appendage and the receptacle much as in C. mirahUis. Spurs S5 X 5 ft. 1', ritb • u

47o X 110-125 p, the appendage about 290 jt, its basal cell 70 X 26 and 3(1 u. Total length to tip of
550-640

Troput <

1177, and of T. chahjbeus Cast., British Museum, No. 771*, < )axaca, Mexico.

lion. \.

'/<

C. Braziliensis, but it is readily distinguished by its long genicular jj]>]>rn(lage, large siy< ami dark color

It is most nearly related to C. Brazilterms and to C. wkabilis.

Ceratomyces mirahii.is Thaxter.

Additional material of this common and widely distributed species li l><< u examined from tin-

following sources. Paris Museum on Tropistermu sp., South America, Nos. la and Is N 50 fron

Mexico. Berlin Museum No. 1056 on T. "wnbrimu", Para. Dr. Sharp's Collection \o. 1 ISO on T

No
I'feuri

San

and

external hunch which subtends the tip of the perithecium, and is usually bent in against the ba.se of t)

appendage.

Ceratomyces coxfitsus Thaxter.

This species which is closely allied to C. mirabilvt, although much rarer, seems to be <|iiit> constant

in its characters. It usually occurs near the tip of the abdomen on its right inferior margin. It has

been found n.ca.in nn several Trnrrijtfprni in T.nWe FnstiV Florida.

Ceratomyces ansatus now sp. Plate LXIX, figs. 4-5.

Perithecium in general resembling that of C. confunu, larger, the anterior and posterior row of

wall-cells consisting of about thirty-five cells, the anterior forming a slight ridge Ix-low the lip on the left

side; the free tip shorter more broadly papillate, the perithecial ap|*mdage stouter, conspicuously inflated

above its base, erect; the distal portion more or less strongly curved outward and sometimes ending in a

few fine hyaline branches; the whole often sickle-shaped, its basal cell more or 1< s opaque strongly con-

nve on its inner side. Receptacle as in C. omjums, but the blackened portion 1 (tending Dp beyond the

base of the appendage and forming a free finger-like distally rounded projection, the appendage set U--

tween this and the base of the perithecium as in a socket. Appendage relatively small and narrow, usu-

ally short and terminated by a tuft of slender hyaline branchlets. Total length to tip of perithi mm 125-

475 fL Perithecium to tip 325-350 X 75-80 ft, its appendage 220 X 36 p. Rc« pt 1e to tip of it> proj -

tion and including foot 175-200 p.

On Tropisternm sp., Museum of Comp. Zool., Xo. 1336 (Type) -an Fidelio, Brazil. On T. strio-

lahu Lee., Eustis, Florida.

This species which is closely allied to C. confwui and C. Fbridamu, appears to Ik- characteristic of

the striped Tropishmi, and is found on the inferior surface of the abdomen on the left side. It seems
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to differ from its nearest ally, C. eonfumi, in the different conformation of the papillate apex of its peri-

thecium, the ti|> <>f which is smaller and less prominent, in the even inflation and dark basal suffusion of

the perithecial appendage and in the character of its antheridial appendage; but especially in the finger-

like protrusion of its receptacle which, although it varies somewhat in length in different individuals, is

very characteristic. The species appeals to be rather rare, only a very small number of the very numer-

ous hosts examined from Eustis being parasitized. Fig. 4 represents the Type from Brazil and fig. 5

a specimen from Eustis.

Ceratomtces Flori davits Thaxter. Plate LXX, fig. 4.

l'roc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 444. April, 1900.

Purplish brown. Perithecium mueh as in C. confusus, the outer margin nearly straight, the inner

omewhal convex, the lateral and posterior rows of wall-eells, about twenty-four in number, rich red-brown

with a blackish tinge distally; the anterior wall-eells, about nineteen in number below the perithecial

pentluge abruptly and evenly paler, yellowish straw-color or faintly brownish; the twentieth cell (about)

forming the base of tin* perithecial appendage which is black, quite opaque, curved outward and upward

and geniculate near its base, the inner margin of which is abruptly distinguished (not continuous with

the adjacent margin of the tip as in C. conjusus); the tip distally hyaline, the apex forming a prominent

rymmetrica] well defined rounded hyaline papilla. Receptacle marked by fine longitudinal striatums

consisting of three superposed cells almost wholly black and opaque except along their anterior margins

and the distal margin of the upper cell, which are pale straw-yellow or amber-colored, the series sur-

mounted by two small flattened cells from which arise the perithecium and appendage respectively. Ap-

pendage long tapering, consisting of seven or eight superposed cells, clear reddish brown with a blackish

tinge, the inner margin as well as the distal portion yellowish or amber-colored. Perithecia 300-325 X
60 /', the appendage 150 (L Receptacle 150-160 X 75 fi. Appendage about 175-200 fL

( )n the margin of left elytron of Tropistcrmis cjlaber lib. ( ?), Eustis, Florida, October.

Although this species is closely allied to C. conjusus it may be readily distinguished by its perithecial

and antheridial appendages, the latter characteristic in appearance, abruptly distinguished and contrasting-

hlaek, the former straight stout, rigid, with much larger basal cells, and deep external suffusions. There
is moreover a peculiar semi-olive caste to the deeper suffusions, which is not present in other species.

The receptacle, like that of C. spiruyerus, is marked by fine longitudinal striations, which are only visible

in the translucent portion. There may perhaps be some doubt as to the determination of the host which
is not certainly T. glabcr, though very similar to that species.

Ceratomyces spinigerus Thaxter. Plate LXX, figs. 5-G.
Troc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 42. June, 1901.

Bright amber-brown. Perithecium paler anteriorly, about twenty-eight wall-cells in each row;
narrower at the base, the lower half bulging anteriorly, tapering distally where it is rather strongly curved
away From the antheridial appendage: the tip hyaline, prominent, obtuse, about half as long as the curved
tooth- or spine-like one-celled deep amber-brown appendage, which arises below and beside it. Basal cell

••I the receptacle large, long, mostly curved, broader distally, opaque; the portion above it relatively small
and oarrow, concolorons with the perithecium the upper cells marked by fine parallel longitudinal stria-

ther remotely septate, but the basal

mres 90 X 4 p, in one small speci-
cll oft

men 1G5 X 4.5 ft Perithecia 425-500 X 70-9
150-1

200-32

appendage 45-50 ji. Receptacle 175-2

On the inferior anterior margin of the thorax near the base of the right elytron of Tropisternus apici-
palpv Cast., Jalapa, Mexico. Sharp run. .*:_.. * T

6 J r

It

A very beautiful species abundantly distinguished" by reason of its many peculiarities from all others.
1-rhaps more nearly alhed to C. FManus than to any other and has the same peculiar longitudinal
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striatums on the cells of its receptacle. Its clear amber-color is also peculiar. The Dccurreiin . f mnn-

strous spores in one smaller specimen is noted above, and illustrates the dimmer of ascribing loo much

importance even to considerable variations in spore measurements.

Ceratomyces minisculus Thaxter.

This species which always grows on the pale lower margin of the right elytron, hash, n found M
Tropiffernus striolatus Lee. and T. lateralis Fabr., at Eustis, Florid; on T. limlmlii \a-c from W'ashing-

ton; on T. dorsal in Brulle from California. In the Sharp Collect ion from Brazil on T. lateral i No lis I:

undetenni It is al-

ways readily distinguished by its small size, and almost wholly opaque receptacle.

COREOMYCES Thaxter.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XX Will, p. 50. June. 1002.

Mature individual consisting of a single series of superposed cells terminated by a single peritlv ium.

Receptacle attached by a more or less rhizoid-like foot and consisting of three superposed 1
1
U th. iipp r

of which becomes divided distally by successive transverse septa; these divisions resulting in a series of

superposed cells, from each of which arises, on one side, a single, rarely two, branched antheridial |>eml

the members of the series thus resulting being superposed in a single vertical row. Perithecimn

consisting of an undifferentiated stalk-cell immediately above the appendicular ., lis, which is follow*

directly by the ascigerous cavity, the basal and wall-cells being wholly obliterated in matur individuali

except at the tip.

The development of the individuals in this type is unlike that found elsewhere in the Uboulbeni

ales. The young individual, Plate LXXI, figs. 8 and 17, consists of a series of supeiposed cells, three in

number, from the uppermost of which appendiculate cells are separated distally. 1 he distal portion

ages

;

I

lie

rposed

which might be taken for a triehogyne, but is merely a sterile termination. There are thus three regions,

a basal, a distal and a middle region, of which the first forms the receptacle proper, the * oond produo

the perithecium, and the middle gives rise to the antheridial appendages; an arrangement quite unhke
r ' ° _..--.•. 1 1 xA UU ni ...h.,. nf 1 lo, Kill slTH

that seen in any other instance. As the individual continues to develop, thesubbasal ceU of the dista r,

which is finally quite obliterated, becomes proliferous distally, sending branch, tnto the cavity ol the eel

immediately above it (fig. 9). At about this time the sterile terminal appendage abeadj referred£ .„

J v o / _ ,i • :i„ +,,.. ,.-> Li r heir Id ''S.

appear, corresponding to the "poster
-cell" of the peri

16-18

geucm, M scribed in my Monograpn, pp. - > "« -•;-. - ">
-

•

these, cases arise as branches from the stalks -II (p). _

I he further deve -

opment appears also to correspond v>
type of peraectum, in thai um

mil nmi nmpflm eells are form
rise to a series ot branches irom whicii wan-ti m», p.^cim ~~~, t .

Of the two origin.. «>b one, Fig. 12, (o), a, in *-.-*?«l^tTt^ S'l
appears

sec

the cells above, of which there may be
hing

term

exact cond
in figs. 11-12. I have found it impracticable to draw the

plexus of penetrating branches and the figures given (figs. __

a single plane. In fig. 12 for example the branches are represented in a positio

seen

n a little 1 inw the median
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plane, and other branches coming from cell (h) both above and below, are not shown. The parietal

brandies appear to be developed near the bases of the wall-cell branches, but are small and hardly dis-

tinguishable, their functions being usurped as will appear later, by the wall-cells themselves.

K\< n while this development of branches is taking place the two basal cells (o) and (h) begin to be

pressed down by the structures to which they have given origin above, into the cell below from which

thev originated, and as the development of the ascogonium proceeds this cell, like the cells above it, loses

its identity ;h ;i cell; the whole series being transformed to a continuous cavity within which the whole

nseogenie apparatus eventually lies quite free. The procarp resembles other procarps of this group,

consisting of an ascogonium, an inferior and a superior supporting cell, followed by a trichophoric cell;

above which the unicellular, sparingly branched or tabulated trichogyne emerges, as has been already

lescribed (figs* 1 1 12). As the perithecium matures and the ascogenic cells become active, only two or

thn -e wall-cells which have become indurated and cohere closely to the inner surfaces of the cells within

which they were formed, persist, as shown in the bent termination of fig. 7, to form the tip of the functional

perithecium. The cavity of the perithecium is thus the cavity of the cell from which the perithecial branch

system originated combined with the cavities of the cells through which these branches penetrated; and

its walls, except at the tip, as above mentioned, are the walls of these cells. The structure may thus be

termed ;i fixeudoper ithecvum.

If then one examines the conditions found when the plant is fully mature it will be seen to consist

of the same three regions distinguished in the young condition. The terminal region, however, above

the appendiculate cells, excepting only its basal cell which acts as a false stalk-cell to the pseudoperithe-

eiimi, has become transformed into a single chamber, the wall of which corresponds to the combined

walls of the four or more cells which were superposed above the basal cell of the series comprising

this distal region. Within this chamber have developed from the subbasal cell of the series, structures

which correspond to all those found in the normal perithecium of the Laboulbeniales. Of these struc-

tures, however, nil are eventually disorganized with the exception of a few small wall-cells, which persist

distally and are functional in regulating the spore-discharge, and the ascogenic cells, of which there appear

to be four. These ascogenic cells, then, together with the usual mass of asci and spores, float free within

a structure resembling a perithecium and performing the same function, but which when viewed super-

ficially has absolutely nothing in common with any of the structures seen in perithecia of the normal type.

Such an endogenous origin of the perithecium has no parallel in the other genera, unless it be in

Zodiomyce* Mid perhaps also in Euzodivmyces. In the former the perithecigerous area arises endoge-
nously in a somewhat similar fashion, and if in the present instance the perithecial structures persisted,

and the walls of the cells into which they penetrate were eventually destroyed, the conditions would be
closely comparable: the differences depending merely on the differences in the general cell structure of

tl ie many
pe

B body of the plant in either ease; the complicated multicellular body of Zodiomyces producing mar
rit In

.
i;i where the present simple type gives rise to but one. The character and origin of the antheridial

branches in the two cases are however totally different.

The antheridial appendages in the present genus are peculiar, from their position on the primary axis

below the perithecinm, a condition seen nowhere else unless possibly in Chcetomuees ; although such an
trrangement, as in Chmatomyces, is often seen in branches from this axis. The antheridial cells them-
selves are merely the lower cells of the appendage or its branches (fig. 13), from which short outgrowths
arise that are converted into discharge-tubes through which the sperm-cells make their exit as in simple
antheruha of the ordmary type. The conditions present in the antheridial appendages in this instance do
not therefore appear to differ essentially from those seen, for example, in Rhadinomyces; except that the
enes of antheridial cells is not definitely differentiated. At the same time the conditions described are
very similar to those m Rhynchophoromyces and illustrated in my Monograph, Plate XXIV, fig. 24: but
a hether the sperm-cells ,n the present instance possess a wall, as in Rhynchophoromyces, I am not able to—

. 1
he ant her.dial characters of Coreomyces thus tend to break down the distinction formerly assumed

sa v
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to exist between the Exogense and the Kndogense, from the fact that a dbchaige tuhr is tlrvclojMM. and
that the sperm cells appear to be quite free at the moment of exit, not remaining attached or coloring

as they occasionally do in Rhynehophoromycrs. Although in Ceratomyccs and Autoicomycrx the sjhtii

cells appear to be segments of actual branchlets, and in Zodiomyces they arise, if niv former observa-

tions are correct, by exogenous budding as in the spermatia of many lichens, it is evident from these*

intermediate conditions, that no hard and fast line can be drawn between the two types of origin.

The species occur on water bugs, Corisidse, (often written Corixidae) , and are the only forms known

to be parasitic on hemipterous insects. The discovery of this very interesting genua is doe to Mr.

Charles Bullard who first observed it on Corisce from the Cambridge region.

Coreomyces Coris^e Thaxter. Plate LXXI, figs. 16-18.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 56. June, 1002.

Curved or straight, pale dull brownish, nearly transparent. Cells of the receptacle distinguished

by more or less distinct constrictions, the three lower somewhat variable in length, the basal smaller,

usually tapering somewhat to the foot; the subbasal larger than either of the others, more or less inflated,

often as broad as the perithecium; the upper cell somewhat narrower, followed by ihe two to tour, usually

flattened, appendiculate cells, which are successively longer, though usually slightly narrow from beloi

upward, the uppermost becoming about half as long as broad. The appendages long slender hyaline,

sparingly branched, slightly divergent; usually extending upward to, <>r considerably beyond, the tip of

the perithecium. Stalk-cell of the perithecium not differentiated from the cells below it, huge, as broad

as the body of the perithecium above it, cylindrical or slightly inflated, about as long as broad or slightly

longer: body of the perithecium usually straight, somewhat darker dull brown,, penally where it tapers

rather gradually to the small tip which becomes distinctly symmetrically four-papillate, and i.s nsnalh

slightly bent to one side. Spores 85 X 6 ft. Perithecia 100-110 X 25-35 ft, the stalk-cell 30 33 X

32-35 ft. Receptacle, exclusive of the appendiculate cells, 75-100 ft. Appendages 200 2.50 ft. Total

length to tip of perithecium 275-290 ft.

On inferior surface of abdomen of Corisa Kcnnicottii Uhler, Arlington (Bullard), on Corua sp., Iowa.

and on two species of the same genus collected near Fresh Pond, Cambridge.

This species, which sometimes occurs in company with C. curvatm on the same individual, is always

found on the abdomen, usually near its extremity, on the under side. In a single instance a group of

individuals was found on the upper margin of one of the anal plates which differ in several respects from

the type form, having as many as seven appendiculate cells, a more elongate form and other Blight differ-

ences which may prove of specific value. The material from Iowa corresponds in all respects With the

ordinary type found about Cambridge. The name of the host-genus is sometimes written Corixa.

Coreomyces curvatus Thaxter. Plate LXXI, figs. 7-15.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XLI, p. 318. July, 1905.

Nearly hyaline, or but faintly tinged with brownish. Receptacle becoming narrow toward the small

basal cell, the two cells above the latter subequal in length, the appendiculate cells usually four, broader

than long, subequal or the lower shorter. Stalk-cell of the perithecium relatively long, slightly or not at

all inflated; upper third or more bent

outward, tapering to the blunt curved apex, tne concave »mc ui »...*.« - ~~&

convex marked by slight indentations due to the prominence of the persistent wall-cells m this wrioii.

Appendages as in L. Corists, usually distinctly shorter. Spores 55 X 4 ft.
Penthecmm 130 140 X »*

its stalk-cell 70 X 25 ft. Total length, average, about 350-360 ft.
Appendage about 125 ft.

On under side of margin of left elytron of two species of Corisa. Near Fresh Pond, Umbriijge.

Sufficient material of this form has been obtained on Coris* from an old clay pit near Fresh Pond,

to determine the constanev of its characters. Its occurrence on the left elytron appears to be mvanable.
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ZODIOMYCES vorticellahius Thaxter.

Tl

ami normous individuals, some of them three millimeters in length, were obtained in the Paris Museum,

\o. 121, on a large species of HydfOpkiluB from Rosario, Argentina. Despite the size of the receptacles

in these individuals, the perithelia and other structures seem identical with the smaller forms, and certainly

canned be separated specifically.

EUZODIOMYCES Thaxter.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXV, p. 449. April, 1900.

He pftack elongate, multicellular, terminated by a primary branched appendage, and consisting

of a large and indefinite Dumber of superposed cells which distally become divided longitudinally to form

successive tiers of cells which become proliferous on one side and give rise to a unilateral series of perithecia

mil sterile (and antheridial ?) appendages. Perithecia having nine or ten wall-cells in each row and borne

on two superposed cells which form a stalk.

The material illustrating this very peculiar genus is for the most part in very poor condition, and
includes but one mature individual. The appendages and young perithecia are so matted together that

I have found it impossible to determine accurately the character of the antheridial branchlets. In a

few cases flask-shaped cells have been observed which are borne one to three together on short branches.

\\ In ther these are really antheridia, however, can only be determined by the examination of fresh material.

The genus is most nearly allied to Zodiomyces and to Kainomyces , the short stout blunt and very
peculiar

j
ithcciuin suggesting that of Kainomyces, while its two-celled stalk is similar to that of Zodi-

tmyeet. The receptacle ends in a primary appendage which bears a number of filamentous branches,
and below its base the perithecigerous area extends downward on one side for a variable distance. Whether
this perithecigerous region originates endogenously, as in Zodiomyces, I have been unable to determine
from the material available; but such does not appear to be the case. The elements arising from this

region, however, consist of sterile rarely branched filamentous appendages which form a double row en-
ring the other structures within, somewhat in the same manner that the circular series in Zodiomyces

encloses the region from which the perithecia and antheridial appendages arise. The strobil-like perithe-
lium is quite unique and no lip-cells appear to be differentiated. In some specimens the receptacle is

very slender while in others it may be stout and densely cellular.

The species does not appear to occur in America, but seems to be not uncommon in England where
A afc A *_ ^^

<

»ped

Euzodiomyces Lathrobii Thaxter. Plate LXXI, fig. 23.
VoC. Am. Acad. Arts anH Spi* Vnl YYYV ~ a tn \ n *r.™

April, 1900.

Hyaline or family yellowish. Receptacle long and slender, or shorter and stouter, according as the
longitudinal septa are few or abundant; the superposed cells and those composing the tiers sometimes
nearly a hundred m number, the upper half or more producing a unilateral series of perithecia and append-
ages. I enthecia distinctly broader distally, the fourth or the fifth to the seventh wall-cells inclusive, of

":',
.

m
": g,

'OU,n
- TViml aml °UhVar,! U> f0m wdl ^eloped prominences, giving the margin on either

side m this region a bluntly serrate appearance; the lip-cells arched, forming a characteristic broad dome-
hke apex; the lower stalk-cell small, the upper much larger, stout somewhat inflated and nearly as broad
as the base d th,_p,ntheenun. Appendages long slender cylindrical, simple or sparingly branched, flexu-
ous **"? ' 5 * **

f
(inClU<lir* Pr°iections)> st»lk ^out 40 ft the upper cell about 22 X 14 ,«.

lotal length or rpnpnt?^. « ont\ un \/ o- ^ * ,
' Ir f

200-475 X 25-70 5-230

II;;^''ir:'T'^ "* "*— n„. «*^ng m, a^, on i. •*-
V»«,inl„m G»v British Museum No. 429, Europe; on L. filil,

neipes
Sharp Collection, No. 1144.
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KAINOMYCES Thaxter.

Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. XXXVII, p. 41. June, 1001.

Receptacle broad and flattened; consisting of a single basal cell and typical foot, above which Hi

successive cells become variably divided by longitudinal septa into transverse cell-rows or tiers: a distal

appendiculate portion more or less definitely distinguished and consisting of superpoft d cells, the lowest

of which alone become longitudinally divided, all producing laterally antheridial (?) branches: several

of the tiers below this appendiculate portion growing out laterally at right angles to the main axis of the

receptacle, on one or both sides, to form indeterminate peritheeial branches consisting of u]>erpai I i lis

and terminated by solitary perithecia. The perithelium of peculiar form, with six wall-cells in ea<eel Is in each row

form of a conic

ciated in the type with a peculiar appendage inserted close beside it and shaped like a duck's bill.

It has proved impossible from an examination of the material available of this extraordinary form,

ermine

and Euzodiomyces, although the resemblance which the single species bears to these genera may pro

Tl

ture in the species of the two last mentioned genera as well as the so-called main appendage of ( \ ratom

and its nearest allies. be

and its allies which, however, differ in possessing a few-celled receptacle.

The perithecia in the Type are extremely peculiar, both from their form and their two curious ap-

pendages, the smaller of which is evidently the indurated base of the triehogyne, and on account of their

short stout form and the numerous members which compose the rows of wall-cells. The imleterniinat

the perithecia have no parallel in any other genus, and although they may be called fertil

_rr„i to represent stalk-cells which are distally subject to active intercalary division. Hoi

such a modification should be of advantage, it is difficult to see, since the growth of this branch yarnes

the triehogyne far away from the assumed region of sperm-cell formation. The fact that the penthecw

appear frequently to abort owing to lack of fertilization, would indicate that this relation is on the con-

trary a disadvantage as compared with the conditions usually observed, in which the triehogyne is nnsely

associated with the sperm-cell producing structures.

cellular stalks of

branches, appear to represent

Katxomyces Isomali Thaxter. Plate LXXI, figs. 20 22.

^ a™ UoH Art* and Sri .. Vol. XXXVII, p. 45. June, I90L

rery broad, often

much narrower: the cells above the basal cell becoming broader and flattened, and soon dmded longi-

tudinally by one or more septa, nearly hyaline and broadly edged wholly or in part I* ov, -*|* ,-ial lv «,.

the posterior side, with contrasting brownish black, which may involve the whole of ll.c oell,
« «*p1 h

all but the uppermost tiers.

above, and sometimes involving

free portion curving upward,
an uui uie uppermost tiers, jtctiuicuuh uiaiiuao *_•_-*v - * *

-
\ n ,, ,.„«,!

and consisting of from abont twelve to thirty-five supposed hyaline eells, winch are men- or 1, .
lat u ,

nsoally separated by slight constrictions, the distal one similar to the others and fo lowed
,

,„,
•

h lo b,

basal cells of the perittcinm. Pcithecium becoming tinged with pale ^J^n^nW
stont and broadly elliptical, often not distinguished from its bas.l cells; the doUl end a r .pd, m

.

the pore subtended by a tooth-like outgrowth, the persistent base of the £<*«™'^^ ^
paler than an appendage beside it, which bears a slight resemblance to a due. Ml, , -

somewhat narrower diL.ly and pale tipped, broader toward ****.+-* »SZ^^
and hyaline. Spores about 30 X 3.5 p..

age, which measures 28-32

80X40-50,
[i 100-253 «. Ke. pta.-le ISO 220 X 40 60

50-400
Antheridial branches about 50 p. Total length to tip of per.thee.um .ou- *«£

On Isomalus Conradti Fauvel. Derema, Usambara, East Afnca. Berhn Museum, N<*
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The appendages of this remarkable form are more or less matted and broken in the types which
were obtained from pinned hosts that had apparently been in alcohol The receptacle is very similar to

that of Zodiomyces, and varies considerably both in the number of tiers, and in the number of cells in each
tier, i specially in the upper ones. The number of perithecia produced is also very variable, and in a few
specimen! tin e are formed on both sides, projecting in opposite directions. The transverse blackened
areas, usually conspicuous and contrasting across the lower tiers which they may even involve completely,

and which arc p< culiar for the indentations of their upper margins (fig. 20), also vary considerably, as is

indicated in the accompanying figures. The host is a very insignificant staphylinid, which apparently
lives under bark and would hardly have been suspected of harboring so large and peculiar a form.

ERRATA.

M
p. 276, line 6, for Catoscopi read Catascopi.

P 514, Hne 12, for 13 read 14

p. 332, line 35, for Dohrini read Dohrni.

p. 331, line 6 from bottom, for Microxvs read Micrixys.

p. 34l>, line 24, for Calarhoides read calathoides, line 17, for Mtobia read Notiobia.

tus read pumicatus.

rmaire last line, for punica-

p. 354, line 6 from bottom, for furcipes read fuscipes.

Mo
to my attention:

p. 267, line 26, for 17 read 18.

|>. 269, line 7, from bottom; p. 270, lines 11 and 31; p. 271, line 11; p. 273, line 25; p. 274, line
5,- for Plate V, read Plate VII.

|). 279, line 19, for IV and 11 read VI and 9.

p. 280, Hue 1, for 8: read VI.

p. 289, line 10 from bottom, for VII and 27 read VIII and 28.

j). 303, line 4 from bottom, for VII read IX.

p. 311, line 10, for I read II.

p. 322, line 19, for Catoscopi read Catascopi.

p. 329, line 1, for XIV read XVI.

p. 339, line 4 from bottom, for McLean read McLeary.
p. 351, lino 1, after 4 insert "and 12."

p. 363, line 20, for 15 read 16.

p. 369, line 1, for 19 read 18 and 26.

p. 371, line 27, for 24 read 25.

p. 392, for ( atoscopus read Catascopus.

p. 394, line 27, for Catoscopus read Catascopus
p. 403, after Fig. 17 add Fig. 18, Spore.

p. 408, line 9, for 2a read 6a.

p. 203, line 5, for XXIV read XXIII. and lino 10 f™ io _j t



INDEX.

Since it has been necessary to omit a Host-Index, it has seemed desirable to separate the following lnd< «»f

Host-Names from the Index of Plant-Names. It should be remarked in this connection that the host-names arc

those which were found on the labels of the specimens examined and in some cases were evidently unreliable No

attempt has been made to set right the synonymy of the insect-hosts, and the same form will thus be found in certain

cases under two generic names. A complete Host-Index, with indications as to the synonymy, will l« publish, d at

some later date.

HOST-NAMES

Abacetus, 348.

costatus, 348.

quadraticollis, 342.

rubripes, 348.

Acanthogenius asteriscus, 345.

Acrogenys hirsuta, 362, 371.

Acrognathus mandibularis, 260.

Actobius cinerascens, 316.

Acylophorus, 315, 316.

aureus,, 281.

iErogenidion Bedeli, 340, 341, c

Agonoderus pallipes, 348.

Agra, 363.

Aleochara repetita, 281.

rufipes, 271.

Amichrotus, 425.
* •

apicipenms

Anaplecta, 290.

200

Anaplogenius, 348.

circumcinctus, 348.

Anchomenus, 345.

debilis, 345.

deplanatus, 345.

Faradayi, 345.

Helusi, 345.

latipennis, 345.

montivagus, 345.

Nicholsi, 345.

oblongus, 345.

Otagoensis, 345.

validus, 345.

Anchonoderus binotatus, 347.

concinnus 358, 361.

pallipes, 347.

rugosus, 347.

subseneus, 347.

Anisodactylus, 347.

militaris, 338.

tricuspidatus, 341.

Anophthalmus, 336, 422.

Bilimeki, 422.

Carantii, 336.

Dalmatinus, 336.

Doriee, 336.

hirtus, 422.

Lespezi, 423.

Motschulskyi , 336.

oblongus, 422.

Rhadamanthus, 423.

Schaumi, 336.

Schmidti, 336.

Antarctia concinna, 342.

Anthicus, 294.

Californicus, 294.

floralis, 294, 295.

Antisphodrus iEacus, 345

cavicolus, 345.

Erberi, 345.

Fairmairei, 345.

longicollis, 345.

Apenes. 383.

pallidipes, 383.

Aphsenops cerberus, 422.

Apot

xanthotelus, 320.

Aptinus, 351.

Boeticus, 352.

displosor, 352.

Italicus, 352.

Ardistomis, 246.

viridis, 246.

Argutor angularis,

aquilus, 338.

Argutor elongate, 342.

interstinctus, 346.

venialis, 342.

Aspidoglossa , 411.

Atelothrus owstrictua, 385.

depressus, 385.

erro, 3> >.

gracilis, 383.

Atomaria, 299.

ephippiata, 299.

Atranus pubescens, 277.

Belonuchus formosus, 259.

fu>eipes, 251.

Bembidium, 315, 384.

Atlanticum, 335.

anum

nigrum, 344.

sublin um, 335,

Bembus giga- 333.

Berosus, 434, 435, 436.

striat' , 434, 435.

Hlal)era, 291,293.

Blattidse, 241, 287, 290.

Blediue, 227, 275, 295.

annularis, 282.

basalis, 295, 359.

biconiis, 260, 275.

jacobinus, 359.

juvencus, 275.

nitidicollis. 282.

obtusus, 275.

opacus, 275.

subterraneus, 275.

Brachinus, 221, 330, 351, 352, 363,

366

406.

angu^tatus, 352.

447
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anitaagulu* 116. H

Itofeandri. 416

incitta, 416.

doraalfr lift

(fast* Ufti

nmnanpiiaiu*, 416

terkmattit*. 416

416

i«mxiniw*, 416

] irtifooflii*. 41f

ilentun, 416

otv§, 416.

nniVUp

s-rini 31*412, 113.

bkolor 112

fata*, 4

urinator. 412

rpal 41

141

7Q

rhonimi 130.

aerripw, MO
uIphurif X i

<a hii». 3 *

* ltonriia.346. 3 47

lic-Utinmoraltti- tnrlanaria, 3

H *ia 3»t

li intei '
a 270 '

275 '

H
2'

iTweeiw 2S>- aar* L'TI

1 1

1

.381

eloc 341

HydreUia, 303.

Hvdrina, SOL
*

Hydmlnus, 433.

Hydro* haris, 263.

oMuaatiis 26-'

Hydrophiiicbe, 433

Hydrophilus, 444

>nis

modaattus 26!

Ina, 883.

coMulata. K
1 toptera, 288.

iHomalns ( onradt

Ul
\m i>hii\i8,263,2r,}, 265, 266.

hyalinui '>4

minutu - I.

266

Ij^iilB

Lathrolmim, 318, 326, ».

angiisi; am, 318.

aptcnnn. 422.

bninneipennis, 3 IS. 14 1.

filifonne, 444.

fulvipenm. 122

Ulyricuni. 326.

midtipu tatum, 336, 444.

punHatum, 444.

quadrat vim. 318, 323.

terminatum, 31 s
.

I. ma Spinoha, 326, 353.

I/'bia. 360. 371.

LacanoT«iui ol

LStUS, 2.

nil OttWl

Lai

Javanims. 273.

nainulu 273.

\micolor. 273.

Leptotracheli] 36

Ix^ateva. 42s

pulesocns, 428.

stcula, ?.

Limnophorus, 310

Lin ina, 304. 312.

fontinalis, 311.

Liptcm microoephalu 345

It |m« uniMipiKi. 342, 357.

Macrogyru!* 117

elongatus. 418

ohliquaius, 417.

Ma una frijEcida, ! 1.

Mi . thorax B4

montivagUB, 384.

ovipcnnis, 3S4.

pusillus. 384.

4cgalon> .

345.
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\lcgak>nychu> Angrim**, 375

Patrol les, 375

M«M>thri«ciiB mite

tollafia, 386.

HawmiienM- 385.

muwscola, 383. 38

tricolor,

M< «n
Bquafr. •<•

, 384 nY

. i

caligi 385. 38

Micrai

M

eptcuru- -V

ro I

fraudator - »
bftifron S&, «6
nmtaMiis. 186.

b rol>u*t<i- V&\

anus, 36f* •
. >

Mi ,32 109,410.

Brazilien 1 10.

Georgia-. 40 110,

monilicorni-. I > 41<

one

Mori i > vet

Mormolyc* phvllodea, 308
mui 1 \

yrnied

[wxle

v

Mavironiip

ria angu

an£ \ tstico 1

1

•yllenhali. 336
niHnmd
t*a cuprrotft,

«ii<p.

luroide

1

;

otonomtis Viiriicnll

v'iridNQrn

N tefc »7
N; teribia Mami, 313

Fraimfrldii. 31

Hem ni, 313.

vexata

N keribid*, 31

obora latipcnnfc 29

htheria mantis. 310
(Edichiru '4.

(Edod im fuato? mnetis 3
mophron Americarmm. ill

h«ypttryejm purpuras
pn-illa

pterus rotundfeol!

Ophiowa. 3 i i

cyanoct^phala, 341

OphOMM 3

i

azure
*

brevicolUs, 339.

(ihotitta grrman :x

-chll.i I'J

cortlatu*. 118.

a, l-jn

ni IrM^ii^rnln i 19

I hn '
•

«i - atari

n u:.

orna'
1

1

111

qpoferia, 287, II

I

Mt<ini!i-. I!

ubm i

atu». 3l

^rthomw aqoitaft, 3

-htap fidgklw il

I.'l

mynnarophiltii I

_ l #27

al« f ri >?*«

,

I
1 i

ptceifr I

Oiena tidlufll MX

br 403

H*ralM*>

i
whs

Itoid

* r •»

•*lc r Hi

I i
.

I

MfliMNfe, $*>J

iriiir

I*

m

;

tfedrrt* 33, 3» IM
aia • i

duplex 13

f i

1'indivfBl

t

I

r
t

F VT

raqpot u i

Mma
tfatti ;ft

**riip**, 3*2.

wx*tor, 34

IV

I

I*fcmr

all.*., i:

> t:

% ifl

itAt

»

guttata* i»
1 38D.

IVnpln
\

i

i hA

•i
i

ii..,

I

I

1

Ol

ol

ft

31

m

II*

alhif*** tan

I

I

*-

I

flaTnUm

fr Tit8^1

- #
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IliUontliui biiiUm, I

c> ultui 158

jn*r

parviftuitni* 25;

!
»r< '

* iiiiiftB.

ptltuttl

Irrctjinjcul

Ualarm* I

261

8ikom l

winhdu*. ."'7

uniWm*ilr

vftfi*n»

vrot mlta, 288

\ a 1 1 1 hnfitf*ru* 258

rii]«i<nlhrmttt9 «|«i*rfnODllj 842

1

Phymlrm 383

Phvomeni
I'ni.iorwlcfll

at tat*

Rno|

i
l*

I. I

iooycha,

Plantlip 1

I

1

Platvim* fhHimhliwt, »4

ilafym* 14

allnpt 345.

dor**) »' U5. 346

3

lit

llolyprr

MA.
Itocluintift. 34

wt< 1 1 colli* 1 1

1

llatywtethim comutifr

HntyioMrr nJBQS

IVunacanthtta l«tw

'Vumhooiiw. 436

<

•

Jltl

line

'

rni« lsrtii*. 7

I rrilti* Mgxhauw 4 1

1

hamiter* 4

'ilatito. 3

VI

Pincn
.

.

i .

! toudopri»toit> < li imntcrius, 345.

PtarofepU

I'ln tirlm* til.

•do »,342

h liotnan u^ punia - m 257

•viedionuc 1 i- impunctuii, 325.

*di 11 31 V 317

liMvemns 1

cruenttia, 15

dubh*, 15

fulpidtia, 815.

gi»dli*»trv t.

impmmiK 31

umiitut, 316.

occult us, 315.

j« rvfrrinu*, 315.

nifiooll

iruncfoolu* 115.

v 315.

la jHinctatiif-. 345.

3.

Khopftlomrlu*. 33

Anguatimlli*, 331

feimptaft, 309.

«iyT-a,

jcrjuninuj!

8c*u41a rt*tfnal^ 303.

:*o6

•

Srtirui \\<*nt*nn«nni, 3'2S.

nro c\ilf ic< 373, 377, 3M,

>

n,M,taphyln

8ttMgM*hua 1

1

8tet»olop)i fulijr

8UI 319, 3

» 61

;i:

IS

maimriatw 336.

orbimla

mhf 119.

j i ^

-

8lotni.« pumicatn

SiomotiiTW -50.

gtria 431.

^*% fp ftritlltftli*, 2^8

8uri yrjuiiculiw. *29.

i 4)

inn*. 381

»

Ta-chyuaa

1 ^oocksoMt, 346.

I ";i-!» lema cinerea, 346.

Ttoamoptoryx, 288.

Tetracha, 220. 411.

fulgida. 411.

Horni. 411.

Thalpius rufulu.% 421.

Thleopora corticalis, 241.

Thyreoptenis, 380.

aniiatu-. 378.

I in icnllis, 367, 370.

fiavosignatu 380.

striatus, 368.

gulilaevis, 367.

I nchu?, 15, 836.

A uriensis, 421

flavnmarginatu.*. 121

In \ ipcnnis, 336.

micros, 336.

paludosiiF. 336.

undipennifl

rigipennis, 8

400

cinctiis, 390.

imm a rpina t us, 390

.

marginatus, 390, 401.

marginipemvi $90, 401

Tri io| ya pilioomi W0.

Tn to] x. 297. 430.

Haldomani. 430.

i igophlceiis, 268

Tioi>i(lopt«nis Dupoocbeli, i2.

Tmpisternus. 262, 435, 436, 437.

439, 411.

tpiripalpi**. W0-

i :vra- lUS, 437.

chalyl-eu *9.

dorsalis. 4 s 141.

clonus. 439.

glal^er. 4:>. 140.

lateralis 43» 19,441.

limbali I
HI

nigriniL4* 131

nimbat 137.

nitons 138, ».

nitidus, 139.

43**

umhrin

*1k>

Xanlbohnus oMdiann 57.

\anthoph*a vittala, 280.

AVuithopygux

Zuphiuo M« icanum, 421
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Primarj reforms :iDd new names on combinat ions are indicated by hold face type, synonyms by italics.

300

300

|) «)||

A room 299

l>n neolu*. 298

Gorti i. 2H 298

piit|)rr tlt», 298.

irpl my«*». 221, 22 1, 220

im«
Fhrtdamm, 2 I 2W>

mbynrhii 221

>, 312 127

Dm ni?ii, 312.

KucmnifxsiiMKto, 312, 313, 314.

. 313, 31 I.

Wrstrumbii, 812,

Autoicomyces, 225, 228, 230, 434,

113.

acuminatus. 434.

falcifenis. 435.

distortus, 431, ">.

furcatus, 131. >.

humilia, I3j, I3fi

ornithocephalus, 435

Camptomyces. 281.

Cant harom vers. 227, 281

Bbdii. -Jsj

identalis. 2S2.

Plat f hi. 282.

pusilii; 2S2.

I VraiomyOBF. 327

Dmhlii, S 2, 228, 814, 327.

Srlimv 327

• TrntOBDyo 221, 225, 226 228
230. •!. 231, 430, 431, 132^

K435. \ I u.-,.

acm$mnatus, 434.

ansatus. 13"

BnoObnsis, 438. 139.

Californi 438. 439.

Camp sporus, 438
cladophon 437.

confuMi r>, 137, 439 M0
curvatus, 437. J3S.

ihntiru/atu 133.

/i/r*, i^
f 435,

filiformk 436. 137,

Ccraininyow Lloridanus, 439, 440.

Mcxiranus, 438, 439.

mini ulvis, 136, 441.

mirabilis, 435, 439.

Ofnitho jihnhis, 435.

procerus, 436, 437.

reflerus, 432, 130.

rhynchophoruSf 431, 436.

rostral us, 436.
• •

apnigerus, 440.

ten -tri>, 135, 436.

Coratomyictirieff", 431.

Chtetomyces, 225, 441*.

Pinophili, 429.

Chitonomyces, 226, 230, 261, 262,

263.

.1 ihio|>icus, 263,267.

jtppendinilatiiK, 265.

Hullanli, 2(tt. 265.

< ntilVrus, 264.

Randanus, 264.

Hydropori, 263.

Javanieus, 263, 266.

inarginatus, 263, 266.

melanurus, 263, 266.

occultus, 264.

Orectogyri, 263, 266.

paradoxus, 263, 264.

psittacopsis, 263, 266.

rhyncostoma, 263.

spinigerus, 265.

spinosus, 265.

226

Pinophili, 427

222

284, 427, 428, 429.

Lestevi, 428.

verticillatiis. 226, 428.

272,

Coreomyces 227, 228, 229,

230,231,234,441,442.
Con

443

Corethromyccs, 224, 229, 315, 317,

318,322,323,367,36
Braz

318
oiur

Wmgicaulis, 319.

purpura>!!,., 318

323
226, 280, 281, 319. 320

Dichoinyces, 224, 226, 231, 233,

249, 250.

Angolcnsis, 257.

Austral iensis, 256.

Belonuchi, 251.

bifidus, 255.

biformis, 226, 231, 250, 254.

Cafianus, 251,258.

dubius, 252, 253, 267.

exilis, 258.

furciferus, 231, 250, 251, 253,

257, 258.

Homalots, 259.

hybridus, 231, 250, 253, 254.

insequalis, 233, 260.

infectus, 257.

insignis, 254, 255.

Javanus, 250, 259.

Madagascarensis, 254.

Mexicanus, 256.

Peruvianas , 257, 259.

princeps, 233, 250, 252, 253,

256, 257.

vulgatus, 233, 250, 251, 252,

253, 257.

Dichotomosiphon, 235.

Dimeromyces, 225, 241, 297, 327.

Africanus, 242.

coarctatus, 222, 223, 241, 244,

245.

crispatus, 245.

Forficulac, 242.

Labiae, 242.

minutis.simus, 242.

nanomasculus, 245.

pinnatus, 224, 225, 246.

rhizophorus, 222, 223, 241, 243.

Dimorphomyces, 224, 225, 226,

240, 284, 297.

denticulatus, 240.

infectus, 2 10.

Myrmedonia?, 225, 226, 240.

Thleoporse, 241, 284.

Dioicomyces, 221, 224, 227, 284, 293.

Anthici, 294, 295.

Floridanus, 294, 295.

obliqueseptatus, 296.

onchophorus, 294.

spiniprrus, 295.

Distichomyces, 221, 226, 229, 230,

234, 240, 248, 427.
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Dial ichomyees Leptochiri, 249.

I ;, uinomyc. . 224, 225, 228, 429,

430, 431, 436.

Trichoplrrophilus, 429.

294

227

Indicus, 267.

Km-antharoniyces, 224,

276, 281,301.

Africanus, 278, 279.

At rani, 275,277.

Cull i dip, 277, 278.

Caanonis, 278.

Catascopi, 276,279.

I >iapbori, 276, 279.

I :uprocti, 276, 277.

Madagasoarensis, 278.

spinosus, 276.

Xantbopba ;e, 280.

Eucorethromycos, 320.

Apotomi, 320.

Kuba | >loniyces, 230,281.

Ancyropbori, 281.

I'.mnono'Komyces, 230, 273, 276.

Califomious, 274.

invisibilis, 275.

Papuan us, 230, 273, 274.

Euzodiomyees, 225, 226, 228, 230,

442, 444, 445.

Lathrol'ii, 444.

Haplomyces, 227, 275, 276, 281.

Californicus, 275.

Texanus, 275.

Helmiuthophana, 221, 312.

Nycteribia, 312.

Herpomycs 221, 222, 224, 241, 282.

Anaplectae, 284, 289.

arietinus, 287, 288.

clwtophilus, 283, 284, 285.

Diploptcne, 288. 293.

Ectobia*, 224, 283, 284, 289.

290.

forfimlaris, 290.

Nyctobor:.-, 283, 290, 291, 292.

ParaneiiMs, 283, 284, 290, 291,

292.

Periplanetse, 283, 285, 293.

Phyllodromiir, 288.

Platyzosteria*, 286, 287.

tricuspidatus, 283, 290, 293.

Zanzibarinus, 287, 289.

Hydrseomyces, 226, 230, 264.

Cnemidoti. 267.

HydrophUomyces, 225, 228, 230,

429, 431, 436.

reflexus, 432.

rhyncophorus, 431.

Idiomyce.s, 225.

Peyri cbii, 314.

Kainomyces, 224, 22< 228, 23<>.

414.445

Isomali, 445.

Kleidiomyces. 226, 230, 280.

furcillatus, 271.281.

I.alxnilU-nia, 227, 229, 233, 23 i

241, 327, 328, 353, i:».

acanthophoi 372.

Acrogeny-. 362.

aduiwa. 390, 301.

^rogcnidii, 340. 311.

Anaplogenii, 328, 34.' 317.

348, 800, 361.

Anchonoderi, 347, 34S.

annularis, 387, 388.

anomala, 331, 415.

aquatica, 820, 413.

Argent mentis, 221, 397.

aristata, 376, 37s, 379. 3S0,

802.

annillaris, 329.

Asialica, 362.

As-ainensis, 373.

Allanli.a. 336.

at rata, 331,332.

Aurtnlieuas, 371.

barbai a, 408.

tricolor, 391 , 396. 398.

birornis, 227, 413.

bidentata. 343, 344.

bilabiata, 352.

Bledii, 358.

Borneensis , 380.

brachiata, 330.

Brachini, 845, 852, 353, M
363.

Brachionychi, 334.

Cafii, 863, 406.

Gmdodub, 341, 3.50.

Catascopi, 382.

cauliculata, 329, 385, 3"

362
3SI I

Ceylonensi~

chffitophora

Chinen>is, 352.

Chiriqviensis. 356, 357

efact a , 33

1

, 888.

Clivinalis, 329, 407.

caret at a. 329, 419,420.

Colpodis, 398.

Columl>iana, 358.

ooneinna, 366.

constrieta, 414, 415, 42(1.

Coptese, 343.

Coptodersp, 370.

corethropsi8,368. 3tv.370.

c-orniculata, 388 '."1,396.

mil i i irrupt a. 377

< :] phori, 333 VM

'.3, !>). »t 3

Cul fl 414

I*

Curval

laciylophoi.. 416

1 rvu M0 402

leripi< 221, 397

l< nt I. uImIji. 417.

It-nliftim, 366

DettyU, 410, in.

Dttt tin. 417. 41-

I hopsK 364

Dfa«»n<><-I 384 . IW5.

ti net a, 372

i artcn :uo. 333

i 416• Iropan

Dry] 338

dubia, 363

Kga 367

Hon^ata 144

<(|ua1. i»lii 366.

en 337. ;

I uchile, 376

Eudalte, 357

Ivm/MBO, 351.

exigua. 333 t

fal «-ata. 366, 3 i.

fallav.418 ll't.

iMcknlata. 330

filifera, 840, 341

finiti>na.380. 3- '

367 870

flaccida, 331,349.

flap.'llata, I 642 344. 340.

3, •. 362, 883.

fori. ...lata, 367. 36ft 0.

loru.icanim, 868, 820, 369,

3S1.

fiwifnrniw, 591 396, 3' -7

.ia.lc-nta-.394. 100.

geniculate, MO, 391

pbbifrra. 110,611.

uerinii, 416.

,,,,.,!,! un, -9, 412, 413.

HafMU, 222, >•

Hawaik-nA, 383. 384, -

Hdluodfc », 360,

lUUuoinorpha-. 880, 80 393

hetoroch la, 416 117.

liiiniilis, 334.

in.itan-. 367, 368, 360.

inoerta. 391. 89<> »7
405

in flat

118

j, lari 335.
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I

Laboull>enia intermedia, 340. 341

interposita, 390, 331, 332.

Italic*, 364.

Japanen 352. 363.

Japonic 321), 364. 365

Javana, 373. M I.

Kunkeli, 368.

Latona\ 326, 353

Lebiae. 370

fepida, 340.

ItMimphaa, 377.

LiUriana, 332.

longi< otlis, 363

Loxandri. 356, 357.

nuicrotheea, 346, 347

inaculata. 381 82
Madagascar*" 339

Madeira* 337

Maylayensi* 378 M)
media, 400

M* galonv<hi. 374.

melanaria, 338

me] topua, 412.

melanorl :, 387, v%

Mexican*, j 13,

micro pii 35

rnicrosoma, 381.

minima. 363

minimal is, 393

Mieetli.369.

409

N'ap<>leoDis. EN
NVbtir, 335

i 148,111

< icana 406

obtiquaia, 375

run, 341

lirhni.354

CEdodaetyii, 336

'livatta, 328, 360
><>j ri, 343.

( 'phoni. 339,

On hili. 419.

oriental 329, 364 >.*.

I hi hom i . 337 Bs
Oama>, ioi, 403. 104

II

.30, 401
404. 406

paltesww, 407.

pall; i, 340. 107

pallida, 407

pa]"»Ua 368 ?7

I'apuana, 409

parvui 346

paupen la. 337

|*d efl tta, 344

lula, 405

Pericalli, 382

I.aU)uU»enia |**rpendt< -ulari*. 335

perph 881 396 ;

Pheropaophi , B 330, 401

I'hilotithi, 226 233, 33t- 358,

359.

Plan

proaopi 347

oma
d.406. 111.

341 342 311.

350

rta. 361

ran>. 283. 3.

331

»r
i

prom

protr

386

378

(tendon 343

IteraHirh 342 ;

|«1MUU. 396

P 401. 402. I I

pOfcllg C9,36-( 366

P7VMI
Qoeuii,

retQM

399 I

-

I

toon* 328. 38l

r< Stella 404

ro M 418

H t* 361 812,383 188
welophila, 3M.

- 'Illh _
wparata

siperi< |H

36 I

382

I 3«

>t,.„

01. 348, I

360

419 ID
HtiUnn-tri. >•

iobpuncUU 194

whterranea. 336

iniatrsr 374
'I'wet} 310

Tanodenw. 348
enufc 375

1

in! 406

MM*, M>1 403
I

;

tr rciii

404

siTilxma

• r»

3«0. 3f8.

376 r

. .-.

*

unn 34A

ariaN I

**>, 41 411 |i

I.alx.ui! - nia vrrr

x.tlga 336

l..iu>ult«niii,

I ai

Minna

348

28 i J

M

1 1 vdrodMuia,

Tropfattrni 888
si

I. 430
I Kirfi 430 I3i

on 431

M
M nrm

. ..

Alrnrha

llntta

I .hid

Hon

270

I

f chin 271
nij

II. Ur.

270

171

W. 272

Mo ImfnttN I II

iff i • »

'

:

'('> 180,

Viatunlrw. 881

\*r>;i»r^*j-gij. Ml

39D 231

300

wnt

Khmb»myrm mi* M0

\\hmwBm 421

t

IWIr I

421

(Vrenarmfr 423
< r U4
IWfCMAtfe. I 416

f1 1ll II

I

14
p4fl*H*»i

1

it

1

* 41

421

I

rhikwi

tiluwUii 488

ipiiat 48

481 \2S

m 424

I
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IU> boa Ihalpi 421. \

eUtu- 416

Xuphti 421

Ithadi mytm 3D 317, 319 322,

338. 4 4
.'

mll»iu» tig

ID. 921. 322

Htftk

dmno

i:l»dodi

'( Iivnebo
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES.

The figures have been reproduced by photo-lithography and somewhat reduced from original ink drawings,

the approximate magnification! of which are indicated.

PLATE XXVIII.

Dim* rmnij. i coardatus Thaxter. Fig. 1. Mature female individual with two perithecia, side view, X 600.

Fig. 2. Mat urc ttin.de individual with one perithecium, the male individual at right, a spore in process of discharge

from tin' apex of the perithecium, X 600. Fig. 3. The same, anterior view, X 600. Fig. 4. Young female indi-

vidual, lateral view showing young perithecia at left with terminal trichogyne, X 950. Fig. 5. Mature male indi-

vidual with three anthcridia, lateral view, X 1800. Fig. 17. Young perithecium with terminal trichogyne on
which arc t wo ant hcrozoids, X 1800.

Dim romyces rhizophorus Thaxter. Fig. 6. Mature female individual; posterior view showing furcate rhizoid,

X 600. Fig. 7. Similar individual partly lateral view showing position in situ on small portion of the host integu-

ment beneath which the furcate rhizoid extends into its body cavity, X 600. Fig. 8. Male individual with three

it heridia showing it e relat ion to integument of host , the simple rhizoid lying wholly within the body cavity, X 1150.

I'Hmrroinyccs i'orfunlce Thaxter. Fig. 9. Mature female individual with a male at right showing relative

|X)silion on the integument of host, X 600. Fig. 10. Mature female individual; lateral view, X 600. Fig. 11.

M ure ale showing relation to basal cell of female at right, X 1150.

Dimorphomyc Thleopomlhaxttfr. Fig. 12. Female individual with male at right. Fig. 13. Distal portions
ol female (left) and male receptacles.

Dwiorphnmyen Myrmetknfa Thaxter. Fig. 14. Female individual with five perithecia seen from above (in

relation to position of growth on host), X 600. Fig. 15. Similar individual seen from below, X 600. Fig. 16.

Male individual, X 950.

PLATE XXIX.

meromycet Labia Thaxter. Figs. 1-3. Three Fig. 4.

Female individual more highly magnified, X 1150. Fig. 5. Male individual with three antheridia, X 1150.
Dirneromyces minutissimus Thaxter. Fig. 6. Mature female individual more highly magnified, X 1150. Figs.

7-8. Mature female individuals, X 600. Fig. 9. Mature male individual, X 1800.
Dirneromyces nanomasculus Thaxter. Fig. 10. Mature female individual, X 600. Figs. 11-12. Female indi-

vidual v h a male individual (fig. 12) in situ at its base, X 600. Fig. 13. Mature male individual X 1800.
Ihmrwmyces cruyxdus Thaxter. Fig. 14. Mature female individual with male in situ on the right at its base,

X 0)0. Fig. 16. Male individual with the base of female seen at left, X 1150
LHmeromyce* pinnatus Thaxter. Fig. 16. Well developed female individual with three perithecia, X 600.

!• .g. 1 7. Female individual from leg of host, X 600. Fig. 18. Male individual with three antheridia, X 600.

PLATE XXX.

Thaxter. Figs. 1-2. Posterior and anterior views of mature individuals, X 600.
IMcttomyee* Perumamu Thaxter. Figs. 3-4. Anterior and posterior

Fig. 5. Tip of perithecium enlareed. Y imn
X 600

lHch Figs. 6-7. Posterior and anterior views of mature individuals, X 600.
/Vvn7,c/„VY/

:

, prrfatl Thaxter. Fig. 8. Small individual on Blediu^ bicornis (England) X 600. Fig. 9
Well developed individual on the same host.

Pn^ln v'"

T*°
^r^- *% 10

-

P°Sterior ™w 0f mature individual f<™ Nanta, Amazon, X 600KuntohvUn Xanthopytji Thaxter. Fig. 11. Anterior view of mature individual, X 600.

PLATE XXXI.

W Zr£!££? JO" ** TW° **"* ***** variation in form of perithecia, anterior and
posterior views respectively, X 600.
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Dichomyces infectus Thaxter. Figs. 3-4. Two variations showing anterior and po rior views »s, ratv

Dichomyces vulgatm Thaxter. Figs. 5-6. Anterior views illustrating two types of form, X 600.
append

Figs. 7 8

.._„ „. . .
,

culate tips of perithecia, X 1800. Fig. 9. Author view of individual fawhich the penthecial appendages are absent. An adventitious peril bedum developing from f he s(M | | „ ;i , , !l(
.

left, X 600.

Dichomyces furciferus Thaxter, variety. Figs. 10-11. Anterior views of two Individuals lowing variation
Matenal from Cambridge, X 600. Fig. 12. Posterior view of individual from Abyswnia, x 800

Dichomyces Homalotv Thaxter. Fig. 13. Anterior view of pale individual, X <ii>0.' Fig 14 Post, for view
of type form, X 600.

Dwhomyces hybridus Thaxter
.

Fig. 15. Anterior view of individual in which the peril 1„ bl appends are
absent, X 600. Fig. 16. Individual having both types of perithecia, X 600. Fig 17. Posterior view of fadi

he appendiculate type, X 600. Figs. 18-19. Posterior and anterior view*
of tips of perithecia of the appendiculate type, X 1800.

pen

PLATE XXXII

Dichomyces Javanus Thaxter. Figs. 1-2. forms, X 600
Dichomyces insignis Thaxter . Fig. 3. Posterior view of well developed individual, X 000. Fig. 4. Ant!), d-

dium much enlarged, x 1800. Figs. 5 6. Anterior and posterior views of the appendieulate tips of two peril] ia,

X 1800.

Dichomyces dubius Thaxter. Figs. 7-8. Two individuals with two (posterior view) and four (anterior view

perithecia respectively, X 600. Figs. 9-10. Anterior and posterior views of the appendicular e t ipe of t wo |
•< rit he-

cia, X 1800.

Dichomyces Madagascarensis Thaxter. Figs. 11-12. Anterior and posterior views of well dcvelojwd individ-

uals, X 600. Fig. 13. Anterior view of tip of perithecium, X 1800.

Dichomyces bifida* Thaxter. Fig. 14. Anterior view of well developed individual, X 600. Figs. 15 16. In-

terior and anterior views of tips of perithecia, X 1800.

PLATE XXXIII.

Dichomyces biformis Thaxter. Fig. 1. Posterior view of well developed individual with seven mature and

one immature appendiculate perithecium, X 600. Fig. 2. Anterior view of a typical individual wit h six appendiceal e

]>erithecia (England), X 600. Fig. 3. Anterior view of individual with perithecia of the second type I arinf no

appendages, X 600. Figs. 4-5. Posterior and anterior views of tips of appendiculate perithecia, X 1800.

Dichomyces Belonychi Thaxter. Figs. 6-7. Two individuals, posterior and anterior views respectively, X 800.

Figs. 8-9. Posterior and anterior views of the tips of appendiculate perithecia X 1800.

Dichomyces Australiensis Thaxter. Figs. 10-11. Two individuals, posterior and anterior views reap lively,

X 600. Figs. 12-13. Anterior and posterior views of appendiculate tips of perit hecia. X 1800.

Dichomyces Mexicanus Thaxter. Figs. 14-15. Two individual- anterior and posterior views respectively, X
600. Figs. 16-17. Posterior and anterior views of appendiculate tips of perit hem, X 1800.

PLATE XXXIV.

Rickia Wasmanni Berlese. Figs. 1-9.

Fig. 10. Mature individual, X 290. Fig. 11.

ulividuals, X 1100.

i;00. Figs. 12 13.

Antheridia illustrating compound character, X 1400.

Limnaiomyces Tropisterni Thaxter. Figs. 14-15. Mature individuals. The pointed anlhcndium is shown

t he left in fig. 5 just below the base of the perithecium, X 290.
.

Limnaiomyces Hydrocharis Thaxter. Figs. 16-17. Two mature individuals, X 290. Figs. 18. 1 oung indi-

vidual; the young antheridium at x, X 600.

Chitonomyces Orectogyri Thaxter. Figs. 19-20. Two mature individuals, X 290.

Chitonomyces Aethiomcus Thaxter. Figs. 21-22. Two mature individuals, X 290.

600

Chitonomyces psittacopsis Thaxter. Figs. 23-24. Two mature individuals, X 2W, Fig. to. up 01 pen-

ium more highly magnified, X 600. . . , . , ^^ j

Chitonomyces dentiferus Thaxter. Figs. 26-27. Two mature individuals seen from oppo.
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Ckilt omyce* Hpdropori Thaxter. Fig. 28. Mature individual, X 290. Fig. 29. Mature individual more

highly magnified, X 000.

CMUmomyce* occulta* Thaxter. Fig. 30. Mature individual, X 290. Fig. 31. Mature individual more highly

magnified, x 600.

Chihnmw j/n s liullardi Thaxter. Figs. 32-34. Two mature individuals, X 290. Figs. 35. Tip of perithecium

enlarged, X 1100.

(
f

hih>»omyces Florulunus Thaxter. Figs. 36-37. Mature individuals, X 290. Fig. 38. Mature individual

more highly magnified, X COO.

Monoicamyce* Lcptochiri Thaxter. Fig. 39. Individual with simple axis from abdomen of host, X 600. Fig.

40. Branched individual growing on mouth parts of host, X GOO.

PLATE XXXV.

Posterior viewMonoicomy i &ii Thaxter, Fig. 1. Mature individual, anterior view, X 600. Fig, 2.

showing primary appendage, X 800.

Matudcomycrs Brittamcus Thaxter. Fig. 3. Anterior view of mature individual, X 600. Fig. 4. Posterior

view of receptacle and primary appendages with perithecia and antheridia, X 600.

Monoitomffi s Ijhulrwglossce Thaxter. Fig. 5. Anterior view of a somewhat irregularly developed individual,

Fig Antheri-

100

Monmrmni/rrs Homabta Thaxter. Fig. 8. Large individual from English type-material, anterior view, X 600.

Fig. 9. Smaller form from Maine, the buses of the perithecial stalks blackened, X 600. Fig. 10. Young individual,

literal view showing primary ap]HMidage, at left, and antheridia, X 1100.

VoHoirnmurv* 0.ri/f>oda! Thaxter. Fig. 11. Posterior view of a pair of individuals, X 600. Fig. 12. Lateral

view <.i a single individual, X 600. Fig. 13. Antheridium, x 1800.

PLATE XXXVI.

Mmoitxmyce* nigretcena Thaxter. Figs. 1-2. Posterior view of mature individual, X 600. Fig. 3. Anterior
view <»f mature individual, X 600. Fig. 4. Antheridium more highly magnified, X 1100.

u "" '" ™ •1/<'"</""-«! Thaxter. Fig. 5. Well developed individual posterior view, X 600. Figs. 6-7.
Anterior and posterior views of antheridia with four and two appendages respectively, X 1 100.

Monoicomy* St. Helen* Thaxter. Fig. 8. Well developed individual showing three of its four perithecigerous
branches, x 600. Fig. 9. Individual -bowing one of its three perithecigerous branches with sterile appendages

terminal

PLATE XXXVII.

Polya omya, Trichophyw Thaxter. Figs. 1-2. Two mature individuals the body of the perithecium in optical
section -howing the numerous ascogenic cells, X 600.

Kl-i^m^furcUlatus Thaxter. Fig. 3. Mature individual, X 600. Fig. 4. Portion of a receptacle showing
antheridium at the left, X 600.

destrovedTX
PlniUS '' lhi ThaXter

- "*' 5"6
- Mature individual the branches of the primary appendage

• J" *SE? ^f* TlKlXter
- "* 7

* Mature individual, X 600. Fig. 8. Young individual with
immatun itheaa subtended by an antheridium, X 1100

Eumanmcamyc „/,-/„„ *. Thaxter. Figs. 9-10. Two mature individuab, X 600.

indiilual'th?','','

7^ ""T
ThaX

u
6r

-

Rg3
-
U-12

'
Two imm"™ individuals, X 600. Fig. 13. Young

rich i'i e X IwTlff^f V**
l6ft With^^ ter" linal Cel1

'
X 1 10°- «* 14

'
Yoil»g Perithecium and

Anteri^iew 1, flT**:
*****<* and '*»** ***** vie- of antheridia. X 1675. Fig. 18.

Anterior view of antheridium in optical section, X 1675

dJttZ;1''^^ F^- 19-20.
'
Two mature individuals, X 285. Fig. 21. An antheri-mum, the tliseharge-caiial at the left, X 1100.

PLATE XXXVIII.

GOO. lif.T. s™ x » "W.4-8. Two mature individuals, X 225. Fig. 6. Antheridium, X
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Eucantharomyccs Diaphori Thaxter . Figs. 8-9. Two mat ure individuals, X 225. Figs. 10 11. Twuanth. i-

dia, X 600. Fig. 12. Spore, X 600.

Eucantliaromyces Catascopi Thaxter. Fig. 13.

pen

Bum s. • ii in optical Miction, X
Fig. 15. Anil ilium, GtK>

Two mat ure individuals, X 225. Figs 19 20 I .nlheri-

Fig. 16. Spore, X 600.

Eucantharomyces spinosus Thaxter. Figs. 17-18.

dia, X 600.

Eucantharomyces XanthophoRce Thaxter. Figs. 21-22. Two mature individuals, X 225. Fig. 23. Antlx i-

dium, X 600.

Eucantharomyces Madagascarcnsis Thaxter. Fig. 24. Mature individual;, X 225. Fig. 25. Anihcri.liiini,

X 600. Fig. 26. Spore, X 600.

Eucantharomyces Euprocti Thaxter. Figs. 27-28. Mature individuals, X '-'-'o. Fig. 29. Anlhcridmni, X G<KI

Fig. 30. Spore, X 600.

Eucantliaromyces Callidce Thaxter . Figs. 31-32. Mature individuals, X 225. Fig. 33. Antlicridium, X 600

Fig. 34. Spore, X 600.

Eucantharomyces Ajricana Thaxter. Figs. 35-36. Two mat ure individuals, X 225. Fig. 37. Ant Iridium,

X 600. Fig. 38. Spore, X 600.

PLATE XXXIX.

Herpomyces Phyllodromiae Thaxter. Fig. 1. Partly latent view of mature female individual mm » fe«

.spine of host, X 625. Fig. 2. Male and female individuals in situ on -pine of host, X 625.

Herpomyces Platyzosterice Thaxter. Fig. 3. Female individual on spine of hod showing
|

too of the

latter by rhizoids, X 625. Fig. 4. Female individual in situ on spine of hod . A :.le individual .
present but

concealed on opposite side. A germinal ing spore pair near tip of spine, X 625.

Herpomyces Nyctoborce Thaxter. Fig. 5. Male and female individuals in situ on antenna of hod I he femal

s developed six secondary receptacles tearing perithecia, X 290. Fig. 6. A m le secondary i ptaclc a

uale individual with its perithecium, X 625. Fig. 7. Male individual producing very numerous at,, bendia, X 6-
has

female

Fig. 8. Terminal portion of the primary female receptacle, X 1100.
#

Herpomyces Anaplcctv Thaxter. Fig. 9. Posterior view of female individual, X B 55. Fig. 10. Male imlmd-

ual, X 625.
* n

Herpomyces uctooice inaxter. rig. ±±. reiiuiif muivmuai *»*„,.««» ,- - »

a spine to which the primary receptacle is attached. The latter has given rise to a branch which, creeping down i

spine, has become furcate; each division giving rise to a secon

and gives rise in both instances to five perithecia, X 290. Figanu gives rise in Dotn instances to uve peiitucuia., /\ ^-^. -*6 . — - ... ,, f „, w«r i<i lVncle
secondary receptacle at the left is broken; that at the right developing young pcn.l.ecm X 62.5. I*. W. I -^

primary receptacle showing the origin of branch from its subbasal cell. The I ^e of the male n •

J»n

at the left, X 500. Fig. 14. Young perithecium with trichogyne. X 500. Fig. 15.
1
wo spon Xj<

_

»*

16. Male individual in which antheridia are being produced from the primary reccpt »de *o*m ,» on , «pm< ,

well as in great numbers from the secondary receptacles which have developed from it, X >->•

PLATE XL.

*^*«*«*. **« *-.!-*^^*JLrsS; &L +2EZ
site sides, X 625. Fig. 3 septacle

and their receptacles. A male individual is shown projecting from between tne two
.

* •

X 2». Fig. I Male individual with its characteristically elongate,t-^ ^^^^ B| ,

,

dia are produced, X 1100. Fig 5. Primary female receptacle with ,ts character! tn el n;
^ ^

branch from its subbasal cell shown at the right , the foot on the left X 11W. ** •

nt of host; , he

Herpomyces arictinus Thaxter. Fig. 7. Male and female individuals tn sUu on t he i

g

female has produced three secondary receptacles, t wo of them mat ure, a younger one lying behind g

-: v* *w-»- . , -i it.cium, X 625.

X 625.

appear

Herpomyces Zanzibarinus Thaxter. Fig. 8. Female individual si.owing^* J ral cells of which

2.5. Fig. 9. Male individual, X 1100. Fig. 10. Primary receptacle of female mdiud

appear to nave produced orancnes, a nwu. . iwonHcle -howniR rmzoNiai "»»'~

Herpomyces tricuspidatus Thaxter. Fig. 11. Portion of a female
J*"*"* "£ A Anilar r ptack viewed

gin and four lobes which bear perithecia only one of which is shown, X o~o. m-
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from l be opjK>site (posterior) side, X 625. Fig. 13. A female individual in situ on the integument of host producing
nine peritbecia on 1 wo secondary receptacles between which in the centre a male individual projects, X 290. Fig.

14. A male individual from which some of the antheridial branches have been removed, X 625. Fig. 15. One of

these ant In i idial branches enlarged, X 1100. Fig. 16. Two spores, X 1100. Fig. 17. Primary receptacle of a
female Individual showing branch at right, X 625.

Herpm fcrs forjirulnria Thaxter. Fig. 18. Female individual with two secondary receptacles each bearing a
perithetium; a mule individual is shown between them, X 290. Fig. 19. Secondary receptacle bearing perithecia
howing connect ion at t lie right wit h branch from primary receptacle, X 625. Fig. 20. Detail of tip of perithecium,

:i reverse view as compared with fig. 19, X 625. Fig. 21. Spine with male and female primary recept acles in situ,

the male at left has two antheridia; the female shows branch at left from its subbasal cell which becomes furcate

below, X ll(K). Fig. 22. A spore, X 1100.

PLATE XLI.

BerpomyeU Diplophrce Thaxter. Fig. 1. Female individual with two secondary receptacles, X 290. Fig. 2.
A .similar female individual enlarged seen from behind showing the primary receptacle which gives rise to a branch
which in turn branching to the right and left forms the two secondary receptacles. A male individual is shown
beside the female primary receptacle at the left, X 625. Fig. 3. Detail of tip of perithecium X 1 100. Fig. 4. Male
individual bearing three antheridia, X 110. Fig. 5. A spore, X 1100.

II, rpomyees 1'vriplanetas Thaxter. Fig. 6. A group of five mature female individuals in situ on integument of
host, the secondary receptacle having developed the characteristic shield-like covering from behind which the tips
<>! I he male individuals project in several instances, X 290. Fig. 7. A single typical female individual a male shown
project ing from behind the t ip of t he shield, X 290. Fig. 8. A female individual in situ showing habit of the species
* hen an individual grows wholly on a spine. Haustoria are shown penetrating to the medulla of the spine from the
cells of the secondary receptacle and from the foot of the primary receptacle, X 500. Fig. 9. Female individual
With shield not well developed, X 290. Fig. 10. Male (at left) and female individuals in situ on a spine; the primary
re pt acle of t he female has developed an unusually long branch which, creeping to the base of the spine, has produced
a secondary weeptade with a rudimentary shield, X 625. Fig. 11. Two spores, X 1100. Fig. 12. Part of a
female primary receptacle four cells of which appear to have sent out branches to form secondary receptacles, 625.
Fig. 13. Male individual. X 625.

Ihrpnn^ chatophilus Thaxter. Fig. 14. Male and female individuals in situ on spine, X 625. Fig. 15.
Femate mdmdual tn-^X 290 Fig. 16. A spore, x 1100. Fig. 17. Germinating spore pair.* «ru on spine,

t)J\~'r' w !Ta •

(
'

y0Ung fenmIe individual ^wing the connection of the secondary receptacle with
flic branch from the primary receptacle, X 625.

PLATE XLII.

fntowe* Hamata* Thaxter. Figs. 1-2. Mature individuals, x 600. Fig. 3.
100. Fig. 4. A spore, X 1100

appendage

••J™*
»»>,•,, Cortical Thaxter. Fig. 5. Mature individual; the Type X 600

^th^Sat^^L.'^r' Mature "*^ X m X
lSTi. Young individual show-

appendage, X 1100.
°
n^ SeveraI "^Pt've bladder-like outgrowths, X 1100. Fig. 9. Detail of an antheridial

Arompmnnjns brunnrolus Thaxter Fhr« in 11 t • ,. • , ,

ual with peculiar furcate tri.hl -, ,

Two mature in<lividuals, X 600. Fig. 12. Young individ-
» I uuar furcate tnchogyne similar to that represented in fig. 8, X 1 100.

Thaxter. Figs. 13-14. Two mature 'individuals, X 600. Fig. 15. A spore, X
Acompsomyees prm ix-rcuhu

625.

Dioir

spore
Fig

290. Fig. 17. A

Fig 7SrL ?!?
18~20

'
Female ^viduals, X 290. Fig. 21. Male individual. X 290.

oung female th Iff t

e
.

aeveloPed ^m same spore-pair. X 1100. Fig. 23. Mature

waueu receptive portion Fi* 94 \A ^ erminated bv a two-celled trichogyne showing the small terminal thin-

Ml, X 1100. Fir. 29. Mile (W rM,.\ TV .

Mature fe'M'e individuals. X 290. Fig. 28. Male individ-

vidualsXUOO. Fig. 34. A k^k^^uw*™ '^ MMd™h - * 290. Figs. 32-33. Male indi-
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Dioicomyccs Floridanus Thaxter. Fig. 35. Mature female individual. X 290. Fig. 36. Mali- individnl >
1100.

Chitonomyces Javanicus Thaxter. Fig's. 37-38. 600
Chitonomyces paradoxus Peyritsch variety. Fig. 39. Mat are individual frail Java, X 600.
Chitonomyces spinosus Thaxter. Fig. 40. Mature individual, X 600.
Smcriwjomyccs anomalus Thaxter. Fig. 41. Female individual in situ on bristle of toft, X 2W. Fif

Female individual in situ on bristle of host. The remains of a male (?) individual a( right , X 1 100.

PLATE XLIII.

Clematomyccs Indicus Thaxter. Fig. L Well developed individual! X 290. Fig. 2. Antheridial hnuckfct
X 1100.

Ceraiomyces Dahlii Thaxter. Figs. 3-4. Mature individuals: fig. 3 showing a complete rfalfotdal apparatus
and the relation of the basal cell to the integument and body cavity of the host, X 290. Fig. 5. An insertion <dl
bearing appendage with antheridial branches, X 1100. Fig. 6. A spore, X 1100.

Ceraiomyces Selenae Thaxter. Figs. 7-8. The two type specimens, X 290.

Compsomyces Lestevce Thaxter. Figs. 9-11. Two mature individuals X 290. Fig. 12. Young individual

showing a single subterminal antheridium, X 1100.

PLATE XLIV.

Rhachomyces Canariensis Thaxter. Figs. 1-2. Two mature individuals, X 290.

Rhachomyces Philonthimis Thaxter. Fig. 3. Large individual on An •hrotus from Japan, X 290. Fif

Smaller specimen on Philonthus, England, X 290.

Rhachomyces stipitatus Thaxter. Figs. 5-6. Two individuals from the type prepara

Rhadamanthus Lind., the appendages much broken. Fig. 5 showing individual in situ on brist

Rhachomyces tenuis Thaxter. Fig. 7. Typical form, X 290.

Rhachomyces Dolicaontis Thaxter. Fig. 8. A well developed typical individual, X 290.

phlhal

!90.

Rhachomyces velatus Thaxter. Fig. 9. Individual in which the perithecium has l>cen partly exposed by the

pressure of the cover glass, X 290.

PLATE XLV.

Rhachomyces Javanicus Thaxter. Figs. 1-2. Two mature individuals, X 290.

Rhachomyces velatus Thaxter. Fig. 3. Typical form with appendages in normal position about 1 he peri! hcciun..

X 290.

Rhachomyces Cayennensis Thaxter. Figs. 4-5. Two mature individuals in which t he Ion r appendage Dear t la-

base are broken, X 290.

Rhachomyces Thalpii Thaxter. Figs. 6-7. Two mat ure individuals, X 290.

Rhachomyces OcdichiH Thaxter. Figs. 8-9. Two typical individual*, X 290.

Rhachomyces Zufii Thaxter. Figs. 10-11. Two mature individuals, X 290.

Rhachomyces Aphcenopsis Thaxter. Figs. 12-14. Variously developed individuals: the appendages in all more

or less broken. Fig. 13 a young individual showing I lie peculiar closely sepl ate distal appendag X 290.

Rhachomyces Cryptobu/nus Thaxter. Fig. 15. The type specimen, X 290.

Rhachomyces Glyptomcrce Thaxter. Fig. 16. The unique Type, X 290.

PLATE XLVI.

seen from opix>sit e sidi X 1 100. Figs

Mature individuals, X 290.

d

Stigmatomyces Elackipterce Thaxter. Figs. 5-6. Two mature individuals, X 290 ng. f. L* o ««
him, X 1100. Figs.8-8a. Detail of tips of perithecia, X 1100. Fig. 9. Basal cell of mature ind.v.d. I showing

1100. Fig. 10. A spore, X 1100ciuiiu miciveinngs ueiow nucleus, a> iiw. *-*6 . *w. "^-- — — .

1
«

f ,,*,.;] n f a«
Stvimatomyccs proboscidea Thaxter. Figs. 11-12. Two mature individuals, X ZW« *ig. » umm

appendage, X 1100. Fig. 14. A spore, X 1100.

Stigmatomyces gracilis Thaxter. Figs. 15-16. Two mature individuals, X -.H>. *ig. if. ^\ X 1100.

Fig. 18. Detail of antheridial appendage, X 1100

Stvjmatomyces Hydrdlias Thaxter.

Detail of antheridial appendage, X 1100

Tig

1100
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i jmclnv * spimf is Tli;i\t<T. Figs. 25-26. Type forms of mature individuals, X 290. Figs. 27-28. Two

pores, X 1100. Fig. 29. I )oiul of antheridial appendage, X 1100.

rmatomg u purpura* Tlmxter. Figs. 30 31. Typical form of mature individuals, X 290. Fig. 32. A
common \ iation, X 200. Fig. 33. A spore, X 1100. Fig. 34-35. Detail of tip of peritheciuni from different

poillta of view, X 1100. Fig. 36. Detail of ant heridial appendage, X 1100.

, tmatomyce* Scaptomjftm Thaxter. Figs. 37-39. Mature individuals. Fig. 37 from California, the rest from

Maioe, X ft Fig. 40. A spore, X 1 100. Fig. 41. Detail of ant heridial appendage, X 1100.

PLATE XLVII.

Sligmatorn t/n Lirrumina Thaxter. Fig. 1. A spore, X 1100. Fig. 2. Small stout form of mature individuals,

X 30. Figs. 3 4. Two mature individuals of the typical form, x 290. Fig. 5. Detail of antheridial appendage,

X 625. Fig. 6. Matuie individual of Californian form, X 290. Fig. 7. Young individual: a triehoygne at the

ighl with adherent anthero2oids, X J100.

Stiymatomyi I Pajmarviu Thaxter. Fig. 8. A spore, X 1100. Figs. 9-12. Mature individuals illustrating

variational X 290, Fig. 13. Detail of antheridial appendage, X 1100.

Stvjmatomya dul>iu8 Thaxter. Fig. 14. A Spore, X 1100. Figs. 15-17. Mature individuals, X 290. Fig.

18. Detail of antheridial appendage, 1100.

Stvpnatomycrs miawidrus Thaxter. Fig. 19. A spore, X 1100. Figs. 20-21. Mature individuals, X 290.

Figs. 22 23. I M ail of antheridial appendages from opposite sides, X 1100. Fig. 24. Tip of peritheciuni, X 1100.

SHumatomyt rugosus Thaxter. Figs. 25-26. Type form from Ralum, X 290. Fig. 27. Detail of antheri-

diiim from Ralum form, X 1 100. Fig. 28. Mature individual from Puyallup, Washington, X 290.

Stigmatomt/ces humilis Thaxter. Figs. 29-30. Two mature individuals, X 290.. Figs. 31-32. Detail of an-

theridial appendages, X 1100.

PLATE XLVIII.

Arthrvri mehw Cydtrpodim Thaxter. Fig. 1. Mature individual showing lateral view of ascogenic cells: the
rhisotdfl broken from t he bauatorial cell, X -'90. Fig. 2. Mature individual showing its relation to the integument
and body cavity of the host; a few of t he rhizoids which formatangled mass indicated semidiagrammatically, X 290.
Fig. 3. Detail of ant heridial appendage, X 625. Fig. 4. Detail of tip of perithecium seen partly in opt ical section
showing the four papilla; which surround the ostiole, X 625. Fig. 5. Detail of tip of perithecium showing outer
bifid protuberano . X 625. Fig. 6. A spore, X 625.

Arthrorhynchus X,,, ritna (Feyritsch.). Fig. 7. Mature individual showing its relation to the integument of
host

;
t he perithecium shown in optical section except at its tip, X 290. Fig. 8. Mature individual, the perithecium

wn in surface view, X 290. Fig. 9. Detail of antheridial appendage, X 625. Fig. 10. Tip of perithecium in
detail. X 625.

Arth ynckw Eucamj /toda: Thaxter. Fig. 11. Mature individual from which the rhizoidal apparatus has
been broken; the asci are seen end on in several rows the ascogenic cell lying behind, X 290. Fig. 12. Tip of peri-
theaumm detail, X 625. Fig. 13. Detail of tip of perithecium seen in optical section, X 625. Fig. 14. Detail of
an t hen ( 1

1
a 1 appendage

.

PLATE XLIX.

3.

T.ratomy, Zeaiandica Thaxter. Figs. 1-2. Anterior and posterior viex
Portion of an app. dage with branchlet bearing two antheridia X 1100.

m ** — — - J t \ 1 * J ft 1 • ^^^

•

^—

—

" "" ' Figs. 4-5. Mat ure individuals, X 290.

Fig

Thn\t
T, ratomyoM petioiatu, Thaxter. Fig. 7. Mat ure individuals, X 290.

appendtge^TnOO***
'***"' "^ ®~9

'
Tuo mature individuals, X 290. Fig. 10. Detail of antheridial

DetsflTZS rnmpf
!°m lh:ixter

- **». H-12. Two individuals not quite mature, X 280. Fig. 13.
Detail of antheridial appendage, x 1100.

indivS X rfT^ l
Th
i
Xter

- * 14
'

Detail of antheridial appendage, X 1100. Fig. 15. Mature

«fa^ll££7 >

i

?
V
16

-
MatUfe indhidual 0f **> *<™> X 290- Fig. 17. Unisexual indi-

Mdual (male) illustrating partial atrophy in one member of a spore pair, X 290

appenl'^e X m"^"' ^^ K*' 18
' Mature individual, X 290. Fig. 19. Detail of antheridial

tigmatom^m VenrZllt /ir Thaxter. Figs. 20-21.

uals

Ilaeri
290

Fig. 22. Detail of antheridium, X 1100. Figs. 23-24. Two mature individ-
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PLATE L.

Sphaleromyces Latorm Thaxter. Figs. 1-2. Mature Individuals, X 290. Tig. 3. Immature individual

X 290.

Conthromyces purpurasn tis Thaxter. Figs. 4 5. Two mature individuals, X 290.

Corethromyces Stilici Thaxter, Figs. 6-8. Mature individuals, X 290. Fig. 9. Young individual .IkiwIm

seriate arrangement of antheridia, X 600.

Corethromyces lonqicaulis Thaxter. Figs. 10-11. Two mat ure individuals, X 290.

Teratomyas insignis Thaxter. Fig. 12. Typical form of mature individual. X 290. Fig. 13. Variety with

color! • 3 receptacle, X 290.

Symplcctromyccs vulgaris Thaxter. Figs. 14-15. Mature individuals with one and four |>erith< i i ivek

X 290. Fig. 16. Young individual showing antheridia and sterile appenda^ , X 600.

PLATE LI.

Corethromycrs Brazilianus Thaxter. Fig. 1. Large form from Columbia, X 290. Fig. 2. I jural form fror

Brazil, X 290.

Corethromyces Cryptobii Thaxter. Fig. 3. Well developed individual from Kanaas, X 290.

Eucorcthromyces Apotomi Thaxter. Figs. 4-5. Mature individual from Euroj>e. The ap|Hiidam- v. <

less broken, X 290. Fig. 6. Appendage of younger individual from (Vlrlx bowing solitary and clustc

theridia, X 600.

Stichomyccs Conosomce Thaxter. Figs. 7-9. Mature individuals variously developed, X 290. Fig. 10. Sf« k

individual showing production of antheridia from primary axis, X 825.

Stichomyces Stilici Thaxter. Figs. 11-12. Mature individuals, X 290. Fig. 13. IWiimi of a\i h«

antheridia, X 1100. Fig. 14. Pair of spores, X 1100.

Ecteinomyces TrichopUrophilas Thaxter. Figs. 15-16. Two normal somewhat elongated indi iduak, >

Fig. 17. Small stout individual in which the receptacle has failed to elongate, X W0. Fig. 18. Young indh d

showing triehogynes and antheridia, X 300.

PLATE LII.

. Sphaleromyces Chiriquensis Thaxter. Figs. 1-2. Mature individual*, the appends* omewfaat broken, X 280.

Sphaleromyces Brachyderi Thaxter. Figs 3-5. Two mature individuals, X 280.

'

Sphaleromyces atropurpurcus Thaxter. Figs. 6-7. Mature Individuals; the appendages l,ully broken, .J

Sphaleromyces Quedionuehi Thaxter. Figs. 8-9. Two mature individuals, X 290. Fig. 10. I>< .loft
-.1

perithecium, X 625.

Sphaleromyces obtusus Thaxter. Figs. 11-13. Mature individuals. X 290.

Sphaleromyces propinquus Thaxter. Figs. 14-15. Two mature individuals. X 290. Fig. 16. Detail M up oi

peritheeium, X 1100. .
, , , , . ,., v

Sphaleromyces Indicus Thaxter. Figs. 17-18. Two mature individuals the apr* d*f mewha H, X

Rhizomyces enspatu* Thaxter. Fig. 19. Mature individual of Type form, X 290. F.g. 20. A variety with

differently shaped peritheeium, X 2t)0. Fig. 21. Detail of an.hendial branchlet, X •--.

RhiLycL g*L« Thaxter. Figs. 22-23. Two matur, individuals, I ,g. 22 showing nlat.ou of baaal «fl

to integument of host. The rhizoidal apparatus broken off in both specimens, X 290.

290.

PLATE LIU

Laboulhetiia exigua Thaxter. Fig. 1. Mature type, X 260.

Fig
IrochanUrints Iv-llie

X 150.
Chlaniuz from Anpr

Latoultema prolrerans var. ^posua ,n^_^---
f ])( ., ,a Itl> x J >.

ing part ly blaekened bases of appendages X lo0 Bj
;

4
•

Indmdual on
( ^

X 150.

proliferans v;

Fig. 6. Ty]>e on Chh « from Sandakan, N. Born

Fig. 7. Lesne from Java, X 150.

^ Fi<r «. Individual on Parngau* > '/met

Fig. 9. Detail of antheridial branch with insertion cell, X 625.
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JjAamlU mc humilis Thaxter. Fig. 10. Type on Chlamius cyaniceps Bates from Hong Kong, X 263.

U nObn fli nychi Thzxter. Fig. 11. Individual on Brachionychus sp. from Cochin China, X 150. Fig.

12. I) til of ntln:i.li;tl hranchlcts, X 600.

Fig. 13. Form on Stilicus geniculatus from England, X 263. Fig. 14.

mte, " ' • Berlin

-

Lab
Fig. 15.

X 263.

Laboull» nia Atlantica Thaxter. Fig

Can/us Srhnun
, X 263.

Laboulbcnia bulcnlata Thaxter. Figs

cium, X 1 100.

Fig. 17. Form on

Detail of tip of perithe-

PLATE LIV.

Laboulbema obtusa Thaxter. Fig. 1. Mature Type, X 280.

Lai Jbenia intermedia Thaxter. Figs. 2-3. Two type specimens showing the appearance of the tips of the

perithecium from opp<> ate -ides, the blackened external branch broken in both, X 260.

Labatd nia Avi imidii Thaxter. Fig. 4. Mature individual, the appendages considerably broken, X 260.

Fig. 5. Young individual with tuft of antheridia, X 625.

Laboulbcnia PeeudomamA Thaxter. Fig. 6. Mature Type, X 260.

Lab i thru ia Madeira Thaxter. Fig. 7. Type form, X 260.

Labnulbenia pallida Thaxter. Figs. 8-9. Two individuals showing variation in appendages, X 260.

Lab Hbenia Oedodactyli Thaxter. Fig. 10. The Type with simple outer appendage, X 260.

Lalnndbema Ophoni Thaxter. Fig. 11. The Type on Ophonus sulphuripes, Italy X 260.

Laboulbema Oopteri Thaxter. Fig. 12. The Type: external branchlet broken off, X 260.

LabouJb a Coptem Thaxter. X 260. Fig. 13. The Type.

Labotd l
>< ma Orthomi Thaxter. Fig. 14. The type form of compact habit, X 260. Fig. 15. A more elongate

variety, X 260.

Laboulhenia Stomonaxi Thaxter. Figs. 16-17. Two individuals, the perithecium of one containing mature

spores, X 260.

LabottBpema mclanaria Thaxter. Fig. 18. The Type from Ophonus germanus, Portugal, X 260.

Labotdbema DryptCB Thaxter. Fig. 19. The Type, X 260.

Laboulbema erecta Thaxter. Fig. 20. Individual from Colpodes evanscens, Mexico, X 260. Fig. 21. Type on

C. agihs from same locality, X 260.

PLATE LV.

Laboulbcnia dubia Thaxter. Fig. 1. The Type, X 260.

Laboulbema Darwinii Thaxter. Fig. 2. Type on Pachytelcs, Brazil, Hope Collection No. 285, X 260.

Laboulbema otivacea Thaxter. Fig. 3. The Type, X 260.

Labou; via Anaplogemi Thaxter. Fig. 4. The Type on Anaplojenius, China, X 260. Fig. 5. Unusually
well developed individual on Stenolophus from Cambridge, in which the segments of the branches are distally

wollen, but which w i associated with individuals normal in this respect, X 260.
Laboutbenia Platypro tpi Thaxter. Fig. 6. Type form, X 260.
Laboulbcnia RouyetU Robin var. Japanensis Thaxter. Fig. 7. Typical form reduced as compared with other

figures on the plate, X 150.

Laboulbt a RougetU Robin, var. Chincnsvt Thaxter. Fig. 8. Type form, reduced, X 150.
Laboutbenia bUabiata Thaxter. Fig. 9. The Type, X 260.
Laboulbcnia Anchonoderi Thaxter. Fig. 10. Type on Anchonoderus subamcus from Panama, X 260. Fig. IX

Form on .4. binctatm from Guatemala, X 260.

Laboutbenia Pericatti Thaxter. Fig. 12. The Type, X 260.
Labauttx nia EuchUa Thaxter. Figs. 13-14. Two type specimens, X 260.
Laboulbcnia Thyreopteri Thaxter. Fig. 15. Variety from Borneo, X 260. (See Plate LXIV, fig. 15, for nor-

mal type.)

PLATE LVI.

Laboulh. nia insularis Thaxter. Fig. 1. Mature Type, X 260. Fig. 2. Young individual showing full devel-
opment of outer appendage, X 460.

Laboulbcnia Latonce Figs. 3-4. Two well marked variations, X 260.
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Laboulbenia Loxandri Thaxter. Fig. 5. The Type, X 260.

Laboulbenia Columbiana Thaxter. Fig. 6. The Type on hairs from elyt ra of host , X 260. Fig. 7. \ large form

from the abdomen of host, possibly a distinct species, X 280.

Laboulbenia Bledii Thaxter. Figs. 8 & 10. Individuals on Blediui jacokinus from California, < 260. Fiff. 9.

Form on B. basalis from Florida, X 260.

Laboulbenia pedicillata Thaxter. Fig. 11. Form on Dijscliirius thoracicus from Europe, X 200.

Laboulbenia Egce Thaxter. Fig. 12. The Type, X 260.

Laboulbenia notata Thaxter. Fig. 13. The Type, X 150.

Laboulbenia acanthophora Thaxter. Fig. 14. The Type, X 260.

Laboulbenia Tachyis Thaxter. Fig. 15. Individual on Tachys from Cambridge, X 260.

Laboulbenia verrucosa Thaxter. Fig. 16. The Type, X 260.

Laboulbenia microscopica Thaxter. Fig. 17. The Type, X 460.

Laboulbenia Chiriquensis Thaxter. Fig. 18. The Type on Cadida scwMlans, X 260.

PLATE LVII.

Laboulbenia Hawaiiensis Thaxter. Fig. 1. Individual on Colpodiscus tantalus from Oahu, X 280. Fig. 2. I h

Type on Metromenus ero, from Maui, X 260. Fig. 3. Small form on Mecycbtlwras pusiUu* from Mai X 280.

Laboulbenia

Laboulbenia

la sphyriopsis Thaxter. Fig. 5. Type form on Metromenus epfcurus, X 260.

la Disenochi Thaxter. Fig. 4. Form on Discnochus sulcipenni* from Kaui of a 1 y l>c similar to thai

of L. Hawaiiensis, X 260. Fig. 6. Form on Anchonemus agonoidcs from Maui, X 260. Fig. 7. The Type 00

Disenochus sulcipennis from Kaui, X 260.

Laboulbenia cauliculata Thaxter. Fig. 8. Type on Colpodiscus posticatvs. var. am lor Kaui, X 260. Fig.

9. On Metromenus sp. (No. 1246) from Kaui, X 260. Fig. 10. Individual from Metrm run fraudator, Mam,

X 260.

Laboulbenia cauliculata, var. prolixa Thaxter. Fig. 11. Type Ott Mextivriieu* tricolor
%
X 260.

Laboulbenia cauliculata, var. spectabilis Thaxter. Fig. 12. The Type on Metro* nus vnttalnlu, X 280-

PLATE LVII I.

Laboulbenia sjriralis Thaxter. Fig. 1. The Type, X 260.

Laboulbenia Meaalonychi Thaxter. Fig. 2. The Type with pendent inner appendages, X MR.

Laboulbenia obliquata Thaxter. Fig. 3. The Type, X 260.

Laboulbenia concinna Thaxter. Fig 4. Mature individual, X 260.

Laboulbenia flaccida Thaxter. Fig. 5. The Type, X 260.

Laboulbenia Planelis Thaxter. Fig. 6. The Type, X 260.
aunMtA.

Laboulbenia Eudali* Thaxter. Fig. 7. Mature individual in which the primary hrnnrh of th outer ippeod

age is broken off, X 260. Fig. 8. Young individual showing struct are of out or : . Pp<muI ;iR,, X -

Laboulbenia Ceylonensis Thaxter. Fig. 9. The Type in which part of the outer ap,*ndage „ brok, . off, X 260.

Fig. 10. Part of young individual showing the outer appendage, X 260.
,, ,im, y *

pfc.

Laboulbenia Helluodis Thaxter. Fig. 11. The Type in which the outer appendage ,s partly broken, X 3W. **

12. Young individual showing the appendages unbroken, X 260.

Laboulbenia Tasnodemai Thaxter. Fig. 13. The Type, X 260.
Individual mag-

Lnboulbmia Fomneanan Thaxter. Fig. 14. The Type much enlarp I, X 625 Fig 15. g

nified as in the other species represented on this plate showing its relatively USU », x -w.

PLATE LIX.

Laboulbenia separata Thaxter.

t hat

other figures on this plate, X 380.
, T f j.. va showing variation, X

Laboulbenia cor,throp*is Thaxter. Figs. 3-6. Forms from Mu**» /«««« *om Ja ^ a g

99*

Laboulbenia protrudens Thaxter. Figs. 7-8. Two type forms, X 225.
.tnnmd%ees are variously broken,

Laboulbenia forficulata Thaxt er. Figs. 9-10. Mature individual m wluch t he appendages

X 225. Fig. 11. Young individual.

Laboulbenia fissa Thaxter. Fig. 12. The Type on /

13. Individual on P. guttatus. Hope Coll. No. 301, X !

Laboulbenia prominens Thaxter. Fig. 14* The Type

*
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/.,// ulbenia dutincta Thaxter. Figs. 15 16. The Type and a young individual, X 225.

/ Ucn Maylayentu Thaxter. Figs. 17 18. Mature Types seen from opposite sides, X 225.
lobouBm < 1/ Tl er. Figs. 19 20. The Types, X 225.

Laboulk ia maeul'iia Tfmxter. Fig. 21. Mat ure Type, X 225. Fig. 22. Young individual, X 225.
baboulh, i Srrrimat n in Thaxl er. Fig. 23. The Type, X 225.

/ -,/////„/ i i„nt/MK Thaxl rr. Figs. 24 25. Types, X 225. Fig. 26. Young individual, X 225.

PLATE LX.

Loboull i I ul ,/ijmi 'II, <cter. Figs. 1 3. Three individuals from different points of view, X 225.
LabouiUnia l'l„i,,,j„m„ Tliaxter. Fig. 4. The Type, X 225. Fig. 5. Detail of tip of pcrith'ecium, X 650.
/ " / '""""

'
Jhaxter. Fig. 6. The Type, X 225. Figs. 7 8. Details of the tip of the peritheeium

from f>p|M>aitc sides, X 650.

lab Ubetria Uumphnn Thaxter. Figs. 9-10. The Types seen from opposite sides, X 225. Fig. 11. Detail
of Up of peritheeium, x 6.50.

Ijthoull, a mieroioma Thaxter. Fig. 12. The type, X 225.
IMbmdbenia Sumatm Thaxter. Fig. 13. Mature individual from Catascopus cupripennis, Borneo, X 225

Fig. 14. The Type on same host from Sum ,t ra, X 225. Figs. 15-16. Detail of tips of two perithecia seen from
opposite sides, X 650.

LabouO, a Jaxxma Thaxter. Figs.17-18. Mature individuals, X 225. Figs. 19-20. Details of tips of two
perithcci n from opposite rid* X 650.

Ubovlbcma finiHma Th&xttr Fig. 21. The Type on PericaUtu gxtttulw from Java, X 225. Fig. 22. Mature
,mln l,l:i1 "" '' ' « ,r<)" 1 ^'^W X 225. Fig. 23. Variety found with the last on same host, X 225

Lnln.ulhnnn U Thaxl i r. Figs. 24 25. Types on Misnlus from New Guinea, X 225. Fig. 26. Large form
on Cata* ptU from Assam., India, X 225.

LnUnuli aomtoto Thaxter. Figs. 27 28. The Types, X 225. Fig. 29. Tip of peritheeium enlarged, X 650.
Laboull hi subeorutneta Thaxter. Figs. 30 31. The Types, x 225

j"
1"*** Centepkon Thaxter. Figs. 32 33. The Types on Miscelus from New Guinea, X 225. Figs.m jo. Uetail of tips of perithecia eeo from opposite sides, X 650.LMmia. I, sis Thaxter. Figs. 36 37. The Types, X 225. Figs. 38-39. Detail of tips of perithecia

from different points of view, x 6.50.

PLATE LXI.

lAbouDxnia Papuana Thaxter. Fig. 1. The Type
Labautbi nid irmgm* Thaxter. Fig. 2. The Type: tl

Laboull a 1 bi/B ThaxtAi- Ficr 51 TKo T,.™ —
- nailer form growing on legs, x 260.

V. ' — <™- iimmu. rxg. o. me lype on Vhvina collaris from England, X 260. Fig. 6. An

, L
Fig. 7. The Type, X 260.

Laboulbema denHfera Thaxter. Fig. 8. Unique Type, X ''60

iuti^uTc"l7r'*
TbT CT

\ f

¥i*' 9
-

Type °" ClMna /«**» fr<™ Guatemala, xmdlVidua I trom ( , dtiidxpennts from Mexico, X 260
I at, i,l harh,* Thaxter Fig. 11. The Type on Mario Georaiae from Mexico, X 260Labotfbema Madagaacareiuu Thaxter. Fig. 12. The Tvoe x 2«n

", a ^ou.

An

La6
Indi\idual on Harpal

PLATE LXII.

Labmilhi ia Trirho<jiif,thi Thaxter.
vidua!, X ISO.

1.50

££j&™ *«*u. Thaxter. Fig. 3. The Type, X 260. Fig. 4. Detail of antheridial braneh X 625

L(lh
Fig. 5.

Moema pippnara Thaxter. Fig. 6. The Type X °60
/ milbrnta adunm Thaxter. Fig. 7. Type, x 260. Figs." 8-9

opposite ad< , X 62.-..

260

peritheeium

Loboulb
Figs. 10-11. Two individuals on Galerita from Guyaquil, X 260.
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Laboulbcnia curvata Thaxter. Fig. 12. The Type, X 260.

Laboulbenia bicolor Thaxter. Fig. 13. Form on Galcrtta carbmmria from Brazil,

on Galerita sp. from Venezuela, X 260. Fig. 15. Detail of antheridial branch, X 625.

Laboulbenia Colpodis Thaxter. Fig. 16. The Type, X 260.

Laboulbcnia corniculala Thaxter. Fig. 17. The Type, X 260.

Fig. 14. Tin Tv,k

PLATE LX1II.

Laboulbenia Cafii Thaxter. Fig. 1. Mature individual from southern California, X 200. Fig. 2. Young in-

dividual with trichogyne, X 260.

Laboulbenia Texana, var. pendula Thaxter. Fig. 3. The Type, X 150.

Laboulbenia Texana var. iucurvata Thaxter. Fig. 4. The Type, X 150.

Laboulbenia Texana var. rostellaia Thaxter. Fig. 5. Type on Brachimis gmirulatu* from Montevideo, X US0

Laboulbenia Texana var. return Thaxter. Fig. 6. The Type from Florida, X 150.

Laboulbcnia Texana var. Oaxacana Thaxter. Fig. 7. Unique Type, X 150.

Laboulbcnia Texana, var. suffusa Thaxter. Fig. 8. The Type, X 150.

Laboulbenia Texana var. tibialis Thaxter. Fig. 9. The Type, X 150.

Laboulbenia tortuosa Thaxter. Fig. 10. The Type, X 225.

Laboulbenia Ozenae Thaxter. Fig. 11. The Type, X 225.

Laboulbenia punctulata Thaxter. Fig. 12. The Type, X 225.

Laboulbenia Helluomorphae Thaxter. Fig. 13. Individual from Plcuracanthus bn collie from Surinam, X 22.

Fig. 14. The Type on Helluomorpha melanaria from the Amazon, X 225.

Loboulbenia triordinata Thaxter. Fig. 15. The Type on Cordistes bicinctus from Columbia, X 150.

Laboulbenia angularis Thaxter. Fig. 16. The Type, X 225. Fig. 17. Detail of tip of perithecium from an-

other individual, X 625.

Laboulbenia perplexa Thaxter. Fig. 18. Type form, X 260.

PLATE LXIV.

Laboulbenia incerta Thaxter. Fig. 1. Mature individual, Brazil, X 260.

Laboulbenia geniculata Thaxter. Fig. 2. The type from Rosario, Argentina, X 260. Fig. 3. 1
tp ot pen ne-

cium enlarged, X 625.

Laboulbenia fusiformis Thaxter. Fig. 4. The type from Brazil, X 150.

Laboulbenia subpunctata Thaxter. Fig. 5. Mature individual from the Amazon, X 260. ng t>. i>pe

Rosario, Argentina, X 260.

Laboulbenia punctata Thaxter. Fig. 7. Type from Venezuela.
.int hr>rwK»

Laboulbenia Pheropsophi Thaxter. Fig. 8. Eastern variety from Java, X 260. I* 9. (-roup of anthem!..

of the same, X 625.

Laboulbenia longicollis Thaxter. Fig. 10.

Laboulbenia decipiens Thaxter. Fig. 11.

260

Fig

American form from Columbia, X 260.
ijjmfti-fJj u nst ; n the Muaeo

Laboulbenia producta Thaxter. Fig. 13. Fully matured individual from an undetermmcd ho,t in Mu«o

Nacional at Buenos Aires, X 260. Fig. 14. A younger individual from Columbia, X *£
Laboulbenia Thyrcopteri Thaxter. Fig. 15. The type from Port Natal. Africa, X «o.

individuai from

Laboulbenia hrierociila Thaxter. Fig. 16. Detail of the tip of the penthecium of a mature mdmdu.

Timor, East Indies, X625.

PLATE LXV.

Laboulbenia Polyhirma Thaxter. Fig. 1. Short stout form on W*""°^J^J^^'toe T^l - from

ig. 2. Form with peculiarly differentiated tip on P. hamijera from Zanzibar, x -w.
Fig. 2. Form with peculiarly

Tangar, X 260. .

Laboulbenia orientate Thaxter. Fig. 4. Form with well developed appenda

«„ K Smnll rnrved form on B. Chinensis
nus scotomedes from Japan, X 150.

prothorax, X 260.

Laboulbenia pus-ilia Thaxter. Fig 6.Laboulbenia pusilla Thaxter. Fig 6. The Type, X 260.

Laboulbenia Japonica Thaxter. Fig. 7. The Type, X 260. ^ p,,^^ are almost

Laboulbenia rhinophora Thaxter. Fig. 8. The Type: a mature mdmduti
^
n ^ ^

Hy broken off, X 260. Fig. 9. A young individual in which the appendages are almost
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LabouBH'! < ,/initorinKa Thaxter. Fig. 10. The Type, X 1 80 . Fig. 11. Port ion of appendage enlarged show-
ing t-har ter and origin of I he aiithcriili.il branchletl and the ant heridia, X 500.

Laboulbenia fain, hi Thaxter. Fig. 12. The Type, X 260.

Laboulbvvin cdettitilis Thaxter. Fig. 13. The Type on Dry/,ta lineola from China, X 200. Fig. 14. Variety
on THdirnnmuhau sp. from Japan, X 260.

Labou&ema Amatka Thaxter. Fig. 15. Typical form, x 260.

PLATE LXVI.

La h Fig. 1. The Type
Labculbenia Dercyli Thaxter Fig. 2. The Type, X 260. Fig. 3. Insertion-cells of young individual show-

ing detail of appendagi . X 461.

Laboulbenia mehmop
Distal portion of a young

L'thnitlhcnia Acroaen

Fig. 4. Mat ure individual with the appendages much broken, X 260. Fig. 5.

mlbevm Acrogenys Thaxter. Figs. 6-7. The Types, X 260. Fig. 8. Portion of an antheridial branch
enlarged, X 625.

Lab Ubewia lttitica Thaxter. Fig. 9. The Type, X 260. Fig. 10. An antheridial branchlet enlarged, X 625
Lab Obenia Cubcnsis Thaxter. Fig. 11. The Type, X 260. Fig. 12. Tip of the perithecium in a larger speci-

from the opposite side, X 260. Fig. 13. An appendage showing the insertions of numerous branchlet s,X 401

Jjiboulbmia anomila Thaxter. Fig. 14. The Type: its appendages somewhat broken, X 260. Fig. 15. Young
individual from the Zambesi, X 260.

I.abnulhnua eondrida Thaxter. Fig. 16. Mature individual, X 260.
Laboulbenia coarctata Thaxter. Fig. 17. Mature individual, X 260.
Labou&enia a^tica Thaxter. Fig. 18. The Type, X 260. Fig. 19. An appendage with antheridia, X 615.
Laboulbnna strangulata Thaxter. Fig. 20. The Type from Timor X 260.

PLATE LXVII.

Labo./Uuia bicmis Thaxter. Fig. 1. The Type, X 260. Fig. 2. Posterior view of tip of perithecium, X 460.^benm daclvfophora Thaxter. Fig. 3. Small form on Orectogyros ornaticollis from Madagascar, X 260.
Fig. 4. 1 he Type on O. specularis from the Gold Coast, Africa, X 260

Ifl'oulbenia dnjnnaHs Thaxter. Fig. 6. The Type from the Amazon, its appendages almost wholly broken
off. Fig. 6. A smaller form from Bugaba, Mexico, X 260^^^^/^^^ Thaxter IJf.T. The Type, X 260. Fig. 8. Branch of an appendage, X 625. Fig. 9.
lip of t he perithecium from opposite side to that seen in fig 7 X 625

Laboulbenia Orechtoclnli Thaxter. Fig. 10. Individual on Orechtochilus oblongiusculus from Pedong havingbur two appendage, X 260. Fig. 11. The Type on O. cardatus x 260
B ^

X J?* R> tt ^1w 1'l^f" X: •
^ 12

'
MatUre ind>ividual 0n M<™**™ eloryatus from New Guinea,X IbO. Fig. 13. 1 vtail of tip of perithecium, X 461

Fi^iflt iSlI
Tha
^K

Rg- 14
-

TheTyPe
-

The ^P^^ome of the appendages are supplied, X 260.Fig. 15. An appendages with the insertions of two broken branchlets X 625.
/ /l Ivji i i IT „ «^i * «. -^ - -* - I f Till a V^» a M _*Laboulbenia mtundnia

Ub
Fig. 16. The Type, X 260.

X2^^ 127 JIE^ r!S
17>

- J"
6 TyPe

-
A SmaU individuiil on Di™*° "P- *» Pondicherry,X zw. rig. 18. Detail of the tip of the perithecium, X 625.

Laboulbenia cfuetophora Thaxter. Kg. 19. 260

PLATE LXVIII.

e\v and varying

broken, X 270.

Figs Two mature individuals seen from different points of

antheridia. Fig. 4. A supposed antheridium eXged
y

" ^^^^^ SUPPOSed ( ° l 'C

Rhyncophoromyres ehphantinus Thaxter. Fig. 5. The type X 230

tJZZZZZZZZ.
Th!'X,er

- ^ ^ " ^eCt ™atUre^*!» '™ ** X 290. *. 7. The
^ at
utoicomyces Fig. 8. The type, X 290.
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PLATE LXIX.

Ceratomyces curvatus Thaxter. Fig. 1. The type, X 270.

Ceratomyces cladophorus Thaxter. Fig. 2. Mature type, X 270. ,

Hydrophilomyces reflexus Thaxter. Fig. 3. The type showing bulbous insertion.

Ceratomyces ansatus Thaxter. Fig. 4. The type from Brazil, X 270. Fig. 5. Individual from Florida with

distal branchlets developed from the appendages, X 270.

Ceratomyces procerus Thaxter. Fig. 6. The Type, from Brazil.

Autoicomyces ornithocephalus Thaxter. Figs. 7-8. Mature individuals seen from opposite ides, X 290. Fig

9. Spore, X 500.

PLATE LXX.

Rhynchophoromyces denticulatus Thaxter. Fig. 1. Mature individual, X 270.

Ceratomyces Braziliensis Thaxter. Fig. 2. The Type, X 270.

Ceratomyces Mexicanus Thaxter. Fig. 3. The Type, X 270.

Ceratomyces Floridanus Thaxter. Fig. 4. The Type, X 270.

Ceratomyces spinigerus Thaxter. Fig. 5. The Type, X 270. Fig. 6. Posterior view of the tip of tbr ixrithe-

eium, X 600.

Misgomyces Stomonaxi Thaxter. Figs. 7-8. The Types, X 290. Fig. 8. Young individual.

Misgomyces Dyschirii Thaxter. Figs. 9-10. Mature individuals, X 290.

PLATE LXXI.

form, X 290. Fig. 4. Young

Fig. 5. An antheridial

the first division in tl

Distichomyccs Leptochiri Thaxter. Figs. 1-3. Mature individuals of various form,

individual with primary terminal appendage and single ant heridial branch at left, X 626.

branch with terminal group of six antheridia, X 1800. Fig. 6. Younger individual shown _

subbasal cell X 1090

Coreomyces curvatus Thaxter. Fig. 7. Mature individual, X 290. Fig. 8. Young individual Portion above

has begun, X 626. Fig. 9. A later si ige in which

the
the branches destined to form the procarp and the endogenous penthecium nave oegun » ^ ' V- ,

thft

third cell and are growing into the cavity of the fourth, X 625. Fig. 10 A later stage of the *, nc . «h h tb

procarpic branch having outstripped the others has grown through the cells above and ,s about o peri „, he
,

. . — ™_ «. * < . .- - u .._•„_ *u„ ..*l_mu1 .„«.nHfl.wa helow and the procarpic branch above, uhi. h I.

X 625. Fig. U.
Fig. 12. A similar stage en-

perforated the terminal cell and has formed a short branched tnehogyne, x o-o. «... »

larged showing the origin of the procarp and of a sterile branch, wall-cell branch,J^^E^S^
1 Jf« «- ,o rw. 3 *w. .^iJIit.1 v.™w ohnwinir the formation of antherozo.ds from uhdifTerenti.itm rci

lOtVO. tig. 13. One ot the antnenaiai orancneB siiowiuR k^ »w—-— - - .
s

„
(il

-

of the branch, X 1060. Fig. 14. Rhizoid-like foot spreading or'-£»£>«* $££& bXe '.M*
Corcomyces Corisas Thaxter. Fig. 16. Mature individual, X 290. Fig. W. xoui g

t of perithecial or procarpic branch, X 500. Fig. 18. Spore, X 625^

Autoicomyces falciferus Thaxter. Fig. 19. Mature individual, X 290
^dividual with

Kainomyces Isomali Thaxter. Figs. 20-21. Mature individuals, X HW. «g.

l>erithecigerous branches beginning to develop at the right, X 500.

Euzodiomvces Lafhrobii Thaxter. Fig. 23. The Type, X 290.
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